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PREFACE

The trend in investment management is to emphasize portfolio construction and to reduce the time spent on security selection. Though all money managers should be familiar with the specific components of their portfolios and should know why they own them, overwhelming evidence proves that asset allocation is what matters in the long run, with security selection playing a secondary role.

Prior study in investments is not a prerequisite for use of this book, but I do assume that the reader has had a course in managerial or corporate finance. In schools without a “pure” portfolio course, this book will accomplish the objectives of both a traditional investments course and a portfolio management course. The investments instructor who chooses to emphasize portfolio management rather than security selection will find the organization and spirit of this book especially appealing.

In schools that offer separate investments and portfolio courses, Portfolio Construction, Management, and Protection, Fifth Edition, enables the portfolio management instructor to develop a very rich course in which the students can discover the beauty, logic, and potential of modern portfolio management. I believe the strengths of this book are its application orientation and the transitions from theory to practice.

Although principles of portfolio construction and management have been taught at the university level for many years, students may find the subject uncomfortably quantitative, laden with mathematical proofs, intellectually inaccessible, and generally “user unfriendly.” This book provides an alternative to the course’s stereotypical approach.

The Approach of This Edition

Some aspects of my own background helped form my ideas about what a useful course on portfolio management would need to cover. I am a firm believer in the utility of financial derivatives: five chapters of this book contain material on the sensible use of futures and options in portfolio management. I am also a Chartered Financial Analyst, have been chairman of a retail brokerage firm, serve on various investment committees responsible for more than $12 billion, and am on the trust committee of a bank board of directors. My experience with these activities is largely responsible for two special chapters in this book. Chapter 4, “Investment Policy,” covers an extremely important subject to which we often do not give sufficient attention in portfolio management courses. In order to manage money properly, money managers must have a statement of investment policy to guide their actions. They must also understand that investment policy is different from investment management, and that different people have responsibility for these two functions.

Chapter 20, “Fiduciary Duties and Responsibilities,” also discusses material that does not get much playing time in the classroom. I believe that instructors and students alike will find this material fascinating, and that for
many people it will change their way of thinking about the investment process. The evolution of legal doctrine regarding proper fiduciary conduct is especially thought provoking.

There are two new chapters in the fifth edition. At the request of some long-time users of the book, I have added a second chapter on stock selection. This chapter discusses a variety of valuation models that will be helpful to the instructor who wants to expand the stock-picking part of the course. There is also a new chapter dealing with alternative assets, including infrastructure, hedge funds, private equity, commodities, and specialized real estate. Some of the largest U.S. investment funds are devoting an increasing proportion of their money to these assets. This is an important current topic area, and our students are better served if they are up to speed on the basics of this emerging asset class.

I am a staunch advocate of the Chartered Financial Analyst program and have included some actual questions from recent CFA exams in a few chapters. Participation in the CFA Program is rapidly becoming a condition of employment at many firms, and I believe we should expose our students to the CFA Institute, its Code of Ethics, and its Standards of Practice throughout their studies.

Many adopters of the book have told me they find the Mutual Fund Evaluation Term Project (the appendix to Chapter 3) to be quite useful. I personally like the appendix on Stochastic Dominance (which follows Chapter 6) for the intellectual discussion it seems to promote.

Supplements

Website (www.cengage.com/finance/strong)

The text website contains instructor and student resources, Internet applications from the text, links to relevant financial websites, and other useful features. The instructor’s companion website includes the Instructor’s Manual, which features Key Points, Teaching Considerations, Answers to Questions, and Answers to Problems. The instructor’s site also includes a test bank of qualitative and quantitative multiple-choice questions. There are several Excel spreadsheet templates available on the text website. These are primarily time savers that can be incorporated into homework assignments or used as a take-home portion of an exam. PowerPoint slides to accompany the text, prepared by Tom Krueger of the University of Wisconsin, are available to qualified instructors as downloads from the website.
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Background, Basic Principles, and Investment Policy

Chapter 1  The Process of Portfolio Management
Chapter 2  Valuation, Risk, Return, and Uncertainty
Chapter 3  Setting Portfolio Objectives
Chapter 4  Investment Policy
The Process of Portfolio Management

Introduction

The traditional investments course covers two principal topics: security analysis and portfolio management. Security analysis involves estimating the merits of individual investments while portfolio management deals with the construction and maintenance of a collection of investments.

Investment professionals often describe security analysis as a three-step process. First, the analyst considers prospects for the economy, given the stage of the business cycle. Second, the analyst determines which industries are likely to fare well in the forecasted economic conditions. Finally, the analyst chooses particular companies within the favored industries. Many people call this procedure EIC analysis for economy, industry, and company.

In recent years the trend has been to move away from stock picking and toward portfolio management (Figure 1-1). Most of the academic literature from the last two decades generally supports the efficient markets paradigm. Market efficiency means that on a well-developed securities exchange, asset prices accurately reflect the trade-off between the relative risk and potential return associated with the security. Markets are kept reasonably efficient because of the vast number of market participants who are quick to take advantage of security mispricing. This means that efforts to identify undervalued securities are generally fruitless. In other words, free lunches are difficult to find, and any quest for them is likely to wind up at a dead end.

The fact that markets are efficient does not mean that investment managers can just throw darts when making their investment decisions. Not all portfolios are created equal; some are clearly better than others. A properly constructed portfolio achieves a given level of expected return with the least possible risk. Portfolio managers have a duty to create the best possible collection of investments for each customer’s unique needs and circumstances.

By reducing the dispersion of an investment’s returns while holding the mean return constant, the investor fares better. This is an important point. Figure 1-2 compares two $10,000 investments. One earned 10 percent per year for each of ten years, growing to a terminal value of $25,937. The arithmetic

---

1This is a top-down approach, beginning with a large security universe and winding up with a smaller, more manageable number.
Both investments have a mean return of 10 percent.
average of its annual returns is, of course, 10 percent. A second investment shows dispersion in its returns \((9, -11, 10, 8, 12, 46, 8, 20, -12, \text{ and } 10 \text{ percent})\), but it still has a 10 percent arithmetic average return. The terminal value of this investment, however, is only $23,642. It is a mathematical fact that the lower the dispersion in the returns, the greater the accumulated value of otherwise equal investments.

Before the portfolio manager can do the job, however, there needs to be a statement of investment policy. This outlines the return requirements, the investor’s risk tolerance, and the constraints under which the portfolio must operate. It is absolutely essential for an investment manager to have this information before going about the business of asset allocation and security selection.

The portfolio management process has six steps, which are highlighted in Figure 1-3 and in the marginal notes. The remainder of this chapter previews things to come later in the book.

**Part One: Background, Basic Principles, and Investment Policy**

A person cannot be an effective portfolio manager without a solid grounding in the basic principles of finance. This is the first aspect of portfolio management. At one time it may have been possible to get away with an ad hoc approach to managing money, but this is no longer the case. Modern portfolio management is too complex.

---

\[\text{Also, our society is quite litigious these days, and investment managers sometimes have to explain their actions (or inaction) in court.}\]
Most people who read this book will have previously studied the fundamentals of finance. Finance is a very logical discipline with basic principles that are not difficult. The danger is that egos sometimes get involved, and people may be reluctant to spend much time reviewing “simple” material. One of the curious things about investment management is that the public’s perception of its own competence seems bimodal: people are likely to believe that they know either a lot or only a little about this topic. Talk is cheap in the investment world. People can say that they know how to do something, but in the final analysis, it is deeds, not dialogue, that count.

The passage that follows is one of my favorite quotations. It is attributed to the Roman consul Lucius Aemilius Paulus as he addressed the people of Rome before the Pydna campaign (167 B.C.) of the Third Macedonian War:

In every circle, and, truly at every table, there are people who lead armies into Macedonia; who know where the camp ought to be placed; what posts ought to be occupied by troops; when and through what pass that territory should be entered; where magazines should be formed; how provisions should be convoyed by land and sea; and when it is proper to engage the enemy, and when to lie quiet.

And they not only determine what is to be done but if anything is done in any other manner than what they have pointed out, they arraign the consul, as if he were on trial before them.

These are the great impediments to those who have the management of affairs; for everyone cannot encounter injurious reports with the same constancy and firmness of mind as Fadius did; who chose to let his own ability be questioned through the folly of the people, rather than to mismanage the public business with a high reputation.

I am not one of those who think that commanders at no time ought to receive advice; on the contrary, I should deem that man more proud than wise, who regulated every proceeding by the standard of his own single judgment. What then is my opinion?

That commanders should be counseled. Chiefly, by persons of known talent; by those who have made the art of war their particular study, and whose knowledge is derived from experience; from those who are present at the scene of action; who see the country, who see the enemy; who see the advantages that occasions offer, and who, like people embarked on the same ship are sharers of the danger. If, therefore, anyone thinks himself qualified to give advice respecting the war I am to conduct, which may prove advantageous to the public, let him not refuse his assistance to the state, but let him come with me into Macedonia.

He shall be furnished with a ship, a horse, a tent; even his traveling charges shall be defrayed. But if he thinks this too much trouble, and prefers the repose of a city life to the toils of war, let him not, on land, assume the office of a pilot.

The city, in itself, furnishes abundance of topics for conversation; let it confine its passion for talking within its own precincts, and rest assured that we shall pay no attention to any councils but such as shall be framed within our camp.3

In this quotation Paulus is emphasizing the fact that deeds are what count. This is good advice to modern portfolio managers as they do battle with the

---

forces that would keep them from achieving their investment goals. If someone has a worthy idea to contribute, then let us hear it, but fluff and bluster have no place in the formation of investment policy or strategy. Many of those who feel that they know a lot about the investment business share the genes of the people Paulus was addressing. It is unlikely that someone who has never constructed a portfolio is qualified to give advice on the subject, and it is certain that a futures and options neophyte cannot speak intelligently on the prudent use of derivatives in portfolio protection. In the same fashion, a junior security analyst soon learns that a good company is not necessarily a good investment. The stock of a well-run company may simply be too expensive at the current price.

This is true of anything we buy. The price tag hanging from an elegant business suit at a high-end clothing store may be $2,500. No one will argue that the suit is snazzy, but not everyone would consider it a good investment. At $350, however, the same suit would be a much more attractive investment. The same is true of a share of stock in a well-managed company. If the stock price comes down, it may become a good investment while remaining a good company.

Similarly, poorly run companies can be great investments if they are cheap enough. People buy old, beat-up stuff at yard sales because it is inexpensive, not because its quality is high. While most of us have a reasonably good understanding of value shopping, many people never figure out the distinction between good companies and good investments.

Part One of this book reviews the fundamental principles of finance and statistics that an analyst must understand before moving on to portfolio construction and management. Much of this material will be generally familiar to most readers, but virtually everyone will learn something from a review of these topics.

The two key concepts in finance are (1) a dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow and (2) a safe dollar is worth more than a risky dollar. These two ideas form the basis for all aspects of financial management. In reviewing these two key concepts and some basic statistics in Chapter 2, readers will also get a refresher course on the importance of the economic concept of utility as it relates to risk and return. The whole point of investment management is for investors to get more of what they enjoy and get rid of what they dislike. Investors like return, be it in dollars or in intangible form, and they dislike risk. The goal is to get as much of the “good” while suffering as little of the “bad” as possible.

All of finance stems from the basic concepts of the risk/return trade-off and the time value of money. It is difficult to truly comprehend new investment products and risk-management practices without fluency in these principles. These first two chapters are a good review for every reader.

According to an old saying, “It is difficult to accomplish your objectives until you know what it is you want to accomplish.” Step 2 in portfolio management is setting portfolio objectives. Chapters 3 and 4 deal with setting objectives and determining investment policy. People think they understand words such as growth or income, but these terms often mean different things to different people. For some people reading this book, the discussion of the importance of objective setting will make the most lasting impression. Chapter 3 describes the difficulty people have in finding a balance between risk and expected return and provides a framework for determining portfolio objectives.

Chapter 4 focuses on investment policy. The separation of investment policy from investment management is a fundamental tenet of institutional money management. One group of people, such as a board of directors or an investment policy committee, establishes the rules of the game and hires someone to play the game. These people establish policy. The investment manager is the person who implements the plan. It is a mistake (sometimes a
very serious one) and possibly a breach of legal duty to allow the investment manager also to set the rules and, by default, the investment policy.

A formal statement of investment policy is a very useful tool. This document clearly outlines responsibilities and procedures. It is an important part of the investment process to make sure such a document exists.

Part Two: Portfolio Construction

Once a person has been through financial boot camp and has a policy statement, it is time to begin formulating an investment strategy and constructing the portfolio itself. This involves more than simply buying a handful of securities so that all your eggs are not in one proverbial basket. There are many different things to consider and to monitor.

Portfolio managers need to understand the basic elements of capital market theory. The mathematical relationships underlying portfolio theory might seem forbidding, but their basic substance is not difficult. Unfortunately, concepts such as covariance and the appearance of double summation signs scare away many people. A special effort is made to keep Chapter 5 user-friendly and to help readers appreciate the logical beauty of portfolio theory. Diversification is a good idea, both mathematically and logically. Chapter 6 discusses the risk-reduction benefits that accompany informed diversification. Portfolio construction deals with diversification. It surprises many people to learn that diversification is not oriented toward increasing return; its purpose is to reduce risk.

One of the most consequential pieces of academic research regarding portfolio construction is a paper by Evans and Archer showing the powerful risk-reduction benefits obtained through the naive diversification that comes from common sense in investment selection as opposed to some mathematical technique. The implications of this research continue to be very important, even for the most sophisticated portfolio manager.

Chapter 6 then extends the basic principles of risk and return to a more general capital market theory. There the focus is on unavoidable risk, which is the type of risk that counts and the only type for which investors can reasonably expect additional return. Whereas naive diversification is beneficial, the informed portfolio manager can do even better with theoretical best-practice investing.

International investment is an important part of modern portfolio management. In Chapter 7 you will see why foreign securities are appealing and why the manager should think about the currency market as well as the global stock markets. Emerging markets, such as those in Central Europe, the Pacific Rim, and South America, carry special risks that investors should study before committing any money. Institutional portfolios frequently contain at least 15 percent foreign investments with at least a small portion in emerging markets; a money manager should be conversant with key aspects of this asset class.

Unlike the emerging markets, the U.S. financial markets are informationally very efficient but not completely so. Chapter 8 explains the implications of this to the investor and the portfolio manager. The chapter also reviews the beta statistic arising from capital market theory, the way a portfolio manager might use it, and potential pitfalls with the number.

Chapters 9 and 10 deal with stock selection. Most portfolios contain some equities, and the particular stocks the investment manager picks are quite
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important. Unlike other things we buy, the dollar price of a stock has no obvious frame of reference: stock selling for $15 is not necessarily better or worse than another company whose shares sell for $100. Rather than simply buying shares in “good companies” and avoiding “bad companies,” it is important to know something about how to read the price tag. A good company may be a poor investment for a variety of reasons, and a poorly-run company may be an attractive addition to a portfolio if the price is right.

Security screening, a topic most textbooks do not cover, describes a practice that most professional investors and individuals subconsciously follow. The world simply contains too many potential investments for a team of analysts to consider them all. Managers need a logical protocol to reduce the total to a workable number for closer investigation. We call such a technique a screen. As Chapter 11 shows, individuals use screens routinely in everyday life. Teachers tell children buying presents for school chums to spend less than $5, football coaches look for those who can run the 40-yard dash in under 5 seconds, admission officers look for Scholastic Aptitude Test scores over a certain level, and investors might look for stocks with price-earnings ratios under 10 or those with listed options. All of these are examples of screens. What constitutes a good screen? We explore the question in Chapter 11.

Chapter 12, “Bond Pricing and Selection,” reviews basic principles regarding the pricing of debt securities. In addition, it introduces the concept of duration, which is critical in modern fixed-income security management. Duration enables the portfolio manager to alter the risk of the fixed-income component of a portfolio quickly and efficiently without having to perform complex calculations or trial-and-error iterations. In today’s investment community, portfolio managers who are not fluent with duration are simply not current in their field and run the risk of becoming dinosaurs.

Having picked the equity players for a portfolio, how should the bonds be chosen? Does it matter? What does bond diversification really mean? This chapter provides a framework for answering these questions. It also examines the yield curve and the clues it provides about the future.

The set of investment possibilities includes assets other than stocks and bonds. Pension funds pay attention to gold and timberland; these are examples of real assets. Gold is an anecdotesly familiar investment, sometimes with unusual merits as a portfolio component but frequently without. Many U.S. pension funds have significant percentages of their managed funds in timberland. In many respects, timberland is an ideal investment for long-term investors with no liquidity problems. Part of Chapter 13 is an investment primer on the terminology and characteristics of forestland investment.

Chapter 14 is new to this edition. Alternative investments are attracting a great deal of attention from pension funds, endowments, and other institutional investors. This asset class includes a variety of esoteric investment vehicles including infrastructure (like bridges, toll roads, and parking garages), hedge funds, and private equity. This is a developing area that all money managers should know something about.

**Part Three: Portfolio Management**

Having formed a portfolio, an investor should not normally leave it untended. Conditions change, and portfolios need maintenance. Developing a game plan for updating the portfolio is the fourth step of portfolio management.
Chapters 15 and 16 deal with portfolio revision. An investor can manage a portfolio \textit{passively} or \textit{actively}. Passive management involves letting the chips fall where they may, either by doing nothing or by following a predetermined investment strategy that is invariant to market conditions. Active management requires the periodic changing of the portfolio components as the manager’s outlook for the market changes. Chapters 15 and 16 also address considerations surrounding periodic contributions to the portfolio, either those generated internally through dividend and interest income or those arising from an outside source.

To be current, a modern portfolio manager should understand the basic principles of options and option pricing. This includes an understanding of where options come from, why they are a good idea, and what basic strategies portfolio managers might use. The Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model is one of the most important developments in finance in the last thirty years, earning its developers the Nobel Prize in 1997. We look at it in Chapter 17.

Option overwriting is a popular activity designed to increase the yield on a given portfolio and to improve performance in a flat market. People who do not understand options view these securities (and other derivatives) with a great deal of suspicion. The discussion in Chapter 18 gives examples of the intelligent and well-conceived use of stock options under various portfolio scenarios.

The fifth step of the portfolio management process is \textit{performance evaluation}. There are really two parts to performance evaluation. First, did the portfolio manager do what he or she was hired to do? If a pension fund hires a firm to be its large-cap value manager, this entity should not be investing in small-capitalization growth stocks. Someone needs to verify that the firm followed directions. The second step in performance evaluation is interpreting the numbers. How much did the portfolio earn, and how much risk did it bear? (See Figure 1-4.) Historically, the way the investment com-
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**FIGURE 1-4** Investment Manager Performance Appraisal

```
Diagram:

- Step 5: Evaluate the performance.

  How well did manager do it?
  - Satisfactorily
  - Unsatisfactorily

  Did manager do what we hired him or her to do?
  - Yes
    - Manager stays.
  - No
    - Manager goes.

  Do we want to keep manager?
  - Yes
    - Manager stays.
  - No
    - Manager goes.

  Is there any reason to change?
  - Yes
    - Change manager.
  - No
    - Manager stays.

  Give manager another year?
  - Yes
    - Manager stays.
  - No
    - Manager goes.
```

munity handles this issue has been problematic. The low-end financial press tends to imply that the manager whose portfolio had the highest return had the best performance. The common belief is that a portfolio that earned 20 percent outperformed another portfolio that earned 15 percent. These statements are incorrect. You must consider the return of a portfolio in conjunction with the riskiness of the portfolio. There are standard methods for doing so.

The performance evaluation problem is complicated when there are cash deposits and/or withdrawals from the portfolio and when the manager uses options to enhance the portfolio yield. Chapter 19 will explain how to deal with these situations.

Many portfolio managers are fiduciaries. This means they are responsible for looking after someone else’s money and have some discretion in its investment. The law specifies the duties of a fiduciary quite clearly. A breach of fiduciary duty can result in poor client relations or even a malpractice suit. Chapter 20 presents a discussion of the primary fiduciary duties and how they influence the investment process.

Part Four: Portfolio Protection and Contemporary Issues

Portfolio protection is a powerful managerial tool designed to reduce the likelihood that a portfolio will fall in value below a predetermined minimum level. Protecting the portfolio when appropriate is the final aspect of the portfolio management process. Chapters 21 through 23 cover this topic.

The material in Chapter 21, “Principles of the Futures Market,” is a cousin to the material on options in Chapter 17. Futures can play a very useful role in risk management. Some managers, in fact, will say they could not do their job properly if they could not hedge market risk with stock index futures.

Chapter 22, “Benching the Equity Players,” covers popular methods of using options, futures, or both to reduce the risk of the equity components in the portfolio. As with options, the regulators and governing bodies that make decisions regarding investment funds do not always understand the economic purpose of futures contracts. The material in this chapter will enable you to carry on a fluent conversation about the merits of options or futures in a particular investment portfolio.

Chapter 23 covers similar issues with regard to interest-rate risk. We revisit duration, seeing how intelligent duration management enables the bond manager to sleep more comfortably. A comprehensive review of the integration of futures and options with traditional portfolio management follows in Chapter 24. In some respects, this chapter is an extended case study showing how a portfolio manager can use derivative assets to generate additional income and to manage risk in an existing portfolio of stocks and bonds.

Chapter 25, the final chapter of the book, introduces some contemporary issues in portfolio management. The fact that derivative securities have faced such difficulty getting regulatory approval is a continuing problem. Despite what we know about risk-adjusted performance measurement, the idea has less than complete acceptance on the street. Chapter 25 also includes a review of the nuts and bolts behind program trading, stock lending, and the current dialogue regarding security analyst independence. All portfolio managers are
aware of the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) designation; the book concludes with a strong endorsement of the program.

INTERNET EXERCISE

There are numerous websites that have good stock screening tools. In particular, investigate the Yahoo! and Morningstar sites. Using the screener you find there (or anywhere else), identify ten stocks with characteristics that are important to you. Then use the portfolio tracking tool Yahoo! provides to create an approximately equally-weighted portfolio of these ten stocks. Track the performance of your portfolio through the semester. At the end of the semester, you can reevaluate your portfolio creation strategy and assess its performance using the tools you will be introduced to in this book.

PORTFOLIO MEMO

Should I Invest Now or Should I Wait?

You can always find a reason to justify an inclination to postpone making an investment. The presence of risk is one of the primary reasons our markets exist. Still, history suggests that having a long-term presence in the capital markets is a good thing. The figures below show what a $10,000 investment at the beginning of each of the years from 1970–2006 would have been worth at the beginning of 2008, when the S&P 500 started at 1468.36.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Investment</th>
<th>S&amp;P 500 Index</th>
<th>Value as of Jan. 1, 2008</th>
<th>Compound Annual Growth Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>92.06</td>
<td>$159,500</td>
<td>7.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td>$143,824</td>
<td>7.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>97.35</td>
<td>$150,524</td>
<td>8.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>90.19</td>
<td>$162,807</td>
<td>9.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>95.10</td>
<td>$154,402</td>
<td>9.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>107.94</td>
<td>$136,035</td>
<td>9.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>122.55</td>
<td>$119,817</td>
<td>10.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>164.93</td>
<td>$89,025</td>
<td>9.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>211.28</td>
<td>$69,498</td>
<td>9.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>247.08</td>
<td>$59,429</td>
<td>9.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>353.40</td>
<td>$41,550</td>
<td>8.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>417.09</td>
<td>$35,205</td>
<td>8.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>466.45</td>
<td>$31,479</td>
<td>8.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>615.93</td>
<td>$23,840</td>
<td>7.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>970.43</td>
<td>$15,131</td>
<td>4.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1469.25</td>
<td>$9,994</td>
<td>−0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1148.08</td>
<td>$12,790</td>
<td>4.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1111.92</td>
<td>$13,206</td>
<td>7.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1248.29</td>
<td>$11,763</td>
<td>8.46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Plan Sponsors

Plan sponsors are important players in the world of portfolio management. They may be corporations (such as General Electric or L.L. Bean) or a group of individuals (perhaps the partners of a medical practice or law firm). A plan sponsor is responsible for establishing and overseeing one or more investment programs for the benefit of others.

A pension fund is a common example. Employees of the firm participate in a retirement program with someone managing the fund’s assets. The plan sponsor has a duty to see that someone handles the fund’s assets in the best interests of the company’s employees. While the corporate board of directors has the ultimate supervisory responsibility, the board frequently establishes an investment committee to do this. This committee often includes a few members from the board plus some outside experts or consultants if necessary. The committee ensures that there is a statement of investment policy providing objectives and constraints for the investment manager, the person or firm hired to make trades in the account. Setting investment policy is the responsibility of the plan sponsor; buying and selling securities is the responsibility of the investment manager. Although buying and selling sometimes happens by default in an unsophisticated organization, the investment manager should not be the one to prepare the investment policy statement.

Managing money for a wealthy, tax-paying individual is quite different from managing the assets of a perpetual, nontaxable endowment fund. We expect the investment manager to follow the investment policy guidelines, and the law expects the plan sponsor to ensure that investment policy will work to the advantage of those who will benefit from the performance of the investment portfolio. Plan sponsors have a fiduciary duty to uphold; we will explore fiduciary duties and responsibilities in Chapter 20.

Portfolio management is not a “one-size-fits-all” process. As you study this topic, keep in mind any action you take should be for the express benefit of your client and that what works for one client may not be appropriate for another.
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Introduction

In many respects, this chapter functions as a crash course in the principles of finance and elementary statistics. Subsequent chapters amplify most of the points contained here or reinforce material you should have learned in a more basic finance course.

We hope that you will pay close attention to this chapter and avoid the temptation to conclude, “I know all this; I don’t need to read it.” The occasional reading of basic material in your chosen field is an excellent philosophical exercise. Airline pilots know how to get their planes off the ground, but...
they still use a checklist to do so. Ministers know the Ten Commandments but benefit from reading them frequently.

Remember that talk is cheap in the investment business. If someone were to say that she or he knows everything in Chapter 2, we would be tempted to put that person to the test. How many “experts” can do something as “simple” as finding the present value of a growing perpetuity that begins payments in five years? Treat this chapter seriously. Most readers will get their money’s worth.

As Chapter 1 pointed out, two key concepts underlie all three divisions of modern finance (banking, corporate finance, and investments). These concepts are (1) a dollar today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow and (2) a safe dollar is worth more than a risky dollar. Anyone who has studied finance recognizes the universal application of these statements in rational decision making.

Valuation

You can put forth a good argument that valuation is the most important part of the study of investments. We are accustomed to comparing something’s price tag to the benefit we get from owning it. Someone shopping for a winter coat will consider the brand, the style, comfort, utility, and fit in deciding whether the benefit from owning the coat is sufficient to justify giving up the required fistful of dollars. From life experiences the shopper usually has a reasonable idea of what a winter coat costs and what you can expect from owning one.

Financial investments also have a price tag, but they are harder to interpret. You can buy shares of Harley Davidson (HDI, NYSE) common stock for $50 or you can buy Advanced Environmental Recycling Technologies (AERT, Nasdaq) for $0.75. This does not mean, however, that HDI is sixty-seven times “as good” as AERT. Stock prices cannot be directly compared the way you would consider price tags on winter coats. Security analysts make a career of estimating “what you get” for “what you pay,” and recommending securities with attractive prices.

The time value of money is one of the two key concepts in finance. Most readers of this book have previously studied basic present value/future value principles in an introductory course. While this chapter will not rehash that prior education, it is useful to review these concepts in the context of growing income streams because of their importance in stock valuation.

Growing Income Streams

A growing income stream is one in which each successive cash flow is larger than the previous one. A familiar problem in finance is one in which the cash flows grow by some fixed percentage.

Growing Annuity. A growing annuity is an annuity in which the cash flows grow at a constant rate $g$. It is of the following form:

$$PV = \frac{C}{1 + R} + \frac{C(1 + g)}{(1 + R)^2} + \frac{C(1 + g)^2}{(1 + R)^3} + \cdots + \frac{C(1 + g)^n}{(1 + R)^{n+1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-1)

where $C =$ cash flow and $R =$ interest rate.

The growing annuity formula is not common in finance textbooks, but it does appear in forestry applications. Timberland is a potentially important asset class for certain institutional investors. Suppose a landowner decides to
Derivation of the Closed-Form Equation for the Present Value of a Growing Annuity

Let \( C_1 \) denote the first of a series of \( n \) annual cash payments, with receipt of \( C_1 \) anticipated one year from today. Subsequent cash payments will increase at a constant rate \( g \). Where \( R \) denotes the discount rate, the general form of the present value equation for this growing annuity is

\[
PV = \frac{C_1}{(1 + R)} + \frac{C_1(1 + g)}{(1 + R)^2} + \frac{C_1(1 + g)^2}{(1 + R)^3} + \cdots + \frac{C_1(1 + g)^n}{(1 + R)^n}
\]

A growing annuity with \( N \) payments is equal to a growing perpetuity beginning at time 0 minus the value of a growing perpetuity beginning at time \( N \). This can be readily seen on the time line in Figure 2-1.

The value of the growing annuity, then, is

\[
PV = \frac{C_1}{(R - g)} - \frac{C_1(1 + g)^N}{(R - g)(1 + R)^N}
\]

\[
= \frac{C_1}{R - g} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{1 + g}{1 + R} \right)^N \right]
\]

This is the closed-form solution for the present value of a growing annuity.

**FIGURE 2-1**
The Value of a Growing Annuity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part A</th>
<th>Part B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{C_1}{R - g} )</td>
<td>( \frac{C_1(1 + g)^N}{(R - g)(1 + R)^N} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0 Time  \( N \)

Value of Growing Annuity Ending at Time \( N \)

Present Value of Perpetuity Beginning at Time \( N \)

Subtract part B from part A to get the value of the annuity.

harvest the timber on a tract of land by cutting one-tenth of the trees each year for ten years (with no replanting). The wood volume grows each year as the trees get bigger, so each year’s harvest is likely to be larger than the previous year. A timberland appraiser can estimate these growth rates, associate them with an appropriate required rate of return, and thereby estimate the value of the trees via the growing annuity formula.
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Growing Perpetuity. If the cash flows continue indefinitely, the cash flow stream is a growing perpetuity. This means $n$ in Equation 2-1 equals infinity:

$$ PV = \frac{C}{1 + R} + \frac{C(1 + g)^1}{(1 + R)^1} + \frac{C(1 + g)^2}{(1 + R)^2} + \cdots + \frac{C(1 + g)^\infty}{(1 + R)^\infty} $$  

(2-2)

This simplifies to a convenient mathematical identity:

$$ PV = \frac{C_1}{R - g} $$  

(2-2a)

The growing perpetuity formula is especially important to security analysts. Many issues of common stock pay a dividend, and common stock has no maturity date: it is a perpetual security. Corporate earnings generally increase through time, leading to a growing dividend stream to the shareholders. If an analyst can estimate this future dividend growth rate, Equation 2-2 can be helpful in determining the value of the stock.

There will be more discussion of this in Chapter 9, which deals with stock selection. For the moment, though, suppose a stock sells for $115.23 and pays a $1.20 quarterly dividend. If you project a 7 percent dividend growth rate and have a 12 percent required rate of return, you would not find this stock attractive. The present value of the dividends is

$$ \frac{$1.20 \times 4 \times 1.07}{.12 -.07} = $102.72 $$

By this calculation the stock is overpriced by $115.23 - 102.72 = $12.51. Note that to an investor with an 11 percent required rate of return the stock is attractive:

$$ \frac{$1.20 \times 4 \times 1.07}{.11 -.07} = $128.40 $$

This calculation indicates that the stock is undervalued by $128.40 - 115.23 = $13.17, or about 11.4%.

Table 2-1 shows formulas for some useful mathematical identities related to present value and future value calculations.

Safe Dollars and Risky Dollars

The second key concept in finance is that “a safe dollar is worth more than a risky dollar.” The important point here is that we are talking about one safe dollar and one risky dollar. Anyone who invests in the stock market is exchanging bird-in-the-hand safe dollars for a chance at a higher number of dollars in the future.

Most investors are risk averse. This does not mean that people will not take a risk; it means they will take a risk only if they expect to be adequately rewarded for taking it. People have different degrees of risk aversion; some are more willing to take a chance than others.

Choosing Among Risky Alternatives

Suppose you must choose between the following two alternatives:

Alternative A: $100 for certain

Alternative B: 50 percent chance of $100, 50 percent chance of $0
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No rational person would select Alternative B. Its average payoff is $50—only half what Alternative A offers for certain.

Now consider another set of choices:

Alternative C: $100 for certain
Alternative D: 50 percent chance of $0, 50 percent chance of $200

Alternative D has an average payoff of $100—the same as Alternative C. Alternative C, however, is safer than Alternative D. People do not like risk, and after some thought, all rational individuals should choose the certain $100 over the risky $100.

Consider a more complicated example. Suppose you win the right to spin a lottery wheel one time. The wheel contains numbers 1 through 100, and a pointer selects one number when the wheel stops. Which payoff schedule would you choose from the four alternatives listed in Table 2-2?

Each of the choices has the same average payoff, but the consequences of the two possible outcomes with each choice vary widely. Choice A is the safe

\[\text{(0.5 \times $100) + (0.5 \times $0) = $50.}\]
Valuation Examples

**Annuity**

Given:
- Annual cash flow of $500 (C)
- 10 years (N)
- 8 percent annual interest rate (R)

\[
P_V = C \left( \frac{1}{R} - \frac{1}{R(1+R)^N} \right)
\]

\[
= 500 \left( \frac{1}{0.08} - \frac{1}{0.08(1.08)^{10}} \right) = $3,355
\]

**Perpetuity**

Given:
- Annual cash flow of $500 (C) in perpetuity
- 8 percent annual interest rate (R)

\[
P_V = \frac{C}{R} = \frac{500}{0.08} = $6,250
\]

**Growing Perpetuity**

Given:
- Initial cash flow of $500 ($C_1$)
- Cash flows grow perpetually at 3 percent annually (g)
- 8 percent annual interest rate (R)

\[
P_V = \frac{C_1}{R-g} = \frac{500}{0.08-0.03} = $10,000
\]

**Growing Annuity**

Given:
- Initial cash flow of $500 ($C_1$)
- Cash flows grow at 3 percent annually (g)
- 10 years (N)
- 8 percent annual interest rate (R)

\[
P_V = \frac{C_1}{R-g} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{1+g}{1+R} \right)^N \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{500}{0.08-0.03} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{1.03}{1.08} \right)^{10} \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{500}{0.05} [1 - 0.6225] = $3,775
\]
alternative in the minds of many people. Choice B offers a reasonable shot at $200. A person who chooses B often reasons, “If my number doesn’t come up, at least I haven’t lost anything.” From an economic point of view, this is faulty logic: the person did lose something, and that something is the certain minimum payoff of $90 that is associated with Choice A. This is called an opportunity cost. An opportunity cost measures value forgone by choosing one alternative rather than another. In other words, a person who chooses A will get at least $90. The person gives that up by trying for a larger return with the other choices.

Choice C offers a much higher possible return than B but ensures that the person will get at least $50. Some people select this alternative partly because of the fun of gambling. They feel that they are not risking much and have a chance at something significant.²

What about Choice D? This option has a very high likelihood of a $1,000 payoff. If the lottery wheel stops on the number 100, though, there is a huge loss. Some people (and some investment portfolios) cannot tolerate any chance of such a loss, and consequently they would not seriously consider Choice D.

Each of these alternatives has analogies in the investment world. Choice A is much like buying shares of a conservative utility stock. Choice B is akin to purchasing a stock option. Choice C might be a convertible bond that ensures a steady interest income and provides a chance for large gains if the underlying stock rises sharply. The last alternative, D, is similar to a program of writing out-of-the-money call options.³ With such a program, there is a high likelihood that the options will expire worthless and the holder will keep the option premium, but there is also a small chance that the options will become extremely valuable, in which case the holder is in deep trouble.

Defining Risk

Risk is an investment term that everyone knows, yet people often use it incorrectly.

Risk versus Uncertainty. Among the worst culprits in using the word risk incorrectly are weather forecasters. They often speak of the risk of a shower tomorrow. Is this really a risky situation? There is a distinction between risk and uncertainty. Most dictionary definitions of risk say something about a “chance of loss.” Uncertainty involves only a “doubtful outcome,” as in what your parents will give you for a birthday present; there need not be any chance of loss.

The key is that if a particular outcome does not present the possibility of a loss there is no risk. At a horse racetrack, you might decide that horse 4 is going to win. There is uncertainty about whether or not you are right, but there is no risk unless you make a bet.

The probability of rain is an interesting statistic to most of us. If you are lying in a hospital bed looking out the window, a little rain might be a welcome change and provide some viewing entertainment. However, if you are thinking about leaving some important office work early to paint your garage, the decision to leave work, given a 50 percent chance of rain, is a risky one. If

²These people are getting utility from playing the game, as we shall see.
³This strategy is discussed in Chapter 18.
it does rain, your painting plans will get washed out, and you will have wasted the afternoon.

**Dispersion and Chance of Loss.** Experimental psychologists are interested in how people make decisions or arrive at conclusions. Much of this work has been directed toward the general topic of risk assessment. Through this research, we have learned that the average outcome and the scattering of the other possibilities around this average are the two material factors most of us use in arriving at our attitude toward the riskiness of some event. Mathematically speaking, this means we need a measure of central tendency and some measure of dispersion around this mean in order to make a decision.

Consider Figure 2-2. Mathematically, Investments A and B show the same arithmetic mean return over the period shown, but A shows much wider variation around its mean. Even though the investment in A has periodically been worth more than the investment in B, most investors will view Investment B as less risky. This means that statistical dispersion (a quantifiable value) is very often a useful method of assessing risk in security returns.

**Types of Risk.** Risk has numerous subsets, and we will look at many of these in greater detail elsewhere in this book. **Total risk** refers to the overall variability of the returns of a financial asset.

Total risk has two principal components: the undiversifiable and the diversifiable risk components. **Undiversifiable risk** is risk that must be borne by virtue of being in the market. This risk arises from systematic factors that affect all securities of a particular type, such as all common stocks. There are many subcomponents of undiversifiable risk.

**Diversifiable risk** can be removed by proper portfolio diversification. The basic idea is that the ups and downs of individual securities due to company-specific events will cancel one another out. The only return variability that remains will be due to economic events affecting all stocks.

---

Less Familiar Types of Risk

Risk is the chance of loss, and there are many ways this can happen. The table below is a partial list of some very real, but less obvious sources of risk as identified by the chief investment officer of the Maine Public Employees Retirement System. Many of these will be elaborated upon in subsequent chapters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha risk</td>
<td>Risk that an active manager will underperform their benchmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuarial funding ratio risk</td>
<td>Risk that the actuarial value of assets divided by the actuarial value of liabilities will fail to increase, or will decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset liability mismatch</td>
<td>Risk that the plan’s liabilities will grow faster than the plan’s assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad luck: Good process, but bad outcome</td>
<td>Risk that the manager will make good decisions, but will have bad luck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad policy mix</td>
<td>Risk that the investment policy will not meet investment objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark risk</td>
<td>Risk that the established benchmarks will do poorly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 2  Valuation, Risk, Return, and Uncertainty

Relationship Between Risk and Return

The fact that safe dollars are worth more than risky dollars is one of the most important ideas in finance. Understanding this relationship is crucial.

Direct Relationship

Anyone involved with finance is quite familiar with the fact that there is a relationship between risk and expected return. Figure 2-3 shows this. The more risk someone bears, the higher the expected return. In time value of money problems, the appropriate discount rate depends on the risk level of the investment. Furthermore, some rate of return can be earned without bearing any risk. This is called the riskless rate of interest, or simply the risk-free rate, in finance theory.

Figure 2-3 illustrates two important points. First, the risk/return relationship deals with expected return. The expected return is the weighted average of all possible returns with the weights reflecting the relative likelihood of each possible return. It is not correct to say that riskier securities have higher returns, although people often make this statement. If riskier securities always
had higher returns, they would not be risky. Sometimes a person is hurt by a risk he took and “earns” a negative return. Such is the essence of the risk he is, on average, rewarded for bearing.

The second important point is that the risk we are talking about is unavoidable, or undiversifiable, risk. A person is not rewarded for bearing risk that could have been diversified away. Subsequent chapters elaborate on this point.

**Concept of Utility**

Utility measures the satisfaction people get out of something. If you have a dollar in your wallet, you get utility from the sense of security the money gives you. You also get utility from pig-out pizza parties and from enhancements to your car’s sound system. Vacationers at a casino know the payoff odds are against them, but still get utility from time at the gaming tables. The key economic fact is that we are individuals, and different individuals get different amounts of utility from the same event.

**Diminishing Marginal Utility of Money**

Everything else being equal, rational people prefer more money to less money. The reason for this is that they get utility out of having money; it enables them to do things they otherwise could not. The greater their wealth, the more utility they can get. The economic concept of the diminishing marginal utility of money is very useful in explaining certain investor behavior. The concept comes from the fact that the relationship between more money and the consequent added utility is not linear. This is an intuitive result that is easy to illustrate with a few examples.
If a homeless person does not know when she will get the next meal, finding a $20 bill is a windfall gain. There is substantial utility from the discovery. Finding a second $20 bill a few minutes later will effectively double the utility for our impoverished person. In contrast, Bill Gates also feels good about finding a $20 bill and also gets utility but not very much. The extra money will not alter a billionaire’s lifestyle in any appreciable way.

What about losing rather than winning? To see an example of this, let’s replace our street person and billionaire with Division III and Division I-A collegiate baseball teams from the same city. If these teams schedule a game with each other, the Division I-A team is supposed to win. In most cases, it would not accomplish much by beating the team from the smaller school, but it would lose a lot if it were to be upset. For the I-A team, the lost utility from the defeat is much greater than the added utility from a win. Players on the University of Michigan football team understood this very well after their loss to Appalachian State at the beginning of the 2007 season.

Figure 2-4 illustrates this concept. Starting with an initial wealth of $10,000, a gain of $10,000 might have an associated added utility of 2.7,
whereas a loss of $10,000 involves a loss of 15.6 in utility. For a starting point of $50,000, however, the utility of a gain of $10,000 is nearly equal in magnitude to the utility of a loss of the same amount.

Tennis player Ivan Lendl once made a statement that illustrates this same concept in a slightly different way. He said, “I hate to lose more than I like to win.” At the time he made the statement, Lendl was winning most tournaments in which he played. He expected to win and was disturbed if he did not. There was utility associated with winning a tournament, but more was lost if a lower-ranked player upset him.

### St. Petersburg Paradox

The St. Petersburg paradox is a useful exercise illustrating the relationship among risk, expected return, and utility. Imagine a game in which participants pay an entry fee of $x$ dollars. Someone flips a coin repeatedly until a head appears, at which time the game ends. Prior to the appearance of the first head, there can be zero, one, two, ten, or conceivably an infinite number of successive tails. The payoff to the players is based on the number of tails (call this $n$) observed before the first head, and the payoff is calculated as $2^n$. What is the expected payoff from playing this game one time? To find out, we can construct a worksheet similar to Table 2-3.

It is mathematically possible that the players could have a very large number of successive tails before the appearance of the first head. In the limit, where the number of tails is infinite, the expected payoff from playing this game is also infinite. Here is the tricky question: how much would you be willing to pay to play this game? Remember that its expected payoff is infinite. Would you pay $1 million? How about $10,000? In actual practice, few people will pay more than a couple of dollars for a chance at this infinite wealth. The best explanation for this stems from the fact that although each successive tail adds $0.50 to the expected payoff, the marginal utility of each additional $0.50 declines. Marginal utility refers to the incremental satisfaction associated with the additional payoff. An important column missing from Table 2-3 is a measurement of the added utility each additional $0.50 provides. The important statistic is not so much the expected payoff in dollars but the expected payoff in utility. The cost of playing the game represents

### Table 2-3: St. Petersburg Paradox

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Tails before First Head</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Payoff</th>
<th>Probability × Payoff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$(1/2)^1 = 1/2$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$0.50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$(1/2)^2 = 1/4$</td>
<td>$2$</td>
<td>$0.50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$(1/2)^3 = 1/8$</td>
<td>$4$</td>
<td>$0.50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$(1/2)^4 = 1/16$</td>
<td>$8$</td>
<td>$0.50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$(1/2)^5 = 1/32$</td>
<td>$16$</td>
<td>$0.50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$(1/2)^{n+1}$</td>
<td>$2^n$</td>
<td>$0.50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"I hate to lose more than I like to win" is an example of diminishing marginal utility.

Expected utility is more consistent with human behavior than expected monetary value.
an immediate loss of utility. Most players would determine that the expected future benefit is never great enough to outweigh the utility forgone when they pay the entry fee.

Fair Bets

A **fair bet** is defined as a lottery in which the expected payoff is equal to the cost of playing. Matching quarters is an example of a fair bet game. Two people both toss quarters with one of them choosing even or odd. *Even* can occur (both heads or both tails) in two ways and *odd* can occur (head/tail or tail/head) in two ways. Each player has a 50 percent chance of winning the other person’s quarter and a 50 percent chance of losing his or her own.

Instead of quarters, suppose the game deals with serial numbers on $100 bills. Two people could each pull one from their wallet and then bet on whether the sum of the serial numbers on the two bills is even or odd. There is still a 50 percent chance of winning, but most people would not play this game. It is likely they would determine that the utility they stand to lose exceeds the utility they stand to gain. This is because of the diminishing marginal utility of wealth. The result of all this is that most people will not take a fair bet unless the dollar amount involved is quite small.

The Consumption Decision

Libraries have shelves filled with books about what interest rates are, where they come from, and why they change. Interest rates are complicated statistics. In the simplest sense, an interest rate represents the extent to which people are willing to trade dollars today for dollars tomorrow. Economists talk about this in terms of our **consumption decision**, which is the choice we all make about whether to save or to borrow. If interest rates are high, we are inclined to open savings accounts or add to ones we already have. When interest rates are low, there is not much incentive to save, but borrowing looks attractive. We can afford a higher home mortgage, a new car, or a vacation in St. Barthelemy.

The term **consumption** does not necessarily have anything to do with food. In economic terms, if you have a dollar, you can do one of two things with it: **save** it or **consume** it. Consuming it simply means spending it; saving it amounts to a decision to consume it later.

The consumption decision needs to be made under the umbrella of the utility concept. Suppose that one hundred randomly selected people were asked this question: “Which would you prefer, $100 right now or $150 in one year?” These numbers reflect a 50 percent annual interest rate, and many people would recognize that there is a clear advantage to waiting a year for the higher amount. To a college student with little money, however, an extraordinary amount of utility might be associated with getting an unexpected $100 right now. It is a safe bet that many college students would take the money and run.

Let us revise the example slightly. Suppose we asked every person in the United States which he or she would prefer, $100 now or $100 in one year. Virtually all would take the money now; there is no reason to wait, because the interest rate associated with waiting is zero. Given the choice between $100 now and $106 in one year, we would find that some people would choose to wait. This means that they would forgo some current consumption in favor of future consumption. If the ante were upped to $108 in
one year, many more would wait. Virtually everyone offered $10,000 in one year would wait.4

Banks, corporations, and individuals all want to borrow money as inexpensively as possible. Savers want to earn as much interest as possible. In essence, the entire country plays the game just described until the market clears. Zero percent is too low; 10,000 percent is too high. Somewhere in between is an equilibrium value. This equilibrium interest rate causes savers to deposit a sufficient amount of money to satisfy the borrowing needs of the economy.

**Other Considerations**

Before this review ends, two other risk and return issues warrant a brief comment.

**Psychic Return.** Psychic return is something that people frequently experience. It comes from an individual disposition about something. Why, for instance, do so many people in the investment business wear Rolex watches? Why do people like designer jeans that may have no better quality than pants that cost one-third as much? A $20 watch will keep time to within a second a month. Is the Rolex more accurate? Are the designer jeans three times as comfortable? The answer, of course, is that people get utility from the watch and the jeans. They feel good about themselves when they wear these things. These benefits are called *psychic return* and are very real.

Someone once said that she could not see spending thousands of dollars on a vacation because when the trip was over, she would not have anything to show for it. A new car, however, is a tangible item; with this purchase she would have something to show for her money. There is a problem with this logic, of course. Many people say that vacations last forever; the good memories provide psychic return for a long time after an automobile is in the junkyard.

**Price Risk versus Convenience Risk.** As stated, risk refers to chance of loss. The loss, however, is not necessarily a financial one.

**Price Risk.** Price risk refers to the possibility of adverse changes in the value of an investment because of changing market conditions, a change in the financial situation of the issuing firm, or a change in the public attitude toward a particular investment. When interest rates rise, bond prices decline. Rising interest rates also usually cause stock prices to fall. A change in the price of gold often accompanies a change in the value of the U.S. dollar. A bond’s price will fall if Standard and Poor’s lowers its bond rating. Stock prices tend to move as a group, so even though a particular firm may be very healthy, a large drop in the Dow Jones Industrial Average will probably cause its stock to fall in value as well. All of these events are examples of price risk.

**Convenience Risk.** Convenience risk may not manifest itself directly in the value of a security. Convenience risk refers to a loss of managerial time rather than a loss of dollars. The level of convenience risk also may not be the same for the various security holders. One example of convenience risk lies in the

---

4This assumes that the $10,000 is free of default risk.
call provision that many bonds have. This feature permits the issuer to call in the debt early, meaning that a bondholder will have to replace the called bond with some other investment. This involves some research time and probably some added brokerage fees. For a portfolio manager with many accounts, replacing called bonds is a time-consuming nuisance.

South African Krugerrands provide a historical example. These coins were once the most popular form of private gold ownership. As part of the global sanctions against South Africa in the 1970s, the United States prohibited the importation of Krugerrands for a number of years, although those coins already here were permitted to remain. For the Krugerrand holder, selling the bullion coin at a reasonable price became more difficult. Some dealers did not want to bother with the coin at all, whereas others would do so only at a discounted price. Investment in Krugerrands became less convenient because of changes in government regulations and public policy.

The Black Swan Event

One type of risk that portfolio managers fear is the black swan event. This term refers to a highly unlikely scenario that shouldn’t happen, but just did. Often the event was unforeseeable and nothing could logically have been done to prevent it.

One such event occurred with the State of Maine’s cash management pool in 2007. On August 8, 2007 the state treasurer invested $19,930,361.11 in asset-backed commercial paper issued by Mainsail Limited. This particular issue was recommended by a financial advisor with Merrill Lynch who was approved by the state’s investment advisor. It was a twenty-three-day investment rated A1+, the highest possible grade, by Standard & Poor’s. Over the next week there were numerous headlines across the national marketplace regarding subprime debt, rating downgrades, and borrower delinquency.

On August 16 Countrywide Financial, the nation’s largest mortgage broker, borrowed $11.5 billion on its credit line. A day later the Federal Reserve cut the discount rate by half a point and stocks rallied sharply. On the 20th Mainsail’s security trustee discovered that the firm’s underlying assets failed to meet a required capital adequacy test, thereby preventing Mainsail from issuing new securities, and resulting in a freezing of the firm’s assets. This so dramatically reduced the liquidity of the commercial paper Maine had bought that it could only be sold at a big discount to its par value. Because of the capital adequacy problem, on August 21 S&P downgraded the issue to B (a junk rating). The press then had a field day reporting on these esoteric events. Mainsail did not make the $20,000,000 payment to Maine on August 31 as required. The smoke was still trying to clear.

Twenty-three days to maturity, the highest rating by S&P, recommended by your financial advisor: how can you miss? Answer: a black swan event.
The Concept of Return

The relationship between risk and return is of foremost importance in finance. “Return” can mean various things, and it is important to be clear about which meaning you are alluding to discussing an investment.

Measurable Return
Return is the ultimate objective in any investment program. A general definition of return is “the benefit associated with an investment.” People invest money to get a return on it. In most cases, the bulk of their return is measurable; they can count it precisely. A $100 investment at 8 percent, compounded continuously, for instance, is worth $108.33 after one year. The return is $8.33, or 8.33 percent.

Holding Period Return. Many investments have two components to the measurable return: (1) a capital gain or loss and (2) some form of income. Suppose someone buys a bond for $950, receives $80 in interest, and later sells the bond for $980. The return equals the income received ($80) plus the capital gain ($30) all divided by your purchase price of $950:

\[
\text{Return} = \frac{\text{Income} + \text{Capital gain}}{\text{Purchase price}} = \frac{80 + 30}{950} = \frac{110}{950} = 11.58\%
\]

The return calculated in Equation 2-7 is a holding period return because its calculation is independent of the passage of time. We know only that there is a beginning and an end. The 11.58 percent might have been earned over one year or one week. It is important to be careful interpreting holding period returns in investment analysis, as we will see later in the book.

Arithmetic Mean Return. Statistics useful in portfolio construction (such as covariance or standard deviation) deal with a series of holding period returns. It is important that all the holding periods be of equal length. You cannot meaningfully combine monthly and daily returns.

Suppose we observe the series of weekly stock returns shown in Table 2-4. To calculate the arithmetic average of these, also called the mean or arithmetic mean, we use Equation 2-8:

\[
\text{Arithmetic mean} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \tilde{R}_i}{n} \quad (2-8)
\]

\(\tilde{R}_i\) is the rate of return in period \(i\). For the numbers in Table 2-4, the mean is 0.00167.

Arithmetic means are a useful proxy for the concept of expected return, but they are not especially useful for describing historical return data.\(^5\) The problem is that it is unclear exactly what the number means once it is determined. To see why this is the case, first consider an alternate measure of the mean.

\(^5\)Other statistical moments such as variance also depend on the arithmetic mean.
Geometric Mean Return. The geometric mean return is the $n$th root of the product of $n$ values, calculated via Equation 2-9:

$$\text{Geometric mean} = \left( \prod_{i=1}^{n} \left(1 + R_i\right) \right)^{\frac{1}{n}} - 1$$

(2-9)

The Greek capital letter pi ($\Pi$) stands for product summation. This means that instead of adding the values in the series, they are multiplied. The rest of the equation indicates that after multiplying the returns, we take the $n$th root of the product, where $n$ is the number of terms in the series.

Calculating the geometric mean of a series of returns has a potential problem because returns are often negative. If the number of negative returns in a series is odd, their product will be negative, and a negative number does not have an even root.

Fortunately, it is easy to eliminate the problems this would cause. It is common practice in finance to convert security returns into return relatives before calculating statistics on them. A return relative is simply the return plus 1. Table 2-4 also shows the return relatives.

The geometric mean return relative, then, is

$$(1.0084 \times 0.9955 \times 1.0021 \times 1 \times 1.0059 \times 0.9937 \times 1.0043 \times 1.0072 \times 0.9933 \times 1.0063)^{\frac{1}{10}} = 1.0167^{0.1} = 1.00166$$

Subtract 1 to turn this return relative back into a return, giving a geometric mean return of 0.00166 or 0.166 percent.

Comparison of Arithmetic and Geometric Mean Returns. An attractive feature of the geometric mean return is that its use reduces the likelihood of nonsense answers with financial rates of return. It is easy to show how this can happen.

Consider a $100 investment that falls in value by 50 percent in Period 1 but then rises by 50 percent in Period 2. What is the average rate of return? According to the arithmetic mean, it is 0: $$\left[\left(0.50\right) + \left(0.50\right)\right]/2 = 0.$$ This, however, is not logical. After one period, the value of the investment is down to $50. In the second period, it rises by 50 percent to become $75. It obviously did not break even, despite the fact that the “average” return was 0.

*A return relative is the return plus 1.

---

This means, then, that a 100 percent return (doubling the money) results in a return relative of 2.0.
The geometric mean will yield a more meaningful result. After forming return relatives, we get the following answer:

\[
[(1.50)(0.50)]^{0.5} = 0.866
\]

\[
0.866 - 1.000 = -0.134 = -13.4\%
\]

The true average return on this investment was a loss of 13.4 percent per period. Most of the time in finance we are interested in the rate of return that equates a present value with a series of futures values. The geometric mean must be used to investigate this relationship.

The greater the dispersion in a series of numbers, the wider the gap between the arithmetic mean and the geometric mean. In essence, the geometric mean penalizes variance.\(^7\) We can see this readily with an example. Consider Table 2-5 and Figure 2-5. All three series have the same arithmetic mean, 3.70.

\(^7\)Note, however, that the order of the returns is irrelevant in the geometric mean return calculation.
Their geometric means, however, differ widely. Series B has only a slight difference between the two measures (3.63 versus 3.70) because the components of this series have very little fluctuation. The widest gap occurs with Series C, containing numbers ranging from 1 to 9.

**Expected Return.** In any financial application, what happened in the past is not nearly as important as what happens in the future. Security analysts are not paid to be historians; they are paid to be prophets. People often talk about a security’s return in reference to the future. This can be confusing, because technically return refers to the past; expected return refers to the future. We do not know the future, but we can use past information to make some estimates about it. It is good practice to get in the habit of saying “expected return” when that is what is meant.

**Return on Investment**

Return on investment (ROI) is a phrase widely used by both investment professionals and nonexperts. Unfortunately, the term very often causes confusion when someone uses it without elaboration.

Suppose a person buys a house for $100,000 by putting up a $10,000 down payment and getting a $90,000 mortgage. Two years later, the person has the house appraised and finds it is worth $120,000. What has been his or her return on investment? The answer depends on how we look at the problem. One person might observe that the value of the house rose $20,000. Relative to the $100,000 purchase price, this is a holding period return of 20 percent. Another person might view things differently. If the house were sold for $120,000, the owner would receive about $30,000 after paying off the mortgage. Investing $10,000 and walking away with $30,000 constitutes a 200 percent holding period return. So which return is correct: 20 percent or 200 percent?

The problem here is the use of two different measures of return. The first person calculated return on assets (ROA); the second calculated return on equity (ROE). Although someone might use return on investment to refer to either of these calculations, they are obviously quite different. ROE is a leveraged version of ROA. Avoid using the term ROI without first making sure that everyone understands what you mean.

**Measuring Total Risk.** Risk assessment is one of the most important aspects of modern financial management. Before embarking on any investment, a person should understand both the expected returns and the likely riskiness of those returns. The following sections discuss three important measures of total risk.

**Standard Deviation and Variance.** Standard deviation and variance, two related statistics, are the most common measures of total risk. They measure the dispersion of a set of observations around the mean, or average, observation. Equation 2-10 shows the general formula for the calculation of variance. The standard deviation is the square root of the variance.

\[
\text{Variance} = \sigma^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{prob}(x_i)[x_i - \bar{x}]^2
\]

(2-10)
where $\bar{x}$ is the arithmetic mean return. If all possible outcomes are equally likely, then Equation 2-10 reduces to Equation 2-11:

$$\sigma^2 = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-11)

Table 2-6 is a worksheet to calculate the variance of Series A from Table 2-5. Most often in finance we are dealing with sample data rather than with the entire population of data. With sample data, the sum of the squared deviations should be divided by $n - 1$ rather than $n$. This statistical fine point ensures that our sample standard deviation or variance is an unbiased estimate of the true, or population, statistic. (With large samples, this adjustment makes little difference.)

**TABLE 2-6**  
CALCULATION OF VARIANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$(x_i - \bar{x})^2$</th>
<th>$\text{prob}(x_i)$</th>
<th>$x_i \times \text{prob}(x_i)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(5 - 3.70)^2 = 1.69$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(3 - 3.70)^2 = 0.49$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(5 - 3.70)^2 = 1.69$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(4 - 3.70)^2 = 0.09$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(3 - 3.70)^2 = 0.49$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(3 - 3.70)^2 = 0.49$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(2 - 3.70)^2 = 2.89$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(4 - 3.70)^2 = 0.09$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(3 - 3.70)^2 = 0.49$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(5 - 3.70)^2 = 1.69$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variance = 1.010

Standard deviation = $(\text{Variance})^{1/2} = 1.005$.  

Text not available due to copyright restrictions
50 percent of its earnings as dividends, Company B pays 0 percent, and Company C pays 100 percent. Each company has earnings per share of $10.00 in the first year. Table 2-7 shows the associated values over a three-year period.

These three companies are similar in every respect except for their dividend payouts, yet the holding period returns calculated over this three-year period differ widely. For firms that are otherwise similar, this measure of return seems to produce the highest value for the firm with the highest dividend payout ratio.

The caveat behind the data in Table 2-7 is that the present value of growth opportunities is missing. This should be considered if you assume that the price/earnings ratio remains constant.†

†See Richard A. Brealey and Stewart C. Myers, Principles of Corporate Finance, 7th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2003) for a good elaboration of this important point.

TABLE 2-7 COMPARISON OF TOTAL RETURNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company A</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company B</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company C</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Company A total return
\[ \frac{(110.25 - 100.00) + 15.76}{100.00} = 26.01\% \]

Company B total return
\[ \frac{(121.00 - 100.00) + 0}{100.00} = 21.00\% \]

Company C total return
\[ \frac{(100.00 - 100.00) + 30.00}{100.00} = 30.00\% \]

Assume a constant price-earnings ratio of 10.
**Semi-variance.** Semi-variance is less familiar to most people than variance, but it has considerable appeal as a risk measurement tool. Variance considers the dispersion on both sides of the mean. Semi-variance considers the dispersion only on the adverse side. For instance, on a stock with an average monthly return of 1.4 percent, a week when the stock advances 5 percent contributes significantly to the variance of the price series. The windfall gain is not bad; it is a favorable outcome. A 25 percent loss, however, would be very unfortunate. The calculation of semi-variance throws out all observations that are greater than the mean and proceeds to calculate variance using only the remaining “bad” returns that are less than average.

Table 2-8 illustrates semi-variance using the data from Table 2-6. Semi-variance calculations are not common, but the concept is appealing in many ways. Given that risk means “chance of loss,” we can argue that winning outcomes should not be included in the risk calculation. Substantial dispersion can actually come from positive outcomes, and this distorts the variance or standard deviation statistic as a measure of risk.

**Geometric Mean Return.** As previously mentioned, the geometric mean return captures both the mean and the dispersion around the mean in a single statistic. When we need to make comparisons among several series of data values, the geometric mean can measure risk and return simultaneously.

---

**Some Statistical Facts of Life**

H.G. Wells said, “Statistical thinking will one day be as necessary for effective citizenship as the ability to read and write.” Portfolio managers need statistical fluency now. The section that follows reviews the fundamentals.

**Definitions**

Terminology is important in statistics. A few critical definitions are reviewed here.

**Constants.** A constant is a value that does not change. The number of sides of a cube is a constant, as is the number 8 and the sum of the interior angles.

---

**TABLE 2-8**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$x_i$</th>
<th>$\text{prob}(x_i)$</th>
<th>$x_i \times \text{prob}(x_i)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(5 - 3.70)^2 = 1.69$</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(3 - 3.70)^2 = 0.49$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(5 - 3.70)^2 = 1.69$</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(4 - 3.70)^2 = 0.09$</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(3 - 3.70)^2 = 0.49$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(2 - 3.70)^2 = 2.89$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(4 - 3.70)^2 = 0.09$</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(3 - 3.70)^2 = 0.49$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(5 - 3.70)^2 = 1.69$</td>
<td>Ignore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Semi-variance = 0.485
of a triangle. A constant can be represented by a numeral (such as 6) or by a symbol (such as $x$ or $\pi$).

**Variables.** A variable is a phenomenon with no fixed value. It is useful only when it is considered in the context of other possible values it might assume. If you go to your library and randomly choose a book from the card catalog, the number of pages it contains is a random variable, perhaps 44. The usefulness of this number lies in the fact that you have experience with other books, and based on that experience know that a book of forty-four pages is short. In contrast, if you learn that the steam entropy inside a turbine engine is 1.2, this probably means very little unless you know the other values the variable might assume.

Technically, we determine a value for a variable by conducting an *experiment*. This might be as simple as looking at a car’s instrument panel to see how fast the car is traveling. In finance, we formally call variables *random* variables, to further stress their nonfixed nature. A random variable is designated by a *tilde* ($\sim$, pronounced “TIL-duh”) over it (for example, $x \sim$). Constants appear without a *tilde*.

Random variables come from a *stochastic* process. This means that the variable might assume more than one possible value. Flipping a coin (with two possible outcomes) is a stochastic process, as is rolling a die (six possible outcomes) or guessing a football score (theoretically an infinite number of outcomes).

Variables can be *discrete* or *continuous*. We count discrete random variables; we *measure* continuous random variables. Length, for instance, is a continuous random variable. When you measure the length of a brook trout, you can be as precise as you wish, depending on the accuracy of your ruler. The number of trout you catch, however, is a discrete random variable. You catch only whole fish; the one that got away does not count as a half, nor does an unusually large one count double.

Variables can also be *quantitative* or *qualitative*. We measure quantitative variables by real numbers; numerical measurements are an example. Qualitative variables are categorical. Hair color, state of residence, and primary portfolio objective (such as growth) are examples.

Variables may be independent or dependent. A researcher observes the value of an *independent variable* directly, whereas determining the value of a *dependent variable* first requires the measurement of other independent variables.

The volume of a box is a dependent variable. To solve for it, we must first measure its length, width, and height. The height of the box, though, does not depend on any other measurement; it is independent of the box’s other dimensions.

**Populations.** Random variables reside in a *population*. This is the entire collection of a particular set of random variables. The outcome of the throw of a single die is a random variable coming from a population of six elements: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. These are the only possible outcomes.\(^8\) The nature of a population is described by its *distribution*. Figure 2-6 shows the distribution

---

\(^8\)These random variables come from a *uniform* distribution because they all have an equal likelihood of occurring. Other well-known distributions from statistics include the normal, binomial, Poisson, chi-square, exponential, and *F* distributions.
of goals the University of Maine hockey team has scored over its entire history through the end of the 2006–2007 season. The average number of goals scored in these 1184 games is 4.40. This is the arithmetic mean. Other measures of the central tendency of the distribution are the **median** and the **mode**. The point in a distribution where half the observations lie on either side is the **median** value. The value in a distribution that occurs most frequently is the **mode**. In this distribution of hockey scores, the median is 4 and the mode is 4.

Note that this distribution is not symmetrical. It shows **skewness**, because there is more dispersion on the high side of the mean than on the low side; it is skewed to the right. A distribution that is skewed to the right has a mean that is greater than the median. This condition is also called **positive skewness**. Not surprisingly, a distribution that is skewed to the left has negative skewness and a mean that is less than the median. Stock returns are positively skewed because they are unbounded on the upside but can decline only by a maximum of 100 percent.

Some distributions are **binomial**. This means they contain only two random variables. Figure 2-7 shows the number of goals the University of Maine hockey team has scored during overtime. In ice hockey, overtime is sudden

---

9 Stock returns also have this characteristic, although only slightly. Stock can theoretically rise in value indefinitely, but it can fall only to zero.
death. Once a team scores, the game is over. This means that during overtime, each team either scores one goal or does not score at all.

A card drawn at random from a deck yields an observation of a random variable from its distribution. A deck of cards is a finite population because we know in advance each of the possible outcomes. There are only fifty-two possibilities, and we know precisely what they are.

Some populations are infinite. For all practical purposes, the microorganisms in a cubic mile of ocean water constitute an infinite number of creatures, any of which might wind up under a zoologist’s microscope. We could never count precisely how many of the little beasts are there.

Some populations are infinite. For all practical purposes, the microorganisms in a cubic mile of ocean water constitute an infinite number of creatures, any of which might wind up under a zoologist’s microscope. We could never count precisely how many of the little beasts are there.

Populations also may be univariate, bivariate, or multivariate, depending on the number of variables of interest. A univariate population has one variable of interest. A bivariate has two, and a multivariate has more than two. A jar might contain marbles of different colors, sizes, and weights. If we are interested in each characteristic of the marble, we take a sample marble from a multivariate population. If color does not matter, the population is bivariate. If only color matters, the population is univariate.

Samples. When the zoologist puts a dropper of ocean water on a microscope slide, she is sampling the population. A sample is any subset of a population. The zoologist can draw one or more samples as she attempts to learn about characteristics of the population.
A security analyst might be interested in measuring the standard deviation of returns of a particular common stock. To do this, the analyst might sample the past series of security price returns by using monthly closing prices over the past five years and then use these numbers to estimate the standard deviation statistic.

**Sample Statistics.** The beta thus determined is a sample statistic. Statistics are characteristics of samples. If an analyst samples the distribution properly, he will be able to specify the precision of the sample statistic compared with what would be discovered if he sampled the entire population.

A true population statistic is usually unobservable and must be estimated with a sample statistic. Checking the entire population is expensive and statistically unnecessary. This is the reason people involved in market research survey seemingly small numbers of people in arriving at conclusions about how the public is likely to view a new product or how people will vote in an election. A nationwide survey of 600 people, properly conducted, can result in very accurate information about how the other 293 million U.S. citizens probably feel.

**Properties of Random Variables**

The mathematics of diversification stem from certain properties of random variables. To illustrate these properties, imagine that we have observed two new stock issues over the past ten months and that the information in Table 2-9 is the complete history of monthly returns for these two securities.

**Central Tendency.** Perhaps the most important characteristic of a population is its central tendency, or what one of its random variables “looks like,” on average. This is what customers want from their car mechanics when they ask for cost estimates of brake jobs and engine tune-ups. If the repair shop is professional, its estimates are unbiased. They are sometimes low and sometimes high, but they are generally accurate.

The usual measure of central tendency is the population’s expected value, or mean. This is merely the average value of all elements of the population. Some elements are larger and some are smaller, but they average out to some number. In finance, we often call this number the expected value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Stock A</th>
<th>Stock B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>+2 %</td>
<td>+3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The expected value of the returns of Stocks A and B in Table 2-9 is appropriately called the *expected return*.\(^1\) There are ten return observations for each of the two securities. If we pick one observation at random, presumably each month stands an equal chance of being selected. To arrive at each security’s expected return, we average the ten returns.\(^1\) In symbols,

\[ E(\bar{R}) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \bar{R}_i \]  

(2-12)

(The E with parentheses following it is common finance shorthand for the expected value operator.) Summing the returns for Stock A gives a total of 13 percent. The expected return is therefore 1/10 \times 13\%, or 1.3\%; for Stock B the value is 1/10 \times 20\%, or 2.0\%. Symbolically,

\[ E(\bar{R}_A) = 1.3\% \]
\[ E(\bar{R}_B) = 2.0\% \]

**Dispersion.** Stock B’s expected monthly return is 2 percent, but it has not always advanced by 2 percent. In some months it has risen more than this; in some months it has risen less or declined; and one month it did not change at all. Investors are interested in the best and the worst in addition to the average.

A common measure of dispersion is the variance or standard deviation. The standard deviation is the square root of the variance. In addition to Equations 2-10 and 2-11, we can also express variance in expected value notation via Equation 2-13:

\[ \sigma^2 \equiv E[(\bar{R}_i - \bar{R})^2] \]  

(2-13)

or by \(\sigma^2(\bar{R})\) or \(\text{var} (\bar{R})\).

Table 2-10 shows how to calculate the variance of return for Stocks A and B. The variance for Stock A is 4.81 \times 10^{-4}. The standard deviation is the square root of this, or 0.0219. For Stock B, the values are 5.40 \times 10^{-4} and 0.0232, respectively.

Note that standard deviation and variance will always be nonnegative, because squaring any number produces a positive result. The mean can be positive or negative.

Security analysts often move back and forth between variance and standard deviation of returns. They are both useful measures of dispersion that essentially measure the same thing. Analysts sometimes express variance and standard deviation as percentages. For instance, if the variance is 0.25,

\(^1\)Of course, we must be careful extrapolating the past into the future. There is no guarantee that the future distribution of stock returns will be identical to the past distribution.

\(^1\)Technically,

\[ E(\bar{R}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \bar{R}_i \text{prob}(i) \]

where \text{prob}(i) = the probability of observing the particular return \(\bar{R}_i\). If all observations are equally likely, we arrive at Equation 2-12.
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It might be expressed as 25 percent. This may be okay, but remember that the percent indication essentially counts as two decimal places. The standard deviation is the square root of the variance. What is the standard deviation if the variance is 25 percent? The first impression is 5 percent, but actually it is 50 percent. The square root of 0.25 is 0.50, or 50 percent. Forgetting this fact will inadvertently bias the analysis.

In the mathematics of portfolio theory, we frequently encounter a constant (such as $a$) multiplied by a random variable (such as $x$). If we multiply a series of random variables by the same constant, the resulting variance is the constant squared times the original variance:

$$\sigma^2(ax) = a^2 \sigma_x^2 \tag{2-14}$$

This means that if all the returns for Stock A in Table 2-10 were doubled, the resulting variance of return would be $4 \times 4.81 \times 10^{-4}$, or $19.24 \times 10^{-4}$.
Logarithms. When we consider security returns, especially in the context of the distribution from which they came, logarithms are helpful for several reasons. For one thing, logarithms reduce the impact of extreme values that might distort the true distribution. Takeover rumors, for instance, sometimes cause huge price swings, both up and down, in the value of a particular security. A stock that has not moved for ninety-nine days but doubles in one day will show an average daily gain of 1 percent over this one 100-day period. If we take the logarithm of daily returns over this one 100-day period, the average daily logreturn is 0.69 percent. This lower figure lessens the impact of the one big return. A logreturn is the logarithm of a return.

Logarithms also make other statistical tools more appropriate. The theory behind linear regression, for instance, assumes normally distributed random variables. Analysts frequently use linear regression of security returns on market returns to estimate beta. Logarithms reduce the effect of extraordinary deviations from normality.

Any time analysts are working on stock return distributions, it is good practice to take the raw returns, convert them to return relatives, and then take the natural logarithm of the return relatives. Then you treat the logreturns as you would any other value for calculating statistics such as variance or correlation.

Expectations. Three other important relationships deal with the product of constants and random variables. First, the expected value of a constant is the constant: \( E(a) = a \). Second, the expected value of a constant times a random variable is the constant times the expected value of the random variable: \( E(a \bar{x}) = aE(\bar{x}) \). Third, the expected value of a combination of random variables is equal to the sum of the expected values of each element of the combination: \( E(\bar{x} + \bar{y}) = E(\bar{x}) + E(\bar{y}) \).

Correlation and Covariance. Correlation is a useful statistical concept that appears in colloquial speech. We often talk about things being correlated, or make statements such as “There was no correlation between what the professor covered in class and what was on the exam.” Correlation is the degree of association between two variables. Covariance, however, is not a familiar concept. Formally, covariance is the product moment of two random variables about their means. Correlation and covariance are related, and they generally measure the same phenomenon. It is easiest to get an understanding of the difference between the two concepts by looking at the math behind them.

Let us look at covariance first; see Equation 2-15:

\[
\text{COV}(\bar{A}, \bar{B}) = \sigma_{AB} = E[(\bar{A} - \bar{A})(\bar{B} - \bar{B})]
\]  

(2-15)

Note that covariance can be expressed either in the COV format or by subscripting the lowercase Greek letter sigma (\(\sigma\)). Table 2-11 calculates the covariance of returns for Stocks A and B (from Table 2-9).

The correlation coefficient for two random variables is closely related to their covariance; see Equation 2-16:

\[
\rho_{AB} = \frac{\text{COV}(\bar{A}, \bar{B})}{\sigma_A \sigma_B}
\]  

(2-16)

\(^{12}\)With returns, logarithms also provide for continuous compounding.
Correlation in Baseball: Pitches and Strikes

When a batter comes to the plate, one of three things results from the at-bat. He strikes out (three strikes), he walks (four balls), or he hits the ball onto the playing field (resulting in a hit, an error, or an out). If a pitcher stays in for the entire game, the fewer pitches he throws, the better he has performed in general. Many pitches usually means many balls (and walks) or many hits by the other team.

Whether a pitch is called a ball depends more on which umpire is behind the plate than Major League Baseball (MLB) officials would like. Umpires allegedly have a tendency to define their own strike zone rather than follow the prescribed definition in baseball’s rules. Historically, people have said as long as they are consistent, that’s okay. In the summer of 2001, however, Richard Anderson, MLB’s executive vice president for baseball operations, sent a memo to the umpires instructing them to follow the rules.* MLB wants to reduce the average number of pitches per game to 270.

It seems logical that there will be more pitches per game when an umpire with a small strike zone is behind the plate. In fact, through August of the 2001 season, the averages for the individual MLB umpires ranged from a low of 262 pitches per game to a high of 312, with an average of 285. There is a statistically significant negative correlation, –0.44, between the number of pitches thrown in the game and the number of pitches called strikes by the umpires.

---

Previously we calculated the standard deviations for these two stocks and found them to be 0.0219 for Stock A and 0.0232 for Stock B. Their correlation coefficient is therefore

\[ \rho_{AB} = \frac{4.80 \times 10^{-4}}{(0.0219)(0.0232)} = 0.945 \]

An attractive feature of the correlation coefficient is the fact that it ranges from $-1.0$ to $+1.0$. This provides a frame of reference when you calculate the statistic. Two random variables that are perfectly positively correlated have a correlation coefficient of $+1.0$. For example, the returns on two different 100-share stock certificates of General Motors are perfectly correlated. Perfectly negatively correlated random variables move exactly opposite to each other and have a correlation coefficient of $-1.0$.

**Linear Regression**

Linear regression is a mathematical technique used to predict the value of one variable from a series of values of other variables. For instance, we might have collected returns on the Standard & Poor’s 500 stock market index at the same time we collected the data in Table 2-4 (see Table 2-12). These data appear in Figure 2-8. Linear regression finds the equation of a line through these points such that the best possible fit is obtained. The regression output indicates a slope of 0.91, meaning that the returns on the stock, on average, are only 91 percent as volatile as those of the market index. Analysts call this slope beta; it is a helpful concept, as subsequent chapters will show.

**R Squared and Standard Errors**

After calculating statistics, it is good practice to consider their accuracy before using them. R squared and the standard error are used for this.

**R Squared.** What about the $R^2$ statistic in Figure 2-8? What does this tell us? $R$ squared is a measure of how good a fit we get with our regression line. If every data point lies exactly on the regression line, we will get an $R^2$ of 1.0, or 100 percent. In Figure 2-8, not every point is on the line, but visually the fit looks pretty good, and the $R^2$ statistic supports the impression.

$R$ squared is also the square of the correlation coefficient between the returns on the security and the market; it ranges from zero to 1.0. Stated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Stock Return</th>
<th>Index Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.0045</td>
<td>-0.0048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.0063</td>
<td>-0.0055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.0067</td>
<td>-0.0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
another way, $R^2$ measures the portion of the security’s variability that is due to the market’s variability. As an extreme example, we could run the regression line in Figure 2-8 from the upper left to the lower right, leaving about half the observations on either side of it. This would give us a poor fit, however, and the $R^2$ would be very low.

Table 2-13 shows a set of three-year beta estimates from Value Line and the associated $R^2$. The table shows several well-known firms with reliable betas, and several other firms where the beta statistic tells nothing at all.

![FIGURE 2-8 Linear Regression](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Ticker Symbol</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Beta 3-Year</th>
<th>R-Square 3-Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Stanley</td>
<td>MWD</td>
<td>Brokerage</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean Witter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh &amp; McLennan</td>
<td>MMC</td>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic New York</td>
<td>RNB</td>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Street Corp.</td>
<td>STT</td>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BankAmerica Corp.</td>
<td>BAC</td>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td>Electric Equipment</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,478 Value Line stocks with 3-Year Beta Estimates</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauna Loa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macadamia Partners</td>
<td>NUT</td>
<td>Food Processing</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briggs &amp; Stratton</td>
<td>BGG</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine Public Service</td>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>Electric Utility</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coors (Adolph)</td>
<td>ACCOB</td>
<td>Beverage (Alcoholic)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadbury Schweppes</td>
<td>CSG</td>
<td>Beverage (Soft Drink)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The point here is that we should not treat any financial calculation in “black box” fashion. We would be on shaky ground to state that Mauna Loa has a negative beta; statistically, the beta has no predictive or explanatory power. Note also that for the 4,478 stocks on which Value Line had an estimate of beta from the past three years, the average beta has an $R^2$ of only 0.17. Beta is much more reliable when applied to a portfolio rather than to a single stock because of the risk-reduction effects of diversification. There will be more discussion of this in Chapters 5 and 6.

**Standard Errors.** Figure 2-8 indicates that the slope of 0.91 has a standard error of 0.031. If we calculate regression statistics using Microsoft Excel, the regression output includes the standard error statistic. Mathematically, the standard error is equal to the standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of observations:

$$\text{Standard error} = \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{n}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-17)

The standard error enables us to determine the likelihood that the coefficient is statistically different from zero. According to *The Survey Research Handbook*, “the standard error is actually the standard deviation of a ‘would be’ distribution of the mean values computed from many different samples of exactly the same size from precisely the same population.” According to the central limit theorem, such a distribution is very nearly normal. This means that about 68 percent of the elements of the distribution lie within one standard error of the mean, 95 percent lie within 1.96 standard errors, and 99 percent lie within 3.0 standard errors.

Suppose, for instance, that a jar contains four marked ping-pong balls numbered 3, 5, 7, and 9. If these balls are selected two at a time and then replaced, there are six possible outcomes of each drawing, as shown in Table 2-14. If we apply the standard error to the values in Table 2-12, we

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible Pairs of Random Variables</th>
<th>Mean of Pair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 &amp; 5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 &amp; 7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 &amp; 9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 &amp; 7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 &amp; 9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 &amp; 9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Population of random variables: 3, 5, 7, 9.

14This assumes that the order of the selection makes no difference: Drawing a 3 followed by a 7 is the same outcome as a 7 followed by a 3.
can be 95 percent certain that the true beta coefficient lies within the range \(0.91 \pm (1.96 \times 0.031)\), or between 0.85 and 0.97.

Alternatively, we can use the estimated statistic and its standard error to measure the statistical significance of the estimate. To do this, we divide the estimate by its standard error. The resulting statistic is approximately normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.0. Dividing the Figure 2-8 estimate of 0.91 by the standard error of 0.031 gives 29.35. Values 29 standard deviations away from the mean virtually never occur by chance, and this is good support for the significance of the estimate of the coefficient.

**SUMMARY**

It never hurts to review basic principles of finance. People often learn from “familiar” material. The two key concepts in finance are the time value of money and the fact that a safe dollar is worth more than a risky dollar. There is a direct relationship between expected return and unavoidable risk. Risky investments do not guarantee a return, nor does unnecessary risk warrant any additional return.

The St. Petersburg paradox is a famous example of a game with an infinite expected payoff, but one that most people won’t pay much to play. People will generally not take a fair bet because of the diminishing marginal utility of money. Interest rates are determined by the consumption decisions of the public and their estimates of the utility of various choices facing them.

Elementary statistical concepts are important in investment theory and portfolio construction. Thus, an informed portfolio manager understands them.

We can measure return several ways. In most financial calculations dealing with investment returns, we should not use the arithmetic mean because it does not consider compounding and can give misleading results. The geometric mean is preferable because it captures the information contained in the dispersion of a stream of numbers; we use it, not the arithmetic mean, to calculate an average annual rate of return. Given two sets of numbers with an identical arithmetic average, the set with the highest variance will have the lowest geometric mean. The median and the mode are two other measures of central tendency.

The term **return on investment** can be ambiguous. It is generally a better idea to use **return on assets** or **return on equity** unless what you mean by return on investment is clear.

There are several ways to measure total risk, including the variance, the standard deviation, the semi-variance, and the geometric mean.

Many analysts use return logarithms to reduce the effect of returns that deviate significantly from the others. It is good practice to convert returns into logreturns before performing calculations on them.

Linear regression is useful in finance to predict likely future returns on a security from a series of past returns. An estimate of beta usually comes from a linear regression model. The R squared and standard error statistics provide information about the reliability of the estimate.

A constant is a value that does not change; a random variable is a phenomenon with no fixed value and whose value we discover by conducting an experiment. Random variables are generated by a stochastic process.
Variables that we count are discrete, while those that we measure are continuous.

Variables reside in a population. Depending on the number of variable characteristics of interest, the population may be univariate (one characteristic), bivariate (two characteristics), or multivariate (three or more characteristics).

A portion of the population is a sample. Statistical tests usually involve taking a sample of the population and determining sample statistics that are then used to estimate the population statistics such as mean, standard deviation, and variance.

**QUESTIONS**

1. “Utility measures the riskiness of an expected dollar payment.” True or false, and why?
2. Refer to the information in Table 2-2. Suppose you had to pick only one of the four alternatives but were permitted to play the game ten times. Would the alternative you select be different than if you could play only once?
3. Refer to Table 2-2. Suppose you had to pay $50 to play this game and could play it only once. The $50 payment is also a sunk cost that you lose regardless of the outcome of the spin of the wheel. Which alternative would you select under these circumstances?
4. Is it possible for an ordinary annuity to have the same present value as a growing perpetuity if the discount rate and initial cash flows are the same?
5. Is it possible for an ordinary annuity to have the same present value as a perpetuity if the cash flows and discount rates are the same? (*Hint: What is the difference between $1 received in 500 years and $1 received in 1000 years?)
6. Can the arithmetic and the geometric mean for a series of numbers ever be equal?
7. Can the arithmetic mean ever be less than the geometric mean for a series of numbers?
8. In simple terms that a nonexpert can understand, explain why an arithmetic average cannot combine monthly holding period returns with weekly holding period returns.
9. Why is it a good idea to do calculations with return relatives rather than simple returns?
10. What is the difference between ROA and ROE?
11. As a general policy, which measure, ROA or ROE, do you think should be preferred for evaluating investments?
12. In 250 words or less explain the logic of the concept of semi-variance in investment applications.
13. Comment on the following statement: “The correlation between a random variable and a constant must be perfect (+1.0) because no matter what random variable is chosen, I know the value of the constant. I can always predict the constant with perfect accuracy.”
14. Comment on the following statement: “Semi-variance is good in theory, but in the real world it is a useless concept because we do not know until after the fact whether an outcome was favorable or not.”
15. Bill and Joe are both fanatic sports bettors. They are both interested in a particular NFL game this coming weekend. Bill views the outcome of the game as a univariate distribution, whereas Joe considers it a bivariate distribution. Explain how they can both be correct.

16. Suppose you watch a stock over a period of two months and calculate its average daily return. Is the average a sample or population mean?

17. Do the returns of IBM common stock come from a univariate, bivariate, or multivariate distribution?

18. Do the returns of a twenty-security portfolio come from a univariate, bivariate, or multivariate distribution?

19. Will the geometric mean of a series of returns be greater or less than the geometric mean of the series of logreturns calculated from the same data?

20. Why must a standard deviation always be nonnegative?

PROBLEMS

1. You sit on the board of directors of a local nonprofit corporation. At its last meeting, the board decided to begin to fund a very modest retirement pension for the organization’s custodian. The details of the plan are as follows.
   - The custodian is thirty-nine years old; the plan will begin to make annual payments to him twenty-six years from the date when funding for the plan begins. You assume the custodian will continue his employment with the corporation.
   - When payments begin, the custodian will receive a single cash payment each year for fifteen years. The first payment will be $5,000, and each succeeding payment will increase by 4 percent. Payments stop after the fifteenth payment.
   - Money paid into the fund collects interest at a constant 8 percent annual rate, and there is no tax liability on the account.
   - The annual contributions that the corporation makes to the fund will also increase at a 4 percent rate and will also earn 8 percent interest until withdrawn.

   As chair of the personnel committee, you are responsible for determining the initial amount to fund this retirement stipend. If your figures are correct, all succeeding annual budget amounts will simply be increased 4 percent from the previous year’s budget. How much do you need to deposit now to get the plan in motion?

2. An annuity will make a payment of $100 in one year; this is the first of a series of twenty payments. If each succeeding annual payment is 5 percent larger than the previous one, what is the present value of this annuity using a 12 percent discount rate?

3. What is the future value of the annuity in problem 2?

4. An investment will pay you $200 in one year and then pay annually forever. Each payment will be 3 percent larger than the previous one. If the investment costs $2,500, what rate of return do you expect to earn?

5. What is the present value of a $1,000 perpetuity that makes the first payment five years from today? Assume a 6 percent interest rate.

6. A stock just paid its annual dividend of $1; it has a dividend growth rate of 3.5 percent. What is the most you can pay for the stock to have an expected rate of return of 14.0 percent?
7. A perpetuity will make its first payment in ten years. The first payment will be $1,000, and future payments will increase at a 4 percent annual rate. What is the present value of this investment, assuming a 7 percent discount rate?

8. A cemetery just completed construction of a mausoleum to hold urns of ashes. The building cost $25,000 to erect, and its construction was just paid for. The mausoleum contains five hundred crypts. Maintenance costs associated with the building are estimated at $500 next year, and these costs are expected to rise by 5 percent annually. A person who buys a crypt pays cash for it once and incurs no other costs. How much should be charged for each crypt in order to earn a 12 percent return on this investment? Assume that the proceeds from the sale of the crypt will be received immediately.

9. An ordinary sheet of bond paper is 0.004 inches thick. The distance from the earth to the moon is 264,000 miles.
   a. Calculate the number of times you would have to double the paper to have a thickness sufficient to reach the moon. (If you double the paper once, the thickness is 0.008 inches. Doubled again, it becomes 0.016 inches, and 0.032 inches after the third doubling.)
   b. How does this problem relate to the St. Petersburg paradox?

10. Calculate the geometric mean of the following series of numbers: 1 2 3 4 5 6.

11. Calculate the semi-variance of the returns shown in Table 2-15.

12. Prove that the variance is equal to the expected value of the square of the random variable minus the mean squared; that is, prove

\[ \text{E}[(\bar{x} - \bar{x})^2] = \text{E}(\bar{x}^2) - \bar{x}^2 \]

13. What is the covariance between a random variable and a constant? That is, \( \text{COV}(\bar{x}, a) \)?

14. Suppose \( Y = a + b\bar{x} \). What do you think the variance of \( Y \) is?

15. Show that \( \text{COV}(a\bar{x}, \bar{y}) = a \times \text{COV}(\bar{x}, \bar{y}) \).

16. Using the returns in Table 2-15, construct an expanded table showing returns, return relatives, and logreturns.

17. Calculate the geometric mean of the returns in Table 2-15 using (a) returns and (b) logreturns.

18. Double the numbers for Stock A in Table 2-10. Then show that Equation 2-14 is true.

### Table 2-15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>−0.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>−0.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>−0.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
19. Calculate the standard error of the return series in Table 2-15.

Consider the information in the following table for Problems 20–23.

**STOCK XYZ (END-OF-YEAR VALUES)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stock Price</td>
<td>$20.50</td>
<td>$24.00</td>
<td>$36.25</td>
<td>$43.00</td>
<td>$56.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>$0.23</td>
<td>$0.23</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.27</td>
<td>$0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20. Calculate the compound annual rate of return on the stock investment.

21. For the dividends, calculate the
   a. arithmetic average annual growth rate, and
   b. geometric mean growth rate.


23. Using the growing perpetuity model (also called the dividend discount model) and the growth rate you determined in the previous question, solve for the shareholders’ required rate of return that is implied by the 2007 stock price. (This is the discount rate in the model.) If you were unable to solve problem 21b, assume a growth rate of 2.0 percent.

24. You know that a probability distribution has a mean of 23.20 and a variance of 2.56. You try four different sampling techniques and get the following results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the 95 percent confidence level, which (if any) of these results is unlikely to have happened by chance?

25. Ballplayers A and B both earn the same salary in 2007. They negotiate new three-year contracts providing for the following salary increases:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Player A</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Player B</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indicate whether each of the following statements is true or false, and explain why.

a. Both players will have the same salary at the end of 2010.

b. From the players’ perspective, Player B’s contract is worth more than Player A’s.

**INTERNET EXERCISES**

Get historical exchange rate data from 2004–2007 on the U.S. dollar/euro and U.S. dollar/yen exchange rates by visiting [http://www.oanda.com/convert/fxhistory](http://www.oanda.com/convert/fxhistory) or some other website. Calculate the correlation between these two exchange rates over this period.
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Introduction

Setting objectives is important for every person and institution that uses the financial market. Too many investors have a casual attitude toward financial planning, including the management of their investment portfolios. It is easy for someone to be imprecise in communicating with the portfolio manager. Fund managers often hear their clients say, in essence, “We want a lot of return, we don’t want any risk, and we need the money by Monday.” The Gallup organization, in conjunction with UBS Paine Webber, once conducted a survey that found 39 percent of respondents believed stocks would deliver at least 15 percent annually for the next ten years. This belief is wishful thinking and an historically unreasonable expectation.

In an article in Pensions and Investments,¹ the authors clearly state the importance of setting portfolio objectives:

Over the years, the industry has learned two dominant factors contribute to a sponsor’s successful investment program:

- Suitable investment objectives and policy; and
- Successful selection of the investment managers to implement policy.

This chapter discusses traditional portfolio objectives and presents a framework for formulating primary and secondary portfolio objectives in an
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operationally meaningful fashion. The following chapter considers the steps in the preparation of a formal investment policy statement.

Why Setting Objectives Can Be Difficult

Over 50 percent of U.S. households own stock. It is unlikely that any of them would argue against setting an investment objective before investing money. The unfortunate fact is that objective setting is frequently done in a casual fashion, or, worse yet, is not done at all. Setting objectives can be difficult, for several reasons.

Semantics

Some of the language of investing has become part of everyday colloquial speech. Terms such as growth, income, return on investment, and risk are part of the common vocabulary. But these words mean different things to different people. You might, for instance, hear someone speak of the “growth” in their savings account. To an investment professional, a savings account provides income only; it has no growth potential.

The consequence of this is that when someone entrusts money to a fund manager or other fiduciary, there needs to be clear understanding of the terms. For example, a client may tell a fund manager, “Here is $50,000 that I have had in a savings account. I would like to invest it and get some better growth.” In this context, does better growth mean a higher rate of interest (perhaps through investing in a certificate of deposit), or does it mean capital appreciation (from investing in common stock)? The fund manager needs to sort this out and have the client clarify what she means.

Another semantic issue involves the interpretation of principal and income. To an attorney, the distinction may seem simple, but I have been personally involved in a number of situations in which there have been well-founded disagreements as to what these terms really mean.

Suppose a church receives a $10,000 bequest from a recently deceased church member. The bequest states that the “principal is to be kept in perpetuity, with the annual interest used to support the church library.” Assume the church buys a one-year, 5 percent simple interest $10,000 certificate of deposit with the funds. When the CD matures, it is worth $10,500. Assume that $300 is spent acquiring a collection of books. The church treasurer then purchases a new one-year, 5 percent CD with the remaining $10,200. A year later this CD matures with a value of $10,710 ($10,200 principal and $510 interest earned).

How much can the church spend for the library at this point? The “annual interest earned” was $510 on a “principal” of $10,200. Here is where the problem begins. If the principal is restricted, this seems to mean that only the $510 can be spent. Another perspective, though, is that the intent of the benefactor was to restrict the original $10,000, and that accumulated interest should be eligible for spending at a later time. People holding this view would argue that $710 could be spent at the end of the second year.

The point is that even something as seemingly simple as determining principal and interest can be complicated. Whenever possible, these issues should be definitively addressed so as to reduce confusion and the length of committee meetings to discuss these matters.

---

2A fiduciary is a person or institution responsible for taking care of someone else’s money.
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Indecision

Another occasional hurdle to effective investment management is the client’s inability to make a decision. There is an old axiom that says “It is difficult to accomplish your objectives until you decide what it is you want to accomplish.” Another equally relevant proverb is “You cannot have your cake and eat it, too.”

A banker I know relates a story that illustrates the problem of client indecision. An elderly customer of the bank opened a sizable savings account with funds recently acquired from an insurance settlement. The customer was not interested in any of the bank’s “fancy new products; an old-fashioned savings account would do just fine.”

The problem arose when the customer wanted the interest the account earned sent home each month, but also wanted the interest compounded. The bank obviously cannot do this. The customer can spend the interest he earns, or he can leave it in the bank and let it earn more interest, but he cannot do both.

The Total Return Concept

Modern money management embraces the total return concept. This is the notion that we should be able to enjoy some of the appreciation from a portfolio rather than just the dividends and interest it generates. The concept is especially relevant to charitable entities such as foundations and endowments.

Many firms establish a policy that provides an annual payout from the investment portfolio equal to some percentage of the average fund value over the past three or so years. The payout rate usually ranges between 4 percent and 5.5 percent with an average around 5 percent. For instance, a portfolio might have been worth $2 million two years ago, $2.5 million last year, and $2.4 million this year. If the target payout is 5 percent, the portfolio beneficiary would receive \( 5\% \times \$2.3 \text{ million} \), or $115,000. A total return policy authorizes such a payout even if the total interest and dividends earned by the fund over the past year was much less than this.

The National Association of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO) conducted a payout rate study in 2006. Of the 719 institutions responding, the average rate of withdrawal was 5.4 percent. After deducting management fees and non-recurring expenses to the funds, the average distribution for spending was 4.2 percent. Public schools tended to have higher payout rates than private schools.

Few investment managers would be comfortable with a payout rate higher than 6 percent except in extraordinary times of need. This is so because in some years the fund is likely to decline in value, yet there will still be a funds transfer to the beneficiary. Too high a payout rate will hinder the fund’s ability to grow enough to sustain the payout in perpetuity.

Note that a policy of paying out a portion of the annual performance is not feasible. The fund will occasionally have a down year, and its manager cannot ask for the return of a previous payout.
Subjectivity
Another thorn in the side of the objective-setting process stems from the fact that investing is both an art and a science. Instead of a black-and-white distinction among alternatives, there are inevitably shades of gray that involve subjective judgments.

A particular portfolio game plan may focus on “growth.” In working toward this goal, the portfolio manager may choose to include some common stock of AT&T Corp. in the portfolio. Many people consider AT&T, or “Telephone,” as it is called among investors, to be a growth stock. Others, though, would say that Telephone is purely an income stock and does not logically belong in a growth portfolio. This is a subjective call, and disagreement is obviously possible.

Multiple Beneficiaries
Investment portfolios often have more than one beneficiary. An endowment fund is a good example. It has a perpetual life and as such should benefit people today and people generations from now. It is possible to increase the current income generated by a portfolio (to the benefit of today’s beneficiaries), but this may well be at the expense of those who will benefit from the portfolio in the future.

This complicated issue is central to current debates about Social Security funding, workers’ compensation rates, federal unemployment insurance, and the impact of entitlement programs on the federal budget deficit. An issue is, by definition, controversial, and concerns about multiple beneficiaries will not go away simply because they are irksome.

Investment Policy versus Investment Strategy
There is a distinction between investment policy and investment strategy. Investment policy deals with decisions that have been made about long-term investment activities, eligible investment categories, and the allocation of funds among the eligible investment categories. A pension fund, for instance, might decide never to place more than 10 percent of its assets in real estate or to place less than 20 percent in common stock. Another fund might have a policy constraint prohibiting the purchase of corporate bonds rated less than A.

Investment strategy, in contrast, deals with short-term activities that are consistent with established policy and that will contribute positively toward the objective of the portfolio. One manager might be required to maintain at least 20 percent in equities by policy but decide to put 75 percent into the stock market because of a belief that the market will advance in the near future. The increased equity exposure is part of the manager’s strategy.

Portfolio Objectives
Although the precise terminology varies among portfolio management firms, there are four main portfolio objectives. These are stability of principal, income, growth of income, and capital appreciation.

1Categories of stock are discussed in Chapter 9.
2We will come back to this issue in the chapter on fiduciary duties.
3The word tactics is seldom used in investment management with the important exception of tactical asset allocation. To those with an understanding of military matters, policy and strategy are used here in the same fashion as army officers use the terms strategy and tactics, respectively.
Preconditions
Before getting into the nuts and bolts of objective setting and strategy formulation, you need to get some questions answered. First, you should assess the existing situation. What are the current needs of the portfolio beneficiary? Drastic, quick changes in the composition of the portfolio (especially the level of income generated) may not be feasible. Rather, it may be necessary to phase in any recommended changes.

A second concern is the investment horizon. At a pension fund, for instance, the investment horizon is very long term. The ups and downs of the market are not nearly as much a concern to a pension fund as they are to an individual investor who is investing for a child’s college expenses or for retirement income.
There may also be special liquidity needs or ethical investing concerns (explicit or subjective) established by the fund's owner or overseer.  

**Traditional Portfolio Objectives**

The precise terminology that investment advisors use will differ, but many of them will identify four distinct portfolio objectives.

**Stability of Principal.** Sometimes the beneficiary of a portfolio cannot stand any chance of loss to the original principal. This might be because of bylaw provisions, statute, or the client’s attitude toward risk. When someone says “I don’t want any chance of losing the money I invest,” the fund manager should interpret this person’s objective as stability of principal. This is the most conservative portfolio objective, and over the long run, it will generate the most modest return.

The emphasis here is on preserving the “original” value of the fund. Perhaps a community foundation has received a bequest of $10,000 from the estate of a prominent member of the business community. The provisions of the bequest might stipulate that the annual interest be used in perpetuity to support the local symphony. You could logically interpret such a provision to mean that the $10,000 original principal should be maintained forever, with the interest generated by the gift varying each year as the level of interest rates changes.

When stability of principal is the objective, the appropriate investment vehicles include bank certificates of deposit and other money market instruments. One-year CDs might yield 5 percent, for instance, but are not marketable and can never sell for less than their original value. A 5 percent yield means that the $10,000 bequest would produce annual income of $500 for the symphony’s benefit.

**Income.** The income objective differs from stability of principal in that there is no specific proscription against periodic declines in principal value. A new issue of five-year Treasury notes might have a coupon rate of 6 percent. If the fund manager were to buy $10,000 of these at par, they would yield $600 per year, or $100 more than the 5 percent CD. This would be to the symphony’s benefit. However, these securities are marketable, and they are interest-rate sensitive. If the general level of interest rates rises, the market value of these securities will fall. On paper the foundation will show a loss on these securities relative to their purchase price. If the investor holds them until maturity, the redemption at par value causes the paper loss to disappear. If the bondholder finds it necessary to sell them prior to maturity, however, the sale could easily result in a loss.

The consequences of fluctuations in market value vary. In this example of a fund to benefit a public nonprofit organization, an income objective is probably more reasonable than one of stability of principal. When income is the chosen objective, appropriate investments include corporate bonds, government bonds, government agency securities, preferred stock, and perhaps some common stock.

---

7Chapter 11 discusses subjective criteria in portfolio selection. Social investing encompasses an especially important set of subjective criteria. Some investors may ask that their portfolios not include tobacco stocks, brewing companies, or firms in the defense industry.

8Jumbo CDs are those with a principal value of $100,000 or more. They can be marketable and consequently may be subject to interest-rate risk if the owner chooses to sell them.
Growth of Income. The time value of money is one of the two key concepts in finance. Dollars today are worth more than an equal number of dollars at any point in the future. The symphony will benefit materially if it receives $600 to support its operations this year.

Suppose, though, that over the next twenty years the average inflation rate turns out to be 4 percent. In today’s dollars, $600 to be received in twenty years is worth only $600/(1.04)^{20}$, or about $274. Its purchasing power is less than half the original $600 amount. The symphony’s budget will not benefit nearly as much with this reduced amount.

An alternative approach to managing this fund would be to seek growth of income. This objective usually involves a reduced initial income payout, but a dollar payout that grows over time and eventually overtakes the level amount from an income objective.

The fund manager might, for instance, initially plan for annual income of $500 from the fund as well as an annual growth of 5 percent in the level of income generated. In ten years, the annual income from the fund will be $500 \times (1.05)^{10}$, or approximately $814. In twenty years, the annual income will be $500 \times (1.05)^{20}$, or $1,327.

The present value of $1,327 in twenty years, given an average inflation rate of 4 percent, is $606. Note that this is more than the original income of $500. The amount the symphony receives will increase every year, and as long as inflation stays under control, its purchasing power will increase because the income growth rate exceeds the inflation rate. It is very common practice to establish a growth-of-income objective in which the annual income from the fund grows at a rate at least equal to the rate of inflation.

The client (and the fund manager) should clearly understand the difference between income and growth of income as objectives. An income objective seeks to generate as much current income as possible within the risk parameters established. Initially, this amount will be higher than that generated by a portfolio seeking growth of income. Eventually, though, income from the latter portfolio will overtake that generated by the former.

Figure 3-1 illustrates this phenomenon. Both portfolios A and B have an initial principal value of $100,000. We will assume that interest rates remain at
a constant 10 percent per year over this fourteen-year period. Portfolio A has an income objective; it seeks to provide maximum income each year. Portfolio A is invested 100 percent in debt securities and generates $10,000 per year for each of the ten years.

Portfolio B seeks growth of income and contains both debt and equity securities. Because riskier securities, on average, produce higher returns, assume that Portfolio B has an annual total return of 12 percent. In the first year it provides $8,000 in income (an 8 percent income yield) and experiences annual capital appreciation of 4 percent.

The key point is this: a growth-of-income objective requires the fund manager to seek some capital appreciation in the original principal. This means that some of the fund needs to reside in equity securities. The common stocks purchased may generate some income from dividends, but the bulk of the income will come from fixed-income securities such as long-term bonds.

**Capital Appreciation.** Occasionally, it is not important that a portfolio generate any income at all. A retired couple, for instance, might receive pension and Social Security checks that are sufficient to finance their retirement lifestyle. If these people have an investment portfolio, they might be more interested in having it continue to grow in value rather than in getting additional income from it. Their objective is capital appreciation. Their intent may be to leave most of their estate to children and grandchildren.

There is also an income tax consideration. The government taxes interest and dividends immediately.\(^9\) Capital gains are not taxable until they are realized. This means that unless the retired couple actually needs the income, a one-dollar capital gain is worth more than a dollar of income.

As an example, consider the case of an investor in the 28 percent federal income tax bracket.\(^10\) Two $10,000 investments each have a 10 percent pretax expected return. Both involve the purchase of 500 shares of a $20 common stock. The first does not pay dividends, whereas the second has a constant dividend yield of 7 percent. (Commissions would be the same in both cases, so we can ignore them in the investment comparison.) Table 3-1 shows the projected cash flows. It is apparent that there is a cost associated with receiving the dividend income because 28 percent of the dividends go to the tax man immediately, whereas the tax on capital gains occurs much later.

The difference between these two investments would be much less striking if the investor sold the shares at the end of year 5. Investment A would show a realized capital gain of $12.21, per share 28 percent of which would be lost to taxes. There would also be a capital gain with Investment B, but it would be much smaller. The internal rates of return (IRRs) are reduced to 7.56 and 7.32 percent, respectively, for Investment A and Investment B under this scenario.

The key point here is that unrealized capital gains are not taxed whereas dividend or interest income is. The investor can defer taxes for many years by successful long-term growth stock investing.

**Special Situation of Tax-Free Income**

These four alternatives just discussed are the basic portfolio objectives. A common variation of the income-producing strategies is the additional stipulation

---

\(^9\) Taxes are the largest component of transaction costs, far outweighing the impact of commissions for many investors.

\(^10\) State and local income tax implications would make this example even more striking.
that the income generated, or a portion of it, be tax free. This is accomplished by investing in municipal securities whose interest is free from federal tax and may also be free from state and local taxes.\textsuperscript{11}

If stability of principal is the objective, tax-free income can be earned by investing in a municipal bond mutual fund.\textsuperscript{12} A direct investment in municipal bonds would be appropriate for a portfolio with income as its objective, whereas some mix of municipal bonds and common stock would be necessary for the growth-of-income objective. It would be unrealistic for an investor seeking capital appreciation from a portfolio also to expect the portfolio to generate tax-free income.

Figure 3-2 shows the relative riskiness of the four primary objectives. Stability of principal and income are substantially safer than growth of income and capital appreciation, because the latter two require the use of equity securities. A substantial range of risk/expected return characteristics can be

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{The Effect of Taxes on Investment Internal Rate of Return}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Investment A (no dividends)} & \textbf{10\% Pretax Annual Return} & \\
\hline
\textbf{Year} & \textbf{(0)} & \textbf{(1)} & \textbf{(2)} & \textbf{(3)} & \textbf{(4)} & \textbf{(5)} & \\
\hline
\textbf{Price} & $20.00$ & $22.00$ & $24.20$ & $26.62$ & $29.28$ & $32.21$ & \\
\textbf{Dividends} & $-$ & $0$ & $0$ & $0$ & $0$ & $0$ & \\
\textbf{—Tax (28\%)} & $-$ & $0$ & $0$ & $0$ & $0$ & $0$ & \\
\hline
\textbf{Cash flow} & $0$ & $0$ & $0$ & $0$ & $0$ & $32.21^*$ & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\[ R = 10.00\% \]

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{The Effect of Taxes on Investment Internal Rate of Return (Continued)}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Investment B (7\% dividend yield)} & \textbf{10\% Pretax Annual Return} & \\
\hline
\textbf{Year} & \textbf{(0)} & \textbf{(1)} & \textbf{(2)} & \textbf{(3)} & \textbf{(4)} & \textbf{(5)} & \\
\hline
\textbf{Price} & $20.00$ & $20.60$ & $21.22$ & $21.85$ & $22.51$ & $23.19$ & \\
\textbf{Dividends} & $-$ & $1.40$ & $1.44$ & $1.49$ & $1.53$ & $1.58$ & \\
\textbf{—Tax (28\%)} & $-$ & $0.39$ & $0.40$ & $0.42$ & $0.43$ & $0.44$ & \\
\hline
\textbf{Cash flow} & $1.01$ & $1.04$ & $1.07$ & $1.10$ & $24.33^*$ & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\[ R = 8.05\% \]

\[^{11}\text{Investors normally pay no state tax on municipal securities from their own state.}\]

\[^{12}\text{There is a possibility of some price volatility with some tax-free mutual funds. This should be addressed before making such an investment.}\]
associated with the capital appreciation objective. Higher-beta portfolios are obviously riskier, but over the long run, they tend to produce higher returns.

**Portfolio Objectives and Expected Utility**

Whether an investor seeks preservation of principal or long-term capital appreciation, there is one ultimate goal: to maximize the expected utility of the investment program. Utility is one of the most useful of all economic concepts.
It may be difficult to explain completely, but everyone understands the concept: we seek out satisfying things and avoid things that cause us discomfort. Mutual funds\(^1\) are an excellent investment alternative for a great many investors. They are an economical and convenient means of achieving diversification and professional portfolio management for someone with limited investment capital.\(^2\) Still, many people do not like mutual funds because they are “not exciting.” These people argue that letting someone else pick the stocks removes the thrill of the hunt. Choosing your own stocks is fun; you get utility from the process if you enjoy it.

There is absolutely nothing wrong with this attitude. Investing should be fun rather than a chore. The utility of the investments comes from both quantifiable and nonquantifiable sources. Regardless of how the investor perceives utility, she seeks to maximize it one way or another.

### The Importance of Primary and Secondary Objectives

Deciding on the primary objective of the portfolio is a major accomplishment for the fund manager and the fund beneficiary. Little can occur until you finish this task. But it is also prudent and enormously helpful to establish a secondary objective in addition to a primary objective. (The secondary objective, as the name suggests, indicates what is next in importance after specification of the primary objective.) The portfolio manager must ultimately decide what percentage of the investment funds to put into equities. Most of the remainder will go into debt securities; real estate, hard assets, or other asset classes may also play a role in some cases. If the fund manager can play psychologist and get the client to talk about secondary objectives, it is much easier to pin down the proper range for the equity percentage.

Consider a person who has determined that current income should be the primary objective of the portfolio. This could be accomplished by investing in money market securities, long-term debt, or dividend-producing common stock. The client might make statements such as “I really don’t want to take any risk with this money,” or “Is there any chance I am going to lose any of this?” In this case, stability of principal is probably the client’s secondary objective, and the portfolio manager would put little, if any, of the portfolio in stock.

In contrast, the client might ask, “Is the income I get going to keep up with inflation?” This implies growth of income as a secondary objective. To accomplish this, the fund manager must attempt to get some appreciation in the principal of the fund, and this requires a greater investment in equities. Table 3-2 shows a useful matrix of primary and secondary objectives and typical debt/equity mixes to accomplish each combination.\(^3\) The debt/equity percentages shown in the table are guidelines. A portfolio manager will often deviate from these because of attitudes toward the prospects for the market, an unusually high current level of interest rates, or temporary needs of the client.

---

\(^1\)Mutual funds are existing portfolios of securities proportionately owned by a large number of investors. The appendix to this chapter also discusses the basic principles of mutual funds.

\(^2\)Many rich investors also use mutual funds because of their convenience and automatic diversification.

Other Factors to Consider in Establishing Objectives

Inconsistent Objectives

Equally important in Table 3-2 is the fact that certain primary/secondary objective combinations are incompatible. An example of such inconsistent objectives is stability of principal as a primary objective and capital appreciation as a secondary objective. This, in effect, says, “I want no chance of a loss, but I do want capital gains.” The world does not work this way.

Note also that investment managers cannot pair growth of income with stability of principal. There are two ways in which income can continue to rise. One way is for interest rates to increase continually. This occurs during inflationary times, but the government does everything it can to stop this. Investors cannot rely on increasing inflation to produce continually increasing income. It is also the case that the actual purchasing power of the higher
income does not increase. The other way in which income can go up is through an increased value of the principal amount from which the income is generated. This means that some capital appreciation is necessary. Investment activities that potentially could provide capital appreciation carry a chance of loss, though, which is inconsistent with an objective of stability of principal.

Infrequent Objectives

Table 3-2 indicates that some investment objective combinations are infrequent. Infrequent objectives are the cells containing question marks. Capital appreciation as a primary goal and stability of principal as a secondary goal appear at first glance to be patently incompatible. In most cases they are, but it is possible to construct a very specific type of portfolio that would generally accomplish this mission.

A wealthy individual in a high tax bracket might have no need for additional current income and might not be comfortable with the risk of equity investments. For this individual, investments in traditional fixed-income securities would produce unneeded income and a heavy tax bite in the year received.

An alternative would be to invest in low-coupon bonds that are selling in the marketplace at a substantial discount from par. These bonds will produce less income than comparable-grade issues with higher coupons and, therefore, a lower tax liability. As they approach their maturity date, these bonds will rise in value and, barring default, will be retired at par. The client will recognize this as a capital gain, which, depending on current tax laws, might receive favorable tax treatment. In any event, the tax liability will be incurred in the future, and its present value will be much smaller than if it occurred this year.\footnote{Again, the current tax law may make this strategy ineffective. In some circumstances an investor must report “income” from the appreciation of bonds selling at a discount even though income has not actually been received.}

A material consideration with such a portfolio is the fact that low-coupon bonds face substantial interest-rate risk. If interest rates rise, the market value of low-coupon bonds falls substantially, which might be considered inconsistent with an objective of stability of principal. The bonds will eventually recover, however, as they approach maturity. In this case, stability of principal happened to be the secondary objective rather than the primary.

Perhaps the important thing to keep in mind with infrequent combinations is largely philosophical: investment managers should look for ways to do things instead of explaining why they cannot be done. If clients want something unusual, the manager should not begin the conversation by telling them that their needs are bizarre and uncommon. It is better to verify that their situation does indeed call for something out of the ordinary, and if this is the case, try to work out a compromise. This is far better than a manager who throws up his hands saying, “It can’t be done!”

Portfolio Splitting

Occasionally, a fund manager will receive instructions that require that the portfolio be managed in more than one part. Perhaps a church’s endowment fund has grown over the years to a current value of $4 million. One-fourth of this amount might be associated with restricted gifts providing that the annual income be used for a specific purpose. The remaining $3 million might have no restrictions on its use.

In such a case, the fund manager and the church’s board of trustees could decide to prorate the investment of the fund into two components with
different objectives. Income is important with the restricted portion, and the board might select *income* as the primary objective of this portion of the fund. Income may be less important with the unrestricted portion, with *capital appreciation* being the primary objective of these remaining funds. Such *portfolio splitting* can be a more convenient way of administering the fund than trying to establish a single, overall objective.

Still, portfolio splitting has the potential to give people the opportunity to avoid making tough decisions about fund management. A board of trustees could be indecisive and decide it wants “a little of everything.” Unless there is a good reason to do otherwise, the portfolio should be managed as a unit.

**Liquidity**

In establishing portfolio objectives, another very real concern can overlay the objectives in Table 3-2. This is concern with *liquidity*. Liquidity is another term that often lacks consistent definition. Look up “liquid” in a dictionary and you will find “easily convertible into cash.” Liquidity, then, is a measure of the ease with which something can be converted into cash. This is probably what most people mean when they use the word.

In establishing portfolio objectives, the client might mention a need to keep the funds reasonably liquid. Again, it is imperative for the fund manager to establish clearly what this comment means. Does the client anticipate a routine need to write checks against the funds? There are arrangements, such as money market mutual funds or the cash management accounts offered by brokerage firms, that allow you to do this, but you cannot write a check against a self-assembled portfolio of short-term bonds.

One approach is to keep a portion of the investment portfolio in highly liquid form, perhaps with check-writing privileges, and to manage the remainder independently, free of liquidity constraints.

**The Role of Cash**

The entries in Table 3-2 show only two asset classes: equities and fixed-income securities. Many investment management firms routinely prescribe portfolio proportions for these two asset classes and a third class, *cash*. Cash contributes to stability, especially during periods of rising interest rates.

In a portfolio context, *cash* does not refer to a wad of hundred-dollar bills. Rather, this term refers to any number of “near-money” forms, such as money market instruments (for example, Treasury bills) or other short-term interest-bearing deposit accounts.

Many fund managers would prefer to see a chart such as Table 3-2 include the three dimensions of debt/equity/cash. Personal experience and preference dictate how the general guidelines of the table would be adjusted to accommodate these three asset classes.

Cash naturally arrives in portfolios through the receipt of dividends and interest. While this might be convenient, it is a problem for some portfolio managers. Consider an all-equity mutual fund whose comparison benchmark is the Standard & Poor’s 500 index. Mutual funds seldom have less than 5 percent of their assets in cash because of the natural receipt of investment income and because shareholders mail in checks for additional purchases. Comparing a fund that is 95 percent in stock with an index that is 100 percent in stock results in a phenomenon called *cash drag*. (Chapter 24 will show how some managers use stock index futures contracts to fix this problem.)
Portfolio Dedication

The topic of portfolio dedication could easily appear in the Portfolio Management part of this book rather than the Portfolio Construction part. The term has characteristics of both activities, and the fact that it is included here is simply a matter of personal preference. Portfolio dedication is really a form of portfolio management. It has objective-setting overtones, however, and appears here to show the richness that the objective-setting process may include.

**Portfolio dedication** involves managing an asset portfolio so that it services the requirements of a corresponding liability or portfolio of liabilities. Sometimes called **liability funding**, this is a specialized requirement overlaying the primary and secondary investment objectives. There are two principal methods of portfolio dedication: cash matching and duration matching.

Cash Matching

**Cash matching** is the most common form of portfolio dedication. With this technique, a manager assembles a portfolio of bonds whose cash flows match as nearly as possible the requirements of a particular liability.

A wealthy university alumnus might endow his alma mater with a set of ten 4-year scholarships, each of which pays the recipient $2,000 every six months. This has an annual income requirement of $40,000. Assume for the sake of this example that the $2,000 payout will remain constant with no adjustment for inflation.

Such an endowment could be managed as a cash-matched, dedicated portfolio. The portfolio manager would choose bonds that pay interest semiannually just before distribution to the scholarship recipients. Perhaps the portfolio manager decides to structure this portfolio using the bonds listed in Table 3-3.

Table 3-4 is one possible combination of these bonds that meets the income requirement of $20,000 every six months. Cash matching seeks to match as nearly as possible a specific income need. The $3 shortfall is not a material difference.

Duration Matching

The general idea behind **duration matching** is constructing a portfolio of assets that “pays the bills” associated with a liability or stream of liabilities. Duration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonda</th>
<th>S&amp;P Rating</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>YTM (%)</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith Enterprises 8 1/4 s17</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>9.97</td>
<td>7.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Power 8 1/2 s16</td>
<td>AA-</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>10.16</td>
<td>7.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated Telephone 8% s26</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>10.03</td>
<td>9.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Electric Service 7 3/4 s15</td>
<td>A+</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>10.82</td>
<td>6.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airline Bank 8% s20</td>
<td>AA-</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>11.01</td>
<td>7.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aThese bonds all pay interest on March 1 and September 1.

17Duration matching is discussed further in Part Four, “Portfolio Protection and Emerging Topics.”
is a measure of interest-rate risk that can be very helpful in fixed-income portfolio management. (We will look at this concept in detail in Chapter 12.) For the moment, accept the fact that the higher the duration, the greater the fluctuation in the price of a bond associated with a change in interest rates.

Rising interest rates will cause the market value of bonds to decline, but will enable reinvested interest checks to earn a higher return. In a duration-matched bond portfolio, a rise in interest rates results in a decline in the portfolio’s value that is approximately offset by the additional income earned from the higher reinvestment rate. Similarly, if market rates fall, the increase in the market value of the portfolio will largely offset the decline in income from the reinvested funds.

There are two keys to duration matching. First, the duration of the asset portfolio must match the duration of the liabilities. Second, the present value of the liabilities to be paid must equal the market value of the asset portfolio.

Suppose another university benefactor decides to endow ten scholarships of $2,000 every six months for a period of twelve years. This means the liability is a series of outflows of $20,000 each, paid every six months, with a total of twenty-four payments. The benefactor will provide an initial sum that is sufficient to finance these future payments. Perhaps the university endowment office uses a 10 percent discount rate for calculations of this sort. The cost to the benefactor, then, is the present value of a stream of twenty-four payments of $20,000 each, paid every six months, using a 10 percent annual discount rate, which is $275,973.

Even though this cash flow stream is not from a bond, we can still find the duration of the payments. \textit{Duration} is simply the weighted average of time until cash flows occur,\textsuperscript{18} and for this liability stream, the duration is 5.19 years.

Most of the bonds in Table 3-3 have yields to maturity that are 10 percent or better, so these could satisfy the present value assumption in our example of a 10 percent discount rate. There appears to be a problem, however: each of the bonds has a duration greater than the target duration of 5.19 years.

Actually, this is not a problem if the manager has access to the money market. Three-month Treasury bills have a duration of one-fourth of a year, or 0.25. We can put part of the money there and pull duration down as needed. Alternatively, the manager can keep funds in a cash-equivalent account of the type offered by most brokerage firms and bank trust departments. These usually eliminate the whole-unit problems conventional securities carry. That is, although the manager cannot buy half a Treasury bill from the government, for all practical purposes he can do so through a broker or the bank.

\textsuperscript{18}Technically, this is only true if the bonds contain no embedded options such as call provisions.
Managers estimate the duration for a portfolio by computing the weighted average of the component durations, where the weights reflect current dollar values. Suppose a 90-day Treasury bill currently sells for $9,802. This security has a par value of $10,000, and this price converts into an 8.19 percent bond equivalent yield.

The chore then is to assemble a basket of the bonds in Table 3-3 plus Treasury bill equivalents (as needed) so that the basket has a market value of $275,973 and a duration of 5.19. This problem is easily solved via linear programming. Table 3-5 presents one solution to the duration-matching problem. This portfolio has a duration equal to the duration of its associated liabilities, and its market value is within one dollar of the present value of the liability cash flow stream. Even if interest rates change, there should be sufficient cash flow generated by the portfolio to satisfy its needs. This is the whole point of portfolio dedication.

### SUMMARY

Setting objectives is a critical, and sometimes difficult, part of the portfolio construction process. Problems in setting objectives include confusion over the meaning of terms, inability of the client to make a decision, and different attitudes toward relative riskiness.

The four traditional portfolio objectives, in increasing order of risk, are stability of principal, income, growth of income, and capital appreciation.

In addition to the establishment of a primary portfolio objective, it is also useful to establish a secondary objective. This enables the portfolio manager to be an even better tailor in fitting the portfolio to the client.

Whatever the portfolio objective, the ultimate goal is maximizing expected utility. Utility can come from income, capital appreciation, the thrill of playing the game, and other intangible sources.

---

\[
\frac{198}{10,000 - 198} \times \frac{365}{90} = 8.19\%
\]
Hurdles to effective portfolio management include an impossible primary/secondary objective combination, uncommon objectives that require special allocation of the fund assets, and the occasional need to split the portfolio and manage each component separately. Liquidity, or the need to periodically get cash from the fund quickly, may also influence the construction of the portfolio.

Portfolio dedication involves managing an asset portfolio so that it services the requirements of a corresponding liability or portfolio of liabilities. Cash matching and duration matching are the two principal methods of doing this.

**QUESTIONS**

1. What is the difference between the income objective and the growth-of-income objective?
2. Why is it useful to establish a secondary portfolio objective?
3. A client is definitely more interested in income than in capital appreciation. How would you help her discover whether the primary objective should be income or growth of income?
4. What role does common stock have in a portfolio whose primary objective is stability of principal? Would your answer be different if stability of principal were the secondary rather than the primary objective?
5. Does the income objective mean that the fund manager should seek to generate the maximum possible income from the fund? Why or why not?
6. When selecting bonds for a portfolio, what factors should be considered before choosing specific maturities and quality ratings?
7. Comment on the following statement: “In evaluating the suitability of a bond for a portfolio, I don’t care about its maturity. Duration is all that matters.”
8. Comment on the following statement: “I virtually never include AAA-rated bonds in portfolios I manage. AA-rated bonds are almost as safe, and they yield more.”
9. When income is important, which is more relevant to the fund manager, current yield or yield to maturity?
10. Refer to Table 3-2. With which primary/secondary portfolio objectives could zero-coupon bonds logically be used?
11. If a fund has an objective of income, is there anything wrong with buying five-year certificates of deposit?
12. Refer to Question 11. Suppose the objective were stability of principal. Would your answer be different?
13. Comment on the following statement: “There is still reinvestment rate risk in a duration-matched portfolio.”
14. Explain the difference between investment policy and investment strategy.
15. Comment on the following statement: “Duration matching works better in practice during a period of rising interest rates because you do not have to sell any securities to make up for the income shortfall.”
16. Suppose your small business prospers, and ultimately you incorporate, with 100 employees and annual sales of $25 million. You decide to establish a corporate retirement plan (never having had one before). Employees contribute up to 5 percent of their salary into the fund, and
you match the contribution. There will be no tax implications until employees began to receive payments from the fund. If there is a single portfolio covering all employees, what primary/secondary objectives would you recommend?

17. What, in your opinion, should the primary and secondary portfolio objectives of the Social Security Administration fund be? Do you feel that these objectives are somehow different from those associated with corporate retirement funds in general?

18. From 1926 to the end of 1996, the annual standard deviation of returns for long-term government bonds was 9.2 percent, whereas that of intermediate-term government bonds was only 5.8 percent. Despite this, the average annual return on both groups of bonds was 5.4 percent. How can these results be explained to people who like return and dislike risk?

PROBLEMS

Use the bonds in Table 3-6 to solve Problems 1 and 2.

1. A person wins $1 million in the state lottery. Actually, the person receives $50,000 per year every September 1. Using a 10 percent discount rate and the bonds in the table, construct a cash-matched dedicated portfolio that will service this need.

2. Use the bonds in the table plus 90-day Treasury bills with a price of $9,800 to assemble a duration-matched portfolio for the lottery payments in Problem 1. The Duration file on the text website (http://strong.swlearning.com) will calculate the individual bond durations. (This is easiest to do via a linear program with an objective function that minimizes the number of bonds used.)

3. A $100,000 bond portfolio generates exactly $9,000 per year in income. Another $100,000 portfolio currently yields $7,000 per year in income, but this amount is expected to grow at 4 percent annually. In about how many years will the two portfolios yield equal amounts?

4. A person is about to retire and must choose between three retirement plan options. One provides $55,000 per year for the remainder of his life. Another provides 85 percent of this amount and increases by 5 percent each year. A third option gives him a $400,000 lump-sum settlement. If his remaining life expectancy is twelve years, the prime interest rate is 8 percent, and he can ignore taxes, which should he choose?

5. Would your answer to Problem 4 be different if the prime interest rate were 15 percent and was expected to stay there for the foreseeable future?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3-6</th>
<th>BONDS LIST FOR PROBLEMS 1 AND 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Company</strong></td>
<td><strong>Maturity (Years)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHI</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JKL</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All bonds pay interest on March 1 and September 1.
6. The Bondport file at the text website will help in the solution of the following church endowment fund case study. (This is an actual situation with the original market price data preserved.) In May 1990, Local Church had an endowment fund with a market value of about $750,000. This fund was managed by a bank trust department with a primary objective of growth of income and a secondary objective of income.

For calendar year 1990, the church had budgeted annual income of $54,600 from the endowment fund. Each month the bank forwarded a check for $4,550 (one-twelfth of the annual amount) to the church treasurer.

The church’s board of trustees had formed an investment advisory committee (IAC) in 1988 to oversee the management of the fund and to increase the regularity of communication between the bank and the church. Although the bank had made periodic presentations to the board of trustees, membership of this board changed annually. The IAC was intended to provide some constancy to the long-term administration of the endowment fund and regular communication between the bank and the church. The members of the IAC (all of whom were church members) were all investment professionals.\footnote{The committee members included a finance professor, a stockbroker, a retired bank president, a trust officer from another bank, and the owner of an insurance agency (who was also the president of the state university’s foundation).}

In May 1990, the IAC discussed the feasibility of withdrawing the fixed-income portion of the endowment fund from the bank trust account and managing this portion of the fund themselves. The IAC members clearly had the capability to do so, and it appeared that this move would save the church about $3,900 in annual management fees.

The IAC considered managing the equity portion of the fund as well, but several members were concerned about the lack of precedent within the church for assuming such a level of fiduciary responsibility. The consensus was that it would be better to go slowly and let the precedent of internal management of any part of the fund develop before dealing with the equity securities.

During the spring of 1990 the church was also in the final stages of selecting a new minister. The search committee found a very talented man from out of state who seemed the perfect candidate. Finding suitable, affordable housing for the minister, his wife, his four children, and his two horses turned out to be a problem. As a consequence, the board of trustees agreed to loan him $50,000 from the endowment fund at an 8 percent interest rate, with the interest accruing (no payments being made) for a five-year period.\footnote{At the end of the first year, for instance, he would owe $54,000.} This development, coupled with the anticipated savings from moving the fixed-income portion of the fund, led the IAC to recommend to the church’s board of trustees that the shift be made, and late in the year the funds were transferred to a custodial brokerage account at the stockbroker IAC member’s firm. Table 3-7 shows the composition of the fund on January 1, 1991.

The growth-of-income objective called for the annual income generated by the endowment fund to grow at a 5 percent annual rate. The 1991 church budget showed anticipated revenue of $54,600 \times 1.05, or $57,330. One-twelth of this, or $4,778, was to be remitted from the brokerage firm account to the church treasurer each month. The chair of the IAC planned to call a meeting of the committee to do some planning for the next two years. Two things were especially important. First, the...
IAC knew that it would occasionally be necessary to transfer funds from the equity portion of the fund (at the bank) to the fixed-income portion (at the brokerage firm). It was important to keep the number and size of these transfers to a minimum because of the importance of equity growth (and growth of dividends) to a growth-of-income objective. Because the cash receipts from the bonds and the cash disbursements to the church treasurer were both known, it appeared possible to find an appropriate, if not an optimum, transfer policy for funds from the brokerage firm.

Second, and of greater concern to the IAC, was the “lost income” from the $50,000 loaned to the minister. Although this interest continued to accrue, it was not currently payable and consequently could not be used to pay the bills. The 5 percent annual income growth rate meant that in 1992 the fund would be required to generate $60,196, and achieving this was going to require some advance planning.

What instructions should be given to the bank regarding the need for cash transfers, and how should the endowment fund be postured so as to generate the required $60,196 in 1992?

### INTERNET EXERCISES

The Payout Rate Excel file available at the text website contains yearly values for the Standard & Poor’s 500 stock market index since 1950. It allows you to select a payout rate and then see the effect on a hypothetical portfolio that mimics this index.

1. Go online and find an approximate value for historical inflation in the United States since 1950.
2. Assuming a three-year rolling average policy, determine what payout rate would cause the principal value of the portfolio to grow at the inflation rate.
3. Do the same for a five-year rolling average policy.
4. Assuming a three-year rolling average, what payout rate would have caused the portfolio at the end of 2007 to be worth only 75 percent of its starting value in 1950?
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Introduction

Many individual investors make their first entrance into the world of “real money” investing via a mutual fund. These are extremely popular investment vehicles for both the small and the large investor. Many institutions, in fact, place a substantial part of their money with mutual funds.

The Massachusetts Investors Trust, founded in 1924, was the first mutual fund. By the end of 2006 there were about 8100 mutual funds in the United States, with assets totaling $10.4 trillion.

A mutual fund is an existing portfolio of assets into which someone may invest directly. We have seen that diversification makes sense. Mutual funds enable a person to achieve diversification instantly with a single investment. The following discussion is a primer on mutual fund fundamentals, terminology, and potential benefits.

Classification of Mutual Funds

Open End versus Closed End

Mutual funds are a type of investment company. There are two types of investment companies: open end and closed end.

An open-end fund may grow in size as new investors open accounts or as existing investors add to their accounts. Open-end funds have no set number
of shares outstanding. The number may go up or down each day as new investments arrive or as redemptions occur. A redemption is a shareholder request to convert shares into cash. If I own shares in an open-end fund and decide to liquidate them, I redeem them with the mutual fund. No other person buys them from me, unlike the trading of a stock certificate. I simply inform the mutual fund administration that I want to redeem all or part of my shares. I can say that I “cashed them in,” so to speak.

A closed-end fund, in contrast, does have a fixed number of shares that trade just like shares of common stock. The closed-end fund is an unmanaged portfolio of stock with each share representing partial ownership of the portfolio. Some closed-end funds trade on the New York Stock Exchange; others trade in the Nasdaq market. When an investor sells these shares, unlike in the “redemption” of an open-end share another investor does buy them. Closed-end funds are much less popular than open-end funds. At the end of 2006, there were 646 closed-end funds in the United States with total assets of $298 billion.

People using the term mutual fund normally are referring to an open-end fund. This is the meaning intended in the remainder of this primer.

**Net Asset Value versus Market Value**

You buy and sell an open-end fund on the basis of its net asset value. This equals the fund’s assets minus its liabilities, all divided by the number of shares currently existing in the fund. It is analogous to the book value of the shares.

Closed-end funds, in contrast, trade at market-determined portfolio prices that may be more or less than the sum of the market values of the portfolio components. Market value and net asset value are the same for an open-end fund.

**Load versus No Load**

Some mutual funds have a sales charge associated with the purchase of new shares. The sales charge is a commission split between a mutual fund salesperson, that person’s investment firm, and perhaps a national distributor. These funds are called load funds. The sales charge typically ranges from a low of 1 or 2 percent to a high of 8.5 percent.

The impact of a sales charge can be substantial. An 8.5 percent sales charge means that given a “$1,000 investment,” a person actually invests only $915. The other $85 is a commission divided between the broker and the brokerage firm. The size of this commission is actually larger than the stated rate. A person who pays $85 to invest $915 is really paying a rate of $85/$915, or 9.3 percent. This means that the value of the fund shares must appreciate 9.3 percent before the investment breaks even.

No-load funds have no sales charge. These shares are bought and sold at net asset value. The financial pages of many newspapers indicate whether a mutual fund has a load or not. Most papers give two columns of mutual fund price quotations, one labeled NAV, for net asset value, and another labeled Offer, which is the “ask” price, or the price that must be paid to acquire a new share. The difference between the “Offer” price and “NAV” is the sales charge. If the two numbers are the same, the fund is no-load. Some newspapers indicate NL (for no-load) in the Offer column for a no-load fund.

---

22The fact that the shares of closed-end funds very often sell at substantial discounts from their apparent “true” value is a continuing research puzzle.
23The commission may also be divided between a life insurance agent and the agency, and so on.
Exchange-Traded Funds

The concept of an exchange-traded fund (ETF) is relatively new. The first such fund was an S&P 500–index fund that began trading on the American Stock Exchange in January 1993. An ETF must register with the Securities and Exchange Commission and may be either an open-end fund or a unit-investment trust. An institutional investor creates an ETF by depositing securities with the fund custodian. The institutional investor receives, in exchange, a number of ETF shares that may be publicly traded on a stock exchange. According to the Investment Company Institute,* “The institutional investor may obtain its deposited securities by redeeming the same number of ETF shares it received from the ETF. Retail investors can only buy and sell the ETF shares once they are listed on an exchange, much as they can buy or sell any listed equity security. Unlike an institutional investor, a retail investor cannot purchase or redeem shares directly from the ETF, as with a traditional mutual fund or unit investment trust.”

The majority of ETFs track major market indexes such as those Standard & Poor’s and Dow Jones prepare. Table 3-8 lists the most actively traded ETFs in early 2008.

*See its website at http://www.ici.org for many statistics about the investment company industry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>Ticker</th>
<th>Trailing 3 Year Return</th>
<th>Average Daily Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPDR</td>
<td>SPY</td>
<td>8.71%</td>
<td>212,982,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerShares QQQ</td>
<td>QQQQ</td>
<td>11.93%</td>
<td>134,427,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Selector</td>
<td>XLF</td>
<td>1.60%</td>
<td>124,772,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sector SPDR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iShares Russell 2000</td>
<td>IWM</td>
<td>8.74%</td>
<td>72,411,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UltraShort QQQ</td>
<td>QID</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>34,769,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProShares</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Select Sector</td>
<td>XLE</td>
<td>26.90%</td>
<td>23,471,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPDR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UltraShort S&amp;P500</td>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>22,550,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProShares</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iShares MSCI Japan Index</td>
<td>EWJ</td>
<td>9.85%</td>
<td>21,655,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iShares MSCI Emerging Markets Index</td>
<td>EEM</td>
<td>32.24%</td>
<td>17,263,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductor HOLDRs</td>
<td>SMH</td>
<td>0.90%</td>
<td>11,560,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPDR = Standard & Poor’s Depository Receipt (traded on the American Stock Exchange).
HOLDR = Holding Company Depository Receipt (created by Merrill Lynch, traded on the American Stock Exchange).
iShares = Index shares (created by Barclays Global Investors, traded on the American Stock Exchange, the Chicago Board Options Exchange, and the New York Stock Exchange).
Management Fees
There are expenses associated with the sale of shares, including postage costs, clerical time, and ultimately, commissions on the value of the underlying assets of the mutual fund. Some funds, load and no-load alike, charge a ***redemption fee*** to offset this added cost. This fee is seldom more than 1 or 2 percent. Unlike a sales charge, this fee does not go to a salesperson; it remains a fund asset to pay the redemption expenses. Most funds do not have a redemption fee; some charge such a fee only on the redemption of shares that have been held less than a few months.

All mutual funds have a ***fund manager***, who makes the decisions about what to buy or sell and when to do so. The fund manager receives a ***management fee*** for this service. The fee is normally a percentage of the fund’s total assets, averaging about 0.75 percent. The individual investor never sees or pays the management fee. It is taken directly from the fund assets, and it results in a slight reduction in the overall performance statistics of the mutual fund.

Buying Mutual Fund Shares
By law, a prospective fund investor must receive a fund ***prospectus*** before making an investment. These are available on the Internet. This is a legal document outlining the fund’s purpose and identifying the fund’s management team, its mailing address, its telephone number, and the fund’s intended investment activity. All funds also provide descriptive brochures and a letter to anyone who inquires.

The actual purchase of shares is simple. The new account application asks only for name, address, tax identification number, and the investor’s choice among several ***shareholder options***, such as dividend reinvestment, automatic monthly investment, systematic withdrawal, individual retirement account designation, telephonic fund switching option, and so on. This one-page form, plus the investor’s check, is all that is necessary if she purchases the shares directly from the fund. Unlike shares of stock, there is no such thing as an odd lot of mutual funds. The original value of a share is arbitrary, and, as we have seen, the number of shares changes daily. As a consequence of this, the fund’s accounting department calculates the number of shares purchased to three decimal places. If the NAV of a no-load fund is $9.53, for instance, a $100 investment would buy $100/$9.53, or 10.493 shares.

Most no-load funds are not available for purchase through a brokerage firm because they generate no commission for the firm. Some brokerage firms have their own mutual funds, though, and a few of these can be purchased without a sales charge.
Mutual Fund Objectives

The fund prospectus carefully outlines the type of investment anticipated in a statement of the fund objective. Figure 3-3 shows the relative proportion of mutual funds by type as of December 31, 2006.

Capital appreciation and growth funds both seek appreciation in the value of the fund shares; the former category is sometimes also called aggressive growth. Income funds seek current income from fixed-income securities and from common stock dividends. Growth and income funds seek a combination of both income and capital appreciation. Balanced funds are usually evenly split between growth and income securities. Bond funds invest in debt only and contain no preferred stock. Money market funds, the most numerous, generally seek stability of principal through investment in short-term debt instruments. Tax-free funds invest in municipal securities that are free from federal, and sometimes state, taxes. Special-purpose funds are not diversified across industries and may focus on precious metals, a particular industry, a region of the world, or special situations such as mergers or corporate reorganizations.

Term Assignment

Some parts of the requirements described in this assignment will be covered later in the book. You should, however, write for prospectuses and seek to identify the funds you will use in this project early. You may want to use the Cov, Runs, and Minvar files available on the text website (http://strong.swlearning.com) while completing this assignment.
Part One
Select five no-load mutual funds, each with a different objective. Do not use money market or tax-exempt funds. A mutual fund can specify whatever objective its management wishes, and the fund can use its own terminology. You will encounter many objectives other than those listed in this book. Common examples are “balanced,” “growth and income,” “small company growth,” “BBB-rated bond,” “precious metal,” and “international.” Just make sure you select five funds with different objectives.

Also ensure that each fund you select has ten years of annual performance data available in the Investment Company Yearbook. Most library reference rooms subscribe to this well-known service. Alternatively, you can obtain historical mutual fund and stock index information via the “historical prices” option at http://quote.yahoo.com.

A. Prepare a single table showing the following for each of your five funds:
   [TABLE 1]
   1. Fund name.
   2. Annual total return statistics for the past ten years. Mutual funds must distribute a portion of their income and capital gains each year, so it is inaccurate to look only at changes in net asset value.
   3. Arithmetic average of annual total returns.
   4. Geometric average of annual total returns.
   5. Standard deviation of annual total returns.
   6. The current value of $1,000 invested ten years ago, assuming all distributions were reinvested.

B. Prepare a covariance matrix of the five funds. [TABLE 2]

C. Prepare a correlation matrix of the five funds. [TABLE 3]

D. Obtain a prospectus on each of your funds. Prepare a table showing the five largest holdings of each of your funds. You should specifically ask for this information, because some mutual fund prospectuses do not provide it. Show the stock ticker symbols. [TABLE 4]

Part Two
A. Problem 1: Using end-of-the-year Treasury bill rates and the S&P 500 index, estimate the beta of each of your funds.24

B. Problem 2: Repeat Problem 1 using the Dow Jones Industrial Average instead of the S&P 500 index.

C. Show the T-bill rates and index levels in tabular form. [TABLE 5]

D. Problem 3: Write a 250-word essay on why your answers to Questions A and B in Part Two might be different.

E. Problem 4: Do a runs test on the annual changes in the level of the S&P 500 index. Write a 250-word essay on the interpretation of the results.

Part Three
A. Construct an equally weighted portfolio of your five mutual funds. Prepare a table showing the arithmetic mean return, geometric mean

---

return, and standard deviation of return for the five-fund portfolio over 
the ten years. [TABLE 6]

B. Using a spreadsheet package, prepare a graph showing the ten-year per-
formance of each of your five funds and the five-fund portfolio. This chart 
should show the dollar value of an initial $1,000 investment over the ten-
year period. [GRAPH 1]

Part Four
Using the ten-year performance statistics of your five funds and the five-
fund portfolio, determine and show graphically the efficient set using the 
following:

A. Mean-variance efficiency; this is merely a standard deviation/expected re-
turn plot showing six points—one for each fund and one for the five-fund 
portfolio. Identify the point that shows the best return per unit of risk. 
[GRAPH 2]

B. First-degree stochastic dominance. Identify any funds that are dominant 
under the first-degree stochastic dominance criterion. The technique 
of stochastic dominance is covered in the Appendix to Chapter 7.  
[GRAPH 3]

C. Second-degree stochastic dominance (SSD). Based on your plot in B, 
select the two funds that visually seem to have the greatest promise to 
show an example of SSD. Plot these two funds separately from the other 
funds. Include a few sentences indicating whether or not any dominance 
exists. [GRAPH 4]

Part Five
Rank the performance of the five funds and the five-fund portfolio using the 
following: [TABLE 7]

A. The Sharp measure.
B. The Treynor measure.
C. The geometric mean return.
D. Stochastic dominance, if you found any fund that dominated one or more 
of the others.
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We investment professionals also need to keep in mind that some who participate in our investment decisions will be younger and less experienced than we are; some, perhaps the most influential, will be older and more powerful but may be far less experienced with investing. They may care greatly about the fund being discussed but may not be expert in investing. We, as professionals, must manage their understanding. —Charles D. Ellis
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Introduction

A sage once said that it is impossible to accomplish your objectives until you decide what it is you want to accomplish. While this statement seems logical, it is a fact of investment life that many investors, both individual and institutional, take the field without a game plan. Investment policy is different from investment management, and the same person should not be responsible for both. Investment policy is a statement about the objectives, risk tolerance, and constraints the portfolio faces. Investment management is the practice of attempting to achieve the objectives while staying within the established constraints.

In many situations, a statement of investment policy is not just a good idea; the law requires it. Retirement plans in the United States are subject to the provisions of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, commonly called ERISA. Section 402(b)(1) of the act requires all pension plans to “provide a procedure for establishing and carrying out a funding policy and method consistent with the objective of the plan.” The people making decisions about retirement funds may violate their legal duties if they fail to prepare and implement investment policy.

The purpose of this chapter is to see why an investment policy statement is important, how you go about creating one, and what should be in it.
An investment policy statement should:
1. Outline expectations and responsibilities.
2. Identify objectives and constraints.
3. Outline eligible asset classes and their permissible use.
4. Provide a mechanism for evaluation.

The Purpose of Investment Policy

Procedure manuals that no one reads serve little purpose. The same is true with a statement of investment policy. If investors are going to have one (and they should), the policy ought to influence the investment process. A useful investment policy statement will do four things, ultimately resulting in better investment performance. First, it will outline expectations and responsibilities of the parties involved. Second, it will identify the investment objectives and relevant constraints. Third, it will address the choice of assets for the portfolio. Fourth, it will provide a mechanism for evaluation. In sum, it causes the parties involved to think about their responsibilities and their expectations. In addition, it increases accountability of both the client and the investment professional.

Outline Expectations and Responsibilities

Investment policy is the responsibility of the client. The client might be an individual investor, the board of trustees of an endowment fund, or a corporate group that oversees the firm’s pension fund. Investment management is the responsibility of the money manager, which might be a bank trust department, a brokerage firm, or an independent investment manager.

In a great many cases, one of two situations prevails: either there is no formal statement of investment policy, or the investment manager prepared it with little input from the client. Ideally, the client develops the policy statement and the manager carries it out. This is fundamental to effective long-term money management. Portfolio construction and maintenance unambiguously should be the responsibility of the investment manager.

Responsibilities and Knowledge Needs of Informed Clients. The client cannot delegate responsibility for investment policy to someone else. There are certain things only the client should do. First, he or she must set explicit investment policies consistent with their objectives. This means the person forming the policy must know what it is he or she is trying to do (the investment objective) and understand how the policy statement promotes the accomplishment of the objective.

Second, the client must define long-range objectives appropriate to the fund. The emphasis here is on long range. It is easy to set policy based on short-term needs or the “current outlook” for the market. Frequently this mistake leads to suboptimal investment performance. We will return to this topic later in the chapter.

Third, the client must ensure the managers are following the investment policy. The policy statement is the game plan. A deviation from the game plan should be made only after careful thought. To borrow an example from baseball, you do not want the fund manager to swing away if you tell him to bunt. Sometimes performance evaluation focuses exclusively on “how well the investment performed.” This is important, but it is also important to know whether or not the manager did what she was hired to do. There are plenty of horror stories about money managers who essentially rolled the dice with their clients’ money hoping for an above average return, taking far more risk than the clients ever intended. This is especially true when a portfolio has been

1 The enumerated points in this section come from an excellent book by Charles D. Ellis, Investment Policy: How to Win the Loser’s Game. This book is part of the required reading in the Chartered Financial Analyst program.
performing poorly; the manager feels a need to make up ground and attempts to do so by taking on more risk.

It is unlikely that any client can satisfactorily meet these requirements without some background and training in the business of investments. To begin with, clients need a genuine interest in developing an understanding of their own true interests and objectives. Some people are not talented at self-evaluation. Rationalizations are commonplace in the investment world, even among those who quickly recognize them in other people. Accountability is important; clients need to learn to accept responsibility for their decisions and to be honest when someone seeks to help them form an appropriate investment plan.

Clients also need an appreciation of the fundamental nature of capital markets and investments. There is an old story about the person who meets with his investment advisor to develop a statement of investment policy. When all is said and done, the advisor finds that what the person wants is simple: He wants a high return, he wants no risk, and he needs the money by Monday. The capital markets do not work this way. No amount of financial education will enable an investor to survey *The Wall Street Journal* every day and identify sure winners. The market is full of surprises that confound even the most informed analyst. Investors cannot eliminate risk from the marketplace unless they invest in short-term money market securities. Investors need to understand this.

Finally, clients need the discipline to work out the basic policies that will, over time, succeed in achieving their realistic investment objectives. An excellent game plan will fail if the investor abandons it. Many good things require discipline in order for them to be successful: completing the CFA program, a weed-free garden, a diet, athletic conditioning. Focusing on short-term results is seldom appropriate in the investment business. Investors need to understand that security prices fluctuate but that in the end, a well-diversified portfolio usually earns a return commensurate with its risk.

**The Investment Manager’s Responsibilities.** The client is responsible for framing the investment policy while the investment manager is responsible for carrying it out. In this regard, the investment manager is responsible for a number of specific actions.

Before accepting the job and investing any money, the investment manager may need to educate the client about infeasible objectives. Sometimes the client’s stated objectives are unrealistic or out of reach. Someone might say she wants to invest in stocks but needs liquidity, wants little risk, and will need to convert the entire portfolio to cash within six months. These requirements do not go together. Similarly, with fixed-income securities, an investor cannot have interest compounded and mailed to him each month. He can reinvest it and let it grow, or he can take it and spend it, but he cannot do both.

With a reasonable statement of investment policy in place, the manager needs to develop an appropriate asset allocation and investment strategy. This step is a summary statement of how she intends to carry out the game plan. Next, the manager should communicate the essential characteristics of the portfolio to the client. The investment manager should not operate secretly. Investment choices should be transparent\(^2\) and individually identified.

The manager is also responsible for monitoring the portfolio and revising it as necessary. Investors often entrust money management to someone else because

---

\(^2\)We say an investment or investment activity is *transparent* if it is obvious what the manager did. It is “easy to see through”: You don’t need someone to explain what is going on.
they do not want to spend time keeping up with the investments. The manager cannot be casual about this. Portfolio monitoring is part of what clients buy with the management fee. It is periodically necessary to revise the portfolio because of changes in market conditions, changes in the clients’ financial or medical condition, changes in the outlook for a particular stock, or for tax reasons. Revising the portfolio as necessary is a responsibility of the investment manager.

Clients are entitled to progress reports from the investment manager. Just as the sportscaster reports “At the end of the first quarter, Penn State leads Ohio State 19–0,” investment managers typically report “the score” at the end of each calendar quarter. Clients can ask for the score at any time just as fans can look at the scoreboard. After four quarters the football game is over, the calendar year ends, and both the game score and the portfolio performance get wide dissemination. Most money managers send their clients investment reports quarterly and give them oral presentations once a year, or more often if requested. The industry is cracking down on potentially misleading practices in portfolio performance presentation. Clients are entitled to know how well the investments did, and it is not fair for a smooth-talking investment manager to cover up poor performance. There is more on this topic in Chapter 17.

Finally, the manager needs to ensure there is a mechanism for learning when a client’s needs change. When visiting a doctor for a checkup, one of the first questions a person will answer is “Has there been any material change in your health since your last visit?” If there has, this might cause the remainder of the examination to be different from what it otherwise would have been. Similarly, a material change in an investor’s financial or family situation may require substantial changes in the portfolio asset allocation, the time horizon, the risk tolerance, or the return requirements. Examples of such events include marriage, the birth of children, changes in anticipated health expenditures, a substantial change in family income, or the inheritance of other assets. Some advisors send a short survey along with the quarterly account statement asking about any changes in these conditions.

**Identify Objectives and Constraints**

The process of objective setting should determine both a target return and an appropriate level of risk. Risk and expected return go hand in hand, so both elements warrant consideration in the objective-setting process.

**Individual Investors.** In their book *Personal Money Management*, Bailard, Biehl, and Kaiser (BBK) propose looking at investors along two dimensions: the confidence they have in their decisions and the manner in which they make these decisions. Figure 4-1 shows these two dimensions and their extremes. This graphical representation can be very helpful in understanding an investor’s personality and an appropriate investment policy.

Consider an investor who takes forever to make a decision and then worries constantly about it. BBK refer to such a person as a *guardian*. Often highly risk averse, guardians are very disturbed by declines in market value, and they find the stock market stressful. Frequently the appropriate portfolio objective for such a person is stability of principal or income.

Other worriers make their decisions quickly. BBK call them *celebrities*. These people are eager to jump on the current bandwagon. They like investment fads and worry about being left out. A celebrity would hate to admit he did not own any biotech stocks if others at the office party had them and were discussing them.
Adventurers make decisions quickly and feel good about them. They do not spend a lot of time second-guessing prior decisions. Adventurers often have substantial stock market experience and are quite familiar with the fundamental nature of the marketplace and its ups and downs, as well as the fact that the markets seldom offer free lunches. Adventurers typically seek capital appreciation and will occasionally speculate on a special situation.

Individualists are both careful and confident and are ideal clients for a money manager or stockbroker. Individualists will listen to advice, read research reports, and investigate investment alternatives on their own. They often have a longer-term investment horizon than the adventurer.

Some people are straight arrows; they do not fit conveniently into any single category. Depending in the circumstances, a straight arrow may move around in the two dimensions.

Charitable Portfolios. Many not-for-profit organizations have an endowment fund to help support them. An endowment fund is a perpetual portfolio designed to benefit both current citizens and future generations. Churches, public libraries, the YWCA, environmental groups, and universities are examples of organizations that often have an investment portfolio of this type.

A foundation is an organization designed to aid the arts, education, research, or welfare in general. Plato, various Roman emperors, Benjamin Franklin, Henry Ford, John Rockefeller, and Andrew Carnegie all established foundations for favorite purposes, as have a number of modern-day sports figures and other celebrities. A foundation organizes as either a trust or as a nonprofit corporation. The trust format has fewer legal restrictions and is the more popular choice. The assets of a foundation may be referred to as its endowment.

These institutions typically have a board of trustees or directors that supervise the investments. Sometimes one or more of the members will have experience with institutional money management, but most of the time the members’ personal investment experiences form the basis of their attitude toward the market. While this is understandable, it may lead the organization to develop suboptimal policies.

Chapter 18 of this book deals with fiduciary duty. A fiduciary is someone responsible for the management of someone else’s money. A board member for an endowment fund needs to recognize that managing money for the endowment fund is very different from managing personal funds.
The legal literature speaks of the creative tension between the needs of current beneficiaries and future beneficiaries. This tension is easy to understand. Consider a local church. At one extreme, the organization could “spend all the money” because of all the pressing needs for charity in the community and throughout the world. This would benefit the current inhabitants of the planet but would provide no clear benefit to future generations. At the other extreme, the church could decide not to spend anything now, choosing instead to “let the money grow” to have more to distribute in the future. This is to the advantage of future generations and to the detriment of people living today.

In determining portfolio objectives, it is important to remember that an appropriate objective for people with their finite lifespans may well be inappropriate for a portfolio with a very long time horizon. Managers need to recognize this when preparing investment policy statements. They need to be particularly careful to avoid short-term thinking when, in fact, the portfolio needs are long term.

Richard Thaler is one of the foremost financial researchers on aspects of human behavior as it affects security prices. In an article he coauthored with Shlomo Benartzi, he coins the term myopic loss aversion. The term “loss averse” means that investors are more sensitive to losses than to gains. Some research, in fact, suggests that investors are twice as sensitive to losses as to gains. He finds that even long-term investors tend to value their portfolios far more often than they should. A short-term fluctuation may not matter in the long run, but loss-averse investors do not like it and may act to reduce this loss, even though the action may be inconsistent with their long-run best interests.

Institutional Portfolios. Institutional investors such as insurance companies and pension funds have their own special needs and concerns that deserve careful consideration in the establishment of investment objectives. A pension fund, for instance, sometimes promises a particular level of retirement benefits to employees. This is a defined-benefit retirement plan. In an investment portfolio of this type, it is essential to minimize the likelihood that the fund will be unable to make the payments without additional contributions from the company. The total return on the fund is not nearly as important as the relationship between the current value of the fund and the present value of what the firm promised to the employees. This difference is the fund surplus. The investment manager’s focus is on surplus management rather than total return. We will have a closer look at surplus management shortly.

Other Considerations in Setting Effective Objectives. Charles Ellis says there are six important questions for the client to think through during the objective setting process.

1. What is the real risk of an adverse outcome? Risk means that there is a chance of a loss. The consequences of a loss vary widely, depending on the circumstances. If a well-paid professional person in his peak earning years sets a goal of having an investment portfolio worth $5 million at age 65, what is the practical consequence of failing to achieve this goal by half a million? The shortfall will probably not make much difference in the person’s retirement lifestyle, charitable giving, or eventual bequests. On the other hand, a 67-year-old widow who takes a lump-sum retirement benefit and invests it to earn an annual living wage of $25,000 would be...
seriously affected if the invested principal were badly eroded by adverse equity market conditions.

2. What are the probable emotional reactions of clients to an adverse experience? A guardian in the BBK taxonomy does not deal well with declining security values. This may be true even if the decline is immaterial. Consider the case of an individual investor’s retirement fund that is predominately invested in U.S. Treasury bonds. A rise in market interest rates will cause the market value of the portfolio to fall, but this may actually be to the client’s benefit because maturing securities can be reinvested at the current, higher interest rate. The fact that the bonds in the portfolio fall in value does not change the income they produce, and they will still eventually be redeemed at par. In many respects, the decline in value has no economic significance.

Try telling this to a guardian, though. It may have no economic significance, but it has a clear psychological significance. A depressed portfolio value is impossible for a guardian to ignore. A fund manager should consider this when making a decision as to whether another 40 or 50 basis points adequately compensate for the added interest-rate risk of a 20-year bond over that of a 5-year bond with the associated potential for client distress.

3. How knowledgeable about investments and markets is the client’s investment committee? Statements that begin with “Everyone knows” or “I know someone who” have the potential to lead to bad decisions. In the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) program, one theme that comes through loud and clear in the code of ethics is the importance of differentiating between fact and opinion. People may believe that interest rates are coming down, but they do not know that for certain. Conventional wisdom is frequently assertive and without empirical support. An investment committee should be honest in assessing the committee’s ability and seek professional assistance when appropriate.

4. What other capital or income resources does the client have and how important is the particular portfolio to the client’s overall financial position? A manager may discover that a retired investor has a $50,000 brokerage account invested entirely in a single high-tech computer stock. Before branding such an investment as inappropriate and pointing out the lack of diversification, the manager should find out if there are other assets somewhere else. There is no requirement that an investor keep all of his money with one brokerage firm, trust department, or money manager.

5. Are any legal restrictions imposed on investment policy? Some states have a legal list outlining permissible investments. For instance, many insurance companies may not buy a corporate bond without an investment-grade rating (BBB or higher by Standard & Poor’s). For many years, one state retirement plan prohibited the purchase of common stock because it was “speculative.” This policy may not make any sense to an investment manager, but if it is the law, she has no option but to obey it (and perhaps to try to change it).

6. Are there any unanticipated consequences of interim fluctuations in portfolio value that might affect policy? A university endowment has an infinite time horizon, so interim fluctuations should not matter. This is easy to say but difficult for the endowment’s board to swallow. One of the likely byproducts of the endowment fund is an annual set of scholarships across the university. When the market is down and the fund value declines, the board will be inclined to reduce the number or size of the scholarships accordingly. This will have an immediate, adverse effect on the university community and may have a negative public relations impact, too. Investors might say fluctuations do not matter in the short run, but this may not be the case in practice.
Outline Eligible Asset Classes and Their Permissible Uses

An asset class is a logical subgroup of the set of investment alternatives. Asset allocation is the relative proportion of money distributed across the various asset classes. The most commonly used asset classes are equities, bonds, and cash, although there is no reason to limit the number to three. Some investment managers also establish separate asset classes for foreign equities, foreign bonds, real estate, corporate bonds, government bonds, and venture capital.

There is substantial evidence showing that the asset allocation decision is the single most important investment decision investors make. The asset allocation decision affects long-term rates of return far more than security selection, market timing, or taxes. Consequently, investors should consider asset allocation requirements the single most important aspect of the investment policy statement.

Provide a Mechanism for Evaluation

Performance evaluation is an involved topic. Done properly, it can provide substantial information about why a portfolio did as well (or as poorly) as it did.

The Dual Aspects of Evaluation. An effective performance evaluation should do two things. First, it should confirm that the manager managed in the way he was hired to manage. An equity manager should not be 75 percent in cash because of worry about a market downturn. Similarly, a small-cap, value-style manager should not be predominately buying large-cap growth stocks.

Having seen what the manager did, the next step is seeing how well the manager did it. In making this determination, an investor must consider the environment in which it operated. A stock portfolio that loses 2 percent for the year did quite well if the broad market was down 15 percent. Similarly, an annual return of 15 percent may seem good, but it loses its luster if the market was up 30 percent. The important thing is how the portfolio did relative to other portfolios comparable in risk and security composition. Investors can improve the evaluation process by carefully choosing the reference point against which to judge the fund’s performance.

Performance evaluation over short periods of time is meaningless. Consider a $25 stock that rises by a point the first week in January. This is a 4 percent gain. If it rose by 4 percent each of the other 51 weeks in the year, it would sell for $192 by the end of December. A $25 stock occasionally rises by $1, but few ever show annual appreciation of 668 percent. Stock prices sometimes show jumps because of unexpected news; it is important not to assume the unusual price behavior will continue.

Choosing the Benchmark. One aspect of performance evaluation is an integral part of the act of setting investment policy. This is determining the benchmark against which the portfolio manager will be compared. A benchmark can be an absolute or a relative standard of comparison. An absolute standard might be a 10 percent rate of return. A relative standard might be top quarter of all fund managers.

We often hear people speak of how a portfolio did relative to the S&P 500 stock index. Such a comparison may or may not be appropriate. Why, for instance, would an investor rate a bond manager by comparing her performance against a stock portfolio? Similarly, if an investor hires someone to manage a portfolio of small-capitalization stocks, it usually does not make sense to compare performance to a large-capitalization index like the S&P 500.

---

4Cash means cash equivalents such as money market instruments.
A good benchmark should have the following characteristics.\(^5\)

- It should be **investable**. This means it should be a viable investment alternative to the managed portfolio. Someone could have elected to invest in the benchmark rather than in the managed portfolio.
- It should be **specified in advance**. A common violation of this condition is a benchmark such as “median manager performance.” This form of benchmark means the investor wants the manager to earn a return better than at least half of the other investment managers. With a performance gauge such as this, there is no way to tell how the manager is doing until the end of the evaluation period. There is also no way to tell what this person’s portfolio looked like because there is no published information on the median performing portfolio. Consequently, a median performance benchmark is also not investable.
- It should be **unambiguous**. The securities that compose the benchmark and the relative proportion each occupies should be clearly stated. Statements such as “average security” or “market average” are not precise and will not work as a standard of comparison.

**Elements of a Useful Investment Policy**

The investment policy statement should be tailor-made for the specific circumstances the portfolio faces. Someone else’s statement will seldom be exactly right for a specific investor. Still, there is an established framework that will work in most circumstances. This involves identifying risk and return objectives and the appropriate constraints that the portfolio must meet. It is the “filling-in-the-blanks” part that requires careful thought. The Appendix to this chapter contains several well-written actual investment policy statements.

**Return**

The investment policy statement should say something specific about the **target return**. This is the level of performance the fund seeks to attain. The chosen target should be feasible and consistent with the facts of life in the marketplace.

**Reasonable and Unreasonable Objectives.** Reasonable return objectives might include these:

- Achieve a long-term average rate of return of 10 percent.
- Over a five-year period, achieve a rate of return of at least 80 percent of the return on the S&P 500 index.
- Generate a cash flow of $25,000 in the following 12 months, with subsequent annual cash flows growing at a 2.5 percent annual rate.
- Reach a terminal value of $1 million by the year 2020.

These objectives are not substitutes for each other. The return objective depends on individual circumstances, and, if stated in dollar terms, depends on the initial value of the investment.

Return objectives that are not feasible include these:

- **Maintain purchasing power with 100 percent probability.** Ensuring that the portfolio at least keeps up with inflation generally requires that some portion of the funds be invested in equities. There are no guarantees in the stock market, so the possibility that the portfolio will lose money or lose purchasing power cannot be eliminated.

- **Earn at least a 10 percent rate of return each calendar year.** Normally interest rates are not high enough to produce such a return without an equity investment. Investment managers cannot guarantee a positive return in the stock market every single year.

- **Ensure that the value of the fund never falls below the initial principal and that it produces an annual yield of 7 percent.** A requirement that the fund cannot fall below its initial value is highly restrictive. This essentially precludes investment in equities. A yield of 7 percent is normally not possible with short-term investments, and long-term bonds may well decline in value.

**A Note on Total Return.** As discussed earlier in this book, total return is a function of both income received and the realized or unrealized gains on the portfolio components. At one time, some portfolios operated under the rather severe restriction that principal must be preserved and only the “income” could be spent, with income defined as interest and dividends. Fortunately, this is no longer the norm. Most states have adopted the Uniform Management of Institutional Funds Act. Among other things, this act provides that an institution may spend the income plus a “prudent” portion of both realized and unrealized gains. Today most portfolios operate under some version of the total return concept.

**Risk**

As discussed earlier in this book, risk is a very complicated topic. The investment manager should spend as much time as necessary with the client to ensure that all parties sufficiently understand the essential nature of risk and how it affects expectations and investment performance. Professional managers know that the presence of risk is a fact of investment life. They cannot get rid of it, but they can manage it.

Sometimes the risk decision boils down to a relative determination: the portfolio can take less risk than average, more than average, or the market norm. This requires some way to measure risk, and the measure is usually either beta or return variance. In general, long-term investors can take on above-average risk. This is true for two reasons. First, market history indicates that over the long run, more risk leads to better returns. Second, some investors are unable to take a long-term perspective because of liquidity needs or other constraints. This offers a competitive advantage to those who can invest for the long run and may mean that there is an extra return increment for those who are able to supply long-term capital.

**Views of Risk.** Suppose an investor has a ten-year investment horizon and $1 million in assets to invest. The investor might think of risk in several ways, depending on the circumstances.

---

6 Or standard deviation.

7 Remember that it is not correct to say that more risk means a higher return: It means a higher expected return. If more risk always meant more return, there would be no risk.
• **Relative market risk.** A portfolio beta more or less than 1 means above or below average return volatility. This view of risk is dynamic in that it implies a concern with periodic fluctuations in portfolio value, especially relative to average market conditions.

• **Dispersion around the average outcome.** For a given asset allocation we can measure the historical mean return and the associated standard deviation. Ten years from now, the expected portfolio value might be $2 million, with a 95 percent confidence interval of $0.8 million < final value < $3.2 million.

• **Dispersion around a target return.** This is a slight variation on the previous view of risk, with greater emphasis on holding dispersion down. One investment alternative, for instance, might be a zero coupon bond portfolio that is virtually certain to provide a 7 percent rate of return over the ten-year period. Another alternative might be expected to return between 6 percent and 9 percent, with a mean value of 7.5 percent. Some investors would take the “sure” 7 percent over the more uncertain alternative.

• **Likelihood of failing to achieve a certain level of return.** The client might say, for instance, “I want to minimize the likelihood that my portfolio fails to at least keep up with the cost of living.” In this case, the investor is more concerned with the possibility of losses than potential gains. The goal is to minimize the area under the curve that corresponds to a return below the average inflation rate over the ten-year period.

**The Manager’s View of Risk.** In one of the classic writings on the psychology of investing, Tversky and Kahneman⁸ speak of the manager’s **fear of regret.** The idea is that managers do not like having to apologize to clients, so they avoid risk. The risk they should be managing is the client’s investment risk, not the risk to their own egos or personal comfort levels. Less risk in the client’s portfolio means that less can go wrong from the manager’s perspective, and this reduces the likelihood that the manager has to play spinmeister at a board meeting or otherwise explain what happened.

One fiduciary duty requires the investment manager to act in the sole best interest of the client. Managers who recommend a level of risk far below that which is prudent for the client likely violate this fiduciary duty. Managers cannot shortchange the client’s financial interest in order to reduce the likelihood of their own embarrassment.

Managers frequently have numerous clients with numerous portfolios. In keeping with the old adage about the squeaky wheel getting oiled, an absentee or disinterested client may find that the dominant investment characteristic of the portfolio is inertia.

**Constraints**

Having determined a reasonable return objective and a statement about the appropriate level of risk, the investment manager’s next step is to identify the special conditions under which he or she must operate.

**Time Horizon.** The length of time the investment will be at work is critical to proper asset allocation. A portfolio for someone who needs the money in six months should differ from a portfolio that will remain in the market for many decades.

The recent past may overly influence both the client and the manager. Recall the spectacular gains of technology stocks and the dot.coms in 1999. It was difficult not to buy some of them, even when they seemed substantially overpriced by historic standards. In the long run, daily fluctuations in security values do not matter. It is the long-term growth of earnings that is of paramount importance. Rapid changes in investor psychology, risk assessments, and the associated discount rate can cause dramatic short-term changes in security prices, but these changes even out over time. Earnings are not transient; they are the most important consideration to the long-term investor.

**Tax Situation.** For many investors, taxes are the largest component of trading costs. The combined federal, state, and local tax burden can exceed 50 percent. If this is the case, it may make sense to avoid taxable bonds and stocks with a high dividend yield. At such a rate, the after-tax current yield is only half the reported value. For the same reason, before selling a stock with a large capital gain, the fund manager should make sure the alternative use of the funds outweighs the substantial cost of the sale. When it is necessary to sell a stock and take a gain, the manager will often seek to sell some losing positions at the same time to minimize the tax consequences.

**Liquidity Needs.** Some portfolios must produce a steady stream of income to the owner or to a set of beneficiaries. The manager must ensure that the required funds are available in timely fashion. A manager would not, for instance, want an investment in an illiquid limited partnership that makes irregular cash payments if someone depends on a monthly draw from the fund for living expenses.

**Legal Considerations.** Some types of investment portfolios face a legal list of eligible assets. If the law prohibits the fund from holding high-yielding bonds (often called junk bonds), the fund manager needs to make sure that someone monitors bond rating changes. Another common requirement is a minimum payout rate. Some foundations, for example, face a minimum annual payout rate of 5 percent of average fund assets in order to maintain their tax-exempt status.

**Unique Needs and Special Circumstances.** Money under management does not belong to the investment manager; it belongs to the client. The client may have preferences quite different from those of the manager. This is the manager’s problem, not the client’s.

One contemporary issue in portfolio management is the broad topic of social investing. A client may state that he is unwilling to make any investments in tobacco stocks, for instance. Someone else may not want any investments in electric utilities that produce any power from nuclear sources.

Some Virginia state legislators recently asked the Virginia Retirement System to divest its holding of Seagram Co., Ltd. because one of the company’s subsidiaries produces gangsta rap. One legislator said “When it comes to this type of music, I don’t want it to be profitable, and I certainly don’t want public employees and public money financing it.” A similar measure has been proposed in Texas, seeking to ban public pension funds from investing in companies that produce violent or sexually explicit music.

The empirical evidence is mixed on whether or not social investing influences realized investment returns. Although researchers have reached different conclusions, a number of studies show that limiting the investment universe...
does not hinder investment performance.\textsuperscript{9} There are also some legal considerations to think about with regard to social investing. Most important is the fact that a fiduciary cannot justify mediocre portfolio performance by the alleged social benefits of the fund’s investment policy.\textsuperscript{10} The U.S. Department of Labor, which oversees pension plans, has specifically stated that the retirement benefits of the participants cannot take a back seat to any “social purpose” of the fund.\textsuperscript{11} In its Advisory Opinion 98-04, the department viewed its rules “as prohibiting a fiduciary from subordinating the interests of participants and beneficiaries in their retirement income to unrelated objectives. . . . A decision to make an investment, or to designate an investment alternative, may not be influenced by noneconomic factors unless the investment ultimately chosen by the plan, when judged solely on the basis of its economic value, would be equal to or superior to alternative available investments.”\textsuperscript{12}

There is nothing wrong with social investing, but only if it occurs without an automatic strike against the portfolio. Many charitable portfolios have an investment policy constraint that can be construed as a social screen and many of these funds have decent performance.

In the current era the complications of international politics have spawned new questions, too. For example, in March 2003 the Montana Board of Investments voted to sell nearly $15 million dollars worth of French stocks because of French opposition to the war in Iraq.\textsuperscript{13} Other public pension funds have considered avoiding stocks in companies doing business in Iraq because of the potential for terrorist attacks against these companies and the likely negative impact on corporate earnings.

\textbf{PORTFOLIO MEMO}

\textbf{The Vice Fund}

Some statements of investment policy specifically prohibit the fund manager from investing in “vice stocks” such as tobacco, alcohol, and gaming, or in firearms manufacturers or defense stocks. For those who actively seek these investments, however, the Vice Fund (ticker VICEX) provides one-stop shopping and sports a performance record that is thought provoking. This small, $177 million fund invests in 30–40 securities of the very type that a “socially responsible” fund would screen out. For the five years ending in January 2008 the fund had an annualized return of 20.15 percent, a stellar figure that was 9.24 percent higher than an S&P 500 index fund. This performance caused it to rank in the top 1 percent of all large-cap blend mutual funds and earned it five stars, Morningstar’s highest rating.

\textsuperscript{10} See Reish, Fred, “Doing Well While Doing Good,” Plan Sponsor, May 2003, 76.
\textsuperscript{11} Department of Labor Advisory Opinion 94-1.
\textsuperscript{12} Department of Labor Advisory Opinion 98-04.
Risk and Return Considerations: Different Investors

An important theme in developing appropriate investment policy statements is the issue of suitability. This is the general “fitness” of a particular investment vehicle or investment approach to a particular investor. Extremely speculative commodities strategies, for instance, are not suitable to low-income retirees. They are too risky and do not pass the straight-face test regardless of how the manager tries to explain their merit. At the other extreme, municipal bonds are probably not appropriate either because a low-income retiree’s tax bracket is too low to benefit from the interest exclusion. Investment recommendations should always be made with full recognition of the suitability of individual investments for different investment situations.

Individual Investors

Range of Requirements. One thing that sets investment policy for individual investors apart from investment policy for institutions is the extreme range of requirements. Endowment funds, for instance, are reasonably similar in their tolerance for risk and their return requirements. Individuals, however, are quite different. An investment policy and the associated asset allocation for one investor may be totally inappropriate for another. The consequence of this is that the investment manager must spend considerable time refining the investor’s needs, risk tolerance, and comprehension of the realities of the marketplace.

Portfolio Integration with Other Assets. It is especially important with individual investors to consider any other assets that may be present in addition to the portfolio under construction. A manager who is responsible for the investor’s entire portfolio may face a substantially different set of constraints than a manager who handles only part of the investor’s assets. The presence of a defined-benefit retirement plan, a separate investment account, or valuable real estate may well change the appropriate return objective and level of risk tolerance.

Risk Education. Risk is an extraordinarily complicated topic that defies precise definition. Some aspects of risk are not immediately logical, a fact that further complicates decision making by the client (and sometimes by the investment manager).

Institutional Investors

Mutual Funds. A mutual fund is an existing portfolio of assets into which someone can invest directly. With one check, an investor acquires a portion of a diversified portfolio. All mutual funds have a stated investment objective and some discussion in the prospectus about the types of assets in which the fund will invest. The prospectus is the legal document that describes the fund’s purpose and investment policy. The manager of a mutual fund must comply with the information presented to the fund’s investors. If, for instance,

---

14One study finds that a mutual fund’s investment policy explains 100 percent of its total return. See the Surz, Stevens, and Wimer article in the Further Reading section.
Faith-Based Investing

An important, and growing, variant of socially responsible investing is faith-based or morally responsible investing. This is a very personal issue that affects followers of Judaism, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Islam, as well as Christianity. One financial planning firm describes its mission as providing “personal financial advisory services within a biblical framework to those who desire to live life purposefully.”

One of the earliest faith-based investing services was the Christian Brothers Investment Services, formed in 1981. Organized to “balance the needs of faith and finance,” the organization today manages over $3.5 billion for Catholic institutions worldwide. The firm uses a “life ethics” screen to eliminate companies involved in contraception, abortion, the production of land mines or weapons of mass destruction, handguns, tobacco, and pornography.

It seems all faith-based screens weed out pornography, while Islamic funds also identify alcohol, companies that make pork products, and financial service companies because of the Islamic law prohibition against earning interest. The Dow Jones Islamic Index excludes defense companies. At least one fund also excludes companies that support Planned Parenthood or offer spousal benefits to unmarried couples.

---

*National Planning Group, Atlanta, Georgia.
***Ibid.
1. *Help maintain operating independence.* When the economy turns down, charitable giving often declines. Donors are usually a principal source of income for a not-for-profit organization. A decline in the level of giving may cause real problems for an organization that has no other source of income. A reliable cash flow from an investment portfolio can keep the charity in business during a recession.

2. *Provide operational stability.* Some organizations rely on short-term, temporary funds such as government grants for a portion of their operating income. These funds might not be renewed, or their availability may decline. An endowment relieves some of the pressure to continually find new funding sources or to have another fund-raising campaign.

3. *Provide a margin of excellence.* An endowment enables an institution to do something it otherwise would be unable to do. A university can attract world-class faculty by having endowed chaired positions or by providing laboratories and classroom facilities that would otherwise have to wait.

Endowment funds frequently have an established payout rate based on the average level of fund assets over the last few years. It would not make sense to establish the payout as a percentage of the fund’s return because in some years the fund will lose money. An institution cannot reasonably be expected to give money back (i.e., generate a *negative* payout) when the market has an off year. Payout rates between 4 percent and 5.5 percent are common.

Endowments usually have at least 50 percent of their assets in equities. Nationally, the typical asset mix is 60 percent equities and 40 percent bonds. Some managers refer to the bond portion of the fund as the *anchor* that provides a steady stream of income and helps attenuate the adverse effects of a market downturn. The optimum level of equity investment in an endowment fund is a matter of debate. Some managers believe a perpetual investment fund should be 100 percent in equities.¹⁶

**Pension Funds.** There are two main types of pension funds: *defined contribution* and *defined benefit.* The organization establishing the fund is the plan sponsor.

1. *Defined contribution.* In a defined-contribution plan, the employer establishes a set dollar contribution, usually made monthly, to be made on the employee’s behalf. This might be 7 percent of the employee’s monthly salary. The employee has a number of choices, typically mutual funds with different objectives, in which to invest those funds. It is up to the employee to make the actual asset allocation decision. The employer might contribute $700 in the current month, with the employee splitting this amount between a U.S. growth mutual fund and an international equity mutual fund. The employer’s only obligation is to contribute. There are no guarantees as to how well the chosen investments will do. As with a direct mutual fund investment, the employee wants to earn the maximum return possible consistent with his risk tolerance.

2. *Defined benefit.* A defined-benefit plan differs materially from a defined-contribution plan. With this type of program, the employer guarantees a specific level of retirement benefits regardless of the performance of the market. A firm might have a program that says that when retirees reach

age 65, the firm will pay them its retirees 75 percent of the average of their three highest earning years annually for the rest of their lives.

A defined-benefit pension plan is substantially more difficult to manage than a defined-contribution plan. The performance monkey is on the employer’s back. The employee makes no investment choices and counts on the firm to keep its promise. Firms tend to view these eventual pension payments as a corporate liability. The managerial focus is on surplus management. The surplus is the difference between the market value of the pension fund and the actuarial present value of the pension benefits the company is likely to pay in the future.

The firm hopes that the investment performance of the pension fund will be sufficient to cover the accrued pension benefit obligation. When the market declines and the fund value goes down, the employer may have to make additional contributions into the fund to make up for the shortfall. The market decline may result from an economic recession, which is likely to be the most inconvenient time for the firm to be making additional contributions out of its depressed earnings.

In late September 2002 financially troubled Delta Air Lines announced that it would be taking a charge of approximately $750 million to its equity to cover its pension payments. Under current law, if the ratio of a plan’s current liabilities to its assets falls below 90 percent the company may be required to infuse cash to get the ratio up. A Watson Wyatt study predicted that two-thirds of U.S. pension plans would need cash contributions in 2003, and that only about one-fifth of all pension plans would be properly funded at the end of the year.\(^{17}\)

Similarly, General Motors’ pension fund was underfunded to the tune of $17.8 billion at the end of 2002. The plan had 645,000 participants and assets over $89 billion. In the summer of 2003 the firm floated the largest debt offering in the history of the world, $17.9 billion. Thirteen and a half billion of the proceeds were headed straight for the pension fund. General Motors added another $5 billion, and by the end of 2003 the fund had a surplus of $300 million.\(^{18}\)

**Life Insurance Companies.** Each state has an insurance commissioner responsible for regulating the activities of life insurance companies.\(^{19}\) As with pension funds, people rely on their life insurance companies in their personal financial planning. It would be a disaster if a large life insurance company were to go bankrupt or otherwise be unable to pay on policies as required.

A life insurance company seldom has more than 10 percent of its assets in equities. Actuarial tables accurately predict life expectancies, so the company has a reasonably good idea of its future cash outflows stemming from the policies in force. Many life insurance products have a savings element combined with the insurance feature, but the guaranteed earnings rate is modest. Consequently, investment policy at a life insurance company is liability driven; the performance of the capital markets is secondary. The principal investment objective is to earn a competitive return on the surplus. This is similar to the concern in a defined-benefit pension plan.

Taxes are also a concern with investment management at a life insurance company. The effective tax rate can exceed 50 percent. This impacts

---


\(^{19}\)The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) is the governing body for the U.S. insurance industry.
the manager’s ability to take profits or otherwise actively manage the portfolio.

**Property and Casualty Insurance Companies.** Significant differences in investment management exist at a life insurance company and a property/casualty company. A major difference is that life expectancies and the associated policy payouts are relatively stable, but disasters strike without warning and vary enormously in their scope. With these policies, the issue is not “when” but “if.” With many policies, such as fire insurance on a personal residence, there is never a claim. When there is a claim, though, it can be a corker. Consider the aftermath of a hurricane in Florida or an earthquake in California. Thousands of policyholders will file claims at the same time and will need money immediately. For this reason, liquidity is especially important at a property and casualty company, and it influences investment policy statements.

There is no earnings rate on this type of policy, so the company need not concern itself with this. Current industry practice is to focus on the after-tax yield on the fixed income portfolio. This type of insurance company may place 20 percent or more of its assets in stock.

---

**Critiquing and Revising the Investment Policy Statement**

As with any policy statement, someone periodically needs to review an entity’s investment policy statement and ensure that it remains relevant. If it is not, steps should be taken to revise it.

**Characteristics of a Good Statement**

Experience suggests that a good investment policy statement has three clear characteristics.

1. **It is realistic.** In particular, this means that the return objectives are reasonably attainable in ordinary market conditions. A target return that comes from a myopic view of the spectacular performance from the past few years will remain elusive unless the manager ratchets up the risk of the portfolio. The target return and the statements about risk should be logically consistent.

2. **The statement should be unambiguous to an outsider.** There should be no questions about what certain terms mean. Words such as normal, average, or ordinary should be scrutinized to ensure the meaning an outsider infers from them is the same meaning the writer intends to imply. It is a good idea to be especially careful in spelling out what return and yield mean in the context of the policy. A paragraph explaining the total return concept can be very helpful to future members of the investment management committee at an endowment fund.

3. **The policy should have been sustainable over the past.** A person’s personal physical fitness regimen may, on paper, call for a daily morning run of two miles. Does she really adhere to such a policy regardless of the weather, vacations, houseguests, or illness? When she begins to tolerate frequent “exceptions” to the policy statement, she starts down the slippery slope toward having no real policy at all, only a document full of suggestions. A statement of investment policy should not contain language that everyone around the table fully expects to be ignored periodically.
Family Investment Portfolios

At an AIMR conference* one speaker, James Hughes, of the New York law firm Hughes and Whitaker, described the cultural danger of a family going from rags to riches and back to rags in three generations:

“… if the first generation creates a fortune in a little village in China by working hard at planting rice and that family creates a financial fortune, the success usually does not significantly alter that generation’s way of life. The family usually stays in the same village, for instance. Members of the second generation, however, are apt to move to the city, buy beautiful clothes, attend the university, participate in cultural activities, and evolve into prominent members of society. The third generation, with no work experience, consumes the wealth and winds up back in … the rice paddy.”**

Without professional guidance, the children and grandchildren may opt for a de facto investment policy focusing on stability of principal rather than a more appropriate long-term objective. People who inherit money may believe the prudent thing to do is to be conservative when, in fact, such a policy may not support the family standard of living. The family wealth will dissipate if the growth in the portfolio is insufficient to finance the outflow.

The third generation may lack both investment experience and work experience. It is a mistake to assume that someone with money necessarily knows how to manage that money. It may be necessary to develop the family’s human capital in order to properly grow the financial capital. Money managers should be familiar with the three-generation rags/riches/rags story and help people develop appropriate statements of investment policy.

---

Revising the Policy

An investment policy statement is always a good idea, but, as stated earlier, it serves little purpose if it does not influence investment action. The Department of Labor has the responsibility for enforcing the ERISA regulations. The department has a bulletin stating that maintaining a statement of investment policy does not relieve a fiduciary of responsibility for monitoring the investment manager.20 The statement needs to be a familiar and consequential aspect of the portfolio management process. The body that formed the policy should review it regularly and revise it when circumstances warrant.

Procedures for Modifying the Statement. If circumstances change, the policy statement may well need changing. Changes should be made when

---

20Department of Labor bulletin 92–2.
necessary, and it is probably legally imprudent *not* to make them if they are required. The important thing investment managers should avoid is making changes to the policy because the previous policy has been violated, or “things are different now” and the investment manager wants to take advantage of a proverbial chance of a lifetime.

According to the chief investment officer at Yale University, the primary focus of the investment management process at Yale is the annual policy review. Many meetings suffer from a common malady: Far too much time is spent reviewing what has already happened and too little time trying to influence the future. Yale, on the other hand, has it figured out; the people in charge of policy should be forward looking rather than reactionary.

Changes to policy should be made carefully and sparingly, but they occasionally need to be made. An annual policy review provides a useful mechanism for discussing possible changes and ensuring that the relevant parties take the policy statement seriously.

**Changes in the Client’s Financial Condition.** It may be necessary to accelerate the policy review if there are material changes in the client’s financial situation. Identifying such a situation is the joint responsibility of the client and the investment manager. On the one hand, the manager cannot be a mind reader and know everything that happens to the client, but on the other hand, the manager should periodically inquire into whether or not material changes have occurred. Similarly, the client should not keep secrets about conditions that would logically influence the action of the investment manager.

---

**SUMMARY**

A statement of investment policy is a necessary document in modern portfolio management. This document outlines responsibilities, and states the portfolio objectives and the rules under which the manager will function. Different people have responsibility for investment policy and for investment management.

An ultimate goal of the objective-setting process is determining an appropriate asset allocation. This is the single most important determinant of the long-run performance of an investment fund.

The return objectives for an individual can be quite different from those of an endowment fund, pension fund, or insurance company. Regardless of the objective, a good policy statement addresses risk and return objectives and constraints dealing with time horizon, taxes, liquidity, legal requirements, and unique circumstances.

A performance evaluation has two components: (1) identifying whether the manager did what he was hired to do, and (2) determining how well he did it. In assessing the second component, there should be an appropriate benchmark against which performance will be judged.

---

**QUESTIONS**

1. Explain the difference between investment policy and investment management.
2. List four characteristics of a good investment policy statement.
3. List three client responsibilities regarding investment policy.
4. List six manager responsibilities regarding investment policy.
6. Explain how someone might be a celebrity in one aspect of her life but a guardian in another.
7. Do you believe a guardian can logically invest in common stock? Explain.
8. Why is performance evaluation over short periods of time not particularly useful?
9. Explain the term creative tension with regard to an endowment fund.
10. Distinguish between an endowment and a foundation.
11. List three professions in which someone might act as a fiduciary.
12. Briefly explain the notion of myopic loss aversion.
13. Explain the difference between surplus management and total return management.
14. Why does it not make sense to establish an endowment’s payout rate as a percentage of the annual return of the fund?
15. Distinguish between a defined-benefit and a defined-contribution pension plan.
16. Why is a defined-benefit plan more difficult to manage than a defined-contribution plan?
17. What is the principal investment objective of a life insurance company?
18. How are liquidity requirements different at a life insurance company and a property and casualty company?

PROBLEMS

1. Get a copy of the article by Clifford Asness listed in the Further Reading section of this chapter. Briefly summarize his argument against an educational endowment investing 100 percent in equities.
2. Go to the Internet. Find and download a statement of investment policy for some governmental organization. Critique the statement and suggest changes.
3. Go to the Internet. Find and download a statement of investment policy for a foundation. Critique the statement and suggest changes.
4. FROM 2006 LEVEL III EXAM (Question 1)

   QUESTION 1 HAS FOUR PARTS (A, B, C, D) FOR A TOTAL OF 34 MINUTES

   Rodolfo Serra is a professional soccer player with FA Milan, a leading soccer team in Italy’s Serie A league. He has been well paid over his career including an initial, one-time signing bonus of €2 million, which he immediately invested in a start-up company designing training equipment. This aggressive venture eventually went bankrupt. At 34 years old, Serra is now at his professional peak with an annual pre-tax salary of €5 million: €4 million paid throughout the year and a €1 million year-end bonus. His salary is taxed at 40 percent.

   Since the beginning of his career Serra has managed his own investments. He has had mixed results in his growth equity portfolio. One of his worst performing equity holdings is B&K, an investment he initially made three years ago. On several occasions, in reaction to an extended decline in B&K’s share price, Serra used a portion of his year-end bonus to acquire additional shares
in an effort to lower his average cost per share. He avoids the technology sector after incurring severe investment losses in the late 1990’s. The remainder of his growth equity portfolio has performed satisfactorily. He also has commercial real estate investments that are expected to be cash-flow neutral this year. A summary of his personal assets is shown in Exhibit 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibit 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rodolfo Serra: Personal Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(all amounts in €)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth equity portfolio*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial real estate investments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All dividends are reinvested

Serra expects the annual after-tax interest income on his cash savings to be €100,000 at the end of the year.

Serra will retire from professional soccer one year from now at the age of 35. He will pay cash for a personal home costing €4.5 million when he receives his year-end bonus. Having grown up in poverty, Serra recently established a children’s welfare foundation. He will legally gift all his commercial real estate investments to the foundation upon his retirement. After retirement, Serra intends to volunteer all of his time to the foundation and does not expect to receive any compensation from other sources.

Serra has been divorced for two years and has a 7-year-old son who lives with his mother in Italy. He makes annual family support payments amounting to €800,000. The annual family support payments will stop when his son reaches age 18. Serra’s living expenses are expected to be €1.2 million this year. Both family support payments and living expenses will grow at an average annual inflation rate of 4 percent. All income net of expenses is currently reinvested in his growth equity portfolio. Serra has expressed his desire to maintain the real value of his portfolio during retirement, which is expected to last a minimum of 40 years. Serra recently hired a portfolio manager, Patrick Schneider, CFA, who expects the after-tax nominal annual return for growth equity to be 8.5 percent.

A. i. **Formulate** the return objective in Serra’s investment policy statement.

   ii. **Calculate** the after-tax nominal rate of return that is required during his first year of retirement. **Show** your calculations.

   **Note:** Assume there are no tax benefits or tax liabilities related to Serra’s gifting commercial real estate, or paying family support and living expenses.

   (13 minutes)

B. i. **Identify two** factors in Serra’s personal situation that increase his ability to take risk.

   ii. **Identify two** factors in Serra’s personal situation that decrease his ability to take risk.

   iii. **Judge,** considering all factors, whether Serra has below-average, average, or above-average ability to take risk.

Answer Question 1-B in the Template provided.

(6 minutes)
C. **Formulate each** of the following constraints in Serra’s investment policy statement:
   i. Liquidity requirement
   ii. Time horizon

Support each response with *one* reason based on Serra’s specific circumstances.

Answer Question 1-C in the Template provided.

(6 minutes)

D. **Determine** which *one* action taken by Serra *best* illustrates *each* of the following psychological biases:
   i. Snake-bite effect
   ii. House-money effect
   iii. Trying-to-break-even effect

Conclude whether *each* psychological bias indicates Serra is more willing to take risk, less willing to take risk, or has no effect on Serra’s willingness to take risk.

Answer Question 1-D in the Template provided.

(9 minutes)

**TEMPLATE FOR QUESTION 1-B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identify two factors in Serra’s personal situation that increase his ability to take risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identify two factors in Serra’s personal situation that decrease his ability to take risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Judge, considering all factors, whether Serra has below-average, average, or above-average ability to take risk (circle one)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Below-average</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Above-average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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TEMPLATE FOR QUESTION 1-C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Formulate each of the following constraints in Serra’s investment policy statement. Support each response with one reason based on Serra’s specific circumstances.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. Liquidity requirement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. Time horizon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TEMPLATE FOR QUESTION 1-D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psychological Bias</th>
<th>Determine which one action taken by Serra best illustrates each of the following psychological biases</th>
<th>Conclude whether each psychological bias indicates Serra is more willing to take risk, less willing to take risk, or has no effect on Serra’s willingness to take risk (circle one)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. Snake-bite effect</td>
<td></td>
<td>More willing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Less willing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. House-money effect</td>
<td></td>
<td>More willing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Less willing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. Trying-to-break-even effect</td>
<td></td>
<td>More willing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Less willing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. FROM 2006 LEVEL III EXAM (Question 4)

QUESTION 4 HAS FOUR PARTS (A, B, C, D)
FOR A TOTAL OF 24 MINUTES

American Cruise Lines (ACL) is a leading global cruise ship company with few major competitors and a market capitalization of $10 billion. The assets of the ACL Defined Benefit Pension Plan (ACLP) have a current market value of $100 million. Using a 5 percent discount rate (the current yield to maturity on a long-term U.S. Treasury bond), ACLP’s actuary calculates the value of its Projected Benefit Obligation to be approximately $100 million with a duration of 15 years. ACLP has an early retirement feature which includes annuity and lumpsum pay-out options for long-term employees over 50 years old. Few employees are currently planning to retire early. ACLP is directed and managed by an independent investment committee that is subject to a fiduciary obligation to act in the best interests of its beneficiaries.
ACLP’s investment committee has recruited Emily Wilson, CFA, to manage ACLP’s investment portfolio. Wilson conducts research on ACL and concludes the company is financially sound with a stable workforce. Compared to the averages for the cruise industry, ACL has a lower debt/equity ratio and a higher return on equity.

Wilson prepares Exhibit 1 which summarizes the workforce characteristics of ACL and the cruise industry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workforce Characteristics</th>
<th>ACL</th>
<th>Cruise Industry Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average age of active employees</td>
<td>33 years old</td>
<td>40 years old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active long-term employees over age 50</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active employees/Retired employees</td>
<td>85%/15%</td>
<td>90%/10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wilson meets separately with ACLP’s investment committee and with ACL’s President John Johnson to listen to their ideas on ACLP’s investments.

Investment Committee: “Our investment objective is to build a pension surplus in ACLP by setting a return objective that is 200 basis points above ACLP’s minimum required return. We have determined that this investment objective is consistent with ACLP’s current risk tolerance.”

Johnson: “In today’s environment, ACLP should be able to produce returns of at least 10 percent per year. In addition, according to industry analysts, the increasing popularity of cruises should translate into increased growth and profitability for the cruise industry over the next 10 to 15 years. The investment committee should increase ACLP’s investment in cruise industry equities from its current level of 10 percent to at least 15 percent of plan assets.”

Wilson’s first task is to draft an ACLP investment policy statement (IPS) to present to its investment committee.

A. **Formulate** the return objective of an IPS for the American Cruise Line’s Defined Benefit Pension Plan (ACLP). **Show** your calculation.

(3 minutes)

B. **Indicate** whether ACLP has a below-average, average, or above-average ability to take risk compared with the average for the cruise industry with respect to *each* of the following risk factors:
   i. Sponsor financial status and profitability
   ii. Workforce age
   iii. Retired employees

**Justify** each response with one reason.

Answer Question 4-B in the Template provided.

(9 minutes)

C. **Indicate** whether *each* of the following factors increases, leaves unchanged, or decreases ACLP’s ability to take risk:
   i. Sponsor (ACL) and pension fund (ACLP) common risk exposures
   ii. Retirement plan features

**Justify** each response with one reason.
Answer Question 4-C in the Template provided.

(6 minutes)

D. **Formulate each** of the following constraints in ACLP’s investment policy statement:
   i. Liquidity requirement
   ii. Time horizon

**Justify each** response with **one** reason.
Note: Your answer should specifically address ACLP’s circumstances.

Answer Question 4-D in the Template provided.

(6 minutes)

**TEMPLATE FOR QUESTION 4-B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk factor</th>
<th><strong>Indicate whether ACLP has a below-average, average, or above-average ability to take risk compared with the average for the cruise industry with respect to each of the following risk factors (circle one)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Justify each response with one reason</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. Sponsor financial status and profitability</td>
<td>Below-average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above-average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. Workforce age</td>
<td>Below-average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above-average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. Retired employees</td>
<td>Below-average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above-average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. FROM 2006 LEVEL III EXAM

QUESTION 6 HAS ONE PART FOR A TOTAL OF 12 MINUTES

Vrieland Foundation is an independent foundation with the objective to fund children’s music education programs. Sophie Arnold is interviewing for the position of portfolio manager at Vrieland. Arnold previously managed her former employer’s defined benefit pension plan. During her interview, Arnold makes the following statements:

• “The sole return objective of both Vrieland and a defined benefit pension plan is to maintain purchasing power.”
• “Vrieland, unlike a defined benefit pension plan, does not need to consider the correlation between plan sponsor financial performance and the performance of the portfolio.”
• “Like a defined benefit pension plan, the liquidity needs of Vrieland fluctuate over time.”
• “The primary objective of both Vrieland and a defined benefit pension plan is to exist in perpetuity, resulting in an infinite investment time horizon.”

Determine whether you agree or disagree with each of the four statements made by Arnold. If you disagree, support your opinion with one reason related to portfolio management.

Note: Supporting your opinion by simply reversing an incorrect statement will receive no credit.

Answer Question 6 in the Template provided.

(12 minutes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Determine whether you agree or disagree with each of the four statements made by Arnold (circle one)</th>
<th>If you disagree, support your opinion with one reason related to portfolio management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“The sole return objective of both Vrieland and a defined benefit pension plan is to maintain purchasing power.”</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Note: Supporting your opinion by simply reversing an incorrect statement will receive no credit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Vrieland, unlike a defined benefit pension plan, does not need to consider the correlation between plan sponsor financial performance and the performance of the portfolio.”</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Like a defined benefit pension plan, the liquidity needs of Vrieland fluctuate over time.”</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The primary objective of both Vrieland and a defined benefit pension plan is to exist in perpetuity, resulting in an infinite investment time horizon.”</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTERNET EXERCISE

Morning star provides rankings of the top-performing mutual funds grouped by investment objective. Identify the leader in one of the categories for five-year performance. Check the portfolio holdings. Evaluate the current portfolio composition of this fund to see if it seems consistent with its category.
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The Mathematics of Diversification
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efficient portfolio minimum variance single-index model
industry effect  portfolio

Introduction

Ask some friends who have taken a course in portfolio theory what they most vividly remember about it, and one thing that is sure to be near the top of everyone’s list is “all that math!” It is true; unwieldy equations underlie the theory behind portfolio diversification. The unfortunate thing is that deriving the formulas keeps some people from seeing the forest through the trees. The math is there to show why diversification is mathematically a good idea in addition to logically making sense.

Many books call Harry Markowitz “the father of modern portfolio theory.” His pioneering work in the 1950s was the catalyst that accelerated the quantitative approach to portfolio construction. Markowitz’s work centers on the quest for efficient portfolios—those providing the maximum return for their level of risk, or the minimum risk for a certain level of return. For this lifetime effort on portfolio construction, Markowitz shared the 1990 Nobel Prize in economic science.¹

We know a good bit about utility and about people’s attitude toward risk and return. People like return, they do not like risk, and presumably they want as much of the former with as little of the latter as possible.

This chapter covers the mathematics of diversification; the next chapter explores the practical logic. These pages will provide some guidance for people who are intimidated by quantitative concepts. The math can be tedious, but the more of it you understand, the better your fluency in the theory and practice of portfolio construction and management.

¹Markowitz’s co-winners were Merton Miller and William Sharpe, both very influential in the development of modern financial theory.
Linear Combinations

A portfolio’s performance is ultimately the result of the performance of its components. When an investor distributes money across a handful of securities, the return realized on the investment is a linear combination of the returns on the individual investments. As you will see shortly, the portfolio’s variance of return is more complicated; it is not a linear combination of component variances.

Return

The expected return of a portfolio is easy to compute; it is a weighted average of the expected returns of the components. Equation 5-1 gives the general expression:

\[
E(\tilde{R}_p) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( x_i E(\tilde{R}_i) \right)
\]

(5-1)

where \( x_i \) = proportion of portfolio invested in security \( i \) and

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i = 1
\]

In this notation, the subscript \( p \) indicates “portfolio,” and \( E(\tilde{R}_p) \) is the expected return on the portfolio. In other words, Equation 5-1 says that the expected return of a portfolio \( E(\tilde{R}_p) \) equals the weighted sum of the component expected returns \( E(\tilde{R}_i) \). The constraint that all the \( x \)'s add up to 1.0 is necessary because all the portfolio funds have to be invested somewhere. Every portfolio component contributes to the overall total, and this constraint ensures that all components get counted.\(^2\) Even cash stuffed into a mattress is a portfolio component (with an expected return of 0).

Consider the data in Table 5-1. Suppose a portfolio is invested 40 percent in Stock A, with the other 60 percent in Stock B. The expected return of the two-security portfolio is then

\[
E(\tilde{R}_p) = \left[ x_A E(\tilde{R}_A) \right] + \left[ x_B E(\tilde{R}_B) \right]
\]

\[
E(\tilde{R}_p) = [0.4(0.015)] + [0.6(0.020)]
\]

\[
= 0.018
\]

\[
= 1.80\%
\]

The constraint to invest the money is met: 40% + 60% = 100%.

### Table 5-1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stock A</th>
<th>Stock B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expected return</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>.224</td>
<td>.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlation coefficient = .50.

\(^2\)If short selling is permitted, some of the weights can be negative. This does not affect the computational method in any way; the weights must still total 1.0. The mechanics of short selling are reviewed in Chapter 25 in the section on stock lending.
The variance of a linear combination of random variables is not a simple linear combination of their variances.

Variance
Understanding the makeup of the variance of a linear combination of random variables is the essence of understanding the mathematics of diversification. Unlike the expected return, the variance of a linear combination of random variables is not a simple weighted average of the component variances. The Portfolio Memo “Derivation of the Variance of a Linear Combination of Random Variables” found in this chapter shows how to derive the formula for the variance of a linear combination. Many graduate students in finance learn how to derive this formula at some point in their academic studies.

Equation 5-2 shows the general form of the relationship for an n-security portfolio:

$$\sigma_p^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_i x_j \rho_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j \quad (5-2)$$

where $x_i$ = proportion of total investment in Security $i$ and $\rho_{ij}$ = correlation coefficient between Security $i$ and Security $j$. This awkward-looking expression is easiest to understand by first looking at the simplest linear combination, the two-security case.

Two-Security Case. For a two-security portfolio containing Stock A and Stock B, the variance is this:

$$\sigma_p^2 = x_A^2 \sigma_A^2 + x_B^2 \sigma_B^2 + 2 x_A x_B \rho_{AB} \sigma_A \sigma_B \quad (5-3)$$

The variance of the two-security portfolio in Table 5-1 is then

$$\sigma_p^2 = (.4)^2(.05) + (.6)^2(.06) + 2(.4)(.6)(.5)(.224)(.245) = .0080 + .0216 + .0132 = .0428$$

Figure 5-1 plots the expected returns for Stock A, Stock B, and the two-security portfolio containing both Stock A and Stock B.

Minimum Variance Portfolio. In a two-security portfolio, some particular combination of the two securities will result in the least possible variance. This is called the minimum variance portfolio. You can find the proportions of the two securities in the minimum variance portfolio with some basic calculus. Finding the minimum of an equation requires taking the first derivative of the variance equation, setting it equal to 0, and solving for the value of the desired variable.

As shown in Equation 5-3, the variance of a two-security portfolio is as follows:

$$\sigma_p^2 = x_A^2 \sigma_A^2 + x_B^2 \sigma_B^2 + 2 x_A x_B \rho_{AB} \sigma_A \sigma_B \quad (5-3)$$

---

Be careful when you convert variances into standard deviations and vice versa. Suppose you calculate a variance of 0.04, which might also be expressed as 4 percent. The standard deviation is the square root of the variance. Without thinking, you might assume the standard deviation is 2 percent, because the square root of 4 is 2. This, however, does not work. The square root of 0.04 is 0.20, or 20 percent.
Because there are only two securities, whatever is not invested in Stock A must be invested in Stock B. That is, $x_A + x_B = 1$. This means that $x_B = 1 - x_A$. Substituting this expression for $x_B$ gives us this version of Equation 5-3:

$$\sigma_p^2 = x_A^2 \sigma_A^2 + (1-x_A)^2 \sigma_B^2 + 2x_A(1-x_A)\rho_{AB} \sigma_A \sigma_B$$

(5-3a)

To find the minimum value of this equation, we take the first derivative with respect to either $x_A$ or $x_B$. Differentiating with respect to $x_A$, the result is

$$\frac{\partial \sigma_p^2}{\partial x_A} = 2x_A \sigma_A^2 - 2\sigma_B^2 + 2\sigma_A^2 + 2\sigma_B^2 \rho_{AB} - 4x_A \sigma_A \sigma_B \rho_{AB}$$

(5-4)

Setting this equal to 0 and solving for $x_A$, we get

$$x_A = \frac{\sigma_B^2 - \sigma_A \sigma_B \rho_{AB}}{\sigma_A^2 + \sigma_B^2 - 2\sigma_A \sigma_B \rho_{AB}}$$

(5-5)

The minimum variance portfolio composed of Stocks A and B from Table 5-1 is therefore

$$x_A = \frac{.06 - (.224)(.245)(.5)}{.05 + .06 - 2(.224)(.245)(.5)} = 59.07\%$$
The minimum variance combination occurs when 59.07 percent of the investment is in Stock A and the other 40.93 percent is in Stock B. (Note: The proportions will change if the volatility of either stock changes or if the correlation in the returns changes.) Figure 5-2 shows this result.

**Correlation and Risk Reduction.** Figure 5-3 shows all possible combinations of Stocks A and B (beginning with 100 percent A and 0 percent B, and ending with 0 percent A and 100 percent B) for four different levels of correlation. The figure indicates that portfolio risk decreases as the correlation coefficient in the returns of the two securities decreases, and that risk reduction is greatest when the securities are perfectly negatively correlated. Conversely, if the securities are perfectly positively correlated, there is no risk reduction via diversification effects.

**The n-Security Case.** Equation 5-2 is repeated here.\(^5\)

\[
\sigma_p^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_i x_j \rho_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j
\]

(5-2)

where \(x_i\) = proportion of total investment in Security \(i\) and \(\rho_{ij}\) = correlation coefficient between Security \(i\) and Security \(j\). From a portfolio construction

---

\(^4\)In practice, we rarely find statistically significant negative correlations in the stock market. The performance of most firms is tied to the overall market. Over some time periods, however, certain commodities (such as gold, agricultural goods, and timberland) do seem to show negative correlation with a stock market index such as the S&P 500.

\(^5\)As with the calculation for expected return, the weights \((x)\) can be negative if short selling is allowed. The sum of the weights must still total 1.0.
perspective, the important feature of this equation lies in the fact that it includes the correlation coefficient between all pairs of securities in the portfolio. Because $\rho_{ij} = \text{cov}(i,j)$, Equation 5-2 can be expressed in either covariance or correlation terms, and it is common to see it either way.

A covariance matrix is a tabular presentation of the pairwise combinations of all portfolio components. The Portfolio Memo “Building a Covariance Matrix” illustrates the steps taken to construct such a matrix.

Recall from Chapter 2 that the covariance between two variables is the product of their expected deviations from their respective means:

$$\sigma_{ij} = E[(\tilde{R}_i - E(\tilde{R}_i))(\tilde{R}_j - E(\tilde{R}_j))] = \text{cov}(\tilde{R}_i, \tilde{R}_j)$$

(5-6)

Consider $\text{cov}((\tilde{R}_i - \bar{A})(\tilde{R}_j - \bar{A}))$. Substituting into Equation 5-6, this equals $E[((\tilde{R}_i - \bar{A})(\tilde{R}_j - \bar{A}))$, or simply

$$E[(\tilde{R}_i - \bar{A})^2]$$

the same as the formula for variance. Thus, the covariance of a random variable with itself is its variance.

---

6The COV file available at the textbook website will calculate the covariance matrix from a series of security returns.

7Note that covariance is the expected value of the product of the deviations of two random variables from their means. These are different random variables, and their deviations can be positive or negative. This is why covariance can be positive or negative.
Derivation of the Variance of a Linear Combination of Random Variables

Let \( \tilde{Y} = a_0 + a_1 \tilde{X}_1 + a_2 \tilde{X}_2 + \cdots + a_n \tilde{X}_n \), where \( a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_n \) are constants and \( \tilde{X}_1, \tilde{X}_2, \ldots, \tilde{X}_n \) are random variables with covariances \( \sigma_{ij} \) and correlations \( \rho_{ij} \).

\[
E(\tilde{Y}) = E(a_0 + a_1 \tilde{X}_1 + a_2 \tilde{X}_2 + \cdots + a_n \tilde{X}_n)
= E(a_0) + E(a_1 \tilde{X}_1) + E(a_2 \tilde{X}_2) + \cdots + E(a_n \tilde{X}_n)
\]

\[
\tilde{Y} - E(\tilde{Y}) = \left[ a_0 - E(a_0) \right] + \left[ a_1 \tilde{X}_1 - E(a_1 \tilde{X}_1) \right] + \left[ a_2 \tilde{X}_2 - E(a_2 \tilde{X}_2) \right] + \cdots + \left[ a_n \tilde{X}_n - E(a_n \tilde{X}_n) \right]
= 0 + a_1 \left[ \tilde{X}_1 - E(\tilde{X}_1) \right] + a_2 \left[ \tilde{X}_2 - E(\tilde{X}_2) \right] + \cdots + a_n \left[ \tilde{X}_n - E(\tilde{X}_n) \right]
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\left[ \tilde{Y} - E(\tilde{Y}) \right]^2 &= a_1^2 \left[ \tilde{X}_1 - E(\tilde{X}_1) \right]^2 + a_2^2 \left[ \tilde{X}_2 - E(\tilde{X}_2) \right]^2 + \cdots + a_n^2 \left[ \tilde{X}_n - E(\tilde{X}_n) \right]^2 \\
&= a_1^2 \left[ \tilde{X}_1 - E(\tilde{X}_1) \right]^2 + a_2^2 \left[ \tilde{X}_2 - E(\tilde{X}_2) \right]^2 + \cdots + a_n^2 \left[ \tilde{X}_n - E(\tilde{X}_n) \right]^2 \\
E \left[ \tilde{Y} - E(\tilde{Y}) \right]^2 &= a_1^2 E \left[ \tilde{X}_1 - E(\tilde{X}_1) \right]^2 + a_2^2 E \left[ \tilde{X}_2 - E(\tilde{X}_2) \right]^2 + \cdots + a_n^2 E \left[ \tilde{X}_n - E(\tilde{X}_n) \right]^2 \\
&= a_1^2 \sigma_{11} + a_2^2 \sigma_{22} + \cdots + a_n^2 \sigma_{nn}
\end{align*}
\]

By definition,

\[
\sigma_{\tilde{X}}^2 = E[\tilde{X} - E(\tilde{X})]^2
\]

\[
\text{COV}(\tilde{X}, \tilde{Y}) = E \left[ \left( \tilde{X} - E(\tilde{X}) \right) \left( \tilde{Y} - E(\tilde{Y}) \right) \right]
\]

\[
\text{COV}(\tilde{X}, \tilde{X}) = \sigma_{\tilde{X}}^2
\]

Then

\[
\sigma_{\tilde{Y}}^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i^2 \sigma_{ii} + 2 \sum_{i<j} a_i a_j \text{COV}(\tilde{X}_i, \tilde{X}_j)
\]

But

\[
\text{COV}(\tilde{X}_i, \tilde{X}_j) = \rho_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j
\]

Rewriting as a double summation and substituting for \( \text{COV}(\tilde{X}_i, \tilde{X}_j) \),

\[
\sigma_{\tilde{Y}}^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} a_i a_j \rho_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j
\]
You can easily show that $COV(\tilde{A},\tilde{B}) = COV(\tilde{B},\tilde{A})$. This means that the required number of covariances is substantially less than the number of elements of the table. The actual number is given by $(n^2 - n)/2$. For a five-security portfolio, $(25 - 5)/2 = 10$ covariances are necessary, plus the five variances. With fifty securities, it would be necessary to calculate $(50^2 - 50)/2 = 1,225$ covariances, plus fifty variances.

You can convert a covariance matrix into a correlation matrix by dividing each covariance by the product of the two standard deviations. The correlation between Securities B and C in the Portfolio Memo, for instance, is their covariance $1.667 \times 10^{-4}$ divided by the product of their standard deviations $[(2.94 \times 10^{-2}) (8.16 \times 10^{-3})]$, or

$\rho_{BC} = \frac{1.667 \times 10^{-4}}{(2.94 \times 10^{-2})(8.16 \times 10^{-3})} = 0.69$

Markowitz’s pioneering work on the search for efficient portfolios uses the pairwise covariances of the portfolio components. We call any portfolio construction technique using the full-covariance matrix a Markowitz model.

**Single-Index Model**

While the Markowitz model makes use of the full covariance matrix with all its pairwise statistics, the single-index model simplifies matters by comparing all securities to a single benchmark.

**Computational Advantages**

A fifty-security portfolio requires the calculation of 1,225 covariances to forecast portfolio variance. Thousands of stocks exist, and a pairwise comparison of them all would be a very unwieldy task.

Fortunately, we can avoid this problem. Instead of comparing a security with each of the others, why not compare each of the securities with a single benchmark? By observing how two independent securities behave relative to some third value, we learn something about how the two securities are likely to behave relative to each other.9

This is one of the merits of beta. We have seen that beta is a measure of how a security moves relative to overall market movements and that linear regression is a convenient way to estimate this statistic. If beta is greater than 1, the security tends to show price swings greater than the market average. A beta less than 1 means that the security moves less than the average.

A security’s beta is a function of the variance of the market returns and the security’s covariance with them. See Equation 5-7:

$$\beta_i = \frac{COV(\tilde{R}_m, \tilde{R}_i)}{\sigma_m^2}$$

(5-7)

where $\tilde{R}_m =$ return on the market index; $\sigma_m^2 =$ variance of the market returns; and $\tilde{R}_i =$ return on Security $i$.

---

8The COV file also calculates the correlation matrix directly.

9Nobel Prize winner William Sharpe was one of the first proponents of the single-index model.
Building a Covariance Matrix

Suppose we have the sample statistics for three securities as shown in Table 5-2. The covariance worksheet shows the steps to determine the covariances between A & B, A & C, and B & C. The covariance of a security with itself is exactly equal to its variance. The display of these values in tabular form is the covariance matrix (Table 5-3). Security variances are on the main diagonal. Because \( \text{COV}(A, B) = \text{COV}(B, A) \), only half the remainder of the matrix needs to be filled in; the other half is a mirror image, provides no additional information, and is frequently left blank.

**TABLE 5-2** SAMPLE RETURNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Return Number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.010</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>-.020</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean (( \bar{x} ))</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standard deviation (( \sigma ))</td>
<td>(4.08 \times 10^{-1})</td>
<td>(2.94 \times 10^{-2})</td>
<td>(8.16 \times 10^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variance (( \sigma^2 ))</td>
<td>(1.66 \times 10^{-3})</td>
<td>(8.64 \times 10^{-4})</td>
<td>(6.66 \times 10^{-5})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Covariance Worksheet**

\[ (x_i - \bar{x}) : \text{Columns Multiplied:} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>A \times B</th>
<th>A \times C</th>
<th>B \times C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ((.01 - .015))</td>
<td>((.05 - .02))</td>
<td>((.025 - .025))</td>
<td>-1.5E-4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ((.02 - .015))</td>
<td>((-.02 - .02))</td>
<td>((.015 - .025))</td>
<td>-2.0E-4</td>
<td>-5E-5</td>
<td>4E-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ((.015 - .015))</td>
<td>((.03 - .02))</td>
<td>((.035 - .025))</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1E-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 3</td>
<td>(\Sigma)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-3.5E-4</td>
<td>-5E-5</td>
<td>5E-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COV = (\Sigma/3) =</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.167E-4</td>
<td>-1.667E-5</td>
<td>1.667E-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 5-3** COVARIANCE MATRIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>(1.66 \times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>(-1.167 \times 10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>(-1.167 \times 10^{-4})</td>
<td>(8.64 \times 10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>(-1.667 \times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>(1.667 \times 10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{COV}(\bar{A}, \bar{A}) = \sigma_A^2\); therefore, the diagonals of the matrix are the component variances.
Using a single index drastically reduces the number of preliminary calculations needed to determine portfolio variance. An analyst needs only one statistic per security instead of all the pairwise covariances. Rather than 1,225 covariances, a fifty-security portfolio requires only fifty betas.

**Portfolio Statistics with the Single-Index Model**

This book does not go into the derivation of the relationships between beta and variance. For individuals who are interested in their origin, check out some of the source material listed in the Further Reading section at the end of this chapter. Four equations that describe portfolio characteristics are especially useful. These are in Table 5-4. Equation 5-8 indicates that the beta of a portfolio is merely a weighted average of the component betas, where the weights reflect the relative proportion of the total investment placed into each component. This equation greatly facilitates the calculation of a portfolio beta.

Equation 5-9 shows that if we know the variance of return on the market index and the betas of the portfolio components, we can calculate the portfolio variance. The last term in Equation 5-9 reflects unsystematic risk in the portfolio; this term approaches zero as the number of portfolio components increases. Unsystematic risk is the variance of the error term in the market model. For all practical purposes, this term is small after the portfolio size

---

**TABLE 5-4** SINGLE-INDEX STATISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(5-8) [ \beta_p = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \beta_i ]</td>
<td>Beta of a Portfolio:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5-9) [ \sigma_p^2 = \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \beta_i \right]^2 \sigma_m^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2 \sigma_i^2 ]</td>
<td>Variance of a Portfolio:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5-9a) [ \approx \beta_p^2 \sigma_m^2 + \sigma_p^2 ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5-10) [ \sigma_i^2 = \beta_i^2 \sigma_m^2 + \sigma_i^2 ]</td>
<td>Variance of a Portfolio Component:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5-11) [ \sigma_{AB} = \beta_A \beta_B \sigma_m^2 ]</td>
<td>Covariance of Two Portfolio Components:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where

- \( \sigma_m^2 \) = variance of the market index;
- \( \sigma_i^2 \) = variance of the error term for Security \( i \);
- \( \sigma_p^2 \) = variance of the error term for the portfolio; and
- \( x_i \) = proportion of total investment in Security \( i \).
reaches about twenty securities. (The next chapter amplifies this point.) In a well-diversified portfolio, unsystematic risk is negligible.

Equation 5-10 shows a method for determining the variance of a portfolio component. The last term of the equation indicates that some of the risk of a security is company specific and unrelated to market movements. This is the type of risk that diversification seeks to reduce. The first term on the right-hand side of Equation 5-10 measures systematic risk, whereas the second term measures unsystematic risk. Finally, Equation 5-11 shows how the covariance between two securities relates to their beta estimates.

**Multi-Index Model**

Although beta is a very useful statistic in the construction of portfolios and in security analysis, it does not completely explain why security prices change. In fact, sometimes security price behavior deviates drastically from what is “supposed” to happen.

Numerous research projects have attempted to extend the single-index model to a more accurate multi-index model that considers independent variables other than the performance of an overall market index. Of particular interest are models that include an industry effect, which refers to factors associated with a particular line of business. We know that while stocks tend to move as a group, subgroups also tend to move together, and these subgroups often share industry characteristics. Retail food chains, for instance, are less susceptible to changes in the economy than are smokestack firms such as steel companies. People continue to buy groceries during a recession, whereas steel mills face reduced sales revenue and often have to lay people off. There should be a way to capture the information contained in a security’s industry classification via some type of multi-index model. In the minds of many people, the single biggest drawback of the single-index model is its omission of industry effects.

Multi-index models generally have the form of Equation 5-12:

$$\bar{R}_i = a_i + \beta_{im} \bar{I}_m + \beta_{ij} \bar{I}_j + \beta_{i2} \bar{I}_2 + \ldots + \beta_{im} \bar{I}_m$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-12)

where $a_i$ = constant associated with Security $i$; $\bar{I}_m$ = return on the market index; $\bar{I}_j$ = return on an industry index $j$; $\beta_{ij}$ = Security $i$’s beta for industry index $j$; $\beta_{im}$ = Security $i$’s market beta; and $\bar{R}_i$ = return on Security $i$.\textsuperscript{10}

Although the idea of a multi-index model employing industry (or other) effects is appealing, financial research has not uncovered much evidence that such models are particularly useful in forecasting security price behavior. There is ongoing work in this area, but the traditional market model, with its single index, continues to be the method of choice for the bulk of current portfolio management purposes.

**SUMMARY**

When combined into a portfolio, the expected values of random variables combine linearly. One particular combination of securities yields the minimum variance portfolio. We find this combination by taking the first derivative of

\textsuperscript{10}Chapter 6 briefly discusses one especially important multi-index formulation, which is known as the arbitrage pricing model.
the variance equation, setting it equal to 0, and solving for the value of the desired variable. The variance of return, however, is more complicated because it is necessary to collect pairwise covariances or correlations before computing the portfolio variance.

As the number of securities under consideration grows, the required number of covariances increases dramatically. This is the principal disadvantage of the Markowitz (full-covariance) model.

The single-index model is computationally easy because it compares securities with a benchmark rather than with one another. We require only one beta statistic per security rather than numerous pairwise comparisons. The single-index model does not explicitly consider industry effects. The multi-index model seeks to include them, but as yet researchers have not discovered an efficient multi-index model.

QUESTIONS

1. Explain how it is possible to have a portfolio with an infinite expected return if short sales are allowed.
2. Verify the derivative in Equation 5-4.
3. Refer to Figure 5-1. Which investment seems preferable to you: Stock A, Stock B, or the two-security portfolio?
4. In your own words, explain why covariance can be positive or negative.
5. Show that \( \text{COV}(\tilde{A}, \tilde{B}) = \text{COV}(\tilde{B}, \tilde{A}) \).
6. Write the equation for beta using correlation rather than covariance.
7. Suppose \( \sigma_A^2 = 4 \), \( \sigma_B^2 = 6 \), and \( \rho_{AB} = 0.25 \). What is \( \text{COV}(A, B) \)?
8. Refer to Equation 5–10. What do you think happens to \( \sigma^2 \) as the number of components in the portfolio increases?
9. If the correlation between two series of returns is negative, their covariance is also negative. True or false, and why?
10. Comment on the following statement: For prediction purposes, a multi-index model like Equation 5-12 must be at least as good as the single-index model.

PROBLEMS

1. There are 1,700 stocks in the Value Line index. How many covariances would have to be computed to use the Markowitz full-covariance model?

Use the data in Table 5-5 for Problems 2 through 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5-5</th>
<th>SECURITY STATISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Covariances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E(\tilde{R}) )</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma^2 )</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>1.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Calculate the proportions of Security A and Security B that represent the minimum variance portfolio.
3. What is the beta of an equally weighted portfolio of all four securities?
4. Assuming unsystematic risk equal to zero and a market variance of 0.25, what is the variance of the portfolio in Problem 3?
5. What is the expected return and variance of a theoretical portfolio made up of the following long and short positions in stocks A, B, and C?
   - 30 percent short A
   - 50 percent long B
   - 80 percent long C
6. Refer to Table 5-5, and assume that securities C and D are well-diversified portfolios. Suppose the market variance changes to 0.32. What new covariance between securities C and D does this change suggest?
7. A security has a variance of return of 25 percent. What is the standard deviation of its returns?
8. Using the data in Table 5-5, calculate the correlation between Securities B and C.
9. Given \( \beta_1 = 1.10, \beta_2 = 1.25, \) and \( \sigma_{12} = 1.55, \) find the variance of the market.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5-6 SECURITY RETURNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Return Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use the data in Table 5-6 for Problems 10 through 13.

10. Using the COV file and the Minvar file on the text website, what are the variance and expected return of a portfolio made up of 30 percent Security 2 and 70 percent Security 3?
11. Using the COV file, what are the variance and expected return of an equally weighted portfolio of all five securities?
12. Using the Minvar file, prepare a computer plot showing the minimum variance portfolio for each of the ten pairs of securities.
13. What is the minimum variance portfolio made up of the following three securities: Security 3, Security 4, and Security 5?
14. FROM 2006 LEVEL III EXAM (Question 7)

   **QUESTION 7 HAS THREE PARTS (A, B, C)**
   **FOR A TOTAL OF 9 MINUTES**

Hartej Chanrai is a consultant to the board of directors of Vrieland Foundation. The board asks Chanrai to recommend an asset allocation for Vrieland. Chanrai reviews the current Vrieland investment policy statement, key aspects of which are shown in Exhibit 1.
Exhibit 1
Vrieland Foundation
Key Aspects of Investment Policy Statement

Return objective:
The required rate of return on the investment portfolio is 9.5 percent.

Risk objectives:
1. Diversify the portfolio consistent with prudent investment practices.
2. A maximum standard deviation of portfolio returns of 10.6 percent is acceptable.

Constraint:
Liquidity is needed to fund the annual contribution to the operating budget.
(There are no other relevant constraints.)

For the strategic asset allocation analysis, Chanrai has generated the corner portfolios shown in Exhibit 2.

Exhibit 2
Corner Portfolios
(Risk-free Rate = 4.0%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Answer Parts A, B, and C using mean-variance analysis:

A. Select the two adjacent corner portfolios to be used in finding the most appropriate strategic asset allocation for Vrieland’s investment portfolio, assuming that the purchase of securities using borrowed money (margin) is not allowed.

(3 minutes)

B. Determine the most appropriate strategic asset allocation between the two adjacent corner portfolios selected in Part A, assuming that the purchase of securities using borrowed money (margin) is not allowed.

(3 minutes)

C. Determine the percentage amount of the most appropriate strategic asset allocation (determined in Part B) that should be invested in U.S. equities.

(3 minutes)
INTERNET EXERCISE

Retrieve monthly prices on the S&P 500 stock index (ticker GSPC) and on the S&P Small Cap 600 stock index (ticker SML) for the period January 2000 through January 2008. (Note that on Yahoo! for a stock index you must include a caret (^) before the ticker symbol.) Calculate monthly returns for both indexes, then compute the expected return and the variance of a portfolio that is weighted 50 percent in each of these indexes.
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Introduction

Diversifying an investment portfolio is a logical idea. Even people who have never invested in anything seem to know that diversification is good. Diversification is indeed a good idea, and virtually all managers seek to diversify in one respect or another. This chapter discusses the logic of diversification and provides some intuition into why it is so important.

Some of the discussion here builds on the mathematical background presented in Chapter 5, “The Mathematics of Diversification.” To get the best understanding of diversification, review this material if it has been a while since you read it.

Carrying Your Eggs in More Than One Basket

The saying “Don’t put all your eggs in one basket” is familiar to everyone. It is a truism with global appeal. Still, this is a more powerful statement than it might first seem, and it is worth studying more closely. There are at least three psychological reasons why the saying constitutes good advice.
Investments in Your Own Ego

Some people have a very difficult time admitting they made a mistake. A person might discover a particularly intriguing investment opportunity, or more likely, have someone point out to her a “good stock” or even the proverbial chance of a lifetime. It is virtually never a good idea to put a large percentage of investment funds into a single security such as this. Several things can happen if you do.

One possibility is that you hit a home run and make a pile of money. Although this is a positive short-term outcome, such investment success strokes the ego and can plant the speculative seed in people who should not be speculating. If people have been successful with a hot tip, they are in the minority of today’s investors. Chasing hot tips with money is a good way to lose it.

A second possibility is that the investment never moves. People who own securities in this situation often say, “At least I didn’t lose anything.” From an economic point of view, the statement is not correct; you did lose something. You lost the certain income you would have received had your money been invested in a bank deposit or in short-term government securities. (You have an opportunity loss.) Your ego prefers to view this situation as neutral rather than as the loser it is.

A third possibility is that the investment declines in value. Holders of depreciated securities are prone to exercises in faulty logic. Statements such as “I can’t afford to sell it now; it’s down too much,” or “If I sell now, I’ll take a loss,” or “It’s a good stock; it’ll go back up” are usually rationalizations that defy common sense. Your ego does not enjoy rejection from any quarter, be it from other people or from that amorphous entity “the market.” When you put your faith and hopes in one security and it turns out to be a loser, your ego may have a very difficult time letting go. If, instead, your investments are varied, it seems that it is easier to lick your wounds and move on to something else.

The Concept of Risk Aversion Revisited

Everyone understands why carrying all your eggs in one basket is not a good idea. It is too risky; if you drop the basket, you conceivably lose everything. During wartime, senior military leaders avoid assembling in groups or riding together in the same helicopter: they say, “One round will get us all.” Families traveling together sometimes practice a diversification tactic with luggage. Because lost luggage is a substantial inconvenience, some people make it a practice to spread everyone’s clothing throughout the family suitcases so that if one bag is lost, the inconvenience is reduced.

Diversification is not only logical but also a mathematically sound practice. Investors do not like risk, and enormous reductions in risk are associated with even modest diversification, as Chapter 5 showed. Most people are risk averse. This does not mean that they will not take a risk, however. Risk-averse people continually take risks but only when they believe there is a good reason for doing so. Stated another way, people take risks only if they believe they will be rewarded for taking them. Unnecessary risks are unattractive. It is easy enough to put our eggs in several baskets, and most of us do it instinctively.

Evidence indicates that diversification is more important now than ever before. A study in the prestigious Journal of Finance found that while overall

stock market volatility has not increased over time, the volatility of individual firms, on average, has increased. The authors of the study show that this increased security volatility means that investors need more stocks to adequately diversify. Stated another way, rational portfolio construction is more important now than when Harry Markowitz first wrote about it.

**Multiple Investment Objectives**

Another reason for the appeal of carrying your eggs in more than one basket stems from the presence of multiple investment objectives. Virtually all investors can find one or more mutual funds that would be consistent with their investment objectives. Some people, though, believe that mutual funds are not exciting. Similarly, someone might be disinterested in “unexciting” blue chip stocks despite their consistent long-term growth. Investment activity should be enjoyable rather than boring. If people want to practice aggressive stock selection on their own, it is perfectly okay. Many investors hold their investment funds in more than one account so that they can actively trade (i.e., play with) part of the total.

For instance, a person might split an individual retirement account between two mutual funds. In addition, she might maintain a separate brokerage account for trading individual securities and options and have another account holding funds for an upcoming European vacation.

**Role of Uncorrelated Securities**

**Variance of a Linear Combination: The Practical Meaning**

The previous chapter stressed the importance of selecting portfolio components that have low correlation in their returns. This important section is worth another look.

We have seen how to calculate the variance of an \( n \)-security portfolio via the following equation:

\[
\sigma_p^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_i x_j \rho_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j
\]  

(6-1)

where \( \sigma_p^2 \) = portfolio variance;

\( x_i \) = proportion of funds invested in security \( i \);

\( \sigma_i \) = security standard deviation;

\( \rho_{ij} \) = correlation in the returns of securities \( i \) and \( j \).

We also found that things are simpler to understand with the two-security form of the equation:

\[
\sigma_p^2 = x_A^2 \sigma_A^2 + x_B^2 \sigma_B^2 + 2x_A x_B \rho_{AB} \sigma_A \sigma_B
\]  

(6-2)

All else being equal, risk is something people want to avoid; one convenient (and economically justifiable) measure of risk is the variance of return. Return variance is a security’s total risk. Presumably, most investors want portfolio variance to be as low as possible without having to give up any return.

Equation 6-3 shows that in a two-security portfolio, the total risk \( (\sigma_p^2) \) has three components: one from the variance of Stock A, another from the variance of Stock B, and a third from the relationship between the returns of Stock A and Stock B.

---

2The discussion here deals with nominal returns rather than those adjusted for inflation.
The total risk of a portfolio comes from the variance of the components, as well as from the relationships among the components.

\[
\sigma_p^2 = x_A^2 \sigma_A^2 + x_B^2 \sigma_B^2 + 2x_A x_B \rho_{AB} \sigma_A \sigma_B \quad (6-3)
\]

Total risk = Risk from A + Risk from B + Interactive risk

As the number of securities in the portfolio increases, the number of terms on the right-hand side of the equation increases as well. With five securities, there will be five variance components and ten interaction components from the covariance matrix.

The portfolio manager has no control over the variance of an individual security but does have control over the portfolio components. If an individual decides to buy two securities, regardless of whether the securities are conservative or volatile she can try to select the securities so that their historical returns are largely independent. Their correlation will be low, and the third term in Equation 6-3 will be small. If the returns on two securities are completely uncorrelated (the correlation coefficient is 0), the third term drops out entirely. Two securities with negative correlation would be especially valuable, because they would reduce total risk rather than add to it.

**Portfolio Programming in a Nutshell**

Five imaginary stocks are listed in Table 6-1. From these returns, a correlation table like the one in Table 6-2 can be prepared.

Perhaps an investor needs to create a two-security portfolio with an annual expected return of 12 percent. As demonstrated earlier, the portfolio return is a linear combination of the component returns, so the expected return is

\[
E(\tilde{R}_p) = x_1 E(\tilde{R}_1) + x_2 E(\tilde{R}_2)
\]

where \(x_1\) and \(x_2\) are the proportions of the investment in Securities 1 and 2, respectively; \(E(\tilde{R}_p)\) is the expected return on the portfolio, and \(E(\tilde{R}_i)\) is the expected return on security \(i\).

**TABLE 6-1  STOCK RETURN HISTORY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Stocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>-.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>-.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>-.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E(\tilde{R}))</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma)</td>
<td>.219</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\)The COV file available at the text website will do this.

\(^4\)In practice, of course, it would be unusual to arrive at an objective this precise without considerable preliminary work.
Part Two  Portfolio Construction

With the five securities in Table 6-1, an expected return of 12 percent can be achieved in many ways. There are two-security portfolios with this expected return, as well as portfolios with three, four, or all five securities. Table 6-3 lists the two-security proportions that do the trick.

The key question to the portfolio manager is this: which of the combinations in Table 6-3 is best? All of these combinations have an expected return of 12 percent; is one of them better than the others? Alternatively, is one of the portfolios clearly inferior to the other choices? The “best” portfolio is the one that provides the expected return of 12 percent with the least risk. For a given level of expected return, the risk-averse investor wants as little risk as possible.

We previously calculated the correlation coefficients between all pairs of these five securities, and we know their variances. Using Equation 6-2, we can determine the portfolio variances. Table 6-4 reports them. All six of these two-security portfolios have an expected return of 12 percent, but it is apparent that their relative risk varies substantially. Portfolio 2 has the least risk, with a variance of only 0.0061. Portfolios 1, 3, 4, and 6 have variances four times this much. A rational investor (one who does not like unnecessary risk) will prefer Portfolio 2 over the others. Figure 6-1 is a plot of the risk/expected return combinations.

**Concept of Dominance**

Dominance is a situation in which investors universally prefer one alternative over another; it is one of the central ideas in the theory behind portfolio construction. As an analyst compares investment alternatives, one or more of them sometimes dominate some of the others. This means that all rational investors will clearly prefer some of the competing investments over some of the others.

To illustrate, until recently, some shoe stores in eastern Maine accepted Canadian currency at par for purchases. The Canadian dollar was worth less
than a U.S. dollar at the time. The alternative of paying in Canadian currency dominated the alternative of paying in U.S. dollars because this resulted in a lower cost to the consumer.

Figure 6-2 plots all combinations of Stocks B and E, ranging from a 100 percent investment in Stock B and nothing in Stock E to the other extreme of nothing in Stock B and 100 percent in Stock E. A vertical line through point E (which corresponds to a 100 percent investment in Stock E) crosses through another point on the graph, point X. This point corresponds to an investment of 80 percent in Stock B and 20 percent in Stock E. Which would a rational investor prefer, point X or point E? The two points have the same level of risk, but X is associated with a higher level of expected return. As a consequence, Point X dominates a 100 percent investment in Stock E, and investors will choose X over E.

Figure 6-1 shows various two-security portfolios with an expected return of 12 percent. Portfolio 2 (with stocks C and E) is best because it achieves this expected return with the least risk; it dominates the others. Given that stocks

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
First Variance & Second Variance & Interaction Variance \\
\hline
Portfolio 1: 50% A, 50% D & & \\
\hline
(.50)^2,.0480 & + & (.50)^2,.0310 & + & 2(.5)(.5)(.226)/.0480,.0310 & + \\
= 0.0120 & + & .0077 & + & .0044 & \\
Total = .0241 & & \\
\hline
Portfolio 2: 50% C, 50% E & & \\
\hline
(.50)^2,.0185 & + & (.50)^2,.0380 & + & 2(.5)(.5)(-.605)/.0185,.0380 & + \\
= .0046 & + & .0095 & + & .0080 & \\
Total = .0261 & & \\
\hline
Portfolio 3: 20% B, 80% E & & \\
\hline
(.20)^2,.0538 & + & (.80)^2,.0380 & + & 2(.2)(.8)(.132)/.0538,.0380 & + \\
= .0222 & + & .0243 & + & .0019 & \\
Total = .0284 & & \\
\hline
Portfolio 4: 66.7% A, 33.3% E & & \\
\hline
(.667)^2,.0480 & + & (.333)^2,.0380 & + & 2(.667)(.333)(.164)/.0480,.0380 & + \\
= .0213 & + & .0042 & + & .0031 & \\
Total = .0286 & & \\
\hline
Portfolio 5: 33.3% C, 66.7% D & & \\
\hline
(.333)^2,.0185 & + & (.667)^2,.0310 & + & 2(.333)(.667)(-.436)/.0185,.0310 & + \\
= .0212 & + & .0138 & + & .0046 & \\
Total = .0286 & & \\
\hline
Portfolio 6: 11.1% B, 88.9% D & & \\
\hline
(.111)^2,.0538 & + & (.889)^2,.0310 & + & 2(.111)(.889)(.220)/.0538,.0310 & + \\
= .0006 & + & .0245 & + & .0018 & \\
Total = .0269 & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

Finding these proportions is easiest using a spreadsheet package.
FIGURE 6-1
Two-Security Portfolios with $E(R) = 12\%$

FIGURE 6-2
Varying Proportions of Stocks B and E
C and E have negative return correlation, this result is not surprising. A portfolio, then, dominates all others if, for its level of expected return, there is no other portfolio with less risk, or for its level of risk, there is no other portfolio with a higher expected return.

The whole idea behind dominance and portfolio theory boils down to the familiar activity of trying to get the best value for a dollar. Prospective car buyers visit various dealers and compare prices. The less consumers pay for something, whether it be a movie ticket, a new car, or a share of stock, the higher their return. When two people buy identical cars, the one who pays the least gets the best deal. The cost of an investment is really measured in terms of both dollar outlay and risk assumed. For financial assets, expected return is a function of the dollars spent. Given the dollar cost, the goal is to “pay as little risk” as possible.

A formal theory of dominance, called stochastic dominance, is an alternative to conventional mean-variance portfolio analysis. Selection by stochastic dominance uses a set of alternative criteria that require no assumptions about the probability distribution of the possible outcomes. The ideas behind the formal theory are identical in spirit to the example just given. Although the application of stochastic dominance as a portfolio selection tool is cumbersome, computer algorithms exist to do the trick. The appendix to this chapter provides a brief overview of the mathematics of stochastic dominance.

The Myth of Non-Correlation

The mathematics of portfolio diversification are heavily influenced by the apparent correlation in the returns of the available assets. Writing in Institutional Investor,* Richard Bookstaber reminds us of times when hedges haven’t worked and risk wasn’t reduced because groups of assets didn’t behave the way they were “supposed” to. When the U.S. stock market crashed in 1987, junk bond trading desks found that Treasury bond prices didn’t move in the same direction as those of junk bonds. Instead, the market seemed to view the junk bonds as another form of stock. Junk bond prices fell while Treasuries went up. During the 1997 Asian currency crisis foreign exchange managers found they were losing all across the globe as managers were forced to sell in the more liquid markets of the world to bail out problems in illiquid markets. The 1998 collapse of the hedge fund Long Term Capital Management was blamed largely on the fact that “correlations went screwy on us.” The lesson we have learned is that the correlations we plug into the Markowitz model often have a pretty wide uncertainty band around them.

Harry Markowitz: The Founder of Portfolio Theory

Harry Markowitz opened the door to modern portfolio theory when his article “Portfolio Selection” appeared in the March 1952 issue of the *Journal of Finance*. This was the first major publication indicating the importance of security return correlation in the construction of stock portfolios. Markowitz showed that for a given level of expected return and for a given security universe (the entire collection of alternatives from which specific investment choices are made), finding the specific portfolio that dominates the others requires knowledge of the covariance or correlation matrix between all possible security combinations.

Subsequent to the publication of this paper, numerous investment firms and portfolio managers began to program “Markowitz algorithms,” which prescribed portfolio proportions so as to minimize portfolio variance. Even today the term *Markowitz diversification* refers to portfolio construction accomplished using security covariances.

Terminology. The theory arising from Markowitz’s work produced some important new vocabulary for the portfolio manager.

*Security Universe.* The security universe is the collection of all possible investments. For some institutions, only certain investments may be eligible components. The manager of a small-capitalization stock mutual fund, for instance, would not consider large-capitalization firms as portfolio components. For her, the relevant security universe consists of small-cap firms.

*Efficient Frontier.* A computer program can produce a plot of the expected return and risk characteristics of the possible portfolios. Many of these combinations will be dominated by others. Those portfolios that are not dominated constitute the efficient frontier. In general, the shape of the efficient frontier for risky assets such as common stock is similar to Figure 6-3. Note that the point at the lower left of the efficient frontier is not the security with the lowest variance. It is the minimum variance portfolio. (Refer to Figure 6-2 to see why this is so.) In general, the farther you move to the left on the efficient frontier, the greater the number of securities in the portfolio.

When a risk-free investment is available in addition to risky securities, the shape of the efficient frontier changes markedly. The covariance between a random variable (such as the return on a stock portfolio) and a constant (such as the risk-free rate, by definition) is 0. The variance of a constant is also 0. This means that the expected return and variance (or standard deviation) of a constant/random variable linear combination are simply a weighted average of the two expected returns and variances, with the constant having a variance of zero.

The theoretical risk-free rate is a constant; there are no associated diversification benefits in the risk-reduction sense. However, this does not mean that rational investors should not invest in the risk-free rate. It is easy to show that the optimum portfolio usually has some proportion invested in the risk-free rate.

Figure 6-4 shows the shape of the efficient frontier when a risk-free investment is available. It extends from the risk-free rate (point $R_f$) to point B and then follows the curve to point C. The straight portion of the line is tangent to the risky securities efficient frontier. You can extend other lines

---

A portfolio dominates all others if no other equally risky portfolio has a higher expected return, or if no portfolio with the same expected return has less risk.

Portfolios that are not dominated lie on the efficient frontier.

---

7The risk-free rate is a theoretical concept. It is common practice in financial research to use the yield on a U.S. Treasury bill with 30 days remaining until maturity as a proxy for the theoretical value.
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FIGURE 6-3
Efficient Frontier for Risky Securities

FIGURE 6-4
Efficient Frontier with a Risk-Free Rate
from \( R_f \) but either the tangent line dominates them or they are not feasible. Point D, for instance, lies on one such line, but Point E clearly dominates it; E offers a higher expected return for the same level of risk. Points above the curved line do not exist, so there is no portfolio there to which the line from \( R_f \) might extend.

**Capital Market Line and the Market Portfolio.** The tangent line passing from the risk-free rate through point B in Figure 6-4 is the capital market line (CML). When the security universe includes all possible investments, capital market theory calls Point B the market portfolio. Only efficient portfolios lie on the capital market line, and (in theory) the only risky asset that risk-averse investors will hold is the market portfolio. The reason for this is that investors seek to maximize their expected utility by optimally balancing risk and expected return. In other words, if there is a way to reduce risk while holding expected return constant, they will do so. When all investors do this, they face the same efficient frontier (Figure 6-4). Given this, theory shows that the market portfolio contains every risky asset and that the proportion each risky asset contributes to the market portfolio equals the market value of each asset divided by the aggregate value of all risky assets.

This has an important implication for investors. Regardless of the extent to which a person is willing to accept risk, all investors should hold only two securities: the market portfolio and the risk-free rate. A conservative investor will choose a point near the lower left of the CML, whereas a more growth-oriented investor will stay near the market portfolio. Any risky portfolio that is partially invested in the risk-free asset is a lending portfolio.

An investor can construct an efficient portfolio with an expected return greater than that of the market portfolio. He does this by borrowing money to invest in the market portfolio. Such a portfolio is a borrowing portfolio. Figure 6-5 shows the shape of the efficient frontier when the investor can both borrow and lend. It extends from the risk-free rate through and beyond the market portfolio.

**Security Market Line.** The market portfolio, by definition, has a beta of 1.0. As discussed earlier, all rational investors will restrict their risky investments to the market portfolio. The risk-free rate, being riskless, has a beta of 0.

Recall that betas combine in linear fashion (the beta of a portfolio is a weighted average of the component betas). This means that in the absence of arbitrage, there is also a linear relationship between the beta of an investment and its expected return. Given a security’s beta and the expected return on the market, you can estimate any security’s return over the next period if you know its beta. The graphical relationship between expected return and beta is the security market line (SML); see Figure 6-6. The SML is very easy to plot. One point on the SML corresponds to a beta of 1.0 and the expected market return. We need two points to plot a straight line, and the second one is

---

8This fact is sometimes called the separation theorem.
9Borrowing money to buy securities is called buying on margin. This involves financial leverage, which magnifies the risk and expected return characteristics of the portfolio.
10The length of the line segment extending beyond the market portfolio is determined by the extent of the leverage used in the margin transaction.
11The SML is easy to plot if you know the market’s expected return, but this can be an elusive statistic.
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FIGURE 6-5
Efficient Frontier with Borrowing and Lending

FIGURE 6-6
Security Market Line
readily available. The risk-free rate of interest corresponds to a beta of 0. We connect the two points to form the SML.

Given any security's beta, find it on the horizontal axis, read up to the SML, and then read left to find the expected return that such a beta suggests. The higher the beta, the higher the expected return. As an example, assume the beta of a stock is 1.20, the risk-free rate (per period) is 0.0005, and the next-period return on the market is estimated to be 0.0020. What is the expected return on this stock? Using Figure 6-6, read up from 1.20 on the horizontal axis to the SML and then read over to the vertical axis, where we find an expected return of 0.0023.

Both the risk-free rate and the expected return of the market periodically change as economic conditions change, so the slope of the SML changes as well. We call the slope the **market price of risk** because it measures the cost of expected return in terms of risk.

**Expansion of the SML to Four Quadrants.** Although variances and standard deviations must be equal to or greater than 0, it is possible to have a negative beta.

Figure 6-7 extends the SML to all four quadrants. According to capital market theory, points on the SML are properly priced. Therefore, it is possible to have a security with a negative expected return yet still have it properly priced. The obvious question involves why anyone would buy something with a negative expected return.

The answer lies in the mathematics of diversification examined in Chapter 5. Variances and standard deviations cannot be negative numbers, so a negative

---

**FIGURE 6-7**

Security Market Line in Four Quadrants
beta means a negative covariance between the asset and the market portfolio:

$$\beta_i = \frac{\text{COV}(\bar{R}_i, \bar{R}_m)}{\sigma^2_m}$$

$$\beta_i < 0 \Rightarrow \text{COV}(\bar{R}_i, \bar{R}_m) < 0$$

where $\beta_i$ = beta of Security $i$; $\sigma^2_m$ = variance of the market returns. Negative covariance has powerful risk-reduction potential, and there is a value to this. A good real-world example lies in the risk-reduction characteristic of insurance. Most people do not feel bad if they “lose all their money” on their car insurance. Should they be upset if they do not have an accident? Similarly, people buy fire insurance on their homes, although they fully expect never to have a fire. The related question is this: Why would anyone buy insurance fully expecting to lose all the money paid for it and never to collect on the policy? The answer, of course, comes from an understanding of utility; there is advantage in reducing risk, and investors will pay fair value for doing so.

**Corner Portfolio.** When the security universe is large, the efficient frontier contains many thousands of different portfolio combinations.\(^{12}\) Not all portfolios contain every security, however. Even in a ten-security universe, some portfolios on the efficient frontier may contain only eight or nine of the ten securities.

Imagine that you are on the upper right edge of the efficient frontier for risky securities. This point corresponds to the single security with the highest expected return, regardless of its risk. As you move down the efficient frontier to the left, new securities enter the portfolio mix. Continuing further down and to the left, more securities will enter, and some may leave. Remember that each point on the efficient frontier represents a specific, undominated portfolio.

Moving along the efficient frontier, a **corner portfolio** occurs every time a new security enters an efficient portfolio or an old security leaves. Returning to the example, as you continue down the efficient frontier from top right to lower left, securities come and go until you eventually arrive at the minimum variance portfolio. At this point you are as far to the left on the risk axis as you can get.

Computer programs designed to determine the efficient frontier often provide a printout listing the corner portfolios. Because the efficient frontier has an infinite number of points, it would be impossible to list the combination of securities making up each point. Knowing the composition of the corner portfolios usually provides as much information as necessary.

**Quadratic Programming.** Someone familiar with mathematical programming (linear programming, integer programming, and so on) can readily see that the Markowitz algorithm is an application of quadratic programming because the objective function involves portfolio variance, and the equation

\(^{12}\)If fractional shares are available, the efficient frontier contains an infinite number of different portfolio combinations.
to calculate this statistic contains a squared term. An analyst will build and solve a quadratic program in essentially the same way as a linear program. Table 6-5 shows the Markowitz quadratic programming problem.

Table 6-6 is an example of the Markowitz quadratic program for a two-security universe. Given the statistics on the two eligible securities, we want to find the proportions \( x_A \) and \( x_B \) that minimize variance while providing a portfolio expected return of 11.5 percent. This is a simple example with only two securities. In any event, the quadratic program will ensure that we are fully invested, that the portfolio’s expected return is 11.5 percent as required, and that the chosen portfolio has the least possible variance of return. When the security universe is more than three or four, the complexity of the problem increases dramatically. Quadratic programming is a major help in solving such a problem.

### Table 6-5
**MARKOWITZ QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING PROBLEM**

\[
\min \sigma_p^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_i x_j \rho_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j
\]

Where \( E(\bar{R}) \) = expected portfolio return;
\( \sigma_p^2 \) = portfolio variance;
\( E(R_i) \) = expected return on Security \( i \);
\( x_i \) = proportion of funds invested in Security \( i \);
\( \rho_{ij} \) = correlation between Securities \( i \) & \( j \);
\( \sigma_i \) = standard deviation of Security \( i \).

Subject to:
1. \( E(\bar{R}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i E(\bar{R}_i) = R^* \)
   - Establish the target return, \( R^* \).
2. \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i = 1 \)
   - Ensure that the weights add to 100%.
3. \( x_i \geq 0 \)
   - Ensure that the weights are positive; if short selling is allowed, this constraint is dropped.

### Table 6-6
**MARKOWITZ QUADRATIC PROGRAM (TWO-SECURITY UNIVERSE)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Given:</th>
<th>( E(\bar{R}_A) = 10% )</th>
<th>( E(\bar{R}_B) = 12% )</th>
<th>( \rho_{AB} = 0.56 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_A^2 )</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>( \sigma_B^2 = 0.35 )</td>
<td>Target return = 11.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimize: \( x_A^2(0.25) + x_B^2(0.35) + 2x_Ax_B(0.56)(0.25)(0.35)^5 \)

Subject to:
1. \( x_A(10\%) + x_B(12\%) = 11.5\% \)
   - \( (E(\bar{R}) = 11.5\%) \)
2. \( x_A + x_B = 1.0 \)
   - (Investments total 100%).
3. \( x_A \geq 0, x_B \geq 0 \)
   - (Proportions are positive.)

Solution: \( x_A = 25\%; x_B = 75\% \)
Lessons from Evans and Archer

In 1968, John L. Evans and Stephen N. Archer published an article in the Journal of Finance that is arguably the most consequential piece of academic research regarding portfolio construction. This study shows how naive diversification reduces the dispersion of returns in a stock portfolio. This term refers to the selection of portfolio components randomly without any serious security analysis.

Methodology

Evans and Archer sought to discover the effects of portfolio size on total portfolio risk when the securities are randomly selected common stocks. Using computer simulation, they measured the average variance of one-security portfolios, two-security portfolios, and so on up to portfolios with dozens of components.

---

Problems with Markowitz Modeling?

While the Markowitz model of portfolio optimization is one of the most significant contributions to the theory of finance, it does not provide the last word on how best to position portfolios for the future. The full covariance model relies on historical data: means, standard deviations, and correlations of the members of the security universe. There is no assurance that the future will look like the past. Frequently, there is very good evidence that the future will be quite different. Consider the deregulation of the airline industry, the Internet/technology bubble of the late 1990s, many electricity generators changing into pure distribution companies, and so on. The Markowitz efficient frontier is an ex post, or backward-looking, result, when the important thing is organizing the portfolio for the road ahead (an ex ante approach).

Another problem with the Markowitz model is its sensitivity to extreme values. If there is a security showing unusual price behavior over a period of time, this usually shows up as a low correlation with other normally behaving securities. If a few securities in the universe have negative correlations with most of the others, for instance, the Markowitz model will often make heavy use of them. Similarly, if a security has had an unusually high return over the past, this desirable “expected return” gets considerable attention during construction of the efficient frontier. Company-specific events that have temporarily driven down a stock translate into a negative expected return, so the model largely ignores these stocks.

Extrapolating the past into the future is dangerous business in the world of investments. Portfolio managers know to make sure that historical statistics pass the straight-face test before using them as inputs in a portfolio construction algorithm.
Results

Figure 6-8 illustrates the general results of the famous research of Evans and Archer. It shows that as portfolio size increases, total portfolio risk, on average, declines. After a certain point, the marginal reduction in risk from the addition of another security is very modest. The level of risk that remains after no further diversification benefits can be achieved is pure systematic risk.

Risk reduction through diversification has been studied by other researchers as well, and the evidence indicates that perhaps three-fourths of total risk can be eliminated by properly diversifying a portfolio. In other words, of a single security’s total risk, 25 percent is systematic risk (measured by beta), and 75 percent is unsystematic. Unsystematic risk is the part of total risk that is unrelated to overall market movements and that can be diversified away.

Capital market theory indicates that investors are rewarded only for bearing necessary risk and that diversifiable risk is unnecessary. This implies that rational investors should always diversify because diversification gets rid of a substantial percentage of portfolio risk.

The fact that rational investors should diversify also helps explain why beta is such an important concept in market analysis. Beta is a measure of systematic risk, and this is the only risk for which the investor is rewarded.

Securities are priced on the basis of their beta coefficient, and prices are crucial to determining expected return.

Three principal results of the Evans and Archer research should be stressed. These are described in the following sections.

**Strength in Numbers.** One of the most obvious results of the Evans and Archer research is the fact that total risk, as measured by portfolio variance of return, declines as the number of securities included in the portfolio increases. This means that on average, a randomly selected ten-security portfolio will have less risk than a randomly selected three-security portfolio. Risk-averse investors should always diversify to eliminate as much risk as possible.

**Biggest Benefits Come First.** A second result of the Evans and Archer research is the fact that increasing the number of portfolio components provides diminishing benefits as the number of components increases. In other words, if an investor holds one security, adding a second one provides substantial risk-reduction benefits. If the investor holds twenty securities, however, adding a twenty-first provides only modest additional benefit. Some investment advisors go so far as to say that the nonexpert is better off selecting two securities at random rather than spending time searching for the single best.

**Superfluous Diversification.** Superfluous diversification, a third result of the research, is related to the second result but sufficiently important to be mentioned by itself. **Superfluous diversification** refers to the addition of unnecessary components to an already well-diversified portfolio and deals with the diminishing marginal benefits of additional portfolio components. Note in Figure 6-8 that once a portfolio contains fifteen or twenty securities, there is little additional benefit (in a risk-reduction sense) to adding more components. The point here is that in large portfolios, the benefits of additional diversification may well be outweighed by the associated transaction costs.

**Implications**

Capital market theory enables analysts to prove that the most complete diversification occurs when an investor owns some percentage of every asset there is. Normally, real-world correlations are such that the addition of one more security usually provides some reduction in risk.\(^{14}\) In practice, of course, this is never done for three reasons.

First, the results of Evans and Archer show that very effective diversification occurs when the investor holds only a small fraction of the total number of available securities. An individual investor might be content with ten or twelve, whereas an institutional investor might find thirty or forty quite satisfactory. Technically, there is no reason why the optimum portfolio size for an individual should be different from that of an institutional investor. Capital constraints, however, usually prevent the individual investor from holding as many positions as might be desired.

It is interesting to note that for large institutional portfolios, superfluous diversification is unavoidable. Dividing a portfolio worth several billion

---

\(^{14}\) The addition of another security to a portfolio will not always reduce portfolio risk. Total variance will be improved only if the correlation of the new asset and the existing portfolio is less than the ratio of the smaller standard deviation divided by the larger one.
dollars into only thirty or forty stocks would require the purchase of large ownership positions that would be extremely illiquid. Moreover, to minimize transaction costs, large institutions must concentrate their holdings in firms with stock issues large enough that substantial investments can be made without “buying the company.” In addition, mutual funds are prohibited from holding more than 5 percent of a firm’s equity shares.

A second reason that portfolios do not contain some investment in every security is that it would be expensive. Commission costs are incurred every time a new portfolio component is acquired. If an investor were to buy five hundred different stocks, she would pay five hundred commissions. These costs would aggregate to a considerable sum, and it is unlikely that any added benefit would be enough to justify the cost.

Finally, it would be difficult to follow so many stocks. It is hard enough to keep up with the news on a dozen common stocks. Holding hundreds of stocks would be very expensive in terms of the managerial time required to stay current with them. Of course, the manager could just ignore the news about his stocks and let the chips fall where they may, but then he faces the potential of some embarrassing questions from clients about company-specific news items they have noticed that he has not.

---

**PORTFOLIO MEMO**

**An Update to Evans and Archer**

The February 2001 issue of the *Journal of Finance* has a lead article* that provides a fresh look at the Evans and Archer research. The authors find that in recent years there has been a “noticeable increase in firm-level volatility relative to market volatility.” Because of this they conclude that “the number of stocks needed to achieve a given level of diversification has increased.”

For many years portfolio managers have followed the heuristic that investors need fifteen or twenty stocks to be well diversified. This *JF* paper suggests that this isn’t enough to do the trick in 2001. In fact, a portfolio now needs almost 50 stocks to eliminate as much unsystematic risk as 20 stocks did thirty-five years ago. The study does not conclusively explain why this longstanding rule has changed, but speculates that “the trend may result in part from changes in corporate governance and in part from the institutionalization of equity ownership, but at this stage any such explanation can only be highly tentative.”

More recent evidence was presented in the November 2007 issue of the *Financial Review*. This research** found that more than 100 securities are necessary when the objective is to minimize “shortfall risk,” or the likelihood that a portfolio will fail to achieve a target future wealth level.

Whatever the reason, the results have important implications for portfolio managers, financial planners, and individual investors.

---


Words of Caution

It is important to remember that the Evans and Archer results arise from computer simulation over many different portfolios of various sizes. Simply selecting fifteen securities at random usually gives good diversification but not always.

Industry effects also should be mentioned here. Suppose an investor assembles a portfolio that includes the common stock of Honda Motor Company, General Motors, Ford Motor Company, and every other automobile company she can find. This portfolio is unlikely to show the risk-reduction benefits expected. Although the investor has bought stock in many different companies, she has not diversified effectively because the fortunes of these companies are highly correlated.

Finally, although naive diversification reduces risk, it can also reduce return. This is unlike efficient diversification in the Markowitz sense when the return of the portfolio is held constant while risk is being reduced.

Diversification and Beta

The point of diversifying is to reduce total risk so that only systematic risk remains. Beta measures systematic risk. Some people erroneously believe that “low betas are good” and that diversification seeks to reduce beta. This is not the case. All investors want to eliminate unnecessary risk, but because they have different degrees of risk aversion, they differ in the extent to which they will take risk.

It is possible to construct a well-diversified portfolio of stocks with a beta of 0.5 or with a beta of 1.5. A conservative investor would prefer the former, a more aggressive trader would opt for the latter. If an investor has a security universe made up entirely of stocks with a beta greater than 1.0, any portfolio

Markowitz Diversification and the Real World

While virtually all portfolio managers are familiar with the basic principles of Markowitz diversification, few of them ever prepare a correlation matrix or calculate the covariance between two securities. This is not because they disbelieve the mathematics but because in the management of most institutional portfolios, the calculations are simply not necessary. A diversified common stock mutual fund manager might hold 75 or 100 individual stock positions. The naive diversification work of Evans and Archer shows that unsystematic risk dissipates quickly as the number of portfolio components increases. Purely by luck of the draw, a 100-security portfolio will be well diversified with its total risk approximately equal to its systematic risk.

If the manager has any skill at security selection, the expected returns of the portfolio’s components will be competitive, and, ideally, above that predicted by financial theory. Given that the diversifiable risk is gone, the portfolio’s characteristics should put it quite close to the efficient frontier.
drawn from this set will also have a beta greater than 1.0. Diversification does not reduce \textit{beta}; it reduces \textit{total risk}.^{15}

\section*{Capital Asset Pricing Model}

The \textit{Capital Asset Pricing Model} (CAPM) formalizes the current understanding about the relationship between expected risk and expected return. Behavioral scientists know that before prescribing a normative theory of behavior (how people \textit{should} behave), it is important to understand the positive theory (how they \textit{do} behave).

From observing years of human investment behavior, we know that most investors are risk averse and that attitudes toward consumption and utility play an important role in the determination of interest rates and rates of return in the stock market. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 showed the merits of holding a diversified portfolio and how beta measures the relevant risk of an investment.

Much of the current research in finance searches for a better understanding of the nature of risk and investigates investor attitudes toward future returns. An important consequence of this research is the capital asset pricing model, a widely used theoretical description of the way in which the market prices investment assets. The rest of this chapter is directed to helping you to understand the CAPM and its implications for security selection and portfolio construction.

\section*{Systematic and Unsystematic Risk}

Total risk (as measured by variance or standard deviation of return) has two components: systematic risk and unsystematic risk. The Evans and Archer results show how unsystematic risk can be diversified away until only systematic risk remains. Beta measures systematic risk, and the market rewards investors bearing this risk only.

Figure 6-9 shows randomly generated returns on four hypothetical stocks and on a portfolio composed of all four of them. Each of these stocks has a return variance of about 0.16. Individual returns on these stocks are plotted by symbols in the figure. The four-security portfolio appears as a jagged line and with less dispersion than the data points associated with the individual stocks. The portfolio has a variance of only 0.05, or about one-third the average of the individual stocks. This reduction in risk arises from the interaction of the unsystematic risk components of each of the four single securities. These components do not move in tandem with each other, and they tend to cancel themselves out when observed from a portfolio perspective.

Capital market theory assumes that rational investors get rid of unnecessary risk because unsystematic risk is unnecessary. The remaining risk is systematic and measured by beta. Beta determines the level of expected return on a security or portfolio, as illustrated by the security market line.

\section*{Fundamental Risk/Return Relationship Revisited}

The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) and the security market line (SML) succinctly capture the risk/return relationship.

---

15Think of total risk being like a person’s total cholesterol count. There is “good cholesterol” (HDL) and “bad cholesterol” (LDL). A high total cholesterol count is a potential problem if most of it is “bad” but not a problem if much of it is “good.” Similarly, a high portfolio variance is a symptom of risk, but if the elevated number is because of the portfolio’s high beta, it is less a concern.
The essence of CAPM is this: the more systematic risk an investor carries, the greater his expected return. Table 6-7 formally states the CAPM. Several points are worth reinforcing. First, the CAPM deals with expectations about the future. We can always fit a regression line to past data or find some other way of modeling it. We do not, however, know the future but have only expectations about it.

Note also that the CAPM references the risk-free rate of interest, $R_f$. This is because it is possible to earn a return even when there is no risk. What counts
is the return earned above the risk-free rate (i.e., the excess return.) The CAPM states that excess returns on a particular stock are directly related to the beta of the stock and the expected excess return on the market in the next period.

This raises a third point. The CAPM is a one-period model. The period used to calculate beta might be one week, one month, or one year. Whatever period is used, the CAPM considers expectations about the next period only. (There is ongoing academic research to find a multiperiod CAPM. As yet, no pricing model that accommodates expectations over more than one time interval is generally accepted.)

**SML and CAPM.** If we show the security market line with excess returns on the vertical axis, the equation of the SML is the CAPM. The slope of the line is the expected market risk premium, and the intercept is 0.

**Market Model versus CAPM.** Some people mistakenly use the phrase *capital asset pricing model* when they really mean the *market model*. The market model is a mathematical way to model past security price returns by regressing them on the returns of a market index. It is an *ex post* model in that it describes past price behavior. The CAPM, in contrast, is a theoretical, *ex ante* model. It predicts what a value should be, given other statistics.16

We can perform statistical tests only on events that have already occurred; we cannot test future events. It is possible, however, to attempt to predict future events using past data; that is what the market model does. From the past relationship between the price behavior of a security and the associated overall market activity, we learn something about the expected future relationship. Equation 6-4 is the equation for the market model:

\[
R_{it} = \alpha_i + \beta_i(R_{mt}) + e_{it}
\]

where \( R_{it} \) = return on Security \( i \) in period \( t \); 
\( \alpha_i \) = intercept (called “alpha”); 
\( \beta_i \) = beta for Security \( i \); 
\( R_{mt} \) = return on the market in period \( t \); and 
\( e_{it} \) = error term on Security \( i \) in period \( t \).

**Note on the CAPM Assumptions.** Several of the assumptions of the capital asset pricing model seem unrealistic. We know that people are concerned about taxes and that they do pay commissions to buy or sell their investments. We also know that many people look ahead more than one period, that particularly large institutions can influence the market, and that not all investors forecast the same distribution of returns for the market.

For many applications the CAPM works reasonably well and provides useful information. The beta statistic provides a frame of reference on the relative volatility of the asset; many investors routinely look at this. Ongoing research, however, especially that by Eugene Fama and Kenneth French17, shows increasingly convincing evidence that certain factors that influence stock returns are not captured by the model. Variables such as firm size, price/book ratio, and price/earnings ratio have explanatory power. These researchers believe that the model should not be used for performance evaluation or to estimate the cost of equity.

---

16If you wish, you can view the market model as a positive model and the CAPM as a normative model.

Stationarity of Beta. Beta is central to the CAPM, but like expected return, it is not an observable value; beta is a statistic about the future. As we have seen, an analyst might use a past series of returns and the market model to estimate regression parameters. Here is the regression model (the market model) again:

\[ R_t = \alpha_i + \beta_i (R_m) + e_t \]  

(6-4)

In words, the return on Security \( i \) at time \( t \) equals a constant, \( \alpha \) plus the security’s beta multiplied by the return on the market at time \( t \), plus an error term at time \( t \). The error term is necessary because not all the data points lie exactly on the regression line. The error term is a plug value to make the equation hold. Sometimes the error term is positive, sometimes negative, and occasionally 0. The sum of all the error terms in the regression is 0. Regression seeks to minimize the sum of the square of the error terms.

Suppose an analyst collects monthly stock returns on some company for the last twenty-five years. Using the market model on these data for the first ten years (120 observations) produces an estimate for beta. If, instead, the analyst used the most recent ten years, the beta estimate will almost certainly be different. The reason for this is that beta is not stationary. It changes as characteristics of the firm change. A higher debt ratio, for instance, usually causes beta to increase. Mergers or other acquisitions can also substantially alter a historical stock return/market return relationship.

Research into the stationarity of beta has uncovered a few important facts. A paper by Frank K. Reilly and David J. Wright provides some evidence that weekly betas are significantly less than monthly betas, especially for high-beta stocks.\(^{18}\) The authors’ study concludes that a major reason for the calculation of different betas from the same data is the intervaling effect, referring to the different time intervals used in the calculation.

A paper by Michael Theobald shows that the stationarity of beta is an increasing function of the length of the estimation period.\(^{19}\) That is, the longer the interval used, the more stable the beta statistic. In practice, users of beta periodically re-estimate or otherwise validate their estimate. Betas change, and the informed investment manager knows this.

Equity Risk Premium

Evidence shows that over long periods of time the average return on equity securities historically has exceeded the return on riskless government securities. The phrase equity risk premium refers to the difference in the average return between stocks and some measure of the risk-free rate, usually either the Treasury bill rate or Treasury bond rate.

In the CAPM, \( E(R_m) - R_f \) corresponds to the equity risk premium. Since 1926 this value for large-capitalization stocks has averaged about 8.4 percent relative to Treasury bills. A recent article in the *Journal of Applied Finance* finds that over the period 1982–1998, the risk premium was 7.14 percent relative to long-term U.S. Treasury bonds. Regardless of what we choose for the riskless rate, we can associate the risk premium with the prevailing riskless rate and a firm’s beta to determine an estimate of its expected return.

---


Investors in the stock market are much more concerned with what will happen in the future than with what has happened in the past. Some researchers are proposing that the size of the equity risk premium is shrinking. One of the most important studies is by Jeremy Siegel; it appeared in the *Journal of Portfolio Management*.20 Siegel argues that the historical risk premium is unlikely to persist in the future and that the future average level of return from equities is likely to decline from its historic levels. This is a subject of much debate.

### Using a Scatter Diagram to Measure Beta

Beta is a critical statistic in portfolio theory. In addition to understanding the concept mathematically, it is instructive to see beta graphically.

#### Correlation of Returns

Some of the news arriving in the marketplace each day is company specific. Examples include reports of changes in top management, earnings reports,

---
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---

### Using Beta to Set Price Limits

Many investment research firms maintain a “focus list” of common stocks. Often the firm lists a twelve-month price target and a “buy limit” for the stocks on the focus list. The buy limit is the most they believe an investor should pay for the stock. Argus Research Company’s newsletter states, “Buy Limits are calculated according to the Capital Asset Pricing Model.”

Suppose we have the following data:

- Stock price = $20.07
- Current dividend = $1.22
- Estimated future dividend growth rate = 6.1%
- Stock beta = 1.15
- 30-day Treasury bill rate = 2.1%
- Equity risk premium = 8.4%

Many analysts use the dividend discount model as part of their stock analysis. (Refer to Table 2-1.) If the DDM is used to solve for the stock price, a discount rate must be input. The CAPM can help determine what that rate should be.

For the stock in this example, the CAPM predicts an expected return of $E(R_{stock}) = R_f + \beta[E(R_{market}) - R_f] = 2.1\% + 1.15(8.4\%) = 11.76\%$.

If 11.76 percent is the expected return on the stock, it is also the rate at which the market discounts future dividends and earnings on the stock. Using this in the DDM, the stock is worth

\[
P = D_0(1 + g)/(R - g) = $1.22(1.061)/(.1176 - .061) = $22.87
\]

A firm might have a policy of establishing the “buy limit” at 95 percent of the DDM–determined intrinsic value of the stock, rounded down to the nearest half dollar. In this case, the buy limit would be $95\% \times $22.87 = $21.73$, rounded to $21.50.$

---

and corporate press releases. Much of the daily news, however, is of a general economic nature and affects all securities. This means that stock prices will move as a group. On some days stocks are up, on other days they are generally down, and on still others they are mostly unchanged.

Even though stocks tend to move as a group, some routinely move more than the others regardless of whether the market advances or declines. This happens because some stocks are more sensitive to changes in economic conditions than are others.

**Linear Regression and Beta**

Beta is a relative measure that indicates how a particular security customarily behaves compared with the behavior of some other benchmark, or how sensitive a stock is to market movements. The benchmark is theoretically “the market,” an abstract idea encompassing all the possible investments. In practice, we use a well-diversified index like the S&P 500 as a proxy for the market.

Figure 6-10 shows one way of measuring beta, using a scatter diagram, or scattergram. Here we plot 200 security returns against the returns on the market. Because most points lie in the first and third quadrants, the figure indicates that most of the time when the market is up, the security is up, too. Similarly, when the market is down, the security is usually down. The second and fourth quadrants of the figure have many fewer data points.

![Figure 6-10: Measuring Beta with a Scattergram](image)
Linear regression finds the best-fitting straight line through the 200 data points in Figure 6-10. Using Microsoft Excel, we obtain the regression results in Table 6-8. The coefficient for the market return is the beta statistic. It indicates that the slope of the regression line is slightly more than 1, meaning that in general, this security tends to move more than the market average. Specifically, the beta of 1.0603 means that this security tends to move 6.03 percent more than the overall market on any given day. (In practice, data services do not publish beta with more than two decimals.)

The intercept in the market model is alpha. This number is usually very close to zero. Alpha can be interpreted as a trend in the security price returns that is inexplicable by finance theory. A positive alpha means that returns tend to be higher than expected, given the beta statistic. Conversely, a negative alpha shows that the security is an underperformer.

### TABLE 6-8 SCATTERGRAM REGRESSION RESULTS

| Return_{stock} | 0.0010 + 1.0603 (Return_{market}) |
Importance of Logarithms

An analyst might take the beta estimate of 1.0603 and run with it, but she can probably improve on it. Figure 6-10 indicates that at least one observation (Point a) is substantially out of the pack; the market had a bad day, but the stock rose significantly. Points like this are called outliers in that they distort the more general relationship seen in the bulk of the other points. In calculating beta, it is a good idea to reduce the effect of such outliers in order to get a more accurate measure of the stock’s normal sensitivity to market movements. One convenient way to do this is by taking logarithms of the return relatives before doing the regression. Logarithms reduce the effect of outliers and, in the opinion of many analysts, generate better results. Doing this yields the revised regression results shown in Table 6-9.

Because it is common practice to round beta to one or two decimals, in this case the use of logarithms does not have much effect. Using logarithms has more effect the more outliers there are. Unless it is necessary to include the heavy influence of unusual data points, though, it is always a good idea to make calculations on the basis of logarithms of the return relatives.

Statistical Significance

Chapter 2 pointed out the importance of looking at the statistical significance of regression coefficients. Beta is a regression coefficient. Just because some investment service publishes a beta of 1.20 for a stock does not mean that this number is useful. Individual securities show substantial unsystematic risk in their returns; they often behave quite differently than their betas predict. Portfolio betas are much better behaved because much of the unsystematic risk is diversified away.

Figure 6-11 shows the $R^2$ values associated with three-year betas computed by the Value Line Investment Survey, a well-known information service many investors use. As the figure indicates, the preponderance of these are below 0.25. An $R^2$ of 0.25 means that the regression explains only 25 percent of the variation in the stock returns. An investor should not place too much reliance on a statistic with this little explanatory power.

Figure 6-12 shows similar statistics for the industry groups that Value Line follows. You can view these as portfolios of securities ranging in size from a dozen firms to several hundred. The $R^2$ values are much higher than with the individual firms. The average is about twice the value from Figure 6-11. An $R^2$ value of 0.50 means the regression explains 50 percent of the variation, twice the explanatory power of the “individual beta” average.

Arbitrage Pricing Theory

Economic model builders are continually looking for better ways to mirror reality. The capital asset pricing model is a useful approximation of the process by which the market sets the price of a share of stock, but it is not perfect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 6-9</th>
<th>REGRESSION RESULTS USING RETURN LOGARITHMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Return}<em>{\text{stock}} = 0.0010 + 1.0564 \cdot (\text{Return}</em>{\text{market}})$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(0.0309)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2 = 0.8555$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors are in parentheses.
FIGURE 6-11
Value Line Three-Year Beta R Square Value Ranges

FIGURE 6-12
Value Line Three-Year Beta R Square Value Ranges by Industry Groups
In 1976, Stephen Ross proposed a more complex model centered around arbitrage pricing theory (APT). Although a generation has passed since the publication of Ross’s paper, the model has yet to reach the practical application stage. Still, there is potential for it, and it may someday displace the CAPM. It is useful to know the basics of APT.

**APT Background**

We know that stock prices often move together. We also know that certain stock sectors (or industries) sometimes show unusual volatility relative to the rest of the market, whereas other stock groups show less volatility. This seems to indicate that there is more to the cause of stock price movements than the behavior of a theoretical market portfolio.

Perhaps the key point behind the APT is the seemingly logical statement that a number of distinct factors (rather than just one) determine the market return. In an article in the *Financial Analysts Journal*, Richard Roll and Stephen Ross state specifically that APT assumes that a security’s long-run return is directly related to its sensitivities to unanticipated changes in four economic variables—(1) inflation, (2) industrial production, (3) risk premiums and (4) the slope of the term structure of interest rates. Assets, even if they have the same CAPM beta, will have different patterns of sensitivities to these systematic factors.

This seems reasonable. Analysts closely watch macroeconomic statistics such as the money supply, inflation, housing starts, interest rates, unemployment, changes in gross national product, political events, and many others. Analysts presumably watch these factors because of their belief that new information about them will influence future stock price movements.

Not all analysts are concerned with the same set of economic information. An analyst responsible for retail food chains, for instance, might not care much about housing starts but might be very interested in population density figures. An analyst for the forest products industry, in contrast, might be much more interested in housing starts (and the potential demand for construction lumber) than in shifting population centers. This seems to indicate that a single market measure (such as the CAPM beta) does not capture all the information relevant to the price of a particular stock.

**The APT Model**

Table 6-10 shows the general representation of the arbitrage pricing theory model. A security’s sensitivity to several macroeconomic factors determines the risk premium, with each factor associated with its own risk premium.

An infinite number of factors could presumably exist, although the empirical research done to date suggests that the four factors described by Roll and Ross capture a great deal of the information. Given that models are seldom 100 percent accurate and that a model with an infinite number of factors would be impractical, we can say that prices are a function of both macroeconomic factors and noise. The noise comes from the effects of minor factors with little routine influence.

---


Diversification and Enron

The energy giant Enron filed for bankruptcy on December 2, 2001, making it the largest bankruptcy in U.S. history. Earlier in 2001 Enron shares had sold for $84; they were $0.67 each in January 2002. While we will learn some interesting things from studying the reasons for this corporate failure, we have already heard one loud and clear: diversify.

A 401K plan is a popular retirement plan in which employees select from an array of investment alternatives (usually mutual funds with different objectives). In the Enron case, employees could voluntarily contribute up to 6 percent of their salaries to the plan, with the company matching 50 percent of the employees’ contributions. Effectively, employees could put 9 percent of their annual salary into the plan. The company’s contribution, however, was in restricted Enron stock: Employees could not sell the contributed stock until they were fifty years old. This meant that over time, Enron was likely to become an increasingly large proportion of an employee’s portfolio, especially if the employee voluntarily bought more Enron stock, as many did. According to The Wall Street Journal,* when Enron went bankrupt, the average employee had three-fifths of his 401K assets in the company’s stock. The Profit Sharing/401K Council of America, representing the country’s largest employers, reports that a national average of 43 percent of 401K assets is in company stock. Many statements of investment policy limit the equity investment in any one stock to 5 percent of total assets in “ordinary” portfolios. There is no reason that the prudent management of a retirement fund should be different.

A large part of the problem is that many employees do not understand the basics of prudent investment management. The WSJ article reports a study by John Hancock Financial Services finding that investors “believe a diversified stock fund is more risky than their company’s stock.” As we have seen, a single stock seldom offers a better risk/return package than a diversified portfolio. Many Enron employees learned this the hard way.

Aside from efforts to deal with the accounting and conflict of interest issues, two developments have resulted from the Enron disaster. Employees are learning about the need to diversify, and Congress has restricted the sale of stock in retirement plans.

Example of the APT

Consider the information in Table 6-11, which shows the expected returns for Treasury bills for Stocks A and B and for a two-security portfolio split 50–50 between T-bills and Stock B. We also see the factor 2 sensitivities for the stocks. T-bills, being riskless, have a factor sensitivity of 0. Both expected returns and betas combine in linear fashion, so the portfolio statistics are merely an average of the T-bill and Stock B figures.

Note that for both the portfolio and Stock A, $b_2 = 1.0$, yet their expected returns are different. Such a situation could not exist for long because it constitutes arbitrage. An arbitrageur could invest $100 in the portfolio and sell $100 worth of Stock A short, thereby creating a three-security portfolio with a $b_2$ of 0 and an expected return of 5 percent. This differs from an investment in the risk-free rate because the arbitrage portfolio would require no initial investment; the proceeds from the short sale would be sufficient to pay for the portfolio.\textsuperscript{23} Investors would bid up the price of Stock B, thereby reducing its expected return. Similarly, the short selling of Stock A would cause downward pressure on it. This would cause prices to change until the two securities with the same beta sold for the same price.

The essence of the APT is centered on this basic result. Securities can be formed into portfolios in such a way that all but one of their $b_i$ risks are 0, and all such securities should sell for the same price. You can form more complicated portfolios, but the law of one price still prevails: Identical securities should sell for the same price.

Comparison of the CAPM and the APT

The capital asset pricing model is a single-index model and follows logically from the development of the security market line. Security returns are related to a well-defined measure (the return on the market portfolio), and the beta calculation is easy.

The practical problem of exact adherence to the CAPM is more difficult, however. It is one thing to specify a concept such as “the market portfolio,” but constructing such a basket is challenging. Finance theory requires that all assets be included in the market portfolio, including nonfinancial assets such as real estate, gold, and so forth. This cannot be done conveniently, and consequently we use some proxy (often the S&P 500 stock index) for the theoretical portfolio. Betas calculated via the CAPM will be inconsistent if the market portfolio is incomplete.

\textsuperscript{23}“Investments” that require no dollar outlay should not earn any return. To earn the risk-free rate, funds must be committed.
The APT does not require identification of the market portfolio, but it does require the specification of the relevant macroeconomic factors. Much of the empirical APT research to date has focused on the identification of these factors, and the determination of the factor betas is still an unsolved problem.

The apparent computational problems of the APT may not be as severe as they seem. Mathematical techniques such as factor analysis and the calculation of eigenvalues can collapse a set of data into material and immaterial factors without having to specify precisely what the factors represent.

The CAPM and APT are not really at odds with each other. The two models together complement each other rather than compete. Both models predict that positive returns will result from factor sensitivities that move with the market and vice versa.

**Future Prospects for APT**

The arbitrage pricing theory remains modestly controversial in academic circles. Some people doubt that it will ever become the norm within the investment community, largely because of the difficulties in associating names with factors and reliable numbers with the risk premiums and sensitivities. Still, some of the most respected finance academicians conduct the research in this area. Important economic developments are seldom easy. The jury is still out on the future role APT will play in portfolio management.

**SUMMARY**

Diversification is a good idea, both logically and mathematically. Egos can get in the way of sound financial decisions, and spreading the investment dollars around can help prevent faulty reasoning in analyzing investment results.

People do not like risk; they are risk averse. They take risks only when they expect to get some positive benefit as a consequence. The central goal of careful portfolio construction is to achieve a return objective with as little risk as possible. We do this by choosing securities with returns that are largely uncorrelated.

A portfolio dominates all others if, for its level of expected return, no other portfolio has less risk, or, for its level of risk, no other portfolio has a higher expected return.

Harry Markowitz is the father of modern portfolio theory. His research shows the importance of security covariance and how proper security selection enables the portfolio manager to reduce risk without sacrificing expected return. The Markowitz algorithm is an application of quadratic programming.

A research paper by Evans and Archer is one of the most consequential contributions to portfolio theory. This paper shows that very thorough diversification is achieved with only fifteen or twenty securities and that random diversification eliminates a substantial amount of total risk. Current research suggests that closer to fifty may be necessary in today’s market.

Random security selection usually leads to good diversification but not always. A portfolio manager should consider industry effects, and portfolio components ideally should be from unrelated industries.

The market model represents the relationship between a past series of security prices and the past level of a market index. The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) is a theoretical statement about the expected future relation-
ship. Beta is an important element in the CAPM. Its value changes and its estimation are partly a function of the time interval used in the calculation.

Beta is a measure of how sensitive a particular stock is to market movements. We can use scattergrams or linear regression to estimate beta. Betas greater than 1 indicate greater-than-average sensitivity. Changing market conditions or adjustments in a firm’s capital structure can cause betas to change. Calculated betas are not always statistically significant, so it is a good idea to inspect the $R^2$ value along with the beta value. Portfolio betas are almost always more reliable than individual company betas.

The arbitrage pricing theory (APT) seeks to develop a model of security pricing that bases security returns on a number of macroeconomic factors rather than a single market index. Although the APT has little practical application at present, some of the leading academic researchers are proponents of this theory, and it may someday displace the CAPM as the best representation of how security prices are determined.

**QUESTIONS**

1. In 100 words or less, why is diversification a good idea?
2. How can your ego influence your investment decisions?
3. Some people believe that making a lot of money on a first investment is dangerous. Why is this?
4. What is meant by an unnecessary risk?
5. What are the three major components of risk in a two-security portfolio?
6. What is the relationship between beta and the risk of a well-diversified stock portfolio?
7. Suppose two securities have perfect negative correlation. Would it make sense to invest in these two securities only?
8. Two securities have the same expected return. According to capital market theory, what can you say about their risk?
9. Make up an example that illustrates the concept of dominance.
10. What is the importance of the Evans and Archer study to the small investor?
11. How do industry effects influence portfolio construction?
12. What support does portfolio theory provide for the usefulness of the beta concept?
13. Why is the single security with least variance not necessarily on the efficient frontier of a risky security universe?
14. Why is the security with the highest expected return on the efficient frontier of a risky security universe?
15. In your own words, explain why the number of securities in an efficient portfolio generally increases as risk declines.
16. Why is superfluous diversification unavoidable for a large institutional investor?
17. What happens to the slope of the efficient frontier if the risk-free rate declines?
18. Suppose you pay a higher rate of interest to buy stock on margin than you receive when you invest at the risk-free rate. That is, the borrowing and lending rates are different. From your perspective, what does the efficient frontier look like? Draw a figure.
19. How is it possible for naive diversification to reduce return as well as risk?
20. What is the practical importance of corner portfolios?
21. The text states that the covariance between a constant and a random variable is 0. Given this, what is the correlation between a random variable and a constant?

22. Why do you think the “market price of risk” periodically changes?

23. What is the difference between the capital market line and the security market line?

24. What does nonstationarity of beta mean?

25. Explain the difference between the market model and the CAPM.

26. Comment on the following statement: You do not calculate beta; you estimate it.

27. What should you consider before making a decision to use daily versus weekly returns with the market model?

28. Why do you think it is necessary to know how people behave before proposing a normative theory of behavior?

29. What criteria would you use to determine when a data observation is an outlier that should be trimmed from the data set?

30. How does the CAPM differ from the APT model?

31. Suppose you hear someone make the following statement: “According to capital market theory, expected return is directly proportional to beta. You can increase beta by borrowing more money. Therefore, it makes sense for corporate treasurers to use as much debt as they can to increase the expected return to the shareholders.” What is wrong with this logic?

32. You are a portfolio manager in an imaginary country where there are only three different investments: stock A, stock B, and a risk-free rate. Stocks A and B have a return correlation coefficient of 0.30. Knowing capital market theory, you are currently invested in an efficient portfolio made up of 20 percent the risk-free rate, 30 percent stock A, and 50 percent stock B. You also know that stock B is the riskiest of the three investments.

   Suppose the risk-free rate rises. You realize that in order for your portfolio to remain efficient you will have to adjust the proportions invested in the risky securities. You also decide to maintain 20 percent of the portfolio in the risk-free rate. Explain the adjustments you would have to make to the stock investments to keep your portfolio efficient and undominated by any other security combination. (No calculations are necessary.)

PROBLEMS

1. Suppose you split your money 50–50 between the two securities shown in Table 6-12.
   a. What is the expected return of the two-security portfolio?
   b. What is the portfolio beta?

2. In Problem 1, what is the covariance between Security A and the market?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 6-12</th>
<th>SECURITY STATISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Security A</td>
<td>Security B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E(\tilde{R})$</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variance of the market = 0.0002; $\rho_{AB} = 0.6$. 

3. What is the portfolio variance in Problem 1?
4. Suppose you split your money between Securities A and B from Problem 1. What percentage of your portfolio variance comes from the interaction component of total risk?
5. Refer to Table 6-6. Suppose there is a third security (C), with these characteristics: E(\(\bar{R}_c\)) = 10%; \(\sigma_C^2 = .20\); \(\rho_{AC} = .78\); and \(\rho_{BC} = .56\). Construct the quadratic program that would minimize the risk of a three-security portfolio consisting of A, B, and C.
6. Suppose the risk-free rate is 8 percent. What is the expected return and variance of a portfolio containing 50 percent of the risk-free rate and 50 percent Security B from Table 6-12?
7. Refer to Tables 6-1 and 6-2. What is the least-risk three-security portfolio with an expected return of 12 percent?
8. Consider the data in Tables 6-1 and 6-2. What is the minimum variance portfolio composed of Securities C and E?
9. Consider the data in Tables 6-1 and 6-2. What is the minimum variance portfolio composed of Securities A and D?
10. Prove or disprove the following statement: If two securities are less than perfectly correlated, the minimum variance portfolio always contains some proportion of both securities.
11. Refer to footnote 14. Make up an example showing the truth of the statement.
12. Suppose there are three well-diversified portfolios, as shown in Table 6-13. An arbitrage opportunity is implied in these numbers. Show mathematically how to take advantage of it.
13. A portfolio has a \(\sigma^2\) of 0.26. XXZ stock has a \(\sigma^2\) of 0.20; the correlation between XXZ and the portfolio is 0.79. Refer to footnote 14; will the inclusion of XXZ in the portfolio reduce its risk?
14. A two-security portfolio contains Stocks B and C from Table 6-1. Using a spreadsheet package, do the following:
   a. Prepare a plot showing the portfolio variance for various combinations of Stocks B and C.
   b. Find the minimum variance portfolio.
   c. Find the proportions of Stocks B and C that constitute a portfolio with the same risk as Stock C alone.
15. Plot the excess returns in Table 6-14, and graphically estimate beta by hand.
16. Do Problem 15 using a spreadsheet application package such as Microsoft Excel.
17. A security has a beta of 1.23. The risk-free rate of interest is 8 percent, and the market is expected to earn 14 percent. What is the expected return on the security?
18. A portfolio with a beta of 1.0 has an expected return of 14 percent; the risk-free interest rate is 7 percent. Show that the expected return of a portfolio with a beta of 2.0 is not 28 percent.

### Table 6-13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security</th>
<th>(E(\bar{R}))</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
19. Redo problem 15 using the following:
   a. The first five weeks only.
   b. The second five weeks only.
   Why might the beta you estimate from the two time periods differ?

20. Using a spreadsheet package, generate three series of 100 random numbers ranging from $-1$ to $+1$.
   a. Calculate the variance of each series.
   b. Calculate the variance of a portfolio containing all three series. (That is, calculate the variance of the sum of the three random numbers.)

21. You estimate beta and get the following output:
    \[ R_{stock} = -0.0022 + 0.9833R_{market} \]
    Standard error of beta estimate = 0.3354
    What does the standard error tell you about your beta estimate?

22. You estimate beta to be 1.22 with a standard error of the estimate equal to 0.0400. What is the 95 percent confidence interval for the beta estimate?

23. Consider the following information.
    Stock price = $46.69
    Current dividend = 1.98
    Future dividend growth rate = 5.5 percent
    Beta = 1.10
    30-day T-bill rate = 2.55 percent
    Equity risk premium = 8.2 percent
    For this stock you want to set a buy limit at 90 percent of the intrinsic value of the stock as determined using the dividend discount model. What should that price be?

INTERNET EXERCISES

1. Use a stock screening tool from the Internet to find stocks with a beta lower than minus 1.0. Then search for stocks with a beta higher than 4.0. Pick one stock from each group and use a spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel to estimate the beta of each stock. (Use monthly returns from the past sixty months.) You can download historical data from Yahoo! Do you find either beta to be statistically significant?
2. Choose any four stocks, and get their beta as listed under the Key Statistics section of Yahoo! Finance. Compute the expected return on an equally weighted portfolio of the four stocks as predicted by the CAPM using the current 3-month Treasury bill rate as the risk-free rate and the return on the S&P 500 index from the past ten years as the market return. (i.e., solve for R in this equation: $S_{now} = S_{now} + 10 \times [1 + R]^{10}$)

FURTHER READING


Stochastic Dominance

Key Terms

- efficient
- first-degree stochastic dominance (FSD)
- second-degree stochastic dominance (SSD)

Introduction

The Markowitz mean variance portfolio construction algorithm is an important portfolio management tool, but it is not every manager's algorithm of choice. If a manager does not have confidence in the correlation coefficients or in the stability of the standard deviation estimates, mean-variance portfolio construction can be flawed. In fact, Markowitz programming makes extensive use of extreme values. Stocks with very low correlations, expected returns, or unusual standard deviations will play a major role in the efficient portfolios that the algorithm determines. Stochastic dominance is an alternative, appropriate technique that can be employed in the portfolio construction process or used as an aid in performance evaluation.

The dictionary defines stochastic as “denoting the process of selecting from among a group of theoretically possible alternatives those elements or factors whose combination will most closely approximate a desired result.”

Stochastic models are not always exact; they are, however, very useful shorthand representations of potentially complicated processes.

Efficiency Revisited

As shown earlier, certain securities or portfolios of securities dominate others. If two competing investments have identical levels of risk, the one with the higher expected return dominates the other. Equivalently, if two portfolios (or

securities) have identical expected rates of return, the one with the lower risk dominates the other.

Portfolios that are not dominated by any other portfolio are efficient; they are inefficient if at least one other portfolio dominates them. The concept of efficiency is important because we know from observing human behavior that all people like return and that most people dislike risk. If there is a way to increase return without adding risk, rational people do so; and if there is a way to reduce risk without sacrificing return, most people do that as well. Rational investors prefer efficient investments.

### First-Degree Stochastic Dominance

Regardless of a person’s attitude toward risk, we know this: a rational investor always prefers more of a good thing to less. Given the choice, for instance, between receiving a riskless $100 and a riskless $200, a person logically picks the higher amount.

To investigate the concept of stochastic dominance, first consider a nonfinancial example. Suppose you are the sales manager for a car dealership, and you want to look into the performance of your five-member sales staff. You are especially interested in seeing if one of your people is clearly outperforming the others or if someone is not performing well relative to his or her colleagues. Table 6-15 shows the weekly car sales for each of the sales associates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Sales Associate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using stochastic dominance, you can see whether the performance of any of the sales associates dominates that of one or more of the others. To do this, you need to order the weekly sales figures from lowest (least desirable) to highest (most desirable) and then calculate the cumulative probability of obtaining each sales level or less. Table 6-16 shows the sorted sales figures.

Assuming that the weekly sales figures for each person are independent, each observation makes up one-twentieth, or 5 percent, of the twenty-week sample. You can then group the observations and assign a probability to them as in Table 6-17. Table 6-17 shows, for instance, that 60 percent of the time

---

**Table 6-16**  
**Ordered Weekly Sales Figures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 6-17**  
**Cumulative Probability of Achieving Sales Levels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probability of Achieving Sales of No More Than:</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sales Associate A sells four cars or fewer in a week whereas Sales Associate C sells four or fewer 50 percent of the time. Alternatively, this means that 40 percent of the time Associate A sold more than four cars, and Associate C sold more than four 50 percent of the time. (Ideally, of course, each member of the sales staff would always sell more than four cars. The closer to 100 percent the actual figure gets, the better.) Figure 6-13 diagrams these cumulative probabilities.

What can you tell from Table 6-17 and Figure 6-13? Close inspection indicates that the performance of Associate C dominates that of both Associate A and Associate B. For every level of car sales, the likelihood that Associate C sold that many or fewer is less than that of Associate A or B. For instance, the likelihood that Associate C will sell three cars or fewer in a given week is 35 percent, whereas the corresponding likelihoods for Associates A and B are 45 and 40 percent, respectively. Associate C’s cumulative probability is not higher than that of Associate A or B for any level of sales. This is the criterion for first-degree stochastic dominance (FSD).
Figure 6-14 shows this more clearly. Every point on line C lies under lines A and B. Therefore, C shows first-degree stochastic dominance over A and B. Line B lies under line A except for one point where they coincide. This satisfies the criterion in the first-degree stochastic dominance rule, so B shows first-degree stochastic dominance over A. Rules of logic require that C then dominate A as well as B. The key graphic feature of FSD is that the lines do not cross, although there may be tangent points or areas where they coincide.

You can tell from these results that A and B are out of the running for best sales associate. This leaves you to choose between Sales Associates C, D, and E. Their lines, however, do intersect, so you cannot eliminate any of them by FSD: C, D, and E are consequently FSD efficient. They make up the FSD efficient set. You need to turn to second-degree stochastic dominance to investigate further.
Second-Degree Stochastic Dominance

The rule of second-degree stochastic dominance (SSD) states that we prefer Alternative A to Alternative B if for every observation \( x \), the area under the cumulative distribution of A from minus infinity to \( x \) is less than the corresponding area under the cumulative distribution of B. An equivalent statement is that we prefer Alternative A to Alternative B if the cumulative probability of B minus the cumulative probability of A is always nonnegative.

Figure 6-15 shows the performance of the remaining three sales associates. Figure 6-16 compares Sales Associates C and E. Because the lines cross, neither person dominates the other by FSD. The cumulative area between the two lines, however, indicates that C dominates E by SSD. Associate E is not your best sales associate, either. This reduces the choice to Associate C or D; the corresponding graph is Figure 6-17. This figure shows that D dominates
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**FIGURE 6-15**

Comparative Sales Performance (C, D, and E)
C by SSD, so your highest-performing sales associate is Associate D. The SSD efficient set contains only one member, D. Associates A, B, C, and E are inefficient under SSD.

Now look at how someone might use stochastic dominance to compare investment alternatives. Table 6-18 shows actual annual percentage rates of return on two mutual funds ( Mutual Shares and 44 Wall Street) over the period 1975 to 1988. These returns are ordered and processed in precisely the same way as in the sales associates example. This yields the cumulative probability diagram shown in Figure 6-18.

Because the cumulative probability plots for the two funds cross, neither fund is FSD dominant. Mutual Shares, however, is dominant by SSD because the cumulative area between the 44 Wall Street graph and the Mutual Shares graph is positive. By the SSD criterion, then, you can eliminate 44 Wall Street from the set of efficient alternatives facing a risk-averse investor. With
potentially thousands of investment alternatives available, stochastic dominance (especially in the second degree) can be a significant aid in reducing the security universe to a workable number of efficient alternatives.

**Stochastic Dominance and Utility**

Stochastic dominance focuses on the expected return of an investment rather than on the risk of that investment. Economic theory shows that regardless of how much risk a person can tolerate, the first-degree stochastic dominance criterion is appropriate. Both the conservative investor and the gambler will prefer a first-degree stochastic dominant investment over an FSD inefficient alternative.

Most people are risk averse; they choose to take only those risks for which they expect to be properly rewarded. Those who are risk averse can use
second-degree stochastic dominance to weed out inefficient alternatives from the choices available. Substantial research proves the validity of SSD in an economic theory framework. The Further Reading section at the end of this appendix provides more information.
Stochastic Dominance and Mean Return

A necessary condition for Alternative A to be FSD efficient over Alternative B is that the expected return of A must be no less than the expected return of B. If this is not the case, Alternative A cannot be FSD over Alternative B. It is also the case that security rankings based on the geometric mean are a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for rankings based on stochastic dominance. This means that if alternatives are ranked by both geometric mean and level of stochastic dominance efficiency, no FSD-efficient portfolio can have a higher geometric mean return than an SSD-efficient portfolio.

It is not appropriate to assume that the alternative with the highest arithmetic mean return is the dominant choice, although this is often the case. A simple example will show this. Figure 6-19 shows two alternatives with means of 4.5 and 5.0. Both are in the SSD-efficient set. The graph illustrates the fact that the alternative with the highest arithmetic mean cannot be assumed to be best.

Higher Orders of Stochastic Dominance

It is possible to calculate third and higher degrees of stochastic dominance, although we rarely encounter fourth and higher orders in the finance literature. For third-degree stochastic dominance (TSD) to be an appropriate selection criterion, there is a requirement that in addition to the investor being risk averse, the sets of third-order stochastic dominant solutions are subsets of the lower order sets. However, the exact formulation is not provided here. Figure 6-19 illustrates this concept with two alternatives.

\[ \text{Figure 6-19: Unequal Means and Stochastic Dominance} \]

\[ \text{○ A Mean = 5.0} \]
\[ \text{△ B Mean = 4.5} \]

\[ \text{Cumulative Probability (%)} \]
\[ \text{Outcome} \]

averse, the investor’s degree of risk aversion decline as wealth increases.\textsuperscript{26} Fourth and higher derivatives of a person’s utility function are conceptually difficult and not very useful.

**Practical Problems with Stochastic Dominance**

First-degree stochastic dominance is theoretically a sound decision criterion, but frequently it fails to reduce the security universe very much. Use of a lengthy history of returns does not identify many FSD securities. Second-degree stochastic dominance, in contrast, is often very useful in screening out inefficient choices from a universe of options. A study by Tehranian included five hundred randomly selected portfolios and found that seventy-two were efficient under the SSD rule, sixteen under TSD, fifteen under fourth-degree stochastic dominance, and thirteen under fifth-degree stochastic dominance.\textsuperscript{27} The FSD efficient set was computationally too difficult to calculate, but it would have included virtually all five hundred portfolios.

**SUMMARY**

Stochastic dominance is an alternative to the mean variance portfolio construction technique. First-degree stochastic dominance is an appropriate criterion for any investor regardless of attitude toward risk because any rational person prefers more wealth to less. If an investor is risk averse, as most are, the second-degree stochastic dominance criterion is appropriate. SSD is a much more powerful screening tool than FSD. Previous research shows that in a given universe, many, if not most, of the alternatives are FSD efficient.

It is possible to calculate any \( n \)th degree of stochastic dominance, although levels beyond the third do not appear often in the finance literature. In many instances, SSD eliminates a substantial number of investment alternatives from further consideration.

**PROBLEMS**

Use the following data as needed:

Option A: 3, 3, 2, 2, 3, 2, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 5, 3, 6, 6, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2
Option B: 4, 4, 1, 2, 2, 2, 5, 3, 6, 6, 8, 6, 6, 6, 4, 4, 7, 7, 7, 7, 3, 5, 3, 5, 5
Option C: 2, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 2, 3, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 2, 4
Option D: 3, 2, 2, 2, 3, 4, 3, 5, 5, 4, 5, 4, 2, 4, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6, 4, 6, 6, 4, 5, 3

1. Determine the FSD efficient set.
2. Calculate the geometric mean of the values. What is the relationship between the ranking of the options by their geometric mean and their ranking by stochastic dominance?
3. Determine the SSD efficient set.

\textsuperscript{26}This is related to the notion of the diminishing marginal utility of money, discussed in Chapter 3.

4. Suppose that an investment alternative has one outcome that is lower than any of the outcomes from the competing investments. Is it possible for this alternative to be in the FSD efficient set?

5. Suppose one of the options had an observation of 0. Is it possible for this option to be FSD efficient? To be SSD efficient?

6. Comment on the following statement: The problem with stochastic dominance is that it does not consider risk.

FURTHER READING


International Investment and Diversification
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Introduction

Institutional investors are well aware of the possibilities international investments offer. United States equities, in fact, represent only about 45 percent of the world’s equity capitalization. Over the period 1980–2000, the United States was the best-performing market only once. (In fact, in 1993 it was the worst of the ten largest developed countries.) Table 7-1 shows the international equity commitment of U.S. investors around the globe. William M. Mercer, a global investment consulting firm, reports, “In most asset allocation optimizations, the target allocation for international equity is in the range of 15–20% of total Plan. In practice, we observe allocations in the range of 10%–20%.”¹

While U.S. pension fund managers lag behind their overseas counterparts in the percentage of assets devoted to foreign stocks, both international equities and foreign bonds have become established asset classes. What role do the

international markets play for portfolio management? Should U.S. managers invest more of their assets abroad? This chapter discusses key advantages and dangers of overseas investment. We will see that international investments carry additional sources of risk but that managers can reduce total portfolio risk via global investment.

This chapter also crosses the border into the field of international business a few times. A well-informed portfolio manager should understand the basics of international economics, international accounting, and political risk.

Why International Diversification Makes Theoretical Sense

International diversification makes sense if it reduces portfolio risk without adversely affecting expected return.

Remembering Evans and Archer

The mathematics of portfolio theory work to the investor’s benefit even if he selects securities at random. Ideally, however, the portfolio manager does not select securities at random but selects them because of their investment promise and their fit with the rest of the portfolio. By choosing securities whose returns are poorly correlated, a manager can reduce total portfolio risk beyond the level achievable by luck.

Recall that the total risk of an equity security contains both systematic and unsystematic components. The classic research of Evans and Archer (see Chapter 6) shows that holding fifteen or twenty equity securities substantially reduces the unsystematic risk of a portfolio. Figure 7-1 shows that portfolio total risk declines as the number of securities in the portfolio increases.
Remembering Capital Market Theory

Utility, Risk, and Return. Having fifteen or twenty securities eliminates most of the unsystematic risk of a portfolio but not all of it. There will still be diversification benefits associated with the addition of other securities. For a given level of return (net of transaction costs), any reduction in risk, no matter how small, is a worthy goal. Given the opportunity to reduce risk further, a rational investor will do so if the expected return can be held constant.

Variance of a Linear Combination. Capital market theory tells us that as long as two assets are less than perfectly correlated, there will usually be diversification benefits. Chapter 5 showed the equation for the variance of a linear combination of two securities:

\[ \sigma_p^2 = a_1^2 \sigma_1^2 + a_2^2 \sigma_2^2 + 2a_1a_2 \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \rho_{12} \]

with all variables as previously defined. The last term of the equation, \(2a_1a_2 \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \rho_{12}\), is the critical component; it contains the correlation coefficient. Ideally, this is a very low (or negative) number. Presumably, the returns of none of the existing shares on the stock exchanges march in perfect lockstep, so diversification benefits should generally accrue every time we add a new position to a portfolio.
**Relationship of World Exchanges.** For U.S. securities, market risk accounts for about one-fourth of a security’s total risk. In a country where the capital markets are less developed, this percentage tends to be higher because fewer securities make up that country’s market basket, and those securities are exposed to more extreme economic and political events.

The potential advantages from international diversification stem from the fact that despite their growing global connections, the various international capital markets continue to show some degree of independent price behavior.

Figure 7-2 shows the results of a National Bureau of Economic Research study on the long-term correlations between global markets. This exhaustive study considers market returns over the past 150 years (ending in 2000). The figure shows correlations between each country and an equally-weighted portfolio of all the countries. Note that the correlation between the United States
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and everyone else is 0.489. This means that even naive diversification is likely to result in portfolio risk reduction.

When we expand the definition of *the market* to include all global securities and repeat the Evans and Archer methodology, the plot of total risk and portfolio size maintains its characteristic shape. Asymptotically, however, it approaches a lower level of systematic risk (see Figure 7-3). Table 7-2 sums up the fundamental logic of diversification, showing why rational investors should place some of their funds in foreign investments.

Various studies have replicated the original Evans and Archer research. Many people consider Bruno Solnik the guru of international diversification.

![FIGURE 7-3](Portfolio Total Risk with International Investment)

**TABLE 7-2**  FUNDAMENTAL LOGIC OF DIVERSIFICATION

1. Investors are, on average, rational people.
2. Rational people do not like unnecessary risk.
3. By holding one more security, an investor can reduce portfolio risk without giving up any expected return.
4. Rational investors, therefore, will hold as many securities as they can.
5. The most securities investors can hold is all of them.
6. The collection of all securities makes up the “world market portfolio.”
7. Rational investors will hold some proportion of the world market portfolio.
research. In a well-known *Financial Analysts Journal* article, he shows that expanding the security universe to include foreign companies can reduce systematic risk. The “international securities” line of Figure 7-3 shows systematic risk approaching 11.7 percent of total risk. In other words, by diversifying internationally, seven-eighths of total risk can be eliminated. Solnik sums things up this way:

The gains from international diversification are substantial. In terms of variability of return an internationally well-diversified portfolio would be one-tenth as risky as a typical security and half as risky as a well-diversified portfolio of U.S. stock (with the same number of holdings).

### Other Considerations.

We know that in practice, people do not possess a complete set of the securities making up the market portfolio. In the real world there are commissions and capital constraints; optimum portfolio size involves a trade-off of these costs against the benefits of additional diversification.

We incur trading fees when we buy securities. We cannot, however, pay a single commission to buy a portfolio of securities we pick; we pay a commission on each component of the portfolio. The number of securities in the United States runs well into five figures, and incurring this many commission costs would be imprudent. Globally, over a million equity securities may be available.

Also, most of us face capital constraints. This means that the funds we have available to invest are limited. We cannot purchase fractional shares of stock without some special arrangement such as a dividend reinvestment plan. In general, the smallest quantity we can buy is one share of each stock. Even ignoring commissions, the number of existing securities makes this prohibitively expensive and probably infeasible.

### Foreign Exchange Risk

When you, a U.S. investor, buy a foreign security, you are really making two relevant purchases. The actual purchase of the security is one of them, but before this purchase, you must exchange U.S. dollars for the necessary foreign currency. In essence, you are buying the foreign currency, and its price can change daily. The changing relationships among currencies of interest to you constitute foreign exchange risk. Modest changes in exchange rates can result in significant dollar differences. On a holding of 1 million units of foreign exchange, for instance, a price change of 1 cent per unit amounts to $10,000.

### Business Example

Suppose a U.S. importer has agreed to purchase forty New Zealand leather vests at a price of NZ$110 each for a total of NZ$4400. The vests will take approximately two months to produce, and the importer has agreed to pay for them before they are shipped.

*The Wall Street Journal* might indicate that today’s spot exchange rate for New Zealand dollars is $0.5855/NZ$. The **spot rate** is the current exchange rate for two currencies. To the U.S. importer, this means that each vest costs NZ$110 × $0.5855/NZ$, or $64.41; the total cost for the forty vests is $2,576.40. The importer has arranged to sell these vests to a local specialty
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3Ibid. 48–54.
4Ibid. 51.
shop for $100 each; the shop owner is confident she can sell them for $150. The importer’s foreign exchange risk is obvious. If the U.S. dollar weakens between now and the time the vests are shipped, the cost of goods sold will go up. If the dollar strengthens, the importer’s profit will increase.

To show the effect of fairly modest exchange rate changes, consider two different scenarios. In one case, if the dollar strengthens and the New Zealand dollar falls to $0.5500, the cost of the vests becomes $2,420. In the other case, if the dollar falls to $0.6200/NZ$, the cost of the vests translates into NZ$4400 × $0.62/NZ$, or $2,728. This is $151.60 more than the original price.

The important thing to note here is that the vest manufacturer’s published prices do not change with international exchange rates. A vest still costs NZ$110. What does change is the U.S. price of the New Zealand dollar. This is the principal point in foreign exchange risk. Before a U.S. citizen can buy a foreign good, he must first buy the appropriate foreign currency. If a U.S. citizen sells goods abroad and receives payment in the local currency, he cannot spend the proceeds at home until converting them into his “currency of account,” the U.S. dollar.

Also, note that the cost of the vests can increase or decrease as the result of price volatility, which constitutes risk. The fact that the volatility might work in the U.S. citizen’s favor does not reduce the risk.

An Investment Example

Through a broker, you might place a market order to buy 1,000 shares of Kangaroo Lager trading on the Sydney Stock Exchange. Assume you acquire the shares at AUD1.45. The brokerage statement will show the value of this purchase in U.S. dollars. The exchange rate might be $0.7735/AUD at the time you buy the stock. This means the shares cost 1,000 × AUD1.45 × $0.7735/AUD = $1,121.58.

If the shares appreciate to AUD1.95, you have a holding period return of 34.5 percent. Over this same period, however, the value of the Australian dollar might fall to $0.7000. If you were to sell the shares under this circumstance, you would receive 1,000 × AUD1.95 × $0.7000/AUD, or $1,365.00. From your perspective, the holding period return was not 34.5 percent but (1,365 − 1,121.58)/1,121.58, or 21.7 percent. This is still a nice return, but you were obviously hurt by the foreign exchange risk. One way to think of this is that an unhedged international investment had another cash flow—the eventual conversion to your home currency—embedded in it.

Consider another example with real data. During the first four months of 1993, a U.S. investor who bought a Japanese government bond earned a return of approximately 16.64 percent. To a Japanese investor holding the same bond, however, the return was only 2.72 percent. The U.S. investor benefited substantially from the appreciation of the yen relative to the dollar. This is an example of foreign exchange fluctuations dramatically improving investment performance.\(^5\)

Whence Cometh the Risk?

It has been said that when the United States sneezes, the world catches a cold. Although this is a little parochial, the point is that events in one industrial

country affect the rest of the world. When a large player, such as the U.S. government, changes its economic policy, suffers a recession, or experiences high unemployment, this frequently has significant economic consequences elsewhere in the world. Interest rates are often a good barometer of these events. They are particularly relevant to an understanding of foreign exchange risk.

**Role of Interest Rates.** Students of finance learn that the stated interest rate (nominal rate) can be expressed as the sum of three components: the real rate, an inflation premium, and a risk premium.

**Real Rate of Interest.** The real rate of interest is an economic abstraction that we cannot directly observe. Theoretically, it reflects the rate of return investors demand for giving up the current use of funds. In a world of no risk and no inflation, the real rate indicates people’s willingness to postpone spending their money.

**Inflation Premium.** The inflation premium reflects the way the general price level is changing. Inflation is normally positive, so the inflation premium measures how rapidly the money standard is losing its purchasing power. If the inflation rate is 5 percent per year, an average $100 purchase today will cost $105 in one year.

**Risk Premium.** The risk premium is the component of interest rates that is toughest to measure; security analysts earn their pay by their efforts to decipher it. Risk-averse investors will not take unnecessary risks, and they expect to be compensated over the long run for any risks they do take. This is the reason that the average return on common stocks (which are risky) is higher than the average return on U.S. Treasury bills (assumed to have no risk). Investors will not purchase risky securities offering the same return as a riskless security. The price of a risky security must reflect a risk premium to entice someone to buy it. The magnitude of the risk premium is a function of how much risk the security carries. The more risk, the higher the risk premium, and therefore the lower the price. (Anything can become an attractive investment if its price falls low enough.)

**Forward Rates.** Before continuing to discuss interest rates, we look at the difference between spot and forward exchange rates. If the New Zealand importer cashes a U.S. dollar traveler’s check while abroad, the exchange occurs at the spot rate. This is the current exchange rate for two currencies; it is the rate posted on signs at international airports and in banking centers. The spot rate changes daily, as we have seen, and can increase or decrease.

The forward rate is a contractual rate between a commercial bank and a client for the future delivery of foreign exchange. Widely traded currencies have a forward market as long as five years.

Academic research shows that the forward foreign exchange rate is the best estimate of the future spot rate for foreign exchange. The foreign exchange section of The Wall Street Journal can provide information on the direction
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6 That is, “on the spot.”

the market believes that relative currency values will travel in the months ahead. If forward rates indicate that the dollar is expected to strengthen, it makes sense for the importer to delay paying New Zealand dollars as long as possible. If the dollar is expected to weaken, the importer should lock in a rate now before the cost goes up.

The New Zealand dollar has no active forward market, so we consider an historical example using another currency, the Swiss franc (CHF). (With the European Union’s general conversion to the euro at the beginning of 2002, the foreign exchange hedger’s task becomes simpler. Hedging one currency, the euro, is obviously easier than hedging a dozen. Not all countries have adopted the euro, though, and the principles of hedging are the same regardless of the currency.) On November 19, 2004, The Wall Street Journal reported the spot exchange rate as $0.8542/CHF, and a six-month forward rate as $0.8610/CHF. Suppose a portfolio contained CHF120,000 par value in 8.33 percent Swiss corporate bonds that matured six months later. To avoid the foreign exchange risk, the portfolio manager could lock in the maturity value of these bonds by entering into a forward contract to deliver CHF125,000. (He wants to deliver Swiss francs because he will receive them when the bonds mature.) This could be done at a local commercial bank.

Note that under the forward contract, the future dollar price of the Swiss franc is more than the prevailing spot rate. This means that the marketplace expected the value of the U.S. dollar to decline relative to the Swiss franc in the next six months. The difference between the two rates can be quoted as an annual forward contract premium or discount using the formula in Table 7-3.

We find a forward premium of 1.59 percent:

\[
\frac{0.8610 - 0.8542}{0.8542} \times \frac{12}{6} \times 100 = 1.59\%
\]

Having determined this, let us now see why we get the result.

**Interest Rate Parity.** The interest rate parity theorem states that differences in national interest rates will be reflected in the currency forward market. If there are no transaction cost differentials, two securities of similar risk and maturity will show a difference in their interest rates equal to the forward premium or discount, but with the opposite sign.

Continuing with our example, if six-month U.S. Treasury bills yield 2.00 percent, the interest rate parity theorem requires that Swiss T-bills yield 1.59 percent less, or 0.41 percent. (This assumes that the world considers the two securities equally risky. If this is not the case, a risk premium will be reflected in the riskier security’s interest rate.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 7-3</th>
<th>FORWARD CONTRACT PREMIUM OR DISCOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forward premium or discount = ( \frac{\text{Forward rate} - \text{Spot rate}}{\text{Spot rate}} \times \frac{12}{n} \times 100 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where ( n ) = the contract length in months</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a negative value means a forward discount)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{8}\)At maturity, the bonds will pay the principal (CHF120,000) plus six months interest (CHF4,998).
A Treasury bill rate for any country is a nominal rate. That is, it is the aggregation of the real rate, an inflation premium, and a risk premium. If some economic event causes interest rates in the United States or in Switzerland to change, the relative value of the two currencies will change; foreign currencies are risky.

**Covered Interest Arbitrage.** Suppose the conditions of interest rate parity are violated. We observe the spot and forward rates for the Swiss franc as previously stated: The spot rate is $0.8542/CHF and the six-month forward rate is $0.8610/CHF. On this date the U.S. six-month T-bill rate is 2.00 percent. Given the 1.59 percent premium we found, the equilibrium Swiss interest rate is 0.41 percent. Suppose instead the actual Swiss rate is 1.00 percent. An arbitrageur could take advantage of the situation by **covered interest arbitrage**, following the steps shown in Table 7-4.

Traders across the globe would spot this riskless opportunity and act upon it. Table 7-5 summarizes the likely price impact on the financial markets.

The actions in Table 7-5 would have the net effect of making the franc more valuable relative to the dollar and tightening the spread between U.S. and Swiss interest rates. An eventual equilibrium situation might be the values in Table 7-6.

At this point, the covered interest arbitrage steps are no longer profitable. Repeating the process from Table 7-4, the arbitrageur would earn nothing for her efforts, as Table 7-7 shows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 7-4</strong></th>
<th>COVERED INTEREST ARBITRAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Borrow $1 million for six months in the United States at 2.00 percent. $1,010,000 will be due at maturity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Convert $1 million to francs at the spot rate:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 million/$0.8542 per CHF = CHF1,170,686</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Invest CHF1,170,686 in a Swiss bank for six months at 1.00 percent.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipated future receipt = CHF1,170,686 × 1.005 = CHF1,176,539.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Sell CHF1,176,539 forward six months at the forward rate of $0.8610/CHF.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. In six months, receive CHF1,176,539 from the German bank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Deliver CHF1,176,539 against the forward contract, receiving CHF1,176,539 × $0.8610/CHF = $1,013,000.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Pay off U.S. bank loan with $1,010,000, making an arbitrage profit of $1,013,000 − $1,010,000 = $3,000.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Table 7-5</strong></th>
<th>ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE THE ARBITRAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
<td><strong>Impact</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borrow dollars</td>
<td>Possible increase in U.S. interest rates due to added demand for money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use dollars to buy francs</td>
<td>Upward pressure on the franc, downward pressure on the dollar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sell francs forward</td>
<td>Downward pressure on the franc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invest francs in Switzerland</td>
<td>Upward pressure on Swiss bonds, resulting in downward pressure on Swiss interest rates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Purchasing Power Parity. In general, purchasing power parity (PPP) refers to the situation in which the exchange rate equals the ratio of domestic and foreign price levels. The purchasing power parity theorem is an extension of interest rate parity. It states that for two currencies that are initially in equilibrium, a relative change in the prevailing inflation rate in one of the countries will be reflected as an equal but opposite change in the value of its currency.

There are two versions of purchasing power parity. Absolute purchasing power parity follows from the economic principle of the “law of one price.” This means that equivalent assets should sell for the same price; that is, a consumer should be able to buy just as much with two 10-dollar bills as with a 20. If absolute PPP holds, a basket of goods in one country should cost the same in another country after conversion to a common currency. In practice, this relationship is not particularly accurate because of transportation cost differentials, trade barriers, and cultural differences.

A more accurate version is relative purchasing power parity. This states that differences in countries’ inflation rates determine exchange rates, as shown in the following equation.

$$\Delta S = \frac{1 + I_F}{1 + I_D} - 1$$

where $\Delta S$ = change in the spot exchange rate;
$I_F$ = foreign country inflation rate; and
$I_D$ = domestic country inflation rate.
This equation is absolute PPP expressed in “growth rate” terms. If, for instance, we expect German inflation to be 2 percent higher than U.S. inflation, the U.S. dollar will have better purchasing power relative to the mark. We would expect the dollar to appreciate 2 percent relative to the mark. In other words, the higher inflation in Germany will result in the U.S. dollar buying more German marks.

Consider two countries, A and B, whose currencies are in equilibrium, with 1 unit of Currency A equal to 2 units of Currency B. Countries A and B are contiguous, and people currently cross the border without interference to purchase goods from their foreign neighbors. If inflation in Country A suddenly rises by 2 percent more than that in Country B, Country A’s currency will depreciate by 2 percent relative to Country B’s currency. This means that the new equilibrium exchange rate will become \(1.02A = 2B\), or \(A = 1.9608B\).

The reason for this change is the behavior of the international trading partners. People naturally want to buy a particular good for the least cost. In Country A, the higher level of domestic inflation causes the prices of goods to increase, making them less desirable to people in both Country A and Country B. Fewer people are now going to buy goods in Country A; it is cheaper to get them in B. The result is that Country A will export fewer goods, but Country B will sell more. This can cause Country A to develop a trade deficit with Country B. Less international trade means people in Country B will have less demand for Country A’s currency because they are not buying as much in Country A. This reduced demand will cause the price of the currency to fall to a new equilibrium level at which residents of Country B are again motivated to cross the border to buy goods in Country A.

Table 7-8 provides a slightly tongue-in-cheek example of this phenomenon. By neglecting transactions costs such as airline tickets, it is apparent that customers can appease their Big Mac attacks at the lowest cost if they buy the burgers in China, Malaysia, or the Philippines, where they cost less than $1.35. Other relevant economic issues such as trade barriers on beef and sales taxes complicate this simple example substantially. The important point is the fact that differentials in international inflation rates can be a source of foreign exchange risk.

### Dealing with the Risk

Having seen some of the primary sources of foreign exchange risk, we now need to look at its operational meaning to the international investor.

**The Concept of Exposure.** Exposure is a measure of the extent to which a person faces foreign exchange risk. Unfortunately, there is not always a quick and convenient way to measure exposure. Accountants have fussed over this problem for years and have rewritten the rules several times, but it still remains a thorny issue. In general, there are two types of exposure: accounting and economic. The portfolio manager is primarily concerned with the latter type but should know something about the former, too.

**Accounting Exposure.** Accounting exposure is of the greatest concern to multinational corporations that have subsidiaries in a number of foreign countries. It is also important to people who hold foreign securities and must prepare dollar-based financial reports on their portfolios’ composition and performance.

A parent company must prepare consolidated financial statements “reflecting fairly” its current state of affairs. The financial statements, however, must be prepared in a single currency, that being the U.S. dollar for a U.S. firm.
Turning foreign currencies into dollar equivalents involves two other accounting concepts: *transaction exposure* and *translation exposure*.

**Transaction Exposure.** The Financial Accounting Standards Board provides a good explanation of the concept of *transaction exposure* in its *Statement No. 8*, “Accounting for the Translation of Foreign Currency Transactions and Foreign Currency Financial Statements”: “A transaction involving purchase or sale of goods or services with the price stated in foreign currency is incomplete
until the amount in dollars necessary to liquidate the related payable or receivable is determined.” This means that a promise to pay 4,400 New Zealand dollars for 40 vests constitutes transaction exposure until U.S. dollars are exchanged for enough New Zealand dollars to pay the bill.

**Translation Exposure.** Translation exposure stems from the holding of foreign assets and liabilities that are denominated in currencies other than the U.S. dollar. The values of foreign real estate holdings and foreign mortgages, for instance, must be translated into U.S. dollars before they are incorporated into a U.S. balance sheet. A precise set of rules governs this translation, but fortunately these rules are for accountants to worry about and are not a routine portfolio management activity.

**Economic Exposure.** The type of exposure measuring the risk that the value of a security will decline due to an unexpected change in relative foreign exchange rates is economic exposure. This is the type of exposure of greatest concern to security investors. In determining the value of a financial asset, the security analyst seeks to measure the present value of all cash flows that will accrue to the security holder until the security is sold. The analyst should include expected changes in exchange rates in the forecasted cash flows. The present value comes from discounting these future cash flows using a well-conceived risk-adjusted discount factor. Determination of the discount rate is partly a subjective matter, as is the business of forecasting future exchange rates.

For the security investor, the importance of economic exposure is clear. An adverse foreign exchange movement since the security was purchased attenuates a prior gain, or may even turn it into a loss.

**Dealing with the Exposure.** Having identified foreign exchange exposure, the portfolio manager must decide what to do about it. In general, there are three choices: to ignore, to reduce or eliminate, or to hedge the exposure.

**Ignore the Exposure.** An investor might be aware of the foreign exchange risk associated with a non-U.S. investment but consider that to be a fact of life with global investing. The choice to ignore the exposure is very often selected by default. This is also an appropriate strategy if the foreign exchange movements are expected to be modest or if the dollar amount of the exposure is small relative to the cost or inconvenience of doing something about it.

Ignoring the exposure would also be an appropriate action if the U.S. dollar were expected to depreciate relative to the currency of the country of the foreign security. This is so because the depreciation of the dollar would result in a gain to the U.S. holder of a security denominated in a foreign currency.

Some people use a diversification argument with currencies in the same fashion as they do with stocks. They say that, on average, the risks will balance out, so there is no reason to incur the expense of currency hedging. This may seem plausible, but it is not a good practice. In particular, negative currency returns come in bunches. The evidence does not support the notion that a diversified portfolio of currencies provides good risk reduction.
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Reduce or Eliminate the Exposure. An investor may decide to get rid of the foreign security or at least to reduce its holding. Certainly this is a way to deal with the problem, but a rather extreme one. Still, if the dollar is expected to appreciate dramatically, this approach should be considered.

Hedge the Exposure. Hedging involves taking one position in the market that offsets another position. Buying fire insurance on your house, for instance, is a hedge. (To cover foreign exchange risk means to hedge the risk.) An investor can hedge foreign exchange exposure in various ways. The three most common methods are via the forward market, the futures market, or the currency options market. (You must be familiar with basic principles of futures and options to understand the last two alternatives. See Chapters 17 and 21.)

Hedging with Forward Contracts. As we noted earlier, a forward contract is a private, nonnegotiable transaction between a client and a commercial bank. We know that the CHF120,000 par value Swiss bonds in the earlier example will mature on a particular date, and if we choose, we can arrange with our bank to exchange those Swiss francs for dollars at an exchange rate to be determined now. No money changes hands until the Swiss francs are delivered, but we eliminate the foreign exchange risk. The rate the bank agrees to pay us reflects relative interest rates and associated risks, as we saw earlier.\(^1\)

Hedging with Futures Contracts. A futures contract is a promise to buy or sell a specified quantity of a particular good at a predetermined price by a specified delivery date. Returning to the earlier example, we consider an example using Swiss franc futures. There were 125,000 Swiss francs in one futures contract. Suppose that in December the price of a contract calling for delivery of Swiss francs the following March is \(0.6530/\text{CHF}\). This means that the buyer of the contract is promising to pay \(0.6530/\text{CHF} \times \text{CHF125},000\), or \$81,625, for \text{CHF125},000 by the end of March. Similarly, the seller of the contract promises to deliver \text{CHF125},000 at that time. Regardless of what happens to the dollar/Swiss franc relationship between now and March, the trade will take place at a price of \$0.6530 per Swiss franc.

An earlier example described a portfolio that contained CHF120,000 par value in 8.33 percent Swiss corporate bonds. These bonds come due next March, at which time the issuing Swiss firm will mail the bondholders their final checks. In this case, the check will be for \text{CHF125},000: This is the CHF120,000 principal amount plus the final interest check of \text{CHF5},000. These funds will most likely have to be converted into dollars before they can be reinvested unless the proceeds will be used to buy new Swiss securities.

If the spot rate for the Swiss franc is \$0.6051, \text{CHF125},000 is currently worth \$75,638. Between now and next March, this value can go up or down as the dollar depreciates or strengthens. The bondholders do not know for certain the dollar value of the Swiss franc check they will receive next March.

An investor who is uncomfortable with this uncertainty and wants to hedge the foreign exchange exposure can do so using the Swiss franc futures contract. Because the portfolio will be receiving Swiss francs, the manager wants to promise to deliver them to a buyer, and so goes short, or sells, in the futures market. By doing so she is promising to sell these Swiss francs for \$0.6530 apiece, for a total value of \$81,625.

\(^1\)A principal economic distinction between futures contracts and forward contracts is that futures contracts provide for daily marking-to-the-market, whereas forward contracts do not (see the next section).
In March there will be a gain or loss in the futures market that will offset the gain or loss experienced when the manager converts the Swiss francs to dollars. Suppose the spot exchange rate in March is $0.6600. At that time the check from the bond issuer is worth CHF125,000 × $0.66/CHF, or $82,500. This is $875 more than the value locked in with the hedge. The manager closed out the futures position at the spot price of $0.6600 by buying one contract. It was bought at $0.6600 and sold at $0.6530, so the manager lost $0.0070 on each of the CHF125,000 for a total loss of $875. The loss in the futures market exactly cancels out the gain in the spot market.

If the dollar depreciated by March and the spot exchange rate became $0.6000, the CHF check the bondholder received would be worth $75,000. The price locked in was $81,625; the check was worth $6,625 less than that. In the futures market, the manager sold at $0.6530 and bought at $0.6000; this is a gain of $6,625, which exactly cancels out the reduced value of the check received.

**Hedging with Foreign Currency Options.** Two types of foreign currency options exist. *Call options* give their owner the right to buy a set quantity of foreign exchange, and *put options* give their owner the right to sell a set quantity. The price at which you have the right to buy or to sell is the *striking price* or the *exercise price*. The terms are synonymous. These securities are essentially the same as options on shares of stock or on indexes.

Two characteristics of currency options are especially noteworthy. First, a call option with an exercise price quoted in dollars that gives the purchaser the right to buy British pounds is the same as a put option on dollars with an exercise price quoted in pounds. Second, for those familiar with option pricing, the notion of put-call parity for foreign currency options is merely a restatement of the interest rate parity theorem.

If we will receive CHF125,000 in March (three months from now), we could buy put options on the Swiss francs. (We buy puts because we want to sell the Swiss francs we receive.) Swiss franc options are standardized at CHF62,500 per contract, so we would need to buy two of them to hedge CHF125,000.

As with options on other assets, foreign currency options have various striking prices and expiration dates. If the spot rate were $0.6400/CHF, we might choose an at-the-money put with a striking price of $0.64, and we probably would choose an expiration as close as possible to the bonds’ maturity date.

The disadvantage of hedging this way is that we have to pay for the options we buy, and they can be expensive, depending on the behavior of the foreign exchange markets. It is quite possible that a three-month option with the terms described in the previous example could have a premium of three-fourths of a penny per Swiss franc. This means that two Swiss franc foreign currency calls would cost (CHF62,500/contract) × (2 contracts) × ($0.0075/CHF), or $937.50. The fund manager needs to decide whether the foreign exchange risk is severe enough to justify this expense.

Futures are not always preferable to options for hedging purposes. Options provide a greater degree of precision in altering a portfolio’s risk and return characteristics. Also, for some applications it is possible to hedge by writing

Options and futures can theoretically accomplish the same purpose if used in the right amount. They come in discrete amounts, though; investors cannot buy one-half of a futures contract. For small portfolios or for modest hedging needs, options enable investors to make small adjustments; a single futures contract, in contrast, might be too powerful for the need at hand.
calls rather than buying puts. Writing calls involves a cash inflow rather than a cost. Ideally, the portfolio manager will select the best hedging technique for a particular purpose rather than having a cookbook approach to the problem.

The Eurobond Market

Eurobonds are debt agreements that are denominated in a currency other than that of the country in which they are held. For instance, a bond denominated in Japanese yen being sold in Great Britain is a Eurobond. This is in contrast to a foreign bond, which is denominated in the local currency but is issued by a foreigner. Perhaps three-fourths of Eurobonds are denominated in U.S. dollars.

Research has generally found that U.S. firms issuing dollar-denominated Eurobonds pay a slightly lower interest rate than they would pay in the United States. Most Eurobonds are bearer bonds and thus provide some opportunity for their owner to avoid the payment of taxes on the interest received. It is unlikely, though, that this is the principal reason for the yield differential.

Because of the lower cost of borrowing in the Eurobond market, purchasing Eurobonds is popular with corporate treasurers. From a portfolio manager’s perspective, however, their lower yield keeps Eurobonds from being popular investments.

Combining the Currency and Market Decisions

It is important to note in this discussion that the hedging decision is not merely whether or not to hedge foreign currency back into the home currency. It is also possible, and often desirable, to cross-hedge a foreign investment into a different currency, with this latter currency ultimately converted back into the investor’s home currency. A U.S. investor might, for instance, invest in Japan, use the forward market to sell yen for British pounds, and expect to convert the pounds back to U.S. dollars.

Suppose a Wall Street investment house forecasts the information shown in Table 7-9. The table shows analysts’ expectations for the various equity markets, anticipated changes in exchange rates, and the prevailing short-term interest rates in the Euromarket.\[13\]

Looking at the row for Japan, the analysts believe the broad Japanese stock market will advance by 8 percent with the yen appreciating by 2.5 percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Forecasted Equity Returns (Local Currency)</th>
<th>Forecasted Change in the Exchange Rate</th>
<th>Local Forecasted Dollar Return</th>
<th>Euro-Dollar Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>-1.5%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[13\]The motivation for this example comes from a publication entitled Global Asset Management and Performance Attribution (Charlottesville, Va.: Research Foundation of the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts) by Denis S. Karnosky and Brian D. Singer. This is part of the study material in the CFA program. It is an excellent resource for those who want to explore the international investment/currency hedging decision further.
against the U.S. dollar. Adding these two values means that the U.S. investor who buys Japanese stocks is looking, on average, at a 10.5 percent return after returning to U.S. currency. (This is the column labeled Local Forecasted Dollar Return.) The table also shows that a one-year “money market” investment in Japanese yen currently yields 2 percent and that the Swiss franc, forecast to be the weakest currency, is expected to lose 1.5 percent relative to the dollar.

At first glance it seems that Switzerland is the best stock market; it has a forecast return of 10 percent, the highest of the five countries. This is wrong; the important variable is the risk premium, not the absolute return. The best market is Japan, with its 6 percent risk premium over the Eurodeposit rate. (This comes from subtracting 2 percent from 8 percent.) Risk premiums for the other countries are 4.5 percent for the United States, 5.5 percent for Switzerland, 5 percent for the United Kingdom, and 1.5 percent for France. France is the least attractive stock market.

The currency decision comes from a comparison of the forward premium or discount on the currencies and the expected change in the exchange rate. The currency return comes from the forward market premium or discount and the actual change in the exchange rate. Investing in Country A and hedging into the currency of Country B provides a net currency benefit equal to the interest rate in B minus the interest rate in A (this is the forward market premium/discount) plus the forecast exchange rate change. This logic is tricky and needs to be studied with some numbers.

Suppose an investor chooses to invest in Swiss stocks and then cross-hedges into yen. If all the expectations in Table 7-9 are exactly right, the investor would earn 10 percent in the Swiss stock market, would lose 2.5 percent from the forward market transaction (2 percent \( \div 4.5 \) percent), and would benefit from the 2.5 percent appreciation of the yen against the dollar. This gives a net return of 10 percent.

If, instead, the investment was in Japan and hedged into pounds, the return would be 8 percent minus 2 percent plus 4.5 percent plus 1 percent for a net return of 11.5 percent. Another way to look at this is as the equity risk premium plus the Eurodeposit return in the country of the hedge plus (or minus) the appreciation (or depreciation) of the currency used to hedge.

Table 7-10 shows all possible combinations of market and currency decisions from the previous example. The optimum set of market and currency decisions in this example comes from investing in Japan and cross-hedging into euros. This leaves the investor with 14 percent, more than any other alternative.

Forecasting both exchange rates and interest rates is quite difficult and often fruitless. For this reason, many portfolio managers routinely deal with the currency decision by hedging 50 percent of their exposure. This is intuitively

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency</th>
<th>$</th>
<th>Yen</th>
<th>CHF</th>
<th>Pounds</th>
<th>Euros</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
appealing. Failure to hedge (0 percent hedging) amounts to a bet that the underlying currency will appreciate. Complete hedging (100 percent) amounts to a bet it will depreciate. If the manager does not know what exchange rates will do, 50 percent hedging is the safe position.

A number of firms routinely use a 50 percent currency hedge in their portfolios. A portfolio manager at one large U.S. company states he does not believe in currency forecasting and “anything but a 50 percent–hedged policy implicitly states a view of currency direction.” When a portfolio manager’s investment performance is judged against an “average benchmark,” 50 percent hedging may be the safest and most prudent option.

**Key Issues in Foreign Exchange Risk Management**

For many portfolio managers, foreign exchange risk is a very modest, or even immaterial, component of total risk. Still, if foreign exchange risk is ignored, it should be ignored on purpose rather than through ignorance. The steps in good foreign exchange risk management are these:

1. Define and measure foreign exchange exposure.
2. Organize a system that monitors this exposure and exchange rate changes.
3. Assign responsibility for hedging.
4. Formulate a strategy for hedging.

**Investments in Emerging Markets**

Emerging market investments offer substantial potential rewards to the careful investor, both in added return and in portfolio risk reduction. Special risks accompany these benefits, however. Besides ordinary market risk, the foreign exchange risk may be unhedgeable, political and economic risk may be high, investment information may be lacking or unreliable, and trading costs may be more expensive. Wise decisions regarding investments in emerging markets can be made only if the investor understands both the potential rewards and the many dimensions to their risk.

Many market analysts project that the greatest future growth and the greatest returns to stock ownership lie in the world’s emerging markets. While the term *emerging market* does not have a universally agreed-upon definition, one clear characteristic is the lack of a mature stock market or exchange mechanism. This means that special risks accompany the opportunities for profit.

For many citizens of a developing nation, stock markets and the concepts of risk and return are new and incredibly exciting ideas. There are dangers, though, when novice investors (domestic or foreign) anticipate investment results that are not reasonable. After the dismantling of the Soviet Union, the short-term view many Russians took regarding their financial future was a major concern to the consultants helping the country establish a market economy. People expected immediate, positive results from their investments while the Russian leaders wanted to build markets that encouraged long-term investment rather than speculation. The public needed to learn that they could

---

14Some of the material on emerging markets comes from Chapter 13 of the author’s book *Practical Investment Management* (Mason, OH: Thomson/South-Western) and from his article “Atractivos y riesgos de la inversión de portafolio en mercados emergentes,” *Gaceta de Economía*, Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México, Ano 3, Numero 6, Primavera 1998.

15The *Emerging Markets Factbook* is a good source of data.
not invest their money today and pick up their “winnings” two weeks later. This required a substantial educational effort that has still not been entirely successful.

At an Association for Investment Management and Research symposium on emerging markets, one speaker stated this:

Significant differences exist among emerging markets, but as a group, they share one primary similarity—change, change driven by the rising aspirations of their populations. This characteristic is producing the growth and tremendous opportunity investors in emerging markets are pursuing. Risks accompany the opportunities, but investors can foster success by seeking out economies that have or will soon have political stability, open markets, policies that encourage growth, strong institutional structures, clearly defined investment rules, equitable taxation, market liquidity, and satisfactory intermediaries.\(^\text{16}\)

There is good evidence that knowledgeable investors and portfolio managers can improve investment results by including emerging market investments in their portfolios. These investments require more research than a domestic investment and are subject to special risks.

**Background**

A lot of money is invested in emerging markets. According to the Emerging Markets Traders Association, $2.043 trillion in debt traded during the first half of 2004, with Brazilian debt the most frequently traded ($325 billion).\(^\text{17}\) Respondents to this industry survey indicated that 85 percent of their Eurobond trading was in sovereign (government) issues, with the remainder in corporate bonds. Eight percent of the sovereign issues were Brady bonds.

Trading activity was even higher in 1997, nearly $6 trillion. International investment in general and emerging market investment in particular dropped off sharply when the global markets experienced what some called the “perfect storm” of financial disasters a short while later. In quick succession we had the Asian financial crisis of 1997–98, the Russian banking crisis of 1998, and the bursting of the Internet bubble. It didn’t help build confidence when Argentina defaulted on its debt in 2001.

There is action in emerging market equity, too. In 2003 the Morgan Stanley Capital International index rose an attention-grabbing 52 percent when compared with the 26 percent of the U.S. market and the 13 percent of Great Britain. Value investors were intrigued, too. In December 2003 the MSCI EMF index traded at a price-to-book ratio only one-half that of the S&P 500, a valuation that many investors find appealing.

Some international agencies refer to any low-income country as an emerging market.\(^\text{18}\) Most people would include Argentina, Brazil, India, Mexico, China, Eastern Europe, and Russia on the list. Countries in most of Africa, Central America, and some of the former Soviet republics are called “pre-emerging markets” or “emerging emerging markets.”
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Adding Value
Good evidence suggests that prices in developing markets often contain significant inefficiencies. This means money is to be made by being a good stock picker and by identifying those industries most likely to benefit from economic development.

At present, shares in emerging market companies tend to sell for lower price/earnings multiples than do firms in developed markets. Consider two firms with identical capital structures and earnings, one on the New York Stock Exchange and the other on the Brazilian Stock Exchange. Chances are that the Brazilian firm will sell at a “better” price from the perspective of a fundamental analyst. A recent study\(^\text{19}\) compared 46 pairs of companies with each pair containing a U.S. firm and a “matched” developing country firm. For instance, the researchers paired a U.S. telephone company with the Brazilian phone company Telebrás, and a U.S. electronics firm with the Korean firm Samsung. After collecting consensus earnings estimates on the firms as well as market price data, the researchers found that the five-year expected earnings growth rate was 16.2 percent per year for the developing country group compared to 13.8 percent for the developed market firms. However, the average price/earnings multiple for the emerging market firms was 18.7 compared to 21.1 for the companies in developed markets. This means that not only do the emerging market firms have greater expected growth, but also they are cheaper. Results such as these attract global investors.

Reducing Risk
While correlations among the developed markets are increasing, the same is not true of the emerging markets. They show little correlation with developed markets or with each other. Low correlations are attractive as a means of reducing the variability of portfolio return. This feature is a primary reason for the attractiveness of emerging markets as a portfolio component.

The stock market of an emerging country can be particularly volatile, especially by U.S. standards. Figure 7-4 shows the wide swing in the value of a country index over two adjacent periods of time. Mexico devalued its currency in mid-December 1994, and world markets reacted sharply to this news. Over the next three months, the emerging markets represented in the figure declined an average of 15.9 percent. On March 9, 1995, Mexico announced its recovery plan, which was well received, and over the next two months, these same emerging markets rose an average 16.6 percent.

Morgan Stanley began preparing an emerging market index in December 1987. Since that time the data indicate that the diversification benefits from emerging markets remain substantial. Table 7-11 shows some historic performance data on a variety of MSCI indexes.

Following the Crowd
Some professional money managers treat emerging markets as a separate asset class. They invest in these markets after careful analysis because of profit potential and portfolio risk reduction. Other managers have a more poorly developed rationale. Asset allocation is an important topic today, and some managers probably feel that they must invest in emerging markets because it is

Special Risks
Investments in emerging markets face at least the same types of risks as any domestic investment; they also face several specific sources of uncertainty with the associated potential for loss. A potential investor needs to know about these.

Incomplete Accounting Information. There are significant problems with financial information sources in emerging markets. In general, the acquisition of reliable investment information requires an on-site security analyst.
Global Gloom

Diversifying internationally makes sense for a variety of reasons. It is a smart thing to do, but this does not make investors immune from market downturns. Sometimes most of the globe has a bad year with few markets turning in positive performance.

In 2001 most of the world’s equity markets were down. Only a handful had positive returns. The worst-performing country that year was Finland, which lost nearly 38 percent. The September 11th terrorist attack was a significant contributing factor, but not the only one. Experienced portfolio managers know that international investment contributes to but does not guarantee positive investment results. Morgan Stanley Capital International maintains a variety of useful international indexes that can help you analyze the relative performance of the global markets. You can access this information at its website. Figure 7-5 shows a recent example of the sometimes dramatic difference in country returns.

1-Year Historical Returns as of April 2008

Source: Morgan Stanley Capital Investments
The managing director and senior portfolio manager for the Montgomery Emerging Markets Fund states:

We believe that conducting research locally and implementing portfolio decision making centrally is the key to consistency across emerging markets portfolios. . . . Members of our emerging markets team spend up to half their time abroad, and their research begins the moment they land.20

U.S. investors are accustomed to audited financial statements being available soon after the end of a company’s fiscal year, with prompt interim statements available quarterly. In some countries, financial statements are more than six months old when they become available.

Accounting standards differ substantially across countries. The analyst unfamiliar with this fact can draw inaccurate conclusions from accounting documents. This is a problem even among the developed economies. U.S. firms, for instance, depreciate capital investments; German firms may expense them in the year of acquisition. Goodwill is a tax-deductible expense in Germany; it is not in the United States. German firms may increase the cost of goods sold by the level of their inventory reserves, thereby reducing reported profits. As a striking example of the net effect of these differences, Daimler-Benz once reported an annual loss (by U.S. accounting standards) of DM949 million. By German standards, however, the firm earned DM168 million.21

Good accounting information is frequently unavailable when considering an emerging market security. One emerging market portfolio manager states:

In these markets, most analysts do not understand what a bottom-up, value-oriented investor is seeking. The analysts seem to think in terms of 90 days, not five years. Moreover, most of the analysts are inexperienced; the average analyst’s age seems to be 23 years, and many do not know what a stock is until they are hired by the local brokerage firm.22

Many emerging market brokerage firms focus almost exclusively on the income statement but do not provide balance sheets to the potential investor. Intelligent investment decisions are difficult when the primary source of information is a single year’s profit and loss statement, which may bear little relation to the firm’s future prospects or the nature of its risk.

As markets develop, the number of financial institutions increases. Competition expands, expertise grows, and attention to detail becomes more important. The growth of financial intermediaries results in an increased level of information available to the potential investor. The financial market’s own version of natural selection rewards success, and those engaged in good research reap the benefits. This takes time, however, and the fact remains that throughout the world’s emerging markets, the lack of high-quality investment information is a serious impediment to capital formation.

**Foreign Currency Risk.** Securities traded on a foreign exchange are also denominated in something other than the investor’s home currency. From the
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perspective of an investor in another country, this produces foreign exchange risk, which is the chance of loss due to adverse changes in exchange rates.

Matsushita paid $6.1 billion for the U.S. firm MCA in late 1990. By summer 1995, the Japanese yen had appreciated by more than a third against the U.S. dollar. This means Matsushita experienced a currency translation loss of more than $2 billion. On the other hand, the Rolling Stones picked up an additional $2 million from their concert tour in Japan because their contract called for payment in yen. Foreign exchange risk is a very real component of the uncertainty in international investing.

In emerging markets, reducing foreign exchange risk by traditional hedging activities is complicated (or impossible) because reliable hedging vehicles in developing countries’ currencies generally do not exist. Not every world currency has a futures market, currency option, or forward market. This means that a financial investment in an emerging market security carries the added risk of adverse foreign exchange fluctuations with little to be done to reduce it. Over the first eleven months of 1997, for instance, the currencies of Turkey, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines, South Korea, and Colombia all depreciated by over 20 percent relative to the U.S. dollar. Good hedging tools were lacking in these countries.

Mexico provides an excellent example of the interwoven nature of potential return and foreign exchange risk. In 1994 and 1995 the Mexican stock market declined substantially when the value of the peso plummeted. In May 1995, the exchange rate stabilized at around 5.9 pesos per U.S. dollar. Concurrently, Mexican three-month cetes offered an annualized yield of more than 50 percent. Short-term corporate borrowing rates topped 60 percent on an annualized basis. Such high rates are obviously attractive to potential investors, especially those accustomed to more modest rates of return. Anyone versed in the basics of investment finance, however, should realize that risk and expected return go hand in hand. These yields were so high because of the significant risk that the Mexican peso would again be devalued or that the country would default on its loans. Any investor who ignores such a risk does so at considerable peril.

Even in a well-developed market, the foreign currency hedging decision is a complicated one. An article in Institutional Investor states:

An emerging consensus in the money management industry holds that currency risk may be safely ignored when it’s a small part of a portfolio. Once international exposure passes a threshold of 10 to 20 percent, however, the currency risk becomes substantial and ought to be hedged in some form (depending on the fund’s asset mix, time horizon, and tolerance for volatility).\(^{23}\)

Another potential concern was seen in Asia in the fall of 1997. Shares of China Telecom H.K. went on sale in October 1997 as part of Asia’s largest initial public offering (IPO).\(^{24}\) Literally hundreds of thousands of Chinese citizens stood in line to buy these shares. Unfortunately, this IPO suffered unlucky timing and coincided with the Southeastern Asia currency crisis. The Hong Kong Hang Seng index fell 10 percent in a single trading session, and China Telecom declined 9 percent on its first trading day. In this instance, currency fluctuations bred market risk and led to massive changes in market value. IPOs are interesting to emerging market fund managers, but in this instance such an investor would have been hurt twice, once by the currency depreciation and once by market risk.


**Fraud and Scandals.** Emerging markets carry a substantial risk of fraud. This can range from accounting misstatements to counterfeit securities or “bucket shops.” Many first-time Russian investors learned about securities fraud when they bought shares in the mammoth Russian firm MMM. Billed as a mutual fund taking advantage of the developing market in Russia, MMM turned out to be a pyramid scheme dependent on additional capital from new investors to make payments to existing investors. Once new investors stopped opening accounts, the firm had insufficient cash flow to pay existing investors. The collapse of this firm seriously hampered Russia’s movement toward a market society by generating distrust among the investing public.

A major factor contributing to the problem of scandals is the fact that in an emerging economy, market participants do not fully understand the relationship among management, the workforce, and the shareholders. (This relationship is unclear even to many people in developed countries, but in a developed country, a regulatory and legal system is in place to protect the interests of the parties involved.) Redress available to victims of a scandal in a developing country may be inadequate, and this adds to the potential risk of its emerging market investment.

**Weak Legal System.** Investors dislike uncertainty. One source of uncertainty is the potential for untimely or inadequate legal redress in the event of a dispute regarding ownership interests or other financial matters. Investors will add an additional risk premium to the discount rate they apply to expected cash flows if a significant likelihood exists that the courts will not be helpful in the event of litigation. In some developing countries there is little confidence in the legal system, especially if the plaintiff is a foreigner. Such a situation does little to promote confidence in the financial markets or in the growth of business. As one analyst states:

> Although international investors prefer that countries not treat them differently from the way they treat domestic investors, a country’s regulatory regime should also be judged by another factor: certainty. The reliability of government policymakers and regulators is frequently more important than the contents of the rules themselves.

**Asymmetric Correlations**

The potential for portfolio risk reduction is a widely stated motivation for international investment. In general, the returns in developing markets show relatively low correlation with returns from developed markets. Unfortunately, evidence suggests that the correlation is not the same during bull versus bear markets. Correlation *increases* when markets decline. This is opposite to what a portfolio manager would like, because it is during a down market that the benefits from diversification could be most useful. A recent study in the *Journal of Finance* by Longin and Solnik found that although correlation increases during a declining market, it also decreases during large bull-market movements. This means that the extent of portfolio managers’ diversification depends on whether they are experiencing an up or a down market.

---

25 A “bucket shop” is a firm that sometimes claims to have made a trade on a customer’s behalf but in fact does not make the trade because of a feeling that the trade is ill advised. The firm is essentially betting against the customer.


Another consideration is the extent of the homogeneity within and across emerging markets. There is evidence of a strong common influence in a given emerging market, much like an “industry effect” in a developed market. Within a single emerging market country, the securities tend to move as a group; this reduces the potential for useful diversification benefits within a country.

Emerging markets show low correlation across markets, however. The Longin and Solnik study found the average correlation across emerging markets to be only 0.07 compared to 0.49 for developed markets. In short, investment returns show homogeneity within emerging markets but heterogeneity across them. The implication is that investors should pick investments from different regions of the world.

**Market Microstructure Considerations**

A collection of other types of risk relates to the nature of the financial markets and to the mechanics of trading in those markets. These microstructure risks may be less apparent to the individual investor, but they are significant to the institutional investor.

**Liquidity Risk.** Residents of a developing country typically have little money of their own to invest. This poses a special problem to the emerging market investor. If few local investors have funds committed to their home securities, most of the investors are foreign. This not only increases political risk but also sets the stage for a market collapse if everyone decides to pull out at once. A country may

---

come into favor because of a prominent article in the financial press, but it could go on everyone’s sell list just as quickly. Most of these markets have little depth, meaning that the bid/ask spread tends to be wide with only a minimal number of standing orders to buy and to sell. A large order to sell can be disruptive anytime, especially if numerous institutional orders are placed at about the same time.

An article in Forbes reported the comments of Ronald Chapman, head of international equities at the Dreyfus Corporation. Mr. Chapman indicated that he would like to invest in Thailand, but he cannot, basically because he has too much money. “It’s pointless,” Mr. Chapman says. “The largest stock in Thailand trades $900,000 per day. How is a large fund supposed to take a meaningful position in a market like that?” Forbes states that “This lack of liquidity is a big problem because their buy or sell orders will quickly push prices away from them. For individual investors, it is an opportunity—a rare case of the small guy having an advantage.”

Trading Costs. Foreign market investing is likely to involve trading costs at least 1 percent higher than those of domestic investing. Trading costs are usually higher in an emerging market than on a developed stock exchange. Total transaction costs can consume 5 percent of the value of a trade. Barings Securities estimates a bid/ask spread of 134 basis points (bp) in Brazil, 172 bp in Turkey, and 128 in Indonesia, with an average of 95.4 bp for its emerging market index. Higher trading costs mean the investment must appreciate that much more to show a net return comparable to an otherwise identical domestic investment.

Market Pressure. Market pressure is an important but often forgotten component of trading costs. An institutional investor is not likely to invest just a few thousand dollars in a few hundred shares of a stock. This pressure presents a potential problem with a small-capitalization stock. An order to buy or sell a reasonable number of shares by U.S. standards might cause a substantial supply/demand imbalance so that the price moves adversely from the institution’s perspective. For this reason, international investments in general and emerging market investments in particular should be viewed as long-term investments rather than a source of trading profits.

Judith Corchard, chief investment officer for Wright Investors’ Service, says, “It’s a whole different game outside the United States. On smaller exchanges a fund can constitute so much of the volume that it’s almost impossible to tell if your own buying isn’t driving the prices.”

A global trading cost study by Elkins/McSherry Company finds that worldwide the average market impact of an institutional trade is 27.5 basis points. These costs range from a low of about 2.9 bp in Greece to a staggering 159 bp in South Korea. This compares to an estimated 21 bp for New York Stock Exchange trades.

Marketability Risk. Another concern in emerging market investment is the possibility that the investor will be unable to close out her position at a reasonable price. Chase Manhattan Bank lost nearly $200 million (pretax) during

31 Information provided by Rosemary Macedo, vice-president of Quantitative Research at Bailard, Biehl, and Kaiser.
32 Investing domestically, many institutions view a 10,000-share block as the minimum position.
34 Ibid.
the 1997 Asian currency crisis because of a lack of marketability in some of its positions. The bank held Brazilian and Russian bonds it wanted to sell but was unable to complete the trades. Partly because of this, the market value of the bank’s stock fell nearly 4 percent in a single day during the crisis.

Country Risk. Country risk refers to a country’s ability and willingness to meet its foreign exchange obligations. This is especially important in an emerging market. To meet its obligations, the country must be able to generate foreign exchange through profitable trading activity with other countries. When a country cannot sell its products, it has difficulty raising the foreign currencies necessary to honor its obligations. The two components of country risk are political risk and economic risk.

Political Risk

Political risk is a measure of a country’s willingness to honor its foreign obligations. This term is not normally applied to U.S. firms doing business in the United States. This type of risk is largely a function of the stability of the government and its leadership. One leader may understand the importance of honoring contracts in global business, but his replacement may be motivated by other interests. Even if the country has the ability to pay its debts, a change in leadership may result in the government suddenly becoming unwilling to do so in a timely fashion. Other factors contributing to political risk are the attitudes of labor unions, the country’s ideological background, and its past history with foreign investors.

Political risk is a selective category of risk; it applies only to firms with facilities in a foreign land. For example, a U.S. firm doing business in Japan faces political risk. Table 7-12 presents other characteristics of political risk.

Foreign investments can be grouped into two large classes: real investment and portfolio investment, also called direct and financial investments, respectively. The key characteristic of real investment is that the investor retains control over the investment. For example, a manufacturing plant in Botswana built by a U.S. firm is direct investment. Portfolio investment refers to foreign investment via the securities markets. The purchase of shares of the Dutch firm Unilever by a U.S. investor constitutes portfolio investment. U.S. portfolio managers are primarily concerned with portfolio investment, the primary focus of this discussion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 7-12</th>
<th>AN EXPLANATION OF POLITICAL RISK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political risk describes the situation where:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Periodic changes occur in the business environment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. These changes are difficult to anticipate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The changes in the business environment stem from changes in the political environment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The changes in the business environment have the potential to affect the profits of the firm significantly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

36In a broader international business context, political risk refers to the potential for a foreign government to require changes in the way a firm conducts its business. This might include a requirement that foreign nationals be promoted to supervisory positions, that a certain proportion of profits be reinvested locally, or that the business eventually must be sold to a local buyer.
Investments suffer from political risk to the extent that the potential exists for foreign government interference in the operation of the company issuing the investment security. This interference can be extreme, such as in the following situations:

- Government takeover of a company.
- Political unrest leading to work stoppages.
- Physical damage to facilities.
- Forced renegotiation of contracts.

The interference can also be more modest:

- Establishment of a requirement that a minimum percentage of supervisory positions be held by local nationals.
- Changes in operating rules.
- Restrictions on repatriation of capital.

We first consider the factors that contribute to political risk.

**Factors Contributing to Political Risk**

**“Buy Local” Attitude.** Sometimes a form of moral suasion, the “buy local” attitude contributes to political risk. People are encouraged to purchase products made domestically and to avoid those produced outside the country. A U.S. conglomerate might have a foreign subsidiary in Germany, where it manufactures an item that competes with similar items produced by German firms. The buy local campaign would seek to make German consumers buy the German-produced item rather than the one produced by the U.S. subsidiary. An extensive buy local attitude can significantly affect sales and, ultimately, security value. Such an attitude prevailed in the United States in the early 1980s with regard to the purchase of foreign automobiles, particularly those from Japan.

**Public Attitude.** In less developed countries, people sometimes see little opportunity to improve their standard of living. The presence of a foreign manufacturing plant in rural Peru, for example, could send discouraging signals to the local citizens if the “foreigners” have air-conditioned cars, live in better homes than the Peruvians, have more money to spend, and exhibit these characteristics in an ostentatious fashion.

An important study by Harald Knudsen found that the single most significant factor contributing to political risk is the size of the gap between the public’s aspirations and its expectations.37 In other words, when people see what could be but realize that it probably never will be, the foreign firm tends to become a scapegoat. This may result in unfavorable action against it.

**Government Attitude.** When governments are unstable, the presence of foreign investors can become a volatile political issue. Foreign investors can be blamed for problems for which they have no responsibility. A foreign government could suspend a firm’s ability to send funds back to its home country, instead forcing the firm to invest these funds locally.

---

Subclasses of Political Risk

Macro Risk. When a government takes an action that affects all foreign firms in a particular industry, macro risk exists. An example is Fidel Castro’s confiscation of all foreign enterprises in Cuba in 1959 and 1960. More recently, in April 2008 Hugo Chavez announced his intent to nationalize the entire cement industry in Venezuela.

Micro Risk. The term micro risk refers to politically motivated changes in the business environment directed to selected fields of business activity or to foreign enterprises with specific characteristics. Expropriation of all public utilities is an example of micro risk. Macro risk is more dramatic, but micro risk is more prevalent.

Dealing with Political Risk

Protection against political risk with foreign direct investment can be achieved by two principal means, which are not mutually exclusive. One approach is to seek a foreign investment guarantee from the Overseas Private Investment Corporation. This organization provides coverage against loss due to expropriation, nonconvertibility of profits, and war or civil disorder. The coverage is available only where the U.S. government has arranged a guarantee agreement with the host government of a less developed country.

The other approach is to avoid engaging in behavior that tends to stir up trouble with the host people or their government. Constructing flamboyant office buildings in poor areas or giving the impression of natural resource exploitation contrary to the host country’s best interests are examples of behavior that should be avoided.

Political risk arising through portfolio investment is much less a problem than that arising through direct investment. The portfolio manager should consider the stability of the foreign capital markets before buying an international security, as well as estimate the likelihood that repatriation of profits or dividend checks could become impeded.

This aspect of risk assessment is sometimes called country risk. It exists even in the most developed countries. Foreign Exchange Markets in the United States makes the following statement: “At one time or another, virtually every country has interfered with international transactions in its currency. Interference might take the form of regulation of the local exchange market, restrictions on foreign investment by residents, or limits on inflows of investment funds from abroad.” 38

Two familiar examples of country risk occurred in the United States. After the Iranian hostage crisis in 1978, the U.S. government froze Iranian bank accounts and would not permit withdrawal of the substantial sums on deposit. In 1987, the U.S. government issued a ban on the importation of South African Krugerrands. Prior to the ban, this 1-ounce coin was the most popular form of individual gold ownership. Even after the government lifted the ban, the Krugerrand continued to sell at a discount to other world gold coins (such as the Canadian Maple Leaf or the Australian Koala), in spite of the fact that none of these coins has any collector’s value, and all contain the same amount of gold.


**Economic Risk.** While political risk is a measure of the country’s *willingness* to pay, economic risk is a measure of the country’s *ability* to pay. Economic risk is more a function of the income statement than the balance sheet. A company’s ability to pay is measured by indicators such as coverage ratios (like “times interest earned”). When considering a nation at the macroeconomic level, comparable ratios include external debt divided by current account earnings or current account balance divided by gross domestic product. Prospects for future growth are not nearly as important as the ability to meet current debt payments.

In assessing country economic risk, it is important to consider the permanence of the country’s capital base. Foreign aid is a temporary measure, not a long-term solution. When investment capital can leave the country as quickly as it came in, things can get complicated during bad times.

---

**Country Risk**

A number of organizations gather data on indicators regarding a country’s willingness and ability to honor its foreign debts and other obligations. The synthesis of these data result in the publication of some measures of country risk. *Country risk* refers to the likelihood that governmental changes in the business operating environment will have an adverse impact on operating profits or on the value of property.

*Institutional Investor* magazine conducts such a study each year, ranking the world’s countries on a scale of 1 to 100 (best). The table below shows the top ten and bottom ten as of March 2008. The United States ranked thirteenth with a rating of 93.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>96.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>95.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>94.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>94.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>94.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>94.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>94.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>94.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>46.6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>Zaire</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>North Korea</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Other Topics Related to International Diversification

Multinational Corporations
If international investing makes sense, a logical question is this: Why not invest in a multinational firm? These firms can have subsidiaries all over the world, and it seems that the stock of such a company should provide a ready-made means of getting the risk-reduction benefits of international diversification.

How well this works is unclear. Studies by Rugman, Agarwal, Kohers, and Agmon and Lessard provide evidence that multinational corporations enjoy a lower cost of equity capital than one-country firms of similar risk. Multinational corporations should be especially good investments, as a consequence.

Another study by two well-known researchers in international finance, Bertrand Jacquillat and Bruno Solnik, comes to a different conclusion. Their article’s title is a clue to their results: “Multinationals Are Poor Tools for Diversification.” The article concludes, “The multinational stock prices do not seem to be extensively affected by foreign factors and behave much like the stock price of a purely domestic firm.” Christophe and McEnally publish similar results in a recent article.

Taking a slightly different tack, a recent article by Errunza, Hogan, and Hung reports that it is possible to mimic a foreign index using only domestically available securities, implying that portfolio managers can enjoy the benefits of international diversification without investing in foreign stocks at all. Research continues in this area, and the literature will continue to expand. We clearly live and invest in a global marketplace; the question is how best to invest efficiently.

American Depository Receipts
In the United States, investors can buy shares in Honda Motor Company if they choose to do so. Through a brokerage firm with a membership on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, investors can become the proud owners of stock certificates printed in Japanese and registered in their names. Although this might be a nifty toy, it will become an inconvenience before long. What will these investors do with small dividend checks payable in Japanese yen? Will the investors’ banks even know what the check says if it is printed in Japanese? Will the investors have to pay a hefty foreign exchange fee in order to cash it? Similar nuisances can arise when the investors decide to sell the shares. How will someone in the United States know what the certificate represents if it is printed in kanji (Japanese characters of Chinese origin)? What transfer agent is used to issue new certificates when shares trade hands?

---


The way these problems are avoided is ingenious. Rather than buying shares of stock directly, investors buy **American Depository Receipts (ADRs)**. These securities are actually receipts representing shares of stock that are held on the ADR holder’s behalf in a bank in the country of origin. A person who buys Honda ADRs receives a certificate showing that actual Honda shares are held on her behalf at a bank in Japan. When she decides to sell the shares, she simply transfers her receipt to the purchaser, who gives her the appropriate amount of cash.

In early 1990 approximately forty foreign stocks were trading on the New York Stock Exchange via ADRs, and six were trading on the American Stock Exchange. About another 800 traded in the over-the-counter system. By 2004, about 2,200 ADRs from dozens of countries traded in the United States. Table 7-13 lists a few of the best known.\(^{43}\)

From a practical standpoint, there is no difference between shares and ADRs. The ADR holder has the typical shareholder privileges: the right to vote, the right to receive dividends, and so on. Although ADRs are valued in dollars, they still have foreign exchange risk because their U.S. dollar value is determined by the exchange rate in addition to the investment value of the security.\(^{44}\)

**International Mutual Funds**

Buying shares of multinational corporations may not be a good way to achieve international diversification, but buying shares in international mutual funds is a good way. Absolutely nothing prevents a portfolio manager from including a mutual fund investment in a collection of other securities.

Mutual funds are classified according to their investment objective, such as capital appreciation, income, tax-free income, and so on. Some mutual funds have an additional feature: They invest only in securities issued outside the United States. Mutual funds serve as a useful approximation of the market portfolio for a great many individual investors. They permit

---

**TABLE 7-13** POPULAR AMERICAN DEPOSITORY RECEIPTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Ticker</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Market Capitalization ($ billions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baidu.com</td>
<td>BIDU</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Internet services</td>
<td>9.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETROBRAS</td>
<td>PBR</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Oil/Gas</td>
<td>252.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVRD</td>
<td>RIO</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Industrial metals</td>
<td>110.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHP Billiton</td>
<td>BHP</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Industrial metals</td>
<td>220.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>63.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>NOK</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
<td>127.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechel OAO</td>
<td>MTL</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Steel and iron</td>
<td>19.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>América Móvil</td>
<td>AMX</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
<td>110.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suntech Power</td>
<td>STP</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>7.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcelor Mittal</td>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>Steel and iron</td>
<td>121.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: J. P. Morgan and Yahoo! Capitalization data as of April 9, 2008

\(^{43}\)Good websites on ADRs are http://www.adr.com and http://www.bnyadr.com.

\(^{44}\)A good overview is provided in Dennis T. Officer and J. Ronald Hofmeister, “ADRs: A Substitute for the Real Thing?” *Journal of Portfolio Management*, Spring 1987, 61–65.
Chapter 7  International Investment and Diversification

Holding more than one mutual fund is a theoretically sound practice.

diversification to an extent that would not otherwise be possible for the person with limited funds.

It never occurs to some people that they can hold more than one mutual fund. From a theoretical standpoint, doing so is a good practice. The returns of any two funds are unlikely to be perfectly correlated, so holding them both has diversification benefits.

The same logic about additional holdings of common stock applies to mutual funds. If two are good, three are better. By strict finance theory, the theoretical “rational investor” of Table 7-2 who prefers mutual funds will hold shares in every mutual fund. To do otherwise would be irrational. As with stock portfolios, though, a trade-off exists between additional diversification benefits and the cost of obtaining those benefits. Managerial time is not free; it takes some effort to keep up with multiple investments, and the tax implications of mutual fund investing can be complicated.

A study in the Economic Review (a publication of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta) offers an additional incentive to this method of investing internationally. The author, Paula Tkac, reports:

[T]he well-documented result that the average manager of a domestic fund does not outperform the U.S. market does not extend to the entire international fund market. A large percentage of managers of well-diversified international funds do outperform their passive MSCI benchmarks in a statistically significant manner. Managers of regional and country funds, however, do not show the same ability to outperform.45

SUMMARY

Links among the capital markets of the world are increasing in number and improving in communications technology, yet these markets still maintain some unique characteristics. Consequently, international diversification of investments makes sense in that less-than-perfect correlation among the markets provides an opportunity for risk reduction in equity portfolios.

Although holding foreign securities reduces total risk, it introduces two new forms of risk. Foreign exchange risk arises through the uncertainty of relative exchange rates, particularly the price of a foreign currency in the home currency. This type of risk, if sufficiently large, can be hedged via the forward market, the foreign exchange futures market, or the foreign currency options market. Political risk arises from the potential for foreign governments to interfere with the operation of a company or with the free flow of investment capital or profits across international boundaries. This risk can be reduced by avoiding antagonistic international behavior, by monitoring country risk, and in some cases by obtaining government insurance.

Emerging markets likely will demonstrate substantial economic growth and excellent stock market returns in the future. Many investment managers are attracted to these markets because of the potential for high returns and for the portfolio risk reduction these investments may bring.

Emerging market investment has clear attractions, but there are important risks, too. Besides ordinary market risk, unavoidable foreign exchange

risk may exist because finding a reliable way to hedge the currencies of these countries is difficult. Both political and economic risk measure the possibility that a country will be unwilling or unable to honor its foreign obligations.

Special emerging market risks include the absence of reliable accounting information, the potential for investment fraud, a weak legal system, poor liquidity and marketability on the exchanges, and higher trading costs. A strong market force affects the securities within a particular emerging market country, but heterogeneity exists in returns across emerging markets.

Many, if not most, investment managers believe that international securities comprise a separate asset class with a permanent place in the portfolio. Wise decisions regarding their use can be made only if the investor understands both the potential rewards and the unusual risk characteristics they carry.

Other methods for obtaining the benefits of international diversification are the purchase of shares in multinational corporations, the purchase of American depository receipts rather than foreign shares, and the purchase of mutual funds that invest globally.

QUESTIONS

1. How would you determine when international diversification becomes superfluous? That is, how would you determine if the added cost of investing internationally is sufficiently rewarded?
2. The text indicates that on most world exchanges, the total risk of a typical security has a greater percentage of systematic risk than does a typical U.S. security. Elaborate on why this is the case.
3. If most people are rational, why do you think they fail to diversify properly? In particular, why do they fail to include foreign securities in their portfolios?
4. Comment on the following statement: If you have a lot of foreign holdings scattered around the world, foreign exchange risk is not much of a problem because the various translation gains and losses all average out to zero in the long run.
5. If you anticipated receiving a sum of a foreign currency in 90 days, why not hedge this transaction by using a 30-day forward contract and replacing it twice? Would this not give you greater flexibility over locking in the 90-day rate?
6. At present, 1 unit of Currency X equals 3 units of Currency Y. Interest rates are 6 percent in Country X and 8 percent in Country Y. Inflation in both countries suddenly rises by 3 percent. What effect would you expect this to have (a) on the respective interest rates and (b) on the relative exchange rates?
7. To a portfolio manager, why is economic exposure more important than either type of accounting exposure?
8. Do you think that a foreign investor would see any political risk in the United States? If so, in what respect?
9. Foreign exchange risk can be hedged; is there any way to hedge political risk?
10. Is a portfolio manager more concerned with real investment or with financial investment? Why?
11. Investor A holds three securities; Investor B holds twelve. For which investor would the addition of an international mutual fund to the portfolio make the most sense?
12. If you own a foreign security, are you more concerned with micro or macro political risk?
13. What is the advantage of American depository receipts over foreign shares?
14. You manage a $25 million portfolio for a very wealthy individual. This person brings in an article from The Wall Street Journal about a foreign mutual fund and expresses interest in it. How would you go about learning more about this fund for your client?
15. Comment on the following statement: I’ve never made any money in the currency forward market.
16. Do international securities have any place in a portfolio with the primary objective of growth of income?
17. How could you include the country risk ratings in an international stock valuation model?
18. Suppose you buy shares in a foreign company by purchasing American depository receipts rather than by buying shares on the foreign stock exchange where the security trades. Are you still concerned with foreign exchange risk? Why or why not?
19. This chapter deals with international equity diversification. Do you see any potential advantages to international diversification of a fixed-income portfolio?
20. In the Forbes article cited in the chapter, why could the lack of liquidity to institutional traders in emerging markets be an advantage to the individual investor?

PROBLEMS

1. The current exchange rate is one U.S. dollar equal to 1.4456 units of Currency G. In the United States, the T-bill rate is 8.68 percent. The 60-day forward rate for Currency G is $0.7100/G. What Country G interest rate is implied in these prices?
2. Check The Wall Street Journal for 90-day forward prices on the Japanese yen. What is the forward premium or discount?
3. Using your answer to Problem 2 and assuming that 90-day T-bills yield 9 percent, what should a 90-day Japanese T-bill yield if both the Japanese and U.S. governments are considered equally risky?
4. Suppose a Canadian dollar costs 75 cents in U.S. money. If the market begins in equilibrium, what should the new exchange rate be if U.S. inflation is 1 percent higher than Canadian inflation?
5. Using data from a recent edition of The Wall Street Journal, find the U.S. and Canadian prime interest rates. Based on these values, what change does the market expect in the value of the Canadian dollar relative to the U.S. dollar during the next year?
6. You have ¥1,000,000 in bonds that will mature in 90 days. Using current data from The Wall Street Journal, show how you can hedge the foreign exchange risk by doing the following:
   a. Using the forward market.
   b. Using the futures market.
7. Show how you could hedge the exposure in Problem 6 using yen foreign currency options.
8. Suppose the U.S. prime interest rate is 7.75 percent, and the Japanese prime rate is 8 percent. The spot exchange rate for the Japanese yen is ¥136.15/$. If the 180-day forward rate is ¥135.90/$, is the market in equilibrium?
9. Samuel Green recently joined the investment firm of Yoke Pond Associates as an equity analyst. Yoke Pond specializes in international equity investments. This is his first job after college. Sam has just returned from a trip to Germany and the Czech Republic to visit the firm’s offices there. He put 2,100 kilometers on a rental car during the trip and has the following information.

Total spent on gas: €213 and CZK565
Average price of gas at the pump: €1.49/liter
Exchange rates:
One Euro (€) = $1.55
One Czech Koruna (CZK) = $0.064

The car Sam rented had an on-board computer that gave him fuel economy information. Most of his driving was in Germany on the Autobahn at an average speed of 120 km/hr. At this speed, the car indicated his fuel consumption was 8.9 liters/100 km. Some stretches of the Autobahn have no speed limit; Sam enjoyed turning the car loose when this was the case and he could safely do so. He hit a top speed of 182 km/hour and could cruise comfortably at 160 km/hr. At this latter speed, he saw that the current fuel consumption indicator showed 11.2 liters per 100 km.

a. What was his top speed in miles per hour?
b. What was the average pump price of gas in US dollars/gallon?
c. What is the equivalent of 8.9 liters/100 km in the US convention of miles per gallon?
d. He had to fill the gas tank in the rental car before returning it. For the whole trip, what was the average fuel economy in miles per gallon?

Sam is intrigued by the difference in fuel economy at 120 km/hr versus 160 km/hr. In particular, he is curious about how much it costs to save time by traveling at the higher speed. If he drives faster he will burn up more fuel but he will get to his destination faster.

e. If he drives a distance of 100 km, how much would it cost him per minute saved to travel at 160 km/hr rather than 120 km/hr?

He returned home with €165 and CZK800. At the airport currency exchange window back in the United States the dealer offered to pay $0.6335 per euro but didn’t take Czech currency. However, the customer behind him in line overhead the conversation. She was on her way to the Czech Republic and offered Sam €30 for his CZK800. If he accepted this offer he could then exchange all his euros for dollars.

f. How does the implied exchange rate from the other customer compare to the exchange rate listed earlier?
g. If Sam accepts the offer and converts these euros and the other 165 he has into dollars, how much will he receive?

10. FROM THE 2005 LEVEL III EXAM (Question 9)

QUESTION 9 HAS THREE PARTS (A, B, C)
FOR A TOTAL OF 10 MINUTES

Ismail Hamid is considering the addition of international investments to Elizabeth Yeo’s portfolio. He explains to Yeo his methodology for developing capital market expectations and determining a recommended asset allocation.
In his approach to developing capital market expectations, Hamid utilizes sample statistics from the most recent twenty years of market, security, and foreign exchange price data as estimates of asset class expected returns, expected volatilities of returns, and expected correlations of returns.

**A. Give two specific limitations of Hamid’s approach to developing capital market expectations.**

(4 minutes)

Hamid recommends that Yeo consider a possible allocation of investment assets to Hong Kong real estate, because prices of real estate tend to lag returns from the stock market. With the Hang Seng Index registering strong positive returns recently, Hamid expects that the wealth gains from the equity market will now be a positive factor for real estate prices.

**B. Identify one problem in using historical estimates of return correlations for alternative assets such as real estate. Explain how that problem biases the formulation of expectations for real estate investments.**

(3 minutes)

Hamid shows Yeo an economic research report recently published by his firm; the report contains the following conclusion: “Because of recent speculative forces on the Malaysian ringgit (MYR), it is highly likely that Malaysia will impose sustained currency controls to regulate the flow of capital into the country.”

**C. Judge, given the likelihood that Malaysia will impose sustained currency controls, whether Yeo should lower, not change, or raise her expected long-term investment risk premiums. Support your response with one reason.**

(3 minutes)

**INTERNET EXERCISES**

Find the currency exchange rates between the U.S. dollar and two other currencies of your choice. Compute the implied cross rate between these two foreign currencies and verify the result by checking the rate between the currencies. Is there a possible arbitrage (profit-making) opportunity?

**FURTHER READING**


Chapter 7 International Investment and Diversification


Introduction

Before explaining how people should behave, it is important to know how they do behave. Much of capital market theory springs from the notion that people like return and do not like risk and that dispersion around an expected return is a reasonable measure of risk.

Role of the Capital Markets

Capital markets trade securities with lives of more than one year and are the hallmark of the capitalist system. Why is there a New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), an American Stock Exchange (AMEX), a Chicago Board of Trade, or a Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE)? This chapter begins with a review of the three principal functions of capital markets.


*Since the opening of Eastern and Central Europe to a market economy, most U.S. college campuses routinely have enrolled students from the former Soviet Union eager to learn how the U.S. security markets work and how lessons learned here might be applied in their homeland.
Economic Function

The most important function of the capital markets is the **economic function**. Broadly speaking, this mechanism facilitates the transfer of money from savers to borrowers. Consider the secondary market for home mortgages. In many small communities in the United States, the residents are ordinary people with modest savings accounts. Still, the houses they buy are expensive, and most of the residents could not afford one without borrowing part of the cost. Suppose the area is a newly built bedroom community. Most residents will establish a local banking relationship for the convenience that checking and savings accounts offer. One person goes to the local bank and is successful in getting a $150,000 loan. Fifty other families do the same thing shortly thereafter. Very quickly, however, the entire savings of the town will be loaned out. The bank cannot loan money if it does not have.

Does this mean that no one else in town can buy a house? Fortunately, it does not. Elsewhere in the United States are people who want to lend money rather than borrow it. Anytime someone buys a government or corporate bond or makes a deposit into a savings account, she is lending money in the financial system. The system makes it easy to match up those who want to borrow with those who want to lend. The local banks that hold the mortgage certificates can sell these mortgages to someone else, and they routinely do so. Government agencies such as the Government National Mortgage Association and the Federal National Mortgage Association help facilitate these sales. Once the local bank sells a mortgage, it receives an inflow of money that can be used to finance someone else’s home loan. The bank may subsequently sell this new mortgage, too, and the cycle goes on. A small bank with $25 million in assets could easily provide more than $250 million in mortgage financing this way.

Similarly, corporations sell stocks and bonds to the public. The U.S. government sells Treasury bonds to buyers all over the world. Individuals who own stock and suddenly need to raise cash can sell their shares to someone else. These are all examples of the **economic function of the capital markets**: facilitating the flow of capital from those who have it and wish to invest it to those who need it and want to borrow it.

Continuous Pricing Function

A second function of the capital markets is the **continuous pricing function**. This means precisely what the name indicates: Prices are available moment by moment. This is a tremendous advantage to the security investor. Consider the case of antiques, for instance. How much is the old grandfather clock you inherited worth? How about your Chinese porcelain, or your 50 acres of southern pine timberland?

Determining the value of these items is not always conceptually easy, nor can the task be accomplished quickly. An appraiser must check authenticity and condition. Having established this, recent sales of other comparable items provide additional evidence of value. This might involve reading catalogs or auction reports, doing Internet research, or making numerous telephone calls. Whatever is necessary will take time and will be a nuisance.

This problem is much simpler with financial assets such as stocks or bonds. In most cases, we can quickly discover their prices during the business day. People routinely call their broker and ask, “How’s Microsoft? How about Amazon?” They fully expect (and have come to take for granted) an instant reply. Alternatively, one can always check the *Wall Street Journal* or
other newspaper with a business section, or get on the Internet for a quick price quotation.

Some securities do not trade very often, and investors are less confident in their ability to get a quick quotation on a firm that is too small to be carried in the electronic price-reporting system. Nonetheless, an analyst could come up with a close estimate for it more quickly than for an attic full of uncategorized art.

**Fair Price Function**
The third function of the capital markets is the *fair price function*. Some people consider it the most important because of the anxiety it removes from them. This function means that an investor can trust the financial system. He can tell his broker to sell his stock at the going price and be assured of getting a fair price.

This is not the case with most of the things sold outside an organized trading ground. You would never, for instance, go to the automobile classified ads in the paper and pay whatever someone wanted for a particular car that interested you; there would be a very real chance that you would pay considerably more than necessary.

The reason capital market prices are fair stems from the fact that many players are in the game. These people are, in a sense, competing for the same business. If an investor has stock to sell, thousands of people are willing to bid on it. The markets ensure that the investors will sell it to the highest bidder. Conversely, buyers encounter numerous potential sellers, but the system ensures that the seller’s order is matched up with the “best price,” which from the buyers’ perspective is the lowest price. The more participants and the more formal the marketplace, the more assurance the seller has that he is getting a good price.

Consider a well-established local grocery store that is part of a national chain. Are customers comfortable doing their shopping there without much hesitation, or do they worry about not getting a good deal? Chances are that the prices prevailing in the store are competitive and fair. So many people pass through the area that stores with “unfair” high prices simply will not survive.

As another example, say that a person owns an especially valuable rare coin. One way to sell the coin would be to go to a regional coin show and take it from dealer table to dealer table to collect individual offers on it. An alternative is to offer it for sale at a coin auction. The latter choice will almost certainly result in a higher price. When many dealers simultaneously look at a particular coin, the market is much more efficient than when the dealers look at the coin individually.

There is an old joke among academic people about the business professor who was asked what his consulting fee was. He replied, “$2,000 per hour.” When asked how much consulting he did, he replied “None, but that is my rate.” Any price can be set, but when comparable services are available, the highest price will not get any action from the buyers.

The reverse is also true: if a price is too low, the market will quickly force it up. I was once in a discount department store and saw a shopping basket full of about 300 rolls of cellophane tape carrying an obviously incorrect price tag. I found a clerk and asked if the tape was marked with the correct price; I was assured it was. I then informed the clerk that I would take all the store would sell me at that price—the 300 rolls plus whatever was still in inventory in the back. The clerk returned a few minutes later with a manager, who announced
that the tape was priced incorrectly and apologized for the inconvenience. I could have made a fuss but I didn’t.

A discussion of fair pricing inevitably leads to the efficient market hypothesis (EMH), which is the theory supporting the notion that market prices are in fact fair. You can argue that this is the single most important paradigm in finance.

Efficient Market Hypothesis

Types of Efficiency

The efficient market hypothesis is a critical element of finance theory. Market efficiency influences many different subfields of finance, and anyone involved in the securities business should be familiar with the meaning and implications of market efficiency.

The two types of efficiency are operational efficiency and informational efficiency. Operational efficiency measures how well things function in terms of speed of execution and accuracy. At a stock exchange, operational efficiency is a function of the number of orders that are lost or filled incorrectly and the elapsed time between the receipt of an order and its execution. All market participants are concerned with these matters, but this is not the type of efficiency referred to in the EMH.

The EMH relates to informational efficiency, a measure of how quickly and accurately the market reacts to new information. Eugene Fama, Professor of Finance at the University of Chicago, is probably the best-known advocate of the efficient market hypothesis. He has contributed to a great deal of the literature on this topic. He sums up the gist of this notion in one of his earliest writings, where he states, “In an efficient market at any point in time the actual price of a security will be a good estimate of its intrinsic value.”

New data constantly enter the marketplace via such things as economic reports, company press releases, political statements, or public opinion surveys. What does all this information mean? Is rising unemployment in Germany good or bad for holders of U.S. Treasury bonds? How about Company XYZ’s announcement that it intends to split its stock 5 for 1? Suppose the price of gold jumps $10 an ounce in one day; what effect will this likely have on stocks, if any?

The market is informationally very efficient: Security prices adjust rapidly and accurately to new information without the need to digest it very long. Sometimes the speed of adjustment is remarkably fast. I was once sitting in the boardroom of a brokerage firm punching up my current stocks on the computer terminal. One of my holdings at the time was common stock in the MGM Grand Hotel, symbol GRH on the New York Stock Exchange. The stock was trading at 10.25 as I watched. The bell rang, and the red light flashed on the Dow Jones News Service monitor, indicating “hot news.” I got up to see what it was and, to my dismay, read the following headline: “Fire at MGM Grand Hotel.” In the seconds it took me to return to the computer, GRH was down to 7.50, which is approximately where it remained the rest of the day.

Anyone with common sense would realize that a hotel fire is bad news. In an informationally efficient market, prices are going to react fast, and they did. We could not expect to read about the fire in the Wall Street Journal the following day, to think “Well, I’ll bet that hammers the stock; I’d better sell,”

---

1. The market is a colloquial term referring to all the players: individuals, institutions, foreigners, and so on. We talk about the market behaving a certain way as if it were a single entity.
and to find that the market was still trying to sort the news out. Prices had dropped long before.

The market is very efficient; it deciphers the news quickly, and prices adjust. Students in an investments class are sometimes disappointed to learn that they cannot take a stock market course giving them the power to read the financial pages, casually picking stocks here and there that will certainly double in price by next week. Things do not work that way.

Still, the market is not completely efficient. There are indeed rewards for the person who processes the news better than the next. For one thing, not everyone has access to the same news, nor does everyone receive the news in a timely fashion. Because of this, it is common to talk about three forms of the EMH, each of which is based on the availability of a different level of information. These are discussed next.

Weak Form
The least restrictive form of the EMH is the weak form. It states that it is impossible to predict future stock prices by analyzing prices from the past. In other words, charting techniques are of no use.

Consider Figure 8-1. According to the weak form of the EMH, how a stock arrived at its current price makes no difference. It could have followed the route of Stock A, or it could have behaved like Stock B. The only thing that matters is the current price. The current price already includes any information contained in the past price series.
This is a difficult pill for most people to swallow. If we were to survey our friends and neighbors, virtually everyone would identify Stock B as clearly a better buy than Stock A. After all, B is rising while A is falling. Who would want to buy a declining stock?

The point this logic misses is simple: Past prices do not matter; future ones do. Everyone has access to past price information, although some people can get these prices more conveniently than others. According to the EMH, so many people are looking at these same numbers that any free lunches have already been consumed. The current price is a fair one that considers any information contained in the past price data.

**Charting.** There are hundreds of books about charting. We refer to people who study charts as technical analysts or chartists. Just as we find identifiable forms in the clouds or in constellations of stars, our brains are creative enough to find patterns in a sequence of stock prices. Technical analysts learn what they consider important patterns through folklore or their own experience.

Consider the four graphs making up Figure 8-2. Are these random patterns, or does one or more of them tell something? Some technical analysts
would look at Chart A and see a stock that has been unsuccessful in penetrat-
ing a “resistance level” at 0. Its failure to rise above this after several attempts
is followed by a major downturn in the stock price. Chart B shows a pattern
that certainly looks good. This stock is on a sustained rise. Chart C shows
another bearish situation. Here a stock has penetrated its “support level” at 0,
resulting in a significant decline to the −5 area. A technical analyst would call
this a “breakout on the downside.” Chart D shows “congestion” in the −2 to
+1 range, followed by a sharp break to a new equilibrium level around −4.

What should we make of all this? Would we be more inclined to buy one
of these stocks than the others? Is one clearly inferior to the others? Here is the
kicker: Each of these ﬁgures was created using the random number–generating
function of a spreadsheet package. These are four successive random graphs,
but with a different seed number to start each series. In all four graphs, the
observation is either one unit higher than the previous observation or one unit
lower, and each of the two possible outcomes has a 50 percent probability
of occurring. Are these graphs useful in predicting what the spreadsheet will
select next? Probably not.

Still, charts are likely to remain a permanent part of the investment land-
scape. They have a behavioral element that we do not fully understand. One
of the foremost researchers in behavioral ﬁnance is Meir Statman. After the
market pullback in September 1998, he stated:

If the market is going up, people expect it to continue to go up. But if it
go up for, say, six months without a correction, people get nervous.
They kind of expect the market will go up over time, but not straight up.
They find a correction a relief. So the next time the market gets up to the
8,000 level, people will feel we are on solid ground. We’ve had a correc-
tion. The prices are more reasonable.4

**Runs Test.** To be able to test the likelihood that a series of price movements
such as these occurred by chance is handy. One way to do this is with a nonpara-
metric statistical technique called a **runs test.** Table 8-1 shows the details.5

**TABLE 8-1**  THE RUNS TEST

\[
Z = \frac{R - \bar{X}}{\sigma}
\]

where \( R = \) number of runs;

\[
\bar{X} = \frac{2n_1n_2}{n_1+n_2} + 1
\]

\[
\sigma^2 = \frac{2n_1n_2(2n_1n_2-n_1-n_2)}{(n_1+n_2)^2(n_1+n_2-1)}
\]

\( n_1, n_2 = \) number of observations in each category; and

\( Z = \) standard normal variable.

*The standard normal variable comes from a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard
deviation of 1. Approximately 95 percent of the distribution lies within two standard deviations of the
mean. Z statistics with large absolute values do not often occur by chance.

5Table 8-1 shows the Wald-Wolfowitz runs test. Although it is a useful test any time, it is best suited
to cases where \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) are both greater than 20.
A run is an uninterrupted sequence of the same observation. A coin-flipping experiment, for instance, might yield the following sequence of heads (H) and tails (T):

\[ 
\text{HHH TT H T HHH TTT H TT HH} 
\]

Let us do a runs test on the stock price pattern in Chart A of Figure 8-2. Figure 8-3 reproduces Chart A and annotates it with runs. Each time the price change reverses sign, a new run begins. Figure 8-3 shows 23 runs in this series of 50 stock price changes, with 20 “ups” and 30 “downs.”

Suppose we took fifty pennies and arranged them in a row. Then we turn them so that twenty of them are heads (or “up stock prices”) and thirty are tails (“down stock prices”). We can arrange these coins in many different orders. We could have all the heads first and then all the tails, giving us only two runs. We could also alternate the heads and tails until the heads run out, giving us forty-one runs. Neither of these patterns would be expected to occur by chance. The results of the runs test indicate the likelihood of the various combinations of heads and tails. Table 8-2 shows the statistics for this experiment. The runs test calculates the number of ways the observed number of runs could occur given the relative number of heads and tails in the sample and the probability of this number.

Elementary probability theory teaches that about 95 percent of the area under the normal curve lies within 1.96 standard deviations of the mean. Our Z statistic of \( Z = -0.595 \) is close to the standard normal distribution mean of 0. The likelihood of observing a Z statistic near 0 is very high. We cannot be 95 percent certain that our observed stock prices did not happen by chance unless we get a Z statistic whose absolute value is 1.96 or greater.

\[ \frac{27.56 \text{ percent chance of getting 23 runs when } n_1 = 20 \text{ and } n_2 = 30. \]
Semi-Strong Form

The weak form of the efficient market hypothesis states that security prices fully reflect any information contained in the past series of stock prices. The semi-strong form takes the information set a step further and includes all publicly available information.

A plethora of information of potential interest to investors is available. In addition to past stock prices, such things as economic reports, brokerage firm recommendations, and investment advisory letters abound. Although no one person sees every one of these items, “the market” does, and prices move as people make decisions to buy and sell based on what they learn from the information set available to them.

The news item about the MGM Grand Hotel fire was not past price data; however, it was publicly available, and the stock did decline because of it. According to the semi-strong form of the EMH, this is exactly what is expected.

According to Michael J.C. Roth, former executive vice-president of USAA Investment Management,

We recognize that the market is pretty efficient. We have seen time after time that when we get the word that a Wall Street firm is now recommending a stock, that stock is already up a point-and-a-half. The market is that efficient. As soon as anyone gets wind of a firm’s recommendation—boom—people are buying it, and that stock’s price goes up. By then, the value is diminished.7

Extensive academic research supports this version of the efficient market hypothesis. Studies have investigated the extent to which people can profit by acting on various corporate announcements such as stock splits, cash dividends, and stock dividends. An occasional paper shows that very small profits could have been made in a particular case, but the general result is consistent: The market reacts to public information very efficiently, and investors are seldom going to beat the market by analyzing public news, especially if they incur trading fees to buy and sell.

Burton Malkiel, author of the well-known stock market book A Random Walk Down Wall Street, says, “When you look at the evidence, you find that consistently, from year to year, two-thirds of professionally managed

---

portfolios are beaten by a low-cost index fund.\textsuperscript{8} This troubling but persistent result suggests that securities are accurately priced and that in the long run returns will be consistent with the level of systematic risk taken. The implication is that active managers will underperform by the amount of their transaction costs. The industry does not like this part of academic research.

**Strong Form**

The most extreme form of the efficient market hypothesis is the *strong form*. This version states that security prices fully reflect all public and private information. Figure 8-4 sums up the three forms of the efficient market hypothesis. According to the strong form, even corporate insiders cannot make abnormal profits by exploiting *inside information* about their company.\textsuperscript{9}

*Inside information* is factual information not available to the general public that will most likely influence security prices once it becomes public.

---


\textsuperscript{9}An abnormal profit is a return that is higher than that predicted by financial theory. That is, the return is higher than expected, given the level of risk of the investment. If someone could consistently earn abnormal returns using publicly available information, it would invalidate the semi-strong form of the efficient market hypothesis.
The evidence does not support the strong form of the EMH. Insiders (even Martha Stewart) obviously can make a profit trading on their knowledge. Every year people go to jail, are fined, or are suspended from trading for doing so. Inside information gives an unfair advantage that can be used to extract millions of dollars from the marketplace. Where did these millions in profit come from? They came from the pockets of individual investors who did not have access to the confidential corporate news. Our society does not believe this is fair; consequently, insider trading is illegal.

Semi-Efficient Market Hypothesis

The EMH has a thought-provoking cousin. The essence of the semi-efficient market hypothesis (SEMH) is the notion that the market prices some stocks more efficiently than others. This is a very appealing idea to many market analysts. Consider two very different companies, such as International Business Machines (IBM) and a hypothetical start-up firm called Emergent Chip Technology. Everyone has heard of IBM, which trades on the New York Stock
Exchange and many regional exchanges. Thousands of portfolios contain its shares, and virtually all security analysts watch it. The likelihood that an investor can find a free lunch in the shares of IBM is extremely small. The stock is priced fairly, and if she buys some she probably will earn a long-term return consistent with the stock's level of risk.

According to the SEMH, fewer people will be watching Emergent Chip Technology, and consequently, its shares will more likely be undervalued. In other words, the stock might not be priced as efficiently as the shares of IBM or those of other well-known companies.

"I have learned that the great opportunities are the places that have been neglected, where other people are not looking."

John Templeton

---

**Fibonacci Numbers: Market Folklore**

Leonardo Fibonacci (1170–1240) is familiar to many market technical analysts. He was a notable medieval mathematician, now famous for identifying the sequence of numbers that bears his name. The Fibonacci Sequence is shown here:

\[
1 \ 1 \ 2 \ 3 \ 5 \ 8 \ 13 \ 21 \ 34 \ 55 \ 89 \ldots
\]

After the initial unit values, each succeeding *Fibonacci number* is defined as the sum of the two previous numbers: \(3 + 5 = 8; 5 + 8 = 13;\) and so on. After the first few numbers, the ratio of each Fibonacci number to its predecessor is 1.618. This ratio continues infinitely for higher numbers:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 5 & 8 & 13 & 21 & 34 & 55 & 89 \\
\div 1 & \div 1 & \div 2 & \div 3 & \div 5 & \div 8 & \div 13 & \div 21 & \div 34 & \div 55 \\
= & 1 & 2 & 1.5 & 1.667 & 1.6 & 1.625 & 1.615 & 1.618 & 1.618
\end{array}
\]

Fibonacci ratios use this “magic” 1.618 number, as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
0.618 & 1 & 0.618 & 1 & 1.618 & 2.618 & 4.236 & 6.853 \\
\div 1.618 & \div 1.618 & \times 1.618 & \times 1.618 & \times 1.618 & \times 1.618 & \times 1.618 & \times 1.618 \\
= & 0.382 & 0.618 & 1 & 1.618 & 2.618 & 4.236 & 6.853 & 11.089
\end{array}
\]

According to one trader, most advocates of Fibonacci numbers use the .382 and .618 ratios to “compute retracement levels of a previous move.”

For example, if a stock falls from $100 to $70 (a 30 percent drop), it will encounter resistance to further advances after it recoups 38.2 percent of its loss, or until it reaches $81.46.

Fibonacci discovered these numbers while exploring the reproduction rates of rabbits. The remarkable thing is the frequency with which Fibonacci numbers occur in nature. The number and pattern of seed rows in a sunflower, the structure of pinecones, the chambers of a nautilus, and the topology of spiraling galaxies all share Fibonacci numbers (Figure 8-5).

One floor trader at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange told me she did not believe in Fibonacci numbers but had to follow them because so many other people did, and the market would react “strangely” when it approached a Fibonacci milestone.

This idea is sometimes used to support the thesis that the market has several tiers, or that a security pecking order exists. The first tier contains IBM and the like. The second tier might contain lesser-known but well-established companies such as many of those that trade on the American Stock Exchange. The third tier might be companies such as Emergent Chip Technology. The farther down the tier list you go, the less efficient the pricing is, or so the reasoning goes.

It is probably safe to say that most students of the market are generally sympathetic to the logic of the semi-efficient market hypothesis. It is not possible to follow every security. Analysts need to follow the big names, and they simply do not have time to research the ever-expanding list of emerging companies.

*Male bees come from an unfertilized egg and have only a mother. A female bee has both a mother and a father.
Security Prices and Random Walks

The efficient market hypothesis states that the current stock price fully reflects relevant news information. Although we can anticipate some of the news, much of it is unexpected. Some days the news is good; some days it is bad. The unexpected portion of the news, by definition, follows a random walk. The random walk idea says that news arrives randomly, and, because markets are efficient, security prices adjust to the arrival of the news. In general, we cannot forecast specifics of the news very accurately.

Substantial uncertainty surrounds even news that seems reasonably predictable. An article in Forbes reported the results of a study showing that over the period 1973 to 1990, the average error made by security analysts in forecasting the next quarter’s corporate earnings for the firms they covered was 40 percent. On an annual basis, the average error was never less than 25 percent. From 1985 to 1990, the average error was 52 percent, indicating that the analysts’ forecasting ability had not improved over the eighteen-year period.¹⁰

When the news relevant to a particular stock is good, people adjust their estimates of future returns upward, or they reduce the discount rate they attach to these returns. Either way, the stock price goes up. Conversely, when the news is bad, the stock price goes down.

Many people misunderstand what the random walk idea means. It does not say that stock prices move randomly. Rather, it says that the unexpected portion of the news arrives randomly, and that stock prices adjust to the news, whatever it is.

A famous analogy compares security prices to the path of a drunk staggering from lamppost to lamppost. The drunk has a beginning point and a target destination. The path of the drunk shows a trend from one post to the next. Along the way, however, the path is erratic. The drunk wanders right and left, perhaps occasionally out into the street or into the wall of a building.¹¹ An observer cannot accurately predict the precise route. The same is true of a security price and its consequent return. Over the long run, security returns are consistent with what we expect given their level of risk. In the short run, however, many ups and downs cloud the long-run outlook.

The stock price behaviors shown in the four charts of Figure 8-2 are random walks. Each succeeding observation is just as likely to be up as down.

Anomalies

In finance, anomaly usually refers to unexplained results that deviate from those expected under finance theory, especially those related to the efficient market hypothesis. The best-known anomalies are the low–PE effect, low-priced stock performance, small-firm effect, neglected-firm effect, overreaction effect, January effect, and day-of-the-week effect.

Low–PE Effect

Numerous academic studies have uncovered evidence that stocks with low price/earnings ratios (PEs) provide higher returns than stocks with higher PEs. This is called the low–PE effect. Studies by Basu, Breen, and Nicholson (among others) show this result.¹² None of these studies, however, used a risk-adjusted

¹¹The technical analyst would correctly identify the building as a “resistance level.”
¹²See Further Reading at the end of the chapter.
Profiting from Analysts’ Forecasts

Many brokerage firms have an in-house research staff providing recommendations on individual securities. Are these helpful to investors? If they can make above-average profits by following an analyst’s advice, this seems to be in contradiction to the efficient market hypothesis.

Many studies have investigated security analysts’ forecasting ability, and the evidence is generally embarrassing for the analysts. A recent study in the Journal of Finance* reviewed 360,000 buy/sell recommendations from 4,300 analysts over the period 1986–1996. The research concluded that after accounting for transaction costs, a strategy of buying the most highly rated stocks and selling those rated the lowest failed to produce a risk-adjusted return greater than zero, exactly what the efficient market hypothesis would predict.


Low-Priced Stocks

Many people believe that certain stock price levels are either too high or too low. Equivalently, they believe that an optimum trading range for the price of stock exists. By finance theory, the stock price should be merely a marker and of no value in comparing firms. The size (and value) of a piece of pie depends on the number of pieces into which the pie is cut.

Still, folklore about stock prices abounds. As early as 1936 the academic literature showed evidence that low-priced common stock tended to earn higher returns than stock with a “high” price.14 In their classic investment book, Graham and Dodd state, “It is a commonplace of the market that an issue will rise more steadily from 10 to 40 than from 100 to 400.”15

methodology. A subsequent study by Basu was risk adjusted,13 and even then the excess returns associated with low–PE stocks persisted. Because this seems to conflict directly with the capital asset pricing model and the theory behind it, this Basu study is noteworthy.

Some evidence indicates that low–PE stocks outperform higher–PE stocks of similar risk.

15B. Graham and D.L. Dodd, Security Analysis (New York: McGray-Hall, 1962), 649. In a 1976 speech, Benjamin Graham backed off from this statement: “I am no longer an advocate of elaborate techniques of security analysis in order to find superior value opportunities. This was a rewarding activity, say, forty years ago, when our textbook ‘Graham and Dodd’ was first published; but the situation has changed a good deal since then. In the old days any well-trained security analyst could do a good professional job of selecting undervalued issues through detailed studies; but in the light of the enormous amount of research now being carried on, I doubt whether in most cases such extensive efforts will generate sufficiently superior selections to justify their cost. To that very limited extent I’m on the side of the ‘efficient market’ school of thought now generally accepted by the professors.” (Cited in John Train, Money Masters (New York: Harper & Row, 1987, 103).
Chapter 8  The Capital Markets and Market Efficiency

**Senators and Their Investments**

Members of the U. S. Senate have to file an annual financial disclosure report (FDR) listing their stock purchases and sales. They have no special restrictions on their ability to trade, although it seems probable that during their committee work individual members occasionally learn information that is likely to affect particular stock prices. How do senators do as a group? A group of researchers investigated this question by looking at FDRs over the period 1993–1998. They performed an event study using date of purchase and date of sale as event days. The research indicated that a strategy of buying the stocks the senators purchased and shorting stocks they sold would have outperformed the market by about 12 percent annually. They found no difference between Democrats and Republicans, but did find that more junior senators outperformed those with more seniority.

Consider the following question: Is it easier for a stock to rise from $5 to $6 than it is for it to rise from $50 to $60? The vast majority of people who play the market seem to believe this. If this were the case (which theory and empirical evidence dispute), every firm whose stock sold for $50 should split 10 for 1 so that its share price would advance faster.

**Small-Firm and Neglected-Firm Effects**

Like the low–PE effect, the small-firm effect and the neglected-firm effect are two important market anomalies that influence the stock selection of some investors (and some portfolio managers).

**Small-Firm Effect.** The theory of the small-firm effect maintains that investing in firms with low market capitalization will, on average, provide superior risk-adjusted returns. Solid financial research supports this hypothesis. Important studies on this topic include those by Reinganum and Banz. These and other research studies clearly provide evidence that small-capitalization firms outperform larger ones.

The Banz study divided all New York Stock Exchange firms into five groups based on their capitalization and determined the average annual performance of the five groups. Returns of the smallest group were almost 20 percent larger than those of the largest group. This is a thought-provoking result and a reason many investors find small caps so intriguing.

---


---

16Market capitalization refers to the number of shares of stock outstanding multiplied by the current stock price.

The obvious implication of this is that portfolio managers should give small-firms particular attention in the security selection process. We do not know why the small-firm effect exists, but it seems to persist. In the past, some anomalies tended to disappear soon after they were reported. The small-firm effect is still with us.

**Neglected-Firm Effect.** The neglected-firm effect is a cousin of the small-firm effect. Institutional investors are sometimes limited to the larger-capitalization firms. As a consequence, security analysts do not pay as much attention to firms that are unlikely portfolio candidates. Arbel, Carvell, and Strebel investigated 510 firms over a ten-year period and found, as expected, that the smaller firms outperformed those that institutions widely held.\(^{18}\) The authors postulated that institutions might perceive more risk with the smaller firms, and hence they ignore them. Arbel and Strebel show other evidence that the attention of security analysts does affect share prices and that if analysts neglect a firm, it has a systematic impact on the share value.\(^{19}\)

The implication is the same as with the small-firm effect: neglected firms seem to offer a free lunch with surprising regularity. When the Arbel, Carvell, and Strebel study appeared in 1983, the authors closed by stating that the effect was “unlikely to persist over time.” Neglected firms, however, continue to be an important research area that we have not yet figured out.

**Market Overreaction**

Another area of research interest lies in the observed tendency for the market to overreact to extreme news, with the general result that investors can sometimes predict systematic price reversals. For instance, if stocks fall dramatically, they seem to have a tendency to perform better in the following period than their betas indicate they should. De Bondt and Thaler have written several important articles dealing with this subject.\(^{20}\)

Experimental psychologists know that people often rely too heavily on recent data at the expense of the more extensive set of prior data. At a racetrack, for instance, success by the house handicapper on the previous race significantly influences the betting pattern on the following race, even if the handicapper was largely inaccurate on previous races. Based on this known result, De Bondt and Thaler:

> conjectured that, as a consequence of investor overreaction to earnings, stock prices may also temporarily depart from their underlying fundamental values. With prices initially biased by either excessive optimism or pessimism, prior “losers” would be more attractive investments than prior “winners.”

In their studies, De Bondt and Thaler found “systematic price reversals for stocks that experience extreme long-term gains or losses: Past losers significantly outperform past winners.”\(^{21}\)

---


\(^{21}\)Ibid.
Brown and Harlow, writing in the *Journal of Portfolio Management*, found that the overreaction was stronger to bad news than to good news during the period of their study.\textsuperscript{22} After an especially large drop, security returns over the following period were unusually large and persistent.

An article appearing in *Financial Management* specifically investigated an earnings announcement by Intel on September 21, 2000.\textsuperscript{23} The company issued a press release stating that third-quarter revenue would be significantly lower than analysts’ expectations. The stock subsequently fell 29 percent in the next three days. Using a discounted cash flow model, the article shows that the stock could not have been efficiently priced both before and after the announcement.

**January Effect**

Another well-known anomaly is the January effect. Numerous studies show persuasive evidence that stock returns are inexplicably high in January and that small firms do better than large firms early in the year.\textsuperscript{24} This is especially true for the first five trading days in January.

In his 1983 study, Richard Roll begins by reporting, “For 18 consecutive years, from 1963 through 1980, average returns of small firms have been larger than average returns of large firms on the first trading day of the calendar year.”\textsuperscript{25} Comparing AMEX stocks (which are generally smaller firms) with those on the NYSE, Roll found that the average return differential was 1.16 percent in favor of the small firms, and that the t-statistic for significance of the difference was a whopping 8.18.

---

**PORTFOLIO MEMO**

The direct relationship between risk and expected return is a fundamental of finance. Persistent deviations from this are rare. The capital markets of Japan, however, have become a notable exception. Writing in the *Journal of Investing*, Baytas and Cakici found that over the period 1980–1997, equity investments, as a group, earned less than either bonds or convertible bonds.\textsuperscript{*} Eighteen years is a long time for this anomalous result to persist.

Japan may be unusual because of the tendency there for firms to hold substantial numbers of each other’s shares. Nonetheless, this result is troubling, and inconsistent with market efficiency and rational investor behavior.


---


This phenomenon has possible explanations. Branch proposes that the superior January performance comes from tax-loss trading late in December.\textsuperscript{26} Rogalski and Tinic probably provide a better explanation, showing evidence that the risk of small stocks is not constant over the year and tends to be especially high early in the year.\textsuperscript{27} The reason for this phenomenon of higher risk is itself unexplained. In any event, January tends to be a good month for the stock market.

Avner Arbel has studied numerous market anomalies, including the performance of neglected firms in January. In one study he formed stocks into four groups. Three groups come from S&P 500 stocks, divided into highly researched, moderately researched, and neglected, depending on the extent to which there was analyst coverage. The fourth group contained non-S&P 500 stocks.\textsuperscript{28} Table 8-3 shows the results of his study.

The data in the table are compelling for both the neglected-firm effect and the January effect. The less the research coverage, the higher the return, with this result especially pronounced in January. Note from the bottom row of the table that in January, non-S&P 500 firms earn 10.72 percent more than in an average month. The general thrust of the results persists even after adjusting for market risk.

**Day-of-the-Week Effect**

Mondays are historically bad days for the stock market. Wednesdays and Fridays are historically good. Tuesdays and Thursdays are a mixed bag.\textsuperscript{29} These results persist over various time periods and for periods of varying lengths. From July 1978 to December 1978, for instance, the average Monday return for the S&P 500 portfolio was $-0.134\%$. This is a one-day return, so on an annualized basis, this corresponds to an aggregate loss of over 33 percent.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & Average January return & Average January return minus average monthly return during the rest of the year & Average January return after adjusting for systematic risk \\
\hline
S&P 500 Companies & & & \\
Highly Researched & 2.48\% & 1.63\% & -1.44\% \\
Moderately Researched & 4.95\% & 4.19\% & 1.69\% \\
Neglected & 7.62\% & 6.87\% & 5.03\% \\
Non-S&P 500 Companies & & & \\
Neglected & 11.32\% & 10.72\% & 7.71\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{The January Effect on Selected Stocks}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{27} Rogalski and Tinic, 1986.
This should not happen in an efficient market. Once someone reports a recurring profitable trading opportunity, the actions of investors should cause it to disappear. Researchers discovered the **day-of-the-week effect** in the early 1980s, and it continues today. After accounting for trading fees, the economic significance of the anomaly is lower, but it remains nonetheless. No satisfactory theory explains why the phenomenon exists in the first place, nor is the reason that it seems to continue clear, despite all that has been published about it.

**Turn-of-the-Calendar Effect**

Another interesting anomaly deals with calendar turning points. A study by Keim\(^{30}\) finds that over a period of time, the bulk of the return comes from the last trading day of the month and the first few days of the following month. For the rest of the month, the ups and downs approximately cancel out.

**Persistence of Technical Analysis**

*Technical analysis* refers to any technique in which past security prices or other publicly available information is employed to predict future prices. Market efficiency tests, especially those dealing with the weak form, have routinely found that investors cannot profitably exploit any evidence of market inefficiency after including the effects of transaction costs. Still, an immense amount of literature appears each year based in varying degrees on technical techniques that, if the EMH is true, should be useless.

Even finance professors seem less than totally committed to the EMH paradigm. In one national survey, 40 percent of the respondents with doctorates in finance believed that advance/decline lines (a popular tool of the technical analyst) were “useful” or “very useful.” One-fourth agreed that “charts enhance investment performance.”\(^{31}\)

It is safe to say that we do not fully understand the theory or practice of technical analysis. Its techniques are generally imprecise and do not lend themselves to rigorous statistical testing. Certain phenomena from the clinical psychology literature seem to be at least partially operative in the stock market.\(^{32}\) At a casino craps table, for instance, shooters throw the dice harder when trying for a high number. Low numbers, of course, require an easier toss. Although the random number that occurs and the strength of the toss obviously have no connection, a psychological illusion of control exists. Similarly, humans suffer from hindsight bias. With trading techniques, people tend to remember their successes and repress their failures. The author once had a neighbor who owned 200 shares of a common stock. He was a graduate student, and this was his only investment. On days when the stock was up a point, he would brag, “I made $200 today.” On days when the stock was down, he said nothing. Later, when the stock rose a point again, in his view, he “made another $200.” He made that same $200 many times.\(^{33}\)


\(^{33}\)This is a good example of someone getting nonfinancial utility from his investments.
Chaos Theory

At recent finance conferences, a few researchers have presented studies on chaos theory as applied to the stock market. Chaos theory is a growing field in physics that studies instances in which apparently random behavior is, in fact, quite systematic or even deterministic. This theory already has applications in weather prediction, population growth forecasts, and fisheries biology. As an example of the latter application, it is not true that a given volume of ocean water, left free from human interference, will reach an equilibrium population of the various fish species that inhabit it. As the fish grow and get bigger, they consume the smaller fry (of their own or a different species) in increasing numbers. Fewer young fish are left to mature; this, coupled with the natural death of the older fish, eventually results in a sudden drastic reduction in fish population, causing dismay to those who fish and excitement in the local media. At the same time, this phenomenon results in reduced predation and food competition by the surviving fry, so the population begins to grow dramatically, and the cycle continues. Interactions between species add complexity to the process.

Many physicists have found that they can ply their trade in Wall Street’s most prestigious investment houses. Someone coined the term econophysics to refer to the application of physics principles in the analysis of stock market behavior. Risk magazine reports on a French investment fund with an automated investment strategy based in part on the studies of turbulence in wind tunnels. One of the principals of the fund, Jean-Philippe Bouchaud, states, “It became

PORTFOLIO MEMO

Investor Irrationality

The notion of market efficiency assumes that investors behave rationally. That is, they prefer more return to less, less risk to more, and will not purchase a dominated security. In practice, good evidence suggests that investors are routinely overconfident and that this overconfidence generates some pricing momentum for growth stocks. Daniel and Titman provide some evidence on this subject. They propose that although investors use analytical methods, they also employ subjective hunches and act on gut feeling.

Clinical psychologists note the illusion of control phenomenon at play in the stock market. People like to believe they are influencing events even when they clearly are not. The winning lottery number, for instance, is purely a random variable. Many lottery ticket vending machines provide an option for the machine to randomly select numbers, or the buyer can choose them. Very few people choose the random option; they want to pick their own numbers. Statistically, the winning number is completely independent of how the purchaser picks it. Similarly, market efficiency suggests that charting will not work; successive price changes are independent. Charts are appealing, however, and they give some people the sense that they are influencing their investment performance.

clear that the velocity-velocity correlations found in wind tunnel experiments were similar, at least qualitatively, to the volatility-volatility correlations observed in financial markets.”

Attempts to find a pattern in stock market behavior have been associated with investments since the origin of the exchanges. There is much we do not know about how the market arrives at security prices, and chaos theory may eventually provide some partial answers. If the apparent randomness of security price changes can be shown to be nonrandom, much of the theory of finance would need revision.

**SUMMARY**

The U.S. capital markets are extremely efficient, both informationally and operationally. They are the envy of much of the world, and many developing nations emulate them. They are not perfect, however. The vast number of securities traded on the exchanges, the rapid introduction of new financial products, and the globalization of world economies provide a fair but complicated financial battleground. Much about the markets, security pricing, and utility remains undiscovered.

Explanations will eventually emerge for the current anomalies, and any free lunches will disappear as they always have. One of the indirect societal benefits of security analysts and the activities of finance professors is that these people help keep the market efficient.

The capital markets serve three primary functions: economic, continuous pricing, and fair price.

The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) relates to informational efficiency and the fair price function, not to operational efficiency. The essence of the EMH is that so many people watch the marketplace that it is unlikely any individual can consistently make windfall profits by picking stocks better than the next person.

The EMH has three forms. The weak form says that past prices, or charts, are of no value in predicting future stock price performance. The semi-strong form says that security prices already fully reflect all relevant publicly available information. The strong form of the EMH extends the semi-strong form to include private, inside information as well. We know that insiders can make illegal profits, so this form of the EMH doesn’t hold up.

The random walk theory does not state that security prices move randomly. Instead, it maintains that news arrives randomly and that, in accordance with the EMH, security prices rapidly adjust to the random arrival of news.

Anomalies are occurrences in the market that finance theory cannot explain. Stocks with low price/earnings ratios tend to show unusually higher returns; January is a good month for the stock market; and small firms tend to do better than large firms in January. Monday is a bad day for the stock market while Wednesdays and Friday have historically been good.

Technical analysis is diametrically opposed to the efficient market hypothesis, yet it has many advocates, including well-educated finance professors and practitioners. Chaos theory has the potential to explain at least partially some of these issues.

---

QUESTIONS

1. If the stock market is efficient, what good is security analysis?
2. At a job interview with a Wall Street firm, you are asked if you believe in the efficient market hypothesis. How do you think you should answer this question?
3. What is the difference between the semi-strong form of the efficient market hypothesis and the semi-efficient market hypothesis?
4. How does the random walk notion tie in with the concept of market efficiency?
5. Make up a question that could be tested via a runs test.
6. Why is charting inconsistent with the weak form of the efficient market hypothesis?
7. Explain the difference between informational and operational efficiency.
8. Explain the difference between the continuous pricing function and the fair price function of capital markets.
9. How can finance professors justify their general criticism of technical analysis techniques (such as charting) when so many members of the investment community practice these methods?
10. Suppose that you estimate beta for a stock over an extended period, and your regression results yield a statistically positive intercept. Does this contradict the efficient market hypothesis?
11. What role do commissions play in a test of market efficiency?
12. What information do you think the price/earnings ratio provides? Should it be high, low, or in between?
13. Suppose a stock sells for $2.50. Do you have any preconceptions about this firm based just on the price?
14. What implications do you think the small-firm effect has for modern portfolio management?
15. Someone decides to conduct a test of the January effect. Would this be a weak-form test or a strong-form test of the efficient market hypothesis?
16. In a Goldman Sachs research publication entitled Making the Most of Value and Growth Investing, the report states that “the excess returns from value stocks tend to follow a period of significant underperformance, making early identification and purchase of value stocks counterproductive as a general strategy.” Explain why the early purchase of value stocks might be counterproductive.

PROBLEMS

1. A psychic reader guesses “red” or “black” as fifteen cards are drawn from a deck. His success rate follows (R = right; W = wrong):
   
   R R R W R R W W R R R R W R W

   Test his accuracy using a runs test.

2. Follow the Dow Jones Industrial Average for one month, and do a runs test on up days versus down days. What do you conclude from your results?

3. OEX is the ticker symbol for the S&P 100 stock index. You can download free historical values of the OEX index at http://quote.yahoo.com. Select fifty days beginning as near your birthday as possible. Do a runs test on up versus down days.
4. Collect information from the Dividend News section of the *Wall Street Journal* for twenty NYSE–listed stocks. Also collect their betas from the Internet. On the ex-dividend date for each of your securities, calculate the actual percentage change in the stock price, the percentage change in the S&P 500 index, and the percentage change in stock price predicted by the securities’ betas. Investigate whether or not it would have been profitable to buy the stock on the day prior to the ex-dividend date.

5. Using historical data on an actively traded, volatile stock such as Microsoft or Intel, see whether you can find any evidence to support the “retracement levels” claim reported in the chapter’s Portfolio Memo on Fibonacci numbers. (This is done best by preparing a graph of the stock price behavior over the period and then visually identifying a likely time period to investigate.)

**INTERNET EXERCISE**

Do an Internet search on the term “stochastic oscillator.” Explain how this technique might be used by a technical analyst investigating a stock. What is the economic intuition behind the measure?

**FURTHER READING**


Introduction

This is a book about portfolio construction and management. As stated in Chapter 1, today’s focus in investments is away from individual security analysis and toward the overall characteristics of the portfolio. Harry Markowitz showed how proper security selection enables the portfolio manager to reduce risk without sacrificing expected return. This book leaves detailed coverage of the many aspects of security analysis to other texts. This chapter and the next two review important principles behind the security selection process that are especially relevant in the construction and management of a portfolio.

Confusion can arise when people use familiar investment terms incorrectly. One objective of this chapter is to explain the principal categories of common stock, especially the investment characteristics that make a category of stock suitable for one portfolio but not for another. This chapter also looks at dividends and the reason dividend checks do not increase the shareholders’ wealth. Many people who should know better misunderstand this important point.

Picking the Equity Players

Key Terms

blue chip  growth investor  retention ratio
cash dividend  growth stock  reverse split
cyclical stock  income stock  signaling
defensive stock  multi-stage dividend  speculative stock
dividend discount  discount model  spin-off
cyclical stock  dividend reinvestment  stock dividend
model  dividend reinvestment  stock split  odd lot-generating split
plan  forward split  stock dividend  payout ratio  stock split
fundamental analyst  required rate of return  street name  technical analyst

You buy a stock, and when it goes up, you sell it. If it doesn’t go up, don’t buy it. —Will Rogers
Stock Selection Philosophy: Fundamental and Technical Analysis

There are two schools of thought in the business of stock picking. A fundamental analyst tries to discern the logical worth of a security based on its anticipated earnings stream. To do this, the analyst considers the firm’s financial statements, industry conditions, and prospects for the economy. The analyst may find an outstanding company—let’s call it XYZ—with excellent management and good future prospects but still not recommend it for purchase because the current stock price is too high. It may be attractive at $30 per share but not at $42.

The technical analyst thinks the financial statements and market conditions are of secondary importance. What matters is the price that people are willing to pay. Who is to say that XYZ is not worth $42 if that is what people are currently paying for it? The technical analyst is firmly convinced that supply and demand determine prices, that changes in supply and demand cause changes in prices, and that the changes in supply and demand can be predicted by observing the past series of stock prices.

A brokerage firm with a research capability usually has both types of analysts on its staff. Security analysis is a fascinating subject about which much is written, but, as stated earlier, this is not the focus of this book. This chapter is limited to several especially important aspects of individual stock characteristics and price behavior.

Dividends and Why They Really Do Not Matter

By law, if a company pays dividends, it must pay them in proportion to the number of shares a person owns in that company. The holder of 200 shares of Harley-Davidson, for example, will receive twice as many dividends as the holder of 100 shares.

A corporate distribution for which this is not the case is a gift. For instance, at one time Wrigley sent one carton of Juicy Fruit chewing gum to each of its shareholders regardless of the number of shares they held. Because everyone received the same amount, the gum was a gift.

Types of Dividends

Corporations may pay three types of dividends to their shareholders: cash dividends (the most common kind), stock dividends, and property dividends.

Cash Dividends. Most firms have an established dividend payment schedule through which a portion of the firm’s profits are returned to the shareholders. These dividends may be received as cash dividends (via a check from the company), or they can sometimes be reinvested in additional shares of stock in the firm. This latter option occurs via a dividend reinvestment plan (DRIP), which always provides for the purchase of fractional shares and sometimes allows shareholders to buy these shares at a slight discount from the prevailing market price.

Securities may be held in your name or in a street name. If you buy stock registered in a street name, your name is not on the stock certificate; it bears the name of a Wall Street firm. Your brokerage firm holds the shares, and allocates

---

1 A street name refers to a “Wall Street” name. Instead of actually taking receipt of stock certificates, most investors choose to receive a monthly statement showing the securities the brokerage firm holds for them. “Merrill Lynch” appears on the stock certificate rather than “Sally Jones.”
The one large dividend check it gets on behalf of perhaps thousands of individual shareholders. Most brokerage firms automatically transfer any excess cash in an account into a money market fund of some type. This is a good arrangement because it reduces to a minimum the unproductive time for the dividends.

If, instead, the portfolio manager receives dividend checks directly, she needs a temporary haven for these funds until they accumulate sufficiently to finance the purchase of more securities or until they are paid as income to the fund beneficiary. Most portfolio managers have some money market instrument available for this purpose.

Stock Dividends. Stock dividends are paid in additional shares of stock rather than in cash. Firms typically announce these as a percentage, such as a “10 percent stock dividend.” This means that if you hold 1,000 shares, you would receive an additional stock certificate for 100 shares. The person who holds 100 shares will get 10 more.

If you hold an odd lot, you will receive a check for the value of the fractional shares that cannot be distributed. You might, for instance, hold 221 shares. A 10 percent stock dividend would result in your receiving an additional 22 shares and a small check for the value of the remaining 1/10 share.

It is not completely clear why firms issue stock dividends, but we do know several things about them. First, they are popular when a firm lacks the funds to pay a cash dividend. They are especially common in the infancy or adolescent stages of a firm’s life cycle. Second, many shareholders seem to like them.
It is common for a firm to establish a regular pattern of paying both a cash dividend and a stock dividend.

**Property Dividends.** As the name implies, a **property dividend** is the distribution of physical goods (such as a firm’s products) to shareholders, with each shareholder receiving an amount proportional to his stock holding. Property dividends are rare. They were more popular in the early days of our capital markets, when the number of shareholders in a particular company was likely to be small and the company produced something that could conveniently be distributed.

**Spin-Offs.** In some respects, a **spin-off** is like a property dividend. With a spin-off, a parent firm divests itself of a subsidiary, but rather than selling the subsidiary to some other firm, it distributes all shares in the subsidiary proportionally to the parent firm’s shareholders. In effect, the parent has given away the subsidiary, and the shareholders are free to keep or sell the shares as they see fit. Britain’s Cadbury Schweppes (CSG, NYSE), for instance, is the parent company of Snapple. People who own shares of Cadbury indirectly are part owners of Snapple. CSG’s management could decide it wanted out of the fruit drink business, and, instead of selling the subsidiary, could give it away to the Cadbury shareholders to sell themselves if they so desired. This would be a spin-off. In this case, each CSG shareholder would receive a Snapple stock certificate in the mail, or her broker would receive them on her behalf. The number of shares each stockholder received would be determined by her percentage holding of the Cadbury Schweppes stock.

Like property dividends, spin-offs are rare. When they do occur, the portfolio manager considers the investment merits of keeping the new stock or selling it and using the proceeds for some other purpose.

**Rights.** Shareholders sometimes have the ability to maintain the same percentage share of ownership in a corporation whenever the firm sells new shares to the public. This is their preemptive right. If this privilege exists, the firm gives existing shareholders rights to buy any new shares offered by the company. These rights allow shareholders to buy the new stock at an advantageous price; they function like store coupons. If shareholders have the coupons, they can buy at a discount from the market-price.

Rights are actual securities that investors can buy or sell. They have a limited life, however, usually expiring a few weeks after they are issued. Figure 9-1 is an example of a right that expired on December 30, 1926.

When shareholders receive rights, they can do three things with them. They can sell the rights to someone else, they can use them to buy more shares, or they can allow them to expire. The last option is inappropriate because it amounts to throwing away money. Rights are valuable and should be exercised if the shareholder wants more stock. Otherwise, the shareholder should sell them.

With the proliferation of online trading, many investors do not have a handholding stockbroker watching over their accounts. Rights show up in their accounts with an accompanying instruction letter in the mail. These are confusing securities to many investors, and too often people decide to deal with the matter later. Rights usually have a life of just a few weeks; after that, their value is lost and cannot be recovered. If, instead, the account is with a handholding stockbroker, the investor might receive new shares of stock in the mail. The account with a handholding stockbroker makes this much easier.

---

Rights usually expire within a few weeks of issuance.

---

The corporate charter might provide that the shares trade without preemptive rights. This is becoming increasingly common and in some states is the default option in boilerplate corporate charter documents.
full-service brokerage firm and the investor has securities registered in a street name, the rights will be sent to the brokerage house, and a broker will make sure that customers do not inadvertently allow them to expire.

**Dividend Growth Rates.** Corporations like to establish a predictable dividend payout pattern to include an annual increase in the dollar amount of the dividend. Some people feel that predictable dividends help reduce the uncertainty surrounding the future cash flows to which shareholders are entitled. The dividend growth rate is an important variable used by many fundamental analysts (people who seek to determine value by studying the financial statements and other information about a firm that would logically influence its value).

A share of stock potentially has an infinite life. If the dividends increase by a known percentage rate each year, we can value a stock as a growing perpetuity. We cannot use the ordinary present/future value tables for a growing perpetuity, but fortunately a mathematical identity makes the task a simple one. Equation 9-1 shows a famous relationship known as the **dividend discount model:**

\[
p_0 = \frac{D_0(1+g)}{k-g} = \frac{D_1}{k-g}
\]

(9-1)

In this equation, \(D_0\) is the current dividend; \(D_1\) is the dividend to be paid next year; \(g\) is the expected dividend growth rate; and \(k\) is the discount factor according to the riskiness of the stock. \(P_0\) is the current stock price (the stock
price at time 0). The model assumes that the dividend stream is perpetual and the long-term growth rate is constant.\(^3\)

You can use the dividend discount model to get an idea of how risky the market thinks a particular stock is at the moment. In Equation 9-1, you can observe the current stock price and the current dividend. You can calculate the historic dividend growth rate and observe analysts’ estimates of its future long-term value. From these values you can form an estimate of the future growth rate. The one variable you cannot observe is the discount rate, \(k\). You can calculate this value, however, if you know the other variables in the equation.

Suppose we have collected the Table 9-1 dividend history on General Electric. We can rearrange Equation 9-1 to get the following:

\[
k = \frac{D_0 (1 + g)}{P_0} + g
\]  

Before solving for \(k\), we need to determine the dividend growth rate, \(g\). We can start by computing the historical growth rate. There is a right and a wrong way to do this. The wrong way is to take the arithmetic average of the seven annual percentage changes in dividends. (Recall the discussion in Chapter 2 showing that the arithmetic average of a set of percentages is not always a useful statistic.) The rate that connects a beginning value with an ending value is a geometric mean; this is the rate a financial calculator will produce from its time value of money functions.

We want to know the growth rate that, when applied to a starting value of $0.36 (the 2000 dividend), will result in an ending value of $0.81 (the 2007 dividend). Here is the general equation for solving such a problem:

\[
D_0 (1 + g)^n = D_n
\]

Using our dividend data,

\[
0.36 (1 + g)^7 = 0.81
\]

Rearranging,

\[
(1 + g)^7 = \frac{0.81}{0.36} = 2.2500
\]

\[
1 + g = \sqrt[7]{2.2500} = 1.1228
\]

\[
g = 12.28\%
\]

Over the past seven years, the dividend growth rate has been 12.28%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 9-1</th>
<th>SAMPLE STOCK INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dividend History</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{Current stock price = } \$37.48\)

\(^3\)The dividend discount model assumes that the long-term growth rate is constant, but the periodic growth rate can vary. If the dividend growth rate were to be constant and known, there would be no uncertainty about the stock’s price, and consequently no risk. An investment that bears no risk, however, should earn only the riskless rate.
The Portfolio Memo shows that the median analyst estimate for General Electric's long-term growth rate is 10.00 percent, a rate below the historical rate from the past seven years. It always makes sense to consider reasons why the past may not be representative of the future. Doing a little more math, we find the historical rate from the past five years is 10.58 percent, a value closer to the median analyst estimate. Given this, suppose we settle on a projected dividend growth rate of 10.5 percent for valuation purposes. With the current stock price of $37.48 we can solve for $k$:

$$k = \frac{0.81(1.105)}{37.48} + 0.105$$

$$k = 0.1289 = 12.89\%$$

The variable $k$ is sometimes called the shareholders’ required rate of return.

Sometimes it is reasonable to expect a firm’s earnings to grow dramatically for a few years followed by more “normal” behavior. An analyst may, for instance, expect dividends to grow at 15 percent for the next three years, followed by a sustained 4 percent growth rate. Time value of money
calculations can easily accommodate such an event. The valuation equation would look like this:

\[
P_0 = \frac{D_0 (1 + .15)}{1 + k} + \frac{D_0 (1 + .15)^2}{(1 + k)^2} + \frac{D_0 (1 + .15)^3}{(1 + k)^3} + \frac{D_0 (1 + .15)^3 (1 + .04)}{k - .04 (1 + k)^3}
\]

Such a model is a multi-stage dividend discount model. The final term in this equation is just the perpetual DCF model discounted back three years.

**Why Dividends Do Not Matter**

When people are first told that dividends do not matter, they are skeptical. How can a check that they can cash and spend not matter?

Suppose I appear before a group of thirty skeptical finance students and announce that I am about to prove that dividends do not matter. I produce a shoe box, set it on the table in front of me but do not show the contents (if any). I do, however, get an outsider to verify that there is nothing “bad” in the box. This is essentially the role of an outside auditor. As the students watch, I count out one hundred $1 bills into the shoe box. Now I place a lid on the box and announce that I intend to terminate my ownership interest in the shoe box by “going public” and issuing 100 shares. If a student buys all 100 shares, she will own the entire “company.” Naturally, I want to sell my company for as much as I can, but the marketplace will determine how much the box is worth. Each share must be worth at least $1. If it were worth less, a riskless profit would exist because a buyer could be certain of receiving the $100 (at least) contents of the box for less than this amount.

In practice, the shares will sell at a slight premium over $1, but suppose that the students are leery of this bizarre exercise and will pay only $1 for a share. Some students buy one share, others buy more, and some will not buy.

---

Paychecks

Various industry groups conduct periodic surveys on compensation trends in the money management industry. The 2006 *Institutional Investor* survey found that the median compensation (salary and bonus) for junior analysts was $135,000. For senior analysts the median was much higher at $450,000. In general, pay is higher at firms with more employees and increases with experience. The median for analysts with more than fifteen years of experience was $602,500. In its 2005 compensation survey the CFA Institute found that finance professionals who had earned the Chartered Financial Analyst designation earned approximately 54 percent more than non-charterholders. It is no secret that the long hours spent going through the CFA program pay off in many ways, including the paycheck.

**“What They Make,” Institutional Investor, October 2007, 86–87.**
any. Collectively, though, they acquire all 100 shares. I take the $100 they paid, issue them shares, and no longer own the shoe box or its contents.

Now the board of directors of the shoe box decides to pay a cash dividend of ten cents per share. Our outside auditor reaches into the box, takes out ten $1 bills, exchanges them for two rolls of dimes, and proceeds to distribute the dimes to the students according to the number of shares they own. Folks who bought one share get one dime; those who bought five shares get five dimes. The 100 dimes are distributed this way.

How will the marketplace view this activity? Will the shares in the shoe box still command a price of $1? They will not, of course, because there may be only $90 left in the box; the students do not know precisely what is in the box, but they know that its value is less now than it was before the payment of the dividend. Similarly, an investor may not know exactly what he is going to get when he buys shares of stock in a real company, but he does know that the firm is worth less after it distributes cash.

What will happen is that the market price of the shoe box shares will fall by the amount of the dividend. Shares that previously sold for $1 will now sell for 90 cents. This is generally what happens in the real world. Dividends do not fall from the sky; they are real money paid from the firm’s checking account. If the firm gives money away in this fashion, it is simply not worth as much after paying the money.

I once heard a fellow say, “I don’t understand it; every time this stupid stock pays a dividend, it goes down. You would think it would go up.” He obviously had not heard the shoe box story.

The ex-dividend date determines whether or not you get the dividend; consequently, on the ex-dividend date the price of a share of stock tends to fall by about the amount of the dividend to be paid. Research into this question is also confounded by the fact that many other things affect the price of the stock, and it is difficult to isolate a pure dividend effect.

An extreme example further illustrates why the share price falls after the payment of a dividend. In late 1987, UAL Corporation (the parent of United Airlines) decided to sell its three nonairline subsidiaries: Hertz Car Rental, Hilton International Hotels, and Westin Hotels. This was an extraordinary transaction from an accounting point of view, and it resulted in a large, one-time cash inflow. The board of directors subsequently announced its intent to pay a $50 special dividend to the shareholders. With nearly 22 million shares outstanding, payment of such a dividend would result in a sizable reduction in the firm’s assets, and the value of the firm would be expected to fall.4

Theory versus Practice

The shoe box example shows why dividends theoretically do not matter. The payment of dividends simply changes the form in which the investor holds wealth, from “shares” to “shares worth less and some cash.” Dividend policy, however, is one of the many areas in finance about which a great deal is yet to be discovered. It is very important in practice, and unexpected changes in dividend policy can result in significant changes in the market price of the associated common stock.

4To reduce the tax liability that shareholders would face on receipt of such a large dividend, the firm ultimately decided to buy back some of its own shares at a premium price rather than pay the dividend. This enabled many shareholders to take advantage of the capital gains tax break in effect at the time.
The market continually reacts to new information, and it does so in rather efficient fashion, as we have seen. Dividend information is potentially as important as any other information. Sometimes a dividend announcement carries specific news, particularly when the dividend amount is different from what security analysts had expected.

We know that firms try to establish a regular dividend payout pattern. This makes the shares easier to analyze, reduces the uncertainty about cash flows associated with stock ownership, and consequently may cause analysts to reduce the discount rate they apply to the firm’s shares. Lowering the discount rate makes the shares a more attractive investment. If management breaks the anticipated dividend pattern, the level of uncertainty might go up, and analysts may lower their opinion of the stock.

Even an increase in a dividend is not necessarily good news. Most firms increase their dividend on an annual basis, and the market expects this. If management does not increase the dividend as expected, the market views this as bad news. Reducing or omitting a dividend is a very bad signal. Firms avoid reducing dividends like the plague because of the penalty the market attaches to this signal of management’s opinion about future prospects for the firm. Conversely, an increase in dividends above what the market expects is a good signal. We know firms do not like to cut their dividends, and they consequently would not raise them if they did not expect to be able to maintain this higher level forever.

A significant portion of the finance literature deals with signaling, a general term referring to information conveyed in indirect fashion. It is a challenging research area, and one about which we know relatively little. A significant body of literature deals with signaling as it relates to dividends. Given that a firm’s board of directors should know as much about the true prospects for the firm as anyone, changes in payout patterns may provide clues as to how the board views these prospects. As stated, firms do not like to reduce their dividends, so presumably management raises dividends only when the firm anticipates being able to maintain this higher level.
An increasing number of firms choose not to pay dividends. Fama and French\(^5\) report that from 1978 to 1999, the proportion of publicly traded firms paying dividends fell from 66.5 percent to 20.8 percent. Although the demographic characteristics of firms changed over this period (i.e., from smokestack to technology), the research finds that firms have a lower propensity to pay dividends. That is, after controlling for corporate characteristics, management today is less inclined to use cash for dividends than they were twenty years ago.

### Stock Splits versus Stock Dividends

Stock splits and stock dividends occur frequently in investment portfolios. Still, widespread misinformation is associated with them. It is important to understand the mechanics of splits and why they are not windfall gains.

**Stock Splits.** A stock split occurs when a firm changes the number of shares of its capital stock without changing the aggregate value of these shares. A stock split is also generally a neutral occurrence; it clearly is not a windfall gain for the recipient.

Stock splits are either forward splits or reverse splits. In a forward split (also called a regular-way split or a direct split), shareholders end up with more shares than before the split. The vast majority of stock splits are of this type. Two-for-one splits are especially common. In such a split, the holder of 2,300 shares before the split will be credited with another 2,300, making the total holdings 4,600 shares. A reverse split, in contrast, reduces the number of existing shares. Reverse splits are stated as “1 for 5,” “1 for 10,” and so on. With a 1-for-10 split, the holder of 1,000 shares will be left with only 100. Reverse splits are rare. A study by J. Randall Woolridge and Donald R. Chambers found that from 1962 to 1981, the NYSE, AMEX, and over-the-counter firms combined declared only about twenty reverse splits per year.\(^6\)

Recently, however, there have been more. The *Wall Street Journal* reported that through the first half of 2001, at least eighty-six companies had submitted proxy filings for reverse splits\(^7\). Many of these were dot.coms, including Excite@Home, Egghead.com, and Tickets.com, whose stock prices were well off their previous highs. The *WSJ* columnist wrote, “If history is any guide, these efforts—which are designed to have both practical and psychological effects—usually fail to save struggling companies their ultra-depressed stocks.”

Either type of split may be an odd lot–generating split, which is a stock split likely to result in many small investors holding odd lots. A 3-for-2 split would fall in this category. The holder of 100 shares would end up with 150, the holder of 300 with 450, and so on.

The primary motivation for stock splits is usually to reduce the price of the shares. There is some evidence of an optimum trading range for the value of common stock, although the jury is still out on this subject. Theoretically, the price of the stock is unimportant; the wealth represented by the stock is the issue. For example, 100 shares of a $100 stock should be worth just as much as 1,000 shares of a $10 stock.

---


We do know, however, that many investors shy away from “high-priced” stocks. People prefer to buy round lots, and higher per-share prices make this more difficult. If a firm’s stock is selling for $100 and management decides this is too high, it can split the stock, perhaps 4-for-1, and reduce the share price to around $25. This lower price may attract investors who previously passed the security by because of its steep price.⁸

**Why Stock Splits Do Not Matter.** Like cash dividends, a stock split neither increases nor decreases an investor’s wealth. This can be seen best via an analogy. Imagine a perfect pie made from Maine blueberries. Mom cuts the pie into fourths and intends to dish out a piece to you and each of your three friends. Would it make any difference if the pie were cut into eight pieces and each of you received two? In either case you have precisely the same amount of pie. It does not matter into how many pieces it is cut; you cannot increase the total amount available for consumption by increasing the number of pieces.

The same is true with the value of the firm. Its ownership is represented by all the shares of stock. Simply doubling the number of shares does not change the company’s value.⁹ As a consequence, after the split the share price adjusts to reflect the stock split ratio. With a 2-for-1 split, the share price falls to approximately half. A portfolio that previously held 50,000 shares valued at $40 each will now own 100,000 shares worth $20 each. In each case the total value is $2,000,000.¹⁰

**Why Firms Split Their Stock.** Some research literature, especially survey research of corporate managers, supports the notion of an optimal trading range for the price of a share of stock. An important study by Baker and Gallagher found that according to the chief financial officers of a number of U.S. firms, a principal reason for splitting shares is “to broaden the ownership base.”¹¹ At present, there is no hard empirical evidence that an optimum trading range exists.¹²

There is some evidence that firms tend to raise their cash dividends at the same time they split their shares. Although the dividends themselves may not be a plus for reasons already discussed, the market looks to changes in dividends as signals about management’s view of the future. Firms do not like to reduce dividends, and if they are raised, management probably expects to be able to continue the new payout rate. This bodes well for the future and may cause the stock price to be bid up. See Eugene Fama, Lawrence Fisher, Michael Jensen, and Richard Roll, “The Adjustment of Stock Prices to New Information,” *International Economic Review,* February 1969, 1–21.


Reverse splits are also occasionally used to reduce the number of outstanding shareholders. A large reverse split, such as 1 for 200, eliminates the ownership interest of everyone who owns fewer than 200 shares; after the split, these people would be left with less than a full share and would receive cash for their holdings rather than a new stock certificate. Management has done this in the past when it wanted to consolidate control of a company or perhaps take it private.

**Stock Dividends.** The financial pages sometimes report that a firm has announced a “100 percent stock dividend.” This means that for every share you own, you will receive another one. How is this different from a 2-for-1 stock split? Similarly, how is a 5-for-4 stock split different from a 25 percent stock dividend?

In practical terms, it is not different at all. From an investor’s perspective, the impact is exactly the same. The difference between a stock split and a stock dividend is purely an accounting phenomenon. With a stock split, the accountants alter the par value of the stock as carried on the firm’s books. A stock dividend, however, does not affect the par value; new shares are issued. Par value is not a meaningful statistic from an investment point of view. It is an accounting artifact of no importance.

---

**PORTFOLIO MEMO**

---

**Tax Cuts and Stock Prices**

On May 28, 2003 President Bush signed legislation providing significant changes to the tax law. The dividend tax rate dropped from as much as 38.6 percent to 15 percent. A brokerage firm research report* predicted that this alone would increase the price of utility stocks by 10 percent and lead to an average price/earnings ratio in the 11.5–14.5 range. Is the analyst right?

To investigate, we can establish some initial conditions and see how things should change. Suppose the initial stock price is $10.00, the forward-looking annual dividend is $0.50, and the expected dividend growth rate is 5.5 percent. Assume also that the stock trades at a constant price/earnings ratio of 13, the midpoint of the range cited in the analyst’s report. The analyst predicts the stock price will rise 10 percent, to $11.00. Let’s see what logically should happen.

From these starting values we can determine a few other things:

\[
\frac{\text{price}}{\text{earnings per share}} = 13 \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{eps} = \frac{\$10.00}{13} = \$0.77
\]

payout ratio = $0.50/$0.77 = 65%
earnings retention rate = 1 – payout ratio = 35%
growth rate = retention rate × return on equity

\[
\text{ROE} = \frac{5.5\%}{35\%} = 15.71\%
\]

---

Tax Cuts and Stock Prices—Continued

Table 9-2 uses these statistics to project earnings, dividends, equity, and stock price over the next five years. Panel A shows the initial scenario without any tax considerations. The initial equity value of $4.90 is a consequence of an ROE of 15.71 percent and earnings per share of $0.77. The stock price is a constant 13 times projected earnings. With no loss of generality, this example assumes the investor will sell the shares at the end of the fifth year. The valuation equation shows that these numbers imply a discount rate of 10.52 percent. This traditional shareholders’ required rate of return is a before-tax value. It is very close to the 10.50 percent value predicted by equation 9-2, the sum of the forward dividend yield and the growth rate.

Panel B of Table 9-2 incorporates the tax effects on both the dividends and the capital gain the investor experiences when he sells the stock in year five. The purpose of this panel is to find the investor-determined after-tax discount rate that is embedded in the current market price. The final term in the valuation equation assumes the investor pays capital gains taxes at the current 15 percent rate and pays them on a $3.08 gain (the difference between the year-five sales price and the initial $10.00 price). The after-tax discount rate is 8.31 percent.

We can now use this rate to find what the new stock price should be as a consequence of the reduction in the dividend tax. Panel C shows this. In this instance we know the future after-tax cash flows from the dividends, but continue to have an unknown in the last term where we figure the capital gains tax because we do not know the initial stock price. This becomes an algebraic exercise with one equation and one unknown, and fortunately Microsoft Excel makes short work of it. The implied stock price is $10.37, not the $11.00 proposed by the A.G. Edwards analyst. This corresponds to a DCF cost of equity of

\[
\frac{0.50}{10.37} + 0.055 = 10.32\%
\]

### TABLE 9-2  THE EFFECT OF THE DIVIDEND TAX RATE CHANGE ON COST OF EQUITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPS</td>
<td>$ 0.77</td>
<td>$ 0.8122</td>
<td>$ 0.8569</td>
<td>$ 0.9040</td>
<td>$ 0.9537</td>
<td>$ 1.0061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividend</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.5279</td>
<td>0.5570</td>
<td>0.5876</td>
<td>0.6199</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to retained earnings</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.2843</td>
<td>0.2999</td>
<td>0.3164</td>
<td>0.3338</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>$ 4.90</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>5.4543</td>
<td>5.7542</td>
<td>6.0706</td>
<td>6.4044</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock price</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>11.14</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>12.40</td>
<td>13.08</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price/book</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
$10.00 = \frac{0.50}{(1+R)} + \frac{0.5279}{(1+R)^2} + \frac{0.5570}{(1+R)^3} + \frac{0.5876}{(1+R)^4} + \frac{0.6199 + 13.08}{(1+R)^5}
\]

\[R = 10.52\% \text{ (before tax)}\]
Tax Cuts and Stock Prices—Continued

Panel B
Implied After-Tax Cost of Equity
(30% dividend tax, 15% capital gains tax)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dividend</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.5279</td>
<td>0.5570</td>
<td>0.5876</td>
<td>0.6199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>− tax</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.1584</td>
<td>0.1671</td>
<td>0.1763</td>
<td>0.1860</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends after tax</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.3695</td>
<td>0.3899</td>
<td>0.4113</td>
<td>0.4339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock price</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>11.14</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>12.40</td>
<td>13.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
$10.00 = \frac{0.35}{(1+R)} + \frac{0.3695}{(1+R)^2} + \frac{0.3899}{(1+R)^3} + \frac{0.4113}{(1+R)^4} + \frac{0.4339 + (13.08 - 0.15(13.08 - 10.00))}{(1+R)^5}
\]

\[R = 8.31\% \text{ (after tax)}\]

Panel C
Implied New Stock Price
(Given 8.31% cost of equity, 15% dividend tax, 15% capital gains tax)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dividend</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.5279</td>
<td>0.5570</td>
<td>0.5876</td>
<td>0.6199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>− tax</td>
<td>0.0750</td>
<td>0.0792</td>
<td>0.0836</td>
<td>0.0881</td>
<td>0.0930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends after tax</td>
<td>0.4250</td>
<td>0.4487</td>
<td>0.4735</td>
<td>0.4995</td>
<td>0.5269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock price</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>11.14</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>12.40</td>
<td>13.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
P = \frac{0.425}{(1.0831)} + \frac{0.4487}{(1.0831)^2} + \frac{0.4735}{(1.0831)^3} + \frac{0.4995}{(1.0831)^4} + \frac{0.5269 + (13.08 - 0.15(13.08 - P))}{(1.0831)^5}
\]

\[P = \text{implied new stock price} = 10.37\]

Investment Styles

Stock investors tend to follow one of two styles: they are either value investors or growth investors. They may also focus on firms of a particular market capitalization.

Value Investing

A value investor likes to buy $1 worth of stock for fifty cents. Such an investor pays close attention to the firm’s earnings history and its balance sheet and places much more emphasis on known facts rather than conjecture. Two financial ratios that are particularly helpful in doing this are the price/earnings ratio and the price/book ratio.

Price/Earnings Ratio. The price/earnings ratio, or PE, is the firm’s stock price divided by its earnings per share. If you use forecasted earnings, you have a forward-looking PE; if you use earnings that have already occurred, this is
A History of One Company’s Stock Splits and Stock Dividends

1957—You buy 100 shares of Community Engineering for $1 per share. Community Engineering is a newly formed public corporation in State College, Pennsylvania.

1960—Community Engineering changes its name to C-Cor Manufacturing and spins off three shares of Centre Video for each share of C-Cor held. Your holdings: 100 C-Cor; 300 Centre Video.

1969—C-Cor splits 5-for-1, and Centre Video splits 6 for 1. Your holdings: 500 C-Cor; 1,800 Centre Video.

1971—Telecommunications, Inc. (TCOM), takes over Centre Video and gives 2.13 shares of TCOM for each share of Centre Video held. (Telecommunications is currently the largest operator of cable television systems in the United States.) Your holdings: 500 C-Cor; 3,834 TCOM.

1979 (August 1)—Telecommunications reclassifies its common stock into Class A and pays a 100 percent stock dividend of Class B for each share of Class A held. Class B stock gets ten votes per share, whereas Class A gets only one. Your holdings: 500 C-Cor; 3,834 TCOM.A; 3,834 TCOM.B.

1979 (August 31)—Telecommunications pays a 100 percent stock dividend of Class B for each share of Class A held. Your holdings: 500 C-Cor; 3,834 TCOM.A; 7,668 TCOM.B.

1980—Telecommunications pays a 100 percent stock dividend of Class A for each share of Class A held and one share of Class A for each share of Class B held. Your holdings: 500 C-Cor; 15,336 TCOM.A; 7,668 TCOM.B.

1981—C-Cor declares a 28-for-1 stock split. Your holdings: 14,000 C-Cor; 15,336 TCOM.A; 7,668 TCOM.B.

1983—TCOM.A splits 2-for-1. Your holdings: 14,000 C-Cor; 30,672 TCOM.A; 7,668 TCOM.B.

1986—TCOM.A and TCOM.B both split 2-for-1. Your holdings: 14,000 C-Cor; 61,344 TCOM.A; 15,336 TCOM.B.

1987—TCOM.A and TCOM.B both split 3-for-2. Your holdings: 14,000 C-Cor; 92,016 TCOM.A; 23,004 TCOM.B.

1989—C-Cor, TCOM.A, and TCOM.B all split 2-for-1. Your holdings: 28,000 C-Cor; 184,032 TCOM.A; 46,008 TCOM.B.

1994—C-Cor splits 2-for-1. Your holdings: 56,000 C-Cor; 184,032 TCOM.A; 46,008 TCOM.B.

1995—Telecommunications spins off 1/4 share of Liberty Media (LBTYA) for each share of Class A and Class B stock held. TCOM.B also pays a
$6 per share cash dividend. Your holdings: 56,000 C-Cor; 184,032 TCOM.A; 46,008 TCOM.B; 57,510 LBTYA; $276,048 in cash.

1997—Liberty Media pays a $9.50 per share cash dividend. Your holdings: 56,000 C-Cor, 184,032 TCOM.A; 46,008 TCOM.B; 57,510 LBTYA; $822,393 in cash.

1998—Liberty Media splits 3-for-2. Your holdings: 56,000 C-Cor, 184,032 TCOM.A; 46,008 TCOM.B; 86,265 LBTYA; $822,393 in cash.

1999—C-Cor changes its name to C-Cor.net and its ticker to CCBL. AT&T (ticker symbol T) acquires Telecommunications by exchanging 0.7757 shares of T for each share of TCOM.A and 0.8533 shares of T for each share of TCOM.B. Each share of LBTYA is exchanged for one share of Liberty Media Group Series A, a tracking stock (symbol LMG.A) of AT&T. LMG.A splits 2 for 1. T splits 3 for 2. Your holdings: 56,000 CCBL, 273,018 T, 172,530 LMG.A, $822,393 in cash.

2000—LMG.A and CCBL both split 2-for-1. T pays $0.26 per share in dividends. Your holdings: 112,000 CCBL, 273,018 T, 345,060 LMG.A, $893,378 in cash.

2001—AT&T splits off LMG.A; the new symbol is LMC.A. Later in the year, the symbol is again changed, this time to L. T pays dividends of $5.68 per share. Your holdings: 112,000 CCBL, 273,018 T, 345,060 L, $2,444,120 in cash.

2002—AT&T has a 1-for-5 reverse stock split and pays a special dividend of $8.485 per share in addition to its regular quarterly dividend. Your holdings: 112,000 CCBL, 54,604 T, 345,060 L, $2,948,825 in cash.

2003—AT&T pays dividends of $0.852 per share. Your holdings: 112,000 CCBL, 54,604 T, 345,060 L, $2,995,348 in cash.

2004—AT&T pays dividends of $1.252 per share. Liberty Media spins off one share of Liberty Media Interactive (LINTA) for each twenty shares of Liberty Media. Your holdings: 112,000 CCBL, 54,604 T, 345,060 L, 17,253 LINTA, $3,115,695 in cash.


2006—AT&T pays $1.332 in dividends. Each share of Liberty Media is exchanged for 0.25 shares of Liberty Interactive and 0.05 shares of Liberty Capital (LCAPA). Your holdings: 112,000 CCBL, 54,604 T, 103,518 LINTA, 34,506 DISCA, 17,253 LCAPA, $3,258,976 in cash.
A History of One Company’s Stock Splits and Stock Dividends—Continued

2007—AT&T pays $1.42 in dividends. Arris Group (ARRS) acquires C-Cor for 1.0245 shares of ARRS and $0.688 per share of C-Cor. Your holdings: 114,744 ARRS, 54,604 T, 103,518 LINTA, 34,506 DISCA, 17,253 LCAPA, $3,413,570 in cash.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Price per Share</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARRS</td>
<td>114,744</td>
<td>$8.53</td>
<td>$978,766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>54,604</td>
<td>$36.37</td>
<td>$1,985,947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINTA</td>
<td>103,518</td>
<td>$15.37</td>
<td>$1,591,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCA</td>
<td>34,506</td>
<td>$22.08</td>
<td>$761,892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCAPA</td>
<td>17,253</td>
<td>$109.04</td>
<td>$1,881,267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3,435,412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10,634,356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 9-3** MARKET VALUE AS OF FEBRUARY 8, 2008

You can use a combination of the two by combining earnings from the last two quarters with forecasted earnings for the next six months. Regardless of how you calculate the ratio, as a value investor you want this figure to be low. If you are about to buy a stock, you want a low stock price (the numerator) and high earnings (the denominator).

**Price/Book Ratio.** This is the firm’s current stock price divided by its book value per share. Book value is the same as equity or net asset value: the firm’s total assets minus its liabilities. Dividing book value by the number of shares outstanding gives book value per share.

Book value is a ratio that must be taken with a grain of salt. Very often the market value of a firm’s assets are quite different from their book value. Consider an office building. The accounting rules prescribe a depreciation method for the building whereby its value as shown on the balance sheet declines every year. In reality, however, the value of the building probably rises. Analysts and appraisers seeking to value a company usually adjust book value by restating assets at their market value if they can.

Value investors like a low price-to-book ratio. Sometimes it is below 1.0. This means that if you as a value investor were to buy all of a firm’s stock and then sell all of the firm’s assets at their carrying value, you would have more money than you started with. The February 7, 2008, edition of the *Value Line Investment Analyzer* covered 7,711 stocks, 1,161 of which sold for less than their book value. These would be particularly interesting to a value investor.
What Do You Mean By “Earnings?”

A firm’s earnings are arguably the single most important statistic in determining share value. This is the reason so many investors look at a firm’s PE ratio. What the term earnings means, however, is increasingly complex. At their simplest, earnings are what is left at the bottom of a firm’s income statement: the difference between revenue and expenses. An analyst might call this figure accounting earnings. Alternatively, the analyst might refer to operating earnings, also called pro forma earnings. This is a fuzzy concept one reporter calls “earnings before the bad stuff.” Operating earnings might exclude extraordinary or nonrecurring charges that do not really measure a firm’s “true” performance. Other analysts use phrases such as economic earnings, core earnings, or ongoing earnings. There is no universal definition of any of these terms. According to The Wall Street Journal, “More than 300 companies in the S&P 500 now exclude some ordinary expenses, as designed by GAAP, from the operating earnings numbers they feed to investors and analysts.”*

Even before firms publish their earnings there is uncertainty. Earnings and growth rates are important in security analysis. Missing an earnings estimate is a problem that in recent years has really pounded certain stocks. To reduce the likelihood of “missing earnings,” firms sometimes provide earnings guidance that is a bit on the low side. That is, management might publicly say the firm expects to earn twenty-six cents per share in the upcoming quarter when it probably will earn twenty-seven cents. Increasingly, the market calls this latter number the whisper number. As the whisper number phenomenon proliferated, a new corporate problem arose: The stock could exceed the published analysts’ estimates, but it would still get pummeled if it misses the whisper number. On July 18, 2000, shares of Copper Mountain Networks (CMTN, Nasdaq) fell from $123.6875 to $94.1875 (a 24 percent drop) when it announced earnings higher than estimates but below the whisper number. Corporate treasurers may discover that honesty in earnings is the best policy after all.


Note that the PE ratio is an income statement statistic, and the price/book ratio is a balance sheet calculation.

Growth Investing

Growth investors want price momentum. They prefer stocks that are in favor and whose prices have been advancing. In this respect, growth and value investors are exactly opposite. Value investors prefer stock that is out of favor (hence cheap) while growth investors are willing to “pay up” for a stock that the market is likely to propel even higher. During the dot.com craze, many growth investors freely admitted that the “valuations were crazy” but
continued to buy them because that was where the action was. Value investors who stuck to their guns showed unremarkable performance during this period but looked good when the Internet bubble burst in 2000.

Because the market tends to move through cycles, favoring value over growth and then reversing itself, many managers (and individual investors) try to hold both value and growth stocks in their portfolios. It is difficult to maintain the discipline of continuing to hold value stocks when they are not going anywhere, but because of the difficulty in predicting “style turning points,” there is much to be said for this practice.

Figure 9-2 shows the relative performance of the S&P Barra Value (ticker SVX) and the S&P Barra Growth (SGX) indices. Consistent with the notion of systematic risk, these two subsets of stocks tend to both be up or both be down in a given year, but there are exceptions. When the Internet bubble burst in 2000, the technology stocks took a nosedive, but value stocks held their own. They were a powerful portfolio diversifier that year. It is hard to predict when value will outperform growth or vice versa, so many money managers diversify by holding both.

**Capitalization**

In the context of equity investing, *capitalization* refers to the aggregate value of a company’s common stock. The industry typically groups stock into large-cap, mid-cap, and small-cap groups. Although there is no universally agreed upon break point when a firm moves from small-cap to mid-cap or mid-cap to large-cap, there are some general trends.

Many firms consider a large-cap stock to be from a firm with equity capitalization more than around $1 billion.\(^{13}\) A mid-cap stock might be in the

---

\(^{13}\)Doing a quick Internet search, I found one firm that had a large-cap breakpoint of $3 billion and another that used $9 billion. There is no quantitative consensus on this point.
$500 million to $1 billion range, with a small-cap stock being under $500 million. The term micro cap, referring to the smallest firms, is also used. As with the value versus growth debate, in some periods large-cap stocks outperform small-caps and mid-caps, and the opposite occurs in other periods.

As with value and growth styles, there are periods of time when large-cap stocks outperform small-cap stocks, and vice versa. It is not likely that anyone has discovered a reliable way of telling when the current favorite will give way to the other. There is some interesting evidence showing that if you rank large, mid, and small caps in order of performance that the mid-cap stocks tend to stay in the middle. This suggests that if you can only buy one group, you might be best putting your money on the “average-sized” companies rather than the large or small.

Table 9-4 shows this result over the twenty-eight years from 1979–2007. Large caps were the top or bottom performer twenty-four times, small caps were the top or bottom performer twenty-four times, with the mid caps in the middle nineteen times.

Figure 9-3 shows the performance of three Standard & Poor’s indices: the S&P 600 (small cap), the S&P 400 (mid cap), and the S&P 500 (large cap) since January 1996. If you recall from Chapter 2 the examples showing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th># of years as top performer</th>
<th># of years as bottom performer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large cap</td>
<td>11 (late 90s)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid cap</td>
<td>6 (consistent middle)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small cap</td>
<td>12 (early 80s and 2000s)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Fifth Third Bankcorp and Russell Indexes
how the geometric mean punishes dispersion, it may not be surprising that the “consistently in the middle” mid-cap stocks show the highest terminal value. As with many things in the stock market, however, it would be dangerous to assume this is how the future will always play out.

**Integrating Style and Size**

Because of the historical evidence regarding value versus growth and small versus large, many money managers hedge their bets and distribute their investment assets across the spectrum. One handy method for monitoring a portfolio is via the Morningstar style box found at the Morningstar website, http://www.morningstar.com. Consider the stock portfolio in Table 9-5.

Morningstar provides a number of handy analytical services, many of them free over the Internet. One such tool is the portfolio X-Ray. You can input a portfolio similar to the one in Table 9-5 and the X-Ray function will show the portfolio distribution across the value/growth and market capitalization dimensions. Figure 9-4 is the analysis of this portfolio.

Summing the figures in the “value” column, 34 percent of this portfolio is in value stocks, 61 percent is in growth stocks, with the other 5 percent in between, classified as “blend.” On the size dimension, the portfolio is more evenly distributed, with 26 percent large cap, 34 percent mid cap, and 40 percent small cap. The Morningstar classification system is convenient, and many investment professionals use it frequently.

### TABLE 9-5  STOCK PORTFOLIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Ticker</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARKANSAS BEST</td>
<td>ABFS</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>$27.80</td>
<td>$8,340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLIED FILMS</td>
<td>AFRO</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td>13,040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOL TIME WARNER</td>
<td>AOL</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30.69</td>
<td>3,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENDANT</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>19.15</td>
<td>9,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIENA</td>
<td>CIEN</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>14.64</td>
<td>2,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARENT</td>
<td>CLRNE</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>5,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR</td>
<td>FCS</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>5,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOME DEPOT</td>
<td>HD</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50.46</td>
<td>7,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARLEY-DAVIDSON</td>
<td>HDI</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>52.72</td>
<td>10,544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES</td>
<td>HMA</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>17.96</td>
<td>5,388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVAX</td>
<td>IVX</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>20.63</td>
<td>6,189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMI</td>
<td>OMM</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>7,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAKLEY</td>
<td>OO</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>3,130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUSE</td>
<td>RSE</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>28.73</td>
<td>5,746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SICOR</td>
<td>SCRI</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>16.40</td>
<td>8,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERVICE CORP</td>
<td>SRV</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>5,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL</td>
<td>TTEK</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>19.94</td>
<td>9,970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TETRA TECH</td>
<td>USIX</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL**  $117,548
Categories of Stock

Classifying stock is a subjective process, and the categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The following section describes the most widely used categories.

Blue-Chip Stock

Of all the categories of stock, the blue chips might be the best known. The firms in this category are among the most familiar to the investment community. Given this, it is odd that the term blue chip lacks precise meaning. Investment professionals all believe that they know what a blue-chip stock is, but most cannot come up with a fluent definition without using examples.

One common definition of a blue chip is a company with a long, uninterrupted history of dividend payments. This is probably not a perfect definition, but it fits a great many of the consensus blue chips. Table 9-6 shows a number of U.S. companies that satisfy the conditions of this definition. What constitutes a “long history”? This question has no specific answer, but each of the firms in Table 9-6 would surely qualify.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Ticker Symbol</th>
<th>Year Since</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Express</td>
<td>AXP</td>
<td>1870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coca-Cola</td>
<td>KO</td>
<td>1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Mills</td>
<td>GIS</td>
<td>1898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingersoll-Rand</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Controls</td>
<td>JCI</td>
<td>1887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilly (Eli)</td>
<td>LLY</td>
<td>1885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Pacific</td>
<td>UNP</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Standard & Poor's
Blue chip has become a colloquial term meaning “high quality.” We speak of blue-chip high school football prospects, for instance. Although high quality is itself a difficult term to define in the investment business, many high-quality stocks do not meet the criterion of uninterrupted dividend history.

**Income Stocks**

By law, dividends must be paid out of a firm’s earnings; they cannot be paid from borrowed funds. The bottom-line profit a firm makes is called net income after taxes (NIAT). From this amount the firm’s board of directors may pay a dividend if they so choose. NIAT may be retained in its entirety within the firm, or the entire amount may be paid out. More typically, a portion of these earnings might be retained and a portion paid out. The proportion of NIAT that is paid as a dividend is the firm’s payout ratio. The proportion retained is, not surprisingly, the retention ratio.

Income stocks are those that historically have paid a larger-than-average percentage of their NIAT as dividends to their shareholders. The best examples of income stocks are stocks of public utilities, such as electric companies, telephone companies, and natural gas companies. Table 9-7 lists a few income stocks with their recent payout ratios.

**Cyclical Stocks**

Stocks whose fortunes are directly tied to the state of the overall national economy are called cyclical stocks. When the economy is booming, these stocks do well. During a recession, they do poorly. The term cyclical has nothing to do with a chart pattern, nor does it imply that the stocks are more predictable than other issues. They are cyclical in the sense that they follow the business cycle.

Good examples of cyclical stocks are found in the “smokestack industries,” such as steel companies, industrial chemical firms, and perhaps automobile producers. Table 9-8 lists a few of these.

---

**TABLE 9-7**  
**INCOME STOCKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Ticker Symbol</th>
<th>Dividend Yield (%)</th>
<th>Payout Ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AmeriGas Partners</td>
<td>APU</td>
<td>7.39</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNB Corp.</td>
<td>FNB</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Copper</td>
<td>PCU</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire District Electric</td>
<td>EDE</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated Electric</td>
<td>ED</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Value Line Investment Analyzer, February 2008

**TABLE 9-8**  
**CYCLICAL STOCKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Ticker Symbol</th>
<th>Principal Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dow Chemical</td>
<td>DOW</td>
<td>Chemicals, metals, plastics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon Steel Mills</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Speciality and commodity steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoa</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Aluminum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum Corp. of China</td>
<td>ACH</td>
<td>Aluminum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masco</td>
<td>MAS</td>
<td>Home improvement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Defensive Stocks

The opposite of a cyclical stock is a defensive stock. These shares are largely immune to changes in the macroeconomy and tend to have low betas. Regardless of whether the overall market is bullish or bearish, defensive stocks continue to sell their products. As they do with cyclical stocks, people often misunderstand this term. Defensive stocks have nothing to do with the national defense.

There are four especially good examples of defensive industries. The best example is retail food chains. People shop at grocery stores in both good times and bad. Two of the other categories can be lumped under the heading “vice stocks.” Tobacco and alcohol firms continue to sell their products regardless of interest rates, inflation, unemployment, or any other macroeconomic indicator. The final group comprises the utilities. Even when people are out of work they use the telephone, turn on the lights, and draw water from the faucet. Other defensive products include cosmetics, drugs, soap, and healthcare products. See Table 9-9 for some defensive stocks.

Growth Stocks

Income stocks pay out a relatively high percentage of their earnings as dividends, but growth stocks do not. Instead, the company reinvests most of its earnings into profitable investment opportunities that management expects to increase the value of the firm, and therefore the value of the firm’s stock. Many growth stocks do pay dividends, but they generally retain a high percentage of their earnings.

Growth stocks are in the eye of the beholder. Many firms have never paid dividends and publicly state they have no plans to do so. By default, it seems these should be growth stocks because a stock that pays no dividends and does not increase in value would not be a very attractive investment. Few experienced investors, however, would be happy with this “by default” definition of a growth stock. A great deal of a stock analyst’s time is spent trying to discover little-known growth stocks. A better definition of a growth stock might be a stock that is expected to show above-average capital appreciation in the future. Still, this is a subjective call, and one person’s growth stock is another person’s dog.

Speculative Stocks

Another imprecise category is called speculative stock. A direct relationship exists between risk and expected return, as we have seen. Speculation, by definition, involves a short time horizon, and speculative stocks are those that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Ticker Symbol</th>
<th>Principal Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anheuser-Busch</td>
<td>BUD</td>
<td>Largest U.S. brewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winn-Dixie Stores</td>
<td>WINN</td>
<td>Supermarkets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sysco Corporation</td>
<td>SYY</td>
<td>Food distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altria Group</td>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Cigarettes, brewing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red HookAle</td>
<td>HOOK</td>
<td>Brewery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
have the potential to make their owners a lot of money quickly. At the same time, though, they carry an above-average level of risk.

Some analysts consider speculative stocks to be growth stocks at the far end of the risk spectrum. For example, most people would consider IBM a growth stock rather than a speculative stock. However, many analysts would consider a newly formed computer software company that paid no dividends and had no track record to be a speculative stock rather than a growth stock. Most speculative stocks are relatively new companies with heavy representation in the technology, bioresearch, and pharmaceutical industries.

**Penny Stocks**
The catchall category **penny stock** refers to inexpensive shares. Most investors would consider any stock selling for less than $1 per share to be a penny stock.

I once knew a graduate student who owned 250,000 shares of a small over-the-counter company. This was an impressive statistic until I discovered that every time he mailed a letter to the firm, the stamp cost him the equivalent of 960 shares. This firm would satisfy anyone’s definition of a penny stock.

**Categories Are Not Mutually Exclusive**
The stock categories are not mutually exclusive. It is very possible for either an income stock or a growth stock also to be a blue chip. Potomac Electric Power (an income stock) had a dividend yield of around 4.8 percent in late 2004. The company has paid dividends continuously since 1904. It certainly meets the requirements of both categories. Similarly, defensive or cyclical stocks can be growth stocks. Albertsons is a successful retail food company (defensive stock) that weathers recessions and has good growth potential. Dow Chemical is a cyclical growth stock.

Can a stock be both a growth stock and an income stock? Your first impression is probably that this would be like having your cake and eating it, too, but the question defies an answer because of the subjective nature of the categories. Occidental Petroleum (OXY, NYSE) is a good example. This large diversified energy company appears in many investment portfolios with various objectives. It is highly likely that the demand for energy products will continue. This should mean that the future capital appreciation prospects for the stock are good. Occidental Petroleum, however, had a high dividend yield for many years—about 11.4 percent in December 1990.14 This is higher than the rates shown for the income stocks in Table 9-7.

**A Note on Stock Symbols**
Stock symbols show up on the ticker feed you see on some cable television stations, in financial-center bars, and in brokerage firm offices. They are the identification codes you need to retrieve current price information from the Internet, BlackBerries, and cell phones.

Stock symbols usually have one to four letters. A symbol of one, two, or three letters denotes a listed stock that trades on either the New York Stock Exchange or the American Stock Exchange. There is no particular meaning to a one-letter stock symbol versus a three-letter symbol, although there may be some prestige to a single letter.

---

14The rate was lowered in early 1991 after the death of the firm’s patriarch, Armand Hammer.
Four-letter symbols are used for firms that trade in the Nasdaq stock market or the over-the-counter system. An exception to this general rule is for listed companies that have more than one class of stock, such as Class A and Class B. Liberty Media, for instance, has both Class A and Class B, with symbols L (for the class A) and LMCB (for the class B), both trading on the New York Stock Exchange. When multiple classes of stock exist, differences in voting rights are usually the only substantive dissimilarities in the shares.

Many firms try to obtain stock symbols that have a logical association with their products. Anheuser-Busch, for example, is BUD, in recognition of its famous beer. Some symbols are more subtle, such as Southwest Airlines’s LUV. If you live in Texas, you probably know about Love Field, where this airline frequently lands. A few other notable ticker symbols are OO for Oakley (the manufacturer of sunglasses), EYE for VISX, Inc. (laser eye surgery), EAR for HearUSA (hearing aid centers), CAKE (for the Cheesecake Factory), and

Massively Confused Investors Making Conspicuously Ignorant Choices

The prestigious Journal of Finance recently published an interesting article looking at the comovements of stocks with similar ticker symbols. The author studied daily returns on MCI Communications (ticker symbol MCI) and Massmutual Corporate Investors (ticker symbol MCIC) over a three-year period from 1994 to 1997. The study found “unusually high correlation in returns between two stocks with similar ticker symbols.” The author continues, “It is possible that as many as one percent of the MCIC trades that investors intend to make incorrectly result in an MCI transaction.”

The article reports other examples of ticker confusion. On April 15, 1997, the Castle Convertible Fund (CVF, AMEX) had an unusually volatile day in response to a Financial Times article about troubles at the Czech Value Fund, abbreviated in the story as CVF. In a positive recommendation for the Morgan Stanley Asia Pacific Fund (APF, NYSE) Barron’s once incorrectly listed the ticker as APB, actually the symbol for the Barings Asia Pacific Fund. This dramatically increased the trading volume for APB on that day and temporarily caused a trading delay. In another instance related to the “Stock Splits” Portfolio Memo in this chapter, when AT&T announced its intent to purchase Tele-Communications, Inc., the stock in TCI jumped to more than 37 times its daily average. TCI, however, is the ticker symbol for Transcontinental Realty Investors. The Tele-Communications, Inc., symbol was TCOMA (for the A shares) and TCOMB (for the B shares). As a consequence, the director of investor relations at TCI said, “I just hope this doesn’t mean some people will realize they’ve owned the wrong stock for all these years.”

YUM for Yum! Brands (the PepsiCo spin-off that owns Pizza Hut, KFC, and Taco Bell).

You can quickly find a stock symbol via the Internet. A good site is http://finance.yahoo.com, which has a “symbol lookup” option.

**SUMMARY**

Dividends are an important part of the investment business, but not because they increase the shareholder’s wealth. Dividends do not grow on trees; they come from the issuer’s checking account, and they reduce the firm’s value when the treasurer issues the checks. Dividends do provide current income, but they do so at the expense of future growth. A precise chronology of events surrounds the payment of a dividend. The ex-dividend date convention eliminates uncertainty regarding entitlement to forthcoming dividends.

Predictable dividends make the business of security valuation easier. The dividend discount model is a commonly used analytical tool to value shares of stock, and the dividend growth rate is the critical input to this model.

Stock splits, like dividends, do not alter the collective wealth of the shareholders. They are analogous to cutting pieces of a pie into smaller slices; the total amount of pie does not change as the serving size changes.

Stock has historically been placed into largely subjective categories, including blue chip, income, cyclical, defensive, growth, speculative, and penny. These categories are not mutually exclusive, nor are they precise.

**QUESTIONS**

1. Explain why a stock dividend does not increase an individual investor’s wealth.
2. If a firm is unable to pay a cash dividend, is it economically sound to pay a stock dividend?
3. Would you expect a property dividend to affect the value of a share of stock in the same fashion as a cash dividend?
4. Comment on the following statement: Dividends do matter; it is dividend policy that does not matter.
5. Suppose you were asked to empirically determine whether Goodyear Tire and Rubber is a cyclical stock. How would you proceed?
6. Comment on the following statement: A stock with a low payout ratio should appreciate more than an otherwise similar stock with a high payout ratio.
7. Common stock is a perpetual security. How, then, can a stock that does not pay dividends, such as Cisco Systems, have any value?
8. Why do you think firms avoid reducing or omitting dividends, even during unprofitable years?
9. Why does a reduction in the discount rate an analyst uses for a particular stock increase its investment appeal?
10. Using an analogy of tickets to a football game, explain an investor’s options regarding what to do with stock rights.
11. A firm’s board of directors is supposed to ensure that the firm seeks to “maximize share value.” Given that most stock splits reduce the value of a share, how can they be reconciled with the board’s responsibility?
PROBLEMS

1. Consider the following information. How many shares do you hold today if you bought 1,000 shares of this stock at the beginning of 1985?
   1986—10 percent stock dividend
   1987—10 percent stock dividend
   1988—25 percent stock dividend
   1989—100 percent stock dividend
   1994—2-for-1 stock split
   2007—100 percent stock dividend

2. Suppose you believe that Coca-Cola (KO, NYSE) and PepsiCo (PEP, NYSE) are equally risky. Using the dividend discount model and data from the Internet, which of the two stocks is more attractive?

3. Explain why the following statement is not true. “If a firm’s stock price goes up but the dividend does not change, this must mean that the expected dividend growth rate has increased.”

4. Select any company included in the Dow Jones Industrial Average, and calculate its dividend growth rate over the last ten years.

5. Ten years ago a stock paid a $0.30 dividend. Since then it has split 2-for-1 twice. The current dividend is $0.16. If you have a required rate of return of 14 percent, what is the most you can pay for this stock?

6. Suppose you bought 100 shares of CenturyTel (CTL, NYSE) in December 1995 at $31.75.
   a. How many shares would you own today?
   b. If you sold it today, what would be your approximate holding period return?

7. A relatively new firm has the dividend payment history shown in Table 9-10. Suppose this stock sells for $8 per share. Estimate the shareholders’ required rate of return using the dividend discount model with the following:
   a. The dividend growth rate calculated over the firm’s entire history.
   b. The growth rate calculated over the actual dividend paying history only.
   Why are the two answers different? Which do you think is most meaningful?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dividends Paid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTERNET EXERCISE

Using any Internet stock screener, identify companies that do not pay any dividends (i.e., Max Dividend Yield = 0%) and have provided a five-year earnings growth rate over 100 percent. Of the top five (those with the greatest earnings growth rate), which do you believe would be most attractive to a growth investor? Explain.
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**Introduction**

It is one thing to decide that you will devote 60 percent of your portfolio to common stock. Things get complicated when you realize there are more than 10,000 different listed stock issues for your consideration. Deciding which shares of common stock to buy can be a daunting task. Research shows that if you pick a few dozen stocks randomly and leave the portfolio alone for a few years, the investment results will probably be acceptable, but we would like to be more scientific than that. Our clients certainly expect more from us than a dartboard approach to investing.

This chapter provides some intuition into where value comes from and why it changes. It also discusses some analytical tools that can be useful in evaluating a firm’s earnings and their riskiness, as well as ways to put the current stock market conditions into long-term context. It is helpful to develop perspective on how the market arrived at its present value estimate and to know some “straight-face test” ways to evaluate the reasonableness of that estimate.

**The Stock Price as a Present Value**

At some point early in their careers, many junior security analysts have gone through a series of events like the following. They see that the current stock price for Harley-Davidson (HOG, NYSE) is $40 and that the firm is paying a $0.30 quarterly dividend. Seeking to do some research on this company, one analyst decides it would be logical to begin by calculating the present value of Harley-Davidson stock. This, however, requires no calculation; it is evident upon inspection. The present value of HOG is its current stock price, $40. The more interesting question is whether the confluence of the underlying
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characteristics of the stock and current market conditions justify a price of more or less than $40. If more, the stock may be attractive to buy. If less, the analyst might consider putting a “sell” recommendation on her report. Note that a determination that the current stock price is incorrect is essentially a verdict that the efficient market hypothesis does not currently hold true.

The Present Value as a Ratio

Anyone who has studied financial mathematics learns about present values. You calculate a PV by taking some future value (FV) and discounting it back to the present. To do this you create a ratio: the FV divided by a discount factor. Relating this to the stock price, we have the following.

\[
\text{stock price} = \frac{\text{future values}}{\text{discount factor}}
\]

In a previous chapter we used the dividend discount model to estimate General Electric’s intrinsic stock value. To do this we discounted expected future dividends by the shareholder’s required rate of return. These were the input values: stock price = $37.48, current dividend = $0.81, and dividend growth rate = 10.5 percent. These figures implied a shareholders’ required rate of return of 12.89 percent:

\[
\frac{37.48}{0.81(1.105)}\]

On the right side of the equation, the numerator deals with the dividends arising from future earnings. The denominator is a discounting function that converts this infinite stream of dividends into a present value.

It is important to recognize that relatively modest changes in the model inputs can make a significant change in the stock price (the present value). The numerator is the expected dividend next period. It represents the current dividend increased by one period’s growth rate. Suppose a firm misses the Street’s earnings estimate by a few cents, causing an analyst to do two things. First, she reduces the expected earnings and dividend growth rate to 10 percent from 10.5 percent, and second, she increases the required rate of return to 13.5 percent. This significantly changes the present value:

\[
29.70 = \frac{0.81(1.10)}{0.13-0.10}
\]

The new implied stock price is $29.70, a drop of $7.78, or nearly 21 percent, from the pre-earnings announcement figure. This example helps illustrate why earnings forecasts are so important and why stock prices can be volatile during earnings announcement season.

The Numerator: Future Earnings

Security analysts make their reputation (and their bonus money) by accurately forecasting future earnings. One of the differences in perspective between accounting and finance deals with time orientation. Accounting is primarily concerned with where a firm is (balance sheet) and how it got there (income statement). Finance people are interested in this, too, but only as a tool to help estimate what the future will be like. Finance looks ahead, while accounting looks at the present and the past. Security analysts use a number of analytical tools that can be helpful in estimating future earnings.

---

1Financial theory requires that the long-run earnings growth rate and dividend growth rate be equal.
The Present Value of Growth Opportunities. One simple analytical tool is the present value of growth opportunities, or PVGO, which is calculated based on a firm’s current stock price. This comes from partitioning the current stock price into two parts, one reflecting the current earnings (E) and one reflecting expected future growth in those earnings. Looking at this another way, assume that the firm’s current earnings remain level and continue forever. Letting K equal the shareholders’ required rate of return,

\[ PV = \frac{E}{K} + PVGO \]  

(10-2)

Suppose that in the current year, GE has earnings per share for the trailing twelve months of $1.75. Using the $29.70 stock price and a 12.89 percent required rate of return, we find PVGO equal to $16.12:

\[
\frac{29.70}{1.1289} = \frac{1.75}{0.1289} = 16.12
\]

In words, the current stock price = value of current earnings + value of future earnings. In this example, the PVGO of $16.12 represents about 54 percent of the current stock price, with current earnings making up the other 46 percent.

Advocates of the PVGO statistic like it because of the “bird-in-hand” information it provides. If you are debating between two generally equal potential portfolio components, some people argue that you should choose the stock with lower PVGO so that you don’t overpay for uncertain future growth. Value investors don’t like to pay much at all for future growth prospects stemming from new products, new technologies, or anticipated efficiencies. A stock whose price had a high PVGO percentage would not be attractive to a value investor.

As with many investment heuristics, however, there is another camp that feels precisely the opposite. A true growth investor might actively seek out firms with an especially promising future, and a high PVGO percentage would suggest that the market has high hopes for the firm.

EBITDA. EBITDA stands for earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization. This measure of earnings excludes non-operational expenses from the earnings figure. This is also sometimes called operating cash flow. Analysts who use EBITDA in their research typically compare a firm’s stock price/EBITDA multiple to an industry or sector average. The thinking is that if the typical oilfield services stock, for instance, sells for an EBITDA multiple of 15, a stock that sells for a multiple of 11 may be attractively priced relative to other firms in that industry.

While this has been a standard analytical tool for many years, some people believe it will be less popular in the future. Among the many financial fiascoes of the twenty-first century was WorldCom’s disclosure in 2002 that it had inappropriately deducted $3.8 billion in operating expenses as capital expenditures.\(^2\) Rather than reducing gross income by $3.8 billion, the firm deducted a smaller amount as depreciation of its capital equipment. EBITDA excludes depreciation, so the $3.8 billion was a non-event from this perspective.

Earnings per share were, obviously, helped by this now-infamous accounting action. This and other events eventually led to the firm filing for bankruptcy.

**Cash Flows.** Many security analysts prefer to focus on a more traditional form of cash flow rather than EBITDA. Remember from basic accounting that there are essentially three ways in which a firm can get cash: borrow it (cash flow from financing), sell an asset (cash flow from investing), or earn it (cash flow from operations). The last of these, cash flow from operations, is called a firm’s lifeblood. Without positive cash flow from operations, a firm will eventually bleed to death. You cannot borrow or sell off your property indefinitely. Eventually every firm must turn a profit or it goes belly up.

As with EBITDA, analysts consider the stock price as a multiple of cash flow. A higher multiple means the current stock price is expensive relative to the operating income earned. This does not necessarily mean the stock is overpriced; it just means that the price is high relative to typical valuation. It is up to the analyst to determine if the price premium is warranted.

A variant of this concept is *free cash flow*. This reflects the funds available to management after an allowance for needed capital expenditures in the near future. A firm, for instance, might have operating cash flow of $5 million, but if the firm’s entire fleet of trucks and its computer system need to be replaced in the next year at an expected cost of $1 million, then only $4 million of that cash flow is available for investment in other projects. Calculating free cash flow requires judgment and subjectivity, but to many analysts the concept is appealing.

Table 10-1 contains some hypothetical information about a company and its operations over a four-year period.\(^3\) From 2004 to 2007, net

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 10-1</th>
<th>STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Flow from Operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Income</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additions (sources of cash)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in Accts Payable</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtractions (uses of cash)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in Accts Receivable</td>
<td>(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in Inventory</td>
<td>(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cash Flow from Operations</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Flow from Investing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase of Equipment</td>
<td>(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of Equipment</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cash Flow from Investing</td>
<td>(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Flow from Financings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in Long-Term Debt</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment of Dividends</td>
<td>(50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cash Flow from Investing</td>
<td>(50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Change in Cash</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash at Beginning of Year</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ending Cash</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\)This example comes from my textbook, *Practical Investment Management*, 4th edition, (Canada: Thomson, 2007).
income rose from $100 million to $133 million, representing a 10 percent compound annual growth rate. Dividends increased from $50 million to $60 million, a 6.3 percent growth rate. Either of these numbers would seem impressive in isolation.

However, these figures can reveal more than initially meets the eye. As we said before, cash flow from operations is a firm’s lifeblood. If this statistic is weak, it calls into question the firm’s health or even its ability to survive. In this example, cash flow from operations steadily declined over the four years, from $88 million in 2004 to $35 million in 2007. In the past two years the firm’s operating cash flow was insufficient to cover the dividends paid. In fact, equipment sales helped provide the funds necessary for the dividend checks.

Similarly, the firm borrowed $20 million in 2005. It is not clear from this statement whether the firm used those funds productively. While net income was up the following year, operating cash flow was down. Accounts receivable and inventory can be increased by easing credit terms, and rising inventory levels may indicate that customers are not buying the firm’s products. Perhaps the firm used long-term debt to finance the acquisition of current assets.4

The cash flow from operations figures are widely used as a check on a firm’s earnings quality. Rising earnings associated with declining operating cash flow mean the earnings are of low quality. A security analyst will temper estimates of future dividend or earnings growth if the earnings are of low quality. For this reason, the statement of cash flows is a useful analytical tool.

**PEG Ratio.** The PEG Ratio is an acronym for a firm’s price/earnings ratio divided by its expected future earnings growth rate. There are various forms of this measure depending on which PE ratio you select (trailing versus forward looking) and what growth rate estimate you use (e.g., one year versus five years). Peter Lynch, former manager of the well-known Fidelity Magellan mutual fund, likes to add the dividend yield to the growth rate in the denominator of the ratio because he believes that dividend yield is especially important to institutional investors when they consider the valuation of a stock. Fans of the PEG ratio generally look for a value less than 1.0, although there is no magic number.

**GARP Investing.** If someone is fond of the PEG ratio, chances are that person is a GARP investor, which stands for Growth at a Reasonable Price. As the name suggests, a GARP investor appreciates the potential of a growth stock but is not willing to pay “too much” for it, even if the stock is in vogue. You can argue that this person wants to have it both ways: they want a stock with growth potential that sells for near the firm’s intrinsic value based on conventional valuation measures. The PEG ratio is the principal tool of a GARP investor.

**The Denominator: Uncertainty, Confidence, Inflation, and Psychology**

Economic theory tells us that a nominal (or stated) interest rate has three components: a real portion, an inflation component, and a risk premium.

---

4This action violates the accounting principle of matching, stating that the term of a liability should approximately match the expected life of the asset purchased with the borrowed funds.
The real portion measures the trade-off in utility between spending money today and spending it later. This value seems to remain relatively stable in the 3–4 percent range. Inflation measures changes in the general price level of goods and services, typically averaging around 3 percent over long periods. The risk premium component varies widely depending on the individual investment and on current economic and societal conditions.

As an example, suppose a stock is currently priced using the dividend discount model so as to have a 12 percent required rate of return: stock price = $100, current dividend = $4.67, and dividend growth rate = 7 percent. If economic indicators change and suggest that inflation may rise by 1 percent this will “increase the denominator” in the present value calculation. The new stock price, based on the DDM, is

$$\frac{4.67(1.07)}{(.12 + .01) - .07} = 83.28$$

The 1 percent increase in inflation will drive down the stock price by nearly 17 percent.

A similar dramatic change can occur from a change in the risk premium. This component of the discount rate captures all the uncertainty, market sentiment, and risk aversion facing the market. Our optimism and willingness to invest rises or falls with news events, some of which are good for stocks, some bad.

Stock prices only change when the unexpected happens. A company may announce increased earnings, yet we see the share price decline. The reason for

---

**Sustainable Growth Rate**

The future growth rate of earnings and dividends is an unobservable statistic, but a very important one in security analysis. There are a variety of ways an analyst might estimate this value. Typically you would use several different methods and average them. One technique is to calculate the sustainable growth rate, which equals the firm’s earnings retention ratio multiplied by its return on equity. There is, of course, variability in both values, but this variability is around a long-term average.

According to financial theory, if a firm earns a set percentage on its equity (perhaps 14 percent) and pays out a fixed percentage of those earnings as dividends (perhaps 40 percent), the dividends will grow at the sustainable growth rate:

$$14\% \times (1 - 40\%) = 8.4\%$$

A corporation will sometimes specifically mention its intended long-term dividend payout ratio in its annual report.

It is important also to keep in mind that the dividend discount model does not require that the dividend growth rate be the same each year. Rather, it requires that the dividends fluctuate around a long-term trend. The sustainable growth rate concept can be helpful in estimating that trend.
this may well be that the earnings announcement was a disappointment: true, earnings were up, but the market was expecting a larger increase. An eight-cents-per-share increase in earnings is actually bad news if you have previously priced in a ten-cent increase.

Stock prices change daily, and the public has come to expect an explanation on the evening news of why the market did what it did. Remembering that the stock price is a present value, a change in price occurs because either the numerator (expected earnings) or the denominator (psychology and interest rates) changed. If prices are up, this means that earnings are expected to grow, that confidence is up, or that interest rates have fallen.

John Bogle, founder of the Vanguard mutual fund group, once said “We never, ever visit companies. It corrupts discipline. The discipline is in the numbers, not in meeting people.” This sentiment suggests that an enjoyable visit to a company might cause you to subjectively reduce your risk premium estimate for the company, thereby increasing the intrinsic value you calculate.

Changes in the Stock Price and Relative Valuation

Finding a way to accurately predict future stock prices is the Holy Grail of investors. If anyone has found how to do this it is a well-kept secret. We do know from financial theory and its empirical testing that there are both long-term and short-term influences on the stock price. Understanding this can make you a better stock picker.

Short and Long Term

In the long run, earnings are overwhelmingly the most important driver of stock prices. The market has some patience with promising new firms that have yet to turn a profit, but that patience is limited. This is largely the story with the Internet bubble of 2002. No one knew for sure what the economic world was going to look like as the Internet grew or what business models would be best suited to the new technology age. Dot-coms popped up everywhere, with investors paying seemingly high prices for a share of the eagerly anticipated future growth. It was common practice to put together a business plan, take it on a road show, and, if you didn’t screw up, watch the market give you a huge valuation multiple when you had your initial public offering.

Eventually, though, investors grew tired of waiting and began to worry as an increasing number of firms went out of business when profit numbers remained in the red and cash dried up. Investors voted with their feet; in short order the whole market pulled back to reassess its estimate of the future.

Even when there is no press release or material news about a company its stock price often changes. This is because of changes in the denominator of the present-value expression. The events of the day caused changes in market sentiment. When we perceive more risk, we demand a higher expected rate of return. The less you pay for something, the higher its expected rate of return. In other words, a potential investment becomes increasingly attractive as its price drops, and vice versa.

*Other people take sharp exception to this view, arguing that company visits are an integral part of investment research. An analyst wants to understand a company and its business as thoroughly as possible. An onsite visit is certainly going to help “learning beyond the numbers.”*
If the news of the day makes the aggregate investing community more optimistic about the future, stock prices go up. This is essentially because we have reduced the denominator in the present-value equation. When you divide by a smaller number, you are left with more. Similarly, if investors become more pessimistic or risk averse, an increase in the denominator pulls stock prices down.

It is changes in the denominator that affect stock prices in the short run. There may have been absolutely no change in the future prospects for a firm, but if “the market” gets grumpy or spooked about something, every stock is affected and prices drop.

In the long run, earnings are the most important determinant of share value. In the short run, changes in market sentiment are what drive price changes. These are very difficult to predict. Psychologists tell us that people who check their stock portfolios on a daily basis perceive more risk in their holdings than people who just look at their monthly statement. The daily ups and downs largely offset over time, but to a frequent observer it seems like there is a lot of volatility.

**Equity Risk Premium**

There is long-standing evidence that equity securities have a higher realized rate of return than debt securities. Since 1926, when the investment community began keeping detailed security price data, large-capitalization equity securities have earned about 8.4 percent more than Treasury bills and about 6.7 percent more than Treasury bonds. This differential is called the *equity risk premium*.

The equity risk premium is a key element of the capital asset pricing model discussed in an earlier chapter:

$$E(R_s) = R_f + \beta_s (\tilde{R}_m - R_f)$$

We commonly use the S&P 500 index as a proxy for the theoretical market portfolio, so the portion of the equation in the far right parentheses is the expected equity risk premium. (The equity risk premium can be expressed relative to Treasury bills, Treasury bonds, corporate bonds, or any other class of debt securities. Typically the benchmark is either T-bills or T-bonds.)

There is an increasing body of literature suggesting that in the future the equity risk premium will be smaller than it has been in the past. This conclusion comes largely from long-term forecasts of what the economy would have to look like fifty years down the road in order for the historic level of the equity risk premium to persist. Many models suggest that the implied state of the world a few generations from now is not feasible, and therefore stocks will not grow at their historic rate.

This has implications for the shareholders’ required rate of return and for equity valuation. You can “require” any rate of return you wish, but that does not mean you are going to get it. Looking ahead, a shrinking equity risk premium means that investors may need to reduce “K” in the dividend discount model when calculating the intrinsic value of a stock. This would cause a jump in current stock prices and would benefit those who already held the shares, but for future investors the long-term rate of return would be lower.

**Greenspan Model**

The *Greenspan model* is a rule of thumb investors use to gauge the general extent to which the broad stock market is over- or undervalued. This tool is also called the Fed model because it was first mentioned in a 1997 Federal Reserve
publication. All this model involves is a simple calculation: subtract the S&P 500 earnings yield (which is the reciprocal of the price/earnings ratio) from the current yield on a ten-year U.S. Treasury security. If the result is positive, the market is overvalued. If negative, prices are cheap. Figure 10-1 shows this indicator from 1993–1997.

At the end of March 2008 earnings for the S&P 500 index were estimated at $67.01 for the calendar year. The index itself stood at 1322.70, with the 10-year Treasury yield at 3.45 percent. The subprime mortgage crisis and the collapse of the Bear Stearns investment bank were in the news. Markets were jittery, and the Federal Reserve Board was aggressively cutting interest rates to bolster the market. A trillion dollars in national wealth had disappeared as the market sank. Was this really a good time to put money into the market? According to the Greenspan model, yes. The S&P 500 earnings yield was 67.01/1322.70 = 5.07 percent. This gives a Greenspan value of 0.0345 − 0.0507 = −0.0162. A number less than zero means stocks are undervalued. While few people would make an investment decision based just on this, the heuristic does provide useful information that can help put things in context.

Changing PE Multiples

The price/earnings ratio is probably the best-known measure of relative investment value. There is no “correct” PE to use as a long-term benchmark. Sometimes the broad market is simply willing to pay more for a dollar of current or anticipated earnings. This manifests itself by a decrease in the denominator of the present value model.

Figure 10-2 shows the price/earnings ratio of the S&P 500 index since 1871. We see that over this extended period the average multiple has been around 16, but that it has been much lower and much higher than this.
It is dangerous to base investment decisions solely on the PE ratio, but for an investment with a long-term time horizon stocks look especially attractive when the market PE is substantially below its historical average.

**SUMMARY**

The current stock price is the market’s estimate of the present value of the future stream of dividends associated with the stock. Because the payment of dividends is highly dependent on the firm’s earnings, much of a security analyst’s work involves forecasting future earnings. In the long run, earnings are overwhelmingly the most important variable influencing the stock price.

The extent to which future earnings are discounted to arrive at a present value stock price depends on market psychology and the current level of interest rates. Stock prices change on a daily basis even when there is no news about a company. Investor confidence rises and falls, causing changes in the discount rate associated with the forecasted future earnings. In the short run, changes in the discount rate cause stock prices to move.

There is growing evidence that in the future the realized rate of return on stocks and on bonds will be closer together. This differential is called the equity risk premium. Many analysts expect stocks, on average, to earn only three or four percentage points more than bonds in the future.

Cash flow from operations is a firm’s lifeblood. A firm can have positive net income but actually be bleeding to death if it is not generating dollars from its primary business activity. Many analysts like to determine a firm’s free cash flow, which represents the funds available for opportunistic business purposes after accounting for the need to replace equipment and make other capital expenditures.
The growth-at-a-reasonable-price (GARP) style of investing is a blend of the value and growth styles. GARP investors are fond of the PEG ratio, which is the stock’s price/earnings ratio divided by the expected future earnings growth rate. PEG ratios less than 1.0 are especially desirable.

The present value of growth opportunities (PVGO) is the portion of a firm’s stock price that comes from an assumed increase in future earnings. A higher percentage means higher market optimism about the firm’s prospects.

The Greenspan model, also called the FED model, is a heuristic to measure the reasonableness of the general level of the stock market. This is simply the difference between the ten-year Treasury yield and the earnings yield (E/P) of the S&P 500 index. When this value is negative the market is undervalued, and vice versa.

QUESTIONS

1. Explain how the analysis of future corporate earnings is a critical part of fundamental stock analysis.
2. Explain the difference between a trailing price/earnings ratio and a forward-looking PE.
3. What are the two components of the shareholders’ required rate of return based on the dividend discount model?
4. Is the dividend discount model more sensitive to the growth rate selected or to the stock price? (Hint: Take the first derivative of the model with respect to each of the two variables.)
5. How can the statement of cash flows provide information on the quality of corporate earnings?
6. Comment on the following statement: A stock with a low payout ratio should appreciate more than an otherwise similar stock with a high payout ratio.
7. Common stock is a perpetual security. Given this, explain how a non-dividend-paying stock can have any value.
8. Explain why the historical dividend growth rate may not necessarily be a good estimate of the future dividend growth rate.
9. Why do you think investors who check their brokerage accounts frequently might perceive greater volatility than if they were to check their accounts monthly?
10. Why might free cash flow be a better measure of earnings prospects than cash flow from operations?

PROBLEMS

1. Using current market data, apply the Greenspan model to the U.S. equity market and assess the current level of stock prices.
2. Compute and compare the present value of growth opportunities for
   a. Home Depot and Lowe’s
   b. Pepsico and Coca-Cola
3. Estimate the shareholders’ required rate of return on General Electric and Wal-Mart and explain why they differ.
4. Ten years ago a stock paid a $0.40 dividend. Since then it has split 3 for 1. The current dividend is $0.18. If you have a required rate of return of 15 percent, what is the most you can pay for the stock?
5. Comment on this statement: “Paying dividends will lower the price/earnings ratio because the stock price falls.”

6. You are considering an investment in Bank of America (BAC, NYSE). From your analysis, you believe this stock should be valued so as to produce a 9.5 percent long-term rate of return. Using the current stock price, determine the value of the stock using
   a. The ten-year historical dividend growth rate
   b. The consensus analyst five-year forecasted growth rate from Yahoo! Finance

7. A stock sells for $40.23 and currently pays a $0.55 dividend. If the market expects a 13 percent rate of return on this stock, what dividend growth rate do these figures imply?

8. A stock sells for $50 and currently pays a $1.60 dividend. You estimate a dividend growth rate of 5.5 percent. The current 30-day Treasury bill rate is 2.00 percent. If this stock has a beta of 0.90, would equity risk premium do these figures imply?

9. Repeat the analysis in problem 8 using current market information and General Electric common stock. (Use the 5-year forecasted growth rate from Yahoo! Finance for the dividend growth rate.)

INTERNET EXERCISE

Using a stock screener, identify ten stocks with PEG ratios less than 1.0 and ten with a PEG ratio above 2.0. Using the “analyst opinion” portion of Yahoo! Finance, see if the analysts seem to show a bias in their investment opinion toward stocks with a low PEG ratio.
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Introduction

Security screening is an important part of the portfolio construction process, but one about which relatively little is written. Screening involves whittling the security universe down to a manageable size before doing more detailed research.

Picking stocks is an art rather than a science; there is no single best way to choose individual investments. Everyone who participates in the capital markets uses some type of screen—a procedure for reducing a large set of alternatives to a more manageable number.

This chapter does not go into great detail about individual stock analysis. Techniques such as ratio analysis, comparison with industry averages, and income statement sensitivity analysis help in learning about a company, but these are topics for another book. We will, however, review some common screening statistics that can provide fast information about a company’s likely future price behavior; the relationship between a firm’s return on assets and its return on equity is especially important. Nonetheless, recall that Chapter 1 said the modern trend in investment management is away from stock analysis and toward portfolio management. Remember also the Evans and Archer research, which provides evidence that it is better to select a few stocks randomly than to pick a single favorite.

Why Screening Is Necessary

Time Constraints

The primary reason screening is necessary is the limited amount of time available for making decisions. In the investment business, there simply is not time to analyze every security and process the associated information.
The New York Stock Exchange and the American Stock Exchange list thousands of potential investments, with thousands more trading in the Nasdaq market. Suppose you spend five minutes looking at each of 500 possible picks. Ignoring trips to the refrigerator and to the bathroom, this means you will spend 2,500 minutes, or more than a whole 40-hour workweek, checking out this subset of a much larger security universe. As obvious as this is, many people never develop a well-conceived way to deal with the data overload problem.

Everyday Examples of Screens

Screens are not restricted to the investment business. People use them consciously and subconsciously every day. Consider a few examples.

University Admission Tests. Most universities have more people applying for admission than they are able (or willing) to accept. How are decisions on granting admission made? Most institutions use two steps: an initial screen and, for those passing this round, closer individual scrutiny.

As an example, a high school senior whose Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores totaled 1,450 would have little difficulty gaining admission to the majority of U.S. universities. Colleges always want the best and brightest, and high SAT scores are a good indicator of intellectual ability, although not a perfect one. Conversely, a student whose SAT scores totaled only 600 would in all likelihood have a difficult time in college. Many schools would decline to admit a person with scores this low and would give the student’s complete file only cursory, if any, further attention.

College athletics periodically gets bad publicity when someone discovers a gifted athlete who, after four (or five) years at a prestigious university, cannot read at a high school level or solve basic math problems. The controversial Proposition 42 of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) sought to reduce the number of academically unprepared athletes entering college. It stipulated that scholarships could not be given to players who fail to maintain a C average in eleven high school core subjects and fail to score at least 700 (on a scale of 400 to 1,600) on the SAT exam or 15 (on a scale of 1 to 36) on the American College Test (ACT) exam. This screen was widely denounced as racist because of the disproportionate number of African American athletes who do poorly on these standardized tests. The appropriateness of a screen is very important and will be discussed in a moment.

The Football Team. Sports teams normally have more players trying to join them than their rosters can carry. In a game such as football, with its specialized positions, coaches might use a number of initial screens to find in which position, if any, a prospective player might shine. Coaches might have players who want to be running backs run the 40-yard dash. Players who cannot cover this distance in less than 6 seconds may lack the speed to excel in this position. Offensive linemen might go to the weight room and bench press 250 pounds. Some coaches might consider this a minimum standard for the position. Split ends or receivers might be tested in both the 40-yard dash and the standing vertical jump.

All these tests are screens. Although not perfect, they are good indicators of the likelihood of success in a particular position.
What Constitutes a Good Screen?

The idea of screening is appealing, and most screens are logical. But what constitutes a good screen? Is the 40-yard dash really an accurate measure of what kind of running back someone might make? The following sections discuss some characteristics of a good screen.

Ease of Administration

Managerial aids are helpful only if you use them. The best mathematical model, computer program, or college textbook is of no value if you do not use it. The same is true with any screen.

Suppose, for instance, that I want to select a historical novel from the library to take with me on an intercontinental flight. I could select a book by finding one with the late James Michener’s endorsement on the dust jacket. I like the historical novels Michener writes, and if he recommends a book, I suspect I would enjoy it. This would be a very inefficient screen. For one thing, there is no convenient way to find all the books that meet this criterion other than methodically going through every shelf in the library. Even the electronic card catalog does not have this information.

Alternatively, I could attempt to correspond with Michener’s literary agent and ask for a recommendation, but this method would not produce results quickly and might be totally unproductive. Another approach would be to use a computer search at Amazon.com to gather information on historical novels. I could probably find an interesting book rather quickly just via the keyword “history.” This would be a much easier way to find a suitable book than the other methods.

Now consider the stock market. I might go on an investment hunt looking for an attractive but thinly traded stock. Thin trading is a subjective term referring to a security with a relatively small number of shareholders and a general lack of trading volume. I could begin by identifying firms with fewer than 5,000 shareholders. As far as I know, there is no good way to do this. I would have to look up each individual company in one of the Standard & Poor’s or Mergent publications, or I could search the vast research resources of the Internet. Even with a battalion of assistants, this would take days.

A better approach would be to check trading volume figures. I could take a random copy of The Wall Street Journal, run down the stock listings on the various exchanges and the Nasdaq market, and note firms with a previous day’s volume of less than, say, 1,000 shares. There is no quantitative definition of thin trading, but a volume this small certainly qualifies as thin. This method would be much more efficient than checking the number of shareholders, and it would accomplish essentially the same purpose. From this list of thinly traded securities, I could apply further screens in my hunt for an attractive investment.

Relevance and Appropriateness

Screens should also logically have something to do with the ultimate objective. You might say, “I am going to invest in a good company whose name begins with the letter A.” This probably does not make any sense.

Now consider a slightly different situation. You want to identify a promising company but do not want to spend hours poring through the financial
Acceptance by the User

Screens lose much of their value if the people who are affected by the screen fundamentally disagree with it. SAT scores, as stated earlier, are used as part of the academic eligibility criteria for college athletes. Not all coaches, however, believe this is reasonable. There is some evidence of cultural bias in the wording and general makeup of these exams, and some people believe they are an inappropriate screen.

Ordinal Ranking of Screening Criteria

When you employ a multiple-stage screening process, it is important to establish a screen pecking order. The first screening criterion should be the one that will eliminate the most alternatives. This is also often the most important criterion, although not necessarily. The second criterion should eliminate the next highest number of alternatives, and so on. If you do not follow this approach, you run the risk of wasting considerable time making passes over extensive data that have no chance of selection.

Consider the problem of selecting a dessert from the dessert cart in a restaurant. I know someone who is terribly allergic to nuts. In choosing a dessert, she has to be extremely careful to select something completely nut free. Her first screen of the dessert tray will exclude anything that obviously has nuts, whether blended in it (pistachio ice cream), cooked in it (pecan pie), or decorating the top (many pastries). It would not make sense for her to go through the whole process and end up with pecan pie, only to discover, “Wow, I can’t eat this; it has nuts.” Eliminating alternatives with nuts should obviously be the first screening criterion.

Screening Processes

Multiple-Stage Screening

In most investment applications, it is necessary to use several stages of screening, because no one variable can capture all the relevant information the portfolio manager or private investor needs in order to make a buy/do not buy decision. A few examples will help illustrate this.

Suppose you hear the following statement: “LBZ and CXD are both ranked 1 and 2 by Value Line, but LBZ has earnings per share of $4.50 compared with $3.22 for CXD. The way I see it, LBZ has to be a better buy.” This is not a logical argument for one very important reason and a host of other minor ones. Holding constant expected future growth and required rate of return, higher-priced stocks should have higher earnings per share than lower-priced stocks. Here we know nothing about the relative prices of the
two stock issues or their prospects for future growth. The point is that by itself, earnings per share is not a very useful screening device. This reasoning, in fact, is the primary purpose for calculating price/earnings ratios and reporting them in the financial press. The PE ratio “normalizes” the earnings by relating them to the cost of acquiring them.

Another good example of the need for multiple-stage screening comes from concern about the dividend yield of a growth stock. In choosing a growth stock, would it make sense to search initially for those with the highest dividend yield? Probably not, because of the following logic:

- Growth stocks, by definition, retain most of their earnings.
- No company likes to reduce its dividend payout.
- A high dividend yield, therefore, either means that the stock price has fallen considerably or that most of the company’s earnings are not being retained in order to avoid cutting the dividend. If this is the case, it has ceased to be a growth stock.

Subjective Screening

Not all reasonable screens need to be quantitative. Clients often provide instructions regarding certain subjective investment characteristics they desire or want to avoid. They can include a variety of investment criteria. The Social Investment Forum defines the term socially responsible investing this way:

Integrating personal values and societal concerns with investment decisions is called Socially Responsible Investing (SRI). SRI considers both the investor’s financial needs and an investment’s impact on society. With SRI, you can put your money to work to build a better tomorrow while earning competitive returns today.¹

Socially responsible investing means that the investor has established subjective constraints on the list of eligible investments. Seventeenth-century Quakers may have been the first social screeners. They could not reconcile their religious beliefs with the ownership of slaves, so they didn’t own any, even though slavery was generally accepted practice at the time.

The Sullivan Principles and the MacBride Principles are examples from the more recent past. The Sullivan Principles deal with codes of conduct for companies operating in South Africa. These were first drawn up by the Reverend Leon Sullivan in an attempt to expedite the end of apartheid in South Africa. The MacBride Principles called on U.S. companies with operations in Ireland to promote fair employment practices there.

In early 1991, three health-care workers’ pension funds passed resolutions regarding the MacBride Principles. The $1.6 billion Health Care Employees Pension Fund of New York, the $36 million New England Health Care Employees Pension Fund, and the $8.6 million Connecticut Health Care Associates Pension Fund adopted resolutions urging their investment managers to support proxy resolutions implementing the MacBride Principles.² Portfolio managers obviously need to pay attention to these types of actions. In 2008 there was about $2.76 trillion invested in some form of socially responsible investing.

¹http://www.socialinvest.org
Socially responsible investing screening criteria that are common today include restrictions against investing in tobacco stocks, electric utilities that use nuclear power, or firms that do not adhere to the CERES Principles. This latter set of rules is promulgated by the Coalition of Environmentally Responsible Economies and is a general call for environmental accountability. Those who adopt the principles commit to work toward protection of the biosphere, sustainable natural resource use, safe products, and several other goals.3

Other criteria that may appear in social screening are animal testing, labor relations, gambling, defense/weapon, community investment, the environment, human rights, product safety, contraception, nonmarital partner benefits, biotechnology, pornography, employment equality, and others. You could probably make a case, in fact, for excluding everything for one reason or another.4 The smaller your security universe gets, however, the more difficult it becomes to diversify properly.

Subjective screening is not an issue to be taken lightly. If someone wants to use such a screen, this fact needs to be spelled out in careful detail in a policy statement. As an example, in July 1991, a lawsuit was filed against the $1.8 billion Board of Pensions of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America alleging that “the board breached its fiduciary responsibility by using social criteria to determine its investment policies.”5 The plaintiffs in the lawsuit asked the courts to rule on the prudence of socially directed investments and on the separation of the management of the church and the management of the church pension fund.

The topic of socially responsible investing is multifaceted, quite interesting in many respects, and something that is likely to be with us for a long time. If you are interested in studying the matter further, the Winter 1997 issue of the Journal of Investing deals entirely with the topic of socially responsible investing. The journal contains articles by many notable investment professionals engaged with the topic.

**Best of class investing** is a relatively new development in the world of socially responsible investing. This practice recognizes that it is possible to find a reason to fault virtually all companies in some socially sensitive area, such as the environment, hiring practices, or the nature of their product. Recognizing the importance of diversification, it wouldn’t make sense to dramatically limit investments to just a few types of businesses.

Instead, some managers who are sympathetic to the SRI movement opt to look for “role models” within each industry and select them, even if some part of their business will still be offensive to some constituencies. Light Green Advisors, for instance, states that it does not compare companies across industry lines or exclude whole industry sectors:

LGA recognizes that the economy is built on interdependence. For instance, the software industry cannot exist without computer hardware, and hardware requires plastics, metals and energy. All industries rely on one another.

---

3There is more on the CERES Principles in Chapter 20.
4For example, CEO salary is too high, simultaneously laying off employees and paying dividends to shareholders, lack of cumulative voting at annual meetings, political campaign contributions, predatory lending.
*Survey response reported in How Does Your Plan Stand on SRI? Plan Sponsor, September 2007, 12.
What Does “Socially Responsible” Mean?

According to the Social Investment Forum, socially responsible investing is “a process that considers the social and environmental consequences of investments, both positive and negative, within the context of rigorous financial analysis.” Some people argue that a socially responsible fund offers a “triple bottom line”: financial return, social return, and environmental return. All of this sounds good.

However, in an article in Common Ground magazine, Paul Hawken states that “the term ‘socially responsible investing’ is so broad it is meaningless. . . . SRI mutual funds have no common standards, definitions, or codes of practices.”* This conclusion is the result of a study** by the Natural Capital Institute on the practice of socially responsible investing (SRI) across the globe. A spokesperson for the Social Investment Forum agrees: “Mr. Hawken is correct that there are no rigid standards dictated for SRI funds to follow in the United States. SRI funds offer a wide range of options for investors in order to meet diverse ethical and investing criteria.”†

Among the findings of the Natural Capital Institute study are these:

1. The cumulative investment portfolio of the combined SRI mutual funds is virtually no different than the combined portfolio of conventional mutual funds.
2. SRI fund advertising caters to people’s desires to improve the world by avoiding bad actors in the corporate world, but it can be misleading and oftentimes little correlation to portfolio holdings.
3. The environmental screens used by portfolio managers are loose and do little to help the environment.
4. The language used to describe SRI mutual funds, including the term “SRI” itself, is vague and indiscriminate and leads to misperception and distortion of investor goals.

Over 90 percent of the companies in the Fortune 500 are included in somebody’s SRI portfolio. The important thing for a portfolio manager (and for an investor) to know is that the very notion of SRI investing is ambiguous. It is not an easily compartmentalized topic. If someone tells you “We invest in a socially responsible portfolio,” it probably means they don’t hold any tobacco stocks but doesn’t tell you much else.

---

*LGAW has developed and uses a new quantitative model of corporate environmental behavior and investment performance to select the “best of class” in every major industry sector except tobacco products.*

---

**The survey results are available online at http://www.naturalcapital.org/images/NCL_SRI_10-04.pdf
†KLD Research and Analytics, Inc., “Paul Hawken Critiques Socially Responsible Investment: Is He On Target or Off Base?” Online at http://www.kld.com/article.cgi?id-1564

---

*Best of Class Investing,” http://www.best-of-class.htm
In other words, the firm determines which companies are the most environmentally responsible within their industry. These get “extra credit” in the portfolio construction process. Many investment managers and clients alike agree with this logic, and increasingly are using the best of class notion to simultaneously “make a statement” and manage money in accordance with modern portfolio theory.

Positive and Negative Social Screens
Socially responsible screening does not simply involve a list of things to avoid; it may also actively seek certain things out. Some managers like to rate companies in three areas: profitability, environmental sustainability, and social responsibility. Does the firm do more than the law requires with regard to pollution abatement and environmental impact? Is it a good corporate citizen, routinely contributing to philanthropic activities?

Sam Pierce, the CEO of IW Financial (a firm providing socially responsible research data to money managers) offers these thoughts: “We don’t believe oil and gas as an industry is something you can just leave out of your investment universe. We believe not only that you should be careful about whom you pick, but also that you reward the best companies.” Noting that Sunoco was an early subscriber to many environment principles, he states, “They’re doing their best in an admittedly dirty industry. If we don’t support those types of efforts, we’re saying there’s no way you can ever be involved in that line of work and do a good job. If so, where’s the motivation for those companies to try to do a good job?”

Socially Responsible Investing and Portfolio Performance
There is a long-standing debate as to whether or not socially responsible investment screens result in suboptimal portfolio performance. In other words, does avoiding certain types of investment or requiring certain types come at a price? Are the fund beneficiaries getting a lower return because of the constraints on the portfolio manager?

There is increasing evidence that the answer is no. In 2007 the United National Environment Programme Finance Initiative and Mercer LLC issued a joint report concluding that “investing in companies based on socially conscious criteria probably doesn’t penalize investment performance, and in fact may help.”* This report was a synthesis of twenty different academic studies and ten brokerage studies.

Steve Falci, co-chair of the working group releasing the study, noted “A wide variety of factors such as manager skill, investment style, and time period are integral to investment performance. The argument that integrating ESG (environmental, social, and corporate governance) factors into investment analysis and decision-making will only lead to underperformance cannot be made.”

---


Popular Screening Variables

Not everyone is skilled at Internet searches or has the time to head to the local library’s reference room to gather extensive information about possible investments. Many people begin the whole process with the financial pages of their local newspaper or with news items in the Wall Street Journal. Fortunately, it is possible to do some very effective screening with just this limited information. Table 11-1 lists decision variables that an investor might conveniently use for screening.

Price/Earnings Ratio. Considerable folklore exists regarding the meaning of a stock’s price/earnings ratio. One perspective is that low PEs are good because this means the investors pay a little to get a lot. On the face of things, this seems reasonable. Earnings are good, and the more cheaply they can be bought, the better. The problem with this is that past earnings do not contribute to the future economic value of a share of stock; they contribute only to market psychology, which does influence current value but can also change in a flash. Future earnings are the economic engine behind share value. The financial pages generally report past earnings,\(^8\) or a trailing PE ratio. This fact is what causes another group of investors to argue that high PE ratios are better because they mean that the efficient marketplace anticipates that future earnings will be higher than those of the past. If the market is efficient, stock prices are appropriate given their expected earnings, and the price/earnings ratio as a screen is irrelevant. Although this dilemma has not been resolved to everyone’s satisfaction, the PE ratio is a common screening statistic.

Dividend Yield. We have seen that even though the payment of a dividend does not materially alter a recipient’s wealth, people like to get them. Receiving a check in the mail is reassuring, and dividends stroke egos and give shareholders a sense of importance. Of course, some people have income or growth of income as their primary investment objective and are particularly concerned about getting part of their return in spendable form.

Stock Price. As mentioned earlier, some people believe in an optimum trading range for stock prices. According to finance theory, the cost of a share should be merely a marker and of no value in comparing firms. As we saw in an earlier example, the size (and value) of a piece of pie depends on the number of pieces into which the pie is cut.

Many people prefer to avoid odd lots during the screening process, although there is no longer any good reason to do so. Suppose someone wants to add

---

\(^8\)Some publications base the PE ratio on the past six months’ actual earnings and the forecast earnings for the next six months. This is a blend of a trailing and a “market forecast” PE.
$3,000 to his individual retirement account. A round lot of one hundred shares means that the share price cannot be more than $30. To avoid getting an odd lot, the IRA investor might include this price restriction as part of the screen.

**Exchange Listing.** Many excellent companies are listed on the American Stock Exchange or trade in the Nasdaq market. A client, however, might choose to restrict equity picks to Big Board (NYSE) stocks.

**Familiarity.** Another very reasonable criteria for some clients is *familiarity*. This means that you, as a portfolio manager, will restrict your portfolio components to securities of companies with which your client is familiar. People feel good knowing that they are partial owners of a large, respected corporation, especially one about which they know something. This is a subjective criterion, and one that is perfectly okay.

**Fifty-Two Week Trading Range.** People often make statements such as this: “The stock is trading at the low end of its annual high and low.” Such a statement is dangerous because it implies that the stock is predictable, rising from the low to the high and back again every year. Stock does not behave this way.

The 52-week trading range listed in the newspaper merely reports the highest and lowest price levels of the stock during the previous year. If prices are efficient, this information is of no value in predicting future prices. More technically, the research of Roger Ibbotson and Rex Sinquefield in *Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation* finds the first-order autocorrelation of annual capital gains on common stocks to be essentially 0.\(^9\) This is further evidence that what the stock has done in the past does not help determine what it is likely to do in the future.

Nonetheless, many investors watch the trading range figures, and it is reasonable to argue that a stock near “its high” or “its low” is somehow different than others near the middle. Such assessments are on shaky ground, but they, too, are part of market folklore. If someone wants to include these data in the screening process, it probably does no harm.

**Options Availability.** Some people know how versatile stock options can be in a portfolio and try to invest in equity issues that have options available. This information is contained in the financial press, but not on the same newspaper page as the stock listing. If they understand the option listings, however, they can quickly find out whether options trade on a given stock. The S&P *Stock Report*, *Stock Guide*, and Internet also carry this information.

**An Example Screen.** Suppose you are on an airplane, bored, and looking for something to do. You discover part of a *Wall Street Journal* in the seat pocket in front of you, showing prices for about one hundred NYSE-listed stocks. You decide to build a stock screen and use it on these stocks to see if you can come up with an investment idea. Start with the criteria shown in Table 11-2 and see what happens. As a general rule, the first screening pass should be with the criterion that will eliminate the most alternatives or save the most time. In this example, you have information only from the New York Stock Exchange,

---

so you do not need to do anything else with this criterion. If you had the whole newspaper, however, you would certainly restrict our search to the pages with NYSE prices. It would make no sense to go through AMEX or Nasdaq listings when we know they are ineligible alternatives.

Perhaps you begin by using the stock price criterion. Crossing out entries with share prices higher than $35 reduces the list by 42 securities, and 58 now remain. You also stipulate that the share price should be above $5. This eliminates two more.

Forty of the remaining stocks have a PE ratio above 20 or less than zero. Removing them leaves sixteen potentially eligible picks. Finally, five of these have a dividend yield under 1 percent, so we remove them from further consideration.

Eleven stocks remain from the original one hundred, and the administration of this screen took less than five minutes. Table 11-3 shows details on the eleven stocks that passed all the screens.

At this point, you may want to look at the final group to see if you should make any more modifications. BRT Realty Trust is a real estate investment trust, and you might not be interested in such an investment. Also, its high dividend yield might make you uncomfortable. Perhaps you decide to remove this security from further consideration purely on the basis of subjective feeling. You might also eliminate Bairnco with its suspicious PE of 3. The remaining nine stocks now warrant careful attention, and you can conduct some security analysis on them, when you get home.

### TABLE 11-2

- PE ratio less than 20 and more than 0
- Dividend yield more than 1 percent
- Stock price less than $35
- Stock price more than $5
- NYSE stock

### TABLE 11-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Dividend Yield (%)</th>
<th>PE Ratio</th>
<th>Share Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRT</td>
<td>BRT Realty Trust</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>$24.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZ</td>
<td>Bairnco</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BXS</td>
<td>BancorpSouth</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKH</td>
<td>Black Hills</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTH</td>
<td>Blyth</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP</td>
<td>Borders Group</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
<td>Bank of New York</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNS</td>
<td>Bank of Nova Scotia</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Barnes Group</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLS</td>
<td>BellSouth</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>Bemis</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10If the entry under the PE listing shows three dots (..), the PE is not meaningful because it is negative or very large. A company whose stock sold for $20 and that had earnings per share of $0.02, for instance, would have a PE ratio of 1,000. The financial press usually will not print a PE higher than 100.
Chapter 11  Security Screening

A Quick Risk Assessment Screen with the Stock Report

**ROA and ROE.** As we have seen, the S&P Stock Report is a useful source of information. Most libraries and brokerage firms carry this publication. When asked about an unfamiliar stock, you can often learn something useful by a five-second comparison of the return on assets (ROA) and return on equity (ROE) figures for the company over the ten-year period which the Stock Report provides. ROA equals a firm’s net income after taxes (NIAT) divided by its total assets; ROE is NIAT divided by equity. If a firm has any debt, its total assets always exceed its equity, so ROE will be greater than ROA (assuming earnings are positive).

**Evaluating ROA and ROE.** In general, the proverbial “good, safe investment” has a history of stable ROA and ROE figures, with ROE somewhat higher than ROA. If the ROE is substantially higher than the ROA, the firm is heavily leveraged and therefore risky. Much debt works to a firm’s advantage when it accurately selects positive net present value projects. If, however, the projects do not turn out to be profitable, the firm must still pay the interest on its debt, resulting in a reduction in NIAT. Furthermore, high variance in these figures (ROE especially) is a sure indication of a risky company. Some analysts, in fact, use variance of ROE instead of variance of stock price returns in their assessment of company risk.

The data contained in Table 11-4 are actual figures for two very different companies from 1976 to 1985. It is readily apparent that over this period, JNJ had a much more stable ROA and ROE pattern than EAF. EAF shows rapid growth initially, followed by a slowdown. JNJ shows the type of dependable pattern security analysts love. From these figures we might conclude that JNJ is a “safer” stock.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Emery Air Freight (EAF)</th>
<th>Johnson &amp; Johnson (JNJ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>ROE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Library Information**

As mentioned earlier, this book focuses on portfolio management rather than security selection. Many other books are available if you want detailed information about the analysis of financial statements and other factors that influence the value of a particular investment. This section briefly describes several well-known and readily accessible sources of information available at your local
public library that can be very helpful in gathering quick information about unfamiliar securities. The next section reviews popular Internet sources.

**Value Line**

One of the best-known subscription services is the *Value Line Investment Survey*. Value Line has developed a large following since its beginning in 1965. This weekly publication from Value Line, Inc., follows 1,700 different common stocks and rates each of them in two categories: timeliness and safety. *Timeliness* refers to precisely what you would expect: the advisability of buying this stock now. *Safety* is a measure of potential risk with a stock. It is a function of price stability and financial strength. Value Line assigns a ranking in each of these categories according to the schedule listed in Table 11-5.

It is common to hear someone make a statement like the following: “Value Line rates the stock 1 and 2.” We usually state the timeliness ranking first, so this means Value Line ranks this particular stock 1 for timeliness and 2 for safety. In other words, Value Line feels the future price appreciation of this stock will rank in the top 100 of the 1,700 stocks followed in the survey; the safety ranking indicates that the firm’s future performance is less uncertain than average.

An advocate of the Value Line product might generally limit their stock selection to firms rated either 1 or 2 for timeliness. Value Line follows a fundamental analysis approach and also rates ninety-six different industry groupings by their relative merit, “1” being the industry with the most promising outlook. Identifying attractive groups of stocks is a process called sector screening. If you are looking for an investment idea, you might limit your search to stocks rated 1 or 2 that are in Value Line’s top ten industries.

Value Line provides other preset screens with the weekly publication, such as stocks selling at a wide discount to book value, stocks with a high dividend yield, and stocks with the highest and lowest price/earnings ratios.

Some libraries, many universities, and a few individual investors also subscribe to a computerized product called the Value Line Investment Analyzer. This PC-based version of Value Line covers an expanded security universe of about 7,500 stocks. Users can screen by any or all of more than 300 variables. Table 11-6 shows the screening variables available. Notice that you can have up to twenty user-defined variables. For instance, Value Line does not show a PEG ratio, but you can build this variable and screen by it. Once you have completed a screen you can show statistical summaries and other reports on the firms passing the screen. This is a very popular and very useful product.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Number of Stocks with This Ranking</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Above average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Below average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Worst</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rankings are assigned to both timeliness and safety.
Standard & Poor’s Corporation publishes a wide variety of reports on the economy, industries, and individual stocks.

Stock Report. The S&P Stock Report is a one-page document that contains a surprisingly thorough description of a company and an estimate of what the future holds for it. S&P updates these reports quarterly; most public libraries have them. The report contains financial statement information in addition to dividend payment dates, beta, and other risk measures.

Compustat. Academic researchers know the S&P Compustat data source well. This is an extensive set of financial statement information ranging from familiar statistics, such as the current ratio and retained earnings, to the more esoteric, such as unfunded pension liabilities. S&P describes the product as “a database of financial, statistical and market information on active and inactive companies in the U.S. and Canada, covering over 99 percent of the U.S. total market cap.” Including international companies, there are more than 75,000 securities covered.

NetAdvantage. This powerful service of Standard & Poor’s is a compilation of a number of their services, including Stock Reports, Company Profiles, Bond Reports, Corporation Records, Mutual Fund Reports, The Outlook Industry Surveys, Security Dealers of North America, and Register of Corporations,

### TABLE 11-6 VALUE LINE INVESTMENT ANALYZER SCREENING VARIABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number of Variables</th>
<th>Sample Criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analyst alerts</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Return on Common Equity Increased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General business</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income statement</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Operating Income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance sheet</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Total Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other annual data</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Free Cash Flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual ratios</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dividend Payout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per share</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Cash Flow per Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per share ratio</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Average Annual Dividend Yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Estimated Earnings per Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth rates</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Dividend Growth, 10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latest quarter</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Sales Latest Quarter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank/Thrift</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Loan Loss Provisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Insurance in Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brokerage</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>% Commissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail store</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Number of Stores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total returns</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Total Return YTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual returns</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Total Return 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trading volume</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3 Month Relative Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPT statistics</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Beta 3-year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>EPS 1 QTR Ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projections</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Proj Dividend Growth Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratings</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Industry Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Options Listing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-defined statistics</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Cash Flow/Price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Directors & Executives. In addition to familiar firms, the service covers over 85,000 companies that are not publicly traded. This contains some very detailed information, such as biographies of corporate executives and directors. While not a screening tool in the strict sense of the word, it does provide a mechanism for searching the S&P documents for words or phrases, something that can be a real time saver in the investment decision–making process.

Mergent
Mergent, Inc., formerly known as Moody’s Financial Information Services, publishes another widely used set of investment information. Long-time users will likely continue to refer to these volumes as “Moody’s manuals” for years.

Mergent’s Manuals. Mergent’s Manuals contain seven sets of volumes covering industrial firms, public utilities, over-the-counter industrials, transportation issues, and bank/finance issues. Another Mergent publication, Company Archives Manual, provides data on companies that have gone defunct since 1996.

An especially common problem arises when you seek information about a company that, unknown to you, does not have stock that trades publicly. The firm may be a subsidiary of another company or may not be publicly held. Mergent’s Manuals contain a cross-reference of subsidiaries. If you look up Pizza Hut, for instance, you will find that this firm is a subsidiary of Yum! Brands, spun off from PepsiCo in October 1997. Further attempts to find specific financial information about Pizza Hut are most likely going to be fruitless.

Mergent’s Manuals contain more detailed news reports about a firm, more detailed financial statements, and other relevant information that cannot be included in the Stock Report because of space limitations.

Mergent Dividend Record. When it is necessary to investigate the recent dividend history of a company (payment dates, ex-dividend dates, and so on), Mergent Dividend Record is one of the most convenient places to get this information quickly. The reference room in most public libraries carries this service.

Internet Resources

There are a number of Internet financial information sources that provide useful screening tools. Some have preset screens (like mid-cap growth stocks or stocks with a low PE ratio). All allow the user to select among various criteria to find securities that have (or don’t have) a particular set of characteristics. While information on the Web frequently changes, the companies mentioned here currently have useful screening tools and are likely to continue them for the foreseeable future.

Suppose you want to add a stock to a portfolio and would like to identify an attractive mid-cap growth stock in the consumer goods sector, ideally with a PEG ratio less than 1.0. Let’s see what these popular websites reveal after running a screen to find portfolio candidates.

Morningstar
With Morningstar you select stocks either by setting your own criteria or by using a predetermined screen. If you set your own, you can also assign a weighting to the chosen screening criteria by “scoring” stock criteria on a 1 to 10 relative-importance scale. Table 11-7 shows the Morningstar scoring variables that can be associated with the screening criteria.
You begin by choosing the “consumer goods” sector and find that two hundred stocks fall into this category. Next, add the “mid-growth” constraint. This weeds out 177, leaving 23. Finally, add the “PEG < 1” requirement, and only nine stocks are left. These stocks appear in Table 11-8. You will compare this list with the results from a few other Internet stock screeners.

**Yahoo!**

At the Yahoo! website the choices for screening criteria are slightly different from those Morningstar. There is a preset screen for mid-cap growth, so you might begin with that. Yahoo! defines this screen as stocks with market capitalizations between $1 billion and $5 billion with a PEG ratio less than or equal to 1.0 and earnings growth for the past five years greater than or equal to 25 percent. There are 175 stocks that fall into this category. Adding the “consumer goods” sector constraint to this screen, you are left with the 17 stocks shown in Table 11-9.

**WSJ.com**

The Wall Street Journal has an online screener covering more than nine thousand stocks. In the “consumer goods” sector this source identifies 656 companies. Only 46 are classified as mid-cap. This site doesn’t have a PEG ratio variable, so you choose stocks with a PE between 10 and 15. This cuts the list down to the nine stocks shown in Table 11-10.

---

**TABLE 11-7** MORNINGSTAR STOCK SCORING CRITERIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-growth stock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-financial stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low PE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High 5-year projected earnings-per-share growth rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High profitability grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 52-week high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low PEG ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High net margin for the trailing 12 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 11-8** SAMPLE MORNINGSTAR STOCK SCREEN

- Bare Essentials (BARE)
- Coach (COH)
- Energizer Holdings (ENR)
- Gildan Activewear (GIL)
- Guess? (GES)
- Hansen Natural Corp. (HANS)
- Harman International Industries (HAR)
- Marvel Entertainment (MVL)
- Polo Ralph Lauren (RL)

---

11These results are from April 23, 2008. The number of securities passing any screen will change on a daily basis.
You have used three different stock screeners and found little overlap in the results. Hansen Natural and Sadia each showed up on two screens, but otherwise each succeeding screen turned up different stocks. This is not really surprising, however, because these screens are not identical. Firms have different definitions of “mid-cap,” for instance. Not everyone classifies stocks in the same industry/sector grouping. In the WSJ screen you used the PE range as a substitute for the PEG ratio.

Still, the results from these three screens leave you with a relatively small group of companies for a closer look. Perhaps you want to take a closer look at these companies and see what some of the industry analysts and, in the case of the Motley Fool, other investors say about them. Table 11-11 shows the companies and some subjective rating data.

Studying these ratings, there is obvious difference of opinion on most of them, but perhaps there is enough information to suggest some investment selections. Greif is the only stock with a top timeliness rating from Value Line. It also has the top rating from Motley Fool and “upper half” ratings from the other two data sources. Gildan Activewear also has above average ratings. Value Line likes Deckers Outdoor, but the MSN Money and Motley Fool ratings for this stock are subpar. This part of the screening process is very subjective. There is no “correct” way to synthesize these disparate ratings into a clear plan of action. Still, Greif and Gildan Activewear seem like potentially good portfolio candidates. The original plan was to find mid-cap growth stocks dealing with consumer products and with an attractive PEG ratio. These two stocks meet those criteria and are generally in favor with market analysts.

There are numerous other screening services available via the Internet, some of which are fee-based. A few other sites with free stock screeners are CNBC, USA Today, and Google Finance. The CNBC site is unusual in that it allows screening by state. For instance, there are 1,307 companies from California, 13 from Maine, and 4 from Alaska.
TABLE 11-11  VARIOUS OPINIONS ON STOCKS PASSING THE SCREEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>MSN Money Value Line Timeliness (1–5)</th>
<th>MSN Money Stock Scouter Average (1–10)</th>
<th>Yahoo Average (1–5)</th>
<th>Motley Fool (1–5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acuity Brands (AYI)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare Essentials (BARE)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coach (COH)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deckers Outdoor Corp. (DECK)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energizer Holdings (ENR)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gildan Activewear (GIL)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greif (GEF)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gruma SAB DE CV (GMK)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guess? (GES)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hansen Natural Corp. (HANS)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harman International</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industries (HAR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvel Entertainment (MVL)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mattel (MAT)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oshkosh (OSK)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepsi Bottling Group (PBG)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perdigao (PDA)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polo Ralph Lauren (RL)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadia SA ADS (SDA)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seaboard Corp. (SEB)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sealed Air Corp. (SEE)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tata Motors Ltd ADR (TIM)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 is best  10 is best  1 is best  5 is best

The Warren Buffett Screen


- Free cash flow greater than $50 million
- Net profit margin of 15 percent or more for the trailing twelve months
- Return on equity of at least 15 percent from the past quarter and for each of the last three years
- Retained earnings that have grown less than the firm’s market capitalization (in dollars) in the last five years
- Present value (using 30-year T-bond yield as the discount factor) of five-year projected cash flows greater than the current stock price
- Market capitalization of at least $500 million

SUMMARY

Stock screening is necessary to reduce the huge number of possible investments to a smaller number for careful investigation. The lack of time for decision making is the primary reason that screening is an important part of the portfolio management process.

Screens are used in everyday life; they are not limited to the investment business. Universities use SAT scores as an admission screen, football coaches use physical tests, and shoppers develop their own screening criteria when they select purchases.

Screens often have more than one criterion. In establishing a screen, the first pass should be with the variable that is either the most important or that will save the most time. Making several screening passes over extensive data that have no chance of selection wastes time. Subjective screening criteria are an important part of modern investment management. Concerns about the environmental issues, use of nuclear power, and so on are very real and should be included in the security selection process if they are material for a client.

Very serviceable screens can be established using only the information published in the newspaper. The PE ratio, the dividend yield, the stock price, and the 52-week trading range are common screening criteria.

Final selection of securities can be assisted by a quick comparison of return on assets and return on equity over the ten-year period shown in the S&P Stock Report. High volatility in the ROE statistic is good evidence of investment risk.

In addition to published paper data, computerized data sources are available to screen very large security universes quickly.

QUESTIONS

1. The text states that by itself, the level of earnings per share is not a very good screening variable. Can you think of an exception to this?
2. A firm’s ROA is equal to its ROE. What does this probably indicate about the firm’s capital structure?
3. Suppose that you work in a university admissions office and are told that SAT scores may no longer be used as an entry criterion. How would you screen the approximately twelve thousand applications you get annually?
4. Why are there potential dangers in using just the dividend yield of a stock as a screening variable, regardless of your investment objective?
5. Suppose you are assembling something in your house and need a screwdriver. Your tools are kept outside in the garage. Write down a screen that indicates the logic you follow in determining which screwdriver or screwdrivers to bring inside.
6. Does a subjective screen need to make any sense if it eliminates possibilities? For instance, is it okay to listen to a client who says, “I do not want to invest in any automobile companies?”
7. What information do you think the price/earnings ratio provides? Should the P/E be high, low, or in between?
8. Suppose a stock sells for $2.50. Do you have any preconceptions about this firm based just on the price?
9. You develop a set of criteria to meet a client’s investment objectives. However, even though you have an extensive database, you find that no stock is able to pass all the screens. How would you proceed from here?

10. Would you expect to find a positive relationship between a stock’s beta and the variance of its ROE?

11. Is it possible for a firm’s ROE to be less than its ROA?

12. Is it possible for a stock to have a price/earnings ratio of 0? If so, how?

**PROBLEMS**

1. You decide to buy a lawnmower. Set up a reasonable screen that will help you make a selection.

2. Using the Value Line Investment Survey, establish a screen that will help you construct a $50,000, ten-security common stock portfolio with a beta of about 1.20 for someone whose primary investment objective is growth and whose secondary objective is growth of income.

3. Go to a recent issue of the Wall Street Journal. Using common stocks beginning with the letter C, identify all securities that pass the following screen:
   - PE between 6 and 15
   - Stock price between $5 and $25
   - Positive dividend yield
   - Listed on NYSE or AMEX
   - Current price in lower half of 52-week trading range.

4. From the securities you identified in Problem 3, identify the single security you find the most appealing of those that passed the screen.

5. Using a current issue of the Value Line Investment Survey, prepare a table showing the number of securities that are present in each stage of the following screen (the numbers in parentheses indicate the number of securities that meet the listed criteria):
   a. Covered by the Value Line Investment Survey (1,700)
   b. Rated 1 or 2 for timeliness (400)
   c. Also rated 1 or 2 for safety (?)
   d. Stock price less than $50 (?)
   e. Dividend yield more than 2.0 percent (?)
   f. PE less than 35 (?)
   g. Options available (?)

6. For the stocks that passed all stages of the screen in Problem 5, prepare a table showing the arithmetic average ROA and ROE over the past ten years for each of the firms. Get this information from the S&P Stock Report or from the Value Line Investment Survey.

7. Repeat Problem 3 using the letter F.

8. Find the parent firm of each of the following subsidiaries:
   a. Taco Bell
   b. Frito-Lay
   c. Wilson Sporting Goods
   d. Burger King

9. Make a list of the securities that pass the following screen:
   - Not a utility or a bank
   - Stock price less than 30
• PE ratio between 10 and 25
• Dividend yield more than 2 percent

10. Use some Internet-based screening tool. Develop a logical screen that leaves you with about a dozen companies in which you personally might invest.

INTERNET EXERCISE

Use one of the stockscreeners available on the Internet to construct a very aggressive ten-security portfolio of small- to mid-cap securities. Use at least five screening criteria.

FURTHER READING

Introduction

Some people consider bonds dull and boring. Actually, the investment characteristics of bonds range completely across the risk/return spectrum. They can be extremely safe or extremely risky.

As part of a portfolio, bonds provide both stability and periodic income. It is possible to have some capital appreciation if bonds are purchased at a discount or if interest rates fall, but this is not normally a motive in acquiring them. The first part of this chapter reviews basic principles of bonds, especially...
their risk and the nature of their return. The second part deals with selecting bonds for a portfolio.

**Review of Bond Principles**

We first review basic principles of bonds before moving on to the topic of bond pricing.

**Identification of Bonds**

In February 2008, eighteen different debt issues were trading on Household Finance. An investor identifies a specific bond by stating the issuer, the coupon, and the maturity. For instance, a broker might receive an order to buy five Household Finance “eights of 10.” This is an order to purchase $5,000 face value of the Household Finance bonds with an 8 percent stated interest rate and a maturity in the year 2010. The financial press would list this bond as “Household Finance 8s10.” The s does not stand for anything, but it is pronounced when identifying the bond. One of the other Household Finance bonds pays 7.04 percent per year and matures in 2012. These are the “seven point zero fours of twelve”: HF 7.04s12.

**Classification of Bonds**

A legal document called the indenture describes the details of a bond issue. This pamphlet gives a complete description of the loan, including terms of repayment, collateral, protective covenants, and default provisions.

**Issuer.** One method of classifying bonds is by the nature of the organization initially selling them. Bonds are sold by corporations; by federal, state, and local governments; by government agencies; and by foreign corporations or governments. There are subcategories of corporate bonds according to the principal business of the issuer as Table 12-1 shows. Railroads once appeared in the list but are not particularly important anymore.

**Security.** The security of a bond refers to what backs the bond, or what collateral reduces the risk of the loan.

**Unsecured Debt.** All debt of the U.S. Treasury Department is secured by the ability of the federal government to make principal and interest payments from general tax revenues. No specific assets are listed as collateral for federal debt. Table 12-2 shows the details of securities issued by the U.S. Treasury. These securities are backed by the credit of the U.S. government. State and local governments are called municipal bonds. Government agencies selling bonds includes the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae), the Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie Mae), the Government National Mortgage Association (Ginnie Mae), and the Federal Home Loan Bank, among others.

---

1 Household Finance is a subsidiary of Household International.

2 It is possible that at one time the s indicated that the coupon payments were semiannual. Today, virtually all bonds pay their interest semiannually. Neither The Wall Street Journal nor the Standard and Poor’s monthly Bond Guide identifies any purpose of the letter s in their listings. The Wall Street Journal Guide to Understanding Money and Markets by Richard Saul Wurman, Alan Siegel, and Kenneth M. Morris (Access Press/Prentice-Hall, 1990) indicates the s is not a meaningful symbol but is used merely to separate the interest rate figures from the following figures, especially when the interest rate does not include a fraction.

3 Bonds sold by state and local governments are called municipal bonds. Government agencies selling bonds includes the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae), the Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie Mae), the Government National Mortgage Association (Ginnie Mae), and the Federal Home Loan Bank, among others.
local governments can also issue debt without specific assets pledged against it. These bonds are **full faith and credit issues**, or **general obligation issues**. Like obligations of the federal government, they are backed by the taxing power of the issuer.

Financially sound corporations frequently issue **debentures**, which are really just signature loans backed by the good name of the company. If a company issues a second set of unsecured bonds, these are **subordinated debentures**, meaning that in the event of financial distress, the issuer must pay off the original debenture issue before sending any money to the holders of subordinated debentures.

**Secured Debt.** There are many ways to provide specific security for a risky debt issue. Municipal issues may be **revenue bonds** or **assessment bonds**. A **revenue bond** is a bond whose interest and principal are repaid from revenue generated by the project financed by the bond. **Assessment bonds** benefit a specific group of people, who pay an assessment to help pay principal and interest. Revenue bonds might be used to finance a turnpike or a bridge across a river, with user fees being the primary source of debt repayment. Assessment bonds might pay for projects that benefit a specific group of people. The installation of streetlights in a residential area is an example. People who directly and routinely benefit from this improvement would be assessed a higher property tax.

---

4Not all debentures are safe investments, however. In times of economic trouble, previously issued debentures may be attractive only to speculators.

5A good argument can also be made that revenue bonds are not secured because failure of a toll bridge (for instance) is comparable to the failure of a city to provide sufficient tax revenues to support its general obligation bonds. The bridge is not pledged as collateral on a revenue bond.
Corporate secured debt comes in many forms. Mortgages are well-known securities that use land and buildings as collateral. Many public utilities’ debt issues are mortgages. Collateral trust bonds are backed by other securities, such as investments held by the firm or the stock of a subsidiary. Equipment trust certificates provide physical assets, such as a fleet of trucks, as collateral for the loan. Airlines use them widely to finance the purchase of new airplanes, and railroads use them to finance the purchase of boxcars. In both cases the collateral may be easily transported to a new purchaser if the bondholder wishes to liquidate the collateral in the aftermath of a bankruptcy.

**Term.** The final common debt classification is by term, the original life of the debt security. Short-term securities are those with an initial life of less than one year, such as U.S. Treasury bills. Intermediate-term securities, such as U.S. Treasury notes, have lives ranging from one year to perhaps ten years; there is no precise demarcation between intermediate term and long term. Long-term securities, such as U.S. Treasury bonds, have maturities longer than ten years.

Loan arrangements may also be open ended, similar to a corporate line of credit at a commercial bank or an individual’s home equity loan. These loans, however, are seldom readily marketable and usually cannot be sold to another lender.

**Terms of Repayment**

All bonds have specific provisions for the payment of interest and repayment of principal.

**Interest Only.** With most marketable debt, the periodic payments are entirely interest. The principal amount of the loan is repaid in its entirety at maturity.

**Sinking Fund.** A sinking fund (which may be required by a bond indenture) requires the establishment of a cash reserve for the ultimate repayment of the bond principal. In some circumstances lenders may require that the borrower provide for the eventual retirement of the debt by setting aside a portion of the principal amount of the debt each year. For instance, a $10 million, twenty-year debt issue might provide that after five years the borrower must deposit $1 million every third year into a special escrow account to partially offset the eventual burden of debt repayment.

Alternatively, the debt might provide that after a period of time, the borrower must call a certain number of the bonds each year. This means that a portion of the debt must be paid off early each year according to the call schedule contained in the bond indenture.

**Balloon.** Balloon loans may partially amortize the debt with each payment but repay the bulk of the principal at the end of the life of the debt. Most balloon loans are not marketable.

**Income Bonds.** The key characteristic of an income bond is that the issuer must pay the interest only if the firm earns it. This means if you, as the issuer, do not earn enough money to pay the interest, you do not have to pay it. An income bond might be used to finance an income-producing property, perhaps a parking garage. If the facility is unprofitable in the first few years, the interest does not have to be paid. It may or may not accumulate, depending

---

6The assets backing equipment trust certificates are not owned by the firm until the certificate is paid off.
on the specifications of the bond indenture. A number of income bonds traded a century ago, but as of this writing in 2008, they are certainly on the endangered securities list and may be extinct.

**Bond Cash Flows**
Relative to other types of securities, nonconvertible bonds produce cash flows that an analyst can predict with a high degree of accuracy. The structure of these cash flows falls into one of four groups: annuities, zero-coupon bonds, variable-rate bonds, and consols.

**Annuities.** Most bonds are annuities plus an ultimate repayment of principal. An annuity promises a fixed amount on a regular periodic schedule for a finite length of time. A 9 1/2 percent coupon bond with semiannual interest payments might currently sell for $900 and come due eight years from today. At maturity the bond returns $1,000 to the bondholder. We know the bond’s present value ($900), its term (eight years), and the future cash flows ($47.50 every six months for eight years and a single $1,000 payment in eight years). This is a simple present value/future value problem with the only unknown in the valuation equation being the discount rate. The discount rate that equates the present value of the future cash flows with the current price of the bond is the bond’s yield to maturity (the same as its internal rate of return).

**Zero-Coupon Bonds.** A zero-coupon bond has a specific maturity date when it returns the bond principal, but it pays no periodic income. In other words, the bond has only a single cash inflow, the par value at maturity. An investor might pay $450 for a bond that promises to return $1,000 in seven and one-half years. The valuation equation for such a security is the simplest possible: the current market price is equal to the discounted par value of the bond.

**Variable-Rate Bonds.** Some securities do not carry a fixed interest rate but allow the rate to fluctuate in accordance with a market index; these are variable-rate bonds. U.S. Series EE savings bonds are a good example. The interest on these is 90 percent of the average five-year Treasury securities rate from the preceding six months. If market rates move higher, the income earned on these bonds increases, and vice versa.

**Consols.** A consol pays a level rate of interest perpetually; the bond never matures, and the income stream lasts forever. Bonds of this type trade in Europe and Canada but are not prevalent in the United States.

**Convertible Bonds**
Some debt instruments have a valuable conversion option. The bondholder has the right, but not the obligation, to exchange convertible bonds for another security or for some physical asset. The conversion option is a one-way street. Once conversion occurs, the security holder cannot elect to reconvert and regain the original debt security. The two types of convertible debt securities are those that are security backed and those that are commodity backed.

**Security-Backed Bonds.** Security-backed convertible bonds are convertible into other securities, usually common stock of the company that issued the bonds. Occasionally, though, the conversion terms provide for the exchange of the bond for preferred stock, for shares in a subsidiary company, or for common shares in another firm.
Commodity-Backed Bonds. Commodity-backed bonds are convertible into a tangible asset such as silver or gold. Perhaps the most famous commodity-backed convertible bonds were those of the Sunshine Mining Company, one of the largest silver mines in the United States. These bonds were convertible into 50 ounces of silver at the bondholder’s request.

Registration

There are three ways to record the ownership of a bond: as a bearer bond, a registered bond, or a book-entry bond.

Bearer Bonds. Bonds that do not have the name of the bondholder printed on them are bearer bonds. They belong to whoever legally holds them. These bonds have actual coupons around the perimeter that the bondholder must clip with scissors as interest payment dates arrive. Because of this characteristic, bearer bonds are also called coupon bonds. Each coupon bears a date and a currency amount. Once clipped, the coupons can usually be deposited into the bondholder’s bank account as cash at any teller window. Banks have special envelopes for the deposit of bond coupons.

In the United States, firms may no longer issue debt in this form. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is largely responsible for this fact, because bearer bonds have for years been a popular method of tax evasion. Interest earned on bearer bonds is difficult for the IRS to trace, and history tells us that over the years, millions of dollars of interest has gone unreported on individual income tax returns.

Registered Bonds. Bonds that do show the bondholder’s name are registered bonds. Rather than clipping coupons, holders of registered bonds receive interest checks in the mail from the issuer.

Book-Entry Bonds. The U.S. Treasury and some corporations issue bonds in book-entry form only. Until recently it was possible to buy a Treasury note or bond and actually take delivery of the security. Now, however, people who want to buy these securities on their own must open accounts through the Treasury Direct System at a Federal Reserve Bank. Rather than issuing a bond certificate, the Treasury Department opens an account on the buyer’s behalf, crediting interest as earned and principal upon maturity. A buyer can open an account via the Internet by visiting the U.S. Treasury website at http://www.treasurydirect.gov.

Rather than using the Treasury Direct System, many investors buy government securities through their brokerage firm in the same way they buy corporate bonds. They pay a commission to do this but hopefully benefit from good advice from the broker.

Bond Pricing and Returns

As with any application of the fundamental time value of money principle, a deterministic relationship exists between the current price of the security, its promised future cash flows, and the riskiness of those cash flows. The current price is the market’s estimation of what the expected cash flows are worth in today’s dollars.

---

1Bearer bonds are very popular outside the United States, however.
2Brokerage firms often quote bonds on a “net” basis, meaning the price quoted to a potential buyer includes a markup in lieu of a commission. The confirmation statement may show no commission, but the purchase price reflects a trading fee.
Valuation Equations
Several widely used mathematical relationships are particularly relevant to pricing a debt security.

**Annuities.** Consider a typical bond that pays interest semiannually. Assume also that the issuer has just made an interest payment. Equation 12-1 shows the valuation equation used for published bond yields.

\[
P_0 = \sum_{t=1}^{N} \frac{C_t}{[1 + (R/2)]^t}
\]

(12-1)

where \( N \) = term of the bond in semiannual periods; \( C_t \) = cash flow at time \( t \), paid semiannually; \( R \) = annual yield to maturity; and \( P_0 \) = current price of the bond.

The bond-pricing relationship is customarily expressed in terms of the number of semiannual payment periods. An eight-year bond, for example, has sixteen semiannual payments. This procedure also requires dividing the annual yield to maturity \( (R) \) by 2 to turn it into a semiannual equivalent.

Equation 12-1 can be separated into two parts, one for the interest component and one for the principal:

\[
P_0 = \sum_{t=1}^{N} \frac{C}{[1 + (R/2)]^t} + \frac{\text{Par}}{[1 + (R/2)]^{2N}}
\]

(12-1a)

where \( C \) = coupon payment; no subscript \( t \) is needed because all the coupon payments are identical.

Suppose a bond currently sells for \$900, pays \$95 per year (interest paid semiannually), and returns the par value of \$1000 in exactly eight years. What discount rate is implied in these numbers? To find out, we solve the following valuation equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\$900 &= \sum_{t=1}^{16} \frac{\$47.50}{[1 + (R/2)]^t} + \frac{\$1,000}{[1 + (R/2)]^{16}} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(12-2)

The valuation equation contains only one unknown; you can solve it using time value of money tables, a financial calculator, or a software package such as Microsoft Excel. In this example, \( R \) is 11.44 percent.

The investor in this bond receives return from two sources: (1) periodic interest and (2) the return of the bond principal in eight years. You can value these two components separately once you solve for the interest rate. Using 11.44 percent, the present value of the interest component is \$489.40, and the present value of the principal component is \$410.60.

**Zero-Coupon Bonds.** The investor who buys the zero-coupon bond described earlier pays \$450 today and receives \$1,000 in seven and one-half years. This is a simple present value/future value problem.

We want to know the compound growth rate that will cause \$450 to grow to \$1,000 in seven and one-half years. To find this interest rate, use Equation 12-3:

\[
P_0 = \frac{\text{Par}}{(1 + R)^t}
\]

(12-3)
Substituting our numbers,

\[
\frac{450}{(1 + R)^{1.25}} = \frac{1,000}{(1 + R)^{15}} \quad R = 11.23\%
\]

Following the convention of using semiannual periods complicates the problem only slightly:

\[
\frac{450}{1 + \left(\frac{R}{2}\right)^{15}} = \frac{1,000}{1 + \left(\frac{R}{2}\right)^{15}} \quad R = 10.94\%
\]

**Variable-Rate Bonds.** You cannot determine the precise present value of the cash flows associated with a variable-rate bond because you do not know the future cash flows in advance. The valuation equation must allow for the variable cash flows and the fact that the interest rate implied in the equation may change each time the cash flow stream is altered. Assuming interest is paid semiannually, the following pricing relationship exists:

\[
P = \sum_{t=1}^{N} \frac{C_t}{(1 + R)^t}
\]

where \( R_t \) = interest rate at time \( t \). This equation looks similar to the valuation equation for an annuity, but it is not the same. An annuity provides a constant dollar payout; a variable-rate security does not. Also, the annuity equation had only one discount rate. This equation provides for more than one, as shown by the \( t \) subscript on \( R \).

**Consols.** In Equation 12-1, suppose that \( t \) equals infinity. In other words, the cash flows go forever. An annuity that provides a constant dollar amount forever is a \emph{level perpetuity}. With \( t = \infty \), Equation 12-2 reduces to the mathematical identity in Equation 12-5.

\[
P = \sum_{t=1}^{\infty} \frac{C}{(1 + R)^t} = \frac{C}{R}
\]

A consol might sell for $800 and pay $80 per year forever. Its rate of return, then, is $80/$800 = 10.00 percent. This is a very intuitive result. If you invest $800 and earn 10 percent on your money, each year you receive $80 in income without touching the original principal. Thus, $800 invested at 10 percent generates $80 per year and can do so forever if the interest rate remains at 10 percent.

**Yield to Maturity**

In the previous valuation equations, \( R \) is the yield to maturity. **Yield to maturity** is precisely the same concept as internal rate of return in corporate finance applications. Yield to maturity captures the total return (from income and capital gains/losses) associated with the investment. This is the rate of return for an investor who buys a bond and holds it until maturity, with each of the semiannual interest payments reinvested at the yield to maturity. The latter point is a source of considerable confusion to beginning market analysts.

It is possible to buy a bond at a price that promises a certain yield to maturity but, in fact, results in a much lower benefit to the pocketbook than expected. Consider the following example. An investor buys a $1,000 ten-year Treasury

---

The yield to maturity calculation carries an assumption that coupon proceeds are reinvested at the yield to maturity.

If a bond pays periodic interest, it is not possible to lock in a prescribed yield to maturity.
note carrying a 10 percent coupon. Because the purchase price equals the bond’s par value, its yield to maturity equals its coupon of 10 percent. The investor might say that she has locked in a 10-percent rate of return by buying this bond. This is not the case; the actual return can be more or less than this.

To see this, consider the T-note in comparison with another security, a ten-year zero-coupon bond. This bond has a par value of $1,000, which will be returned upon maturity in ten years. For this bond to have a yield to maturity of 10 percent, it must have a current market price of $376.89. The T-note also has a yield to maturity of 10 percent. As stated previously, though, this is predicated on the reinvestment of the coupon proceeds at a 10 percent rate. If the investor is unable to reinvest at this rate, her actual yield will be different from 10 percent.

Consider Table 12-3. To earn a 10 percent annual return, a $1,000 investment must grow to $2,653.50 after ten years (this assumes semiannual compounding). The table indicates that if the $50 annuity (from the coupon payments) is reinvested at 10 percent, its future value is $1,653.50. Added to the $1,000 return of principal in year 10, the investment grows to exactly the right amount to yield a 10 percent return: $2,653.50. At other reinvestment rates, the terminal value can be significantly different from the target figure. It is apparent that the reinvestment rate has an impact on the ultimate value of your investment.

**Realized Compound Yield**

We frequently need to compare an interest-bearing bond (that virtually always pays twice a year) with some competing investment that pays interest on a different schedule. By convention we use semiannual periods in determining a bond’s yield to maturity and then double the result to convert it into an annual percentage.

If you are comparing bonds with other securities, it is best to compute the effective annual rate for all of them to reduce the likelihood of comparing apples and oranges. Equation 12-6 shows how to compute the effective annual rate.

\[
\text{Effective annual rate} = \left[1 + \left(\frac{R}{x}\right)\right]^x - 1 \tag{12-6}
\]

where \(R\) = yield to maturity and \(x\) = number of payment periods per year.

Recall the bond from an earlier example: current price = $900; annual interest = 9.5 percent (paid semiannually); and time remaining until maturity = eight years. We determined a yield to maturity of 11.44 percent. This bond’s effective annual rate is 11.77 percent:

\[
\text{Effective annual rate} = \left[1 + \left(\frac{0.1144}{2}\right)\right]^2 - 1
\]

\[
= 1.1177 - 1
\]

\[
= 11.77\%
\]

Table 12-4 shows the cash flows associated with this bond and their present values when discounted at 11.44 percent and when discounted at 11.77 percent.

**TABLE 12-3**  EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT REINVESTMENT RATES: FUTURE VALUE OF TWENTY SEMIANNUAL $50 PAYMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual Rate</th>
<th>Semiannual Rate</th>
<th>FVIF(^a)</th>
<th>FV of $50 Annuity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>$1,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>28.28</td>
<td>1,414.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>33.07</td>
<td>1,653.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>38.83</td>
<td>1,941.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)FVIF = future value interest factor (twenty periods).
The yield to maturity of a bond is the interest rate that equates the current price of the bond with the present value of the expected interest and principal payments. In this example, the future cash flows discounted at 11.44 percent total $915.10, a sum higher than the current price of the bond. This means that the discount rate is too low; we need to reduce the value of the future cash flows. The interest rate that satisfies the equation is the effective annual yield, or realized compound yield (11.77 percent in this example).\textsuperscript{9} Mathematically, 11.44 percent compounded semiannually equals 11.77 percent compounded annually.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Cash Flow</th>
<th>Present Value At 11.44%</th>
<th>Present Value At 11.77%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>$47.50</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
<td>$44.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>42.62</td>
<td>42.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>40.38</td>
<td>40.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>38.25</td>
<td>38.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>36.23</td>
<td>35.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>34.32</td>
<td>34.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>32.51</td>
<td>32.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>30.80</td>
<td>30.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>29.17</td>
<td>28.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>27.64</td>
<td>27.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>26.18</td>
<td>25.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>24.80</td>
<td>24.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>23.49</td>
<td>23.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>22.25</td>
<td>21.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>21.08</td>
<td>20.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>1,047.50</td>
<td>440.38</td>
<td>430.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$915.10</td>
<td>$899.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Market price of the bond = $900.00

The yield to maturity of a bond is the interest rate that equates the current price of the bond with the present value of the expected interest and principal payments. In this example, the future cash flows discounted at 11.44 percent total $915.10, a sum higher than the current price of the bond. This means that the discount rate is too low; we need to reduce the value of the future cash flows. The interest rate that satisfies the equation is the effective annual yield, or realized compound yield (11.77 percent in this example).\textsuperscript{9} Mathematically, 11.44 percent compounded semiannually equals 11.77 percent compounded annually.

### Current Yield

If an investor holds a bond until it matures, the yield to maturity measures the investor’s total return.\textsuperscript{10} The current yield, in contrast, measures only the return associated with the interest payments. This measure does not include the anticipated capital gain or loss resulting from the difference between par value and the purchase price.

The previous section determined the yield to maturity for a 9.5 percent coupon bond selling for $900 and maturing in eight years. The current yield for this bond is simply the annual interest divided by the current price, or $95/$900 = 10.56 percent.

Current yield is an important statistic for someone who is primarily concerned about spendable income from investments. The fact that the long-run rate of return may be different is not as important. A zero-coupon bond, for

\textsuperscript{9}Rounding errors cause the total in Table 12-4 to differ slightly from the $900 market value of the bond.

\textsuperscript{10}This assumes the investor reinvests the coupon proceeds at the yield to maturity.
instance, has a zero current yield. It would be an inappropriate investment for a retired person who needed routine interest checks for living expenses.

It is important to note that for bonds selling at a discount, the yield to maturity is always more than the current yield. Conversely, for bonds selling at a premium, the yield to maturity will be less than the current yield.

**Term Structure of Interest Rates**

**Yield Curve.** The bond investor is particularly concerned with two aspects of interest rates: the *level of interest rates* and the *term structure of interest rates*. Rather than the formal phrase *term structure of interest rates*, we usually say *yield curve*. It is well known in financial economics that the term structure of interest rates is related to other macroeconomic variables such as the stock market.

Figure 12-1 shows a “healthy” yield curve for U.S. Treasury securities, although some economists would argue that there is no such thing. We usually see long-term interest rates higher than rates for shorter terms, and we also usually see the yield curve get flatter the farther out in time we go.

If the *level of interest rates* changes, the yield curve shifts up or down. Sometimes long-term rates change more than short-term rates and vice versa. The special situation when interest rates rise or fall by the same amount across the entire maturity spectrum is called a *parallel shift* in the yield curve. In Figure 12-1, if the economy saw a 1 percent parallel shift upward in the yield curve, the entire diagram would simply rise by 1 percentage point along the y-axis.
A precept of finance is that riskier securities have higher expected returns. As a consequence, if we superimposed the term structure associated with, say, AAA or BBB corporate bonds over that of U.S. Treasury securities, we would find that they plotted above the corresponding yield for the less-risky government securities. Their structure might be parallel to that of Treasury securities, but their level would certainly be higher.

Theories of Interest Rate Structure. Most of the time, long-term interest rates are higher than short-term rates. When this is the case, people say the yield curve is upward sloping. The steepness of the slope, however, changes markedly over time. Three leading theories seek to explain why the term structure of interest rates changes.

Expectations Theory. Suppose an investor must choose between two investment alternatives. Alternative A is an investment in a two-year certificate of deposit at a rate of 9 percent. Alternative B is an investment in a one-year CD at a rate of 8 3/4 percent, with the opportunity to reinvest the funds after one year at the prevailing one-year CD interest rate, whatever it may be at that time.

Given these alternatives, a forward rate is implied in the two-year CD: it is the 1-year CD rate that is expected to prevail one year from now. In academic literature, the forward rate from time 1 to time 2 is usually designated as \( f_2 \).

By definition, then, the following relationship holds:

\[
(1 + R_2)^2 = (1 + R_1)(1 + f_2)
\]

In this example, the 1-year forward rate \( f_2 \) is

\[
1 + f_2 = \frac{(1 + R_2)^2}{1 + R_1}\]

\[
= \frac{(1 + 0.09)^2}{1 + 0.0875} = 1.0925\% \therefore f_2 = 9.25\%
\]

The essence of the expectations theory of interest rates is that wealth-maximizing people are smart enough to figure out how to earn the maximum return on their investment, and given Equation 12-7, the forward rate must be what people expect the one-year rate to be in one year. Mathematically,

\[
f_2 = E(1R_2)
\]

If the expectations theory of interest rates is accurate, the only explanation for an upward-sloping yield curve is an expectation that interest rates will continually increase in the future. This seems unlikely, and past evidence does not support this theory. For this reason, the expectations theory of interest rates has few advocates.

Liquidity Preference Theory. Continuing with the example, Alternative A involves a single security, the certificate of deposit. With Alternative B, the investor has a CD plus an option to obtain a new CD in a year’s time. Options are always valuable; you can exercise the option if you wish, but you are not obliged to do so. If interest rates rise sharply, you will fare better if you hold Alternative B than Alternative A because you can reinvest the funds at the higher rate after one year. With Alternative A, the funds remain committed to the lower rate for another year.

Financial institutions influence the flow of funds from depositors by the way in which they set their rates of interest. If they want to attract long-term investments, they increase their long-term investment rates. Conversely, if they
do not want to lock in long-term interest payment obligations (perhaps because the institutions expect rates to fall), they offer attractive short-term rates.

Proponents of the (*liquidity preference theory*) believe that investors, in general, prefer to invest short term rather than long term and that borrowers must entice lenders to lengthen their investment horizon by paying a premium for long-term money. This *liquidity premium* means that forward rates are actually higher than the expected interest rate in a year's time. Projecting this logic across the maturity spectrum results in an upward-sloping yield curve.

**Inflation Premium Theory.** The principal tenet of the *inflation premium theory* is that risk comes from the uncertainty associated with future inflation rates. The degree of uncertainty about inflation is a function of how far into the future one looks. Next year's inflation rate is much easier to estimate than the rate ten years from now.

Investors who commit their funds for long periods of time are bearing more purchasing power risk than short-term investors, and rational investors do not willingly accept added risk unless they are compensated for doing so. More inflation risk, therefore, means that longer-term investments will carry a higher yield than those with shorter terms, and consequently the yield curve is upward sloping.

**Spot Rates**

For a given issuer, all bonds of a particular maturity do not have the same yield to maturity, even if they have the same default risk. If you look at the *Wall Street Journal*, you can always find several U.S. Treasury bonds maturing at approximately the same time but with different reported yields to maturity. This happens because the yield to maturity is a statistic calculated *after* learning the bond price. The market does not find the value of a bond by using the yield to maturity. Instead, it values each of the bond's cash flows using the appropriate spot rate.

A *spot rate* is the yield to maturity of a zero-coupon security. There is a one-month spot rate, a one-year spot rate, an eighteen-month spot rate, a seventy-five-month spot rate, and so on. The yield to maturity is the *single* interest rate that, when applied to the stream of cash flows associated with a bond, causes the present value of those cash flows to equal the bond's market price. The yield to maturity is a useful hip-pocket statistic, but it does not have any clear economic meaning other than being an average of the various spot rates over the security's life. Figure 12-2 illustrates this.

The market, however, does not *value* a bond using the yield to maturity concept. Rather, the yield to maturity is a statistic derived after the bond value is known. Stated another way, you get the bond price first and then solve for the yield to maturity, not the other way around.

For valuation purposes, you should think of a bond as a *package* of zero-coupon securities, each providing a single cash flow and each valued using the appropriate spot rate. The market determines bond value by discounting each component at a specific rate rather than by some average rate. For instance, in determining the yield to maturity of a three-year, 7-percent Treasury note selling for $110$, the valuation equation is

\[
110.0 = \frac{103}{(1 + r/2)^3} + \frac{103}{(1 + r/2)^4} + \frac{3.5}{(1 + r/2)^5} + \frac{\bar{X}}{(1 + r/2)^6}
\]
Properly valuing the bond requires using *spot* rates, with each discount rate $r$ potentially different:

$$110.0 = \frac{3}{(1 + r_1 / 2)} + \frac{3}{(1 + r_2 / 2)^2} + \frac{3}{(1 + r_3 / 2)^3} + \frac{3}{(1 + r_4 / 2)^4} + \frac{3}{(1 + r_5 / 2)^5} + \frac{103}{(1 + r_6 / 2)^6}$$

Finding the spot rates is a more complicated algebraic exercise than finding the yield to maturity, so you can relegate this task to the computer. Still, you improve your understanding of bond valuation if you know the mechanics of finding the spot rates.

You can get the six-month spot rate directly by looking at the Treasury bill listing in the financial press or on the Internet. Suppose the rate associated with a six-month T-bill is 5.26 percent. You then want to determine the one-year spot rate. Suppose also that a one-year Treasury note with a 6 1/2 percent coupon sells for 101. Valuing the bond in dollar form rather than percentages, the equation is:

$$1,010 = \frac{3}{(1 + r_1 / 2)} + \frac{1,03}{(1 + r_2 / 2)^2}$$

You know the six-month spot rate, $r_1$, is 5.26 percent. Inserting this into the equation, you are left with a single unknown, $r_2$:

$$1,010 = \frac{3}{(1 + .0526 / 2)} + \frac{1,03}{(1 + r_2 / 2)^2}$$

Solving the equation, you find $r_2 = 5.46$ percent. You can use this same technique, called bootstrapping, to find each of the other spot rates.

The important point to remember is that the market values a bond by adding the present value of each of its cash flows, with a different discount...
rate normally used at each point in time. Having determined the proper bond price, if you wish, you can then determine the one single interest rate (the yield to maturity) that will cause the present value of the future cash flows to equal the market price of the bond.

The Conversion Feature
Convertible bonds give their owners the right to exchange the bonds for a prespecified amount of some other asset, normally shares of stock.

Hilton Hotels, for instance, issued bonds with a 5 percent coupon that were convertible at any time into 45.115 shares of Hilton common stock. The number of shares the bondholder receives when the bond is converted is measured by the conversion ratio. For this bond, the conversion ratio is 45.115. The par value of the bond divided by the conversion ratio is the conversion price:  

$$\frac{\$1,000}{45.115 \text{ shares/bnd}} = \$22.166/\text{share}$$

The net effect is that the bondholder had the right to buy 45.115 shares of Hilton common stock at $22.166 per share for each $1,000 bond held.

---

11. The conversion price is sometimes called the effective price of conversion. The conversion price is not a fee that must be paid to convert the bond.
Fractional shares of stock are not allowed. As a consequence, most bondholders who exercise their conversion privilege receive a small check along with their new shares. The check reflects the value of the fractional shares. In this example, the holder of $10,000 par value of the bonds would receive a stock certificate for 451 shares and a check for the value of 0.15 of a share:

\[(0.15)(\$22.166) = \$3.32.\]

As the price of the underlying common stock rises above the conversion price, the bond begins to act more and more like the stock itself. The current stock price multiplied by the conversion ratio is called the conversion value.

The market price of a convertible bond will never be less than its conversion value. If this did happen, arbitrage would occur. Arbitrage is the existence of a riskless profit (such as finding a $5 bill on the sidewalk); such a situation does not last very long. Consider the example in Table 12-5. This situation constitutes a money machine, and it will be short-lived. Arbitrageurs buying the bonds will force prices up, and the selling pressure on the stock might push its price down. The bond price and the stock price will quickly move back in line so that the arbitrage is gone.

It is quite possible, however, for a bond to sell for more than its conversion value. Suppose Hilton Hotels common stock sold for $30. The conversion value would be \[30.00 \times 45.115 = \$1,353.45.\] A $1,000 par Hilton convertible bond should not sell for less than this. It could easily sell for $1,400, though; there is no arbitrage if the bond sells for more than the conversion value. The difference between the bond price and the conversion value is the premium over conversion value, which reflects the potential for future increases in the common stock price.

A few convertible bonds have a mandatory conversion feature. These mandatory convertibles convert automatically into common stock after three or four years. Rating agencies tend to view these as common stock equivalents, so they have less impact on a firm’s credit rating.

The Matter of Accrued Interest

Bondholders earn interest each calendar day they hold a bond. This is unlike the situation with common stock, for which the dividend is an all-or-nothing item.\(^{12}\) Despite this, firms mail interest payment checks only twice a year. Someone

### Table 12-5
CONVERTIBLE BOND ARBITRAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond price: $1,250 (assumed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversion price: $22.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion ratio: 45.115 shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock price: $30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion value: conversion ratio × stock price = 45.115 shares × $30/share = $1,353.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To take advantage of the arbitrage:

1. Buy as many bonds as you can afford at $1,250 each.
2. Convert each bond into stock worth $1,353.45.
3. Sell the stock, making a $103.45 profit on each bond.
4. Buy more bonds, and repeat the process.

---

\(^{12}\)If an investor buys stock before an ex-dividend date, he gets the entire forthcoming dividend. If he buys it on the ex-dividend date or later, he is not entitled to the next dividend.
might buy a bond today and receive a check for six months’ interest just two weeks from now. This would be a substantial return in two weeks’ time. Things do not work this way, however, for the story is incomplete.

When buying a bond, the buyer pays the *accrued interest* to the seller of the bond. *Accrued interest* refers to interest that has accumulated since the last interest payment date but which the issuer has not yet paid. Similarly, the bond seller receives accrued interest from the bond buyer. One day’s interest accrues for each day the bond is held.\(^{13}\) At the end of the interest payment period, the bond issuer sends one check for the entire six months’ interest to the current bondholder.

Figure 12-3 shows how bond interest accrues over the calendar year.\(^ {14}\) This example is for a U.S. Treasury bond with a 9 percent coupon that pays interest on the first day of February and the first day of August. A 9 percent

---

\(^{13}\)With corporate bonds, the industry convention is to calculate accrued interest on the basis of twelve 30-day months, for a 360-day year. With U.S. government bonds standard practice is to use a full 365-day year.

\(^{14}\)By tradition, the market calculates accrued interest on U.S. government securities based on actual days, as in this example. With corporate bonds, however, we assume there are twelve 30-day months in the year and calculate accrued interest accordingly.
The Importance of the Coupon

While the price of an individual bond will fluctuate over time as the yield curve changes and the bond’s credit rating shifts, it is extremely likely that the bond will eventually be retired at par. In the long run, the ups and downs of the bond price probably won’t matter. This means that the bulk of the investor’s return is likely to be from the income stream generated by the bond’s coupon.

The BondsOnline Advisor* points out that from 1950 to 2004 bonds earned an annual average of 6.3 percent. During this fifty-five–year period, there were only five instances in which interest rates fell enough to cause bonds’ percentage price appreciation to exceed their income yield. If you dissect the total return from bonds over this lengthy period, 6.1 percent of the total came from the coupon, with only 0.2 percent coming from price appreciation.

It is certainly possible to use bonds to speculate on rating changes, turnaround situations, or changes in interest rates. Bond speculation invariably looks to changes in the bond price because of some anticipated event. To the long-term investor, however, the bond price plays second fiddle to the coupon.


coupon bond pays $90 in interest each year. This amounts to $0.2466 per day. A person who buys $1,000 of these bonds on May 5, for instance, acquires the bond ninety-four days into the interest cycle. The buyer must pay $0.2466/day × 94 days = $23.18 in accrued interest to the seller of the bond. If the purchase price is 95 (meaning 95 percent of par value), the buyer would pay $950 (the principal) plus $23.18 (the accrued interest) for a total of $973.18. On top of this would be any brokerage commission.

At the end of the calendar year, bond investors must report the amount of interest they have earned to the Internal Revenue Service. Interest income equals the interest checks received from the company plus accrued interest received from bonds sold minus accrued interest paid during the year.

Bond Risk

This common belief is not accurate: “Stock is risky; bonds are not.” Bonds do carry risk, although the forms of the risk differ from those associated with equity securities. To manage bonds properly in any portfolio, you must understand the types of risk they bear.

Price Risks

The price of a bond can change every day; this means that bonds are subject to price risk. Price risk has two components: interest-rate risk and default risk.

Interest-Rate Risk. Interest-rate risk is the chance of loss because of changing interest rates. If someone buys a bond with a 10.4 percent yield to maturity and market interest rates rise a week later, the market price of this bond will
fall. This happens because risk-averse investors always prefer a higher yield for a given level of risk. Newly issued, equally risky bonds will yield more after the interest rate rise, and the only way investors will want to purchase the old bonds is if they can buy them for a lower price. Relative to the purchase price, the bondholder has a paper loss after the rise in interest rates. If the bond were to be sold at this point, there would be a realized loss.

Small certificates of deposit at a bank are not negotiable, and we do not usually refer to interest-rate risk with retail CDs. The CD investor still faces this type of risk, however. If you buy a CD with an effective yield of 6.45 percent and the bank raises its rate a week later to 6.60 percent, your ultimate return would have been higher had you waited a week to make the purchase.

Similarly, a home buyer must usually issue a mortgage to finance the purchase. It is certainly possible that mortgage loan rates could go down after a loan commitment is made. Even a small difference in interest rates on a mortgage can amount to thousands of dollars over the term of the loan. The difference in total repayments on a $100,000 thirty-year loan at 10.00 percent versus 9.75 percent, for instance, is $6,631.

**Default Risk.** Default risk measures the likelihood that a firm will be unable to pay the principal and interest on a bond in accordance with the bond indenture. Standard & Poor’s Corporation and Moody’s Investors Service are the two leading advisory services monitoring the default risk of bonds.

Standard & Poor’s rates bonds on a scale of AAA (least risk) to D (bonds in default). The ratings from AA through CCC can also carry a plus or minus. The complete set of ratings is shown in Table 12-6. Bonds are either investment grade or junk bonds; there is no middle ground. Bonds rated below BBB are junk bonds. Statutory law limits many fiduciaries to investing in investment-grade bonds.

Standard & Poor’s has a separate description for each of the ratings AAA, AA, A, and BBB. The junk bond definitions all speak to varying degrees of “vulnerability to nonpayment.” BB-rated bonds have the least vulnerability; C-rated bonds have the highest. Consistent with the familiar trade-off between risk and expected return, the lower the grade of a bond, the higher its yield to maturity, everything else being equal.

### Table 12-6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment Grade</th>
<th>Junk</th>
<th>Special Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>CI (obsolete, for income bonds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D (bonds in default)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>CCC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBB</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ratings AA through CCC can carry a plus or minus.

---

15 The borrower issues the mortgage; the lender acquires the mortgage. A mortgage is an asset to the lender and a liability to the borrower.

16 Standard and Poor’s indicates that its ratings are a function of three factors: (1) the likelihood of default; (2) the nature and provisions of the obligation; and (3) the protection afforded by, and the relative position of, the obligation in the event of bankruptcy or reorganization.

Convenience Risks

Convenience risk refers to added demands on management time because of bond calls, the need to reinvest coupon payments, or the difficulty in trading a bond at a reasonable price because of its low marketability. Convenience risks make up another category of risks associated with bond investments. These risks may not be easily measured in dollars and cents, but they still have a cost.

Call Risk. Call risk refers to the inconvenience to the bondholder associated with a company retiring a bond early. The bond issuer frequently has the option to pay its debts off ahead of schedule if it so desires. If the company makes the decision to do so, it calls the bond. This can be a nuisance for the bondholder whose portfolio acquired good-quality bonds when interest rates were at an all-time high. As interest rates come down, the issuer is going to seek to refinance this debt at the new, lower rates.¹⁸

As an example, suppose a firm borrows $50 million with a 9 percent, twenty-year bond issue. Perhaps after one year, market interest rates fall and the firm can now borrow at 8.80 percent. If the firm is able to call the first bond issue and issue new bonds with the lower rate, the total interest savings over the next nineteen years at the new rate would be (9 percent − 8.8 percent) × $50 million × 19 years = $1.9 million.¹⁹ This figure does not consider the time value of money, but the point remains. Falling interest rates provide a

---

Bond Sector Bets

Bonds are not just for “widows and orphans.” Some of Wall Street’s foremost investors have gained or lost millions of dollars by their portfolio allocation to this asset class.

In April 1997 the legendary Warren Buffet bought $1 billion worth of twenty- to twenty-three–year zero-coupon bonds. Thirty-year Treasury bonds were yielding about 7.09 percent at that time. By August 1998 the thirty-year yield was down to 5.54 percent, resulting in a $400 million gain for his portfolio.

In December 1995 Jeffrey Vinik was the manager of the $55 billion Fidelity Magellan mutual fund. That month he put 32.1 percent of the fund into thirty-year T-bonds, yielding about 6.06 percent at that time. During the first half of 1996, interest rates rose and bond prices plummeted. In June 1996 the thirty-year rate was up a full percentage point from where Vinik bought them. Vinik resigned from Fidelity that month to start his own firm.

Long-term bonds, even U.S. government bonds, are not for you if you are faint of heart. You will likely get exactly what you were promised if you hold them until maturity, but they can be very volatile along the way. For some investors the consequences of that volatility are unacceptable.

---

¹⁸A homeowner may do the same thing if mortgage rates decline significantly. Refinancing a mortgage involves calling the original loan prior to issuing a new mortgage.

¹⁹There would also be flotation costs (the expense of selling a new security) with the new debt, and these should be considered when determining whether or not calling the old debt is advisable.
significant incentive for the firm to call its existing bonds and issue new ones at a lower rate.

If your bonds are called, you will no longer receive the high rate you expected. This is also an inconvenience to the portfolio manager, because he will have to select another issue to replace these bonds in the portfolio. This involves both management time and trading fees.

To provide some protection to the bondholder against call risk, many bond issues have some degree of call protection and may provide a call premium. Call protection is a period of time after the issuance of a bond when the issuer cannot call it. A twenty-year bond might have five years of call protection. After the call protection expires, bondholders frequently receive a call premium ("inconvenience" compensation) if the issuer calls the bond. This often begins at an amount equal to one year's interest and then gradually declines to zero as the bond maturity approaches.

**Reinvestment Rate Risk.** Even if a bond issue is not called when rates decline, you, as a bondholder, still face the fact that you cannot reinvest the interest checks at a rate as high as the bond's original yield to maturity. Consider two bonds, both with a yield to maturity of 13 percent. One is a zero-coupon bond, and the other has a 16.5 percent coupon. The former is a pure discount security, generating no cash flows to reinvest before maturity; consequently, it carries no reinvestment rate risk. Reinvestment rate risk refers to the uncertainty surrounding the rate at which coupon proceeds can be put back to work. The latter bond must sell at a premium because its yield to maturity is less than its coupon rate. Most of the return on this bond comes via the interest checks, which the bondholder does need to reinvest. Unfortunately for the bondholder, unless she accepts more default risk, the interest checks will be reinvested at a rate below the bond's 16.5 percent coupon rate. Reinvestment rate risk is high with this bond. In general, the higher the coupon on the bond, the higher the reinvestment rate risk.

**Marketability Risk.** Most bonds do not trade in an active secondary market. The majority of bond buyers intend to hold the securities until maturity rather than trade them like shares of stock. This means that although thousands of corporate and government bonds exist, many of those issues are not offered for sale. Similarly, numerous analysts maintain a constant watch on a company's stock but probably pay less attention to the firm's specific bond issues. Marketability risk refers to the difficulty of trading a bond. Bonds with low marketability usually carry a wider bid-ask spread than that of more liquid issues, or a higher risk premium is implied in the lower price a potential buyer is willing to pay for the bond.\(^{20}\)

**Malkiel’s Interest Rate Theorems**

Any good portfolio manager knows Malkiel’s theorems. Portfolio managers who are unfamiliar with them are likely to remain minor-league players. Malkiel’s interest rate theorems provide information about how bond prices change as interest rates change.

\(^{20}\)A higher risk premium, of course, means that the market price of the bond is lower.
Theorem 1. Malkiel’s Theorem 1 is familiar: Bond prices move inversely with yields. If the general level of interest rates rises, the price of an existing bond goes down. Conversely, if the level of interest rates declines, the price of an existing bond increases. The reason this happens stems directly from the effect of the time value of money on the bond’s income stream.

Suppose that in March 2008 investors will pay $1,000 for a ten-year, BB-rated bond that carries a 9 percent coupon. The owner of this bond will receive $90 per year (actually $45 every six months) until the bond matures. Two months later the prime rate increases one-half point. This generally results in an upward shift in the entire yield curve. Newly issued BB-rated bonds might carry a 9.5 percent coupon, providing $95 per year in interest. Given two BB-rated bonds of equal maturity, one of which pays $90 per year and the other pays $95 per year, it is easy to see that these bonds are not going to sell for the same price. The bond paying $95 per year is preferable, and people are going to be willing to pay more for it.

For the 9-percent–coupon bond to compete in this higher interest rate market, its price must fall. In practice, the price of the lower coupon bond falls so that its yield to maturity becomes 9.5 percent. This new price is $968.17, but because corporate bonds trade in eighths of a percent of par, the financial press will show this price as 96 3/4. At this price its investment appeal is comparable to the new 9.5 percent coupon bonds.

Theorem 2. If two bonds are similar in every respect except for the time remaining until they mature, the bond with the longer life will fluctuate most as interest rates change. Malkiel’s Theorem 2 states that long-term bonds have more interest-rate risk.

One way to get intuition into this result is to consider the extremes and the middle: a bond that matures tomorrow, another bond that is a consol (no expiration), and a third that is a “normal” bond. Bond A is BBB rated, carries a 9 percent coupon, and matures tomorrow. Bond B is BBB rated, carries a 9 percent coupon, and is a consol. Bond C is BBB rated, carries a 9 percent coupon, and matures in one year. Regardless of what interest rates do, Bond A is worth $1,000 tomorrow. It makes no difference whether market rates go up or down; changing interest rates do not affect Bond A. The holder of Bond B, in contrast, is very concerned about interest rate movements. If interest rates rise, the holder of Bond B will be stuck with a security paying a below-market rate, conceivably forever. There is no maturity date to eventually pull the bond price up. The holder of Bond C faces a situation that lies between these extremes. If interest rates rise tomorrow, Bond C will fall in value because it will pay a below-market rate for the next twelve months. In one year, though, it will be redeemed at par. In this sense there is no loss from the fall in the bond price because the loss disappears by maturity.

Theorem 3. Malkiel’s Theorem 3 states that higher-coupon bonds have less interest-rate risk. This theorem is a time value of money cousin of the “bird in the hand” argument. Money in hand is a sure thing, while the present value of an anticipated future receipt is risky.

The yield on a bond comes from two sources: the interest received and the return of the principal at maturity. Earlier we looked at a 9.5 percent bond, maturing in eight years, selling for $900, with a yield to maturity of 11.44 percent.
This is \( R \) in the following equation, where \( t = \) time period:

\[
900 = \sum_{t=1}^{16} \frac{47.50}{(1 + R/2)^t} + \frac{1000}{(1 + R/2)^{16}} \tag{12-9}
\]

Consider another bond maturing in eight years with a yield to maturity of 11.44 percent but with a zero coupon. Its valuation equation is:

\[
410.66 = \sum_{t=1}^{16} \frac{0}{(1 + R/2)^t} + \frac{1000}{(1 + R/2)^{16}} \tag{12-10}
\]

This bond provides no annuity stream and consequently sells for a very low price.

Suppose that there is a downward, parallel shift in the yield curve and that eight-year bonds of similar risk now yield just 11.00 percent. What happens to the prices of the two bonds? To find out, change the value of \( R \) in Equations 12-9 and 12-10 and then solve for the new bond price. The 9.5 percent coupon bond will rise by $21.53 (2.4 percent of its market value) to $921.53, whereas the zero-coupon bond will rise by $13.92 (3.4 percent of market value) to $424.58. As expected, the change in interest rates affected the higher-coupon bond the least.

**Theorem 4.** Theorem 2 indicates that the longer the bond has until its maturity, the more its price will fluctuate. Malkiel’s Theorem 4 tells us that when comparing two bonds, the relative importance of Theorem 2 diminishes as the maturities of the two bonds increase.

Suppose you have two bonds with identical coupons. Bond A matures in three years; Bond B matures in five. If interest rates rise, you know from Theorem 1 that the price of both bonds will fall. Theorem 2 tells you that Bond B, with its longer time until maturity, will fall in price the most.

Consider two other bonds, Bonds C and D. Bond C matures in twenty years, whereas Bond D matures in twenty-two. Rising interest rates will cause the prices of these two bonds to fall also, and Bond D will fall more than Bond C. Theorem 4 tells you that the price differential will be larger between Bonds A and B than between Bonds C and D. In other words, the two-year difference in maturity is more important with the short-term bonds than with the long-term bonds.

An example helps show this. Table 12-7 indicates that if market interest rates rise from 11 to 12 percent, the prices of all four bonds fall. Note that the longer the term of the bond, the greater the price decline. Bonds A and B are two years apart in their maturities; the difference in their price declines is $12. Bonds C and D are also two years apart, but the difference in their price changes is only $2. As Theorem 4 indicates, the extra two years make little difference for long-term bonds.

**Theorem 5.** Malkiel’s Theorem 5 states that capital gains from an interest rate decline exceed the capital loss from an equivalent interest rate increase. The last theorem does not influence the portfolio manager’s decisions. It is simply a mathematical fact of life.
In Table 12-7 Bond A initially sells for $975. If interest rates rise by 1 percent (from 11 to 12 percent), the price of the bond declines by $24. If, instead, interest rates fall by 1 percent (to 10 percent), Bond A would sell for its par value of $1,000. This is a price rise of $25. The capital gain from a 1 percent drop in interest rates exceeds the capital loss from a 1 percent rise in interest rates.

Duration as a Measure of Interest-Rate Risk

Duration is a direct measure of interest-rate risk; it combines Malkiel’s theorems into a single statistic so that you can readily determine the relative risk of a set of bonds. Fixed-income security pricing is incomplete without a discussion of duration.

The Concept of Duration. Duration is probably the central concept in modern fixed-income security management. Business school courses in bank management and investments normally cover the calculation of duration. However, many people never get beyond the black-box stage with this statistic. That is, they can crunch the numbers, solve for it, and give its definition, but they still lack a thorough understanding of the result.

Frederick R. Macaulay coined the term duration in 1938 when he suggested studying the time structure of a bond by measuring its average term to maturity. For a security with no embedded options (e.g., noncallable), the duration statistic is the weighted average number of years necessary to recover the initial cost of the bond where the weights reflect the time value of money. Duration’s principal value to the financial manager or industrial engineer is that it is a direct measure of interest-rate risk; the higher the duration, the higher the interest-rate risk.

Calculating Duration. Equation 12-11 presents the traditional duration calculation:

\[
D = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{N} \frac{C_t}{(1 + R)^t} \times t}{P_0}
\]  

(12-11)

\[\text{A} - \text{B difference,}$12; \text{C} - \text{D difference,}$2.\]

In Table 12-7 Bond A initially sells for $975. If interest rates rise by 1 percent (from 11 to 12 percent), the price of the bond declines by $24. If, instead, interest rates fall by 1 percent (to 10 percent), Bond A would sell for its par value of $1,000. This is a price rise of $25. The capital gain from a 1 percent drop in interest rates exceeds the capital loss from a 1 percent rise in interest rates.
where $D =$ duration; $C_t =$ cash flow at time $t$; $R =$ yield to maturity of the bond; $P_0 =$ current price of the bond; $N =$ years until bond maturity; and $t =$ time at which a cash flow is received.

Equation 12-11 provides some intuition into the duration statistic in that it shows time weighted by the present value of the cash flows received in each time period, but the calculation is unwieldy. Fortunately, there is a simpler method. Equation 12-12 shows the closed-form formula for duration.

$$D = \frac{C \left[ \frac{(1 + R)^N - 1}{R(1 + R)^N} \right] + \frac{F \times N}{(1 + R)^N}}{P_0}$$

(12-12)

where $C =$ coupon payment per period; $F =$ face (par) value of the bond; $N =$ number of periods until maturity; $R =$ yield to maturity of the bond per period; and $P_0 =$ current market price of the bond.

**Applying Duration.** Duration is especially useful in determining the relative riskiness of two or more bonds when visual inspection of their characteristics makes it unclear which is most vulnerable to changing interest rates. Consider, for instance, the two bonds in Table 12-8.

We will first confirm Bond A’s duration using the closed-form equation. We have the following information: $C =$ $47.50; $F =$ $1,000; $P_0 =$ $900; $R =$ 11.44 percent per year, or 5.72 percent per half-year period; and $N =$ eight years, or sixteen half-year periods.

$$D = \frac{47.5 \left[ \frac{(1 + 0.0572)^{16} - (1 + 0.0572) - (0.0572 \times 16)}{0.0572(1.0572)^{16}} \right] + \frac{1,000 \times 16}{(1.0572)^{16}}}{900}$$

= 11.29 semiannual periods, or 5.64 years

This is the value that Table 12-8 shows.

Malkiel’s theorems indicate that the prices of bonds with higher coupons fluctuate less than those of bonds with lower coupons, and that bonds with shorter maturities fluctuate less than bonds with longer maturities. With Bonds A and B, though, it is not immediately obvious which will fluctuate most with changing interest rates because the higher-coupon bond also has the longest time remaining until maturity. Calculation of the durations indicates that Bond B (with a duration of 5.85) has more risk than Bond A (with a duration of 5.64).

Later in this chapter we will see that matching a bond’s duration to a particular investment horizon offsets both reinvestment-rate risk and interest-rate risk. This is one of duration’s most important uses to some institutional investors.

**TABLE 12-8** USING DURATION TO COMPARE TWO BONDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond</th>
<th>Annual Interest</th>
<th>Remaining Life</th>
<th>Current Price</th>
<th>Yield to Maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>$ 95</td>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>$900</td>
<td>11.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>$110</td>
<td>9 years</td>
<td>$950</td>
<td>11.92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Duration of A = 5.64 years. Duration of B = 5.85 years. Bond B has more interest-rate risk.
The Meaning of Bond Diversification

It is important to diversify a bond portfolio. However, bond diversification serves a different purpose from the diversification associated with equity securities. The Evans and Archer results show how holding a portfolio rather than a single security reduces unsystematic risk. The mathematics of diversification prove that total risk normally declines when you add an equity security to the portfolio, provided the new stock is less than perfectly correlated with the existing portfolio. Things are a bit different with bonds. You do not refer to systematic or unsystematic risk with debt securities. Rather, you worry about two other types of risk: default risk and interest-rate risk. These two types of risk are what we seek to diversify in a fixed-income portfolio.

Default Risk

Default risk refers to the likelihood that a firm will be unable to repay the principal and interest of a loan as agreed in the bond indenture. Credit risk is the equivalent of this term for an individual consumer. Credit bureaus provide information about a borrower’s past credit history. Retail lending officers at a bank find this information useful when they consider someone’s credit application. Similarly, credit bureaus monitor the financial condition and past credit history of corporations. We call these commercial credit bureaus rating agencies. Standard & Poor's Corporation, Moody's Investors Service, and Dun & Bradstreet are a few prominent rating agencies.

Even though there is no unsystematic risk to diversify away, it is not wise to place a sizable percentage of a fund’s assets in any single security, regardless of how safe that security is. No matter how much default risk an investor can bear, it is prudent to spread the investment funds over bonds from a number of different issuers. A firm might have several bond issues, some of which Standard & Poor's rates AAA and others A. Buying some of each does not accomplish the task of diversifying the default risk, however, because if the issuer defaults on one issue, this will affect all of the firm’s debt issues. Enron had about twenty different bond issues when it went into bankruptcy. An investor who owned ten of them was probably in worse shape than someone who owned just one.

Dealing with the Yield Curve

The fundamental interest-rate yield-curve decision deals with the familiar trade-off between risk and return. Most of the time the yield curve is upward sloping, with uncertainty about future rates increasing with the time horizon. Everything else being equal, the longer a fixed-income security has until maturity, the higher the return it will have in order to compensate investors for bearing this added risk.

Before the portfolio manager begins the process of selecting specific bonds, he or she needs to determine the degree of interest-rate risk the fund’s owner will tolerate. The longer the average duration of the fund, the higher its expected level of return, but the greater the damage that can occur if interest rates move adversely.

Consider an individual investor about to invest $2,500 in a certificate of deposit at a local bank. Assume the rate for a one-year CD is 4.10 percent.

---

23 U.S. Treasury securities are probably an exception to this rule.
while a five-year CD pays 4.25 percent. Although a bank certificate of deposit will not go down in value, the depositor faces an interest penalty if it becomes necessary to withdraw the funds before the CD’s maturity date. The question is this: Does the extra yield of fifteen basis points adequately compensate for the added risk of locking the money up for five years rather than for just one year? Many investors would not think so and would invest their money for the shorter period, making a new investment decision after one year.

The same thing happens with the selection of our favored point on the yield curve. We can usually get a higher yield by holding a twenty-year Treasury bond rather than short-term debt, but does the higher yield justify the substantially increased level of risk? If interest rates were to rise, the high-duration twenty-year bonds would fall dramatically, whereas the shorter-term bonds would be hit less hard. A portfolio manager, in conjunction with the client and the statement of investment policy, needs to determine the appropriate level of interest-rate risk that the portfolio should carry.

**Bond Betas**

We have seen that according to finance theory, the market prices securities according to their level of risk relative to the market average (their beta). Market risk does affect bonds, but most investors are much more concerned with default risk and interest-rate risk.

The idea of bond betas has never become fully accepted. A flurry of academic research on this topic occurred some years ago, but little became of it. Beta is not an especially useful concept with securities that have a finite life, such as bonds, stock options, or Treasury bills. Other types of risk are more pertinent to these securities.

**Choosing Bonds**

In selecting bonds, a manager should consider a number of factors. Attention to them will save time and will reduce aggravation.

**Client Psychology and Bonds Selling at a Premium**

The purchase of bonds selling at a premium can be awkward to discuss with a customer. This is more of a psychological problem than a real one, but from the fund manager’s perspective, it becomes a real problem if the client is unhappy about it.

---

---

24The penalty is often three months’ worth of interest.

25The author once had a conversation with a fund manager about this very subject in regard to an income-oriented $800,000 portfolio. AAA-rated bonds were yielding about twenty basis points less than A-rated bonds of the same maturity. On a portfolio of $800,000, this difference in yield amounted to $1,600 per year. In this particular case, the author thought the extra dollars were worth the modest increase in risk.

26Mathematically, the bond beta is this:

$$
\beta_i = -D_{i,t} \frac{Cov(R_{m,t}, R_{k,t})}{\sigma^2_{R_{m,t}}}
$$

In words, the beta of a bond is equal to minus its duration, multiplied by the covariance between the change in interest rate, divided by 1 plus the original interest rate and the return on the market index, all divided by the variance of return on the market index. The important implication here is that a bond’s beta is directly proportional to its duration. Higher durations mean higher betas (in absolute values).
Suppose a corporate bond matures in seven years and sells for 125. This means that each bond costs 125 percent of par, or $1,250. Bonds sell for a premium when they have a coupon rate higher than the required rate of return on other bonds with equivalent maturities and default risk. High coupon rates are useful when it is necessary to generate income in a portfolio. There is a trade-off, though. The fact that the bond sells for a premium means that its market price will trend downward toward the par value as the bond moves toward its maturity date. This leaves the fund manager open to misplaced criticism from people who do not understand this issue. A client might say, “Why would I buy something that I know is going to go down in value?” In this example, the fund manager knows that the bond bought for $1,250 will decline in value by $250 over the next seven years. The client is asking a legitimate question, and although there is absolutely nothing wrong with buying bonds selling at a premium, a fund manager might want to avoid having to answer questions of this sort.

Call Risk

Call risk is a type of convenience risk. Bonds cease to earn interest when the issuer calls them. A portfolio manager needs to get these funds back to work as quickly as possible. Fund managers sometimes have “favorite” bonds that

---

27This could actually be an advantage to a tax-exempt investor such as a pension fund. High coupons mean high interest receipts, which are fully taxable. The marketplace often prices tax considerations, and premium bonds (with their high coupons) consequently may be “penalized” in their market prices. If this is the case, they should be especially attractive to tax-exempt investors.
find their way into many of their managed portfolios. If these bonds are callable, the fund managers run the risk of having to make adjustments to many portfolios all at one time.

There is no reason to exclude callable bonds categorically from the list of eligible securities. You will unnecessarily limit your options if you do so. However, it is good practice to avoid making wholesale use of a particular callable bond issue. If a called bond appears in two of your portfolios, it is not a problem. If the bond issue appears in seventy-five of your portfolios, however, you have a real inconvenience on your hands, especially if the portfolios are part of a duration-matching scheme or some other structured strategy.

Constraints
Guidance from the investor or a formal statement of investment policy often dictates that the bond portfolio conform to certain constraints.

Specifying Return. The expected return on a security is a function of the security’s riskiness. For bonds, the pertinent risks are those arising from the possibility of default and from changing interest rates. You can raise the expected return on a bond portfolio by including riskier bonds (those with lower S&P ratings), by choosing bonds with longer maturities, or by doing both.

For funds with income as the primary objective, you, as a fund manager, seek to earn as much income as possible within certain limits. You should not, for instance, choose the riskiest bonds you can find merely because you know they are likely to have a high current yield. Junk bonds occasionally default, and if you hold one of these, it will not help your client or your reputation.

Specifying Grade. Limiting choices to bonds rated at or above a certain rating is a very common constraint. Many organizations have a legal list. Securities on this list are the only eligible investments.

Limiting a fund to the purchase of investment-grade bonds is a common constraint. Bonds rated below BBB have a higher yield, but they carry more default risk. According to the records maintained by Standard & Poor’s, over a five-year horizon, bonds rated BB have a default experience almost five times that of bonds rated BBB. A portfolio manager will not take on the added risk of noninvestment-grade bonds unless the yield pickup is substantial. Many organizations are even more conservative and specify that they will accept only U.S. government bonds or the highest-rated corporate bonds (AAA) in their portfolios. Alternatively, a fund may be limited to no more than a certain percentage of non-AAA bonds or have some other limitation.

Specifying Average Maturity. Another common constraint is average maturity. Someone might indicate a desire to limit investments to bonds with maturities of five years or less. The motivation for this is usually concern about rising rates in the future and a desire to keep interest-rate risk low.

Specifying a maximum average duration would be a better approach, but the duration concept is unfamiliar to nonprofessionals. With a little work you can educate your client about the merits of duration over maturity, but

---

The Taxable/Tax-Exempt Spread

Bonds issued by state and local governments are generally exempt from tax. Because of the tax advantage, these municipal bonds have lower yields than their taxable counterparts in the corporate sector. For a given maturity, the difference between a taxable yield and a tax-exempt yield is the yield spread, a value that frequently changes. Investors and portfolio managers both should watch this number and move funds between sectors as appropriate.

Suppose an investor is in a combined federal and state tax bracket of 38 percent. On December 3, 2000, the average rate on taxable money market funds was 6.15 percent, with tax-free money market funds paying 3.60 percent* for a yield spread of 255 basis points (2.55 percent). If the investor earned a taxable 6.15 percent before tax, he would be left with (100 percent - 38 percent) × 6.15 percent = 3.81 percent after tax. Because this rate exceeds that on the tax-exempt bond, he is better off holding the taxable fund.

On December 3, 2001, following a long series of Federal Reserve Board discount rate cuts, the spread had narrowed considerably. Taxable funds yielded 1.83 percent and tax-free funds earned 1.29 percent, for a spread of only fifty-four basis points. From the investor’s perspective, the tax-free fund is now a better investment. The after-tax yield on the taxable fund is 1.13 percent, not as good as the alternative.

Another alternative was a slightly longer-maturity municipal. Also as of December 3, 2001, a five-year municipal yielded an average 3.30 percent. This was nearly triple the after-tax rate on an ordinary money market mutual fund at that time. Many investors would find this higher yield an appealing alternative.

*Source: Salomon Smith Barney Fixed Income Research.

sometimes this is not practical. If you are told to keep maturities under five years, it is a good idea to do so and not try to explain how you technically met the constraint through careful monitoring of the average duration.

Periodic Income. Some funds have periodic income needs that allow little or no flexibility. A recently retired worker might elect to take a lump-sum retirement benefit of $500,000. Perhaps you have been asked to manage these funds, and you propose investing them in high-grade corporate bonds. With a current yield of about 6 percent, you tell your client that this sum can be expected to generate at least $30,000 per year.

Bonds pay interest twice a year, but your client likely will want to receive checks more frequently than this, probably monthly, or even twice a month. By carefully selecting the bonds in the portfolio, you can arrange for your client to receive regular checks from the U.S. Treasury according to a predetermined schedule. This issue is examined more closely in the next part of this chapter.
Maturity Timing. Occasionally a portfolio manager needs to construct a bond portfolio so that it matches a particular investment horizon. The investment horizon is the period of time over which funds are expected to be committed to a particular investment portfolio. For example, you might want to assemble securities to fund a specific, preestablished set of payment obligations over the next ten years.²⁹ Perhaps you need to generate income of $10,000 per year for ten years (after which the fund is dissolved), and you are to construct a portfolio of U.S. Treasury securities to accomplish the task. Ideally, you would make an initial investment in carefully selected securities and then be able to collect interest payments and principal repayments so that you satisfy the income needs and wind up with a zero balance in the account at the end of the ten-year period. To do this, you would want to avoid buying anything with a maturity more than ten years out.³⁰

This is a different constraint than that of specifying average maturity. The constraint of specifying average maturity is really a specification about the duration you want, which is a statement about the acceptable level of interest-rate risk. Maturity timing is the issue of having income generated as needed.

Socially Responsible Investing. The issue of socially responsible investing is as pertinent to fixed-income investing as it is to the selection of equity securities. Some clients will ask that certain types of companies not be included in the portfolio. Common examples include companies involved in the use of nuclear power, the manufacture of military hardware, or the production of “vice” products such as alcohol or cigarettes.

Example: Monthly Retirement Income

The Problem

Consider a hypothetical situation. Someone has come to you with $2 million to put into the market and indicates that the fund must provide at least $5,500 in income per month. This monthly income is an inviolable constraint. After further discussion, you determine that the client’s primary objective is growth of income with income as a secondary objective. The fund will be split approximately 50–50 between common stocks and debt securities to meet these objectives.

You subsequently decide to include ten common stocks in the equity portion and to make the stocks approximately equally weighted but not use odd lots. The equity selections appear in Table 12-9. Assume you incurred $500 in brokerage fees when the stocks were purchased.

The current quarterly dividends on the stocks total $6,020. Dividend payment dates can be determined from the Internet, Value Line, or various other sources.³¹ On an annual basis, the stocks will pay $6,020 × 4, or $24,080. Based on a market value of $988,000, this is a dividend yield of 2.4 percent. The generation of $5,500 per month means that the total fund must yield $5,500 × 12 = $66,000 per year, for an annual income yield of $66,000/$2,000,000 = 3.3 percent. If the fund is split 50–50 between stocks

²⁹Duration matching is a variation on this theme.
³⁰Note that specifying that all bonds mature by the end of an investment horizon effectively rules out most immunization techniques. Imposing such a constraint may raise the cost of structuring the portfolio.
³¹It is the date of payment, not the ex-dividend date or the date of record, that is important in this problem. You are concerned about when the money is actually in hand.
and bonds, the bonds need to have a current yield of at least 4.2 percent to generate the required monthly income.

Part of the initial $2,000,000 deposit will be lost to transaction costs such as the payment of commissions and accrued interest on the bonds you buy. The bonds will actually have to yield somewhat more than 4.2 percent, then, for everything to work out.

**Unspecified Constraints**

How do you pick the bonds? Your ultimate objective is to select them to meet all constraints of the problem. You also want to meet the logical unspecified constraints. For instance, you probably are not going to choose CC-rated bonds to maximize the income you generate, nor are you going to focus on the longest maturities you can find because of their higher yields. Just as with equity security selection, the task here is meeting the minimum required expected return with the least possible risk.

**Finding Bonds**

Price data on corporate bonds is not as easy to find as data on common stock. You will find some data in the *Wall Street Journal* and other business newspapers, but not much. Many public libraries have a subscription to the Standard & Poor’s NetAdvantage service. As discussed in an earlier chapter, this is a comprehensive online source that covers both stocks and bonds. It is available through most university libraries.

Suppose you set the following initial criteria for eligible bonds for this portfolio: S&P rating of at least A-, maturity no more than five years, and market price of par or less. Table 12-10 shows the bonds that passed this screen in mid-February 2008.

**Solving the Problem**

The information contained in Table 12-10 is only a small extract of the total bond universe from which you can pick. There are enough choices here, though, for you to come up with a reasonable solution to this portfolio construction problem.

Your task will be easier if you prepare a worksheet like the one in Table 12-11. Note that this table covers only the first six months of the year. This happens because the dividend and interest payments for the second...
half of the year will be the same as those from the first half. Bonds pay interest twice a year, and the first payment is in the same amount as the second.\footnote{Actually, the two payments could differ by a penny. If a bond’s coupon rate is not evenly divisible by 2, the payments will differ. A bond with a coupon of 8 1/8 percent, for instance, would have payments of $40.62 and $40.63 six months apart.} Similarly, most stocks pay dividends quarterly. Although firms do try to raise their dividends annually, it is not a good idea to count on a dividend increase to meet some income-need constraint.\footnote{Dividends, of course, also could decrease. Companies avoid reducing dividends if at all possible, so this normally occurs only during financial distress.} The best practice is to assume that the dividends paid in the first two quarters will be repeated in the second two quarters until the company announces a change.

### TABLE 12-10
**BONDS PASSING THE SCREEN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Maturity</th>
<th>Coupon (%)</th>
<th>Yield to Maturity (%)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambac Financial Group</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Aug 2011</td>
<td>9.38</td>
<td>10.96</td>
<td>95.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB&amp;T Corp</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Oct 2012</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>99.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimco Realty</td>
<td>A-</td>
<td>Nov 2012</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>97.722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIT Group</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Dec 2010</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>95.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIT Group</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Nov 2009</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>95.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIT Group</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Apr 2009</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>96.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIT Group</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Feb 2010</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>95.689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIT Group</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Nov 2010</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>96.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIT Group</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Apr 2011</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>96.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear Stearns</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Mar 2009</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>98.399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear Stearns</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Oct 2010</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>97.649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear Stearns</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Jun 2010</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>98.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entergy Mississippi</td>
<td>A-</td>
<td>May 2011</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>98.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entergy Arkansas</td>
<td>A-</td>
<td>Jun 2010</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>99.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int'l Lease Finance</td>
<td>AA-</td>
<td>Apr 2009</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>99.893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP Operating</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Jun 2009</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>99.519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPMorgan Chase</td>
<td>AA-</td>
<td>Mar 2009</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>99.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Stanley</td>
<td>AA-</td>
<td>Jan 2010</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>99.798</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 12-11
**MONTHLY INCOME REQUIREMENT WORKSHEET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6,000 AAC</td>
<td>$102,000</td>
<td>$760</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000 BBL</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>740</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000 XXQ</td>
<td>98,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>$800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 XZ</td>
<td>104,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$540</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,000 MCDL</td>
<td>106,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000 ME</td>
<td>98,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>740</td>
<td>740</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000 LN</td>
<td>102,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,000 STU</td>
<td>94,000</td>
<td>520</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,000 LLZ</td>
<td>98,000</td>
<td>580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,000 MZN</td>
<td>86,000</td>
<td>340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$2,840</td>
<td>$2,120</td>
<td>$1,060</td>
<td>$2,840</td>
<td>$2,120</td>
<td>$1,060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When you are finished with your portfolio, the total income generated in each of these months must be at least $5,500. For this customer, you should assume it is unacceptable to have $5,000 in one month and $6,000 the next, even though these two payments add up to an average of $5,500 per month.

The author of this book knows a portfolio manager who once prepared a portfolio similar to the one above to supplement a client’s other income. In the client’s case, the budgeted monthly income was $1,000. The manager’s initial recommendation contained bonds that paid $2,000 in interest in April, but nothing in May. The client asked, “How am I supposed to live on nothing in May?” Attempts to explain the need to save part of April’s check met with deaf ears. The client said, “You really cannot expect someone to be able to save part of April’s check; no one has that much self-control.” The portfolio manager wound up having to redo the portfolio to meet the monthly income requirement that had been specified in the first place.34

Dealing with Accrued Interest and Commissions. As we have seen, when you buy bonds, you must pay both a commission and any accrued interest that is due on them. Brokerage firms often maintain an inventory of bonds for resale to their customers and do so on a “net” basis. This means that the price you pay for the bond already includes a markup representing compensation to the broker. The trade confirmation shows no specific commission amount. In this example, assume that all bond prices are net prices.

Calculating accrued interest can be burdensome. If you wish, you can calculate accrued interest to the day, yielding a precise dollar amount. This is a tedious job, though, and it is seldom necessary to go to this much trouble.

An easier approach is to use the mid-term heuristic. When you finish your portfolio, interest will be generated fairly uniformly over the calendar year. This effectively means that some bonds will have just paid their interest, and you will have to pay very little accrued interest. Others will be just about to pay their interest, so the accrued interest bill will be large. Still other bonds will be near the middle of the interest-rate cycle and will require payment of about one-half of an interest check. On average, you can assume that any given bond is midway through the payment cycle and that you have to pay half of one interest payment as accrued interest. In other words, if you buy a $10,000 par value bond with a 7 percent coupon, you assume that you must pay accrued interest of 7 percent \( \times \$10,000 \times \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{1}{2} = \$175.00 \). This is so because a 7 percent, $10,000 bond pays $700 per year, or $350 every six months. You should set aside half of this, or $175, to cover the “average” accrued interest bill.

Choosing the Bonds. The data in the worksheet in Table 12-11 show how much monthly income must be generated by the bonds to receive a total of at least $5,500 per month. Keep in mind the potential dangers of buying bonds that sell at a premium. Table 12-12 shows several useful Internet sources of bond data.

Table 12-13 presents one solution to the problem. It meets all the constraints, but still can be improved upon. There are several weaknesses apparent. For

---

34He could also have used some type of money market account as a temporary haven for excess funds, paying them out the following month. The only disadvantage of this is the added managerial time required to make the withdrawal and issue the check.
### TABLE 12-12  BOND DATA ON THE INTERNET

- Bureau of the Public Debt Online ([http://www.publicdebt.treas.gov](http://www.publicdebt.treas.gov)). This site enables the purchase of U.S. government securities directly via the Treasury Direct system.
- Investing in Bonds.com ([http://www.investinginbonds.com](http://www.investinginbonds.com)). This is an elementary educational site that provides a good overview of the fixed-income market.
- Tradebonds.com ([http://www.tradebonds.com](http://www.tradebonds.com)). Forbes magazine calls this site “E-Trade for bonds.” It provides an online brokerage for fixed-income securities and includes a search feature by bond characteristic.
- Numa Web ([http://www.numa.com](http://www.numa.com)). This site contains a handy convertible bond calculator.


### TABLE 12-13  INITIAL PROBLEM SOLUTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>January</th>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,000 AAC</td>
<td>$102,000</td>
<td>$760</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000 BBL</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>740</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000 XXQ</td>
<td>98,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>$800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 XZ</td>
<td>104,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$540</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,000 MCDL</td>
<td>106,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000 ME</td>
<td>98,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>740</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>740</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000 LN</td>
<td>102,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,000 STU</td>
<td>94,000</td>
<td>520</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,000 LLZ</td>
<td>98,000</td>
<td>580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>580</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,000 MZN</td>
<td>86,000</td>
<td>340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity Subtotal</td>
<td>$988,000</td>
<td>$2,840</td>
<td>$2,120</td>
<td>$1,060</td>
<td>$2,840</td>
<td>$2,120</td>
<td>$1,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bonds</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Stanley 4s2010</td>
<td>$132,731</td>
<td>$2,660</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambac Financial 9.38s2011</td>
<td>79,282</td>
<td>$3,893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPMorgan Chase</td>
<td>3.5s2009</td>
<td>282,485</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4,953</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear Stearns</td>
<td>4.5s2010</td>
<td>137,685</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3,173</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entergy Mississippi</td>
<td>4.65s2011</td>
<td>147,252</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3,488</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP Operating</td>
<td>4.75s2009</td>
<td>189,086</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$4,513</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonds Subtotal</td>
<td>$968,522</td>
<td>$2,660</td>
<td>$3,893</td>
<td>$4,953</td>
<td>$3,173</td>
<td>$3,488</td>
<td>$4,513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Income</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$5,500</td>
<td>$6,013</td>
<td>$6,013</td>
<td>$6,013</td>
<td>$6,013</td>
<td>$5,608</td>
<td>$5,573</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Portfolio cost:
- Equities: $988,000
- Bonds: $968,522
- Accrued interest: 17,360
- Trading fees: 500
- Total cost: $1,974,382
one thing, all of the client’s money has not been invested. There is still about $25,000 in cash. This should be used to augment the income stream, even if it means just a few more dollars. A more significant criticism might be that you have only included six bond issues and most of them are financial firms. While historically people haven’t thought of industry diversification across bonds in the same way as with stocks, that thinking has been reassessed in the aftermath of the subprime mortgage crisis that hit U.S. financial firms hard in 2007 and 2008. Many investment-grade debt issuers firms had their ratings lowered to junk status literally overnight.

Another criticism is that you have too much money in individual issues. The bond investment in JPMorgan Chase, for instance, represents over 14 percent of the total portfolio. Most money managers would not be comfortable with such a large percentage in any single security, even if it is an investment-grade bond. Similarly, ten stocks are not enough for thorough equity diversification. You probably should have twice this many.

**Overspending.** Fund managers should avoid overspending in the account. If a client gives you $1,100,000 to invest, it is not going to sit well if you announce a week later than you need another $5,000 because the portfolio cost slightly more than the client deposited with you.

It does not matter why you overspent. You can tell your client about the need to pay accrued interest on the bonds and try to weasel out of the situation by explaining that she will get this money back with the next interest check. Chances are your client will still be irritated by the fact that you want more money. The money she gives you establishes another constraint in the portfolio construction problem. The total of all costs associated with the portfolio should not exceed this amount.

**What about Convertible Bonds?** Can convertible bonds have a place in a portfolio like the one you just completed? The answer is definitely yes. This portfolio’s primary objective is growth of income. It needs to produce income, but the level of income it produces should increase each year.

Convertible bonds have a slightly lower coupon rate than otherwise comparable, nonconvertible issues. Investors are willing to take a reduced current yield in exchange for the possibility of capital gains resulting from appreciation in the value of the underlying security.³⁵

People buy convertible bonds in hopes of price appreciation. This is the same reason you buy many stock issues. As long as you meet the income constraints in the portfolio, convertible bonds can serve a useful role. In fact, some investors believe they should never buy stock without first checking to see whether there is an attractive convertible bond issue as an alternative.

³⁵Convertible bonds, for all practical purposes, come with a call option that gives their owner the right to buy shares of stock at a predetermined price (called the conversion price). This right becomes especially valuable if the value of the stock rises above the conversion price.
SUMMARY

Investors identify bonds by their issuer, their coupon, and their maturity year. They are classified according to the nature of the issuer and the security behind them. Some bonds provide a conversion feature whereby the bondholder can exchange them for another asset, usually shares of common stock in the same company.

The income stream associated with most bonds contains two components: an annuity stream and a principal repayment at maturity. The discount rate that equates the present value of the future cash flows with the current price of the bond is the bond’s yield to maturity, a concept identical to the internal rate of return.

The yield to maturity calculation assumes that the bondholder can reinvest coupon proceeds at the bond’s yield to maturity. If the reinvestment rate is different from this, the rate of return ultimately realized will be different.

When comparing bonds with investments that do not make semiannual payments, the effective annual yield (or realized compound yield) helps make a meaningful comparison.

Bond investors watch both the level of interest rates and their term structure. These two values together describe the yield curve.

Bond risk has two major classifications. Price risks refer to the chance of monetary loss due to (1) the likelihood of the firm’s defaulting on its loan payments and (2) the variability of interest rates. Convenience risks refer to additional demands on management time because of bond calls, because of the need to reinvest interest checks, or because of poor marketability of a particular issue.

Malkiel’s interest rate theorems provide information about how bond prices change as interest rates change. The concept of duration is essential in understanding fixed-income securities. Duration is a measure of interest-rate risk; it combines Malkiel’s theorems into a single statistic so that you can readily determine the relative risk of a set of bonds.

It is important to diversify the bond portion of a portfolio, but not for the same reasons you diversify an equity portfolio. Bonds are subject to market

---

**Enron Bonds and Company Risk**

In 1998 Enron bonds had a BBB+ investment-grade bond rating. Three years later Enron was an infamous household name representing the largest corporate bankruptcy in U.S. history. The fact that a respected rating agency such as Standard & Poor’s blesses a bond does not immunize an investor from loss. Company risk is a term used to capture the chance of loss due to unanticipated, company-specific events. In early 2002 it was common for people to ask their portfolio manager, “Did we have any Enron in the portfolio?” If the answer was yes, most of the time an informed investor did not find fault with the portfolio manager. This was simply bad luck, just like owning stock in the company that insured the World Trade Center. You cannot completely eliminate investment risk unless you quit the game, and that is not a good long-term strategy.
risk, but effects from default risk and interest-risk overwhelm the effect of market risk.

You can diversify default risk by choosing several different bond issuers. Choosing a number of bonds issued by the same company does not accomplish this purpose because if the company defaults on one of these bonds, all of its bonds will be adversely affected.

Interest-rate yield curves are normally upward sloping; the longer the term of a security, the higher is its yield, everything else being equal. Choosing longer maturities can increase expected return. Doing so also increases the amount of interest-rate risk carried.

There is nothing wrong with buying callable bonds, but as a manager, you should avoid making wholesale use of a single issue. If a particular callable bond issue appears in many of the portfolios under management, a bond call results in considerable managerial time replacing the security.

In the selection of specific bonds for inclusion in a portfolio, common constraints include minimum yield, minimum grade, average maturity, periodic income needs, maturity timing requirements, and a desire to invest in a “socially responsible” manner.

When constructing a portfolio, you may need to choose components so that income is received according to a monthly schedule. You should not spend more than the amount received to invest and must remember the need to pay accrued interest when buying bonds.

QUESTIONS

1. Is it possible to calculate the yield to maturity of a variable-rate security? Why or why not?

2. Security A is a 7 percent Treasury bond that has four years of life remaining from its original term of twenty-five years. Security B is a 7 percent Treasury note that has four years of life left from its original term of five years. Is there any reason the two securities should not sell for the same price?

3. Comment on the following statement: In valuing a bond, it makes no difference how old the security is. All that matters is how much time is left until maturity.

4. What is the difference between a Treasury bond and a Treasury note?

5. What is meant by convenience risk? Is this important to the bond investor?

6. Comment on the following statement: Having a bond called is always good news because you realize a capital gain from retiring the bond at par.

7. Explain the term parallel shift as it applies to the yield curve.

8. Why should a convertible bond never sell for less than its conversion value?

9. The Sunshine Mining Company bonds mentioned in the chapter were convertible into 50 ounces of silver. What was the conversion price of these bonds?

10. Of what importance is the accrued interest phenomenon to a bond investor?

11. Standard & Poor’s changes the rating of a particular bond from A to BBB. What effect would you expect this to have on the price of the bond?

12. What is the relationship between yield to maturity and realized compound yield?

13. Explain in 250 words or less why someone who buys a 14 percent coupon security at par has not locked in a 14 percent rate of return, even if the security makes all payments as promised.
14. The Standard & Poor’s Bond Guide has a column entitled “Stock Value of Bond” in the convertible bond section. What do you think this means?
15. Why do you think the conversion feature of a bond is a one-way street?
16. Why is there no arbitrage if a bond sells for more than its conversion value?
17. In constructing a portfolio whose primary objective is income, which are you most concerned with, a bond’s current yield or its yield to maturity?
18. Two bonds have identical durations. Would you expect them to have the same yield to maturity? Why or why not?
19. You look in the Wall Street Journal and see that a bond price has risen since last week. List four possible reasons for this.
20. Why is it okay to buy bonds selling at a premium? What caveats should be included with this statement?
21. Briefly explain the issue of buying callable bonds.
22. Do you think it is possible for an investor to lose money if a bond is called?
23. AA-rated bonds have higher expected returns than AAA-rated bonds. Similarly, A-rated bonds have higher returns than AA-rated bonds. How do you help a client decide how much default risk to take?
24. A bond is rated AA by Standard & Poor’s. Its duration is 5.56 years. To understand this bond’s riskiness, do you need to know the issuer?
25. What is the relationship between a bond’s duration and its beta?
26. Why might bonds selling at a premium be especially advantageous to a pension fund?
27. Why do convertible bonds have lower coupons than otherwise similar nonconvertible bonds?
28. Are bond betas positive or negative? Explain your answer logically.
29. If a bond portfolio pays out all the income it generates, is reinvestment rate risk a concern? Why or why not?
30. When selecting bonds for a portfolio, what factors should be considered before choosing specific maturities and quality ratings?
31. Comment on the following statement: “In evaluating the suitability of a bond for a portfolio, I don’t care about its maturity. Duration is all that matters.”
32. Comment on the following statement: “I virtually never include AAA-rated bonds in portfolios I manage. AA-rated bonds are virtually as safe, and they yield more.”
33. Callable bonds have a characteristic known as negative convexity. This is the characteristic of a bond whose price appreciation will be less than its price depreciation for a large change in yield. (This is opposite to the way noncallable bonds behave.) Thinking about a bond selling for near its call price, explain why it would have negative convexity.

PROBLEMS

Assume that all bonds are $1,000 par value.
1. A person buys a five-year, $1,000 certificate of deposit that carries a nominal rate of 9 percent, compounded semiannually. Six months after this purchase, a 4 1/2-year CD at the same bank offers a 9.5 percent annual rate, also compounded semiannually. How much difference is there in total interest paid by the two competing investments?
2. A seven-year bond with an 8 percent coupon rate has a yield to maturity of 9.15 percent. What is the current bond price?
3. Calculate the duration of the bond in Problem 2 using the following methods:
   a. The traditional method (Equation 12-11).
   b. The closed-form method (Equation 12-12); the Duration file on the text website can be used to check your answer.

4. A zero-coupon bond matures in eight years and sells for $500.
   a. Without doing any calculations, estimate its yield to maturity.
   b. Calculate the exact yield to maturity.

5. An 8-percent—coupon bond sells for $800 and matures in seven years. Calculate its yield to maturity, assuming the following:
   a. The bond pays a single annual interest payment.
   b. The bond pays interest semiannually.

6. A 7 1/4 percent bond is purchased forty-three days after the most recent interest payment. How much accrued interest must be paid by the bond purchaser?

7. A 7 1/2 percent coupon bond matures in twenty-one years and sells for $750. What percentage of the bond’s current value comes from the interest the bond pays over its remaining life?

8. Use the Duration file on the text website for this problem: A consol that sells for par carries a 6 percent interest rate. What is its duration? (Hint: The answer is not infinity.)

9. A certain mortgage-backed security has a yield to maturity of 13.5 percent but makes payments monthly. What is its effective annual yield?

10. The Chock Full o’Nuts (CHF) 7s2012 bonds have a conversion price of $9.54. What is their conversion ratio?

11. Suppose Chock Full o’Nuts common stock sells for $10 per share. What is the minimum value for which the bond in Problem 10 should sell?

12. If the CHF 7s2012 bond in Problem 10 sells for $1,100 when the common stock is at $10, what is the bond’s premium over conversion value?


14. Choose an interest-paying corporate bond from the financial pages. Calculate the proportion of its current value that comes from (a) interest and (b) principal repayment.

15. Smith invests $10,000; five years later she has $16,105.10. Jones invests $10,000 and withdraws $1,000 at the end of each of the next five years. Both claim to have earned 10 percent on the investment. How can this be if Smith earned $6,105.10 in interest whereas Jones received only $5,000?

16. Mr. Kenduskeag bought five of the CHF bonds described in Problem 10 on May 9, 2005. These pay interest on April 1 and October 1. He sold them on November 1, 2005. How much interest must he report to the Internal Revenue Service?

17. Two bonds both sell for par. One has a 10 percent yield to maturity and matures in four years. The other has an 11 percent yield to maturity and matures in two years.
   a. If you put half your money in each bond, what is your portfolio yield to maturity? (Hint: It is not 10.5 percent.)
   b. Under what circumstance would a portfolio split evenly between a 10 percent yield to maturity bond and an 11 percent yield to maturity bond have a portfolio yield to maturity of 10.5 percent?

18. Using recent prices for U.S. Treasury securities from the Wall Street Journal, calculate the forward interest rate, \( f_{1.5} \).
19. Get a recent copy of the S&P Bond Guide, and using the yields to maturity shown in the guide, prepare a yield curve out to twenty years for (a) AAA-rated bonds, (b) BBB-rated bonds, and (c) CCC-rated bonds.

20. This problem uses the Bondport file on the text website. Given $200,000 to invest in a 100 percent bond portfolio with income as the primary objective, set up an investment-grade portfolio that will generate as much income as possible but at least $1,000 per month.

21. You buy $5,000 par value of U.S. government 10 7/8s09 bonds at a price of 99 seventy-three days into the interest period. If you pay a commission to your broker of $40, how much does the trade cost you, including accrued interest?

22. You construct a $500,000 bond portfolio that yields 8.5 percent annually. Approximately one-twelfth of the annual income is received each month. Using the heuristic mentioned in the chapter, how much accrued interest will you have to pay to assemble this portfolio?

23. Prepare a worksheet like Table 12-9 showing ten stocks that pay dividends semiannually.

24. Using current market prices, invest $500,000 in a growth of income/capital appreciation portfolio in which the asset allocation is 70 percent stock and 30 percent bonds.
   a. Calculate the portfolio beta.
   b. Use the Duration file on the text website to calculate the duration of the bond portion.
   c. Estimate the annual income from the portfolio.

25. Repeat Problem 24 with the additional requirement that all stocks have a price/earnings ratio less than 20.
   a. Using Value Line data, what is your estimate of the total income the portfolio will produce five years from today?
   b. What average dividend growth rate is implied by your answer to Part a?

26. Repeat Problem 24 with the additional requirement that the portfolio generate at least $1,500 per month in income.

27. Construct a portfolio consisting of 100 percent convertible bonds with income as the primary objective and capital appreciation as the secondary objective. Prepare a table showing the size of each position, the bond rating, the market price, the conversion price, the current stock price, the current yield, and the yield to maturity.

28. Given $1 million to invest, construct a portfolio of at least five zero-coupon bonds that mature in the year 2010.
   a. Estimate duration for this portfolio.
   b. What will be the approximate value of the portfolio at the end of the year 2010?
   c. What compound annual growth rate does your answer to part b imply?

29. Assume commissions are $8 per $1,000 par value. Suppose you are given $525,000 to invest in a junk bond portfolio. Using fifteen different bonds and the mid-term accrued interest heuristic, build the portfolio and show:
   a. Its income schedule.
   b. Its average duration.
   c. Its total cost.

30. Go to the website http://www.tradebonds.com. Using the search feature, identify three bonds with a maturity of between 10 and 12 years that are...
rated BB or B. Rank them according to their appeal as investments and explain your reasoning.

31. A client’s federal tax rate is 28 percent; his state tax rate is 8 percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Treasury Bond</th>
<th>Corporate Bond</th>
<th>Municipal Bond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Yield 5.5%)</td>
<td>Taxable</td>
<td>Taxable</td>
<td>Tax exempt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal tax</td>
<td>Taxable</td>
<td>Taxable</td>
<td>Tax exempt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State tax</td>
<td>Tax exempt</td>
<td>Taxable</td>
<td>Tax exempt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which of the three bonds would produce the most after-tax income for the customer?

32. Using the website http://www.tradebonds.com or some other data source, determine the yield spread between

a. Twenty-year Treasury bonds and ten-year Treasury bonds.

b. Twenty-year Treasury bonds and one-year T-bills.

c. Five-year Treasury bonds and five-year AAA municipal securities.

d. Five-year AAA corporate bonds and five-year BBB corporate bonds.

33. Use the dynamic yield curve tool at http://www.stockcharts.com to identify a period when the yield curve was

a. unusually steep.

b. relatively flat.

c. inverted (with some short-term rates higher than longer-term ones).

INTERNET EXERCISE

Using the bond screener option of the S&P NetAdvantage online service, determine how many AAA-rated bonds exist that are from a company not involved in any aspect of financial services, investments, or banking.
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Introduction

Modern investment decisions involve much more than traditional stocks and bonds issues. Falling in love with the status quo can be fatal to a portfolio manager. As an example, evidence indicates a significant factor in the problems of the U.S. savings and loan industry during the 1990s was the failure of many of these institutions to keep up with developments in modern finance. Some investors made millions of dollars during the dot-com craze by thinking outside the box while others lost most of their investments by ignoring traditional principles of valuation. Ignorance of concepts such as duration and how futures and options can help manage risk contributed to the demise of these institutions. Today’s executives must keep pace with changes in the industry if they want to survive, or if they hope to take their firm past the “mom-and-pop” stage.

This chapter looks at real estate and gold, with special attention to the potential of timberland. Not every portfolio can or should invest in these. The evidence is clear, though, that assets like these are assuming an increased role in some of the country’s largest pension funds and in private investor portfolios. As stated in an article in Forbes, “Rather than prohibiting trustees from putting
money into so-called ‘speculative’ investments, . . . the American Law Institute’s new guidelines allow trustees greater freedom to diversify investments across the entire spectrum of possibilities.”¹

Fifteen years ago the finance literature had virtually nothing on the topic of timberland. Since then, articles have appeared in academic publications such as the Financial Analysts Journal and in trade journals such as Pensions and Investments. Papers on timberland have been presented at the annual meetings of many academic associations.

Before considering specific information about these investment alternatives, it is useful to note the distinction between financial assets and real assets. Most portfolio investments are financial assets. These are familiar securities such as shares of common stock, corporate bonds, and bank certificates of deposit.

If someone buys one hundred shares of General Motors (GM) stock, this is an asset on his personal balance sheet. These same shares, however, show up on the right-hand side of the GM corporate balance sheet in the Shareholders’ Equity section. They are not assets from GM’s perspective. Similarly, if you deposit $1,000 in your bank and buy a certificate of deposit, the CD is an asset to you; it is a liability for the bank. The key characteristic of a financial asset is that for each such asset, somewhere a corresponding liability exists. Financial assets are on two balance sheets, as an asset for someone and as a liability for someone else.

Real assets, in contrast, do not have a corresponding liability, although one may be created to finance the purchase of the asset. If an investor owns 100 acres of land or 100 troy ounces of gold, these are assets to the investor but not liabilities to anyone else. If the investor borrows money to finance the purchase, however, the debt contract is a financial asset to the lender.

Real estate purchases are normally leveraged, and the investor might need a mortgage in order to buy the land. The mortgage is an asset to the bank and a liability to the borrower. The investor issued the mortgage for her own convenience; it is not an essential part of the ownership of real assets.

Real Estate in General

Investment Characteristics
Tradition and folklore widely acclaim real estate as a good investment.² Until the recession of 1991, property values in many parts of the country rose with such regularity that it seemed real estate investment had approached the mythical sure bet.³

After the recession ended, we saw another extended period of double-digit growth in housing prices. This led to a proliferation of mortgage companies and creative forms of financing, and eventually to the subprime mortgage crisis of 2007 that caused billions of dollars in wealth to disappear in a matter of weeks. Real estate is an important, value-adding asset class, but it is not a goose that continually lays golden eggs.

¹“From Grave to Cradle,” Forbes, October 1, 1990, 86.
²While real estate is the term in popular jargon, real property is preferable. Real estate is the tangible asset, whereas real property is a legal interest in real estate. We own real property. The value of our real property is a function of our interest in the property, which may be less than fee simple. This becomes important with syndications, common and undivided ownership, timber rights, easements, and so on.
³Try telling this to someone in the Southwest or the Northeast in early 1992, however, or to the savings and loans and commercial banks that invested heavily in commercial property at the start of the economic slowdown.
Most real estate textbooks cite three fundamental characteristics of land early in the discussion. Land is (1) immobile, (2) indestructible, and (3) non-fungible. Land obviously cannot be moved. It has historically been considered indestructible, although our casual attitude toward trash and toxic waste has made some areas unusable for most purposes. Land is also nonfungible, meaning that every plot is unique. The house lot next door is not equivalent to yours, nor is your garden identical to mine, even though they are exactly the same size and grow the same vegetables. Figure 13-1 shows the distribution of land by usage category throughout the United States.

Investors typically think of land as a long-term investment, although it does not have to be. Small firms often buy timberland, hoping to liquidate the timber and sell the land over a fairly short time horizon. This is especially true when the highest and best use of the land is not as timberland but for development or the extraction of minerals. Institutional timberland owners are seldom liquidators. The majority of them look for a mix of annual cash flows and long-term price appreciation. Table 13-1 shows five general categories of real estate: residential, commercial, industrial, farm, and special purpose.

**Developed and Undeveloped Property**

Real estate is either developed property or undeveloped property. Developed property is land with improvements on it; undeveloped (raw) property has no improvements. Investors generally purchase developed property for its income-producing characteristics and for the tax advantage stemming from depreciation of buildings on the land. Shopping malls, apartment complexes,

---

*Note that while these characteristics apply to land, they do not apply to real estate in general, which includes bridges, buildings, fences, and so on.*
and office buildings are good examples. Most real estate limited partnerships invest primarily in developed property.

The motives for the purchase of undeveloped property are more varied. They include outright speculation; timber, crop, or livestock production; and the actual production of subdivided lots for resale or development. A person who buys coastal property in the expectation of rising property values is speculating via the acquisition of undeveloped property and probably believes that someday it will be developed.

**Pension Fund Investment in Real Estate**

The U.S. pension fund industry has over $170 billion invested in one form or another of real estate. Of this, about 9 percent is international and 4 percent is timberland. Figure 13-2 shows the approximate distribution of pension fund real estate investments by type of asset.

### TABLE 13-1 CATEGORIES OF REAL ESTATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Commercial</th>
<th>Industrial</th>
<th>Farm</th>
<th>Special Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner occupied</td>
<td>Office buildings</td>
<td>Light manufacturing</td>
<td>Timberland</td>
<td>Cemeteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental</td>
<td>Store properties</td>
<td>Heavy manufacturing</td>
<td>Pastureland</td>
<td>Churches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lofts</td>
<td>manufacturing</td>
<td>Ranches</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theaters</td>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>Orchards</td>
<td>properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garages</td>
<td></td>
<td>Farmland</td>
<td>Golf courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hotels and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>motels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Public buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and streets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A popular and convenient method of real estate investment is via a real estate investment trust (REIT), which is essentially a closed-end investment company that purchases real property and divides the ownership interest into shares. Many REITs trade on the New York Stock Exchange. There is more on this topic later in the chapter.

In many respects timberland is the epitome of undeveloped property. What could be more undeveloped than the woods? Timberland as a pure investment, however, can definitely be income producing, as we will see.

Timberland in Particular

Timberland is an often overlooked but very viable form of real estate for most large portfolios. It is also an interesting asset because there is so much of it. The United States encompasses about 2.27 billion acres, of which about 20.9 percent are timberland. This asset has real potential to account for a major share of the expected increased investment in real estate.

There is a technical distinction between forestland and timberland. The federal definition of forestland is “land of at least one acre which is at least 10 percent stocked by forest trees.” Timberland is “land covered by forest capable of producing twenty cubic feet per acre of industrial wood annually.” Timberland is more important that forestland as an investment asset because the investor is mostly interested in the income stream that comes from the periodic harvest of some of the trees.

Institutional Interest in Timberland

Institutional interest in timberland ownership is clearly on the rise. Investment houses and other corporations have designed innovative forms of ownership to make timberland ownership more convenient. John Hancock, The Campbell Group, UBS, Forest Investment Associates, and TimberVest are among the major players offering public limited partnerships and closed-end investment companies in timberland. A few major insurance companies offer separate timber accounts to pension funds, and securitized units of the timberlands of forest products companies are available. (An asset is securitized when it can be traded via a marketable certificate showing ownership of the asset.)

A Pension Fund News report on timberland describes the “new respectability” of timberland investments. The article reports that several timberland investment managers routinely receive requests for information about this investment, whereas in years past timberland was an alternative about which they had to educate and convince potential investors.

Late in 2001 Harvard Management (which manages the Harvard University endowment fund) voted to put 6 percent of its $18.3 billion portfolio, or about $1.1 billion, into timberland. According to Jack Meyer, president of Harvard Management Company, “Harvard is interested in timber because it has provided an attractive rate of return over the years, and it gives the portfolio added diversification.” Contemporaneously, the Massachusetts Pension Reserves Investment Management Board voted to put 2 percent of its $29 billion portfolio in timber.

---

In January 2008 the $174 billion California State Teachers’ Retirement System voted to increase its real estate target from 9 percent to 10 percent. That same month the $254 billion California Public Employees Retirement System (CalPERS) had $20 billion (about 8 percent) of its assets in real estate, of which $3.7 billion was located outside the United States.8

Several ways in which individuals can invest in timberland are Deltic Timber Corporation (DEL, NYSE), the Claymore/Clear Global Timber Index Exchange Traded Fund (CUT, NYSE), and Plum Creek (PCL, NYSE). Plum Creek is a real estate investment trust invested predominantly in timberland operations. It is as close to a pure-play timberland investment as an individual investor with limited capital will find.

People in the know often refer to timberland funds by the acronym TIMO (timberland investment management organization). A TIMO is similar to a closed-end investment company, although TIMOs are very illiquid because of the long investment horizon associated with timber. They usually involve a minimum investment of around $5 million per investor. In 2006, TIMOs managed timberland worth about $15 billion.

A Timberland Investment Primer

This section is a primer on the varying aspects of timberland as an asset, on its risks and potential returns, and on its special appeal as a risk-reducing portfolio component.

Timberland as an Asset. The different motivations for timberland investment generally fall into one of three groups: timberland as collateral, timberland as a strategic investment, or timberland as a pure investment.

Timberland as Collateral. The use of timberland as collateral has a long heritage. Life insurance companies and the Federal Land Bank both routinely secure loans, either partially or fully, with timberland, and they have done so for many years. In fact, the first leveraged buyout probably occurred with timberland, the forest itself being used as collateral for the loan used to acquire the land.

Timberland as a Strategic Investment. Timberland serves as a strategic investment when owning it helps ensure the long-term viability of a company or reduces the volatility of its cash flows. This motivation is especially evident in regions where the forest industry is strong and depends heavily on having an assured source of raw material supplies. In Maine, for instance, the forest industry employs 7 percent of the total workforce and constitutes 12 percent of the gross state product. The state is 84 percent forested, the highest percentage in the nation. Approximately 8.5 million acres of commercial timberland (50 percent of the state total) is owned by forest product companies such as Bowater, Scott Paper, and Champion International. This ownership helps ensure a constant supply of timber for the company’s mills.

Timberland contributes peripherally to another important Maine industry: tourism. Forest product companies own most of Maine’s deep woods. These firms maintain logging roads and means of access to some of the country’s most pristine salmon streams and wilderness camping areas. If this forestland

were in the hands of private individuals or nonforest product firms, land ownership likely would be fragmented into many smaller parcels. Substantial amounts of these parcels would be unavailable for harvest, and much more subdivision and development would occur. More waterfront camps would be built, Ford pickups would be displaced by BMWs, and the special appeal of the area would diminish.

Timberland as a Pure Investment. The fund manager is most concerned with timberland as a pure investment. This means the property is held for its own investment merits rather than as part of a strategic plan or to assist in project financing. This is the focus of the following discussion.

Timberland Investors. Table 13-2 shows how the relative ownership of timberland has changed since 1952. The largest current holders of timberland for pure investment purposes are the California Public Employees Retirement System, John Hancock Financial Services, and the New Hampshire State Employees Retirement System.

Timberland Returns. There is a distinction between timber and land. Timber grows on the land and is sold and renewed. While still growing, timber is referred to as stumpage. The owner can also sell the land, but that is a final step.

Three components make up the value of a particular stand of timber: (1) the volume of wood on the acreage, (2) the size and quality of the trees, and (3) the market price of the species of forest products. Small-diameter or defective trees are suitable only for fuel, pulpwood, and making fiberboard. Medium-sized trees that can be used for sawtimber can be four or more times as valuable as a comparable volume of pulpwood. The largest and best-quality trees can be used for veneer, and these sell for a substantial premium over younger trees. The market price of the forest products is not particularly volatile, but it obviously affects the value of standing timber.

A timberland investor’s return is a function of four principal factors. First, as with any investment, the acquisition cost and selling price are the most important. Second, site productivity, or the ability of a site to grow timber, is determined by weather, soil conditions, microsite factors, and other natural phenomena. Microsite factors refer to conditions that make a section of land different from the surrounding terrain. Common examples include coves, where

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner Class</th>
<th>1952</th>
<th>1970</th>
<th>2002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federal</td>
<td>103,124</td>
<td>107,108</td>
<td>147,278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State, County, and Municipal</td>
<td>27,216</td>
<td>29,010</td>
<td>37,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Industry, Farmer Owned, and Other Private</td>
<td>358,269</td>
<td>363,576</td>
<td>356,261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Timberland</td>
<td>488,609</td>
<td>499,679</td>
<td>541,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Forestland</td>
<td>664,194</td>
<td>753,549</td>
<td>748,923</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the soil tends to be deeper, moist, and well drained; frost pockets, which are deleterious to plant growth; and depressions, which provide protection from prevailing winds. The timber on some mature forestland in remote parts of the country has little harvest value because of the extraordinary costs (such as those involved in making a road) the owner would incur to get it to market.

Substantial price differences occur by geographic region, too. In the United States there are three timberland regions: the Pacific Northwest, the Northeast, and the South. Property in the Pacific Northwest is worth much more than property in the other two regions because the temperate rain forest is a much better climate for tree growth, and so the trees grow faster. All else being equal, this fundamental difference results in an acre of timberland in Oregon selling for perhaps eight times as much as an otherwise similar acre in Maine.

Third, management competence is an important factor in return on investment because optimum silvicultural practices and management strategies can greatly affect returns. Finally, market price ultimately determines the return, but unlike most agricultural products, timber involves substantial investor discretion in regard to time of harvest. If the market price is low, the trees can usually be left to get larger (and more valuable) until the market price rises. Most high-quality timber investments increase in volume by at least 3 percent annually.

It is important to consider the importance of the biological growth rate of timber as it affects the investor’s total return. For instance, if timber prices fall by 5 percent one year but the volume of timber in a particular stand increases by 5 percent, the aggregate value of the investment has not materially changed. The fact that timberland produces more of itself (it is its own factory) is a very attractive characteristic of the investment. Like any factory, though, timberlands have costs such as taxes and management expenses.

The price of timber is also a function of the relative size of the trees on the land. Small trees may be useful only for firewood or paper pulp. Slightly larger trees can be used for chair legs, spindles, and other small carpentry or furniture applications. As the trees get larger, they move into the sawtimber class and are cut into planks and dimension lumber. The largest trees are in the veneer class and are used in the finest furniture.

A trained forest appraiser knows to look for trees undergoing a product class shift, which occurs when trees are at the upper end of one class and are about to move into the next, more valuable class. The difference in price for a given volume of veneer-class timber versus sawtimber can be as much as 4 to 1. Investors who purchased timberland at sawtimber prices and resold at veneer prices a few years later have made significant profits (Figure 13-3).

One of the largest portfolio investors in timberland is the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company. This firm has invested in timberland for over fifty years. This type of investment may provide certain tax advantages. In general, expenses incurred in the management of timberland can be used to offset nontimber income. Also, the income from the investment is deferred until a time chosen by the investor, when the forest is cut.

Forestland also can be an inflation hedge. Over the long run, the returns to forestland have exceeded the inflation rate. One study indicates that the real rate of return on an “all forest products” index over the period 1870 to 1973 was 1.39 percent.

Timberland is often measured in hectares. A hectare is 10,000 square meters, or 2.47 acres.

---

9 This assumes the product composition has not changed. Larger trees are usually worth more per unit volume.
Timberland Risks. Timberland risks fall into two groups. Biological risks include fire, insects, disease, productivity, and wind. Economic risks cover quality, liquidity, demand, price, management practices, and changes in the regulatory environment.

Biological Risks. One obvious risk to timberland is loss due to a natural event. Losses from fire, drought, windstorms, disease, or insect damage are generally uninsurable. This possibility is troubling to the potential investor, but fortunately it is not generally a problem on well-managed land.

The Weyerhaeuser Company, for instance, operates 700,000 acres in Mississippi and Alabama. Its average annual losses from biological risks have been less than 2 percent.10 A study commissioned by the Weyerhaeuser Corporation found that timberland losses due to fire, insects, and disease

---

total less than 0.2 percent per year. Compare this with commercial real estate, where vacancy rates average between 5 and 10 percent. According to an article in Smartmoney, even after the eruption of Mount St. Helens, landowners were still able to sell 80 percent of the damaged timber. In short, biological risk is minimal. Figure 13-4 shows historical data on U.S. forest fires.

Productivity risk refers to the possibility that a stand of timber will not produce the anticipated volume of wood. This may be because of biological factors such as species competition, drought, or disease. The proliferation of hardwood species in a spruce or pine plantation, for instance, would be a significant deterrent to productivity. Their presence inhibits the growth of the softwoods, and reducing the hardwood competition can be costly.

Economic Risks. Liquidity risks relate to management, liquidity, and regulatory risk. One economic risk for timberland is substantial management risk. This means that poor management practices can seriously erode the value of timberland. In parts of the Northeast, for example, the soil is shallow and rocky. If trees depend on mutual canopy support to stay erect and someone then partially cuts (thins) the forest in an inappropriate fashion, the overhead support is lost, and the first heavy windstorm may cause most of the remaining timber to blow down and be lost.

Liquidity risk is a very real concern, largely because of the relatively limited market for timber and timberland. This is exacerbated in premerchantable stands that must grow for years before the trees can be converted to forest products. Also, the nonfungible character of the asset makes investment analysis difficult: Investors cannot simply look in the Wall Street Journal to learn

**FIGURE 13-4** Wildland Fires in the United States

![Wildland Fires in the United States](image)

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States 2008

---

11This fact is part of the motivation for clear-cutting, which is a complicated social and environmental issue. Clear-cutting is sometimes the best way to manage portions of a forest.
what a stand of trees is worth. A comparable sale analysis, which appraisers perform for residential real estate, is not always available. This means that substantial uncertainty exists regarding the true market value of premerchantable timberland.

**Regulatory risk** stems from statutes and ordinances that limit forest management and land use options. This risk has grown in importance recently to become a major concern among investors. Examples include the issues of the spotted owl, bans on clear-cutting, and wetland zoning.

**Problem of Lack of Information.** Until recently there was relatively little publicly available quantitative information about timberland performance. There is a potential apples and oranges problem, too. Timberland is not a fungible asset, and its characteristics vary in different parts of the country.

Wachovia Timberland Investment Management began publishing an index called the *Timberland Performance Index (TPI)* in 1994. This index consists of weighted quarterly returns from property that Wachovia and its competitors manage. Wachovia reports the index back to 1991, and since 1996 the Warnell School of Forest Resources at the University of Georgia has maintained the Timber Mart South (Southern United States) index. Information is available at [http://www.tmart-south.com/tmart](http://www.tmart-south.com/tmart). *Log Lines*, a price-reporting service for the Pacific Northwest, compiles log price data from private timber sales and publishes this in regular reports. The National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries (NCREIF) also publishes a timberland index based on property values rather than investment fund values.

Timberland indexes also have a functional problem. It is inappropriate to prepare an index based on a past series of market prices for timber. This is so because such an index would ignore the return associated with the growth in timber volume as well as the low volatility associated with the land component. Focusing on timber prices alone biases the return downward and biases volatility upward. Thus, First Wachovia has two indexes, one for timber and the other for timber plus land. Each index accounts for both timber prices and volume growth.

Preparing an index based on changes in timberland’s per-acre value over time alone also is not possible. This is so because of the substantial differences in the trees, the land, and the market for different acreages. Per-acre values are influenced by at least the following: local timber market prices, timber species, site productivity, timber volume by product category such as pulpwood and sawtimber, a site’s past management history, bare land value in local markets, and tract size of the investment. Dr. Clark Binkley, a well-known timberland researcher, states, “The actual returns from any timberland property depend on an enormous array of ecological conditions, local economic factors, and the forestry skills of the property manager. As a consequence, no small sample of properties can accurately measure the returns that would be expected over such vast regions as the U.S. South or the U.S. Pacific Northwest. However, the data in the NCREIF Timberland Index do reliably represent the returns that have been possible from generally well-managed, industrial-grade timberlands in each region.”

---

Timberland as a Portfolio Component. Despite the problems stemming from the lack of a standard index, interest in the risk-reduction potential that timberland offers is growing. We have seen that portfolios should contain assets whose returns are poorly correlated. Low correlation reduces the volatility of a portfolio without necessarily affecting the expected level of return. Virtually all studies of timberland price behavior find very low or negative correlation between timberland and other investment alternatives. Table 13-3 contains data from the period 1960 to 2002. Figure 13-5 is a traditional risk/return plot.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timberland</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial real estate</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500 index</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-cap equities</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International equities</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasury bills</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term corporate bonds</td>
<td>−0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Timberland Correlations

Many studies of the relationship between timberland returns and those of the stock market conclude that they are negatively correlated. Close study, however, suggests that this result is time dependent and that you can make a better case for the notion that they are neither positively nor negatively correlated; instead, they are uncorrelated. Dr. Jack Lutz of the Forest Research Group* points out that for every ten-year period between 1960 and 1989 the correlation was negative. Between 1980 and 1990 the correlation was near zero. Since 1992, however, ten-year investment periods have yielded positive correlation. He concludes, “If you need an asset that is always negatively correlated with stocks, timberland is not it. If you need an asset that is not correlated with stocks, timberland may be it.”


Robert Conroy and Mike Miles constructed efficient frontiers using various asset classes.14 They reported that portfolios constrained with an investment of 25 percent in both large-capitalization stocks and long-term bonds, with less than 10 percent in small-capitalization stocks and with a monthly expected return of 1.00 percent, were most efficient with 6.44 percent of the assets in timberland. Figure 13-6 shows the relative performance of timberland and the S&P 500 stock index since 1987.

Chapter 13  The Role of Real Assets

The Role of Real Assets

Future Prospects. The outlook for timber investors is very promising. Asset allocation strategies are in vogue among portfolio managers, and it seems likely that an increasing number of portfolio managers will discover timberlands. Conroy and Miles state, “Commercial forestland in the United States is unique enough in terms of risk/return profile and large enough in terms of aggregate value to warrant consideration for inclusion as a distinct asset class in the pension asset allocation process.” Large pension funds will probably continue to be the principal private investors outside the forest products industry.

Index Problems. Reliable information about timberland returns is a relatively new phenomenon. The fact that timberland is not an exchange-traded product, coupled with regional variations and a general lack of liquidity, makes continuous pricing (in the securities markets sense) impossible. Appraisals are useful, but traditional investors are more comfortable with market-determined prices rather than the opinion of an expert. This has historically been the single biggest deterrent to the expanded use of timberland as a portfolio component.

The lack of a consistent timberland index is perhaps the single biggest barrier to increased timberland investment by pension funds.

The Performance Presentation Standards of the Association for Investment Management and Research require that investment managers perform a real estate valuation at least quarterly.

Appraisals and Valuations

TimberVest, a well-known timberland investment management organization, publishes the newsletter Tree Talk. In a recent issue, the firm comments on the frequent blurring of the terms appraisal and valuation. The firm describes an appraisal as “an independent, third-party opinion of the property’s present market value.” An appraisal involves an extensive survey of the property to determine wood volume by type and size of tree. Data collected during the process serve as inputs to techniques such as a discounted cash flow analysis or a comparable sales methodology. The appraiser couples site-specific information with current market prices for timber to arrive at an estimate of value.

Periodic valuations occur between appraisals (which might be done every five years). A valuation begins with the previous appraisal and makes adjustments based on projected tree growth, product class shifts, and the market price for timber. These adjustments lead to a new estimate of market value. A valuation is less involved than an appraisal.


The Performance Presentation Standards of the Association for Investment Management and Research require that investment managers perform a real estate valuation at least quarterly.

15Asset allocation is the proportion of funds distributed across a set of asset classes.
16Conroy and Miles, 1989, 46.
Social Risk. The issue of social risk also is applicable. The timber industry considers forestland to be a renewable resource, yet many environmentalists do not. Although landowners can plant trees (and many timber harvesters routinely do so), it can take considerable time for a true forest to reappear.

Readers need to consider carefully any statistics about how long reforestation takes because the numbers vary widely. An Australian eucalyptus forest, for instance, will completely rejuvenate only six years after cutting. Southern pine from Alabama or Georgia takes 25 to 35 years to develop to economic maturity. Commercial forests in the Northeast may take 60 to 80 years, whereas forests in the West need 50 to 100 years. Redwood, Douglas fir, and Western red cedar can take 400 years to reach “old growth” proportions. The consequences of clearing redwood obviously differ from those associated with cutting eucalyptus. Regardless of species, a virgin forest can never be replaced. Disagreement over fundamental issues such as those associated with cutting old trees has the potential to result in adverse public perception of the earth citizenship of a portfolio’s sponsor.

Real Estate Investment Trusts

A real estate investment trust, or REIT, is a convenient means of investing in a portfolio of real estate properties. It is essentially a closed-end investment company holding real estate. A REIT owns and usually operates a variety of forms of income-producing real estate such as shopping centers, office buildings, hotels, and apartment complexes. The phrase “and operates” is important; a REIT does not speculate in property by buying it and looking to sell it for a quick profit. In early 2005 there were approximately 180 exchange-listed REITs registered with the SEC, mostly trading on the New York Stock Exchange, with assets in excess of $400 billion. Another 800 were not SEC registered and not listed on an exchange.

While this form of investment dates to the 1880s, the modern version was born in 1960 when Congress passed the Real Estate Investment Trust Act, authorizing this form of ownership in order to make this asset class more accessible to individual investors. As long as the REIT distributes at least 90 percent of its taxable income to its shareholders, the firm is able to deduct the dividends from its corporate taxable income. (Normally firms cannot deduct dividends.) Most REITs distribute all their income and pay no federal tax. The legislation lays down certain requirements for the REIT to enjoy this tax advantage. Among these are the requirements that the REIT must:

- be an entity taxable as a corporation;
- be managed by a board of directors;
- have shares that are transferable;
- have at least 100 shareholders;
- have no more than 50 percent of its shares held by five or fewer people; and
- invest at least 75 percent of its assets in real estate.

For technical reasons, there were barriers to pension fund investment in REITs until 1993. These restrictions are now gone. Today, most pension funds invest in real estate, and REITs are a common way of doing so.

For details on REIT investing, see the REIT Fact Book published by the National Association of Real Estate Investors.

An REIT is not a partnership; it is a corporation. An REIT investor receives an IRS Form 1099 at the end of the year rather than the form K-1 that the holder of a partnership interest receives.
Types of REITs
There are three types of REITs: equity, mortgage, and hybrid. An equity REIT owns and operates income-producing real estate. This is probably the most popular and common type. Most equity REITs specialize in a particular type of property such as apartment houses, office buildings, or even self-storage facilities. Income comes primarily from rent. A mortgage REIT buys mortgages or lends money directly to property purchasers. Income comes primarily from loan interest. A hybrid REIT owns and operates properties as well as engaging in the financing of property. Income is a combination of rent and interest.

Types of Real Estate Value
While this textbook does not go into great detail about security selection, there are some aspects of real estate valuation that you should understand when considering investment in this asset class. Investment real estate is sometimes described as

Real Estate Valuation Methods
Someone who seeks to determine the market value of a piece of property is likely to use three methods to help arrive at the estimate: the market comparables approach, the discounted cash flow approach, and the replacement cost approach.

The **market comparables approach** to valuation is also called the **sales comparison approach**. In this method, the analyst selects one or more financial ratios such as price/sales and price/earnings in conjunction with a group of generally comparable properties. If this “peer group,” for instance, has an average price/sales ratio of 3.0 and the property you are valuing has annual sales of $2 million, this suggests a value of $6 million for the firm.

The **discounted cash flow (DCF)** or income approach values the property by determining the present value of the anticipated future cash flows. The analyst estimates the future cash flows, determines an appropriate discount rate, and does the math. This method usually gets the most weight in a valuation analysis. Recalling the formula for a growing perpetuity, \( PV = \frac{C}{k - g} \), real estate people refer to the quantity \((k - g) \) as the capitalization rate, or just the **cap rate**. For example, with a 20 percent required rate of return and an anticipated 5 percent growth rate in the cash flows, the cap rate is 15 percent. The reciprocal of this is 6.67. If the property under scrutiny will generate a cash flow of $500,000 next year, the DCF model indicates that the property is worth 6.67 times this, or $3,335,000.

The **replacement cost approach**, also called the cost approach, determines what it would cost to replace the building. This method typically receives the least weight in a valuation because a property’s market value and its replacement cost are often quite different.

An appraiser will often use all three methods and weight them based on the special circumstances of the property of interest. He might, for instance, assign 50 percent weight to the DCF approach, 40 percent to the market comparables approach, and 10 percent to the replacement cost approach.
a bond with inflation-protected principal and a coupon that might be zero, might be fixed, or might be variable. There may be no income (zero coupon), there may be a constant monthly rent (fixed coupon), or the rent may be adjusted periodically according to the prevailing prime interest rate (variable coupon).

The “value” of a real estate property is a more nebulous concept than the value of a share of stock or a bond. There are different meanings to “value” depending on your purpose or your point of view. These are all important and are part of the language of real estate investing. **Market value** is defined by the Federal Home Loan Bank as “the most probable price which a property would bring in a competitive and open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus.” Other definitions speak of “fair market value” as an “arm’s-length transaction” in which neither party is under any compulsion to sell and in which both parties understand the relevant facts about the investment.

**Fee simple value** is a measure of what a property would be worth if there were no leases encumbering it. An existing lease affects the value of a property. An empty office building won’t sell for the same price as an identical building fully rented out under a ten-year lease. In contrast, a **leased fee value** is the value of the property given its existing leases. **Leasehold value** is basically the value of the lease, although this is not as simple as it might seem. You cannot just subtract the leased fee value from the fee simple value to arrive at the leasehold value. If the lease terms are attractive to the tenant, the lease terms are likely to be below market from the perspective of the property owner. The reverse is true if the lease payment is higher than the rate otherwise prevailing in the marketplace. Sometimes an investor buys property that is already leased to someone else and buys out the lease because they want to use the property themselves. Such a person might pay more for the lease than the cash flows would suggest is appropriate.

This leads to another definition of value, **investment value**. This is the value of a property to a particular investor, and may be more or less than market value. While not a perfect example, this concept prevails when a home-shopping couple offers a seller more than the asking price for a home because they really want it and don’t want to be outbid by someone else. The flip side is the property that is for sale for $1 million, but your calculations suggest it is not worth more than $800,000 to you. From your perspective, $800,000 is the investment value.

**Assessed value** is the basis on which the city levies property taxes. There is no consistent relationship between assessed value and market value, although cities periodically try to adjust assessments to bring them generally into line with market values. Political and regulatory issues often make this difficult.

---

**Gold**

In varying degrees, just about all of us are intrigued by gold. Throughout history, humans have been influenced by the heraldic metal. We have envied those who have had it, pitied those who did not, moved to where it could be mined, and fought or robbed one another to obtain more of it. Many of us wear some of it every day of our adult lives.

---

Motivation for Gold Investment

In a nutshell, perhaps the most important general investment characteristic of gold is this: People buy it primarily because of the security it provides against times of trouble. *Forbes* magazine points out that gold’s “main value is as an insurance policy against inflation.”

About one-third of the world’s gold is held as government reserves by central banks. Figure 13-7 shows the top governmental holders.

Nowhere is the security function of gold more evident than in Europe, where there is a particular fondness for gold ownership as a hedge against bad times. Many Europeans purchase small amounts of gold on a regular monthly basis through some sort of savings plan offered at a local bank. Throughout Europe, especially in Germany and Switzerland, children often receive small gold bars as presents for birthdays or other special occasions. Over the long run, gold has been a good store of value, whereas national currencies have been devastated by inflation or government bankruptcy. It is interesting to note that if you include all the gold within each country’s borders, the greatest percentage per capita is in India. In that country, wearing gold is said to bring prosperity and good luck, and to promote fertility.

Paul Henshaw said, “Gold is how you survive when everything else is down the drain.” Largely as a consequence of these lessons from history, French citizens, who have suffered through many wars, own much of the privately held gold in the world, mostly in the form of coins. The World Gold Council estimated that in 2007 the above-ground stock of gold was 158,000 metric tons, with 82 percent of that in private hands. About half of the total stock is

---

*Source: World Gold Council*

20*New West* 1:11, July 5, 1976.
21A metric ton is 1,000 kilograms, or about 2,200 pounds.
in jewelry. Figure 13-8 shows the estimated distribution of privately held gold worldwide.

Numerous factors can make gold an attractive investment. Like timberland, gold has often demonstrated returns that are unrelated to or even opposite to those of the stock market as a whole. This sometimes makes gold a powerful diversifying agent in a portfolio. Figure 13-9 shows the price movements of the Philadelphia Stock Exchange’s gold and silver index (ticker symbol XAU) and the S&P 500 stock market index (ticker symbol SPX) since 1986. The correlation in the annual returns is −0.07, a very attractive value for portfolio risk reduction.

**Determinants of the Price of Gold**

Gold is a popular trading commodity among speculators because of its price volatility. It is popular with hedgers because of its risk-reduction characteristics. When gold starts to move, it sometimes does so in a hurry. Consider the period from Friday, February 4 through Wednesday, February 9, 2000. On these four days the price of gold was up 3.02 percent, up 6.49 percent, down 5.26 percent, and up 4.17 percent. To put this in stock market perspective, if the Dow Jones Industrial Average began at 12,000, these percentage changes would mean a four-day stretch with the Dow up 362, up 802, down 692, and up 520. This kind of price movement would have had congressional staffers working overtime to figure out what it meant. On the day of the World Trade Center attacks, gold finished up 5.71 percent. The biggest one-day gain since 2000 was the 6.68 percent gain on May 21, 2001. The biggest drop was down 6.06 percent on May 19, 2006. Normally the price of gold is less volatile than that of the broad stock market, but there clearly are periods when this is not true. Several major factors influence the price of gold:

- **The strength of the U.S. dollar.** The European and Middle Eastern investment communities often view investments in gold and the U.S. dollar as mutually exclusive. They sell one when they buy the other. As concerns rise over such factors as the trade balance and protectionism, investors dump dollars and buy gold, providing upward pressure on gold prices. A good

![Global Private Investor Gold Stocks](image-url)
example was in early 2008, when the U.S. dollar was near its all-time low against the euro and the price of gold was at an all-time high.

- **The strength of foreign currencies.** As foreign currencies grow stronger relative to the U.S. dollar, the price of gold as measured in the home currency declines for the foreign investor. This traditionally prompts significant purchases of gold by the Japanese, the Germans, and the Swiss.

- **Inflation and rising oil prices.** No one likes inflation. Historically, gold has been a useful inflation hedge, and an increase in the price of oil raises fears of inflation.

- **International finance uncertainty.** Third-world loans, mounting debt, and the emergence of the United States as the world’s largest debtor nation worry many investors. These investors again turn to gold for stability during times of uncertainty.

Figure 13-10 shows annual sales of all denominations of American Eagle bullion coins by the United States Mint. Note the dramatic increase in sales in the latter part of the 1990s. The specter of a Y2K disaster, with computers across the world potentially being confused by the three zeros in the year 2000, led many pundits to predict a global financial meltdown at the turn of the century. This possibility attracted national attention and led to a “bomb shelter” mentality in some communities. In anticipation of this, many people returned to gold as a safe-haven hedge against times of trouble. When the new year passed without major problems, interest in gold dropped dramatically. Sales in the next twelve months were at an all-time low.

**The London Fix**

Basic principles of supply and demand determine the actual price of gold. However, a ninety-year-old ritual establishes the price that is quoted by the news services and the financial press. Twice each day, at 10:30 A.M. and 3 P.M.
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London time, representatives of the five member firms of the London Gold Market gather in an office of the London banking firm N.M. Rothschild & Son Ltd. to “fix” the price of gold. The members at these meetings are in constant telephone communication with their firms to search for a gold price that will clear the market, meaning that at that price supply and demand will be in balance. This price, called the London fix and stated in U.S. dollars by convention, reflects the relative balance of buy and sell orders that have been placed with the member firms.

The process begins with a suggested price from a designated representative of one of the member firms. Buyers react to this price, followed by sellers. If the orders do not match, a new price is suggested. Buyers and sellers move in or out as the proposed fix price varies. Usually the process is completed within fifteen minutes of the first suggested price. The record for the longest session was set one afternoon in 1980, when it took ninety-nine minutes to achieve balance. News of the fix is flashed around the world within minutes of its determination.

---

**Carats and Karats**

In the United States, carat (with a “C”) is a measure of weight used with gemstones. Properly called a metric carat, it is one-fifth of a gram, or about 0.007 ounces. This means 142 carats make an ounce. A point is one hundredth of a carat. Diamonds less than 0.18 carats are referred to as melee and are used exclusively for jewelry. Karat (with a “K”) is a measure of the fineness of gold. The origin of the terms “Karat” comes from the Arabic word qirat, meaning the ratio 1/24. Pure gold is 24 karat. Central banks hold gold bullion in the form of good delivery bars, which weigh 400 troy ounces (27.6 pounds) that are at least 99.6 percent pure. Because pure gold is soft and does not wear well, most jewelry in the United States is either 14 or 18 karat (58 percent or 75 percent pure) with the remainder comprising other metals. Inexpensive jewelry is sometimes only 9 karat (especially in the United Kingdom) but may still legally be called “gold.”

---

**Japanese Gold Coins**

In November 1986, Japan issued special commemorative coins to mark Emperor Hirohito’s sixty-year reign. At least 14 million of these coins were minted. Each coin contains 20 grams of gold; at the time of their issuance, the coins had a face value equivalent of U.S. $650. The coins are legal tender, although virtually all were purchased as mementos. An especially attractive feature to those who bought them is that they can be cashed in at their face value regardless of what happens to the price of gold in the future.
Although the London fix is an important price, it is not the only price. Gold is continuously bought and sold on organized exchanges throughout the world, with trading tracking the sun from London to markets in Singapore, Australia, Hong Kong, the United States, and elsewhere. Prices are constantly changing in response to economic and political news. Figure 13-11 shows the London fix price since 2000.

**Investing in Gold**

An individual or an institution can invest in gold in four principal ways: bullion, gold certificates, mining company shares, and coins.

**Bullion.** The rare individual may have the money and inclination to buy gold bars (bullion) and stack them in the basement. Investors can acquire smaller quantities as 1-ounce bars, nuggets, or gold dust. Table 13-4 shows some of
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit of Weight</th>
<th>Region Where Used</th>
<th>Equivalent Troy Ounces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 troy ounce</td>
<td>USA, United Kingdom, Australia</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 grams</td>
<td>Globally</td>
<td>3.2151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 tola</td>
<td>India, Pakistan, Middle East, Singapore</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 tael</td>
<td>Hong Kong, Taiwan, China</td>
<td>6.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 baht</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>4.901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 chi</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>0.603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 dons</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>1.206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: World Gold Council
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the weight measures used throughout the world for gold. These investments may be exotic, but they have obvious shortcomings. First, they have a significant risk of theft. Second, they produce no income until sold. Third, they lack marketability.

Despite these factors, at least eight pension funds invest in gold bullion to diversify their other investments. The manager of one fund cites the threat of renewed inflation as a primary motive for holding gold.

Gold Certificates. Investors also can purchase documents representing ownership of gold bullion that is kept by someone else on their behalf. A number of banks in the United States and Canada issue these gold certificates, which are obligations of the issuer to deliver gold upon demand. If you purchase these, you can actually take delivery any time you wish. Most likely the bullion is kept in a vault at a bank, investment house, or coin dealership. Certificates are registered in your name, which adds a bit of security to the investment. Certificates may also be readily sold back to the dealer from whom you bought them, although you will lose a few percentage points in the dealer’s bid-ask spread. You generally pay no sales tax when you buy gold this way; state laws vary on whether you have to pay this tax if you buy gold bullion and take it home.

The primary advantage of gold certificates over the bullion itself is convenience. You are freed from worry about storage, delivery, and insurance. These certificates do carry the risk that there is no gold backing them, but if you deal through a major bank or brokerage firm, this risk is minimal (or nonexistent with insurance from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or the Securities Investor Protection Corporation).

Shares in Mining Companies. Perhaps the most popular form of gold ownership in the United States is through the purchase of shares in gold-mining companies, either directly or through a mutual fund.

Several mutual funds specialize in gold or other precious metals. Indirectly owning gold in this form has major advantages over other forms of ownership: shares are instantly marketable and can generate some income through dividends.

It is also possible to invest in shares of South African mining companies. Investors can find prices for these companies in the “Foreign Markets” section of the Wall Street Journal. Table 13-5 shows the largest companies, mutual funds, and exchange-traded funds that invest primarily in gold.

Coins. Gold coins are popular with both collectors and gold speculators. It is important to distinguish between a coin’s bullion (intrinsic) value and its numismatic (collector’s) value. A coin’s intrinsic value is the higher of its bullion value or its fiat value (the value assigned to it by the issuing government). Collectors may be willing to pay more than the value of gold contained in a coin because the coin is rare or popular. Some people find it difficult to be both coin collectors and investors in gold. It is easy to fall in love with the coins bought for their bullion value.

Table 13-6 lists the most popular coins for investing in gold bullion. The South African Krugerrand, once again a most popular gold coin, was spurned by many investors during the apartheid days of the South African government. The convenience of bullion coins has increased the popularity of gold investments in the United States.
Portfolio managers should keep abreast of new developments in their field and not exclude potential investments simply because “no one else does it.” Many worthy portfolio components are ignored because of a lack of understanding of their merits.
Timberland is an increasingly popular investment with the nation’s largest pension funds. Its historic returns have been at least as high as those of common stocks, and timberland offers significant portfolio risk-reduction benefits because of its low correlation with other financial assets. Real estate in general, and timberland in particular, are expected to make up a much larger percentage of managed portfolios in the next five years.

Many investors consider gold to be a good hedge against times of uncertainty, as well as against inflation. Gold is an especially popular investment in Europe and is becoming more so in the United States. There are various ways to invest in gold, some of them very convenient.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the difference between a financial asset and a real asset?
2. How do the investment characteristics of developed and undeveloped land differ?
3. What is the difference between real property and real estate?
4. Name the five major categories of real estate.
5. Why is land nonfungible?
6. What are the three classic motivations for timberland investment?
7. Which components make up the value of a stand of timber?
8. Timberland returns are a function of what four principal factors?
9. What is the distinction between biological and economic risks with timberland?
10. Suppose you were asked to propose an index for timberland that would satisfy the needs of pension fund managers. What characteristics should the index possess?
11. One of the concerns facing the timberland investor is management risk. Is this risk unique to timberland?
12. What is meant by product class shift?
13. Why is it inappropriate to prepare a timberland investment index based on the market price of timber?
14. List the major factors influencing the price of gold.
15. What are the principal means by which someone can invest in gold?
16. What is the London fix?
17. Comment on the following statement: Gold is a dangerous investment because its pricing is controlled by a European cartel of banks.
18. As shown in the chapter, gold often shows countercyclical behavior with the broad stock market averages. Given this, do you think a pension fund manager can justify using gold futures as a portfolio component? (If you are unfamiliar with futures contracts, their principles are discussed in Chapter 21.)

INTERNET EXERCISE

Download historical gold prices since 2000 from the World Gold Council website (www.gold.org). Do the same for the S&P 500 stock index (www.finance.yahoo.com is a good site for this). Estimate the beta for gold over this time period using (1) daily returns and (2) monthly returns. Which beta has the most statistical significance?
FURTHER READING


“It is unusual that something as boring as infrastructure—pipelines, toll roads, electricity transmission lines, and airports—becomes the hot new thing but here it is.” —Mark Weisdorf, CFA, Managing Director, JPMorgan Asset Management

Alternative Assets

Key Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>alternative assets</th>
<th>exit strategy</th>
<th>nondirectional strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arbitrage/relative value strategy</td>
<td>greenfield project</td>
<td>opportunistic real estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brownfield project</td>
<td>hedge fund</td>
<td>private equity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cash event</td>
<td>infrastructure</td>
<td>public/private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>directional strategy</td>
<td>inverse fund</td>
<td>partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distressed financing</td>
<td>J curve</td>
<td>total return strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drawdown</td>
<td>long–short portfolio</td>
<td>venture capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mezzanine financing</td>
<td>130/30 strategy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introduction

The management team of most institutional investment portfolios has added or is considering adding an asset class called alternative assets to the portfolio mix. While some of the underlying investments are not new, their relative importance has grown such that they now warrant separate consideration in the portfolio construction process. Pensions and endowments have increased their allocation of assets to alternative investments from around 5 percent in 2000 to over 10 percent today.

These assets fall into five major groups: infrastructure, private equity, hedge funds, commodities, and specialized real estate. This chapter provides an overview of each of these, and then considers them in a portfolio context.

Infrastructure

The infrastructure asset class is arguably getting the most attention of the alternative asset subclasses. Infrastructure refers to toll roads, bridges, airports and airport trolley systems, railway and ferry systems, sporting arenas, shipping ports, and parking garages, among other things.¹ In 2006 the U.S. Bureau

¹Other types include electricity transmission, water distribution, satellite networks, cable networks, courthouses, hospitals, schools, correctional facilities, and subsidized housing. Some experts argue that parking garages are closer to a traditional real estate investment than to an alternative asset investment.
of Labor Statistics estimated the size of the public-sector infrastructure market at nearly $3 trillion.

Often these activities were once run by a state or municipal authority, and later sold to a private investor in order to 1) get out from under the managerial burden, or 2) raise cash for other purposes. Examples of the latter case are the Chicago Skyway, sold by the City of Chicago to MIG/Cintra for $1.8 billion in 2005; the Chicago Downtown Public Parking System, sold by the City of Chicago to Morgan Stanley for $563 million in 2006; and the Indiana Toll Road, sold to MIG/Cintra for $4 billion in 2006. One commentator states, “With state and local leaders scrambling for cash to solve short-term fiscal problems, the conditions are ripe for an unprecedented burst of buying and selling.”

Table 14-1 lists some projects that, in early 2008, were being considered for sale to private investors.

A less-common situation is where a private initiative raises funds for a service that normally would be provided by government, but for some reason has not been completed. In Northern Virginia, the Pocahontas Parkway is an example. Traffic in the Washington, D.C. area is extremely congested. This project is a privately financed high-speed toll road designed to make travel to Dulles Airport more efficient. The owner (Transurban) pays the cost of hiring one state trooper to patrol the road. User fees pay the cost of maintenance and

---

**What Color Is the Project?**

Infrastructure projects are either greenfield or brownfield. A *greenfield project* is simply a new project; it is being started from scratch. This might be a new airport, a new bridge, or a new baseball stadium. A *brownfield project* is a mature asset that is either being sold to raise cash or needs to be rescued by a new manager. Existing turnpikes are the most common example. Typically there is considerably more investment risk with a greenfield project.

---

**Table 14-1**  
POTENTIAL INFRASTRUCTURE SALES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset</th>
<th>Seller</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania Turnpike</td>
<td>Commonwealth of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tappan Zee Bridge</td>
<td>State of New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Lottery</td>
<td>State of Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Midway Airport</td>
<td>City of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey Turnpike</td>
<td>State of New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden State Parkway</td>
<td>State of New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City Expressway</td>
<td>State of New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knik Arm Bridge</td>
<td>State of Alaska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia Turnpike</td>
<td>State of West Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio Turnpike</td>
<td>State of Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Expressway</td>
<td>State of Florida</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

provide a return to the owner. Local citizens are grateful for the convenience and willingly pay the toll.

All of these transactions are examples of public/private partnerships, or “PPP transactions,” as they are called in infrastructure investing. The need for infrastructure investment extends across the globe. China in particular is seeking to improve its infrastructure. These efforts have a lot to do with the expanding economic activity in that country. India also anticipates spending over $150 billion in the next decade. Needed improvements to the trans-European transportation system are estimated at €600 billion: The consulting firm Deloitte estimates that Canada will require an infrastructure investment of $C66 billion over the next ten years.

**Investment Characteristics**

Table 14-2 lists general characteristics of a typical infrastructure investment.

An infrastructure investment generally involves an asset that is expected to be in use for a long time, with no expectation of a reduction in demand for the service the asset provides. It also is clear that there is a great need for this type of investment. Table 14-3 shows America’s 2005 infrastructure report card as scored by the American Society of Civil Engineers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 14-2</th>
<th>INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long life</td>
<td>Cash flows generally stable and often inflation linked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant barriers to entry by other competitors</td>
<td>Underlying asset provides an essential community service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few substitutes for the service; monopoly characteristics</td>
<td>Typically are highly levered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly illiquid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Text not available due to copyright restrictions
If an investor decides to add infrastructure to the investment portfolio there are three ways he or she can do this. One method is to make a direct investment by purchasing or leasing the asset. Few investors have the capital to do this on their own because these projects have hefty price tags, often in the billions of dollars. Another method is via a listed fund, typically the option selected by smaller investors. There also are unlisted funds offered by investment banks. This is the normal route for pension funds and other institutional investors.

Funds, both listed and unlisted, may specialize in a certain subset of the infrastructure universe, such as highways or bridges. They may also diversify across the various sectors. Normally the infrastructure investor is primarily motivated by the cash flow stream the investment generates rather than any potential for eventual sale of the asset at a higher price. The fact that the income stream is stable, almost guaranteed in some instances, and tends to have periodic price increases to keep up with inflation makes these investments low risk and attractive. In some instances the manager of the project may perceive that there are efficiencies that might be implemented to further improve the quality of the cash flow.

Because this is a relatively new asset class, there is not much data available that can be used for a traditional mean-variance portfolio analysis. There is one index, the Macquarie Global Infrastructure Index, that is a capitalization-weighted index of publicly traded infrastructure-related stocks. This index, however, measures stock behavior rather than the behavior of the assets themselves. At a conference of the CFA Institute in May 2007 one presenter provided evidence that over the period 1995–2006, infrastructure had a return correlation of 0.32 with Australian equities and zero with non-Australian equities. This is another reason why infrastructure is appealing as a portfolio component.

Hedge Funds

There is no completely satisfactory definition of a hedge fund. Some definitions include the words “sophisticated hedging and arbitrage techniques” in describing the fund’s activities. A hedge fund, however, might not be involved in anything even remotely related to hedging in the traditional risk-reduction sense. We can say these are “low-correlation” investment funds, usually with fewer than 100 investors and generally with a very substantial minimum investment (at least $100,000 but sometimes $1 million or more). They are often organized as partnerships. Traditionally these funds were not required to register with the SEC (although many did so voluntarily), but since February 2006 any hedge fund with more than $30 million in assets and fifteen investors must register. Investors are limited partners, with the hedge fund manager the general partner. The general partner faces unlimited liability and, as a consequence, typically earns a fee of about 1 percent of the asset value annually plus 20 percent of the profits the fund makes. Most hedge funds make consistency of return their objective rather than maximum capital appreciation.

While some indexes monitor the performance of the hedge fund industry, there are some potential problems with aggregate industry data. Because of the quiet, largely anonymous nature of many of these funds, there is the

---

*There is often no acceptable substitute for a turnpike or bridge, so users are not likely to stop using them.*
phenomenon of “instant history bias,” referring to the tendency for new hedge funds to report their performance only when they have done well. Those that have done poorly do not report, so there is an extreme survivorship bias problem. The important thing for a potential hedge fund investor to remember is that like any other asset class, some managers do much better than others, and those who bet wrong don’t like to talk about it.

Sections 3(c)(1) and 3(c)(7) of the Investment Company Act of 1940 enable hedge funds to avoid registration and regulation as investment companies. These regulations, however, prohibit a hedge fund from advertising in the traditional sense. New partners are acquired via referral and word of mouth.

The first such fund was formed in 1949 by Alfred Winslow Jones, a former psychologist who shifted careers to become an investment manager. He used short sales to offset the market risk of other equity positions. This is the origin of the adjective “hedge.” In early 2008 there was over $2 trillion invested in hedge funds. Foundations owned about 8 percent of the total, pension funds 9 percent, and other institutional investors 15 percent. Nearly 44 percent was owned by individuals.

Many funds use leverage to (hopefully) magnify returns, but seldom by more than a 2:1 ratio of debt to equity. A famous exception was Long Term Capital Management, the hedge fund involving two Nobel prize winners and other Wall Street luminaries that had a leverage ratio of 100:1 before its demise.4

There are several ways to classify hedge funds other than by the type of asset in which they invest. A fund may follow a nondirectional strategy, meaning that its strategy does not depend on deciding whether the market goes up or down. A directional strategy, on the other hand, requires getting this right.

Some strategies are described as arbitrage/relative value. About 14 percent of U.S. hedge funds fell into this group in 2007. Arbitrage/relative value refers to a strategy that anticipates two or more prices returning to their “normal” relationship. A fund might specialize in merger arbitrage, for instance. This usually involves buying the stock of a company to be acquired and selling short the stock of the acquirer. Another form of this strategy is convertible arbitrage, involving a company’s stock and its convertible bonds. There should be a precise relationship between these prices.

**Long/Short Portfolio**

Hedge funds often advertise some specialized investment style. One particularly important version is the long/short portfolio, a type of market-neutral, or nondirectional, strategy. In 2004 the Yale University Endowment had 26 percent of its $12.7 billion portfolio in a market-neutral strategy. Yale was the first institutional investor to use this type of asset, putting 15 percent of its portfolio into such a strategy in 1990.

A long/short portfolio involves selling short5 one set of stocks and using the sales proceeds to buy others.6 Depending on precisely what the manager

---

4The television series *Nova* produced an excellent show entitled “Trillion Dollar Bet” on the activities of Long Term Capital Management.

5There is a discussion of selling short in Chapter 25.

6Unlike the case of an individual investor, an institutional investor that sells short receives the proceeds of the short sale to use for other purposes. An individual investor’s broker may use the funds but does not release them to the customer.
Drawdowns

Hedge funds generally try to provide nonvolatile positive incremental returns rather than swinging for the fences. One industry measure of the volatility is the fund’s largest drawdown. This is the peak-to-trough change in a fund’s value through time, usually on a monthly basis. In other words, it is the largest steady drop in value. Consider the sample data in Table 14-4. This shows actual return data from an arbitrage/relative value hedge fund. The largest drawdown was during June and July of 2004, when the fund was down 2.06 percent and 2.28 percent, respectively, for a total drop of 4.29 percent.* Over this period, this was the maximum drawdown.

Other funds follow a total return strategy. The manager might have expertise in distressed debt, foreign currencies, or specific events that drive security prices. Such a fund is often a blend of directional and nondirectional strategies.

### TABLE 14-4 HEDGE FUND DRAWDOWN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in Fund Value (%)</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan.</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb.</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar.</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr.</td>
<td>−1.44</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May.</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>−0.38</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun.</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>−2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul.</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>−2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep.</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct.</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov.</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year to date</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Largest drawdown: −4.29%

*\(1−(0.9794)(0.9772)=−0.0429\)

does, these can be either directional or nondirectional. If your stock-picking skills are good and you buy undervalued securities and short an equal dollar amount of those that are overvalued, this is a nondirectional strategy. It doesn’t make any difference what the overall market does; you should make a profit. In 2007 about 41 percent of all hedge funds primarily employed some version of a long/short strategy.

One currently popular version of long/short investing goes by the name 130/30 strategy. In such a strategy, the manager buys a portfolio of stock
Inverse Funds

Sometimes an investor is bearish on an entire group of stocks, perhaps a particular sector of the market (e.g., retail sales). One new way to put your view into play is via an inverse fund. This is either a mutual fund or an exchange-traded fund that uses financial engineering to cause its returns to be exactly opposite to an index tracking the offensive sector. If the index drops 3 percent, the inverse fund’s value goes up 3 percent. The first of these funds appeared in the marketplace in June 2006.

ProShares is an ETF manager with about thirty-five inverse funds on various parts of the economy and assets totaling about $8 billion. While many investors use these to place a directional bet on the market, they are also very effective hedging tools. You can use them to counteract an existing portfolio you want to protect against a temporary downturn.

(say for $1 million). Of the stocks within the pool, the manager considers some to be overvalued. He sells these short to raise 30 percent of the portfolio value, or $300,000 in this example. This $300,000 is used to buy other stocks in the pool that he feels are undervalued. The original $1 million has essentially become a $1.6 million market play. There is nothing special about the 130/30 proportions. Some funds use 120/20 or 110/10. A number of well-known investment firms, including ING Funds, UBS Global Asset Management, Fidelity Investments, and State Street Global Investors, now have funds using this investment style. In early 2008 there were about 25 such funds on the market.

Hedge Fund-of-Funds

As the name suggests, a hedge fund-of-funds is a hedge fund that invests in other hedge funds. Because hedge funds have different investment styles, the logic of diversification suggests that investing in more than one might make sense. Many institutional investors dip their toe into the hedge-fund water with this approach. UBS describes the goal of a hedge fund-of-funds this way:

“To identify the appropriate mix of investment strategies and hedge fund managers, allocate client assets among them, and diligently monitor the underlying funds. Investors receive the benefits of a professionally researched, commingled investment without committing substantial resources to manager selection, portfolio construction, ongoing risk management and rebalancing. Each individual hedge fund manager within the fund-of-funds contributes particular strengths and, when combined, these strengths can work together to maintain the balance and integrity of the entire portfolio.”

One advantage of the fund-of-funds is that the minimum investment is often much less than the minimum of the component hedge funds. For instance, a particular hedge fund might have a minimum investment of $1 million, but

---

Diversifying a Portfolio With Hedge Funds-of-Funds,” UBS Symposium, Autumn 2005.
it might also be held in a fund-of-funds with a minimum of $250,000. This permits a smaller institutional investor access to the skills of the component manager when they would otherwise be priced out of the market.

A disadvantage of the fund-of-funds form is higher expenses. You are essentially adding a layer of management fees to the underlying investments. Still, to many investors the diversification is worth the added cost.

Commodities

People have been investing in hard assets like precious metals and diamonds for centuries, but only recently have “commodities” as a broad asset class become a widely used asset class. Some institutional consultants, in fact, argue that commodities are not a separate asset class because the underlying investments are too similar to each other. In an earlier chapter we saw the investment merits of timberland. This section looks at the case for a managed commodities portfolio component.

Historically, the low correlation of commodities with equity securities has been their main attraction. There are two widely used commodity indexes, the S&P GSCI Commodity index and the Dow Jones–AIG commodity index. Since 1994 the correlation with the Wilshire 5000 (a broad stock market index) has been 0.02 for the GSCI and 0.10 with the DJ–AIG.8

As a return-generating asset class, commodities have a mixed record. In general, commodity prices have not exceeded the rate of inflation. However, in the spring of 2008 gold, oil, and wheat all reached record high prices and many people were looking for a way to get on the bandwagon.

Institutional investors in commodities normally use the futures markets rather than taking an actual position in the underlying asset. No pension fund wants to actually hold gold bullion or bushels of wheat, for instance. Depending on the current price structure of the various futures’ delivery months, there are price regimes where closing out the futures contracts just before the delivery date and replacing the contract with a new one results in a profit. This is called “rolling the contract.”

Two endowment funds that Wall Street watches closely are Yale and Harvard. Yale has occasionally had 20 percent of its portfolio in real assets (including timberland), with Harvard around 12 percent. These figures change over time, but with funds as large as these they represent very large dollar commitments.

Another big player, the Hancock Agricultural Investment Group (HAIG), oversees $750 million in farmland, encompassing 140,000 acres. While timberland has a long history as an institutional portfolio component, farmland is the new kid on the block, although some funds have been involved for a long time. The Illinois Teachers Retirement System holds farmland worth over $350 million. There are many different types of farms, too. CalPERS, the California Public Employees Retirement System, has $200 million in vineyards. In 2005, investors in almond groves made handsome returns as the price of the nuts doubled. A “novel” asset often attracts market attention, especially when coupled with good investment performance.

Market historians are quick to point out that like other parts of the financial landscape, farmland has its own “price bubbles.” Farmland values tripled

between 1967 and 1975, a growth rate that was clearly not sustainable. More recently, look at the initial excitement about the prospects of ethanol, its impact on corn prices, and the subsequent realization that ethanol is probably not going to help solve our energy problem to the extent some had suggested.

Private Equity

*Private equity* is a mainstream part of the alternative asset world. This subasset class frequently involves providing funds for start-up companies, for business acquisitions, or for taking a publicly held company private. You often hear the term “venture capital” used in this connection, although venture capital is just one form of private equity.

An investor in private equity usually seeks to acquire a significant interest (often a controlling interest) in an entrepreneur’s new company, help get the company off the ground, market it broadly to the investment community, then sell most or all of the ownership interest. This investor wants a clear *exit strategy* resulting in a *cash event*. This is industry talk for wanting an expected target date to sell the investment, thereby generating cash. The sale often takes the form of an initial public offering in which shares are sold to the general public. Table 14-5 shows the popularity of this type of investment.

An entrepreneur unfamiliar with the investment world often 1) wants to find an investor willing to buy a less-than-controlling interest in her company, perhaps 20 or 25 percent, and 2) has no desire to eventually take the company public or otherwise sell it. Such an arrangement is not attractive to a private equity investor. He is interested in making an investment of such magnitude that he can influence corporate decisions, spruce up the company’s financial statements, ensure that management takes appropriate advantage of corporate strengths, and, after just a few years, make a handsome return by attracting other buyers.

Forms of Private Equity

There are four primary forms of private equity. *Venture capital* is an investment in new companies, either of seed money to get started or of operating funds to further explore an idea. These firms often have substantial revenue growth rates, usually have negative net income, typically have lots of potential, and generally have limited access to bank loans. Another form of private equity is the *corporate finance/buyout* sector. These are established companies that require cash to take advantage of their comparative advantage or some other foothold they have established in their market. *Mezzanine financing* is analogous to a second mortgage. The debt is subordinate to that of another lender with a senior claim. Typically, if the company is unable to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 14-5</th>
<th>PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTMENTS IN 2006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private Equity Portfolio Allocation</strong></td>
<td><strong>Expect a Significant Increase in Allocation in Next 3 Years</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Fund</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Fund</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Fund</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Greenwich Associates*
service or eventually retire the debt, there is some mechanism for it to convert to equity.

The last form of private equity is *distressed financing*. As the name suggests, this involves rescuing a company that is unable to meet its existing debt obligations and needs a cash infusion.

**J Curve**

Private equity investments frequently lose money in their first four or five years. This is normal and expected. Eventually the efforts of the venture capitalist or other investor causes profitability to turn positive and grow, often peaking with annual returns in the 25 percent range. A plot of realized rates of return from investment to cash event often looks like Figure 14-1. For obvious reasons this return pattern is known as the *J curve*.

Private equity has been a very good-performing asset class over the long term. According to the investment consulting firm Ennis Knupp, for the fifteen-year period ending June 2007 the U.S. venture capital market had a compound annual growth rate of 19.65 percent compared to 11.19 percent for the S&P 500. This, however, is on a portfolio basis. Many individual private equity investments go sour. This is why the “private equity funds” approach is appealing to both individual and institutional investors. To use a baseball analogy, with a good fund manager there will likely be enough investments that get on base that even with a handful of strike-outs you will still have a very respectable batting average.

**FIGURE 14-1**

Private Equity J Curve
Opportunistic Real Estate

Traditional real estate is a mainstream asset, not something new. However, some forms of this investment are sufficiently different that they fall into the alternative asset grouping. This subset is often called opportunistic real estate. It is at the high end of the risk range for developed property investment. The Russell Investment Group defines an opportunistic strategy as “Go generate return wherever you find it.”

Traditional institutional investment in real estate includes office buildings, apartment complexes, shopping malls, industrial properties, and self-storage facilities. According to Greenwich Associates, in 2007 public investment funds in the aggregate had about 5.9 percent of their assets in all forms of real estate. Of this, about 9 percent was opportunistic. Doing the math, this means an allocation of less than 1 percent of public institutional investment assets to this alternative asset.

While most types of real estate could become “opportunistic” in certain circumstances, the categories just mentioned don’t fall into the opportunistic column very often. More commonly, an opportunistic real estate portfolio holds golf courses, hotels, student housing projects, senior-citizen housing projects, and single-family homes. These properties all have the potential to generate income, but the primary buyer motivation is resale at a higher price.

Unlike traditional real estate investments, opportunistic real estate focuses more on capital appreciation than on income production. The income stream is often smaller, more volatile, and inconsistent. These potential investments often show up on the radar screen because of adverse economic events in a particular region of the country. A corporate bankruptcy may leave office buildings largely unoccupied and on the market for fire-sale prices, with limited local demand for the property. As residents leave the area, single-family residences may be on the market at very depressed prices.

Other opportunities may arise because of a natural disaster (like Hurricane Katrina) or a systemic problem (like the subprime mortgage crisis). While most of us are averse to taking advantage of people in times of trouble, the fact remains that property goes on the market with a price tag, and if someone chooses to pay that price it likely helps rather than hurts the seller.

SUMMARY

Alternative assets are part of a great many institutional portfolios, with an average asset allocation of around 10 percent. Infrastructure projects are especially popular because of the staggering need (and potential) for these improvements. Investors are attracted to their stable income streams and are not especially motivated by the potential for capital gains.

Hedge funds come in many different flavors. While they generally have hefty minimum investments and a small number of investors, it is difficult to generalize about them as an investment alternative. They follow a variety of styles, ranging from quite conservative to highly levered. Long/short portfolios, especially those of the 130/30 variety, are currently quite popular.

---

Many commodities have historically had a low correlation with other asset classes. This is the primary investment appeal, because their return history is mixed. Novel types of commodities, such as farmland and almond groves, can result in substantial returns to early investors.

There are several forms of private equity, all of which involve investment in relatively new firms in need of capital. Venture capital is probably the most familiar. Private equity investors do not anticipate an investment of several decades. They want a business plan that builds a franchise, polishes it, and in fairly short order sells it. They want an exit strategy that results in a cash event. The forecasted returns on the investment typically follow a J curve.

Opportunistic real estate involves special situations where land and buildings are available for sale and property values are depressed. This may be a sudden development because of business closures, natural disasters, or shifting population patterns.

**QUESTIONS**

1. Briefly explain four different types of alternative assets.
2. Explain several aspects of infrastructure projects that make this type of investment especially attractive.
3. Explain the phrase “public/private partnership.”
4. Do you believe a parking garage should be considered a traditional real estate investment or does it belong in the alternative asset category? Explain.
5. What is the difference between a brownfield project and a greenfield project?
6. Why is an infrastructure investor usually more concerned with the cash flow rather than the potential for capital gains on the investment?
7. In the term “hedge fund,” what is the origin of the word “hedge”?
8. Explain the “instant history” aspect of the survivorship bias problem with a hedge fund index.
9. Explain the arbitrage/relative value form of hedge fund investment.
10. What is the significance of a hedge fund’s drawdown statistics?
11. Explain the logic behind long/short investing.
12. Make up a numerical example showing how a 130/30 strategy works.
13. Given the higher fees associated with a hedge fund-of-funds, why do many institutional investors still find this form of investment attractive?
14. What is the primary investment appeal of commodities as an asset class?
15. How do the investment characteristics of farmland differ from those of timberland?
16. What does the term “exit strategy” mean in the context of private equity investing?
17. What is the difference between private equity and venture capital?
18. Explain the logic behind the J curve investment return forecast.
19. Why might a single-family home be considered an opportunistic rather than a traditional investment?
20. Make up an example showing how a golf course could be either a traditional real estate investment or an opportunistic real estate investment.
PROBLEMS

1. If a private equity investment loses an average of 15 percent for each of its first three years, what average annual return must it achieve over the next ten years in order to provide its owners a 20 percent annual return over the thirteen-year period?

2. Suppose a hedge fund provides that the management fees are 1 percent of the total assets plus 20 percent of the profits annually. The gross returns of the fund are shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asset</td>
<td>$125,000,000</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>-3%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   a. Estimate the end-of-year asset figures missing from the table.
   b. Estimate the hedge fund investors’ annualized rate of return over this period.
   c. Estimate the total dollar fees received by the hedge fund manager over this period.

3. In the Portfolio Memo on drawdowns, what was the maximum drawdown over the 2005–2007 time period for this fund?

INTERNET EXERCISE

Find information on the Harvard and Yale endowment funds. What percentage of their assets are currently in 1) alternative assets in general, 2) commodities, and 3) private equity?
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Introduction

Construction of a portfolio is only one part of the manager’s duties. Portfolios need maintenance and periodic revision. The needs of the beneficiary and the relative merits of the portfolio components will change over time, and the portfolio manager must react to these changes. Portfolio management usually requires periodic revision of the portfolio in accordance with the statement of investment policy and the associated management strategy. This chapter reviews the principal considerations involved in revising the equity portion of the portfolio. The following chapter discusses revision of the fixed-income components.

Active Management versus Passive Management

An active management policy is one in which the composition of the portfolio is dynamic. That is, the manager periodically changes the portfolio components or their proportion within the portfolio. In contrast, a strategy of passive management is one in which the portfolio, once established, is largely left alone. Before selecting one of these approaches, it is important for you to understand the choices and their costs.
The Manager’s Choices

Leave the Portfolio Alone. One obvious choice facing the portfolio manager is to leave the portfolio alone, and a great many people choose it. A buy and hold strategy means that as a portfolio manager, you simply select your investments and hang on to them. This is a passive strategy. It is also a naive strategy in that it requires very little thinking to implement. A naive strategy, however, is not necessarily a poor one. To an individual investor, the primary advantage of the buy and hold strategy may be that it reduces the psychological anxiety involved with portfolio management.¹ Among these worries is the investors’ question of when to sell stock they own. There is more on this later in the chapter. If they do not sell, they have certainly eliminated the dilemma over when to sell.²

Another point in favor of the policy of leaving the portfolio alone is the great amount of academic research showing that, on a risk-adjusted basis,³ portfolio managers very often fail to outperform a simple buy and hold strategy. One of the oldest studies (now a classic) of professional investment management is the Michael C. Jensen study that reviewed the performance of 115 mutual fund managers over the period 1955 to 1964.⁴ On a risk-adjusted basis, the average mutual fund return before management expenses was 0.1 percent less than that which could have been achieved by an investment of comparable risk in T-bills and the market index. Jensen’s study found no evidence that any portfolio manager was able to consistently outperform the market.

Morningstar, Inc., a Chicago-based mutual fund reporting service, conducted a study of 278 U.S. mutual funds over the ten-year period ending April 30, 1990. The service found that when funds were ranked by their portfolio turnover rates, the funds ranking in the bottom 25 percent (those with the lowest turnover) earned an annual average return of 15.8 percent compared with an overall market average of 15.1 percent. This is further evidence that high portfolio turnover rates do not necessarily generate good performance, and they may hinder it.⁵

Elton, Gruber, Das, and Hlavka provide additional evidence in a 1993 article. They find that managers with low turnover outperform managers with high turnover. They indicate that the difference in performance is likely due to the added transaction costs associated with higher turnover.

The same results seem to prevail with individual investors. Barber and Odean⁶ obtained six years’ worth of data on 78,000 customers from a large discount brokerage firm. They divided the customers into three categories: active traders (who made more than forty-eight trades per year, comprising 7.7 percent of the total), affluents (who had more than $100,000 in equity but fewer than forty-eight trades), and general (everyone else). Table 15-1 shows

---

¹Professional money managers are seldom paid to practice buy and hold strategies. They are expected to manage their accounts actively.
²You may, however, create other worries. Even portfolios managed through a buy and hold strategy can sometimes be improved by intervention.
³Risk adjusting involves simultaneous consideration of the realized return from a portfolio and the level of risk contained in the portfolio. Techniques for doing this are a central theme of Chapter 19.
⁵A naive strategy also usually involves lower transaction costs than an active one.
some of the results. The table indicates that the investors who traded the most had the lowest net return.

Another bit of thought-provoking evidence in favor of buy and hold comes from the startling decline in portfolio performance if the portfolio manager is out of the market on the wrong days. Over the period 1982–1990 the average compound annual return on the S&P 500 stock index was about 18 percent. If the manager was out of the market on the ten best days over this nine-year period, the average return drops to 12 percent. Take out the best twenty and the return drops to 8 percent. Take out the best thirty and the return is only 5 percent.\(^7\) The fear of missing the boat is clearly on the mind of a portfolio manager who chooses to temporarily get out of the market.

It is easy to replicate a study like this over other time periods now that historical data is readily available on the Internet. The results are persistent: take out a few of the best trading days, and the aggregate performance drops sharply. Missing out on the big “up days” is arguably even more important in a bear market. Over the five-year period ending February 19, 2008, the S&P 500 stock index advanced by a total of 58.46 percent. Take out the ten best days and the cumulative return drops to 20.59 percent. Taking out the twenty and thirty best, the return drops to \(-1.85\) percent and \(-17.48\) percent, respectively.\(^8\)

Despite this somewhat disturbing indictment of portfolio manager performance, the financial press is full of advertisements for computer software, investment advisory letters, charting services, and similar products that allege to enable an investor to beat the market. When tested statistically, however, trading systems do not have a good long-term batting average. Why pay for investment advice if it is of no value?

**Rebalance the Portfolio.** Rebalancing a portfolio is the process of periodically adjusting it to maintain certain of its original conditions.

**Asset Allocation and Rebalancing within the Aggregate Portfolio.** When a portfolio contains both stocks and bonds, there are two principal rebalancing strategies, called constant mix and constant proportion portfolio insurance.

**Constant Mix Strategy.** A constant mix strategy is one in which the manager makes adjustments to maintain the relative weighting of the asset classes within the portfolio as their prices change.

Suppose a portfolio has a market value of $3 million. The associated statement of investment policy specifies a target asset allocation of 70 percent stock and 30 percent bonds, with rebalancing every three months. Table 15-2 shows

---


\(^8\)Another study reports that if you were out of the market for the three best days each year from 1963–1993 you would have missed 95 percent of the total return!
the initial portfolio value and its value three, six, and nine months later, with
the indicated managerial action.

At the end of the first quarter, the portfolio value has risen 13.3 percent,
largely due to appreciation of the stocks. Before any action, the actual port-
folio allocation is 73 percent stock and 27 percent bonds. To get back to the
target 70 percent/30 percent ratio, the manager needs to sell stock and buy
bonds. The situation repeats itself three months later, and the manager again
sells stock and buys bonds.

During the next three months the market pulls back, with the stock per-
centage falling to 68 percent. Now the stock percentage is below the target
figure. The manager needs to sell bonds and buy stock.

Note in each instance that the actual allocation differed from the target
by only a few percentage points. Whether or not the deviation is large enough
to correct depends on the individual portfolio and the indicated constraints.
The investment policy statement may say that the stock component can range
between 65 percent and 75 percent, or it might state 70 percent with no range
indicated. There is a cost with portfolio revision, and the portfolio manager
should not make adjustments that are not economically feasible.

Many people find it bizarre that constant mix rebalancing requires the
purchase of securities that have performed poorly and the sale of those that
have performed the best. The manager should always consider this method of
rebalancing as one choice but not necessarily the best one. An alternate, and
fundamentally different, strategy is constant proportion portfolio insurance.

**Constant Proportion Portfolio Insurance.** A constant proportion portfolio
insurance (CPPI) strategy requires the manager to invest a percentage of the
portfolio in stocks according to the following formula:

\[
\text{\$ in stocks} = \text{Multiplier} \times (\text{Portfolio value} - \text{Floor value})
\]

Suppose the statement of investment policy behind the $3 million portfolio in
the previous example established a floor value of $2 million and a multiplier
of 2.5. The initial stock allocation, then, would be

\[
2.5 (\$3 \text{ million} - \$2.0 \text{ million}) = \$2.5 \text{ million}
\]
Table 15-3 shows the S&P 500 stock index over the period January to December 1998.

Suppose the portfolio manager established this portfolio the last day of February 1998 with an initial $2.5 million allocation to equity and anticipates quarterly adjustments to the portfolio. Assume that the stock portion has a beta of 1.0 and that the value of the bonds does not change. Table 15-4 shows the subsequent rebalancing of the portfolio each quarter.

Table 15-4 indicates that from the end of February until the end of May, the stock market rose 3.95 percent. The associated increase in the portfolio value means that a higher percentage of the assets should be in stock. The indicated action is to sell $148,236 from the bond portfolio and move these funds into stock.

The following quarter was a down period. The allocation to stock at the end of the period was down to 69 percent. During the next three months the market recovered its losses and rose further, ending with an equity allocation of 92 percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 15-3</th>
<th>S&amp;P 500 STOCK INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Month End</strong></td>
<td><strong>Closing Index</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 1998</td>
<td>980.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 1998</td>
<td>1,049.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 1998</td>
<td>1,101.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 1998</td>
<td>1,111.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1998</td>
<td>1,090.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 1998</td>
<td>1,133.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 1998</td>
<td>1,120.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 1998</td>
<td>957.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 1998</td>
<td>1,017.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 1998</td>
<td>1,098.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 1998</td>
<td>1,163.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 1998</td>
<td>1,229.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: http://finance.yahoo.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 15-4</th>
<th>CPPI PORTFOLIO REBALANCING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td><strong>Change in SPX from Prior Quarter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>+3.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>-12.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>+21.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One of the consequences of following a CPPI strategy is that market movements can result in the portfolio being 100 percent invested in either stock or bonds. In this example, for instance, the floor value, a set value beyond which a portfolio’s value must not fall, of $2 million means the portfolio will be 100 percent in bonds when the portfolio value falls to $2 million. The 2.5 multiplier means it will be 100 percent in stock when the portfolio value rises to $3,333,333.

A multiplier is a measure of aggressiveness in a constant proportion portfolio insurance strategy.

Relative Performance of Constant Mix and CPPI Strategies. It is important to note the fundamental difference in the constant mix and the CPPI rebalancing strategies: a constant mix strategy sells stock as it rises, and a CPPI strategy buys stock as it rises. Similarly, a constant mix strategy buys stock as it falls, and a CPPI strategy sells stock as it falls.

Because of this fundamental difference in these two rebalancing schemes, their performance can be quite different. Consider four different scenarios: a rising market, a declining market, a flat market, and a volatile market.

In a rising market, the CPPI strategy outperforms constant mix. This happens because the portfolio manager is buying stock in a rising market, action that is logically a moneymaker. The constant mix strategy continually sells shares to maintain the desired asset allocation; this lowers the portfolio return over the period of rising prices.

The same is true during a declining market. Buying stock that continues to fall is not attractive, but that is what the constant mix strategy does. The CPPI strategy, in contrast, gradually reverts to 100 percent bonds if the market declines enough.

If the market is essentially flat, neither strategy has an obvious advantage over the other because few portfolio adjustments are necessary. Both strategies remain in neutral until there is a price movement large enough to trigger rebalancing.

The equity market frequently is volatile. This means that prices rise for a period, then fall, and then rise again. This is precisely what the constant mix strategist hopes for because this portfolio benefits on market reversals. As the stock market falls, the constant mix strategy requires the manager to buy more stock. When it begins to rise again, the manager must reduce the equity holding. This is a winning solution because the manager buys stock at low prices and then sells it at high prices.

Market volatility does not benefit the CPPI manager. She would buy stock as the market rises only to see it fall back and then sell it. Similarly, stock is sold as it falls only to rise again and cause frustration.

It is not possible to categorically say that either of these strategies is clearly preferable to the other. Their relative performance depends on the performance of the market during the evaluation period. In the very long run, it is probably safe to say that the market is going to rise, which seems to favor the CPPI strategy. During most shorter periods, however, it is quite safe to predict that the market will fluctuate (i.e., be volatile). This argues in favor of the constant mix strategy. The choice of strategy depends largely on the portfolio’s investment horizon and the importance of the “floor value” concept.

---

You can solve this algebraically. If $S$ is the dollar investment in stock and $B$ is the dollar investment in bonds, $S + B$ is the total portfolio value. When the portfolio is 100 percent in stock, $B = 0$ and the following equation would hold: $S = 2.5(S - 2\text{ million})$. Solving for $S$, we get $3,333$ million.
Chapter 15  Revision of the Equity Portfolio

Rebalancing Protocols

Rebalancing practices fall into two broad categories: *periodic* and *tolerance band* revision. Periodic revision can be applied within an asset class or across them, but is more commonly associated with the latter. With periodic rebalancing, the manager reviews the portfolio composition on a regularly scheduled basis, perhaps quarterly. The target mix might be 60 percent stock and 40 percent bonds. At each review date the portfolio is adjusted to bring it back to the target mix. If, for instance, the stock market has moved up and the allocation has changed to 68 percent stock and 32 percent bonds, the manager would sell stocks and buy bonds.

The tolerance band revision policy requires continual monitoring of the portfolio. As with periodic revision, there is a target mix. Whenever a security position drifts outside a set range, the manager makes adjustments to bring the portfolio back within tolerance. The range might be plus or minus 5 percentage points of the target. Normally the adjustment would bring the portfolio back to the target, but certainly would bring it within the tolerance band. If the target for stock is 60 percent with a 5 percent band and the proportion fell to 57 percent, nothing would happen. But if the percentage fell further to 54 percent, the manager would sell bonds and buy stock to get back to the 60 percent target.

Neither protocol is clearly preferable to the other. Periodic revision means that the asset mix can be away from the target for weeks or even months, but this practice requires minimal managerial attention. Tolerance band revision keeps you from being off target, but at the cost of higher trading fees. The best choice is largely a function of the portfolio characteristics and the current volatility of the market.

**Rebalancing within the Equity Portion.** An all-equity portfolio (or within the equity portion of a larger portfolio) has three classic strategies: *constant proportion*, *constant beta*, and *indexing*.

**Constant Proportion.** Consider the information in Table 15-5. Initially, the portfolio contains ten stocks. Approximately 10 percent of the portfolio is invested in each of these securities, making this an approximately equally weighted portfolio.

The manager could, of course, have come much closer to a 10 percent investment in each security. If the portfolio manager bought 319 shares of EDT instead of 300, this security would represent 10.01 percent of the portfolio. Why, then, did the manager not do so? The reason is probably mostly psychological. Many investors try to avoid *odd lot* transactions. Many investors try to avoid odd lot transactions.

Suppose that after a period of time, the value of the portfolio has appreciated from $100,000 to $120,000, as Table 15-6 shows. Three of the securities declined in value; the advance of the other seven was sufficient to yield an overall portfolio gain of 20 percent. The portfolio will probably also receive
some dividend income over time; Table 15-6 shows an increase in portfolio cash from $1,092 to $2,150. Because the ten-security portfolio is now worth $120,000, one-tenth of this amount, or $12,000, should be invested in each of the ten securities to maintain equal weighting. It will be necessary to sell some of the shares that have performed the best and to buy more of the securities that have performed the worst. Table 15-6 indicates one possible approach to the rebalancing problem.

**Constant Beta Portfolio.** The portfolio in Table 15-5 has a beta of approximately 1.05, as Table 15-7 shows. As time passes, the values of the portfolio components change, and the values of the component betas may also change. This may cause the overall portfolio beta to change as well.

It is important to remember that beta is a statistic that is estimated, and these estimates are far from perfect. Substantial uncertainty is associated with

---

**TABLE 15-5**  
INITIAL PORTFOLIO VALUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Percentage of Total Portfolio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>$8,800</td>
<td>8.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>9,450</td>
<td>9.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YH</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>10,050</td>
<td>10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QWS</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>20.38</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10,190</td>
<td>10.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTY</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>9,900</td>
<td>9.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOL</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>11.88</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>9,504</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>10,050</td>
<td>10.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZR</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDT</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>31.38</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>9,414</td>
<td>9.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,092</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 15-6**  
CONSTANT PROPORTION REVISION AT TIME 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Before Revision</th>
<th>After Revision&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 FC</td>
<td>$20</td>
<td>$8,000</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 HG</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10,500</td>
<td>8.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 YH</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 LO</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>8,250</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 QWS</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 GTY</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 LOL</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10,400</td>
<td>8.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 POE</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>12,600</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 ZR</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 EDT</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8,100</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>2,150</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>Use $1,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$120,000</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>$120,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>This assumes no commission costs.
Practically speaking, this means portfolio analysts cannot quote beta to four decimal places meaningfully nor can they even be confident that a beta of 1.05 is different from a beta of 1.07. Beta is a useful measure of risk, but keep in mind the limitations on the ability to estimate it.

It is no longer common to manage a portfolio where maintaining a constant beta is an important objective. Beta is an important general measure of risk, but rather than a requirement that beta be a particular value, you are much more likely to see an investment policy statement constraint that says something like “risk no more than 20 percent greater than the market average” (meaning beta less than 1.2) or “target beta of 1.0 with a permissible range of 0.9 to 1.15.”

The portfolio in Table 15-7 has a beta of about 1.05. (We normally should not express beta with more than two decimals.) Assume that this is the target beta that the portfolio manager has selected. Over time the values of the portfolio components will change, which can cause the portfolio beta to shift.

Consider the information in Table 15-8. The portfolio beta has risen to 1.15, and we see that the portfolio manager has revised the beta estimate for stocks YH and QWS. The manager can reduce the portfolio beta to the 1.05 target in the following ways:

1. **Shift money into the stock portfolio and hold cash.** Diluting a stock portfolio with cash reduces the beta because cash has a beta of zero. This may not be feasible, however, because equity portfolios should be made up largely of equity securities. Cash should be a temporary visitor to the portfolio rather than a long-term resident.

2. **Shift money into the equity portfolio and buy stocks with a beta lower than the target figure.** This avoids the criticism of holding cash in a stock portfolio, but it still is not always a reasonable solution. It means obtaining money somewhere else, and this is not always possible.

3. **Sell high-beta stocks and hold cash.** As with the first alternative, this reduces the equity holdings, which is not necessarily appropriate.

4. **Sell high-beta stocks and buy low-beta stocks.** The stocks bought could be new additions to the portfolio or additions to existing positions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Initial Value</th>
<th>Contribution to Portfolio Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400 FC</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>$8,800</td>
<td>0.1012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 HG</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>9,450</td>
<td>0.1134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 YH</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0.0950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 LO</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>10,050</td>
<td>0.1005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 QWS</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>10,188</td>
<td>0.1121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 GTY</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>9,900</td>
<td>0.1039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 LOL</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>9,500</td>
<td>0.0855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 POE</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>10,600</td>
<td>0.1060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 ZR</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>0.1265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 EDT</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>9,413</td>
<td>0.1055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1,099</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>1.0496 rounded to 1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This example uses the fourth alternative: Sell some stock with a beta higher than the target figure of 1.05, and buy more of one of the stocks with a beta lower than 1.05.

The calculations show that selling 100 shares of YH and 200 shares of QWS (whose beta values have risen substantially) and investing some of the proceeds in 400 more shares of LOL and 50 more of POE reduces the portfolio beta nearly to the target. This also increases the amount of cash on hand by $3,500 because the cost of the securities purchased ($11,500) is less than the proceeds from the securities sold ($15,000).

Holding some cash in the equity portion of the portfolio is actually a good idea because of the flexibility it gives the portfolio manager in maintaining constant mixes or constant betas. The fact that most stocks pay periodic dividends is one reason cash is present in the first place.

**Change the Portfolio Components.** Another portfolio revision alternative is to change the portfolio components. Risk is an inherent part of the marketplace. Events sometimes deviate from what the manager expects, and sometimes those differences translate into a dollar loss.

If an investment turns sour, the portfolio manager should do a bit of soul-searching. This is one time that a portfolio manager must either become a stock analyst or rely on in-house research recommendations. If markets are efficient, of course, the current stock price—whatever it is—properly accounts for expected future events, and there is no such thing as an overvalued or undervalued stock.

If you were the portfolio manager and an efficient markets agnostic to boot, you might believe that if LO were a good buy at its original price of $67, it should be an even better buy at its current price of $55. If this is really the case, then buy more. The presumption, of course, is that your estimate of LO’s future promise is more accurate than that of the market as a whole. If yours is a minority view, it is not obvious that LO is truly undervalued. The level of wealth contained in a share of LO has fallen, and your client is going to want

---

**TABLE 15-8**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Before Revision</th>
<th>After Revision*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Contribution to Portfolio Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 FC</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>$8,000</td>
<td>0.0767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 HG</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>10,500</td>
<td>0.1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 YH</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>0.2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 LO</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>8,250</td>
<td>0.0688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 QWS</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>0.1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 GTY</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>0.1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 LOL</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>10,400</td>
<td>0.0780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 POE</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>12,600</td>
<td>0.1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 ZR</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>0.1438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 EDT</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>8,100</td>
<td>0.0756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2,150</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$120,000</td>
<td>1.1492</td>
<td>1.0632</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*aThis assumes no commission costs.
bNew value.

The presence of some cash in an equity portfolio is appropriate and expected.

If markets are efficient, there is no such thing as an overvalued or undervalued stock.
an explanation as to why you plan to buy more of this loser. Admit that your
expectations were faulty, be forthright about it, and look for a replacement
security, if need be. Some of the best advice ever given about situations like
this came from Admiral James T. Kirk, of the Starship Enterprise: “If I can
have honesty, I can forgive mistakes.”

Perhaps after some thought, the portfolio manager decides that sticking
with LO is an ill-advised choice. She sells LO and replaces the stock with HJY,
currently selling for $29. The other two losers to date, EDT and FC, have not
declined as much, and the manager decides to keep them. After the sale of LO
and subsequent rebalancing, the portfolio appears as in Table 15-9.

While constant beta portfolio management was in vogue a number of
years ago, it is unusual today to find a portfolio manager who actively man-
gages a portfolio with a beta objective. It is much more common to view beta
as a constraint emanating from the statement of investment policy. The state-
ment, for instance, may speak of managing the equity portion of the account
such that its risk is “between 85 and 120 percent of the market average.”
This implies a portfolio beta of between 0.85 and 1.2. As long as the portfolio
remains in that range it is in compliance with investment policy, and that is
what today’s manager is most interested in.

Indexing. Some managers are in charge of funds that seek to mirror the per-
formance of a market index such as the S&P 500 or the Russell 1000; we call
this form of portfolio management indexing. These portfolios (often mutual
funds) tend to be large and, as part of their marketing efforts, often advertise
their intent to track a market index.

If such a fund accomplishes its objective, it eliminates concern about
outperforming the market because, by design, it seeks to behave just like
the market averages. The fund manager makes no decisions about timing or
relative security value but attempts to maintain some predetermined char-
acteristics of the portfolio, such as a beta of 1.0 with a high $R^2$. The high
$R^2$ increases the likelihood that the fund will follow the index closely. The
term tracking error refers to the extent to which a portfolio deviates from its
intended behavior.

### Table 15-9
**AMENDED PORTFOLIO AFTER REBALANCING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>600 FC</td>
<td>$ 20</td>
<td>$ 12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 HG</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 HJY (added)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>10,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 YH</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>13,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 LO (sold)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 QWS</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 GTY</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900 LOL</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 POE</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>12,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 ZR</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 EDT</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>$120,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tactical Asset Allocation

Tactical asset allocation (TAA) is a modern name for an old idea. Its practice, however, has become much more formal than it was in the past. Anyone actively managing a portfolio that contains more than one asset class (such as stocks, bonds, and real property) practices some form of TAA. Today’s portfolio managers should be able to speak intelligently about the relative merits of this practice.

What Is Tactical Asset Allocation?

In a nutshell, TAA managers seek to improve the performance of their funds by shifting the relative proportion of their investments into and out of asset classes as the relative prospects of those asset classes change. If stocks are expected to outperform bonds, the manager increases the proportion of the investment in stocks. A manager who expects bonds to outperform stocks will decrease stock investment and increase the investment in bonds. This process, called asset class appraisal, is the most difficult part of TAA. Asset class appraisal is the process of determining the relative merits of common stock, bonds, Treasury bills, or other asset classes, given current economic conditions. The problem, of course, is correctly anticipating which asset class will perform best in the coming period. We know that over the long run, a buy-and-hold strategy for stocks will outperform an investment in bonds, but TAA tries to take advantage of short-term deviations from the long-term trend. This is not an easy task.

Intuitive versus Quantitative Techniques. The two approaches to tactical asset allocation are the intuitive approach and the quantitative approach. The intuitive approach is the old-fashioned seat-of-the-pants method. Decisions are based on personal opinion and gut feeling. For instance, if you as a manager became bearish on the stock market, you would reduce your exposure to the equity market by shifting your funds elsewhere (or by using futures or options to reduce your market risk). How much money you move depends on the extent of your market pessimism and the constraints under which the TAA program operates.

A problem with the intuitive approach stems from a psychological fact of life known as hindsight bias. Clinical psychologists know the human tendency to be selective in our memory. Fund managers might remember the times they were correct in their market forecasts but have dimmer recollections of their errors. This makes it difficult to assess how well an imprecisely defined TAA program has worked.

In most modern TAA plans, though, some type of quantitative system is involved in the decision making. Fund managers usually use both an analytical assessment of the merits of each asset class and some system for implementing precise portfolio changes. As a manager, you might measure the gap between the dividend yield on the S&P 500 index and the average yield on AAA corporate bonds. Based on your historical study of these figures, you might establish a policy of increasing your equity exposure when the gap rises above a certain point or reducing your equity when the gap narrows sufficiently. All managers have their own favorite techniques for quantitative analysis.

Overview of the Technique. Figure 15-1 shows how a policy decision leads to the choice of a strategic “theme” and to specific portfolio management techniques.
Policy Decisions. The first step, a policy step, is the decision to use a TAA program in the first place and then establish the extent to which it will be used in fund management. A related decision is the number of asset classes to employ. Many firms limit this number to three: stocks, bonds, and cash equivalents (usually T-bills). There is no reason, however, that other investment assets, such as gold, could not be included. Timberland could be included, but this asset class does not lend itself to frequent sales and repurchases. It is also possible to subdivide a principal asset class. The General Board of Higher Education and Ministry of the United Methodist Church, for instance, had, in 1998, a policy specifying 60 percent in equities, plus or minus 10 percent. Of the equity allocation, 20 percent was to be held in small-capitalization stocks. This means that within the aggregate portfolio, the small-cap investment could range between 10 percent and 14 percent.

A second requirement is to establish a constraint regarding how extensive the TAA management is to be. Tactical asset allocation is not an all-or-nothing strategy, as we will see shortly. A fund manager might decide to employ TAA on 25 percent of a particular portfolio, whereas another portfolio with different objectives or different client needs might be 100 percent subject to TAA shifts.

Strategy. Portfolio management can take three alternative strategic directions. One option, the static strategy, maintains a static portfolio mix. Many fund managers have learned through experience the difficulty of successful market timing and, consequently, no longer try it. Rather, they employ a constant mix of the portfolio’s assets, such as 60 percent stock and 40 percent bonds. In an efficient market context, we would not expect any market timing strategy to outperform a buy-and-hold strategy consistently. This is the justification for a static mix strategy.

Alternatively, a fund manager might use a reactive strategy, in which he makes decisions based on events that have already occurred. A portfolio insurance program where he sells stock as it falls or buys it as it rises is an example of a reactive strategy. Regardless of whether portfolio insurance is accomplished via futures, options, or dynamic hedging, decisions are made in response to some specific price movement in the equity market. These movements cause the portfolio manager to alter the relative proportion of equities.

---

\(^{10}\)Reported in the *Not-For-Profit Adviser*, Fleet Financial Group, July 1998.
The best technique is an **anticipatory strategy**. The manager shifts funds before the markets move. Someone who is able to predict correctly which asset class will outperform the others over a forthcoming period is more valuable than another manager who merely seeks to reduce damage, which is essentially what portfolio insurance does.

### How TAA Can Benefit a Portfolio
The goal of an anticipatory strategy is to outperform the portfolio without TAA. That is, if you as a fund manager normally hold 50 percent stock and 50 percent bonds, your portfolio under TAA management should outperform this static mix.

In considering a TAA program, it is important for the manager not to lose sight of the basic principle of finance that states that a direct relationship exists between risk and expected return. Stocks, on average, are riskier than bonds, which is the reason their long-term performance exceeds that of bonds. A TAA program that is usually heavily oriented toward equities should outperform another asset mix where equities play a more minor role. Simply saying that a TAA program outperformed some static mix does not accomplish much. As always, return must be discussed within a risk/return framework.

The potential gains to a clairvoyant fund manager from a tactical asset allocation program are enormous. With hindsight, it is always easy to see what the optimum investment strategy would have been. Table 15-10 compares the results of several strategies over the period 1926 to 1998. The figures indicate that a manager who had bought and held U.S. Treasury bills over this period would have earned a compound annual return of 3.77 percent. Bonds, stocks, and the two static mix combinations would have earned more. A seer, knowing in advance which asset class would perform the best in the following month, could have achieved extraordinary returns. By shifting funds each month to earn the highest subsequent return, an initial $1 investment would have grown to over $55 billion.

There are untold stories here, of course. Commissions and taxes would have gobbled up much of the potential profit, and no one can consistently predict the future. Suppose, though, that a manager was occasionally able to anticipate correctly the asset class that would perform best in the following period. Intuition suggests that even partial accuracy would significantly improve long-run investment performance. This is precisely the motivation for tactical asset allocation.

### Table 15-10
**Impact of Tactical Asset Allocation, 1926 to 1998**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment Vehicle</th>
<th>Compound Annual Return</th>
<th>Ending Value of $1.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treasury bills</td>
<td>3.77%</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate bonds</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500</td>
<td>11.22</td>
<td>2,353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static mix:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% stocks, 40% bonds</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70% stocks, 30% bills</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimum monthly shifts</td>
<td>40.34</td>
<td>55,510,318,361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Ensign Peak Advisors, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT 84150.

---

The anticipatory strategy is ideal, of course, only if the fund manager is correct in what he or she anticipates.
Remember, however, that the fund manager might be wrong more often than right in the asset class shifts. If shuffling funds around fails to outperform a buy-and-hold strategy, the manager can be accused of churning and poor management.

**Designing a TAA Program**

Two preliminary steps are necessary before the fund manager can successfully implement a TAA program. In conjunction with the client, she must establish the portfolio’s *normal mix* and its *mix range* (also called *exposure range*). These two figures produce a third value, called the *swing component*. The *normal mix* is the benchmark proportion each asset class constitutes in its portfolio.\(^{12}\) The *mix range*, or *exposure range*, specifies how much the current mix can deviate from the normal mix.

Perhaps a fund has a normal mix of 50 percent equities and 50 percent bonds. The mix range might permit the proportion of equity investments to drop as low as 40 percent and to rise as high as 60 percent. This obviously means that the bond proportion can range from a low of 40 percent (when the stock investment is 60 percent) to a high of 60 percent (when the stock investment is lowest). These values create a swing component of 20 percent. (The *swing component* is the percentage of the total portfolio whose composition by asset class may change.) This is so because each component can be reduced by 10 percent or increased by 10 percent, for a 20 percent overall permissible range. Figure 15-2 shows these values.

The job of the TAA fund manager sounds simple, but it is not. “All” that needs to be done is to determine how to invest the swing component. If stocks look good, shift the swing component toward more equity. If, instead, the manager expects bonds to outperform stock, the swing component is heavy on bonds. If the manager anticipates a “normal” market, he should invest the swing component in accordance with the normal mix of the rest of the portfolio.

---

\(^{12}\)Many fund managers seem to have established 60 percent/40 percent as the standard stocks/bonds asset mix. There is nothing magic about these proportions, but they are widely employed on the Street as a starting point in the construction of a wide variety of growth-oriented portfolios.
Caveats Regarding TAA Performance

Efficient Market Implications. The fundamental criticism of tactical asset allocation programs is their implicit assumption that some people can time the market and hence outperform a buy-and-hold strategy. This is inconsistent with the precepts of the efficient market hypothesis.

Still, there is much we do not know about the workings of the marketplace and how security prices are determined. Some fund managers do have good records with their TAA programs; whether this reflects skill or just luck probably is impossible to determine unambiguously.

Individual investors have practiced their own version of TAA for many years by using the switching option provided by many mutual fund families. An investor might own shares in a capital appreciation fund that permits funds to be shifted into a bond or money market fund at the account holder’s wish. Taking advantage of such an option in order to capitalize on expected market movements amounts to tactical asset allocation. Although few formal studies of the long-term success of mutual fund switching have been done, some mutual fund managers specifically recommend against it in the fund prospectus, pointing out that few investors have historically been able to beat a long-term buy-and-hold strategy.

Impact of Transaction Costs. Buying and selling securities is not costless. The portfolio incurs trading fees each time a trade occurs. If the marginal gains from the TAA switching do not exceed the dollar costs and managerial time employed to earn them, the TAA program has not been an effective portfolio management tool.

Costs of Revision

Revising a portfolio is not without costs. These costs can be direct dollar costs, can result from the consumption of management time, can stem from tax, liabilities, or can result from the creation of an image problem that may spring from a perception of unnecessary trading activity.

Trading Fees. A U.S. phenomenon is that virtually every time property legally changes hands, someone pays a fee. If you buy something at a hardware store, you probably pay a sales tax. If you sell real estate, you pay a transfer tax. If you leave property to someone in a will, your estate is liable for a federal estate tax, and your state may require the beneficiaries to pay an inheritance tax. You also incur fees when you sell securities. The most important of these are brokerage commissions.

Commissions. The public cannot conveniently buy or sell shares directly because we are not members of the exchanges where these shares trade. Unless we are able to find a willing partner to a desired trade via a newspaper ad or some other method, we must find someone who is a member of the appropriate exchange to act as our agent and make the trade for us. Stockbrokers perform this agency function, and we pay them a fee for their efforts. Investors pay commissions both to buy and to sell shares.

At a traditional brokerage firm, commissions with shares of stock are a function of two variables: the dollar value of the trade and the number of shares involved in the trade. At most brokerage firms, a 1,000-share trade of a $10 stock involves a higher commission than a 100-share trade of a $100 stock, even though both trades have a value of $10,000.
The commission on a particular trade is split between the broker who takes the order and the firm for which the broker works. Brokers with a high level of production keep a higher percentage than a new broker. Percentages vary by firm, but a new broker might keep about one-third of each commission dollar generated while a high producer might keep half. Some brokers discount their commissions with their more active clients. This means that they voluntarily reduce the size of the commission with the discount coming out of their share of the total commission. An undiscounted commission, for instance, might be $120, with the individual broker keeping $40. If the broker chooses, he can reduce the total commission to $100, giving up $20 from his own compensation. Precise negotiated commission arrangements between clients and brokers should be clearly established to avoid confusion.

Investors also can trade through discount brokerage firms, either over the telephone or the Internet. These firms offer substantially reduced commission rates but few ancillary services, such as market research or periodic newsletters. The largest discount brokers have an institutional desk where portfolio managers can enjoy even higher commission savings through quantity discounts.

A good rule of thumb for retail commission costs at a full-service firm is that most trades average about 2 percent of the stock value, with a minimum commission of $35 or so. On large, actively managed institutional portfolios, the percentage rate might be half this amount or even less; even so, these costs can be significant. The portfolio revision steps outlined in Table 15-2 would cost about $455 at a 2 percent commission rate. This may not seem like much on a six-figure portfolio, but these costs do add up over the course of a year, especially if rebalancing occurs frequently.

If you refer to Table 15-6, you will note that the investments in each of the ten securities range from $10,800 to $13,500. A portfolio that was truly equally weighted would have $12,000 in each of the ten securities. In our example, the manager probably decided that the portfolio in Table 15-6 was adequate and that further refinement would involve too many odd lots and too much more commission expense.

Transfer Taxes. Some states impose taxes on the transfer of securities. These fees are usually very modest and are more of a nuisance tax than anything else. In one state, the tax on a trade of 300 shares of a $30 stock amounts to 16 cents. Transfer taxes are not normally a material consideration in the portfolio management process, but the manager should be able to explain what they are.

Market Impact. Another cost of trading is the market impact of placing the trade. This is the change in market price purely because of executing the trade. A stock might have last traded at $50 with a bid price of $49.95 and an ask price of $50.05. An individual investor who placed a market order to buy 100 shares would likely pay a total of $5,005. An institutional order to buy 50,000 shares at the market, however, could easily bump the stock price up by 25 cents or more. If the 50,000 share trade was filled at an average price of $50.20, this extra 20 cents per share is a portfolio cost of $10,000. The stock price went up because of the trade. Market impact is a very real cost of trading, especially with shares that have modest average daily volume.

Management Time. The majority of portfolio managers handle more than one account. It is common for a single person to have responsibility for thirty or forty half-million-dollar portfolios. Even a relatively simple rebalancing
problem like the one in this example takes time. Rebalancing several dozen portfolios, each containing fifteen or twenty securities, is time consuming. Automation can help with rebalancing to a certain extent, but the manager must still review the proposed changes before implementing them.

**Tax Implications.** The selling of securities may have income tax implications. Nonprofit organizations, such as community endowments and pension funds, need not worry about this because they are usually tax exempt. Individual investors and some corporate clients, however, are concerned about taxes. In our example, YH rose from $50 to $90. The sale of 50 shares of YH (as proposed in Table 15-6) yields a realized $2,000 gain that is taxable that year to the fund owner. Even in the average 28 percent tax bracket, this results in a $560 liability that is a direct cost of the trade. Tax implications are complicated and should be addressed when the portfolio comes under management.
Dollar Cost Averaging: Panacea for the Small Investor

Dollar cost averaging is a compelling investment technique individual investors frequently use. Although some mutual fund sales personnel like to pretend that their firm thought up the idea, dollar cost averaging is a simple mathematical phenomenon that anyone can exploit.

The idea is to invest a fixed amount at a regular interval into the same security regardless of current market conditions. Dollar cost averaging eliminates the need to time the market and requires only selecting an appropriate security (usually a mutual fund) for investment.

Consider the three situations in Figure 15-3. Suppose an individual invests $100 per month over nine months into a common stock mutual fund. This means a total of $900 is invested.

In Scenario A, the shares purchased in March cost $10 each. The share price rises by $1 each month through November, when they are worth $18. Over this period the investor accumulates 66.614 shares. Worth $18

Each month, $100 is invested.
apiece in November, their combined value is $1,199.05. Scenario B shows the reverse situation: The shares are initially worth $18 and decline by $1 per month. A total of 66.614 shares also accumulate, and in November 66.614 shares at $10 each are worth $666.14. Finally, Scenario C shows a fluctuating market, where share prices decline from their initial $10 value to $5, bottom out at this price and then rise back to their starting value of $10. Here 130.239 shares accumulate with an ending value of $1,302.39.

Table 15-11 summarizes the account transactions in each of the three situations. Many people are surprised to see that Scenario C (fluctuating market) is preferable to Scenario A (steadily rising market) in a dollar cost averaging scheme. The reason for this is the increased number of shares the $100 investment buys at the lower prices.

Dollar cost averaging fails to earn a positive return in only two situations. One is when the chosen security trends down over the investment period. (Dollar cost averaging makes money even if the stock price movement is level, provided it fluctuates.) The second possibility for a loss is when the investor bails out at a low price or decides to skip an investment because prices are too low. (One of the curious psychological aspects of investing is that the public seems especially prone to buy when the market is steadily advancing and prices approach all-time highs. Conversely, the public sells when the market falls and prices are low. This is inconsistent with our buying behavior with other products.)

**TABLE 15-11**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Scenario A</th>
<th>Scenario B</th>
<th>Scenario C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5,556</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>9,091</td>
<td>5,882</td>
<td>12,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>8,333</td>
<td>6,250</td>
<td>14,286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>7,692</td>
<td>6,667</td>
<td>16,667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>7,143</td>
<td>7,143</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>6,667</td>
<td>7,692</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>6,250</td>
<td>8,333</td>
<td>14,286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>5,882</td>
<td>9,091</td>
<td>12,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>5,556</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>66,614</td>
<td>66,614</td>
<td>130,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>$1,199.05</td>
<td>$666.14</td>
<td>$1,302.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Window Dressing. Window dressing refers to largely cosmetic changes made to a portfolio near the end of some reporting period. A fund manager, for instance, may provide a detailed portfolio statement twice a year, on June 30 and December 31. This statement usually has two parts. One part itemizes the assets contained in the portfolio at that point in time. This is analogous to a balance sheet and tends to be the part of the report that receives the most
attention. Many users of the report focus on the net change in market value over the reporting period. The second part of the portfolio statement is often longer and reports all activity in the fund since the previous report. Dividends received, securities bought and sold, management fees paid, and so on are reported here. This part is like a daily accounting journal.

Say you are a fund manager who has one particularly poor performer, like LO in our example. You could show this loser on your fund balance sheet, but it might be less stressful to sell it, getting it off the early pages of the report and relegating it to the second part. Window dressing is a real-world phenomenon; people do not want to attract attention to their mistakes. The key thing to remember is your fiduciary responsibility to act in the best interest of your clients. Do not sell stock without a well-conceived rationale that you would be comfortable explaining to the fund owner.

**Rising Importance of Trading Fees.** As a final note, the prevalence and impact of trading fees is receiving increased attention in the investment community. Investment banking scandals, lawsuits regarding churning, and incomplete prospectus information are attracting attention from regulatory bodies, consumer groups, and financial columnists. Someone pays the cost of trading securities, and that someone is the individual or institution that has entrusted the portfolio manager with money. Flippancy regarding commission costs is clearly unethical and sometimes illegal.

**Contributions to the Portfolio**

Another part of the portfolio management process deals with periodic additional contributions to the portfolio from either internal or external sources. Although this is not a complicated activity, it is an important one. Accumulating a pile of uncashed interest or dividend checks is obviously not in the client’s best interest. It is important to get dividends back to work as soon as possible after receiving them. An uncashed check earns no return, and a casual attitude toward these checks is unsound fiduciary practice.

If an account holds its securities in a street name, dividends go to the brokerage firm holding the securities on the client’s behalf. Most brokerage firms have arrangements whereby any excess cash in an account is automatically transferred into an interest-bearing fund of some type. This is a good arrangement because it reduces to a minimum the unproductive time of the dividends.

If instead the portfolio manager receives the dividend checks, there needs to be some temporary haven (such as a money market fund) for these funds until they accumulate sufficiently to finance the purchase of more securities or until they are paid as income to the fund beneficiary.

**When Do You Sell Stock?**

Knowing when to sell a particular stock is perhaps one of the toughest parts of the investment business. One of the questions most commonly asked by the layperson concerns when to sell the stock. Behavioral evidence suggests that the typical investor sells winners too soon and keeps losers too long. This section deals with thoughts on the sale of equity securities.

---

11See, for instance, the Barber and Odean article listed in the Further Reading section at the end of this chapter.

*“If you have to eat a frog, it is best not to look at it too long.” Mark Twain*
Rebalancing
As we have seen, rebalancing a portfolio because of changing security values can cause the portfolio manager to sell shares, but not necessarily because they are doing poorly. In the example presented in Table 15-6, rebalancing required the sale of some of the shares of YH, QWS, and ZR, even though these three securities were winners. Profit taking with winners is a logical consequence of portfolio rebalancing.

Upgrading
Investors should also sell shares when their investment potential has deteriorated to the extent that they no longer merit a place in the portfolio. In Table 15-9, we saw that stock LO had taken a dive and that the manager decided to suffer the consequences and sell the stock. Shares of HJY were purchased instead. It is difficult to take a loss, but it is even worse to hang on to a loser and have the loss (or opportunity loss) grow even worse.\(^{14}\) The sale of LO and its replacement with HJY is an example of upgrading.

Sale of Stock via Stop Orders
Stop orders are extremely useful investment tools, yet surprisingly few individual or institutional investors routinely use them. Most stop orders are sell stops, which activate a market order to sell a set number of shares if shares trade at the stop price. Stop orders can be used to minimize losses or to protect a profit.

Using Stops to Minimize Losses. Suppose you buy 1,000 shares of a stock at $23, and the share price declines to $19. You might decide that if it falls another dollar, you are going to sell it, take your loss, and find a replacement. To do this, you could place a stop order to sell 1,000 shares and set the stop price at $18.\(^{15}\) This means that if the stock trades at $18 per share or less, your stop order will be activated and become a market order to sell your shares. You are not guaranteed $18 per share, however, because a market order indicates a desire to sell for the best available price. In a volatile market, your trade might occur at $17.75 or even less.

Stop orders—or stop-loss orders, when used this way—can make some of your when-to-sell decisions automatically. You might routinely place stops 15 percent below the current market price of each equity security. If a security declines in value this much, it will be sold via the stop order. You file stop orders with the stock specialist at the exchange, so you do not have to rely on a broker to track the order.

Using Stops to Protect Profits. Stop orders also can be used to protect profits. In many respects this is their more important use. Suppose you purchased stock at $33, and it is now at $48. You have a nice gain in the stock and are tempted to take the profit. But you also think there is a good chance that the stock will continue to advance, and you would hate to miss out on the additional gain. You are also troubled by the fact that many people take profits too soon.

Instead of selling the stock, you place a $45 stop order to sell the shares. This is $3 below the current market price. If the stock retreats to $45, your

\(^{14}\)Hard as it may be to your ego, you must continually recall that there are no losers in an efficient market. The current price is a fair one; what has happened in the past does not matter.

\(^{15}\)You could also place a stop order to sell only part of your shares, or you could place several stops at different stop prices on portions of your holdings.
shares are sold, and you will still be left with a nice profit. If the stock continues to run up, however, you can simply move the stop up behind it. Some people refer to this as a **crawling stop**. As an example, suppose that three weeks later your stock has advanced another $5, to $53. You call your broker and move the stop price up to perhaps $50. Now if the stock retreats, you have protected another $5 per share in profits. Figure 15-4 summarizes this example.

Stop orders do not cost anything to place. You pay a commission only if the order results in a trade.

**Extraordinary Events**

Unexpected occurrences can also make it necessary for the portfolio manager to sell shares of stock.

**Change in Client Objectives.** Occasionally the client’s investment objectives change. For example, a church may be about to undertake a major renovation and need to generate additional income to pay for it. The church decision-making board may decide to change the endowment fund’s primary objective to income from growth of income. This will probably cause the portfolio manager to reduce the percentage of the portfolio that is in equities.

**Change in Market Conditions.** When the portfolio manager’s outlook for the stock market turns bearish, it is often appropriate to reduce equity holdings in favor of fixed-income securities. Many fund managers actively seek to time the market. In many respects this is the essence of tactical asset allocation strategies.
Buy-Outs. A fund manager might learn of a tender offer for one of the fund’s holdings. This means that someone is offering to purchase the shares of a company, normally for a premium over the previous market price. It is difficult to pass up most tender offers, and it is generally in the client’s best interest to sell the stock to the would-be acquirer.

Caprice. Sometimes there is really no compelling reason to sell shares beyond some inexplicable gut feeling or a desire to do something. Portfolio managers need to be careful about making unnecessary trades in a managed account, but they also must pay attention to their experience, intuition, and professional judgment. An experienced portfolio manager who is worried about a particular holding or who thinks the portfolio needs a change probably should make the switch.

Final Thoughts
Unfortunately, there is no easy answer to the question, When do I sell stock? Psychologically, the portfolio manager is torn between a desire to protect profits or minimize further losses and the potential for price appreciation.
In an efficient market context, the current stock price is an extremely important number, one that accurately reflects the information available to the investing community. This means the current price is a fair price. Still, an investor logically can sell shares in an efficient market framework as utility curves or consumption decisions change. As a portfolio manager, the important thing is to know why you are about to do something. Everything you do must be logically justifiable at the time you do it. Hindsight is an inappropriate perspective for investment decision making.

**SUMMARY**

Portfolio management strategies can be either passive or active. Buy and hold is the most obvious of the passive strategies. A naive strategy is one that requires very little thinking to implement, but such a strategy is not necessarily a poor one.

Rebalancing involves adjusting the relative proportion of each portfolio component according to some target proportion. This may appear to require selling winners and buying losers. Popular methods of rebalancing include maintaining a constant mix of the portfolio components, maintaining a constant beta, or matching the performance of some stock market index (called *indexing*).

Another managerial consideration is the handling of contributions to the portfolio (from both internal and external sources). Dollar cost averaging is a useful method of periodically adding to a portfolio without the need for extensive security analysis. Deciding when to sell shares of stock, particularly ones that are doing well, can be complicated. Stop orders are useful in protecting profits from stocks that continue to have good prospects.

Tactical asset allocation (TAA) is a rapidly growing topic in the field of portfolio management. Basically, a TAA program seeks to shift the relative asset proportions of a portfolio as the prospects for the various asset classes change. It is unusual to have more than three asset classes (stocks, bonds, and cash), although there is no reason why other assets, such as timberland or hard assets, could not be included. The essence of the TAA program is making a decision about how to invest the swing component of the portfolio. This amounts to an attempt to time the market. Even with only modest success, the marginal gains can be substantial.

**QUESTIONS**

1. Portfolio management is really a process of continual portfolio revision. Do you agree with this statement?
2. What is the point of portfolio rebalancing? Why not just leave the portfolio alone?
3. Why is portfolio revision not free of cost?
4. Show how a crawling stop order can be used to protect a profit.
5. Although stop orders can be quite useful, surveys show that very few individual investors ever use them. Why do you think this is?
6. A portfolio manager finds that a particular collection of securities has a correlation coefficient of 0.96 with the S&P 500. If the objective is to mimic the S&P 500 index, would it make sense to try to increase the correlation by adding more securities? What are the pros and cons of doing so?
7. A portfolio has a primary objective of capital appreciation and a secondary objective of growth of income. If you feel bearish about the stock market as a whole, is it appropriate for you to reduce your equity holding to zero? Why or why not?

8. The text mentions that an investor could routinely place stops 15 percent below the current price of each equity position. Is there any reason not to do this?

9. How would you determine whether a fund manager is guilty of churning?

10. Is it feasible to organize an all-equity fund so that it is managed as an equally weighted, constant beta portfolio?

11. Consider the following statement: As time passes, the beta of a self-contained stock portfolio often declines. This statement is true. Why do you think this is so?

12. Suppose you have a very accurate, reliable estimate for a security’s long-term expected return, this estimate has very little variance, and the expected return is commensurate with the security’s risk. Explain why it makes sense to buy more of this security if it fails to earn this expected return in the next period.

13. How does the idea of tactical asset allocation tie in with the efficient market hypothesis?

14. What is meant by asset class appraisal?

15. Is there a cost to tactical asset allocation other than commission costs and managerial time?

16. How does TAA fit in with the portfolio objectives discussed in Chapters 3 and 4?

17. Is TAA appropriate for a fixed-income portfolio?

18. Why does a tactical asset allocator need to be concerned with the potential for charges of churning?

---

PROBLEMS

1. Make up an example showing how dollar cost averaging makes a profit even in a flat market, in which a security is not trending up or down but fluctuates around a mean of zero.

2. On March 1, an all-equity portfolio you manage is equally weighted. On June 1, it has changed as shown in the following table. What specific steps should you take to rebalance the portfolio, assuming no security position is completely eliminated?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Value on March 1</th>
<th>Value on June 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,000 JUI</td>
<td>$ 10,000</td>
<td>$ 11,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 LLO</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>9,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,300 KI</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,200 NMB</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>17,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 ERW</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>8,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,700 OP</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900 XXC</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>12,455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,200 PPM</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>13,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500 PPU</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>9,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,500 WQE</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>$117,380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Consider the information in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,000 JUI</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>$11,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 LLO</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>9,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,300 KI</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,200 NMB</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>17,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 ERW</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>8,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,700 OP</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>10,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900 XXC</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>12,455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,200 PPM</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>13,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500 PPU</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>9,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,500 WQE</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>$117,380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. What is the beta of this portfolio?

b. What (specifically) would you do to bring this portfolio back to a target beta of 1.10?

4. A portfolio consists of $250,000 in stock and $10,000 in cash. The beta of the portfolio is 1.10. Show how the beta of the portfolio can be reduced to 0.95 by shifting the equity/cash proportions.

5. Consider the portfolio in Problem 3 (before any adjustments). Estimate the value of each of the components if the S&P 500 index rises from 1,400.00 to 1,500.00.

6. Suppose the variance of the market is 0.04. What is the approximate variance of the portfolio in Problem 3? (Refer to the statistical relationships in Chapter 5.)

7. Consider the following mutual fund history:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Fund A</th>
<th>Fund B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>11.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>11.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>12.21</td>
<td>11.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>12.33</td>
<td>12.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>12.44</td>
<td>12.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>13.17</td>
<td>12.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>12.76</td>
<td>13.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Calculate the variance of return for each of the two mutual funds.
b. If you had employed a dollar cost averaging program by making monthly investments of $250, in which fund would you have the most money at the end of July?

8. Suppose an investor put $125 per month into both Funds A and B in Problem 7. Calculate the variance of the two-security portfolio over this period.

9. In Problem 2, assume that on March 1, each of the stocks had a dividend yield of 4 percent and that each paid dividends quarterly. If you can earn 6 percent in a money market account, approximately how much interest would you lose if you accumulated one year's worth of uncashed dividend checks?
10. Using the “historical quotes” feature at http://finance.yahoo.com, determine the total return on the S&P 500 index for 2001 if an investor was:

a. In the market the whole year,
b. Out of the market on the ten best days;
c. Out of the market on the twenty best days;
d. Out of the market on the ten worst days.

11. Using data from the previous twenty trading days, calculate the growth in a $1 investment for which the optimum daily switches were made between two asset classes: Treasury bills and the S&P 500 stock index. Ignore commissions.

INTERNET EXERCISE

Go to Yahoo! Finance and download daily price data on the S&P 500 index for the last twelve months. Calculate:

a. the total return over this period;
b. the total return if you were out of the market on the five best days;
c. the total return if you were out of the market on the ten best days;
   and
d. the total return if you were out of the market on the twenty best days.
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Introduction

The fixed-income component of a portfolio needs periodic revision, as does its equity counterpart. Whether the chore is more difficult with bonds than with stock depends on to whom you speak. The price behavior of bonds is arguably more predictable than that of stock because bond prices converge on their par values as maturity approaches. Also, with some bond strategies, we know certain necessary aspects of the revision process years in advance.

To some extent, managing a bond portfolio involves forecasting future interest rates, just as managing a stock portfolio may require an assessment of near-term market movements. In an efficient market context, of course, nobody can accurately predict the future. What managers can do, however, is manage the risk they face. Equity managers face market risk, whereas bond managers face interest-rate, default, and reinvestment-rate risks. Fixed-income security management is largely a matter of altering the level of risk the portfolio faces, especially interest-rate risk as measured by duration.

This chapter presents several well-known bond portfolio strategies that require periodic revision. It also reviews how the fund manager can adjust the portfolio to be consistent with these strategies.

Passive versus Active Management Strategies

Passive Strategies

The two passive bond strategies are (1) buy and hold and (2) indexing.
“Although buy-and-hold is a realistic option for investors who buy equities, it is an act of wanton imprudence for investors in debt securities. Ultimately, of course, a debt security reverts to cash, and thereafter earns nothing for its owner. Well before the maturity date, however, its entire pattern of market behavior changes with the passage of time. This means that active management of fixed income securities is an inescapable responsibility.”

Peter L. Bernstein, former editor, Journal of Portfolio Management

“The universe of bonds is broader and more diverse than that of stocks.”

Frank Reilly and David Wright in the Handbook of Fixed Income Securities

“The only thing worse than a passive strategy is an unsuccessful active one. The results are bad and the costs are excessive.”

Henry B. Spencer, senior vice-president, Guardian Life Insurance

Buy and Hold. You can build a portfolio of common stock and not touch it again for decades. This is passive management taken to an extreme, but it is common practice with perpetual securities such as common stock. Things are different with bonds because they have a maturity date, after which their investment merit ceases. If you discover ten GHY 8s of 1977 in a forgotten family safe, each of these bonds is probably worth $1,040 (the $1,000 principal and the last coupon amount of $40). These bonds were also worth $1,040 on their maturity day in 1977, so the money might as well have been buried in the backyard the past few decades. This implies that a passive bond strategy still requires the periodic replacement of bonds as they mature.

Indexing. Another passive approach to bond management involves an attempt to replicate the investment characteristics of a popular measure of the bond market. In the United States there are more than 400 indexes to measure the performance of fixed-income securities. These are published predominantly by Lehman Brothers and Merrill Lynch.

The rationale for indexing comes from the pioneering work on the concept of market efficiency with equity securities. Market efficiency means that managers are unable to predict market movements and that attempts to time the market are, on average, fruitless.

Securities held in the two best-known bond indexes are primarily high-grade issues, which yield less than lower-grade issues. A manager can normally outperform the return on a bond index by including enough lower-grade issues in the portfolio under management to crank up its return. The proper comparison should be between the index and a managed portfolio of comparable risk to the index. Comparable risk means both similar default risk and similar interest-rate risk (duration). It does not make sense to compare a twenty-five-year BBB-rated bond portfolio with a five-year AAA-rated portfolio without addressing the risk differential.

Investments in bond index funds have increased from less than $500 million in 1980 to $1.4 trillion today. A bond index fund is a collection of securities that seeks to mimic the performance of a published measure of bond returns. One likely reason for the increase is the fact that professionally managed bond funds have generally failed to outperform bond averages. In the two-year period ended September 30, 1990, only 16 percent of 637 professionally managed bond portfolios managed to outperform the Salomon Brothers investment-grade bond index. None of these portfolios beat the index in each year of this period. These results generally persist today. Bond managers do not do any better beating the market than their equity counterparts.

Active Strategies

Two classic and well-known active bond management strategies are the laddered strategy and the barbell strategy, although they require so little effort to implement that some people would classify them as passive.

Laddered Portfolio. Fixed-income securities with long maturities usually carry the highest yields to maturity, but they also have the most interest-rate risk. Rather than try to second-guess interest rate changes, a popular alternative is to use a laddered strategy, which distributes the fixed-income dollars throughout the yield curve. Consider the example in Figure 16-1. Here bonds have been selected to spread their maturities uniformly over the next
twenty-five years. The manager could have chosen twenty or thirty years rather than twenty-five; there is nothing magic about the twenty-five-year period.

Tending a laddered portfolio is simple. The portfolio in Figure 16-1 consists of bonds worth $1 million in par value, with one-twenty-fifth of this ($40,000) invested in each maturity from one to twenty-five years. Each year $40,000 par value matures, and the portfolio manager uses the proceeds from these bonds to buy other bonds with a twenty-five-year maturity. The remaining bonds move "one place to the left" until ultimately they mature and a new twenty-five-year bond enters the portfolio. The manager's only decision is which specific twenty-five-year bonds to buy with the proceeds from the matured bonds. See Figure 16-2.

**Barbell Portfolio.** A barbell strategy is the other classic active bond management strategy. The barbell strategy differs from the laddered strategy in that there is less investment in the middle maturities. Figure 16-3 shows one example of a bond portfolio managed via a barbell strategy. As in Figure 16-1, the twenty-five-year maximum maturity is arbitrary. The horizon could just as easily be twenty or thirty years. In this example, the largest investments are in bonds with maturities of one to five years and twenty-one to twenty-five years. Initially, there is an investment of $70,000 par value in bonds with each of these maturities and $20,000 par value in each maturity from six to twenty years.\(^1\)

---

\(^1\)The number of weights on each end of the bar is also arbitrary. Instead of five weights, the barbell might carry three or eight weights. The diameter of the bar can also vary. The name barbell simply refers to the general shape of the maturity distribution.
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FIGURE 16-2
Revision of a Laddered Bond Portfolio

FIGURE 16-3
Barbell Bond Portfolio
Managing a barbell portfolio is slightly more involved than managing a laddered portfolio because each year the manager must replace *two* sets of bonds. The one-year bonds mature, and the proceeds are used to buy new twenty-five-year bonds. The twenty-one-year bonds become twenty-year bonds, and it is necessary to sell $50,000 par value of these. The manager then applies this cash toward the purchase of $50,000 par value of five-year bonds (see Figure 16-4).

**Other Active Strategies.** The bread and butter for some fixed-income investment houses is identifying bonds that are likely to experience a rating change in the near future. An increase in the bond rating pushes the price up; a downgrade does the opposite.

The price impact can be significant. On March 12, 2008, according to http://www.bondsonline.com, the average yield on a ten-year, BBB-rated corporate bond was 6.24 percent. For a bond with a 4 percent coupon, this corresponds to a bond price of 83.52 percent. Also on this date, the average yield on a ten-year, A-rated bond was 5.74 percent. With a 4 percent coupon, this would sell for 86.90 percent. This is a price differential of 4.05 percent. An astute bond manager who correctly identified a BBB-rated bond that was about to be upgraded to single A would substantially improve the portfolio’s performance for the year by purchasing such a bond in advance of the upgrade.

A variation on this theme is finding BB bonds with the potential to move up to investment grade. An extra price boost is often associated with this particular upgrade because it becomes an eligible investment for many more institutional investors.

**FIGURE 16-4**
Revision of a Barbell Bond Portfolio

![Barbell Bond Portfolio Diagram](Image)
Risk of Barbells and Ladders

It is important to recognize that the relative risks of the barbell and laddered strategies are not the same for two reasons.

**Interest-Rate Risk.** Suppose the two portfolios shown in Figures 16-1 and 16-3 contain bonds with a 10 percent coupon rate and that the prevailing yield curve is a traditional, upward-sloping one with one-year securities yielding 9.0 percent. Assume that for each additional year until maturity up to twenty-one years, the bonds yield an additional ten basis points (for example, two-year bonds yield 9.1 percent, and three-year bonds yield 9.2 percent). Maturities after twenty-one years are flat at 11.0 percent. Figure 16-5 shows the durations of these securities.

Duration increases as maturity lengthens, but the increase is not linear. This is exactly what Malkiel’s theorem about the decreasing importance of lengthening maturity means. A noticeable difference exists in the durations of one- and two-year bonds, but not much relative difference in the durations of twenty-four- and twenty-five-year bonds.

The duration of a bond portfolio is simply a weighted average of the component durations. For the barbell portfolio, the duration is 6.05 years. For the laddered portfolio, the duration is 6.53 years. Duration measures

---

FIGURE 16-5

Component Durations

---

2 Actually, this is an arguable statement. If you calculate the yield to maturity of a bond portfolio as if it were a single security and use this value to calculate the duration of the “single security,” you will get a slightly different answer than if you use the weighted average approach. Given the bid-ask spread of bond prices and the uncertainty of their precise purchase price, this difference is usually ignored in practice. The weighted average approach is much simpler to employ.
interest-rate risk, so this particular laddered portfolio is riskier than the barbell portfolio.

**Reinvestment-Rate Risk.** Both the laddered and barbell portfolios have a face value of $1 million; all bonds in both portfolios have a 10 percent coupon rate. This means that both portfolios will generate $100,000 per year in income. The barbell portfolio requires the reinvestment each year of $70,000 in par value, whereas the laddered portfolio requires the reinvestment of $40,000. If interest rates fall, the lost interest will be more with the barbell strategy than with the laddered strategy. This is so because the barbell strategy results in $30,000 more being reinvested at a lower rate. Rising rates, of course, would favor the barbell strategy because more funds would be available each year for investment at the new, higher rates available.

**Reconciling Interest-Rate and Reinvestment-Rate Risks.** Table 16-1 summarizes the relevant points in the comparison. During a period of falling interest rates, the laddered portfolio fares better than the barbell portfolio. The opposite is true when interest rates are rising.

Note, however, that the results in Table 16-1 do not apply in every comparison of barbell and laddered portfolios. It is possible, for instance, to construct a barbell portfolio with a longer duration than a laddered portfolio by carefully selecting the coupon rates of the components. The lower the coupon rates, the higher the duration, everything else being kept constant. If the bonds in Figure 16-3 were all zero coupon bonds, for instance, the portfolio duration would be 13.0 years. Such a portfolio would have no reinvestment-rate risk but also no interest-rate risk.

Table 16-1 also does not apply during periods when the yield curve is inverting (yield curve inversion occurs when short-term rates are rising faster than long-term rates). The yield curve is inverted when ninety-day T-bills yield more than U.S. government bonds. Duration as a pure measure of interest-rate risk works only for parallel shifts in the yield curve. This means that if the rate for a six-month T-bill rises by half a percentage point, the average rates for all other maturities also rise by half a percentage point. When the yield curve is in the process of inverting, its shifts are not parallel.

The implication of this is that a barbell strategy is safer than a laddered strategy when the yield curve is inverting. The prices of the long-term securities in a barbell portfolio are relatively constant because long-term rates are not changing much, whereas the short-term securities are not changing much because they are short term. A laddered strategy loses more than a barbell strategy during periods of yield curve inversion.

The opposite is true during periods of falling interest rates. In fact, an ambitious manager might then create a reverse barbell, with most maturities middle term and fewer securities short and long term.

**Table 16-1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK COMPARISON WITH LADDERED AND BARBELL STRATEGIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rising Interest Rates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest-Rate Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinvestment-Rate Risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(This assumes the duration of the laddered portfolio is greater than the duration of the barbell portfolio.)
Bullets versus Barbells

Another important bond portfolio comparison is the bullet strategy versus the barbell strategy. A bullet strategy is one in which the bond maturities cluster around one particular maturity on the yield curve. It is possible to construct two portfolios, one a bullet and one a barbell, with the same durations but with substantially different responses to changes in interest rates. This is so because the yield curve seldom undergoes a parallel shift, and duration is an inaccurate predictor when the shift is not parallel.

While it is not an infallible rule, some people follow a heuristic stating that the barbell strategy will outperform a bullet strategy when the yield curve flattens, and, conversely, the bullet strategy will outperform a barbell strategy when the yield curve steepens. This is not an exact relationship because it depends on how much the yield curve flattens or steepens. For small movements, though, the rule is generally accurate.

Swaps

A portfolio manager’s exchange of an existing bond or set of bonds for a different issue is a bond swap. Bond swaps are usually intended to do one of four things:

1. Increase current income.
2. Increase yield to maturity.
3. Improve the potential for price appreciation with a decline in interest rates.
4. Establish losses to offset capital gains or taxable income.

There are four main types of swaps.

Substitution Swap. In a substitution swap, the investor finds an opportunity to increase current yield by exchanging one bond for another of similar risk and maturity and pick up a few basis points in the process. For example, an investor might sell a thirty-year, 8 percent bond selling at par and replace it with another thirty-year, 8 percent coupon bond selling for $980. This increases the current yield by sixteen basis points ($80/980 = 0.0816)$. Securities that promise the same return and have the same risk level normally sell for the same price, so obvious opportunities for substitution swaps are not common.

Intermarket or Yield Spread Swap. The intermarket or yield spread swap involves bonds that trade in different markets, such as government bonds versus corporate bonds. Small differences in these markets sometimes cause similar bonds to behave differently in response to changing market conditions. Speculators may look for bonds with different yields to maturity because they expect the spread between the two yields to maturity will widen or narrow.

---


4Numerous other types of swaps deal with balance sheet management. In corporate finance, for instance, it is common for two firms to exchange the payments on their debt when one firm pays a floating rate and the other pays a fixed rate. There is an example of this in Chapter 23.

5Commissions are especially material in examples of this type. If it costs $8 to trade $1,000 par of a bond issue, the advantages to the swap in this example disappear.
For instance, when the economic situation of the country is expected to deteriorate, there is often a flight to quality as investors become less willing to hold risky bonds. As investors buy safe bonds (perhaps those rated AAA) and sell more risky bonds (perhaps BBB), the spread between their yields widens. In essence, the value of risky bonds falls during a flight to quality.

One way of measuring this phenomenon is via a confidence index, such as the one published weekly in Barron’s. The confidence index is the ratio of the yield on AAA bonds to the yield on BBB bonds. This ratio has a theoretical upper boundary of 1.0 because the yield on safe bonds should never exceed the yield on risky bonds. The more confident people are about the future, the more willing they are to accept risk. As investors buy risky bonds, their prices rise, their yields decline, and the confidence index increases.

**Bond-Rating Swap.** A bond-rating swap is really a form of the intermarket swap. It might be used by an investor who understands the historical data on the yield spreads between bonds of different ratings and who feels able to forecast the movements of these yield spreads in the marketplace. Bonds with higher quality ratings should have a lower yield to maturity than more risky bonds. If an investor anticipates a change in the yield spread, it may be possible to swap bonds with different ratings so that the swap produces a capital gain with a minimal increase in risk.

**Rate-Anticipation Swap.** Someone who anticipates lower interest rates might swap long-term bonds selling at a premium for long-term discount bonds—a rate-anticipation swap. Premium bonds are less volatile than discount bonds, and the anticipated decline in interest rates should generate a higher capital gain with the discount bonds. Conversely, if an investor expected rates to rise, she might exchange discount bonds for premium bonds or swap longer-term bonds for short-term bonds.

**Forecasting Interest Rates**

Despite what the public likes to think, few professional money managers have a good batting average when it comes to timely prediction of changes in interest rates. Still, changing interest rates are a fact of investment life, and substantial rewards await those who do successfully predict a change.

We know from Malkiel’s theorems that rising interest rates cause market participants to bid down the prices of existing bonds and vice versa. We also know that long-term bonds are more volatile than short-term bonds and that low-coupon bonds are more volatile than high-coupon bonds. Duration captures the combined volatility effects of maturity and coupon rate.

The active bond manager who anticipates falling interest rates will want to increase the duration of the portfolio. This way, the value of the portfolio rises the most when rates decline. Of course, this is a two-edged sword; if the manager is wrong about the direction of interest rates, increasing the duration will magnify the paper losses the portfolio suffers. A portfolio manager who expects rates to rise should shorten duration to minimize the impact.

The fixed-income parallel to the question, “What do you think the stock market is going to do?” is “Do you think interest rates are going up or down?” The media frequently ask the country’s leading economists about their expectations for future interest rates, and the divergence in their forecasts can be astounding. The theories of the yield curve discussed previously are useful in understanding why the term structure of interest might take on a particular
shape, but predicting changes in the yield curve is another matter entirely. This is a formidable task beyond the scope of this book.\footnote{It may well be beyond the scope of every book, given what we currently know about the efficiency of the securities markets.}

**Volunteering Callable Municipal Bonds**

Many bonds are **callable**, meaning that the issuer can force their early redemption. The bond indenture states precise terms of the call feature. A vice president of a national brokerage firm once described to the author a method his firm had used for years to earn extra profits via the call feature of small municipal bond issues. Consider this example. A municipality has an outstanding issue of 5 percent bonds that mature in fifteen years. The bond indenture requires the city treasurer to retire $100,000 par of these bonds each year by calling for their redemption at par ($1,000).

Suppose that this bond issue sells in the marketplace for 90 percent of par and that a portfolio you manage contains $50,000 par of these bonds. Knowing that the treasurer has to call $100,000 par value of these bonds in a few months, you volunteer your $50,000 holding at a price of 95 percent of par, or $47,500. This is a win–win situation. Rather than having to retire 100 bonds at $1,000 each, the city treasurer is able to retire half of the necessary number at only $950, for a savings of $50 each. This saves the town a total of $2,500. In addition, the bond portfolio has an instant capital gain of $2,500, which is to the client’s benefit.

Successfully employing such a strategy requires careful understanding of numerous bond indentures and probably a working relationship with municipal finance officers. Nonetheless, the strategy can work if the portfolio manager has a strong enough desire to implement it.

There is no reason in principle that this tactic would not also work with corporate bonds. In practice, however, corporate bond issues are much larger and often prescribe some specific lottery method for calling bonds as required. It is far less likely that a corporate treasurer would be able to accommodate such a request.

---

**Bond Convexity (Advanced Topic)**

Bond convexity is an advanced topic that many books on investments or portfolio management choose not to cover. Some instructors will choose to skip it here as well. The author has included it for two reasons. First, it is a concept of increasing importance that is getting more attention in the literature. Second, an understanding of convexity adds significantly to an understanding of the uses (and limitations) of the duration statistic.

The **Importance of Convexity**

For a given interest rate change, **convexity** is the difference between the actual price change in a bond and that predicted by the duration statistic. In practice, the effects of convexity are minor. Understanding the concept of convexity, however, makes duration a more user-friendly statistic.

Using calculus terminology, **duration** is the first derivative of the bond-pricing equation with respect to the yield, whereas convexity is the second derivative. It is easiest to see the importance of this statistic using a graph. Figure 16-6 indicates that the yield to maturity of a bond is not a direct linear
function of the bond’s price. The first derivative of price with respect to yield is negative (evident from the downward-sloping curves), but there is also a second derivative that is positive. That is, the decline in bond price as yield increases is decelerating. The shape of this curve is the bond’s convexity. The sharper the curve, the greater the convexity.

The implication of this is shown in Figure 16-7, showing the yield to maturity and price relationship for a 10 percent, twenty-year bond that sells for $750 and has a yield to maturity of 13.7 percent. The tangent line corresponds to the price change predicted by duration. As the bond’s yield moves up or down, there is a divergence from the actual price change (the curved line) and the duration-predicted price change (the tangent line). The more pronounced the curve, the greater the price difference. Similarly, the greater the yield change, the more important convexity becomes. Duration can measure price change accurately for an infinitesimally small change in interest rates, but as the rate change increases, the importance of convexity grows.

**Calculating Convexity**

In his excellent book *Bond Markets, Analysis and Strategies*, Frank J. Fabozzi uses calculus to show that you can approximate the actual price change of a bond as

\[
\frac{dP}{dR} = \left[ \frac{dP}{dR} \frac{dR}{dR} \right] + \left[ \frac{1}{2} \times \frac{d^2P}{dR^2} (dR)^2 \right] + \text{Error} \tag{16-1}
\]
where $P = \text{bond price}$ and $R = \text{yield to maturity}$. In words, price change $= f$ (duration, convexity, error). The first term on the right side of Equation 16-1 is the price change in the bond as a consequence of the bond’s duration; the second term is the price change as a consequence of its convexity.

Equation 16-1 shows the change in the bond price associated with a change in the bond’s yield to maturity. To get the \textit{percentage} change, it is necessary to divide each term by the bond’s price:

$$
\frac{dP}{P} = \left[ \frac{1}{P} \times \frac{dP}{dR} dR \right] + \left[ \frac{1}{2P} \times \frac{d^2P}{dR^2} (dR)^2 \right] + \frac{\text{Error}}{P} \quad (16-2)
$$

The second term of Equation 16-2 contains the bond convexity:

$$
\text{Convexity} = \frac{1}{2P} \times \frac{d^2P}{dR^2} (dR)^2 \quad (16-3)
$$

\footnote{This equation comes from a Taylor series expansion of the bond-pricing equation. The Taylor series is useful for approximating many mathematical functions.}
Two Derivatives: Speed and Acceleration

Some readers of this book will be unfamiliar with calculus concepts such as first and second derivatives. The idea behind them is not difficult. Calculus is largely about rates of change, in particular how one variable in an equation changes if another variable in the equation changes by a small amount.

Suppose you are traveling in an automobile at thirty miles per hour. How far will you travel in two minutes? Based just on this information, there is no way to tell. It depends on how your speed is changing. Perhaps you are traveling at a constant speed of thirty miles per hour. Because there are sixty minutes in an hour, you will travel one mile in two minutes. Speed is the first derivative of distance traveled with respect to time.

Alternatively, you might have been traveling at highway speed of sixty-five mph and be braking to a stop. At some point you will be traveling exactly thirty mph. In the next two minutes, however, you may travel only one hundred feet, much less than a mile. The converse is true when accelerating. After blasting off, how far does the space shuttle travel in the two minutes after its speed is exactly thirty mph? Acceleration is the second derivative of distance with respect to time. Equivalently, it is the first derivative of speed with respect to time. That is, how does speed change with the passage of time?

Knowing only that you are traveling at exactly thirty mph is insufficient information to determine how far you will travel in a period of time.

The analogy holds true with bonds. Duration is the first derivative of the bond price with respect to the yield. Convexity is the second derivative. We have a good idea how much a bond price will change if the yield moves from 5 percent to 5.0005 percent, just as we can predict reasonably well how far the space shuttle travels in the 0.0005 seconds after its speed was thirty mph. If the bond yield changes from 5 percent to 6 percent or if we increase the space shuttle’s travel time by two minutes, the first derivative alone will predict an inaccurate result. Duration works well for small changes in yield, but for a significant jump in rates, we should include the effects of convexity.

Suppose we have a bond that pays three cash flows: \( C_1 \), \( C_2 \), and \( C_3 \). Equation 16-4 shows this bond’s pricing equation:

\[
P = \frac{C_1}{(1 + R)^1} + \frac{C_2}{(1 + R)^2} + \frac{C_3}{(1 + R)^3} \quad (16-4)
\]

We can restate this as Equation 16-5:

\[
P = C_1 (1 + R)^{-1} + C_2 (1 + R)^{-2} + C_3 (1 + R)^{-3} \quad (16-5)
\]
Now we take the first derivative with respect to the yield to maturity, \( R \):

\[
\frac{dP}{dR} = -C_1 (1 + R)^2 - 2C_2 (1 + R)^3 - 3C_3 (1 + R)^4
\]

\[
= \frac{-C_1}{(1 + R)^2} - \frac{2C_2}{(1 + R)^3} - \frac{3C_3}{(1 + R)^4}
\]

\[
= -\frac{1}{(1 + R)} \times \left[ \frac{C_1}{(1 + R)^1} + \frac{2C_2}{(1 + R)^2} + \frac{3C_3}{(1 + R)^3} \right]
\]

More generally, for any number of time periods \( t \):

\[
\frac{dP}{dR} = \frac{1}{(1 + R)} \times \sum_{all} \frac{-t \times C_t}{(1 + R)^t}
\]

(16-6)

This gives the actual price change in the bond. If we want to know the percentage price change, we divide through by the price of the bond, \( P \):

\[
\frac{dP}{dR} \times \frac{1}{P} = \frac{1}{(1 + R)} \times \sum_{all} \frac{-t \times C_t}{(1 + R)^t} \times \frac{1}{P}
\]

(16-7)

The portion of this equation in brackets is the duration measure we saw in Chapter 12, called Macaulay duration after the researcher who coined the term. Making a minor time value of money adjustment to Macaulay duration, as in Equation 16-7, results in modified duration. Because most bonds pay interest semiannually, we usually calculate modified duration as the traditional Macaulay duration discounted by one-half the annual yield to maturity:

\[
\text{Modified duration} = \frac{\text{Macaulay duration}}{1 + (\text{Annual yield to maturity}/2)}
\]

An Example

Modified duration is related to the percentage change in the price of a bond for a given change in the bond’s yield to maturity. Specifically, the percentage change in the bond price is equal to the negative of modified duration multiplied by the change in yield. (The negative sign is necessary because bond prices move inversely with interest rates.) A 10 percent, twenty-year bond selling for $750 has a duration of 7.57 years and a yield to maturity of 13.70 percent. Half the annual yield to maturity is 6.85 percent, and modified duration is therefore \((7.57/(1 + 0.0685)) = 7.09\) years.

Now suppose market interest rates change, and our bond’s yield to maturity falls to 12.70 percent. Its new market price will be $805.50, and its new duration will be 7.94 years (modified duration = 7.47 years).

The price change predicted by duration is equal to the negative of modified duration multiplied by the yield change: \(-7.09 \times -0.01 = 7.09\%\). The actual price change was \((805.50 - 750)/750 = 7.40\%\). This is a difference of thirty-one basis points, amounting to $31,000 on a $10 million bond portfolio.

Including bond convexity gives a better forecast. This requires the calculation of the second derivative of the bond price with respect to the yield (the second term on the right side of Equation 16-1). Table 16-2 shows this calculation.
Table 16-3 is a worksheet to use to solve for the numerical value of convexity. It is important to be consistent with periods when calculating duration and convexity. That is, you do not want to mix up semiannual periods with annual periods. To annualize duration it is necessary to divide by the square of the number of periods per year. The bottom of Table 16-3 shows the calculations needed to move from the second derivative to convexity in years.

To estimate the percentage price change due to convexity, we see from Equation 16-1 that we multiply convexity by one-half the square of the change in the bond’s yield to maturity: $86.73 \times 0.5 \times (-0.01)^2 = 0.0043 = 0.43\%$. The total percentage price change (from duration and from convexity) is then estimated to be $7.09 + 0.43\% = 7.52\%$. We saw earlier that the actual price change was 7.40 percent. Our estimate using convexity differs from this by twelve basis points, whereas our estimate using duration alone was off by thirty-one basis points.

Therefore, although duration is a useful measure of interest-rate risk, it is an imperfect one for nontrivial changes in interest rates. If you find yourself playing the “what-if” game regarding changing interest rates and their effect on your portfolios, your forecasting accuracy can be improved by including the effects of convexity along with those of duration.

Two general rules concerning convexity are useful to remember:

1. The higher the yield to maturity, the lower the convexity, everything else being equal.
2. The lower the coupon, the greater the convexity, everything else being equal.

Using Convexity

The preceding discussion covered the definition and calculation of convexity. What, however, is its practical meaning? How can portfolio managers use their understanding of this statistic to make better investment decisions?

Figure 16-8 shows two bonds, both of which have a 10 percent yield to maturity, a current market price of $1,000, and a duration of eleven years. One bond is a 10 percent perpetuity, whereas the other is a zero-coupon bond with a par value of $2,853. The figure indicates that no matter what happens to interest rates, the bond with the greater convexity fares better. It has a higher price at any new yield to maturity than the bond with the lower convexity. In language reminiscent of efficient portfolios, the investment in the zero-coupon bond dominates the competing investment.8

---

8In an efficient market, then, no one would purchase the competing investment, and its price would have to decline until it reached the equilibrium price.
### TABLE 16-3  
CALCULATION OF CONVEXITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Cash Flow</th>
<th>(1/(1 + R)^{t/2})</th>
<th>(t(t + 1)/CF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.8197</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.7672</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.7180</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.6720</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.6289</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.5886</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.5508</td>
<td>2800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.5155</td>
<td>3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.4825</td>
<td>4300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.4515</td>
<td>5300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.4226</td>
<td>6600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.3955</td>
<td>7800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.3702</td>
<td>9100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.3464</td>
<td>10500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.3242</td>
<td>12000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.3034</td>
<td>13600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.2840</td>
<td>15300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.2658</td>
<td>17100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.2487</td>
<td>19000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.2328</td>
<td>21000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.2179</td>
<td>23100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.2039</td>
<td>25300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.1908</td>
<td>27600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.1786</td>
<td>30000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.1671</td>
<td>32500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.1564</td>
<td>35100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.1464</td>
<td>37800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.1370</td>
<td>40600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.1282</td>
<td>43500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.1200</td>
<td>46500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.1123</td>
<td>49600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.1051</td>
<td>52800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0984</td>
<td>56100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0921</td>
<td>59500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0862</td>
<td>63000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0806</td>
<td>66600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0755</td>
<td>70300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0706</td>
<td>74100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0661</td>
<td>78000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>0.0619</td>
<td>1722000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total  |       |                     | 260193.32        |

Second derivative = 260,193.32

Convexity in years = \[
\frac{\text{Second derivative}}{\text{Bond price (Periods per year)}^2}\] = \[
\frac{260,193.32}{750(2)^2} = 86.73
\]
Given a choice, then, managers should seek high convexity while meeting the other constraints in their bond portfolios. By doing so, they minimize the adverse effects of interest-rate volatility for a given portfolio duration.

In fairness, it must be pointed out that in many applications, convexity is a minor issue. The effects of convexity are visually apparent for only rather large changes in interest rates. On large bond portfolios, however, the small effect may translate into a significant number of dollars.

**SUMMARY**

Portfolio management strategies can be either passive or active. Buy and hold is the most obvious of the passive strategies, but it is not a feasible strategy with bonds because they mature and must be replaced. Barbell and laddered strategies are passive, but they still require periodic attention by the portfolio manager. Active management strategies with bonds include buying bonds in anticipation of a credit upgrade, various types of swaps, and adjusting the portfolio duration in accord with an attempt to forecast interest-rate changes.

The price change of a bond as a consequence of changing interest rates can be more accurately forecasted by using bond convexity along with the duration statistic. Convexity measures the second derivative of the bond price with respect to its yield, whereas duration is a first derivative.
1. Why is pure passive management not possible with a bond portfolio?
2. What is a nonparallel shift in the yield curve?
3. Once the securities have been selected, it is easier to manage a stock portfolio than a bond portfolio. Do you agree with this point of view?
4. What role does default risk play in both barbell and laddered bond strategies?
5. How do you tell if the yield curve is inverted?
6. Zero-coupon bonds are preferable to coupon bonds in an immunization strategy. Do you agree?
7. Does the existence of a profitable yield swap imply market inefficiency? Why or why not?
8. Why is a buy and hold strategy for a bond portfolio an act of “wanton imprudence”?
9. Why is the value of Barron’s confidence index theoretically limited to 1.0?
10. In general, does a portfolio manager want bond convexity to be high or low (everything else being equal)?
11. Why is bond price prediction still not perfect if you use convexity in addition to duration?
12. It is true that for a given level of default risk, a decline in interest rates means a higher bond price. For a bond portfolio manager, however, you can argue that this is not necessarily a good thing, nor is it bad. A good case can be made that it is a neutral event. What support can you give to this idea?
13. Explain the difference between Macaulay duration and modified duration. Which do you believe is more useful to a portfolio manager?
14. You remember that a bond price is the sum of the present values of the individual cash flows associated with the bond, each discounted at the appropriate spot rate. Consider a twenty-year bond. In general, and without doing any calculations, which will have a greater impact on the bond price?
   a. A 1 percent rise in the five-year spot rate or a 1 percent rise in the ten-year spot rate?
   b. A 1 percent rise in the ten-year spot rate or a 1 percent rise in the twenty-year spot rate?

The Duration file on the text website will be helpful, but not necessary, for some of these problems.

1. A person wins $1 million in the state lottery. Actually, the person receives $50,000 per year for twenty years. The present value of this is considerably less than $1 million. Using a 10 percent discount rate, what is the duration of this cash flow stream?
2. Using the bonds in the following table, calculate the duration of a portfolio consisting of one each of the bonds using the following approaches:
   a. The dollar weighted average approach.
   b. The single-security approach.
3. Calculate the convexity of the ABC bond from Problem 2.

4. Suppose market interest rates change by 50 basis points. Estimate the new price of the ABC bond from Problem 2 using the following:
   a. Duration only.
   b. Duration and convexity.

5. Construct a ten-year laddered portfolio consisting of 100 bonds from Problem 2 so that the portfolio pays at least $800 per month in income.

6. Consider the bond portfolio shown in Figure 16-9. Would you say this portfolio contains more or less interest-rate risk than the barbell portfolio shown in Figure 16-3? Explain your answer.

7. Figure 16-8 indicates that the duration of a 10 percent consol that sells for par is eleven years. What is the duration of a 10 percent consol that sells for 90 percent of par?

8. Make up an example showing how a barbell portfolio can have a shorter duration than that of a laddered portfolio.

9. Suppose you had to construct a barbell portfolio that provided a fixed monthly payment to a client. How would you do this? Show an example.
10. A bond matures in ten years and sells for 94 percent of par. It has a yield to maturity of 11 percent, a duration of 6.4 years, and convexity of 125. If the prime interest rate is lowered one-half point and the yield curve follows suit, what do you predict the new price of the bond will be?

11. Go to Yahoo! Finance and download historical monthly data since 1980 on the S&P 500 stock index (ticker GSPC at Yahoo!) and the thirty-year U.S. Treasury bond (ticker TYX). Calculate the correlation coefficient between these two indices
   a. For the entire period
   b. From 1980–1995
   c. From 1995 to the present

12. Using the data since 1980 in the previous problem and the MINVAR Excel file, what would have been the proportions of the minimum variance portfolio of GSPC and TYX over this time period? (Refer to Chapter 5 if you need to.)

13. A consol is a bond that pays a set amount of interest forever (with no maturity date). What is the modified duration of a consol that has a 7.12 percent current yield and pays $100 in interest once a year?

14. You realize that you can estimate the modified duration of a bond by considering the price change associated with a small change in the bond’s yield. Suppose that in the previous problem the yield changes to 7.13 percent. What does this imply the modified duration should be?

INTERNET EXERCISE

The confidence index is a measure of market sentiment. One component of this measure is the ratio of the yield on higher-rated bonds (AAA or AA) to the yield on lower-rated bonds (often BBB).

1. Calculate this measure for a) one-year maturities, b) five-year maturities, and c) ten-year maturities. (Good sources of yield data include www.bondsonline.com, www.bloomberg.com, and online.wsj.com.)

2. Suppose this measure is gradually rising. Explain why this might be viewed as a positive leading indicator of the economy.
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Principles of Options and Option Pricing
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Introduction

Stock options are fascinating. Innovations in their use and discoveries about their pricing have been among the most important developments in the field of finance during the last twenty years. Many professional students of the marketplace spend a good deal of their time investigating the relationship between option prices and other economic and psychological variables.

The cornerstone of option pricing is the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model (OPM). This model has been tested empirically many times, and it is an excellent representation of reality. To the portfolio manager, delta is the best-known of the OPM’s progeny; this statistic plays a central role in sophisticated portfolio protection plans and in risk management applications. It is discussed later in the chapter. It is necessary to gain some insight into the OPM to make it less mysterious.
Part Three  Portfolio Management

Option Principles

Why Options Are a Good Idea

Today’s financial world is complicated. We face many sources of risk that were not present in the mid-nineteenth century. Today’s communication technology provides us almost instantaneous information about events such as the war on terrorism, developments with major corporations, political posturing, international trade disputes, airline labor strikes, and Fed announcements. All of these bits of news can affect the value of our investments.

Experienced investors are seldom 100 percent bullish or 100 percent bearish. Investment decision trees have many branches and many decision nodes. The constant arrival of new information affecting investments means that for the portfolio manager, the investment process is dynamic: Positions need to be constantly reassessed and portfolios adjusted.

Managers have learned much about the behavior of security prices and the interaction of the security markets. This knowledge makes it possible and prudent to fine-tune their investment strategy to deal with the many possible future states of the world.

Managers frequently trade stock to refine the portfolio’s investment characteristics. Options are much more convenient (and less expensive) to use than wholesale purchases or sales of shares of stock each time a risk adjustment is appropriate. Using an appropriate option strategy, the manager can transfer that risk to some other market participant who, for a price, is willing to bear it.

Options provide financial leverage, and this is one of the primary reasons some investors (or speculators) buy them. As an example, you, as an investor, may believe that XYZ Corporation (selling for $65) is an excellent takeover candidate and suspect that the price of the common stock is about to take off. If you were to buy 100 shares of this stock, it would cost $6,500. As an alternative, you could speculate on the takeover rumors using a single stock option selling for perhaps $300. With this position, you would benefit from a sharp increase in the stock price but would have only a modest amount of money at risk. The worst that could happen with the option is that you would lose all $300; if you bought the stock, you could lose much more than that if the stock plummeted.

Some people use options as a means of generating additional income from their investment portfolio. Endowment funds, pension funds, and individuals routinely use options for this purpose. The next chapter covers this use of options in detail.

In short, options give the marketplace opportunities to adjust risk or alter income streams that would otherwise not be available. An economist would call this phenomenon “enhanced spanning” of the market.

What Options Are

Two types of options exist: call options and put options. Call options are easier to understand, so let’s look at these first.

Call Options. Although you may not be familiar with call options, you probably are familiar with the call option concept. Suppose that while shopping in a department store, you find a leather coat that you cannot live without. Today is the last day of a sale, and your checkbook is nearly on empty. You
also left your credit cards at home. Perhaps the sale price of the coat is $225. You might find the store manager and ask if the store would keep the coat for you and guarantee you the sale price until next Friday, which is your payday. If the manager agrees, the store has created a **call option**: You have the right (but not the obligation) to buy one coat at a predetermined price ($225) any time between now and next Friday, when the option expires. The store gave you this option at no charge. With any stock option, the amount you pay for the option is called the **premium**. In this example, the premium was zero.

It is important to recognize that you have not promised to buy the coat. If you should find an identical coat at a lower price in another store, you can simply abandon your option with the original store and buy it at the cheaper location. The owner of a call option has the **right** to buy within a specified time period. In exchange for this right, the owner of the option pays a cash premium to the option seller.

**Put Options.** A call gives you the right to **buy**; a put gives you the right to **sell**. **Put options** are conceptually difficult for many people, because the right to sell something is not as intuitive as the right to buy something, particularly when people learn it is not necessary to own the asset before acquiring the right to sell it.

One large real estate agency gives a put option to homeowners who list their homes for sale with the agency. After the real estate agent and the homeowner agree on a reasonable listing price for the house, the agency makes the usual attempts to sell it. In the event that a buyer is not found, the homeowner has the right to sell the house to the agency at 70 percent of the original listing price. Again, the homeowner is not obliged to sell the house to the agency at this price; if circumstances warrant, however, the homeowner can exercise the right to do so.

**Standardized Option Characteristics**

All exchange-traded options have standardized expiration dates. For most options, this is the Saturday following the third Friday of certain designated months. Individual investors typically view the third Friday of the month as the expiration date because the exchanges are closed to public trading on Saturday. Saturday is reserved for bookkeeping operations among the brokerage firms whose clients have dealt in the just-expiring options.

The **striking price** of an option is the predetermined transaction price. These are generally established at multiples of $2.50 or $5.00, depending on the current stock price. In general, stocks priced at $25.00 or below have the $2.50 multiple, whereas higher-priced stocks have the $5.00 multiple. Shifts in the price of a stock result in the creation of new striking prices. As a matter of policy, there is usually at least one striking price above and at least one below the current stock price.

Both puts and calls are based on 100 shares of the **underlying security**, which is the security that the option gives you the right to buy or sell. If you buy a call option on the stock of a particular company, you are purchasing the right to buy 100 shares of stock. It is not possible to buy or sell odd lots of options.

---

1Exchange-traded options are those publicly traded on a formal exchange. Some options are private arrangements between an investor and a brokerage firm. These can have any terms the two parties choose. Such an arrangement is called an **over-the-counter option**.

2Stocks with unusually high prices, such as some of the Internet stocks in early 1999, have option striking prices set at $10 multiples.
Where Options Come From
If you buy an option, someone has to sell it to you; two parties must participate in the trade. Unlike more familiar securities such as shares of stock, no set number of put or call options exists. In fact, the number in existence changes every day. Options can be created, and they can be destroyed. This unusual fact is crucial to understanding the options market.

Opening and Closing Transactions. The first trade someone makes in a particular option is an opening transaction. When you subsequently terminate a position by closing it out with a second trade, this latter trade is a closing transaction. Purchases and sales can be either type of transaction.

The owner of an option will ultimately do one of three things with it:
1. Sell it to someone else.
2. Let it expire.
3. Exercise it.

This is easy to explain using tickets to a Saturday hockey game at a local university. Suppose you buy two tickets for a premium of $15 each. This is analogous to an opening transaction. The ticket gives you the right, but not the obligation, to go to the game. If you choose, you can (1) sell your tickets to someone else before the game or (2) decide to watch the game on local television and leave the tickets in your desk drawer, where they will expire worthless. Finally, you can (3) use the tickets and go to the game. No matter which of these courses of action you choose, it is analogous to a closing transaction. Game day is analogous to expiration day, and the tickets are worthless when the game ends. (See Figure 17-1.)

Buying something as an opening transaction is perhaps easier to understand than selling something as an opening transaction. The university created the tickets and sold them; this was an opening transaction for the university. Writing an option refers to the sale of an option as an opening transaction.

No matter what the owner of an option does, the writer of the option keeps the option premium that the option buyer paid. Returning to the hockey game example, the university keeps the $30 paid for the two tickets regardless of whether you go to the game or not.

FIGURE 17-1
Buying a Call Option

Buying a call option is like buying a ticket to a University of Maine hockey game. Having bought the ticket, I can do the following:

- Exercise it and go to the game
- Sell it
- Abandon it and let it expire

The university wrote the option and gets to keep the premium (the ticket cost) no matter which alternative I choose.
Options have an important characteristic called **fungibility**, which refers to the ability of participants in the futures and options markets to reverse their positions by making offsetting trades. This means that for a given company, all options of the same type with the same expiration and striking price are identical. Fungibility is particularly important to the option writer. For example, you may write an option and receive a premium for doing so. **Writing an option** means you create the option and sell it. If market conditions change a week later, you can buy an option on the same company with the same contract terms, and this gets you out of the market: Writing an option and buying a similar one are two transactions that cancel out in your brokerage account. You have to pay for the option you buy, and the amount you pay may be more or less than the amount you received when you wrote it. The important point is that you do not have to buy the option back from the specific person to whom you sold it, because the options are fungible.

**Role of the Options Clearing Corporation.** The presence of the Options Clearing Corporation (OCC) is an important feature of the options market. This organization positions itself between every buyer and seller and acts as a guarantor of all option trades. When people buy or sell options, they are actually buying them from, or selling them to, the OCC. The OCC also regulates the trading activity of members of the various options exchanges, setting minimum capital requirements and providing for the efficient transfer of funds among members as gains or losses occur. The OCC publishes a booklet entitled *Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options*, which every potential option user receives upon opening an options account. These are available from any brokerage firm or online from the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE): [http://www.cboe.com](http://www.cboe.com).

**Where and How Options Trade**

In the United States, options trade on five principal exchanges: the CBOE, the American Stock Exchange (AMEX), the Philadelphia Stock Exchange, the Pacific Stock Exchange, and the International Securities Exchange.

Trading on the Philadelphia Stock Exchange and the AMEX is via the **specialist** system, whereas trading on the CBOE and the Pacific Stock Exchange is via the **market maker** system. Under the specialist system, all orders to buy or sell a particular security must pass through a single individual. The specialist keeps an **order book** with standing orders from investors all over the country and tries to maintain the market in these securities in a fair and orderly fashion. If no private individual has placed an order to buy the option that you want to sell, the specialist must buy the option from you at a price close to the current price. This is part of the specialist’s job, and it helps contribute to the ease of entry and exit from the marketplace.

Under the **market maker** system, instead of a single specialist, competing market makers trade in a specific location. The number of market makers can range from a small handful to more than 500 in some cases. These people compete against one another for the public’s business by attempting to be there first with the best price to take an order.

In both the specialist and market maker systems, an option actually has two prices at any given time: a **bid price** and an **asked price**. The bid price is

---

3You might note that hockey tickets, in general, are not fungible because all seats are not equally desirable.
4These same comments apply to specialists on the stock exchanges.
the highest price anyone is willing to pay for a particular option; the asked price is the lowest price at which anyone is willing to sell. By definition, at any moment there are only one bid price and one asked price.

Market makers must be quick to react to arriving orders if they want any business. Their bread and butter is buying options at the bid price and then selling at the asked price to someone else as quickly as possible. If, for instance, a particular market maker buys ten option contracts (options on 1,000 shares) at $4 each and sells them thirty seconds later for $4.15, a $150 profit results. The result of this constant competition for the public business is that investors can be confident that they will get a market-determined, rather than capricious, price when they trade.

Market makers in a particular option assemble in a specified part of the exchange floor near an individual called the order book official. This person has numerous duties; one of particular importance is making sure that small public orders to buy or sell are not ignored and, in fact, receive priority from the trading crowd at the exchange. The crowd is the colloquial term for the people in a trading location. The exchange sometimes censures a market maker for failure to pay attention to the price information quoted by the order book official or for making a trade with another individual on the exchange floor when a public order was “on the book” at the identical price.

The Option Premium

Intrinsic Value and Time Value. The price of an option (the premium) has two components: intrinsic value and time value. Intrinsic value for a call option equals the stock price minus the striking price, and for a put is the striking price minus the stock price. By convention, intrinsic value cannot be less than zero. Time value equals the premium minus the intrinsic value.

If an option has no intrinsic value, it is said to be out of the money. If it does have intrinsic value, it is in the money. In the special case in which an option’s striking price exactly equals the price of the underlying security, the option is at the money.\(^5\)

The Financial Page Listing. Table 17-1 is a hypothetical extract from the financial press that illustrates some of the basic characteristics of stock options. The extract shows the listing for Nile.com, an imaginary online bookseller and direct competitor of Amazon.com. Nile.com appears in many of the examples that follow.

The number 116 listed below the company name is the current price of one share of Nile.com common stock. The next column lists striking prices from 90 to 125. (Note that the stock price of $116 is repeated by each striking price.) The next six columns are actually two sets of three columns: three for calls and three for puts. At the top of each of these columns is the expiration month. The numbers below the expiration months are the option premiums.

An investor identifies a stock option by company, expiration, striking price, and type of option (generally in that order), as Figure 17-2 shows. The financial pages list the price for an option on a single share. Because “one option” really means an option on 100 shares, an individual who buys one Nile.com FEB 115 call @ $8 would actually pay $8 per share × 100 shares, or $800.

The right to buy at $115 is valuable when the stock price is $116, so the Nile.com FEB 115 call is in the money. For a call option, intrinsic value is the

\(^5\)Options that are almost at the money are sometimes called near the money.
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stock price minus the striking price: in this case, $116 - $115 = $1. We know the option premium, and we know the intrinsic value, so we can solve for the time value: time value = premium - intrinsic value, or $8 - $1 = $7.

The Nile.com FEB 115 put is out of the money because there is no incentive to sell at $115 when the market price of the stock is more than this. Even though this option has no intrinsic value, it does have time value: $4.25. This helps illustrate an important point: Prior to their expiration, out-of-the-money options are not worthless.

Stock prices change continuously, and, consequently, so can the option premium. Even if a stock price remains constant, the option premium can still change. One reason for this is the change in time value. The longer an option has until expiration, the more it is worth. This is so because the stock price has more time to fluctuate and could therefore rise or fall more with more time. If you look

---

6This is true with an American option (exercisable any time prior to expiration). With a European option (exercisable only at maturity), more time does not necessarily mean more value. In the extreme case, consider a European option with a perpetual life. It could never be exercised, so it would be worthless.

---

## TABLE 17-1  SAMPLE STOCK OPTIONS LISTING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock &amp; New York Close</th>
<th>Striking Price</th>
<th>Calls JAN</th>
<th>FEB</th>
<th>APR</th>
<th>Puts JAN</th>
<th>FEB</th>
<th>APR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith Electronics</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.38</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.38</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.38</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Oil</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>18.13</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.75</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14.75</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.75</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.75</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.75</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.75</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile.com</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26.38</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95</td>
<td>22.25</td>
<td>24.13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19.38</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>105</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>14.75</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>115</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
again at the premiums shown in Table 17-1, you will see that for a given striking price, option premiums increase for more distant expirations.

As an option moves closer to expiration, its time value decreases. Option traders refer to this phenomenon as \textit{time value decay}. Everything else being equal, the value of an option declines over time. This fact makes an option a \textit{wasting asset}, an often misunderstood term. Football tickets are also wasting assets because at some point in time they cease to have any value. Anyone who has observed activities around a football stadium knows the price that scalpers get for tickets begins to decline at the kickoff. By the end of the first half, the price has fallen substantially. The fact that something is a wasting asset, however, does not mean that it is not useful.

**Sources of Profits and Losses with Options**

\textbf{Option Exercise.} Options give you the right to buy or sell. With an \textit{American option}, this right can be exercised at any time prior to the expiration of the option. \textit{European options}, in contrast, can be exercised only at expiration.

Although American options can be exercised any time, it is advantageous to exercise them early in very few situations. Doing so essentially amounts to abandoning any time value remaining in the options. Consider the Nile.com FEB 115 call selling for $8 while the underlying stock sells for $116. If an investor exercised this option, he would buy stock for $1 less than its market price; the option would have intrinsic value of $1. By exercising he recovers this intrinsic value but throws away the remaining $7 of option premium.

\textbf{Exercise Procedures.} An investor who decides to exercise an option notifies her broker of her desire to do so. An investor who exercises a call option with a striking price of $25 must put up a full $25 per share for the 100 shares covered by the contract, or $2,500. The option premium is not a down payment on the option terms; the cost of the option does not count toward the total. Remember that the option writer keeps the option premium no matter what happens. Similarly, someone who intends to exercise a put must acquire 100 shares of stock for each put he intends to exercise. The premium paid for the put does not count toward the cost of the stock.

The writer of a call option must be prepared to sell 100 shares of the underlying stock to the call owner if the call owner decides to exercise. If the writer does not own any shares of the stock, he must purchase them in the open market at the current price before delivering them. Similarly, the writer of a put option must be prepared to buy shares of stock if the put holder decides to exercise and sell them.

An important point to note is the fact that the ball is in the option holder’s court. The option holder, not the option writer, decides when and whether to exercise. In general, you should not buy an option with the intent of exercising it. The option writer, however, does not mean that it is not useful. Many people are surprised that an option should generally never be purchased with the intent of exercising it; instead, the option buyer anticipates selling the option at a profit. We have already seen that options are not normally exercised until just before they expire because earlier exercise amounts to discarding the remaining time value. If you exercise a call near the end of its life, you must come up with the money to pay for the stock, which might be inconvenient. You will also have to pay your broker a commission to exercise the call. When you sell the stock, you will pay another commission. The same thing is true with puts. Unless you already own the stock, you will have to buy shares in the open market (paying a commission) and pay another commission when you exercise the put.
You can recover the full value contained in any option simply by selling it. This way you do not have to come up with any more money; you pay a single commission, and you are out of the market.

**Option Pricing**

It is important for the option user to understand why some options sell for more than others and the information that the option premium provides about the underlying security.

**Determinants of the Option Premium**

**Market Factors.** Six variables significantly influence the option premium. We have already seen two of these: the striking price and the time until option expiration. Because a call option lets you buy at a predetermined price, it seems logical that the lower the price at which you can buy, the more the option should be worth. This is exactly what we observe in the financial pages. Table 17-1 shows that as the striking price becomes lower for a given company’s call options, the option premium goes up. We have also seen that the longer the option has until expiration, the more it is worth. Table 17-1 shows that for both puts and calls, the option premium increases as we look at more distant expirations.

A third factor influencing the call premium is also easy to understand: the current stock price. The higher the stock price, the more a given call option is going to be worth and the less a put option will be worth. Remember that a primary reason many people buy call options is to benefit from a rise in the price of the stock. If the stock price goes up, so will the value of the call option.

The other three factors influencing the option premium may be less obvious. They are the volatility of the underlying stock, the dividend yield on the underlying security, and the risk-free interest rate.

Assets that show price volatility lend themselves to option trading. This is the fourth factor determining the option premium: *The greater an asset’s price volatility, the higher its option premium.* It is not uncommon to look in the financial pages and find options on two different companies with the same current stock prices and, for instance, FEB 40 calls. These two options might sell for very different premiums. Because the intrinsic value of an option is a calculated value that does not depend on anything other than the current stock price and the option striking price, differences in the premium for these two options must be caused by differences in the time value of the option.

A fifth factor that influences the call option premium is the *dividend yield on the underlying common stock.* A company’s board of directors announces that a dividend will be paid on a certain date (the date of payment) to the stockholders as of a certain cutoff date (the date of record). To eliminate uncertainty about such things as processing time and mail delays in determining exactly who is listed on the company’s shareholder list on the date of record, the brokerage industry establishes an *ex-dividend date,* which is two business days before the date of record. People must buy stock before the ex-dividend date to qualify for the dividend that is about to be paid. People who buy the stock on the ex-dividend date do not receive the dividend, and this provides downward pressure on the price of the stock. If it were possible to hold constant all the other factors
Profit and Loss Diagrams

Profit and loss diagrams are a convenient way to illustrate the possibilities associated with a particular option position. The standard diagram has Stock Price at Option Expiration on the horizontal axis and Profit or Loss on the vertical axis. For any stock price on expiration day, then, you can immediately see whether the option position will result in a gain or loss. Figures 17-3 through 17-6 show diagrams for the four basic option positions. The option premium comes from the values for Smith Electronics in Table 17-1.

Figure 17-3 shows that the maximum profit is unlimited when someone buys a call option (is long), while the maximum loss is known and limited. The converse is true when someone writes a naked call (is short), as shown in Figure 17-4.

Option premium = $2.50; strike price = $65; expiration = JAN
influencing stock prices, we would expect the value of a share of stock to fall by about the amount of the dividend on the ex-dividend date.

A person who buys a call option does not want the price of the stock to fall, yet the payment of a dividend will do just that. The higher the dividend, the more the price will fall. With a listed stock option there is no adjustment to the contract terms because of a cash dividend.

Profit and Loss Diagrams—Continued

Purchasing a put (Figure 17-5) also involves a known and limited maximum loss with large profits possible if the stock price declines sharply. The naked put writer (Figure 17-6) suffers a large loss if stock prices decline but earns the option premium if prices rise above the striking price. In every instance, the bend in the profit and loss diagram occurs at the option striking price.

A useful rule of thumb to remember in constructing these diagrams is the fact that any bend in the diagram always occurs at the striking price.
The key point of this discussion is that, all other things being equal, companies that pay large dividends have a smaller call option premium than companies with low dividend yields. This is easy to understand if we consider an extreme example in which a firm announces its intent to pay a liquidating dividend and go out of business. After the company pays this dividend, the firm’s shares will be worthless, as will the associated call options. People who own these calls and do not exercise them before the last ex-dividend date will lose 100 percent of their investment.

The sixth factor that influences option premiums is the risk-free interest rate. The higher this interest rate, the higher the call option premium, everything else being equal. To understand this factor, remember that exercise of the call option requires you to pay for the underlying stock. Because exercise will occur in the future, the time value of money is a consideration. The higher the interest rate, the lower the present value of the exercise price to be paid in the future, and consequently the higher the value of the call option.

**Accounting Factors.** Exchange-traded options are adjusted for stock splits or stock dividends. The most common event necessitating an adjustment is a stock split. Two-for-one splits are common; this means that a shareholder who owns 100 shares of stock prior to the split will own 200 afterward. Similarly, a 4-for-1 split would mean the holder of 100 presplit shares would have 400 postsplit shares. Sometimes the split ratio is not a whole number (2 or 4, for example). In a 3-for-2 split, the holder of 100 shares would have 150 after the split. Splits of this type are often called odd-lot generating because they result in many people holding shares that are no longer in multiples of 100.

It is important to recognize that a stock split does not inherently increase the shareholders’ wealth. The firm is worth some specific dollar amount, and it does not matter into how many pieces the pie is cut. If you eat one piece of a pie cut into four pieces, you have eaten exactly the same amount of pie that you would have eaten had you been given two pieces of a pie cut into eighths. The stock market is not fooled by stock splits. If you own 100 shares of stock worth $50 each and the firm splits 2 for 1, after the split you will have 200 shares each worth about $25. Your total wealth has not changed.

Suppose you own one Nile.com FEB 120 call, and Nile.com then splits 2 for 1. The Options Clearing Corporation would dictate the following adjustment to all outstanding options on Nile.com: The striking price would be reduced by the split ratio, and the number of options you own would be increased by the split ratio. In this case, you would discover on your monthly brokerage account statement that you now owned two Nile.com FEB 60 calls. The dollar amount represented by these two calls is the same as the dollar amount represented by your original single call option (2 × $60 = $120).

If Nile.com were to have an odd-lot–generating split, say 3 for 2, the adjustment would be different. Listed options are written only on multiples of 100 shares; you could not have an option to buy 50 shares. In this case, the striking price of the option would be reduced by the split ratio (as in the first example). Instead of increasing the number of options you owned, the number of shares covered by your option would be increased by the split ratio. This means that after the 3-for-2 split, you would own one Nile.com 80 call, and that one call would give you the right to buy 150 shares. As before, the dollar amount represented by the call is the same before and after the split.

\[
Call \text{ premium} = \frac{\text{K}}{\text{T}} + \frac{\text{S}}{\text{V}} - \frac{\text{D}}{\text{R}}
\]

where
- \( K \) = option striking price
- \( T \) = time until option expiration
- \( S \) = current stock price
- \( V \) = stock volatility
- \( D \) = stock dividend yield
- \( R \) = current risk-free interest rate.
Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model

One of the most useful developments in finance during the last thirty years is the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model (OPM). This model is a useful representation of how the marketplace determines an option premium. Virtually all option analysts use some form of the Black-Scholes OPM to assist them in their decision making.

Table 17-2 presents this famous model. Suppose you have the following information on stock XYZ: $S = $30; $K = $25; $t = 3$ months $= 0.25$ year; $R = 5\%$; and $\sigma = 0.45$. The first thing you need to do is calculate $d_1$ and $d_2$, the arguments for the standard normal functions, $N(x)$:

$$d_1 = \frac{\ln(S/K) + [R + (\sigma^2/2)]t}{\sigma\sqrt{t}}$$

$$d_1 = \frac{\ln(30/25) + [0.05 + (0.45^2/2)]0.25}{0.45\sqrt{0.25}}$$

$$d_1 = \frac{0.1823 + [0.05 + 0.1013]0.25}{(0.45)(0.5)}$$

$$d_1 = 0.978$$

$$d_2 = d_1 - \sigma\sqrt{t}$$

$$d_2 = 0.978 - (0.45)(0.5)$$

$$d_2 = 0.753$$

Now that you have the two arguments, $d_1$ and $d_2$, you can determine the values for the normal probability functions $N(d_1)$ and $N(d_2)$. To do this you must look up the appropriate values from a probability table similar to Table 17-3. Read down the columns in the table until you find a value of $x$ that corresponds to the value you want. You may not find the exact number needed; if this is the case, you either interpolate or use the closest entry. (You can also get this figure from the NORMSDIST function in Microsoft Excel.) In this example, the value of $N(0.978)$ is approximately 0.836, and $N(0.753)$ is about 0.774.

**TABLE 17-2** BLACK-SCHOLES OPTION PRICING MODEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C$</th>
<th>$S[N(d_1)] - Ke^{-Rt}[N(d_2)]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d_1$</td>
<td>$\frac{\ln(S/K) + [R + (\sigma^2/2)]t}{\sigma\sqrt{t}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_2$</td>
<td>$d_1 - \sigma\sqrt{t}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $C$ = theoretical call premium  
$S$ = current stock price  
$t$ = time in years until option expiration  
$K$ = option striking price  
$R$ = risk-free interest rate  
$\sigma$ = standard deviation of stock returns  
$N(x)$ = probability that a value less than "$x$" will occur in a standard normal distribution  
$\ln$ = natural logarithm  
$e$ = base of natural logarithms (2.7183)
Now you can continue with your efforts to find a theoretical Black-Scholes value for this call option. Returning to the formula, you can plug in the values you just determined:

\[ C = \frac{30}{0.836} - \frac{25e^{-0.05(0.25)(0.774)}} {0.774} \]

\[ = 6 \]

According to the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model, a three-month call option on this stock should sell for $6.

It is not necessary to calculate option prices by hand. The Chicago Board Options Exchange has a very convenient options calculator available on its website. Given a stock symbol, this calculator will automatically retrieve the current stock price, plus dividend and interest rate information. You can also find helpful option valuation tools at Morningstar.com.

**Development and Assumptions of the Model**

The actual development of the Black-Scholes model is complicated. Many of the steps used in building it come from physics, mathematical shortcuts, and
arbitrage arguments. Fischer Black had been working on a valuation model for stock warrants, a type of security closely related to call options. After taking a derivative to measure how the discount rate of a warrant varies with time and the stock price, the resulting differential equation was similar to a well-known heat equation from physics. Myron Scholes joined Black in working on the problem, and the result is the model used throughout finance today.

For many option professionals the model has become a trusted black box, but you should be aware of some assumptions in the model as you use it.

The Stock Pays No Dividends during the Option’s Life. The Black-Scholes model assumes that the underlying security pays no dividends during the life of the option. If you try the model on securities that have different dividend yields but are similar in every other respect, the model will predict the same price because the OPM does not consider dividends. We have already seen, however, that the higher the dividend yield, the lower the call premium, and the financial pages would most likely not reflect the same premium for these two options.

Most stocks do pay dividends. This does not mean the OPM is useless for these securities. It is possible to make an adjustment that helps account for the effect of the dividend payment. A common way of doing this is to subtract the
discounted value of a future dividend from the current stock price before you solve for the value of the call. For instance, if a fifty-cents cash dividend will be earned eighty-two days from today, you can turn this future value into a present value equivalent the same way as in other financial applications. Suppose the XYZ stock is expected to go ex-dividend by fifty cents in eighty-two days.

It is common practice to discount the dividend from the ex-dividend date rather than the date of payment because the stock that the call owner has the right to buy materially changes on the ex-dividend date. Before that date, the stock comes with the dividend; on that date and after, the purchaser is not entitled to the dividend.

The use of the natural logarithm in the OPM assumes continuous compounding of interest. You should be consistent in your dividend adjustment, so you discount the fifty cents on a continuous basis as well. Eighty-two days is $82/365$ of a year, or 0.2247. The present value of the dividend payment then equals $e^{-0.05(0.2247)}(0.50) = 0.989(0.50) = 0.49$ where $e$ is the base of natural logarithms. The adjusted stock price is then $30.00 - 0.49$, or $29.51$, and the adjusted call premium becomes $5.55$.

**European Exercise Terms.** Another assumption of the OPM is that the option is of the European variety. Unlike American options, European options can be exercised only on the expiration date. American options are more valuable than European options because the flexibility of exercise is valuable. This is not a major pricing consideration, however, because very few calls are ever exercised prior to the last few days of their lives.

**Markets Are Efficient.** The Black-Scholes OPM also assumes that the stock market is informationally efficient; people cannot, as a rule, predict the direction of the market or of an individual stock. Market efficiency is a central paradigm in modern investment theory. However, market efficiency should always be taken with a grain of salt. What good, for instance, would Black-Scholes prices have been on October 19, 1987, the day the market crashed? To paraphrase a famous quotation about democracy, market efficiency may not be a very good explanation of investor behavior, but it is head and shoulders above any other theory we have.

**No Commissions.** Another important assumption of the OPM is that market participants do not have to pay any commissions to buy or sell, but you know this is not true. Even floor traders pay fees that finance the administration and self-regulation of the exchanges. The commissions paid by individual investors are more substantial and can significantly affect the true cost of an option position. These trading fee differentials cause slightly different effective option prices for different market participants.

**Constant Interest Rates.** Another assumption of the Black-Scholes model is that the interest rate ($R$) in the model is constant and known. Risk-free interest rate is a common term in finance, but there actually is no such rate. In option pricing, it is common to use the discount rate on a U.S. Treasury bill that has a maturity approximately equal to the remaining life of the option as a proxy for this important interest rate, but even this can change on a daily basis. During a period of rapidly changing interest rates, the use of a single rate to calculate the value of a six-month option, for instance, might not be advisable. Many
people spend much time looking for ways to value options when the parameters of the traditional Black-Scholes model are not known or are changing.

**Lognormal Returns.** The Black-Scholes model also assumes that the logarithms of the returns of the underlying security are normally distributed. This is a reasonable assumption for most assets on which options are available.

**Insights into the Black-Scholes Model**

We can partition the Black-Scholes OPM into two parts, as follows:

\[ C = S[N(d_1)] - Ke^{-rt}[N(d_2)] \]

Part A       Part B

A call is valuable if, upon its exercise, the stock received is worth more than the striking price paid. If you are looking at an option that still has time until it expires, the important question for you today is whether the value of the stock you would receive on expiration day is higher than the present value of the striking price you would have to pay to exercise the option. In Part A of the OPM equation, \( S \) is the current stock price, which, by finance theory, is the discounted value of the expected stock price at any future point. (If this were not the case, the markets would not be in equilibrium.) In option pricing theory, \( N(d_1) \) is called a pseudo-probability; it is the probability of the option being in the money at expiration, adjusted for the depth the option is in the money.\(^8\) Part B of the equation can be viewed as the present value of having to pay the exercise price on expiration day. \( N(d_2) \) is the actual probability the option will be in the money on expiration day. The value of a call option, then, is the difference between the expected benefit from acquiring the stock and paying the exercise price on expiration day.

At expiration, calls are valuable only if the stock price is higher than the option striking price. As you contemplate the stock market, you also know that the higher the volatility of the underlying security, the greater the likelihood that the security will reach a distant striking price. This is the primary reason that option models are so sensitive to the estimate of volatility used in the model and that many analysts in the securities business make a career of studying volatilities.

The previous pages indicate that calculating Black-Scholes values can be tedious. Fortunately, it is not necessary to do so by hand. As with any financial model, it is not a good idea to use it as a "black box" that generates magic numbers. Investors and portfolio managers who use the Black-Scholes model generally understand what the model does and the factors that influence the premium.

**Delta**

When option traders or analysts talk shop, they almost certainly use the term *delta* frequently in their conversation. Deltas are an important by-product of the Black-Scholes model, and they provide particularly useful information to people who use options in portfolios.\(^9\) *Delta* is the change in option premium

---

\(^8\)For a very intuitive explanation of this and other points related to option pricing, see the article by Grant, Vora, and Weeks listed in the Further Reading section of this chapter.

\(^9\)Delta applications are discussed in Chapter 24 of this book. For a detailed discussion of the calculation and utility of the derivatives of the OPM, see Alan L. Tucker, *Financial Futures, Options and Swaps* (Minneapolis/St. Paul: West, 1991), chapter 13.
expected from a small change in the stock price, all other things being the same. Symbolically,

$$\Delta = \frac{\partial C}{\partial S}$$

where $\partial C/\partial S$ is the first partial derivative of the call premium ($C$) with respect to the stock price ($S$). This value is useful because it allows us to determine how many options are needed to mimic the returns of the underlying stock.

Fortunately, the Black-Scholes OPM makes the determination of delta a simple task: It exactly equals $N(d_1)$. Delta for a call option is always less than 1 and more than 0, because $N(d_1)$, the area under the normal curve, ranges from 0 to 100 percent. In the hypothetical example following Table 17-2, we determined a value of 0.836 for $N(d_1)$, the option delta. This means that for a $1 change in the price of the underlying stock price, the option would change by about 84 cents.

**Theory of Put/Call Parity**

One of the most important academic papers on the pricing of options was Hans Stoll’s paper on the idea of put/call parity (the basic relationship between put and call option prices).10 The essence of this theory is that the price of a put, the price of a call, the value of the underlying stock, and the riskless rate of interest form an interrelated securities complex. If you know the value of three of these assets, you can solve for the value of the fourth. An understanding of the theory of put/call parity can be a big help in understanding the implications of the Black-Scholes OPM.

Consider the put/call parity arbitrage in Table 17-4. Arbitrage is present when there is a riskless profit opportunity. If an investment position must equal zero for any future stock price, the initial cost of the investment should also be zero. Table 17-4 shows that with European options and a nondividend-paying

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Cash Flow</th>
<th>Stock Price at Option Expiration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Write call</td>
<td>+C</td>
<td>Value if $S_1 &lt; K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Buy stock</td>
<td>$-S_0$</td>
<td>$S_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Buy put</td>
<td>$-P$</td>
<td>$K - S_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Borrow</td>
<td>$K/(1 + R)^T$</td>
<td>$-K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= Sum</td>
<td>$C - P - S_0 + [K/(1 + R)^T]$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where

- $C$ = call premium
- $P$ = put premium
- $S_0$ = stock price now
- $S_1$ = stock price at option expiration
- $K$ = striking price
- $R$ = risk-free interest rate
- $T$ = time until option expiration

---

stock, an investor can combine a long stock position with a short call and a
long put and have no position in the market. No matter what happens to future
stock prices, the position will be worth zero at option expiration.

A similar proof shows that the combination of three positions on the other
side of the market (a short stock position, a long call, and a short put) also
yields no position. If someone has no position in the market, the position is
riskless, and riskless investments should earn the riskless rate of interest.

Suppose an investor borrows money to buy stock and simultaneously writes
a call and buys a put, where both options are at the money. The investor then
holds this position until option expiration. This results in a theoretically perfect
hedge, and a bank should be willing to lend money at the riskless rate of interest
(theoretically). Arbitrage profits should equal zero, so we anticipate that

\[ C - P - \frac{SR}{(1 + R)} = 0 \]  

(17-1)

with all variables as previously defined; additionally, \( S \) = value of the stock,
and \( SR \) = interest charge.

Put/call parity comes from the following logic. There is one cash inflow
(from writing the call) and there are two cash outflows (paying for the put
and paying the interest on the bank loan). The inflow from the loan can be
ignored because it is spent as soon as it is received. The interest on the bank
loan is paid in the future: It needs to be discounted to a present value. That is
the reason the interest charge \( (SR) \) is divided by the quantity \( 1 + R \).

We can rearrange the equation as follows:

\[ C - P = \frac{SR}{(1 + R)} \]  

(17-2)

Dividing both sides of the equation by the value of the stock \( (S) \), we get

\[ \frac{C}{S} - \frac{P}{S} = \frac{R}{(1 + R)} \approx R \]  

(17-3)

The quantity \( R/(1 + R) \) is very close to \( R \).\(^{11}\) This shows that relative put and
call prices differ by the risk-free rate of interest. For at-the-money options, the
call premium should exceed the put premium, and the difference will increase
as the price of the stock goes up.

Suppose you do as before: write the call, buy the put (with the same strik-
ing price as the call), and buy stock—but instead of borrowing the current
stock value, you borrow the present value of the striking price of the options
discounted from the option expiration date. If the options are at the money, the
stock price equals the option striking price. It is necessary to discount the strik-
ing price because this amount is paid in the future, and dollars today are not the
same as dollars tomorrow. This yields the profit/loss contingency table for the
combined positions shown in Table 17-4.

The theory of put/call parity indicates that relative call prices should ex-
ceed relative put prices by about the riskless rate of interest when the options
are at the money and the stock pays no dividends.

\(^{11}\)For instance, if \( R = 5.5\% \), then \( 0.055/1.055 = 0.052 \), or 5.2\%.
Regardless of whether the stock price at option expiration is above or below the exercise price, the net value of the combined positions is zero. This results in the put/call parity relationship. The put/call parity model is

\[ C - P = S - \frac{K}{(1 + R)^T} \]

A numerical example shows the reason the put/call parity model must hold true. In the absence of arbitrage, equivalent financial claims should sell for the same price. Suppose stock and option prices are as shown in Table 17-5. No matter what the stock price at option expiration, the activities described yield a certain profit. If the put price had been too high relative to the call price, the arbitrageur would have written the put, bought the call, sold a share of the stock short, and invested the proceeds from the short sale at the 6 percent interest rate.

**Stock Index Options**

A stock index option is the option exchanges’ most successful innovation. The first of these, the S&P 100 index option (ticker symbol OEX), began trading on the CBOE in March 1983. Since that time, index options have proliferated and there are now many actively trading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock price (S) = $50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Option striking price (K) = $50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time until expiration = 0.5 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual T-bill interest rate = 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call premium = $4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Put premium = $3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theoretical put value (given the call value):

\[ P = 4.75 - 0.00 + \left[ \frac{50}{(1.06)^{0.5}} \right] = 3.31 \]

This means the actual call price ($4.75) is too high or that the put price ($3) is too low.

To Exploit the Arbitrage:

Write one call at $4.75
Buy one put at $3
Buy one share at $50
Borrow $48.56 at 6 percent for six months
This nets a certain arbitrage profit of $0.31, as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profit/(Loss) from</th>
<th>Stock Price at Option Expiration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Put</td>
<td>47.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan</td>
<td>(1.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock</td>
<td>(50.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This relationship holds exactly for European options only.
Index options are similar to traditional stock options with one important difference: Index options have no delivery mechanism. All settlements are in cash. It is not practical to deliver share certificates for each component of the index.

When an index option is in the money at expiration, a cash transfer occurs between the option buyer and the option writer rather than a securities transfer. The owner of an in-the-money call receives the difference between the closing index level and the option striking price multiplied by the option multiplier (usually 100). With an in-the-money index put option, the option holder receives the difference between the striking price and the index level. The cash settlement feature makes index options versatile tools for portfolio management because they permit risk adjustments with little disruption of the underlying portfolio.

### SUMMARY

The two types of options are puts and calls. Calls give investors the right to buy; puts give them the right to sell. All options have a predetermined expiration day and a predetermined buying/selling price, called the striking price.

The first trade an individual makes in a particular option is an opening transaction; when the position is closed out, the trade is a closing transaction. The sale of options as an opening transaction is called writing the option.

Options have both intrinsic value and time value. Intrinsic value changes every time the value of the underlying security changes, and time value declines as the expiration date approaches.

Six important market factors determine the option premium: the option striking price, the time remaining until the option expires, the stock price, the volatility of the underlying asset, the dividend yield on the underlying asset, and the level of interest rates.

The Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model (OPM) is a very useful explanation of how the option premium is determined in the marketplace. Delta is the first derivative of the OPM with respect to the price of the underlying asset. It measures how the price of an option changes with small changes in the value of the underlying asset.

Option pricing is based on arbitrage arguments. The price of an asset, the prices of puts and calls on that asset, and the riskless rate of interest form an interrelated securities complex. If we know the value of three of these factors, we can solve for the value of the fourth. The basic relationship between put and call option prices is called put/call parity, and related logic leads to the Black-Scholes OPM.

Index options are extremely popular. They trade the same way that ordinary equity options do, except that they are cash-settled.

### QUESTIONS

1. In general, does a person who buys a call option want prices to go up or down?
2. Buying a call is exactly the same as writing a put. True or false, and why?
3. Why are options considered wasting assets?
4. If 1000 people own XYZ put options, then 1000 people wrote XYZ puts. True or false, and why?
5. Why do most people sell their valuable options rather than exercising them?
6. How is it possible for an options contract to disappear without expiring or being exercised?
7. Suppose you are bullish on a stock. What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of buying a call versus writing a put?
8. Refer to Table 17-1. Give an example of an option that is near the money.
9. Refer to Table 17-1, and look at the section pertaining to Nile.com. Using the striking prices listed as a clue, do you think the price of Nile.com common stock has risen or fallen in the weeks prior to these prices?
10. Why do you think some options have more striking prices listed than others?
11. Would you expect an American option on a particular stock always to sell for at least as much as a European option with the same exercise terms? Why or why not?
12. Comment on the following statement: An option that is out of the money must have time value.
13. Comment on the following statement: An option that is in the money must have intrinsic value.
14. Comment on the following statement: Options are nothing more than a side bet on the direction stock prices are going to move.
15. Briefly explain why the following statement is wrong: If you buy an XYZ JUN 25 call option in March, the only way you can make a profit is if the price of XYZ closes above 25 on expiration day in June.
16. An at-the-money option has time value equal to its intrinsic value. True or false?
17. Briefly explain how it is possible for an out-of-the-money put option on XYZ to sell for more than an in-the-money put option on XYZ.
18. Why do many people believe that buying a put is preferable to selling short shares of the underlying stock?
19. If you sell an option as an opening transaction, this is called writing the option. But just because you wrote an option does not mean it was an opening transaction. True or false, and why?
20. The number of XYZ call options in existence is always a constant. True or false?
21. Why is writing an in-the-money put riskier than writing an out-of-the-money put?
22. Suppose someone buys five XYZ FEB 40 puts and also buys five XYZ FEB 30 puts. Is this the same as buying ten XYZ FEB 35 puts?
23. Suppose you look in the newspaper and see that an option has changed price since yesterday, but the stock price has remained the same. Explain three factors that can cause the option premium to change while the stock price remains unchanged.
24. Suppose the general level of interest rates in the economy rises. What effect would this have on call premiums? Why do interest rates matter at all in option pricing?
25. Briefly explain why stock splits do not adversely affect the holder of a stock option.
26. Why is it not possible for the delta of a call option to be more than one or less than zero? Explain this using intuition rather than mathematics.
27. Suppose interest rates rise. Will an option’s delta change if the stock price remains unchanged?
PROBLEMS

1. Using Table 17-1, answer the following questions:
   a. How much time value is in a Smith Electronics (SELE) FEB 60 call option?
   b. What is the intrinsic value of a SELE JAN 65 call?
   c. What is the intrinsic value of a SELE APR 75 put?
   d. Suppose you write a Western Oil (WO) FEB 65 call. What is your maximum profit?
   e. Suppose you buy a Nile.com FEB 115 put for the price listed. At expiration, Nile.com stock sells for $85.38. What is your profit or loss?
   f. What is your maximum possible profit if you buy a WO FEB 70 call?

2. Suppose you simultaneously buy 400 shares of SELE and write two FEB 70 puts. What is your gain or loss if, at option expiration, the common stock of SELE sells for $57.38?

3. In Problem 2, what is your profit or loss if SELE stock is $77.38 at option expiration?

4. Suppose an investor engages in three simultaneous transactions: (1) she buys 100 shares of Nile.com (NIL) common stock, (2) writes a FEB 115 put, and (3) buys a FEB 110 put. Does this strategy make any sense?

5. In Problem 4, what is the investor’s profit or loss if NIL is unchanged at option expiration?

6. Use the Black-Scholes OPM for this problem: A stock currently sells for $43.50 and pays no dividends. A call option (striking price = $45) on this security expires in sixty-seven days. At present, U.S. Treasury bills are yielding 5.3 percent per year. You estimate the past volatility of the stock returns to be 44 percent. According to the Black-Scholes OPM, what is the value of this call?

7. Suppose you own ten FEB 60 puts on XYA, and the company splits the stock 3 for 2. What are your option holdings after the split adjustments are made to the contract terms?

8. Use the Black-Scholes OPM for this problem: A stock sells for $25. A put option with a $25 striking price has 145 days until expiration. If the volatility of the underlying stock is 0.20 and interest rates are 5 percent, what is the delta of this put option?

9. Use the Black-Scholes OPM for this problem: Suppose you do not know the volatility of the underlying asset in Problem 8, but you do know that the put premium is $1.38. How can you find the put delta?

Use the data in Table 17-1 for Problems 10 through 14.

10. Draw a profit and loss diagram for the purchase of a FEB 80 WO call option.

11. Draw a profit and loss diagram for the purchase of a FEB 70 WO put option.

12. Draw a profit and loss diagram for a short SELE FEB 70 call option.


14. Suppose a call option sells for $2.50, a put option sells for $2.00, both options have a $25.00 striking price, the current stock price is $25.50, and the options both expire in forty-six days. Using the put-call parity model, calculate the rate of interest implied in these numbers.
INTERNET EXERCISE

Use the option price calculator at the CBOE website to price the option in Problem 6.

FURTHER READING

Option Overwriting

**Key Terms**
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- covered call
- deep in the money
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**Introduction**

Option *overwriting* is an increasingly popular portfolio activity. Overwriting refers to creating and selling stock options in conjunction with a stock portfolio. The option overwriter usually has one of two motives in mind. One is to generate additional portfolio income; this is clearly the most common purpose. A second is to purchase or sell stock at a better-than-market price.

Oppenheimer Capital is one of the largest U.S. managers of options programs for institutional investors, with responsibility for more than $3 billion. Its most popular offering is an options overwriting program that is independent of a client’s equity holdings, so the option trading never affects the underlying portfolio.

This chapter assumes that you are familiar with the basic principles of stock options and their markets covered in Chapter 17.

**Using Options to Generate Income**

The most popular use of options by both individual investors and institutions is to generate additional portfolio income. Investors can do this by writing either puts or calls, with calls being much more popular for this purpose. The examples that follow use data from Table 17-1.

**Writing Calls to Generate Income**

**Writing Covered Calls.** Writing covered calls is the most common use of stock options by both individual and institutional investors. Investors usually write call options against stock they already own. When this is the case, the call is a
covered call. It is important to note that a covered call is exactly the same as any other call option except that the owner simultaneously owns the stock.\(^1\)

As illustrated in Chapter 17, a profit and loss diagram helps in determining the consequences of various stock prices at option expiration. First consider a profit and loss diagram for a long stock position. A long position is simply an asset that someone owns. Table 17-1 shows that the common stock of the Nile.com Corporation sells for $116 per share. If someone buys one share at this price, the maximum loss is the full investment of $116. This happens if the stock becomes worthless. The stock investor’s maximum gain is theoretically unlimited because the stock price can rise to any level. If the stock price remains unchanged from its current level, the investor breaks even (ignoring commissions and dividends). Figure 18-1 shows this situation.

If an investor writes a call option, he is giving someone else the right to purchase his stock at the striking price. Regardless of how much the stock advances over the life of the option, he has an obligation to sell it at the striking price if the holder of the call option exercises.

Suppose someone owns 100 shares of Nile.com and chooses to write a February 120 call against it. The option writer gets the premium ($600, in this case) right away, which the writer keeps no matter what happens to the stock price.\(^2\) At any stock price above $120, however, the stock will be called away.\(^3\)

Table 18-1 is a profit and loss worksheet showing various possible outcomes for this covered call. (We typically prepare these worksheets on the

---

\(^{1}\)If you own shares of stock, you are said to be long. The term has nothing to do with time.

\(^{2}\)See Table 17-1; 100 $116 = $600.

\(^{3}\)Option exercise normally occurs just before the option expires. Exercise can, however, conceivably occur at any time with an American option.
basis of a single share rather than 100.) The table shows that if stock prices decline, the call premium cushions the loss by $6. Even if the stock drops to zero, the writer still keeps the option premium, so the net loss is “only” $110 (rather than $116, as in Figure 18-1). The maximum gain is $10, which occurs at stock prices of $120 and above. The writer always gets to keep the $6 premium regardless of future prices. At a price of $120, the stock is up $4 from its initial price of $116; the total gain to the covered call writer, then, is $10 at this point. At any stock price above $120, the stock will be called away, and additional gains in the stock will belong to the person holding the call.

At a stock price of $150, for instance, the call will be exercised: It gives its holder the right to buy stock worth $150 for the exercise price of $120, and the call writer has to sell her stock to the call holder. She incurs a $30 opportunity cost when she sells; this is the principal disadvantage of writing covered calls.

In actual dollars, she makes a $10 profit per share if the stock price is $150 at option expiration. She sells her shares for $120, resulting in a $4 gain from the original $116 price in this example. Also she keeps the $6 premium for writing the option. At any stock price above the striking price, she earns this maximum gain of $10. Figure 18-2 shows the situation.

Consider another example from your perspective as a portfolio manager. Perhaps one of your managed accounts contains 2,000 shares of Nile.com. In late December, the stock sold for $116, as shown in Table 17-1. The beneficiary of this account encounters an unexpected need for additional income in the next few weeks. You notice that a FEB 125 call on Nile.com sells for $4.63 or $463 on 100 shares. If you write twenty of these call contracts against the 2,000 shares of Nile.com, this would generate $9,260 in immediate income.

The worst thing that could happen would be for the stock of Nile.com to fall to zero. This, of course, could happen regardless of whether or not you used the options market. If prices advance above the striking price of $125, the stock will be called away and sold to the owner of the call option for $125 per share, regardless of the current stock price. This should not be viewed as a disaster, though, because the position shows a nice profit. The stock rose from $116 to $125, which, on 2,000 shares, results in a gain of $18,000; furthermore, you received the $9,260 premium when you sold the option.

Calculating the annualized rate of return in this situation is an interesting exercise because it illustrates one dimension to the performance evaluation issue to be covered in Chapter 19. You can approach this calculation in two ways. One way is to assume that you held 2,000 shares of Nile.com,
initially worth a total of $232,000. From December 30 to option expiration in February is about fifty days. You earned a capital gain of $18,000 from the rise in the value of the stock, and you received the option premium of $9,260. Your annualized rate of return is then

$$\frac{18,000 + 9,260}{232,000} \times \frac{365}{50} = 86\%$$

Suppose, however, you buy the 2,000 shares and simultaneously write the calls. The premium income you receive can be used to reduce the size of your initial investment. If you view the problem this way, the calculation yields a substantially different result:

$$\frac{18,000}{232,000 - 9,260} \times \frac{365}{50} = 59\%$$

The difference lies in the time value of money: Dollars today are not the same as dollars tomorrow. The holding period return makes no distinction as to when you receive the funds. You would obviously prefer to receive the option premium at the beginning of the investment period rather than receive the same amount at the end. The correct measure of return would be a time-value–adjusted rate that accurately reflected when dollars were paid and when they were received.

Writing covered calls is an attractive way to generate income. It is a very popular strategy with foundations, pension funds, and other portfolios that need to produce periodic cash payments. A need for income, however, is not necessarily the motivation for covered call writing. In relatively stable or slightly declining markets, writing these options can simply serve to enhance investment returns.
Writing Naked Calls. Writing a call that is covered by stock already in the portfolio is one thing; writing one that is uncovered, or naked, is a whole new ball game. Writing a naked call involves a potentially unlimited loss. The reason for this is easy to see. When you write a call, someone has the right to buy shares of stock from you. If you do not own these shares, option exercise means you must buy them in the open market before delivering them to the call option holder. The stock price might be much higher than the striking price of the option. Buying stock at a high price and selling it at a low price is clearly a losing proposition.

Despite this, some institutional heavyweights engage in continuous naked call writing as a means of generating income. Writing naked calls is a common strategy at the options desk of some large brokerage houses. These firms are writing the options not for clients but for themselves in an attempt to make money for the firm. Let’s see how this might work.

Table 17-1 indicates that the premium for a JAN 80 call on Western Oil is $0.38, whereas Western Oil’s stock sells for $66.75. Suppose these prices are from the end of December. This means that the January option has only about three weeks until it expires. A brokerage firm may believe that it is extremely unlikely that Western Oil will rise to $80 per share by option expiration in January, and consequently the firm may choose to write 100 of these calls (options on 10,000 shares). If it is able to do this at the listed premium of $0.38, the firm experiences a cash inflow of $0.38/share × 10,000 shares, or $3,800. The firm receives the money now, and as long as the stock price stays below $80, nothing else happens. But if the stock were to rise dramatically, the firm could sustain a large loss. Brokerage firms monitor the market carefully, and if rumors or favorable news regarding Western Oil began to circulate, the firm would close its option positions by buying them back.

Individual investors can write naked options, too, but brokerage firms discourage small investors from doing so by enforcing minimum account balance requirements (often $20,000 minimum equity) before permitting this type of speculative activity.

A fiduciary must be extremely careful about writing naked calls for a client, even if the client fully understands the riskiness of the strategy. Private foundations can lose their tax-exempt status if they engage in any activity that jeopardizes the carrying out of the exempt purposes of a private foundation.

The fact that naked calls theoretically can result in an unlimited loss means that writing naked calls could jeopardize a private foundation’s ability to continue its tax-exempt purposes. For this reason, writing naked calls on individual securities is almost certainly inappropriate for a charitable portfolio.

Writing Puts to Generate Income

Fiduciary Puts. Any time you write an option, you generate income, but you also create a contingent liability on the account’s balance sheet. When you write a call, you must sell stock if instructed to do so by the Options Clearing Corporation (OCC). When you write a put, you must buy stock if instructed to do so. In a naked option position, you do not have another related security position that would cushion losses from price movements that adversely affect your short option position.

The term covered put is not used very often. According to the Chicago Board Options Exchange Options Reference Manual,
A short put option is “covered” if the account has on deposit cash or cash equivalents whose market value equals 100 percent of the aggregate strike price.

Regulation T, Section 220.8(3)(ii) defines cash equivalents to be any of the following instruments provided they mature in one year or less: securities issued or guaranteed by the United States or its agencies, negotiable bank certificates of deposit, or bankers’ acceptances issued and payable in the United States. In both instances the broker has access to what is needed to meet any assignment obligation of the short options: either physical possession (or rights thereto) of the underlying security for short calls or cash to purchase the underlying for short puts.\footnote{Chicago Board Options Exchange, Options Reference Manual: A Guide for Institutional Investors (Chicago: CBOE, January 1990), M2.}

A covered put is better called a \textit{fiduciary put} or a cash-secured put. This put option differs from any other only in that the writer of a covered put deposits the striking price of the option in an interest-bearing account or holds the necessary cash equivalents. This deposit provides collateral against the possibility of exercise. The writer of a \textit{fiduciary put} already has the money needed to buy the stock if exercise occurs.

Figure 18-3 shows the profit and loss diagram for a short put position. This diagram shows the writing of a Nile.com FEB 120 put option for $7.25. At any stock price above the striking price of $120, the put will expire worthless. This is what the speculative put writer wants to happen. At prices below $120, the holder of the put will exercise the option, and the put writer will have to

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{put_diagram.png}
\caption{Writing a Put at $7.25}
\end{figure}

\begin{align*}
\text{Maximum Gain} &= $7.25 \\
\text{Maximum Loss} &= $112.75
\end{align*}

\textit{Strike price} = $120.
purchase shares at $120 apiece. A fiduciary put will earn interest on the amount deposited; thus, the intercepts on the graph will shift a bit, depending on the time until expiration of the option and the associated interest earned.

Note that no major differences exist in the profit and loss diagrams for the covered call and the fiduciary put; this is important. For certain accounts, writing fiduciary puts probably makes more sense than buying stock and immediately writing calls against it. Certainly, the commission costs are lower with fiduciary puts.

**Put Overwriting.** Another important option strategy involves owning shares of stock and writing put options against them. Because owning shares and writing puts are both bullish strategies, put overwriting is also a bullish strategy. Remember that any time an investor writes an option, the largest possible gain is the option premium; losses can be large, however, if prices move against the investor.

An investor might simultaneously buy shares of Nile.com at $116 and write a Nile.com FEB $115 put. Table 18-2 is a profit and loss worksheet for this strategy, and Figure 18-4 is the associated profit and loss diagram.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock Price at Option Expiration</th>
<th>$75</th>
<th>$115</th>
<th>$116</th>
<th>$150</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long stock</td>
<td>−116</td>
<td>−41</td>
<td>−1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short put</td>
<td>−110.75</td>
<td>−35.75</td>
<td>+4.25</td>
<td>+4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−226.75</td>
<td>−76.75</td>
<td>+3.25</td>
<td>+4.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Buy stock at $116; write $115 put at $4.25.

**FIGURE 18-4**

Put Overwriting
Figure 18-4 indicates that if prices rise above the option striking price, the put will expire worthless, and dollar-for-dollar profits will be enjoyed on the stock rise. But if prices fall, the investor’s loss is double because the stock is depreciating and he incurs progressively larger liabilities on the short put position.

Put overwriting may be appropriate for a portfolio manager who needs to generate additional income from the portfolio but does not want to write calls for fear of opportunity losses in a bull market. If the portfolio does continue to increase in value, the puts will expire worthless, the portfolio will benefit from the premium income received, and the portfolio will remain intact. In contrast, if stock prices turn down and the portfolio manager does not trade out of the put positions quickly, the overall effect on the portfolio could be disastrous.

Figure 18-5 shows the results of a strategy of continuous put overwriting on a portfolio of twenty-five securities over a 239-week period from 1977 to 1982. An equal dollar amount was invested in each of the original twenty-five common stocks on which put options were available. The initial portfolio value begins at $10,000 for ease in interpreting the results over the period. A

A Brief History of Put Overwriting

**FIGURE 18-5**
portfolio overwritten with in-the-money put options must increase in value for the puts to expire worthless. With out-of-the-money puts, the value of the stock in the portfolio can decline to the striking price without the risk of exercise by the put holder. Writing in-the-money puts is a riskier strategy, and Figure 18-5 indicates that over the long run, the riskiest strategy shows a higher realized return than the other two (as expected by finance theory). During some intermediate periods, though, writing in-the-money puts results in major portfolio losses.

An analyst must investigate any investment strategy carefully because it is crucial to consider overall market behavior during the period of investigation. Over the 239-week period shown in Figure 18-5, though, it is apparent that put overwriting would have significantly improved the returns of this portfolio.

### Writing Index Options

An **index option** is one of the most successful financial innovations of all time. Two especially popular indexes are those on the S&P 100 index and the S&P 500 index, both trading on the Chicago Board Options Exchange. The trading symbols for these two indexes are OEX and SPX, respectively, and this is how investors refer to these option products. Table 18-3 shows a few of the most popular indexes on which options trade.


One advantage of index options is that they have little unsystematic, or company-specific, risk. The OEX index has 100 securities, enough to provide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contract Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500</td>
<td>SPX</td>
<td>Capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks</td>
<td>104,312,673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 100</td>
<td>OEX</td>
<td>Capitalization-weighted index of 100 stocks</td>
<td>17,106,482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASDAQ-100</td>
<td>NDX</td>
<td>Capitalization-weighted index of 100 of the largest non-financial securities listed on the Nasdaq stock market</td>
<td>7,750,477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dow Jones Industrial Average</td>
<td>DJX</td>
<td>Price-weighted index of 30 stocks</td>
<td>7,699,769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini NASDAQ-100</td>
<td>MNX</td>
<td>1/10 the value of the NDX option</td>
<td>5,198,989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatility</td>
<td>VIX</td>
<td>Implied volatility of S&amp;P500 index options</td>
<td>5,050,638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500 European Style</td>
<td>XEO</td>
<td>Same as the SPX, but exerciseable only at expiration</td>
<td>3,706,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell 2000</td>
<td>RUT</td>
<td>Bottom 2,000 companies in capitalization from a universe of 3,000</td>
<td>2,156,819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini S&amp;P 500</td>
<td>XSP</td>
<td>1/10 the value of the SPX option</td>
<td>1,771,820</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CBOE 2006 Market Statistics
thorough diversification. (A manager can lower the *systematic* risk of a portfolio by writing index calls or buying index puts.)

Say you are the manager of a $5 million, well-diversified stock portfolio containing fifty individual securities and it becomes necessary to generate more income from this portfolio. One solution is to write call options against the individual components in the portfolio. If the portfolio contains 5,000 shares of IBM, you could write fifty IBM calls. If the portfolio has 10,000 shares of General Motors, you could write 100 GM calls, and these would be covered. Each option transaction costs you a commission. If you write calls against all fifty stocks in the portfolio, you will pay fifty commissions. You also run the risk that one or more of the stocks will be called away because of a takeover, unexpected good news, or some other company-specific event.

Another solution is to write index calls instead of traditional equity calls. Table 18-4 shows prices when the level of the OEX index was 626.01. FEB 690 calls sold for $0.75, or $75 per contract of 100 “shares.” The call options become in the money once the OEX index goes above 690; this converts to a 10.2 percent increase in the market in one month, a change that is certainly possible but not a frequent occurrence.

With equity options, you know how many options you can write and still have them covered by your stock: you can write one option contract for each 100 shares you own. What about index options? How many FEB 690 calls can you write? The next section answers this more complicated question.

### Margin Considerations in Writing Index Call Options.

The term *margin* has caused innumerable problems for fund managers over the years. Many individual investors are familiar with margin accounts as a means of getting leverage in investments by borrowing money from a broker to buy securities. Tax-exempt funds generally cannot borrow money to invest without incurring some tax liability, so they seldom choose to use a margin account for this purpose. The use of a margin account, however, is not prima facie evidence

---

**TABLE 18-4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strike Price</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Puts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>Mar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>37.50</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>41.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>37.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625</td>
<td>29.50</td>
<td>34.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640</td>
<td>11.88</td>
<td>21.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>670</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>10.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>690</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Closing level of index = 626.01

---
of borrowing money. In fact, many charitable funds or fiduciary accounts have employed margin accounts for years and have never used them to borrow; their purpose is to provide the fund manager with added flexibility in managing the account.

In our example, the current level of the OEX index is 626.01. Because one contract contains 100 “indexes,” the value of one contract is $62,601. Assume again you have a stock portfolio worth $5 million.

**Using a Cash Account.** A portfolio manager can write index options in a cash account, but there are stringent rules regarding the “collateral” that she must post. Despite what one might expect, Regulation T and exchange margin rules do not permit short index calls in a cash account to be covered by a deposit of the underlying components with the broker. Market index–covered call writing on a cash account basis can be effected only if a custodian bank were to issue to the broker an OCC index option escrow receipt. In this escrow receipt, a bank certifies that it holds collateral sufficient to cover the writing of a certain number of index call options. The writer can provide the necessary collateral by the deposit of cash, cash equivalents, marginable stock, or any combination of these. The collateral must total the full closing value of the underlying index on the trade date.

A $5 million portfolio could be used to provide the collateral for writing seventy-nine OEX index calls in a cash account: $5 million/$62,601 per contract = 79.87 contracts. Writing 79 FEB 690 contracts would generate immediate cash of 79 × $75, or $5,925. If more income were needed, the manager could investigate using a lower striking price or a longer time until maturity. Alternatively, she could use a margin account; this is the next topic.

**Using a Margin Account.** When someone writes index calls in a margin account, the required funds equal the market value of the options plus 15 percent of the index value times the index multiplier less any out-of-the-money amount: (market value of options) + (0.15 × index × multiplier) − (amount out of the money). This margin requirement is also subject to a minimum amount equal to the market value of the options plus 10 percent of the market value of the index times the index multiplier.

The required funds can be in various forms, and some forms “count more” than others. The precise rules occasionally change, but Table 18-5 provides a general guideline. Table 18-6 calculates the maximum number of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 18-5</th>
<th>MARGIN EQUIVALENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash:</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Treasury securities:</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonconvertible corporate debt trading at par:</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock:</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

For current margin requirements, see the CBOE Margin Manual at the CBOE website.

---

4Chicago Board Options Exchange, January 1990, M2.

5A stock is marginable if it is eligible for purchase in a margin account. Most stock is marginable. Exceptions include shares priced below $5 and securities of firms in financial distress.
index calls that can be written using each of these alternative forms of providing margin.

The margin account alternatives obviously provide portfolio managers the opportunity to generate much more income than if they were limited to a cash account. A portfolio manager who posts cash to a margin account and writes the maximum 1,630 contracts generates $122,250 in income. This is over twenty times as much as would be possible in a cash account.

**The Risk of Index Calls.** The risk in using index calls is that the index will rise above the chosen striking price. The lower the striking price, the more income the portfolio receives, but the greater is the likelihood that the option will end up in the money.

If the index calls do end up in the money, the index option cash settlement provision keeps this from becoming a major inconvenience. Cash settlement means that option exercise results in the transfer of dollars rather than securities. The call writer owes the call holder the intrinsic value of the call at option expiration. If a manager writes seventy-nine FEB 690 OEX calls and the index is at 691.00 on expiration day, they must pay \((691.00 - 690.00) \times 100 \times 79\) contracts = $7,900 to the holder or holders of the call options.

Presumably, the value of the stock portfolio rose as well, and this gain will at least partially offset the option liability. In any event, the portfolio always retains the proceeds from writing the options.

---

**TABLE 18-6** MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INDEX CALLS THAT CAN BE WRITTEN AGAINST A $5 MILLION STOCK PORTFOLIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Using Cash</th>
<th>15% of index value: 15% × $626.01 × 100 × N = $9,390.15N plus N × $0.75 × 100 = $75.00N minus ((690 - 626.01) \times 100 \times N) Total $3,066.15N $5 million = $3,066.15N N = 1,630 contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using Treasury bonds (96% of cash level)</td>
<td>1,630 contracts × 96% = 1,564 contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using corporate bonds (80% of cash level)</td>
<td>1,630 contracts × 80% = 1,304 contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using stock (50% of cash level)</td>
<td>1,630 contracts × 50% = 815 contracts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table uses FEB 690 OEX calls at $0.75; OEX = 626.01. N = maximum permissible number of contracts.

---

*Even though the rules permit writing 1,630 option contracts, this probably involves more leverage, and consequently more risk, than many portfolio managers acting as fiduciaries would be willing to bear.*
Under current rules, the composition of the portfolio is irrelevant in determining the equity requirement for covered index call writing. Conceivably, an investor with $1 million in a single security could use it as collateral for index options.

**What Is Best?** Is writing index options preferable to writing calls on the portfolio components? Many people think so, but there is no universal consensus. In any case, many managers of large funds use index options almost exclusively. Index options have several obvious advantages:

1. They require only a single option position instead of many.
2. They vastly reduce aggregate commission costs.
3. They carry much less company-specific risk.
4. There is less disruption of the portfolio when calls expire in the money and are exercised.

Options are a difficult concept for many people, and the concept of options on an “imaginary” asset such as an index can be even more confusing. Also, a little knowledge is usually a dangerous thing. It is not difficult to imagine someone who knows a little about options questioning the prudence of writing “naked” index options in a fiduciary account. The portfolio manager probably is going to have to explain why the index option writing strategy is covered, is appropriate, and is preferable to traditional equity call writing.

**A Comparative Example**

This next example shows the gains or losses associated with four strategies discussed in this chapter: covered equity call writing, covered index call writing, writing fiduciary puts, and put overwriting. The example considers three market scenarios: an advance of 5 percent, no change, and a decline of 5 percent. It is important to recognize that these four strategies are not substitutes for one another. Writing fiduciary puts and put overwriting are bullish strategies, for instance, whereas writing covered calls is less so and may even be done in anticipation of declining prices. Assume we have a portfolio of five stocks (see Table 18-7).

**Covered Equity Call Writing.** In the strategy of covered equity call writing, individual equity call options are written against each of the five securities in the portfolio. Various striking prices and expirations could be chosen,
depending on the manager’s intent. Table 18-8 shows the manager’s selection of options and the performance of the portfolio under each of the three scenarios.

The portfolio makes money in each of these scenarios. It makes the most money when the market advances, but in this situation all of the options are in the money at expiration, all would be exercised, and the portfolio would lose all five securities to call notices. Two securities, ARC and IP, also are called away when the market is unchanged. The options on these securities were in the money when they were written. A market decline of 5 percent results in all five options expiring worthless. The option income of $8,925 mitigates the effect of the decline in market value of the five stocks, resulting in an overall modest gain for the portfolio.

**TABLE 18-8**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Theoretical Price</th>
<th>Stock Gain</th>
<th>Option Income</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>64.49</td>
<td>$-565</td>
<td>$1,625</td>
<td>$1,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon</td>
<td>72.80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>80.84</td>
<td>-652</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>1,448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>98.57</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>2,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDX</td>
<td>67.31</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$8,925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Market Up 5%**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Stock Gain</th>
<th>Option Income</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>61.13</td>
<td>$-565</td>
<td>$1,625</td>
<td>$1,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>76.63</td>
<td>-652</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>1,448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>93.88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>2,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDX</td>
<td>63.50</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>2,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$8,794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Market Unchanged**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Stock Gain</th>
<th>Option Income</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>57.80</td>
<td>-1,665</td>
<td>$1,625</td>
<td>-$40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon</td>
<td>67.20</td>
<td>-1,120</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>72.40</td>
<td>-1,692</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>89.20</td>
<td>-1,404</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDX</td>
<td>59.70</td>
<td>-1,900</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The stock would be called because the call option expires in the money.*
Covered Index Call Writing. In this strategy the manager writes covered index calls rather than individual equity call options. Table 18-9 shows the results of this strategy under the same three scenarios. Using index calls, the greatest gain occurs if the market advances 5 percent. Because of the cash settlement, the manager does not have to sell any of the stocks. However, the 5 percent rise in the market caused the APR 620 call to rise in value. The cash settlement of this option results in a cash outflow from the portfolio that reduces the net benefit of writing the options.

Writing Fiduciary Puts. In the strategy of writing fiduciary puts, there are no shares of stock. Instead, the portfolio’s cash resides in an interest-

**TABLE 18-9**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Theoretical Price</th>
<th>Gain</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>64.50</td>
<td>$1,685</td>
<td>Loss on cash settlement:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(620 − 657.31) × 100 = −$3,731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon</td>
<td>72.80</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>80.80</td>
<td>1,668</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>98.60</td>
<td>1,416</td>
<td>Income received = 4,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDX</td>
<td>67.30</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$7,789</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stock gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net gain</td>
<td>$8,508</td>
<td>$719</td>
<td>Net option gain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Gain</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>61.13</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>Loss on cash settlement:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(620 − 626.01) × 100 = −$601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>76.63</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>93.88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Income received = 4,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDX</td>
<td>63.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$0</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stock gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net gain</td>
<td>$3,849</td>
<td>$3,849</td>
<td>Net option gain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Theoretical Price</th>
<th>Gain</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>57.80</td>
<td>−$1,665</td>
<td>Cash settlement:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon</td>
<td>67.20</td>
<td>−1,120</td>
<td>Options expire worthless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>72.40</td>
<td>−1,692</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>89.20</td>
<td>−1,404</td>
<td>Income received = 4,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDX</td>
<td>59.70</td>
<td>−1,900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−$7,781</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stock loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net loss</td>
<td>−$3,331</td>
<td>$4,450</td>
<td>Net option gain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Theoretical Price</th>
<th>Gain</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>64.50</td>
<td>$1,685</td>
<td>Loss on cash settlement:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(620 − 657.31) × 100 = −$3,731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon</td>
<td>72.80</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>80.80</td>
<td>1,668</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>98.60</td>
<td>1,416</td>
<td>Income received = 4,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDX</td>
<td>67.30</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$7,789</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stock gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net gain</td>
<td>$8,508</td>
<td>$719</td>
<td>Net option gain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bearing account. The manager writes index put options in anticipation of the underlying stocks rising in value. Table 18-10 shows the hypothetical results of this strategy.

**Put Overwriting.** The final strategy, put overwriting, is the most aggressive. Put overwriting can result in significant losses if security prices decline, as we see in the example in Table 18-11.

**Risk/Return Comparisons.** Figure 18-6 shows the relative profits and losses resulting from the four strategies. Put overwriting has the largest potential losses and gains; the other strategies are more conservative. (These examples ignore commission costs. They would affect covered equity call writing and put overwriting the most.)

The writing of covered equity calls is not always superior to the writing of covered index calls. Any example is sensitive to the market conditions used in its illustration. Here the use of equity calls dominates index calls in each scenario, but this need not be the case.

---

**TABLE 18-10 WRITING FIDUCIARY INDEX PUTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Up 5% (Index = 657.31)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Options expire out of the money:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option premium = $7,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest received = 1,864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total = $9,264</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Unchanged (Index = 626.01)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Options expire in the money:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options loss is ($626.01 – $650.00) × 200 = $4,798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option premium received = 7,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net gain on options = $2,602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest received = 1,864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total = $4,466</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Down 5% (Index = 594.71)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Options expire in the money:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options loss is ($594.71 – $650.00) × 200 = $11,058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options premium received = 7,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest received = 1,864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total = $3,658</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Individual equity put options could be used instead of index puts.*
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Table 18-11  PUT OVERWRITING

Write five ARC APR 65 puts at 5.25 = $2,625 income
Write four VZ APR 70 puts at 2.50 = $1,000 income
Write four IP APR 75 puts at 2.75 = $1,100 income
Write three PFE APR 95 puts at 5.50 = $1,650 income
Write five FDX APR 65 puts at 4.13 = $2,065 income
Total $8,440 income

Market Up 5%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Theoretical Price</th>
<th>Stock Gain</th>
<th>Option Income</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>64.50</td>
<td>$1,685</td>
<td>$2,375</td>
<td>$4,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon</td>
<td>72.80</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2,120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>80.80</td>
<td>1,670</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>2,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>98.60</td>
<td>1,418</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>3,068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDX</td>
<td>67.30</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>2,065</td>
<td>3,965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$15,983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Market Unchanged

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Stock Gain</th>
<th>Option Income</th>
<th>Option Loss</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>61.13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$2,625</td>
<td>−$1,938</td>
<td>$687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>76.63</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>93.88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>−338</td>
<td>1,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDX</td>
<td>63.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,065</td>
<td>−750</td>
<td>1,315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5,414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Market Down 5%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Stock Gain</th>
<th>Option Income</th>
<th>Option Loss</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>57.80</td>
<td>−$1,665</td>
<td>$2,625</td>
<td>−$3,600</td>
<td>−$2,640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon</td>
<td>67.20</td>
<td>−1,120</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>−1,120</td>
<td>−1,240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>72.40</td>
<td>−1,690</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>−1,040</td>
<td>−1,630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer</td>
<td>89.20</td>
<td>−1,404</td>
<td>1,650</td>
<td>−1,740</td>
<td>−1,494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDX</td>
<td>59.70</td>
<td>−1,900</td>
<td>2,063</td>
<td>−2,650</td>
<td>−2,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−$9,491</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ARC did not rise above the put striking price of 65. Therefore, the puts would be exercised, resulting in a loss of $0.50 × 5 × 100 = $250, which partially offsets the $2,625 income received.

Combined Hedging/Income Generation Strategies

Two important strategies have both hedging and income generation aspects. (Hedging refers to any activity that reduces risk.) These are not the best means of hedging nor the best means of generating income, but they may serve certain purposes quite well.

Writing Calls to Improve on the Market

Occasionally, someone decides to sell shares of stock but has no immediate need of the cash proceeds from the sale. This person can sometimes
increase the amount received from the sale of the stock by writing *deep-in-the-money calls* against the stock position. The term *deep in the money* is subjective; it describes any option that has “substantial” intrinsic value.

Suppose that on December 30 an institution holds 1,000 shares of Nile.com and votes to liquidate the entire position. Table 17-1 in Chapter 17 shows that the premium for a JAN 100 call on Nile.com is $18, whereas the current market price of Nile.com stock is $116. The institution could simply sell the shares outright and receive $116 per share \times 1,000 \text{ shares}, or $116,000. The institution would receive this money, minus selling commissions, on the third business day after the sale.

**Improving on the market** is a market colloquialism for writing options in the hope that they are exercised, thereby enabling the writer to buy or sell stock at a “better” price than the current one. The portfolio manager might consider writing 10 JAN 100 calls on Nile.com. If these could be sold for the newspaper price of $18 each, the institution would receive $18,000 in premium income the next day. These calls are in the money by $16. As long as Nile.com is above $100 per share on the third Friday in January, the holder of the call options will exercise them. At that time the portfolio manager would have to sell 1,000 shares of Nile.com for $100 each and would receive $100,000. The total received by the institution in this case is $18,000 + $100,000, or $118,000. This is $2,000 more than would have been received had the stock simply been sold. This strategy involves two commissions, one
to write the calls and one to sell the stock. There is also a modest time value of money difference. In any case, the firm ends up with more money than had options not been used.

This strategy may look attractive, but consider several things before embracing it. First, there is some risk that would not be present if the portfolio manager simply sold the stock. Selling stock results in cash in hand. Although unlikely, Nile.com certainly could fall by 14 percent and drop below the striking price of $100 per share, in which case the options would not be exercised. The option premium received means this strategy would break even at a stock price of $98. At this price, the stock is down by $18, but you would still have the $18 premium from writing the call. The two amounts exactly cancel each other. If the stock fell below $98, the manager would have fared better if he had sold the share outright.

Experienced option traders know that they need to be careful about relying on option prices listed in the financial pages. It may not be possible for them actually to trade at the stated premium of $18; the current market price may be less than this. But they can be assured that there is some time value associated with these deep-in-the-money options, and they can capture it with the strategy described here.

**Writing Puts to Acquire Stock**

It is also possible to improve on the market when buying stock. This involves writing in-the-money put options.

Perhaps you, a portfolio manager, have decided to buy 500 shares of Western Oil (WO). Table 17-1 indicates that the current price of WO is $66.75; January 70 puts sell for $5. These options are in the money because the striking price of $70 is above the current stock price. Their intrinsic value is $70 - $66.75, or $3.25. Instead of buying the 500 shares of WO outright, suppose you write five WO JAN 70 puts instead.

As always when you write an option, you receive the option premium ($5 \times 500 = $2,500). As long as the stock price stays below $70, the put will be exercised, and you must pay $70 each for the 500 shares. Subtracting the option means the net share cost is $65. This is less than the original stock price, and it results in a total savings of $(66.75 - 65) \times 500 = $875.00.\(^{10}\)

Again, this method of acquiring stock is not riskless. If the stock rises substantially between the time you write the put and its expiration, the put might move out of the money and expire unexercised. You still keep the option premium, but you have not accomplished the primary objective of buying the 500 shares of WO. An opportunity loss occurs in this case.

**Writing Covered Calls for Downside Protection**

Another motivation for writing covered calls is to protect a security position against market downturns. Sometimes an investor who owns shares of stock suspects that the market will turn down in the next few weeks but really does not want to sell the shares at the moment. She might consider using covered calls to provide some cushion against losses.

---

\(^{10}\)An extra commission would reduce the benefit slightly.
Referring to the Table 17-1 prices for Nile.com, the investor might decide to hedge against the risk of a declining market by writing a FEB 120 call. The $6 premium received means that no actual cash loss occurs until Nile.com falls below the current price ($116) minus the premium received ($6), or $110. Of course, if the investor’s suspicion about the market is wrong and Nile.com advances above $120, she has the risk of the stock’s being called before she makes a closing transaction to remove the option position.

This strategy provides some downside protection but is not a particularly effective hedge. In general, an individual who needs protection against falling stock prices is better off buying put options or using some form of portfolio insurance (covered in Part Four of this book).

**Multiple Portfolio Managers**

Sometimes more than one portfolio manager has day-to-day responsibilities for a fund. When this is the case, there needs to be a clear-cut understanding of individual responsibilities and of how accountability is determined.

**Separate Responsibilities**

The term overwriting originated as the result of the phenomenon by which one manager assembled a portfolio of stock in accordance with a client’s investment objective, and a different person used this portfolio for a program of writing covered options. The principal feature of this type of overwriting program is that the option manager is responsible for replacing any stock that is lost as a consequence of call options being exercised as well as for disposing of any stock acquired from the exercise of puts. The option writer seeks to generate sufficient income to offset the trading fees associated with the options and the sale or replacement of the underlying stock positions. Losses from closing out option positions unprofitably are also the responsibility of the option manager. Overwriting is not intended to be a break-even strategy, however, so the option manager must make enough money after paying these trading costs to make the overwriting program worthwhile.

The key operational issues are the separation of the two managers and the recognition that management of the stock portfolio is the most important concern. The option writing should not hinder the stock manager in any way. The stock portfolio simply provides the equity used to cover short option positions and satisfy margin requirements.

Index options eliminate the concern over stock being called or being “put in an account” (this is where the name “put” comes from). Index options provide for a straightforward cash settlement.

**Distinction Between Option Overwriting and Portfolio Splitting**

Option overwriting is usually distinct from portfolio splitting. Portfolio splitting means managing a portfolio in accordance with more than one objective. For instance, half of a portfolio might be restricted funds that have growth of income as an objective. The other half might be managed for capital appreciation.
Option overwriting seeks to generate additional profits for the fund through the receipt of option premiums. Management of the underlying portfolio is in accordance with the objective decided upon by the client.

It would be possible, though, to manage a stock portfolio to achieve capital appreciation (probably with a low dividend yield) and simultaneously use stock options to generate income (making up for the lost dividend yield). This could be done by a single portfolio manager or separate individuals.

**Integrating Options and Equity Management**

Index options are very important in managing market risk. Equity options enable the manager to hedge company-specific risk.

**Hedging Company-Specific Risk.** To hedge company-specific risk as a manager, you must first identify the fact that it exists to an unacceptable degree. Security analysis is complicated. If you manage thirty portfolios that contain a total of fifty different equity positions, you have much homework to do to keep up with all the news on these firms. Thus, a clear trend in fund management is away from security selection and toward pure portfolio management.

The essence of portfolio theory is that a well-diversified basket of stocks will contain very little nonmarket risk. Given this, it is not necessary to spend much time studying the portfolio components. Manage the portfolio according to its market risk (as measured by beta) and the level of market risk you are comfortable with, given current economic conditions.

Still, in some situations, you want to hedge a company-specific risk while leaving the rest of the portfolio intact. You can do this using individual equity options rather than options on a market index. A company, for instance, might be in the final stages of some litigation proceedings. An adverse outcome would seriously affect the stock price of the company in question. Equity options can reduce this risk.

Sometimes you, as a manager, can employ options based on an industry index, such as the oil and gas index or the computer technology index prepared by the American Stock Exchange. These options have not always met with the popularity the exchanges hoped, but in theory, such options can be used to hedge industry risk.

Rather than spending time choosing which stocks to write options against or going to the trouble (and expense) of writing options against all of the stocks, it is much simpler to write index options. This avoids the need for company analysis, is easily accomplished, and accomplishes the same objective.\(^\text{11}\)

**Unity of Command.** Unity of command is a principle of leadership. Index options increase the feasibility of using a single portfolio manager—one who has responsibility for both equity and option positions. The exercise of an index

---

\(^{11}\)A technical point should be mentioned here. Option pricing theory shows that everything else being equal, the higher the volatility of the underlying asset, the higher is the option premium. We know that diversification reduces volatility and that a portfolio will have a lower volatility than the average volatility of its components. This means that index options will tend to have lower premiums than equity options. If you write options, you want to receive a high premium. Depending on the level of transaction costs you must pay, writing equity calls rather than index calls could result in a higher net level of income to the fund.
option does not require the transfer of securities, so this problem disappears. The time requirement to overwrite with index options is minimal, and competent portfolio managers can learn most of what they need to know about index options in a short time. Furthermore, the manager who has the flexibility that index options offer also can exercise more creativity.

**SUMMARY**

The most common use of stock options by both individuals and institutions is writing covered calls, which involves writing call options against stock already owned.

Writing puts against a portfolio is called *put overwriting*. This strategy generates additional portfolio income but involves substantial added risk if stock prices decline. Writing deep-in-the-money calls can be an effective way to sell stock at a slightly higher than current price. This is called *improving on the market*.

A portfolio manager can write put options to acquire stock at a below-market cost. The effective stock price is the put striking price minus the option premium received. This strategy carries with it the risk of an opportunity loss if prices rise sharply before the option expires.

Option overwriting programs may employ a separate manager who uses the existing stock portfolio to cover any short option positions. The option manager may not interfere with the management of the underlying portfolio, but instead should seek to generate additional portfolio income. A growing trend, however, is toward a single portfolio manager with responsibility for both equity and option management. This trend is in large part due to the utility of index options, which eliminate the problems of company-specific risk and the time requirements of extensive security analysis.

**QUESTIONS**

1. What should a portfolio manager consider before embarking on a put overwriting program during a bear market?
2. Refer to Table 17-1. You are considering improving on the market by writing covered calls with an April expiration against shares of Smith Electronics that you own. Is there any relative advantage of the APR 70 call over the APR 75 call?
3. Why is writing an in-the-money put riskier than writing an out-of-the-money put?
4. Someone’s primary portfolio objective is capital appreciation. Would it ever make sense for this person to write covered calls?
5. How do index options simplify operational problems with option overwriting?
6. A fund manager wants to hedge against a market downturn. Would it make sense to write index calls and use the proceeds to buy index puts?
7. How can writing calls potentially jeopardize a tax-exempt fund’s ability to carry out its charitable purpose?
8. Write a 250-word paragraph explaining the word *margin*. Assume the paragraph is for the business column of your local newspaper.
9. Under what circumstances is a short put option covered?
10. Suppose someone recommends a change in the rules so that a short put is also covered if the put writer is simultaneously short of shares of the underlying stock. Does this make sense to you?

11. How is the risk of a fiduciary put different from the risk of a nonfiduciary short put?

12. Comment on the following statement: Writing covered index calls is always preferable to writing covered equity calls.

13. Write a 250-word article explaining the relative merits (and the potential risk) of improving on the market by writing deep-in-the-money covered calls.

14. Suppose someone decides to use puts to acquire stock. Would he or she normally use in-the-money or out-of-the-money put options?

15. The text indicates that option buyers seldom acquire options with the intent of exercising them. Why, then, would stock ever be called away?

PROBLEMS

1. Draw a profit and loss diagram for writing a Western Oil APR 70 put option. Refer to Table 17-1 as necessary.

2. Suppose you simultaneously buy 400 shares of Exxon at 70 and write two APR 70 puts at $2.50. What is your gain or loss if, at option expiration, the common stock of Exxon sells for $77.38?

3. Draw a profit and loss diagram for the simultaneous purchase of 100 shares of International Paper at $76.68 and the writing of an APR 80 call at $2.75.

4. Draw a profit and loss diagram for the simultaneous purchase of 100 shares of Western Oil and the writing of an APR 65 put. Refer to Table 17-1 as necessary.

5. You buy 1,000 shares of XYZ at $27 on February 1. On April 2, you write ten JUL 30 calls for $3 each. The options are exercised on April 20, and you sell your shares at the exercise price.
   a. What is your holding period return?
   b. What is the true rate of return (that is, the internal rate of return)?

6. You manage a $10 million endowment fund and would like to write index calls to generate some income. Suppose the OCT 320 OEX call sells for $1.13, and the current level of the index is 315.66. How much income can you generate
   a. In a cash account?
   b. In a margin account using cash equivalents?
   c. In a margin account using common stock?

7. Suppose you write fifty OCT 320 calls in Problem 6. What are the dollars and cents implications to you if, at option expiration, the level of the OEX index is 334.96?

8. Draw a profit and loss diagram for the purchase of 200 shares of Nile.com stock and the writing of one APR 120 covered call and writing of one APR 125 covered call. (Hint: Remember that any bend or bends in the diagram occur at the striking price.) Refer to Table 17-1 as necessary.

9. You manage a $5 million stock portfolio, which is held in a margin account. How much income can you generate by writing FEB 600 OEX puts from Table 18-4?
10. Refer to Table 18-4. You hold $2 million in stock with a portfolio beta of 1.15. You write two APR 650 OEX calls and write two APR 600 OEX puts. Estimate the total portfolio gain if, at option expiration, the S&P 100 index is 660.00.

11. Repeat Problem 9 using APR 610 puts.

12. Repeat Problem 9 using MAR 680 OEX calls.

INTERNET EXERCISE

Visit http://www.cboe.com and http://www.cboe.com and find statistics on the most active options. There identify the equity call option contract with the greatest volume on the previous day. Draw a profit and loss diagram for the purchase of 100 shares of the underlying stock and the writing of a covered call. (You can get yesterday’s stock price at http://finance.yahoo.com.)

FURTHER READING


Performance Evaluation

Key Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alpha</td>
<td>Residual option spread (ROS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dollar-weighted rate of return</td>
<td>Jensen measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implementation</td>
<td>Treynor measure volume-weighted average price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shortfall</td>
<td>Sharpe measure time-weighted rate of return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incremental risk-adjusted return (IRAR)</td>
<td>Incremental risk-adjusted return (IRAR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introduction

Performance evaluation is a critical and often poorly handled aspect of the portfolio management process. The principal problem with performance evaluation is the human tendency to focus on the return a portfolio earned over a period of time with little regard to the risk taken in achieving that return. Proper performance evaluation should involve a recognition of both the return and the riskiness of the investment.

Importance of Measuring Portfolio Risk

The importance of associating a security’s return with a measure of the risk of that return is a principle of finance that is well known to students of the capital markets. Yet as recently as the 1950s, academic journals contained articles in which returns were discussed in the absence of a risk perspective. As stated earlier, in their classic Security Analysis, Graham and Dodd assert, “It is a commonplace of the market that an issue will rise more steadily from 10 to 40 than from 100 to 400.”¹ What is lacking here is the risk dimension. Are $10 stocks, on average, riskier than $100 stocks? If this is the case, then we would expect them (on average) to rise faster. Graham and Dodd said nothing about relative risk in their statement, but we cannot talk meaningfully about return without also considering the associated level of risk.

A precept of finance theory is the concept of utility maximization: Given the choice, people avoid distasteful events and seek out satisfying phenomena. They try to maximize the expected utility associated with their decisions. Investors must choose between investment alternatives when the future performance of the competing investment choices is uncertain. It is a well-established fact that for most investors, the expected utility of an investment \[ E(U) \] is a positive function of the expected return of the investment, \( E(\bar{R}) \), and a negative function of the variance of these returns, \( \sigma^2 \):

\[
E(U) = f[E(\bar{R}), -\sigma^2]
\]

This result leads to the tradition in finance of using the variance or, equivalently, the standard deviation of return as a quantitative measure of risk.\(^2\)

One of the ironies of investment management is the widely held attitude that risk matters only if it hurts the investor. Suppose a portfolio manager doubles the value of one of her funds in a year’s time. Is this good performance? Many people would say yes, but we really cannot make any judgment without knowing how she achieved the return.

At a casino’s roulette wheel, a player who correctly bets that the ball will stop on a red number wins $1 for every dollar bet. The gambler loses the entire bet if the ball stops on a black number. If someone places a bet on red and wins on three consecutive spins of the wheel, does that mean he is an excellent roulette player because he doubled his money three times in three tries? Although there were substantial gains, there was also a substantial risk in the process. The gambler’s ship came in, so to speak, but it could have sunk just as easily.

The essence of performance evaluation is associating a measure of risk with the portfolio return. Did the fund manager essentially play roulette with the invested funds, or was the return achieved by steady growth in a well-diversified portfolio?

Baseball batting averages provide another good example of the need to look beyond the numbers. If a player has a batting average of .500, is this good? It seems so, because someone with a batting average of “only” .300 is a premium player. In contrast, what if the .500 hitter has been at bat only twice, struck out once, and beat out an infield single the other time? This gives him a .500 average, but it is not nearly as impressive as if he had been at bat 200 times.

**A Lesson from History: The 1968 Bank Administration Institute Report**

The need for consistent performance measurement of investment funds is not a new problem. In 1968 the Bank Administration Institute (a trade association) published a research report entitled *Measuring the Investment Performance of Pension Funds*. A blue-chip panel of academicians (including James Lorie, Kalman Cohen, Joel Dean, David Durand, Eugene Fama, Lawrence Fisher, and Eli Shapiro) participated in this study. Its purpose was to develop an improved way of measuring the investment performance of

---

\(^2\)Risk is actually a qualitative concept that is impossible to completely measure. Research has discovered, however, that a quantitative measure of dispersion (like variance or standard deviation) is a very good proxy.
pension funds and pension fund managers. Among the conclusions of the study are these:

1. Performance of a fund should be measured by computing the actual rates of return on a fund’s assets.
2. These rates of return should be based on the market value of the fund’s assets.
3. Complete evaluation of the manager’s performance must include examining a measure of the degree of risk taken in the fund.
4. Circumstances under which fund managers must operate vary so greatly that indiscriminate comparisons among funds might reflect differences in these circumstances rather than in the ability of the managers. Some special circumstances could include the defined purpose of the fund, specific restrictions, contractual arrangements with the trustor and trustee, and technical characteristics of the fund.

As you will see, little has occurred in the intervening years to make these recommendations obsolete. They are still the backbone of proper performance measurement.

A Lesson from a Few Mutual Funds
Table 19-1 shows annual returns earned by two very different common stock mutual funds over the period 1975 to 1988. At first glance, the mean returns of both of these funds seem noble. Mutual Shares appears to have performed slightly better because its mean annual return is about 4 percentage points higher than that of 44 Wall Street. Closer investigation, however, reveals a very significant difference in the performance of these two funds. Figure 19-1 shows the end-of-the-year value of an initial $10,000 investment in each of the funds. At the end of 1988, the Mutual Shares investment was worth $174,476; the 44 Wall Street investment was worth only $28,891. In fact, the 44 Wall Street investment was worth $28,410 at the end of 1975, and over the next thirteen years appreciated in value by only $481. This is obviously thought provoking as well as a material consideration for a potential investor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>44 Wall Street</th>
<th>Mutual Shares</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>+184.1%</td>
<td>+24.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>+46.5</td>
<td>+63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>+16.5</td>
<td>+13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>+32.9</td>
<td>+16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>+71.4</td>
<td>+39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>+36.1</td>
<td>+19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>-23.6</td>
<td>+8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>+6.9</td>
<td>+12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>+9.2</td>
<td>+37.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>-58.7</td>
<td>+14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>-20.1</td>
<td>+26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>-16.3</td>
<td>+16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>-34.6</td>
<td>+6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>+19.3</td>
<td>+30.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean +19.3% +23.5%

Change in net asset value, January 1 through December 31.
You can learn two lessons from this comparison. One is that the arithmetic mean is not a useful statistic in evaluating growth rates. The other is that dollars matter more than percentages.

**Why the Arithmetic Mean Is Often Misleading: A Review**

Consider a simple example. An initial $100 investment falls by 50 percent in one period and rises by 50 percent in the following period. What is the average return? The first inclination is to just add the two returns and divide by 2, for an average return of 0. This, however, is not the right answer. In the first period, the $100 investment fell to $50, and in the second period, it rose to be worth $75. The math shows that if something falls in value by 50 percent, it must rise in value by 100 percent to get back to its starting point.

The proper measure of average investment return over time, as we have seen, is the geometric mean (GM) return. The following is its formula:

\[
GM = \left( \prod_{i=1}^{n} R_i \right)^{1/n} - 1
\]

where \( R_i \) = the return relative in Period \( i \).\(^3\) The capital Greek letter pi stands for “product summation.” This means that instead of adding values together, you multiply them.

---

\(^3\)Recall that a return relative is the return plus 1. This measure is useful because it eliminates negative signs.
An investment that falls in value by 50 percent has a return relative for that period of \(-0.50 + 1.0 = 0.50\). In the second period, when it rises by 50 percent, the return relative is \(0.50 + 1.0 = 1.50\). The geometric mean return is the square root of the product of these two return relatives, or \(\sqrt{0.50 \times 1.5} - 1 = -13.40\%\). Rather than breaking even, this investment lost 13.4 percent per period.

You can check this result. A $100 investment that loses 13.4 percent declines to $86.60. If it loses another 13.4 percent, its value declines to $75.00. This is the value determined earlier.

The geometric mean returns for 44 Wall Street and Mutual Shares are 7.9 and 22.7 percent, respectively. This illustrates the very significant difference in the returns of these two funds over this fourteen-year period.

You can also get very different performance numbers, depending on when you begin and end your examination period. Any economic researcher knows how sensitive results can be to the data period used. Table 19-1 shows the mean return for 44 Wall Street of 19.3 percent over the period 1975 to 1988. If, however, you considered the period 1976 to 1987, the average return falls to 5.5 percent, a much less impressive number.

### Why Dollars Are More Important Than Percentages

Someone might manage two separate investment funds; one earned 12 percent last year, and the other earned 44 percent. What rate of return did the manager average? The wrong way to figure this out is to take the average of the two returns: \((44\% + 12\%) / 2 = 28\%\).

Suppose the fund earning 12 percent was a $40 million pension fund, whereas the 44 percent rate was earned on a $250,000 individual portfolio. Weighting the returns by the dollars involved, this manager’s average performance is much closer to 12 percent than it is to the average of 28 percent. In fact, 99.38 percent of the $40.25 million managed by this person earned 12 percent. Only 0.62 percent earned the higher rate. The weighted average return, then, is \((0.9938 \times 12\%) + (0.0062 \times 44\%) = 12.20\%\).

### Traditional Performance Measures

#### Sharpe and Treynor Measures

William F. Sharpe and Jack Treynor designed the two leading portfolio performance measures, which are similar.\(^4\) See Figure 19-2. The only mathematical difference in the two measures is in their denominators. The *Sharpe measure* uses the standard deviation of periodic security returns, whereas the *Treynor measure* uses the security (or portfolio) beta.\(^5\)

Despite their mathematical similarity, these two measures have an important conceptual difference. The *Treynor measure* evaluates the return relative to beta, a measure of systematic risk. It ignores any unsystematic risk that might be present. Finance theory indicates that expected return is a function of necessary risk (systematic risk) only, and therefore the Treynor measure should be an appropriate risk measure for single securities as well as portfolios.

---


\(^5\)The Capital Asset Pricing Model is a one-period model. For theoretical reasons, the return used in these performance measures is the statistical mean return rather than a geometric average.
The **Sharpe measure**, in contrast, evaluates return relative to total risk. In a well-diversified portfolio, total risk is predominately from systematic risk factors. The Sharpe measure is therefore appropriate for use with a portfolio. A single security, however, contains substantial unsystematic risk. It would not be appropriate to apply the Sharpe measure in this case.

Table 19-2 presents hypothetical return statistics over a year’s time. The table shows both mean returns and mean excess returns (e.g., with the prevailing Treasury bill rate subtracted). The table shows two different risk measures: (1) the standard deviation of return and (2) beta, the measure of systematic risk. Both the Sharpe and Treynor measures compute excess return per unit of risk. Return is “good” and risk is “bad,” so the higher this ratio, the better. Table 19-2 shows that Fund C has the best risk-adjusted performance because its ratio is higher than that of either Fund A or Fund B with both the Sharpe and Treynor measures.
Figures 19-3 and 19-4 illustrate these results. The upward-sloping line in each figure shows the combinations of risk and return that finance theory predicts. Combinations that lie above this line are better than expected, and points below are substandard. Over the hypothetical year of Table 19-2, Funds B and C outperformed the overall market as represented by the S&P 500 stock market index, whereas Fund A underperformed the market.

Now consider another example. Table 19-3 shows the first six years of data from Table 19-1. Over this period, 44 Wall Street shows an annual mean return of 64.6 percent, which is considerably higher than the 29.2 percent earned by Mutual Shares. It is easy to jump to the conclusion that 44 Wall Street showed superior performance over these six years. It is certainly true that the fund made handsome gains over this period. This perspective, however, considers only the return. It ignores the volatility of the fund. To compare the two funds properly, risk must be part of the overall picture.

For the sake of this example, assume that the T-bill rate was a constant 10 percent per year over this period. With this assumption, we can calculate risk-adjusted performance using the Sharpe measure (see Figure 19-5). Mutual Shares shows a higher return per unit of risk than 44 Wall Street during this

---

\footnote{Interest rates were very volatile over this period. We were experiencing double-digit inflation, and it is consequently difficult to arrive at an average T-bill rate.}
### Table 19-3: Comparative Mutual Fund Returns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>44 Wall Street</th>
<th>Mutual Shares</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>+184.1%</td>
<td>+24.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>+46.5</td>
<td>+63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>+16.5</td>
<td>+13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>+32.9</td>
<td>+16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>+71.4</td>
<td>+39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>+36.1</td>
<td>+19.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean: +64.6%  
Standard deviation: 56.0%

Mean: +29.2%  
Standard deviation: 17.3%

Change in net asset value, January 1 through December 31.
six-year period. This means that its risk-adjusted performance is superior to that of the other fund, even though 44 Wall Street showed average annual returns that were more than twice as high.

Despite all of this, many people take risk-adjusted performance measurement with a grain of salt. You would have a difficult time convincing everyone that Mutual Shares outperformed 44 Wall Street over the period 1975 to 1980. The attitude that risk matters only if it hurts the investor prevails in the subconscious minds of most people. The words of a philosopher seem especially relevant here: “To prove a thing is not enough; you must convince someone to accept it.”

**Jensen Measure**

Another traditional performance measure, the *Jensen measure*, is important to know, although it is seldom used today as a formal measure of risk-adjusted performance. It stems directly from the implications of the Capital Asset Pricing Model:

\[
R_t - R_f = \alpha + [\beta_t (R_{mt} - R_f)]
\]

Finance theory requires that the excess return on a security and the excess return on the market portfolio be directly related to the beta of the security, and that securities with a beta of zero should have an excess return of zero. This means that in the previous equation, the constant term \( \alpha \) should be zero. If this term is positive, it indicates the presence of an upward trend in security prices that is unexplainable by finance theory. If it is negative, it indicates a downward trend.

Michael Jensen proposed using this *alpha* term as a measure of performance.\(^7\) If a portfolio manager is a better-than-average stock picker and consistently earns returns higher than those predicted by beta, the alpha of the portfolio will be positive. Subsequent research has revealed several statistical and theoretical problems with the Jensen measure, and it is generally out of favor with today’s managers and academic researchers. You still frequently hear managers speak of the search for “positive alpha,” however, meaning above-average investment results. Some of the reference sources available on the Internet report an investment’s alpha over past periods of time.\(^8\)

**Performance Measurement in Practice**

**Academic Issues.** A controversy is growing in academia about the value of the traditional portfolio measures. No one questions the need to view asset returns in a risk-adjusted framework. The issue is that their use relies on the Capital Asset Pricing Model as the correct view of the world, yet evidence continues to accumulate that may ultimately lead to displacement of the CAPM paradigm. Efforts to develop the arbitrage pricing model, multi-factor CAPMs, and an inflation-adjusted CAPM have implications for proper performance evaluation. Until someone discovers a better technique, however, the Sharpe and Treynor measures are likely to continue as popular methods in academic research.

---


\(^8\)http://finance.yahoo.com, for instance, reports alpha for mutual funds under the risk selection.
Industry Issues. Virtually everyone who ever studied investment theory in a university classroom has read about the merits of the traditional performance measures. The sobering fact is that the investment industry has never really adopted them. A 1987 survey of 3,000 investment practitioners found that more than 80 percent agreed with the following statement: “Portfolio managers are hired and fired largely on the basis of realized investment returns with little regard to risk taken in achieving the returns.”

In actual practice, formal performance measurement usually involves (among other things) a comparison of the fund’s performance with that of some benchmark. For instance, an all-equity fund might have the S&P 500 index as its benchmark, whereas a fund composed of both stocks and bonds might use as its benchmark some weighted average of the S&P 500 and the Shearson Lehman Bond Index. Such practice has intuitive appeal but can still lead to misleading results if client and manager do not both pay careful attention to comparative beta and duration statistics.

In considering investment performance, it can be instructive to see why an investment performed better or worse than expected. One method for doing so is “Fama’s return decomposition,” named for Eugene Fama, a finance professor at the University of Chicago. He shows how to segregate realized investment performance into several components that give more information on what the manager actually did.\(^\text{10}\)

Figure 19-6 shows the performance of a manager whose portfolio had a set target level of systematic risk, \(\beta_{\text{target}}\). Such a level of beta has a corresponding level of expected return, \(R_{\text{target}}\). The portfolio actually earned the level of return shown by point X and reflected systematic risk of \(\beta_{\text{actual}}\), which is higher than the target.

Because the investor chose to take some risk, the investor should earn a return higher than the risk-free rate. This increment is labeled “Return from Investor’s Risk.” The manager, we see, took on more risk than the target level, so again we expect the actual return to be higher than the target. The level of systematic risk, marked \(\beta_{\text{implied}}\), corresponds to a portfolio with the same level of total risk as the actual portfolio. You can find this value by remembering (from Chapter 5) that

\[
\sigma_{\text{portfolio}}^2 = \beta_{\text{portfolio}}^2 \sigma_{\text{market}}^2
\]

We see that the actual return, then, has three components: the return the investor chose to take, the added return the manager chose to seek, and return from the manager's good selection of securities.

On the right-hand side of Figure 19-6 we see values labeled "diversification" and "net selectivity." Diversification is the difference between the return corresponding to the beta implied by the total risk of the portfolio and the return corresponding to its actual beta (systematic risk). Diversifiable risk decreases as portfolio size increases, so if the portfolio is well diversified the "diversification return" should be near zero, because the actual and implied betas will be approximately equal. Net selectivity measures the portion of the return from selectivity in excess of that provided by the "diversification" component.

Suppose we want to investigate the performance of a portfolio that earned 16 percent in the past year. The statement of investment policy indicated a beta range of 0.85–1.25 with a target beta of 1.0; the actual portfolio beta was 1.20. The S&P 500 index and portfolio had standard deviations of 12 percent and 20 percent, respectively, and the market index earned 10 percent for the year. Using the equation on the previous page, the beta of a naively constructed but well-diversified portfolio with a standard deviation of 0.20 is

\[
\frac{\sigma_{p}}{\sigma_{m}} = \frac{0.20}{0.12} = 1.67
\]

Figure 19-7 shows the return decomposition. The portfolio did very well, earning 16 percent compared to the 10 percent earned by the S&P 500. Two percent of the return comes from the risk-free rate. The market average earned

![Figure 19-7 Return Decomposition](image-url)
8 percent more than this. By increasing the portfolio beta, the manager should have earned an additional 1.60 percent from taking on more risk (manager’s risk). The portfolio was less than completely diversified because the standard deviation implied a beta greater than the actual value. This concentration in fewer securities paid off, however, because the diversification component is 3.73 percent to the good. In addition, good security selection added another 0.67 percent (net selectivity). This makes the return from selectivity a total of 4.40 percent.

**Trade Execution Performance.** When someone says “performance evaluation” with regard to investments, we generally think of the return an investment generates relative to its risk, and how this relationship compares to other, similar investments. If you are an institutional money manager, however, there is another dimension to performance: how effective you are at making large trades without disrupting the stock price.

Suppose your firm is hired to execute trades for a large pension fund and that the pension fund money manager indicates a desire to buy 1,000,000 shares of Wachovia Bank (WB). The stock has been beaten down because of concerns about the fallout from the subprime mortgage crisis and the client feels this has been overdone. You see that the stock is currently bid at $25.09 and offered at $25.11, with the last trade at $25.09. If you were to simply place a market order to buy 1,000,000 shares, this would plow through the ask prices on the specialist’s order book, perhaps adding fifty cents to the current price. In economic terms, at $25.09 the market is in equilibrium, with supply and demand in balance. Placing a simple buy order for a million shares would substantially increase demand and therefore send the price up. Even a twenty-five–cent rise in the share price amounts to $250,000 on a million-share trade. This doesn’t do your client any favors and could cost your firm future business.

An experienced trader knows a few tricks of the trade when it comes to placing large orders. Consider these comments from a writer on *Alpha Trends*, a popular.blogspot:

Here is a simple example of how an institutional trader might manually execute an order for the purchase of 1 million shares. Let’s say the stock closed the previous day at $40/share. The morning the broker receives the buy order he may offer 5,000 or 10,000 shares at 39.90 or lower while simultaneously bidding for shares at a lower price. The first trick this broker may use is to show the full size of the offer while only showing 100 shares bid with a larger number of shares ‘in reserve’ meaning that he may be really bidding for 5,000 (or any other number they choose) shares. By showing a larger number of shares for sale and a small amount of demand in the pre-market, the broker may induce weaker holders to sell their shares in fear that there could be a real seller looking to get a head start on their selling that day. This type of activity is pure manipulation and it happens all the time!11

The trader wants to get the best possible average price for his client, and having the stock down at the open would contribute toward that goal.

---

**Volume-Weighted Average Price.** A very popular method of evaluating the trader’s skill at getting a good price is the Volume-Weighted Average Price (VWAP), pronounced: “vee wop.” This has intuitive appeal and is relatively easy to calculate. You calculate VWAP as the ratio of the dollar transaction volume to the share volume over a particular time period, generally one day, although other time periods might make sense in certain circumstances.

Consider the trading activity shown in Table 19-4.

\[
\text{VWAP} = \frac{2,924,095}{85,000} = \$34.4011
\]

This is a simple and short example for illustration purposes. Over the forty-eight-minute time period from 9:44 AM until 10:32 AM, a total of 85,000 shares of this stock traded. The VWAP over this period is just over $34.40.

How good was the execution from our trader? To find out, calculate the VWAP on our portion of these trades. Table 19-5 extracts our trades from Table 19-4. Our VWAP is just over $34.39, so our trader’s skill saved about a penny a share on the purchase of 52,500 shares, or $525. This may not seem like much on an expenditure of nearly $2 million, but remember that over the course of a year you will make numerous trades, and these savings will add up.

\[
\text{VWAP} = \frac{1,805,575}{52,500} = \$34.3919
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Trade Price</th>
<th>Share Volume</th>
<th>Price x Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0944</td>
<td>$34.44</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>$344,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0945</td>
<td>$34.44</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>103,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0945</td>
<td>$34.45</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>241,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0946</td>
<td>$34.45</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>258,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1012</td>
<td>$34.41</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>430,125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1015</td>
<td>$34.40</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>344,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1018</td>
<td>$34.39</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>171,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1023</td>
<td>$34.37</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>171,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>$34.40</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>258,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1031</td>
<td>$34.41</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>172,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1032</td>
<td>$34.31</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>428,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>85,000</td>
<td>2,924,095</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trades in bold are trades made for our client.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Trade Price</th>
<th>Share Volume</th>
<th>Price x Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:44</td>
<td>$34.44</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>$344,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:46</td>
<td>$34.45</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>258,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:12</td>
<td>$34.41</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>430,125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:18</td>
<td>$34.39</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>171,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:23</td>
<td>$34.37</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>171,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:32</td>
<td>$34.31</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>428,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>52,500</td>
<td>1,805,575</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The VWAP measure has its critics, and there are circumstances when it is not the best measure of trade performance. Still, it is widely used, and it provides useful information about the price you paid relative to the day’s trading activity.

**Implementation Shortfall.** Another measure of trading efficiency is implementation shortfall. This is the difference between the value of an “on-paper,” theoretical portfolio and the actual portfolio purchased to implement the theory. In very simple terms, I might see that the last price of ABC stock is $100 and decide to buy 200 shares (theoretically costing me $20,000). I log on to e*Trade, place a market order, and see that the order was filled at $100.18. Checking my account online, I see that this trade actually cost me $20,056, for an average share price of $100.28. My implementation shortfall was $56, or twenty-eight cents per share.

Minder Cheng, Global Head of Equity and Currency Trading at Barclays Global Investors, states that implementation shortfall has six components: commissions, the bid-ask spread, market trend, liquidity impact, opportunity costs, and slippage.\(^{12}\) In this example we could isolate the commission the broker charged (assume $20). The remaining $36 comes from the other components of implementation shortfall. The market might be moving when I decide to make the trade. The share price may have moved up a few cents while I was in the process of making the trade. Also, I placed a market order, indicating a willingness to pay the asked price. This can be higher than the “last” price displayed on my computer screen. If my order is large enough, it can exhaust the quantity of shares available at the ask price and impact the market price.

Both VWAP and the implementation shortfall idea seek to measure the cost of actually putting an idea into play. A good trader can do this more cheaply than someone less skilled, and therefore save the client considerable sums over the course of a year.

### Dollar-Weighted and Time-Weighted Rates of Return

We have previously seen that the arithmetic mean can be misleading when talking about the average performance of an investment. Remember that “up 50 percent, down 50 percent” does not result in a break-even situation. There is a related concern when a money manager is in charge of a portfolio in which there can be inflows and outflows beyond his control, such as deposits or withdrawals directed by the client.

We will see how to deal with this in a moment. First, though, it is important to distinguish between two general methods of determining return: dollar weighted and time weighted. The dollar-weighted rate of return is analogous to the concept of internal rate of return in corporate finance. It is the rate of return that makes the present value of a series of cash flows equal to the cost (or initial value) of the investment. In other words, the investment has a zero net present value when its cash flows are discounted at the

---

internal rate of return. The dollar-weighted rate of return is the value $R$ in the equation below:

\[
\text{cost} = \frac{C_1}{(1 + R)} + \frac{C_2}{(1 + R)^2} + \frac{C_3}{(1 + R)^3}
\]

where $C_t$ represents the cash flow at time $t$. We saw a similar formula earlier in the book when we looked at the yield to maturity of a bond.

The time-weighted rate of return measures the compound growth rate of an investment. This method eliminates the effect of cash inflows and outflows by computing a return for each period and linking them. This is the same as the geometric mean return. If we have four quarterly returns, for instance, the formula for the annual time-weighted return would be

\[
\text{time-weighted return} = (1 + R_1)(1 + R_2)(1 + R_3)(1 + R_4) - 1
\]

where $R_t$ = return for quarter $t$. The time-weighted rate of return and the dollar-weighted rate of return will be equal if there are no inflows or outflows from the portfolio.

Performance Evaluation with Cash Deposits and Withdrawals

Consider the following scenario. You invest $1,000 in a mutual fund on January 1. Each month thereafter you add another $100 to your account. On December 31, the fund is worth $2,300. How do you measure how well it performed? Your fund is worth substantially more than at the beginning of the year, but much of that increase comes from your contributions rather than from increased share value.

Similarly, you might have deposited $100 each month but also might have withdrawn $500 from the fund in the summer. At the end of the year, the fund might be worth $1,500. Did the fund perform well? These are realistic concerns that complicate the problem of performance evaluation. See the Portfolio Memo on the Beardstown Ladies; their investment performance should not have taken credit for the dues they paid.

This is a common situation in most portfolios. The owner of the fund takes periodic distributions from the portfolio, and may occasionally add to it. The established way to calculate portfolio performance in this situation is via a time-weighted rate of return.

The Association for Investment Management and Research Performance Presentation Standards require calculating the time-weighted rate of return using at least quarterly portfolio valuations, with daily valuation being preferred. Two common methods of doing so are the daily valuation method and the modified BAI method.

Daily Valuation Method

The daily valuation method calculates the exact time-weighted rate of return but is cumbersome because it requires determining a value for the portfolio each time any cash flow occurs. Cash flows might be dividends, interest, or additions to or withdrawals from the fund. It is cumbersome also because it
The Beardstown Ladies

In 1996, a group of women from Illinois, with an average age of around 70, wrote and published a financial “how-to” book titled *The Beardstown Ladies’ Common-Sense Investment Guide*. These women quickly became media favorites in that their reported annual investment performance of 23.4 percent over the prior decade exceeded that of virtually all professional investment managers over the same period. Representatives of the investment club appeared on television, were interviewed repeatedly, and had great fun enjoying their popularity in the media. The book sold more than 800,000 copies.

Unfortunately for the ladies, things took a turn for the worse when someone discovered that the performance figures “took credit” for the monthly dues the members paid. During the evaluation period, members collectively paid about $400 per month, or a total of $4,800 per year into the fund. Given this, you would expect the value of the fund to grow. For part of this time, in fact, the total value of the fund was less than $40,000. The dues alone added 10 percent to the increase in the portfolio value.

After the word was out, the accounting firm Price Waterhouse examined the fund performance and reported that its true performance (after taking into account the dues payments) was an annual rate of 9.1 percent, a figure below the market average. The mistake was an honest but embarrassing one.

It is good when an investment portfolio increases in value, but it is important not to confuse an increase in asset value with good investment performance.

requires a value of the portfolio any time a cash flow occurs whether generated internally or from an outside agency. Still, it is the preferred method. The daily valuation method solves for \( R \) in Equation 19-1.

\[
R_{\text{daily}} = \prod_{i=1}^{n} S_i - 1 \tag{19-1}
\]

where \( S = \frac{\text{MVE}_i}{\text{MVB}_i} \)

and \( \text{MVE}_i = \) market value of the portfolio at the end of period \( i \) before any cash flows in period \( i \) but including accrued income for the period.

\( \text{MVB}_i = \) market value of the portfolio at the beginning of period \( i \) including any cash flows at the end of the previous subperiod and including accrued income.

We will look at an example after seeing the other approach, the modified BAI method.
Performance Attribution

Investment committees want two principal pieces of information: 1) Did the manager do what we hired her to do? and 2) How well did she do it? In answering the second question it is also useful to learn the reasons for the performance, regardless of whether it was good or bad.

Figure 19-8 shows one way in which Putnam Institutional Management answers this question for the firm’s clients in its international equity portfolio. The figure shows that for the first quarter of 2000 the Putnam International Trust earned a return 613 basis points above its benchmark (the Morgan Stanley Capital Investments European/Australian/Far East Index). The chart shows how Putnam attributes the performance across five areas: market selection, translation effect, stock selection, currency hedging, and the effect of cash. Over this time period the excellent performance was largely due to the manager’s stock selection; good stock picking accounted for 529 basis points of the total excess returns. This means the manager tended to pick stocks with above-average performance relative to their local markets, e.g., Swiss stocks that outperformed Swiss market averages.

The manager added another 78 basis points by market selection: this reflects the effective over- or underweighting of various country markets based on the manager’s outlook for that part of the world.

This graphical technique makes it easy to explain the source of the fund’s performance. In addition, the attribution detail gives the client confidence that the manager is technically competent and knows the portfolio well.
Modified Bank Administration Institute (BAI) Method

The modified BAI method approximates the internal rate of return for the investment over the period in question. It is the value of $R$ that satisfies Equation 19-2.

$$MVE = \sum_{i=1}^{n} F_i (1 + R)^{w_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19-2)

where $F = \text{the sum of the cash flows during the period (with opposite signs for inflows and outflows)}$

$MVE = \text{market value at the end of the period, including accrued income}$

$F_0 = \text{market value at the start of the period}$

$w_i = \frac{CD - D_i}{CD}$

$CD = \text{total number of days in the period}$

$D_i = \text{number of days since the beginning of the period in which cash flow $F_i$ occurred.}$

The modified BAI method is an approximation of the true internal rate of return. Solving for the exact value can be quite complicated with a large portfolio, which might conceivably have a cash flow every day. The relevant equation would be an enormous polynomial. Precision is always desirable, but the Association for Investment Management and Research (AIMR)$^{13}$ standards permit reasonable approximations when required.

An Example

These calculations may look complicated, but they are easier than they seem. An example will clarify the two methods. Suppose you are an investor who has an account with a mutual fund, and “dollar-cost averages” by putting $100 per month into the fund. Table 19-6 shows the activity and results over a seven-month period.

Table 19-7 organizes the cash flows and values for solution via the daily valuation method. The solution is a return of 40.6 percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>$ Amount</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Total Shares</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 1</td>
<td>balance fwd</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,080.011</td>
<td>$7,560.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 3</td>
<td>purchase</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>14.286</td>
<td>1,094.297</td>
<td>$7,660.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 1</td>
<td>purchase</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$7.91</td>
<td>12.642</td>
<td>1,106.939</td>
<td>$8,755.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1</td>
<td>purchase</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$7.84</td>
<td>12.755</td>
<td>1,119.694</td>
<td>$8,778.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 23</td>
<td>liquidation</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>$8.13</td>
<td>615.006</td>
<td>504.688</td>
<td>$4,103.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 3</td>
<td>purchase</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$8.34</td>
<td>11.990</td>
<td>516.687</td>
<td>$4,309.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1</td>
<td>purchase</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>11.111</td>
<td>527.789</td>
<td>$4,750.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1</td>
<td>purchase</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$9.74</td>
<td>10.267</td>
<td>538.056</td>
<td>$5,240.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 3</td>
<td>purchase</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$9.24</td>
<td>10.823</td>
<td>548.879</td>
<td>$5,071.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1</td>
<td>purchase</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$9.84</td>
<td>10.163</td>
<td>559.042</td>
<td>$5,500.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

August 1 account value $559.042 \times 9.84 = $5,500.97

$^{13}$The Association for Investment Management and Research. In 2004 the CFA Institute, but the performance rules are likely to be called the AIMR Standards for some time.
Solving via the modified BAI method requires a computer unless you are a real whiz with algebra. Even the “simplified” polynomial expression can be quite complicated, and it is much better to let a spreadsheet package such as Microsoft Excel do the work.

To set the problem up it is necessary to determine the number of calendar days between the various cash flows. Table 19-8 shows these numbers. The table shows that using an interest rate of 42.1 percent, the total of the compounded $F_i$ cashflows, is approximately equal to the ending value of the account.

### An Approximate Method
The American Association of Individual Investors proposes an approximate method for determining the rate of return when inflows and/or outflows are associated with the portfolio. Equation 19-3 shows this heuristic.

$$R = \frac{P_f - 0.5(\text{net cash flow})}{P_i + 0.5(\text{net cash flow})} - 1 \quad (19-3)$$
In this equation, net cash flow is the sum of the inflows and outflows; inflows have a positive sign and outflows a negative sign.

In Table 19-8, we showed deposits into the fund of $800 and a withdrawal of $5,000. The net cash flow is $4,200 leaving the fund. Plugging the values into the equation, we get

\[
R = \frac{5,500.97 - 0.5(-4,200)}{7,550.08 + 0.5(-4,200)} = 1.3947 \Rightarrow 39.5\%
\]

This differs by about one percentage point from the 40.6 percent value determined earlier. Depending on the calculation’s purpose, the approximate version may be sufficiently accurate.

Performance Evaluation When Options Are Used

One of the assumptions underpinning much of financial theory is statistical normality of the security returns. We assume that an average, or mean, return exists for a particular security or portfolio and that we can measure the security’s risk by the symmetrical dispersion of possible returns around that mean return.

The problem is that inclusion of options in a portfolio usually shifts the return distribution so that the returns are not normal. Writing covered calls, for instance, causes the distribution to be substantially skewed to the left. This happens because the striking price of the option creates an upper limit on returns for the option writer. Skewness is zero in a normal distribution.

How material this fact is depends on the purpose for investigating the portfolio. Beta and standard deviation lose their theoretical appeal if the return distribution is nonsymmetrical. In most ordinary performance evaluation applications, the departure from normality that a well-diversified portfolio experiences because of the use of options is modest. In technical financial research, however, the nonnormality is an important consideration in hypothesis testing.

Yair Aharoni makes a good statement about assumptions in economic theory:

Economic theory does not pretend to mirror reality. It only claims, by a process of simplification, to isolate some significant strands in economic causal sequences, and to describe how these strands operate. Economic theory, therefore, is rarely either right or wrong; it is only more or less useful, depending upon whether the necessary simplification constitutes a very large or very small departure from reality.\(^\text{14}\)

With these thoughts in mind, we consider two alternative methods of performance evaluation in portfolios when options are used.

Incremental Risk-Adjusted Return from Options

The incremental risk-adjusted return (IRAR) is a single performance measure indicating the contribution of an options program to overall portfolio performance. This approach has intuitive appeal; a positive IRAR indicates above-average

performance; a negative IRAR indicates that the portfolio would have fared better without the options program. Figure 19-9 shows how to calculate IRAR.

Figure 19-10 helps show how the IRAR fits in with finance theory, which postulates a direct relationship between risk and return. If a manager is able to earn a return higher than expected for a given level of risk, this is superior performance. The unoptioned portfolio can be used as a benchmark; we know its realized return, risk, and the risk-free rate. A line connecting these two points indicates the expected return per unit of risk. A portfolio with higher risk (higher standard deviation) should earn a higher return, and vice versa. Appropriate values all lie on the benchmark line in Figure 19-10. A point that lies above this benchmark line results from superior performance, and the higher than expected return is the IRAR.

An IRAR Example. Consider a portfolio manager who periodically writes S&P 100 index call options in the account to take advantage of anticipated

---

**FIGURE 19-9**

Incremental Risk-Adjusted Return (IRAR) from Options

\[ \text{IRAR} = (\text{SH}_o - \text{SH}_u)\sigma_o \]

where \( \text{SH}_o \) = Sharpe measure of the optioned portfolio

\( \text{SH}_u \) = Sharpe measure of the unoptioned portfolio

\( \sigma_o \) = standard deviation of the optioned portfolio

---

**FIGURE 19-10**

Incremental Risk-Adjusted Return (IRAR) from Options

IRAR = Difference Between Actual Return and Expected Return Given the Level of Risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( R_o )</th>
<th>Actual Return of the Optioned Portfolio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R_u )</td>
<td>Return Commensurate with Higher Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_f )</td>
<td>Benchmark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \sigma \) (unoptioned) \( \sigma \) (optioned) Standard Deviation
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The M2 Performance Measure

In 1985 Franco Modigliani won the Nobel Prize in Economics. He and his granddaughter Leah attracted attention in 1997 with their proposal for a new performance measurement technique they called M2.

Suppose you are a portfolio consultant working with an investment committee as it reviews the performance of its managers over the past year. You distribute the data in Table 19-9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANAGER PERFORMANCE LAST 12 MONTHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Return</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Source Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loon Securities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones Investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Imagine how awkward the following conversation could be to you as the consultant:

**Board Member:** I see Jones knocked everybody’s socks off this year; they earned almost 15 percent and beat the market by three points.

**You:** Actually, on a risk-adjusted basis, they underperformed both the S&P 500 and your other two managers.

**Board Member:** What do you mean? They beat the market and have better returns than either Alpha or Loon.

**You:** Not exactly; you need to consider risk-adjusted performance. See the Sharpe Measure column in the table. That measures return per unit of risk. The higher the ratio, the better.

**Board Member:** You’re telling me that Alpha and Loon, neither of which even kept up with the market, did better than Jones?

**You:** Actually, sir, both Alpha and Loon did better than the market. Their Sharpe measures are better than the S&P.

**Board Member:** I see that number you are focusing on is the same for both Alpha and Loon. Are you telling me that Loon’s 10.87 percent is just as good as Alpha’s 12.07 percent?

**You:** Yes, sir. Alpha and Jones were your best managers, even though their returns are below the market average.

**Board Member to the Committee:** This just doesn’t pass the straight-face test. I’ll take 15 percent over 12 percent anytime.

The M2 performance measure seeks to reduce this confusion by expressing relative performance in risk-adjusted basis points. The key is to ensure that the portfolio being evaluated and the benchmark have the same standard deviation.
The M2 Performance Measure—Continued

To do this we calculate a risk-adjusted portfolio return using Equation 19-4:

\[
R_{\text{risk adjusted portfolio}} = \frac{\sigma_{\text{benchmark}}}{\sigma_{\text{portfolio}}} R_{\text{actual portfolio}} + \left(1 - \frac{\sigma_{\text{benchmark}}}{\sigma_{\text{portfolio}}} \right) R_f
\]  

(19-4)

Performing the calculations, we find

Alpha Source Partners

\[
R_{\text{Alpha}} = \frac{0.230}{0.205} \times 12.07\% + \left(1 - \frac{0.230}{0.205} \right) \times 5.20\% = 12.91\%
\]

Loon Securities

\[
R_{\text{Loon}} = \frac{0.230}{0.169} \times 10.87\% + \left(1 - \frac{0.230}{0.169} \right) \times 5.20\% = 12.91\%
\]

Jones Investments

\[
R_{\text{Jones}} = \frac{0.230}{0.366} \times 14.56\% + \left(1 - \frac{0.230}{0.366} \right) \times 5.20\% = 11.08\%
\]

S & P 500

\[
R_{\text{S&P}} = \frac{0.230}{0.230} \times 12.15\% + \left(1 - \frac{0.230}{0.230} \right) \times 5.20\% = 12.15\%
\]

These results show no difference in the returns of Alpha and Loon, both of which outperformed the S&P 500 benchmark by 76 basis points (12.91 percent — 12.15 percent). This is exactly what the Sharpe measure shows, too. Jones Investments underperformed the benchmark by 107 basis points and underperformed Alpha and Loon by 183 basis points.

Rather than presenting the data as in Table 19-9, as the portfolio consultant you might be more comfortable presenting the results in the format of Table 19-10:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Portfolio</th>
<th>Risk-Adjusted Return</th>
<th>Relative Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Source Partners</td>
<td>12.91%</td>
<td>Above-average performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loon Securities</td>
<td>12.91</td>
<td>Above-average performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500 Index</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>Market average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones Investments</td>
<td>11.08</td>
<td>Below-average performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inquisitive board member would begin his conversation from a very different perspective if his perspective came from this alternate presentation of the facts.
market movements. Table 19-11 shows some hypothetical values of the portfolio, both with and without the options. This table assumes that the stock portfolio has a beta of 1.0, that the portfolio was initially worth $200,000, and that the premiums received from writing the options were invested into more shares of stock.

Was it productive to write these index calls? The first impression probably indicates that it was because the optioned portfolio (the far right column) appreciated more than the unoptioned portfolio. The IRAR calculations appear in Table 19-12. The results show that the options program was successful at adding about 12 percent per year to the overall performance of the fund. The fund manager knew what he was doing, during this time period at least.

**IRAR Caveats.** The IRAR is a potentially useful measure of performance, but someone might use it inappropriately. A portfolio manager, for instance, might

### TABLE 19-11 IRAR EXAMPLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Unoptioned Portfolio</th>
<th>Long Stock Plus Option Premiums</th>
<th>Short Options*</th>
<th>Optioned Portfolio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
<td>$214,112</td>
<td>$14,112</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>190,000</td>
<td>203,406</td>
<td>8,868</td>
<td>194,538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>195,700</td>
<td>209,508</td>
<td>10,746</td>
<td>198,762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>203,528</td>
<td>217,888</td>
<td>14,064</td>
<td>203,824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>199,457</td>
<td>213,530</td>
<td>11,220</td>
<td>202,310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>193,474</td>
<td>207,124</td>
<td>7,758</td>
<td>199,366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>201,213</td>
<td>215,409</td>
<td>10,614</td>
<td>204,795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>207,249</td>
<td>221,871</td>
<td>13,164</td>
<td>208,707</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Option values are theoretical Black-Scholes values based on an initial OEX value of 300, a striking price of 300, a risk-free interest rate of 8 percent, an initial life of ninety days, and a volatility of 35 percent. Six OEX calls are written.

### TABLE 19-12 IRAR WORKSHEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unoptioned Portfolio</th>
<th>Return Relative</th>
<th>Optioned Portfolio</th>
<th>Return Relative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$200,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>$200,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190,000</td>
<td>0.9500</td>
<td>194,538</td>
<td>0.9727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195,700</td>
<td>1.0300</td>
<td>198,762</td>
<td>1.0217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203,528</td>
<td>1.0400</td>
<td>203,824</td>
<td>1.0255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199,457</td>
<td>0.9800</td>
<td>202,310</td>
<td>0.9926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193,474</td>
<td>0.9700</td>
<td>199,366</td>
<td>0.9854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201,213</td>
<td>1.0400</td>
<td>204,795</td>
<td>1.0272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207,249</td>
<td>1.0300</td>
<td>208,707</td>
<td>1.0191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean = 1.0057
Standard deviation = 0.0350

Risk-free rate = 8%/year = 0.15%/week

\[ SH_u = \frac{0.0057 - 0.0015}{0.0350} = 0.1200 \]

\[ SH_o = \frac{0.0063 - 0.0015}{0.0206} = 0.2330 \]

IRAR = \((0.2330 - 0.1200) \times 0.0206 = 0.0023\) per week, or about 12 percent per year
use puts to protect against a large fall in stock prices. (We will look at this strategy in Chapter 22.) Such an insurance strategy sets a floor on the possible holding period return and severely truncates the return distribution for the portfolio. In this case, the standard deviation of the optioned portfolio is probably a poor measure of risk. This is especially true if the portfolio manager is catering to a client who values the ability to set a floor return on investments. These same concerns apply to the residual option spread, the next topic.

### Residual Option Spread

The residual option spread (ROS), shown in Figure 19-11, is an alternative performance measure used with portfolios containing options. Figure 19-12 calculates the residual option spread for the optioned and unoptioned portfolios example in Table 19-11. In the formula for the ROS, $G_t$ is merely the return relative for Period $t$, so we have this from Table 19-11.

A positive residual option spread indicates that at the end of the observation period, the use of options resulted in more terminal wealth than would have resulted from merely holding the stock.\(^{15}\) A positive ROS does not mean, however, that the incremental return is appropriate, given the new level of risk of the optioned portfolio.

This is not necessarily a problem, though. Covered call writing always reduces the variance of return of a portfolio, so a positive ROS is always evidence of superior risk-adjusted performance in a covered call-writing program. In contrast, put overwriting always increases the portfolio return variance. No general statement can be made about a positive ROS here. (We can say that a negative ROS is prima facie evidence of poor performance in a program of put overwriting. If the ROS is positive, the IRAR needs to be calculated before conclusions can be reached in this case.)

---

**FIGURE 19-11**

Residual Option Spread (ROS)

\[
\text{ROS} = \prod_{t=1}^{n} G_t - \prod_{t=1}^{n} G_u
\]

where $G_t = \frac{V_t}{V_{t-1}}$

$V_t = \text{value of portfolio in Period } t$

Subscripts $u$ and $o$ denote unoptioned and optioned portfolios, respectively.

**FIGURE 19-12**

Residual Option Spread Worksheet

**Unoptioned portfolio**

\[
(0.95)(1.03)(1.04)(0.98)(0.97)(1.04)(1.03) = 1.03625
\]

**Optioned portfolio**

\[
(0.9727)(1.0217)(1.0255)(0.9926)(0.9854)(1.0272)(1.0191) = 1.04351
\]

\[
\text{ROS} = 1.04351 - 1.03625 = 0.00726
\]

Given an initial investment of $200,000, the ROS translates into a dollar differential of $200,000 \times 0.00726 = $1,452.

\(^{15}\)Table 19-11 shows an ending difference in terminal values of $1,458 rather than $1,452, as in Figure 19-12, due to rounding.
Final Comments on Performance Evaluation with Options

People use options in portfolios for many reasons. The IRAR and ROS both focus on whether an optioned portfolio outperforms an unoptioned portfolio. Such measurements can easily overlook important subjective considerations involved in the decision to use options. Using options as insurance, for instance, sets a floor on the possible holding period return, severely truncating the returns distribution. This means that the standard deviation of the optioned portfolio is a poor measure of risk for this portfolio. Insurance has a value, to be sure, but whether we can really measure what we want to measure using only quantitative methods is unclear.

SUMMARY

Performance evaluation is a critical part of the portfolio management process. The central issue is coupling a measure of risk with the return of a portfolio. The measurement of risk is often neglected.

Average returns over time should be measured using a geometric growth rate. The arithmetic mean gives misleading results and should not be used to compare competing investment funds.

The Sharpe and Treynor measures are the two leading performance indicators. Their calculations are similar, except that the Sharpe measure uses the standard deviation of returns as a risk measure whereas the Treynor measure uses beta.

When a portfolio has frequent cash deposits and withdrawals, it is best to calculate performance via a time-weighted rate of return. AIMR performance presentation standards require this.

If a portfolio includes options, the incremental risk-adjusted return (IRAR) helps to investigate the performance of the options program. The residual option spread (ROS) may also be useful but not with every type of option activity.

QUESTIONS

1. Why does risk matter if it does not hurt the investor? Given that an investment made money, what difference does it make how the money was earned?
2. Give a general explanation of the concept of risk-adjusted performance measurement.
3. Why is expected utility, $E(U)$, a negative function of the variance of return?
4. Suppose an investment is known to have doubled in value. Name two things you would need to know before deciding whether this is good performance.
5. The 1968 Bank Administration Institute report contains a warning about the “varying circumstances” under which fund managers must operate. List some specific features of a fund management contract that could affect the measurement of the manager’s performance.
6. Look at the return information in Table 19-1. Suppose an investor had held shares in either of these funds for the entire period from 1975 to 1988. Does it make any difference in which order the annual rates of return were earned? For instance, would it make any difference if the +184.1 percent return were earned in 1988 rather than in 1975?
7. Would you use the arithmetic or the geometric mean to measure each of the following?
   a. Average total assets of a fund at the end of the calendar year.
   b. Your average salary increase over the last ten years.
   c. Your average annual increase in weight since you were one year old.

8. Briefly explain why it is necessary to use return relatives in the calculation of the geometric mean.

9. Suppose you are looking at the risk-adjusted performance of the stock of a particular company. Does it make any difference if you use the Sharpe measure as opposed to the Treynor measure?

10. Why does covered call writing always reduce the variance of return of a portfolio?

PROBLEMS

1. Consider the following three investments. Assume that T-bills yielded a constant 3 percent. Calculate the risk-adjusted performance of each of the funds, using the Sharpe measure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>+4%</td>
<td>+6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>+18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Using the data in Problem 1, calculate the risk-adjusted performance of an equally weighted portfolio of all three funds, and plot the results in risk/return space.

3. Using the data in Problem 1, calculate the geometric mean return for the three funds and for the three-security, equally weighted portfolio. Rank the investments by descending order of geometric mean. Does this technique give you the same ranking as the Sharpe measure calculated in Problem 1?

4. Calculate the time-weighted rate of return for the monthly account activity shown here:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cash Flow</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Ending Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance forward</td>
<td>Balance forward</td>
<td>$23,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+200</td>
<td>January</td>
<td>23,556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+200</td>
<td>February</td>
<td>24,556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-500</td>
<td>March</td>
<td>23,965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-500</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>23,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+200</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>22,900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Using the data in Table 19-11, show the IRAR graphically, as in Figure 19-10.

6. Using the data in Problem 1 and assuming that Investment B is an optioned version of Investment A, calculate the incremental risk-adjusted return from options.
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7. A church’s endowment fund was established with growth of income as its primary objective. At the beginning of the calendar year the fund’s market value was $783,000. Over the year, the church withdrew $54,600 from the fund in equal monthly installments. The market value at the end of the year was $773,000. What was the fund’s rate of return for the year?

8. Select an out-of-the-money call option on IBM that has about three months until expiration. Collect daily values of the stock price and the option premium over the next twenty trading days. From these data, calculate the following:
   a. The IRAR.
   b. The ROS.
   Explain in 250 words what your answers to Parts a and b mean.

9. Using the data in Table 19-8, assume the investor had deposited $300 per month instead of $100. Redo the calculations using
   a. The time-weighted rate of return.
   b. The approximate method.

10. Consider the following information.
    Risk-free rate = 2.5%
    Market return = 12%
    Market standard deviation = 0.14
    Portfolio return = 14%
    Portfolio target beta = 1.1
    Actual portfolio beta = 1.2
    Portfolio standard deviation = 0.18

    Prepare a figure like Figure 19-7 showing Fama’s return decomposition.

11. Consider the trade information in the table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Trade Price</th>
<th>Trade Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:18</td>
<td>23.23</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:19</td>
<td>23.25</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:23</td>
<td>23.25</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:25</td>
<td>23.27</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:28</td>
<td>23.29</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>23.31</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:32</td>
<td>23.30</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:34</td>
<td>23.28</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:36</td>
<td>23.29</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:37</td>
<td>23.30</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:38</td>
<td>23.31</td>
<td>4,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:41</td>
<td>23.33</td>
<td>7,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:44</td>
<td>23.44</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>23.43</td>
<td>4,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:47</td>
<td>23.42</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:48</td>
<td>23.43</td>
<td>7,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:50</td>
<td>23.41</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suppose a trader bought 50,000 shares of this stock at the times shown in bold. Calculate the VWAP for these trades over this time interval and determine whether or not there is any evidence of trading skill in these numbers.
INTERNET EXERCISE

Retrieve the annual return data for Fidelity Magellan Fund (FMAGX) for the last five years from www.morningstar.com. Calculate the Sharpe Measure for Magellan. Use the current one year T-bond rate from www.bloomberg.com/markets as the risk-free rate.

FURTHER READING


The scientific advances provided by modern portfolio theory, together with the evolving prudent expert standard, virtually require that fiduciaries base their investment actions on a total portfolio approach. Although the legal establishment has been regrettably slow to provide leadership in this direction, investment managers and other fiduciaries must recognize and apply these theoretical advances, particularly in drafting investment policy statements and considering the asset classes to be included in a potential asset mix. No particular asset or strategy should be per se excluded from consideration. —William G. Droms

Fiduciary Duties and Responsibilities
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- cumulative voting
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- documents rule
due diligence
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- indicia of ownership rule
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Introduction

A fiduciary is a person or an institution that manages money and/or business affairs for another person or institution. A fiduciary is a person or an institution (such as a bank trust department or a private money management firm) managing money and/or business affairs for another person or institution. A fiduciary might be a stockbroker, a certified public accountant, an attorney, a financial planner, a bank trust department, or a private money management firm. A person who represents herself to the public as an “expert” on money management matters may well assume a fiduciary responsibility by default. A fiduciary acts primarily in an advisory capacity with regard to the client, rather than in a “salesman” capacity.

Note that an accountant, stockbroker, or attorney is not automatically a fiduciary. It depends on the relationship between the professional and the client. If a person has discretion in the management of someone’s funds, he assumes a fiduciary duty and must act accordingly. A stockbroker who merely executes a client’s orders is not acting in a fiduciary capacity. That same broker, though, may have complete control over another client’s investment assets and clearly is acting as a fiduciary in that case. In general, a fiduciary cannot delegate this responsibility to someone else.

Historically, brokers have avoided describing themselves as having a fiduciary duty to their clients. Executing orders for clients involves much less potential liability than giving advice. These days, however, brokers routinely call themselves financial consultants, so it is increasingly clear that they often do assume a fiduciary duty to their clients. One investment advisor says, “Anyone
providing advice to the public, and certainly those that are marketing themselves as providing advice, are deemed fiduciaries.”¹

Fiduciary duty is not a responsibility to take lightly. The courts have little patience with professional malpractice or managers who put their own personal interests ahead of those of their clients. This chapter reviews the key principles of case and statutory law dealing with fiduciary duties and highlights facts an investment professional should know about the legal aspects of money management.

**Five Major Responsibilities of a Fiduciary**

In a February 2006 speech at the Investment Advisor Compliance Best Practices Summit,* Lori Richards, Director of the Securities and Exchange Commission’s Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations, suggested that a financial advisor has five major responsibilities:

- To put the client’s interests first
- To act in utmost good faith
- To provide full and fair disclosure
- Not to mislead clients
- To expose all conflicts of interest to clients

Regardless of the particular circumstances that give rise to someone’s fiduciary duty, it is critical to make sure actions are consistent with these precepts.


Fiduciary law is a developing field.² Legal precedent is often slow to evolve, a fact that has frustrated many portfolio managers when they found that financial practice and the requirements of the law were inconsistent. In fact, in the mid-1850s, court decisions held trustees responsible for any loss resulting from a decline in value of an investment portfolio. In *King v. Talbot*,³ decided in 1869, the New York Court of Appeals ruled that the entire asset class known as common stock was an imprudent investment. More than a century later, it is difficult for us to imagine a court offering such an opinion. Fortunately, things are better today, but it is useful to know how we arrived at the present set of rules.

340 N.Y.S. 76 (1869).
Prudent Man Rule
The prudent man rule is probably the origin of modern fiduciary standards. This standard comes from the court case Harvard College v. Amory, familiar to anyone who has studied fiduciary law. The issue in this case was whether a trustee could invest in the stock of manufacturing and insurance corporations. In the early 1800s, English courts limited trustees to investing in government securities. In its decision the court rejected the English rule and stated:

All that can be required of a trustee to invest is, that he shall conduct himself faithfully and exercise a sound discretion. He is to observe how men of prudence, discretion and intelligence manage their own affairs, not in regard to speculation, but in regard to the permanent disposition of their funds, considering the probable income, as well as the probable safety of the capital to be invested.

This means that fiduciaries do not need to be clairvoyant. They do, however, need to use good judgment and make long-term decisions for other people in a manner consistent with how reasonable people manage their own money.

One of the problems stemming from this case is the word speculation. The language from the case provides a subtle disapproval of speculation but nowhere defines it. Various activities have been labeled speculative in the trust literature: buying on margin, purchasing shares in new organizations, using trust property in a business enterprise, and buying property for resale. To this day, there is no legal definition of speculation, although policymakers often condemn it. This lack of clarification on what constitutes a speculative activity certainly made fiduciaries reluctant to try anything novel or that otherwise lacked precedent. Fiduciaries move into new territory slowly. As the African proverb says, “Only a fool tests the water with both feet.”

In 1889 the New York legislature passed a bill limiting trust investments to government bonds and mortgage securities unless the trust documents specifically permitted other investments. This is probably the first instance of what we now call a legal list, which is a statement of eligible investments. Other states followed the New York lead, generally blessing fixed-income investments and leaving common stock off the list. Legal lists were widely accepted until the 1940s, when states began passing legislation offering more flexibility to investment managers.

Over one hundred years after Harvard College v. Amory, another complication arose with language in the standard reference source Restatement (Second) on Trusts, which contains this passage:

No man of intelligence would make a disposition of property where in view of the price the risk of loss is out of proportion to the opportunity for gain. Where, however, the risk is not out of proportion a man of intelligence may make a disposition which is speculative in character with a view to increasing his property instead of merely preserving it. Such a disposition is not a proper trust investment, because it is not a disposition which makes the preservation of the fund a primary consideration.

---

4Some politically correct writers have begun to refer to this as the prudent man rule.
6Harvard College v. Amory, 9 Pick. 446 (Mass. 1830).
7Restatement (Second) of Trusts, Comment e. on §227 (1959).
A reasonable person could interpret these words to mean that speculation is the assumption of added risk in hope of higher returns rather than for principal preservation. This, of course, is inconsistent with why people buy securities at all: they hope to earn a return greater than they could have by keeping their money in cash. The language indicates that added risk in the quest for higher return is acceptable for a man of intelligence but not for a trust investment. This passage from the authoritative trust reference source complicated life for investment managers. The American Stock Exchange sums things up this way:

The main problem may be that although speculative investments are condemned by all, it may be impossible to legally define the term “speculative.” If prudence is to be based on needs of the beneficiary, an investment that is speculative for one account may be a sound investment in another, due to such factors as tax considerations, age of the beneficiary and duration of the trust. Even if such a definition were possible, it may only be appropriate in the context of a particular economic climate because investment philosophies change according to economic conditions.⁸

The Spitzer Case

Financial theory made some legal headway in the 1973 court case *Spitzer v. Bank of New York*.⁹ M. James Spitzer, the guardian of a trust, alleged imprudence on the part of the bank in the administration of the trust. Specifically, he disputed four security issues that resulted in a total loss of $238,000 over four years. The aggregate portfolio, however, showed a gain of $1.7 million over the same period.

This case has two key outcomes. First, the court of appeals dismissed the bank’s contention that the mere fact that the portfolio showed a reasonable rate of return was a defense against imprudence. The court stated that “to hold to the contrary would in effect be to assure fiduciary immunity in an advancing market.” As an extreme example, the portfolio manager cannot roll the dice at a craps table with a customer’s life savings and argue that no harm was done because the throw turned out to be a winner. Gambling with a client’s account is fundamentally wrong; the fact that the manager made money does not make the action prudent.

Note that the Bank of New York was not gambling with the client’s money. The bank was probably managing things quite well. The court merely rejected the bank’s contention that the fact the account made money means everything was handled appropriately. This is the first legal point that makes the *Spitzer* case so noteworthy.

The second outcome of the case is the court’s ruling that each portfolio component must be judged on the extent to which it contributes to overall portfolio characteristics and the resulting likelihood that the portfolio will serve the beneficiary well. The New York Court of Appeals stated:

focus of inquiry . . . is on the individual security as such and factors relating to the entire portfolio are to be weighed only along with others in reviewing the prudence of the particular investment decision.

Here we have recognition that securities are normally part of a portfolio and that the characteristics of the portfolio have some bearing on whether or not a particular asset is a good portfolio component. The decision also provides support for the “total return concept.”

The former director of the SEC’s Special Study of Option Markets commented on the Spitzer case in *The Review of Securities Regulation*:

Common law, however, never demanded investment infallibility nor held a fiduciary to prescience in investment decisions. Moreover, testimony of experts in financial affairs is admissible on the soundness of a particular investment.\(^\text{10}\) Consequently, recognition by the investment management community of an investment method as valid has been given great weight.\(^\text{11}\) Evidence of what other professional money managers are doing is also relevant in determining the prudence of a particular course of action.\(^\text{12}\)

Also in the *Spitzer* case, the court held that hindsight is an inappropriate perspective from which to judge the prudence of an investment decision. Citing from Scott’s *Law of Trusts*:

In determining the propriety of the securities held by the trustee, it is important to consider the portfolio as a whole, and not merely each individual security. As we shall see, it is important to consider whether there has been a proper diversification of investments.\(^\text{13}\)

The dual notions that prudence is determined before the fact and that characteristics of the portfolio partly determine whether or not an investment is prudent set the stage for a major revision of the prudent man rule, the prudent expert standard.

**Prudent Expert Standard**

The prudent expert standard comes from Section 404 of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act, commonly known as ERISA. This act came about because Congress was concerned with private pension plans and what happens when a large firm fails. For instance, Studebaker closed its plant in 1963. The company pension plan was substantially underfunded, and more than 4,000 company employees were without their promised retirement funds. Passed in 1974, ERISA establishes a national, uniform set of requirements for fiduciary conduct with pension funds. Although this act deals with pension fund management, courts and legislatures widely apply its provisions in other fiduciary settings. The important section states that a pension fiduciary shall discharge his duties

with the care, skill, prudence and diligence under the circumstances then prevailing that a prudent man acting in a like capacity and familiar with such matters would use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like character and with like aims.\(^\text{14}\)

This standard does not refer to an “ordinary person.” Instead, it refers to someone who is familiar with such matters and is acting in a like capacity for

---

\(^{10}\) 3 Scott on Trusts § (1967).  
\(^{11}\) *Dickenson’s Appeal*, 152 Mass. 184, 25 N.E. 99 (1890).  
\(^{14}\) ERISA §404 (a) (1) (B).
a similar institution with a similar investment policy. In other words, what do the experts think about the investment vehicle or the investment activity? The lay opinion is insufficient; the manager must ask someone who is up to speed on current practice.

**Uniform Management of Institutional Funds Act**

The National Conference of Commissioners of Uniform Laws enacted The Uniform Management of Institutional Funds Act in 1972 in recognition of the need for clarity and definitive guidelines in the management of charitable investment funds such as public foundations and endowments. This is the act that officially blessed the total return concept described in the earlier chapter on investment policy. This eliminates undue concern with individual investment performance, concentrating instead on the performance of the aggregate portfolio.

**Uniform Prudent Investor Act**

In 1994 the same National Conference approved the Uniform Prudent Investor Act. The American Bar Association formally approved it in 1995. This act is subject to state by state adoption; it is not a federal mandate. In a preliminary note, the Conference states:

Over the quarter century from the late 1960s the investment practices of fiduciaries experienced significant change. The Uniform Prudent Investor Act (UPIA) undertakes to update trust investment law in recognition of the alterations that have occurred in investment practice. These changes have occurred under the influence of a large and broadly accepted body of empirical and theoretical knowledge about the behavior of capital markets, often described as “modern portfolio theory.”

This act formally embraces what business schools teach in the classroom. The UPIA makes five fundamental alterations in the former criteria for prudent investing. Figure 20-1 lists them.

![The practical effect of the UPIA is that portfolio managers may handle fiduciary accounts in accordance with current financial theory and best investment practice.](image)

**FIGURE 20-1**

Provisions of the Uniform Prudent Investor Act

- “The standard of prudence is applied to any investment as part of the total portfolio, rather than to individual investments. In the trust setting the term ‘portfolio’ embraces all the trust’s assets.” UPIA § 2(b)
- “The tradeoff in all investing between risk and return is identified as the fiduciary’s central consideration.” UPIA § 2(b)
- “All categoric restrictions on types of investments have been abrogated; the trustee can invest in anything that plays an appropriate role in achieving the risk/return objectives of the trust and that meets the other requirements of prudent investing.” UPIA § 2(e)
- “The long familiar requirement that fiduciaries diversify their investments has been integrated into the definition of prudent investing.” UPIA § 9
- “The much criticized former rule of trust law forbidding the trustee to delegate investment management functions has been reversed. Delegation is now permitted, subject to safeguards.” UPIA § 9

---

15Section 4944 of the Internal Revenue Code applies to private foundations.
16Copies of the act are available from the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, 676 North St. Clair Street, Suite 1700, Chicago, IL 60611, (312) 915-0195.
The UPIA is a grandchild of the prudent man rule; it is related but substantially different. The practical effect of the UPIA is that portfolio managers may handle fiduciary accounts in accordance with current financial theory and best investment practice.

### Fiduciary Duties

Although ERISA deals with the management of pension funds, it has influence throughout the investment community. Most managers know about the prudent expert rule, agree with it, and follow it. ERISA also outlines two primary fiduciary duties: reasonable care and undivided loyalty. Again, although ERISA focuses on pension plans, much of the legal literature on proper investment manager conduct deals with some aspect of these duties. The duty of care deals with prudent decision, while the duty of loyalty seeks to minimize conflicts of interest.

#### Care

These are the four elements of the duty of care.

---

**The Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002**

Few congressional acts have attracted as much boardroom attention as the Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002, dubbed Sarbox by many who are affected by it. Spawned largely by the accounting debacles of Enron, Global Crossing, and others, the act seeks to reform accounting practice, board behavior, and the practice of security analysis. While the act is complicated, some of the basic provisions are below:

- There must be a “financial expert” on the audit committee of a Board of Directors. Companies must disclose the name of this expert, as well as the expert’s qualifications.*
- Both the company CEO and chief financial officer must personally attest to the accuracy of the firm’s financial statements. False certification may result in a $1 million fine and ten years in jail.
- Tampering with corporate records is a crime punishable by up to ten years in jail.
- Accounting firms providing the audit function may generally not provide other services (such as bookkeeping) to the firm while performing the audit.
- Sarbanes–Oxley established an oversight board called the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (known as "Peekaboo").

It is no exaggeration to say that this act, more than any other in recent memory, has changed corporate governance in practice. It certainly has made directors much more aware of their fiduciary responsibilities.

---

*According to Nell Minnow, founder and editor of the Corporate Library, in the early 1990s O. J. Simpson was a member of the two-person audit committee of Infinity Broadcasting, and "the other guy didn't know any more about accounting than O. J. did."
Prudent Expert. As stated previously, ERISA fiduciaries are subject to the prudent expert standard. It is not enough to manage money the way ordinary people do; the ERISA manager must be familiar with and practice modern investment methods.

Diversification Rule. Under ERISA, the diversification rule requires that pension plans be diversified, which in this sense means exactly what it does elsewhere in finance: assets should be selected to reduce the risk of the portfolio.

The law requires diversification unless under the circumstances it is clearly prudent not to do so. An obvious question thus arises: When is it clearly prudent not to diversify? A corollary might be “Can prudent people disagree on the prudence of current diversification?” Fortunately, the law does not require that money managers be infallible. Documentation and intentional action provide a safe harbor in most situations. As long as a manager documents the well-conceived rationale for an investment decision, armchair quarterbacks generally cannot fault the manager. If your analysis as a manager leads to the conclusion that diversification is not a good idea at the moment, as long as you document your thought process and are not grasping at straws, your decision will usually be legally defensible.

Documents Rule. The documents rule requires that the investment manager handle the fund in accordance with the documents that govern the plan unless it violates the duties of care or loyalty. There is an important caveat here, however: the governing document may not violate ERISA or state law fiduciary rules. The pension plan document at Microsoft, for instance, could not require the manager to select stocks from the computer industry only. This would violate the diversification rule.

Indicia of Ownership Rule. The indicia of ownership rule generally requires that documents relating to asset ownership be under the jurisdiction of the U.S. court system. It would be difficult to hold a set of St. Barthelemy Caribbean villas in the pension fund as a real estate holding. St. Barth is a possession of France, and the deed is subject to French law rather than the laws of the United States.

Loyalty
These are the two elements to the duty of loyalty. This is also called the duty of fair dealing.

Sole Interest of Beneficiary Rule. The sole interest of the beneficiary rule means that the customer’s best interest comes ahead of the best interest of the fiduciary. ERISA states:

A fiduciary shall discharge his duties with respect to a plan solely in the interest of the participants and beneficiaries and for the exclusive purpose of: (i) providing benefits to participants and their beneficiaries; and (ii) defraying reasonable administrative expenses of administering the plan.\textsuperscript{17}

\textsuperscript{17}ERISA Section 404(a)(1)(A).
Honest Mistakes and Fiduciary Duty

What happens when someone acting in a fiduciary capacity makes an honest mistake and gives the client inaccurate or incomplete information? Consider the case of Jimmy Adams v. The Brink’s Company, argued in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Virginia, Big Stone Gap Division. Pyrix Resources was a subsidiary of Pittston Company, which was a subsidiary of The Brink’s Company. Pyrix acquired Paramount Coal in 1989. Paramount had a defined benefit plan providing all employees a maximum monthly retirement benefit of $350. Pittston had a more complex plan where benefits were individually determined. After the Pyrix/Paramount merger the companies’ pension plans were merged.

This led to some confusion about how years of service were to be considered for former Paramount employees who were now covered under the Pittston pension plan. Did prior service with Paramount count toward longevity with Pittston? The plaintiffs in the lawsuit claimed that they were told the prior service did count, when documents presented at trial clearly indicated that the Pittston plan did not count that work experience in determining benefits.

The court found in favor of one plaintiff who had received specific (inaccurate) information on his retirement benefits and therefore decided to retire early. The court said, “ERISA administrators have a fiduciary obligation ‘not to misinform employees through material misrepresentations and incomplete, inconsistent, or contradictory disclosures.’” Further, the court noted “examples of careless inattention to detail in the administration of this ERISA plan, which resulted in numerous errors including the inaccurate calculation of benefits.” The court ruled that the plaintiff’s early retirement decision should be rescinded and that his benefits should be recalculated as if he had continued to work until his normal retirement age.

*See http://www.vawd.uscourts.gov/OPINIONS/SARGENT/202CV44FINDINGS.pdf for the full decision.

Suppose a client holds 10,000 shares of ABC Electric and wonders whether XYZ Electric is a better investment. Suppose also that you as the portfolio manager (and fiduciary) consider each firm as a substitute for the other, neither having an investment advantage over the other. You might personally get some benefit (such as a commission) from making the switch. Under the sole interest rule, you have an obligation to tell the client that you do not believe the exchange is in her best interest even though such a statement means less money to you.

This standard does not mean that the fiduciary does the task for free. It is reasonable to incur trading fees and to compensate the portfolio manager. The UPIA states in section 7:

In investing and managing trust assets, a trustee may only incur costs that are appropriate and reasonable in relation to the assets, the purposes of the trust, and the skills of the trustee.
The act goes on to state that the key thing is to not waste money. The fiduciary needs to make cost comparisons and ensure that the “customer” is getting appropriate value for his dollar. The law does not require the fiduciary to deal with the broker offering the lowest commission schedule. It does require a fiduciary paying more than the minimum fee available to obtain some additional value commensurate with the higher cost.

**Exclusive Purpose Rule.** The exclusive purpose rule requires a fiduciary to do her job for the single task of providing benefits to the beneficiary. The rule does provide, however, that the fund may be used to defray reasonable expenses that the fiduciary incurs in carrying out these duties.

**Prohibited Transactions**

In addition to the standards of care and loyalty, ERISA defines four prohibited transactions.\(^\text{18}\) Engaging in any of these constitutes a violation of law regardless of whether or not the act results in any actual loss to the client.

**Specific Transaction Restrictions.** These restrictions preclude a fiduciary from making a trade between the pension plan and a party in interest. A

party in interest is a person or organization who has some relationship to the pension plan. For instance, a fund manager could not buy property owned by a corporate executive for inclusion in the portfolio, even if the property were a good investment in its own right. Similarly, it would be dangerous for a pension fund to buy bonds issued by a company for which a member of the corporate board of directors serves as an officer. The law wants security transactions to be arms-length trades, free of even the appearance of a conflict of interest.

**General Transaction Restrictions.** These restrictions prohibit the transfer of any plan assets to a party in interest. The pension fund, for instance, could not sell shares to a beneficiary of the fund. There is little practical distinction between the general and specific transaction restrictions of ERISA.

**Fiduciary Conduct Restrictions.** The essence of these restrictions is precluding the fiduciary from somehow using the plan assets for his own benefit. As an example, a fiduciary cannot direct trades to a particular brokerage firm because that firm kicks back part of the commission to the fiduciary. (The issue of “soft dollars” is tricky; we will turn to it in a moment.)

**Property Restrictions.** ERISA limits pension fund investments to marketable debt and equity securities and to “qualifying employer real property.” This latter category is generally property that is leased to the plan sponsor, who then makes lease payments to the pension fund.

---

**Fiduciary Duty and 401(k) Plans**

In February 2008 the U.S. Supreme Court overturned a lower-court decision and ruled that individual participants in a company 401(k) plan can sue their employer for breaching fiduciary duties. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit had previously ruled that any action had to be on behalf of the entire class of participants, not just an individual. A 401(k) plan is a very common defined-contribution retirement plan in which the employee must indicate how the contributions to the plan are to be invested. The company does not make this decision for the plan participants. Ultimate retirement payouts depend on how well the assets perform rather than on some fixed formula.

In the unanimous opinion Justice John Paul Stevens wrote, “Fiduciary misconduct need not threaten the solvency of the entire plan to reduce benefits below the amount that participants would otherwise receive.”* The action was brought forward by an individual who claimed the value of his investment account fell by $150,000 when the administrators of his retirement plan failed to act on his instructions to shift his investments to a safer asset allocation.

*LaRue v. DeWolff, 06-856
Emerging Areas

In several important areas, best practices are still developing. These are due diligence, social investing, proxy voting, and soft dollars.

Due Diligence
According to Black’s Law Dictionary, due diligence is

Such a measure of prudence, activity, or assiduity, as properly exercised by a reasonable and prudent man under the particular circumstances; not measured by any absolute standard, but depending on the relative facts of the case.

Fiduciaries frequently need to exercise due diligence in the conduct of their duties. Obviously, you need to carefully consider investment decisions and ensure that the information on which you base your decisions is accurate, but other situations also call for due diligence. For instance, some employees handle clients’ money and securities. It is prudent to conduct a credit check on them to reduce the potential for theft. Due diligence is also necessary in real estate purchases, certain client representations, and securities underwriting. This means that you need to make a reasonable effort to gather facts and ensure their accuracy before making a decision that could affect a beneficiary. Investing on a “hot tip” overheard in the elevator, for instance, is not a prudent investment action.

It is also not prudent to buy a stock because you read in Forbes that Merrill Lynch recommends it. The Forbes article might be wrong, or it might be untimely. Some articles are written months before they are published. You, as a fiduciary, have an obligation to confirm the report rather than accept it secondhand.

You can go a long way with due diligence by following the statement of investment policy. Does the intended investment contribute to the diversification of the portfolio? If you do not know what the company does, it would be hard for you to say. Is the price of the investment consistent with its potential return? Again, without some research, you cannot answer the question. Any appearance of a conflict of interest clouds the issue.

Social Investing
The legal status of social investing requirements is somewhat cloudy. It is easy to understand how an investor might prefer to stay away from companies that pollute or manufacture products she considers disagreeable, but the question of how this restriction affects investment performance remains unanswered. The academic research is ambiguous. A fiduciary should always listen to the wishes of the beneficiaries and, when prudent to do so, seek to satisfy them. If the investment manager’s favorite electric utility uses some nuclear power, it is usually not difficult to find a substitute utility that does not. If a client wants you to avoid firms that use nuclear power, you should do so if you prudently can. Such a decision does not violate any fiduciary duty.

On the other hand, a request not to invest outside the investor’s home state on the grounds that “I want to benefit local people” would be more difficult for the investment manager to accept. The benefits of diversification are clear, should not be lightly discarded, and are likely much more difficult to achieve if you restrict the security universe to stock from your own part of the country.

Proxy Voting
One of the rights of shareholders is the right to vote on matters of importance at the annual meeting. Most individual investors do not particularly care
About this right. The legendary economist John Kenneth Galbraith describes the typical corporate annual meeting as “perhaps our most elaborate exercise in popular illusion,” the illusion being that stockholders have any significant role to play in the important decisions a corporation makes.19

Although many investors do not choose to exercise this right, they have it nonetheless. Shareholders who are unable to attend the annual meeting for any reason have the right of proxy voting. A proxy statement is a legal document allowing the shareholder to cast an absentee ballot.

**Proxy Voting and the Law.** Most of the time the formal votes at a corporation’s annual meeting are routine. The two most common items to vote on are (1) ratifying the board of directors’ choice of an auditor and (2) electing members of the board of directors. Many investors consider these decisions inconsequential and do not vote.

Recent court decisions have established that a fiduciary does not have the option not to vote. The courts say that the right to vote is an asset of the organization, and the investment manager breaches a fiduciary duty if he fails to exercise it. The manager could argue that failing to vote shares violates the sole interest of the beneficiary rule. The fiduciary who fails to vote chooses personal convenience over the interest of the beneficiary. A fiduciary may believe the votes are

---

trivial, but that is not his decision to make. As of August 31, 2004, mutual funds are required to disclose their actual proxy votes.

Establishing a Proxy Voting Policy. Many money management firms have no clear policy on proxy voting. This is likely to change because, as stated previously, the courts assert that proxy voting is not optional for a fiduciary. A survey by the Association for Investment Management and Research found that investment managers frequently cite a number of obstacles to effective proxy voting. Figure 20-2 lists the reasons that managers most commonly cited.

Securities and Exchange Commission rule 206(4)-6 provides certain requirements on investment advisors and proxy voting. Among the most important are these:

- Adopt proxy voting rules in the best interest of the customer.
- Disclose these voting rules to clients.
- Disclose how clients can find out how the investment advisor has voted proxies.

---


*Establishing a Proxy Voting Policy for Professional Investors, AIMR, 1992.*
The rule states: “Advisers that have implicit as well as explicit voting authority must comply with rule 206(4)-6.” The rule further states that

The federal securities laws do not specifically address how an adviser must exercise its proxy voting authority for its clients. Under the Advisers Act, however, an adviser is a fiduciary that owes each of its clients duties of care and loyalty with respect to all services undertaken on the client’s behalf, including proxy voting. The duty of care requires an adviser with proxy voting authority to monitor corporate events and to vote the proxies. To satisfy its duty of loyalty, the adviser must cast the proxy votes in a manner consistent with the best interest of its client and must not subrogate client interests to its own.

The key point is that proxy voting is not optional; investment advisors have a fiduciary responsibility to vote, and to vote in the best interest of the customer.

Another issue that frequently appears on the proxy statement is cumulative voting. Suppose you own 1,000 shares of a company and there are five matters to vote on. Under noncumulative voting, you could cast 1,000 votes for or against each of the five questions. If the company’s bylaws permit cumulative voting, you are entitled to 5,000 votes that you can cast any way you choose. You might cast all 5,000 in favor of question 1 and not vote on the other four, or you could cast 3,000 for question 1 and 500 for each of the other four questions. A cumulative voting provision makes it easier for an outsider to elect someone to the corporate board of directors.

A shareholder presented such a proposal at the 1998 annual meeting of Chrysler Corporation. Her proposal stated:

RESOLVED: That the stockholders of Chrysler, assembled in Annual Meeting in person and by proxy, hereby request the Board of Directors to take the necessary steps to provide for cumulative voting in the election of directors, which means each stockholder shall be entitled to as many votes as shall equal the number of shares he or she owns multiplied by the number of directors to be elected, and he or she may cast all of such votes for a single candidate, or any two or more of them as he or she may see fit.\(^\text{21}\)

In her statement in support of the resolution, the shareholder presenting the resolution argued that many states have mandatory cumulative voting, many corporations have adopted it on their own, and at the previous annual meeting of Chrysler, 22.44 percent of the shares voting voted in favor of it.

The company recommended a vote against the proposal, saying

Your directors recommend a vote AGAINST this proposal. Your Board of Directors believes that cumulative voting for directors would not serve any useful purpose and would be contrary to the best interests of Chrysler and its shareholders.²²

Although shareholder proposals recommending cumulative voting are common, they rarely pass. Shareholders as a group seldom vote against the recommendation of management.

Another common shareholder proposal is endorsement of the CERES Principles, formally called the CERES Principles for Public Environmental Accountability. CERES stands for the Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies. Companies endorsing these principles commit to working for (1) protection of the biosphere, (2) sustainable natural resource use, (3) waste reduction and disposal, (4) energy conservation, (5) risk reduction, (6) safe products/services, (7) environmental restoration, (8) informing the public, (9) management commitment, and (10) audits and reports. Detailed explanations of these ten points are available directly from CERES.²³

These principles seem reasonable, and you might wonder why someone would not support them. Chrysler also had a CERES Principles shareholder proposal at its 1998 annual meeting. The Board of Directors recommended a vote against it for the following reasons:

Your directors recommend a vote AGAINST this proposal. The Company formally adopted a policy on environmental principles in 1992. The policy reflects the Company’s commitment to the environment and its goal of integrating sound environmental practices, materials and technology into the Company’s products and manufacturing processes. The policy’s objectives include: resource conservation; pollution prevention; recycling improvements; efficient energy use; and continuous improvement.

In furtherance of that policy, Chrysler’s environmental staff conducts or oversees periodic audits of each operating unit to assess their environmental performance. The company believes that such audits are effective in enabling management to identify areas of concern and prevent or remedy potential problems.

Since many of the topics covered by this proposal are already included in the extensive reports the Company is required to prepare under federal and state law, the Proposal would burden the company with additional reporting obligations and their associated costs in connection with a mandatory annual E\CERES Report. The Company also believes that endorsing the CERES Principles would impose unnecessary costs on the Company of obligating it to pay an annual fee to CERES of $25,000.

In summary, the Company believes that the costs and uncertainties associated with the proposal outweigh any potential environmental benefits which might result from its adoption.²⁴

²²Ibid.
²³CERES, 711 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, MA 02110, (617) 451-0927.
This particular proposal is a good example of the need for due diligence. The fact that a “yes” vote would commit the company to an annual cost of $25,000 might very well be a material matter. Before voting against management, it is important to know what you are doing and to document your decision.

Other matters that frequently appear as shareholder resolutions include eliminating staggered terms for the directors, compensation limits for officers, diversity and hiring practices, and social investing issues.

Fiduciary law requires you as a fiduciary to vote proxies in the best interest of the beneficiary, which is not necessarily the same as the best interest of the company. Many firms establish a proxy voting policy that segregates routine from nonroutine actions. The choice of an auditor, for instance, is routine, and the policy might require you to always vote in favor of management’s recommendation. There should be some mechanism whereby somebody, perhaps a committee, looks at more complicated issues and tries to determine what makes the best sense for the beneficiary. Finally, there should be some policy for corresponding with management prior to a decision to vote against their recommendation. This latter point is especially true for fiduciaries controlling a large number of shares when their votes might materially influence the vote.

**Mechanics of Voting.** You might vote shares at an annual meeting in four ways. First, you could attend the meeting and vote in person. This is generally impractical because of geographic separation, but may occasionally be feasible if you operate your business from a financial center.

A second option is to fill out the paper proxy that comes with the annual report and mail it back. A neutral outside party electronically reads these. This is a relatively expensive option for the corporation. The firm must pay all the postage costs plus the fee of the firm that tabulates the results.

The industry is moving toward the electronic distribution of stockholder information. In a desire to cut costs, firms now actively encourage shareholders (and their fiduciaries) to vote in one of the remaining two ways: over the Internet or via a touch-tone telephone. The proxy statement has a control number printed on it. By going to the indicated website or dialing the designated toll-free phone number and entering this control number, the shareholder can quickly and efficiently vote the shares.

**Soft Dollars**

In a sweeping report entitled *Disclosure by Investment Advisers Regarding Soft Dollar Practices*, the Securities and Exchange Commission defines soft dollars as “arrangements under which products or services other than execution of securities transactions are obtained by an adviser from or through a broker-dealer in exchange for the direction by the adviser of client brokerage transactions to the broker-dealer.”

Because of the potential for a conflict of interest, the SEC requires investment advisers to disclose soft dollar arrangements to their clients.

---


26 The SEC requires this disclosure regardless of whether the use of the soft dollars falls under the protective harbor provisions of section 28(e) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934.
Soft Dollars and Research. Many investment professionals immediately associate soft dollars with research service. According to the SEC, “Soft dollar arrangements have developed as a link between the brokerage industry’s supply of research and the money management industry’s demand for research.” Section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 creates a “safe harbor” for advisers using soft dollars to pay for research. The act protects an adviser from a claim that she breached a fiduciary duty by using soft dollars for this purpose.

Many broker-dealers provide more than execution of trades: they often also provide research that they develop internally or they acquire from another information vendor. A bank trust department, for instance, might direct some of its trades to a particular broker-dealer in exchange for monthly research reports in addition to the trade execution. It may be economical for the trust department to use someone else’s research rather than developing its own, and a portion of the client’s trading fees pay for it.

Presumably, the research is of such a quality that it results in better returns for the trust clients. If this is not the case, it is not clear that the fiduciary is managing the account wisely. The key issue is whether the customer is getting value for the price paid. Again citing from the SEC report,

Under traditional fiduciary principles, a fiduciary cannot use assets entrusted by clients to benefit itself. As the Commission has recognized, when an adviser uses client commissions to buy research from a broker-dealer, it receives a benefit because it is relieved from the need to produce or pay for the research itself. In addition, when transactions involving soft dollars involve the adviser “paying up” or receiving executions at inferior prices, advisers using soft dollars face a conflict of interest between their need to obtain research and their clients’ interest in paying the lowest commission rate available and obtaining the best possible execution.

Using soft dollars to pay for acquired research is an established practice in the brokerage industry. When the fiduciary uses soft dollars to buy other services or to buy assets, he starts looking for trouble.

Soft Dollars and Nonresearch Acquisitions. Using soft dollars to acquire assets or services other than research is potentially a violation of a fiduciary’s duty. There are many gray areas here. For instance, is a computer devoted exclusively to investment research a reasonable use of soft dollars? Such a question does not always have an obvious answer. The SEC study revealed numerous nonresearch uses (and abuses) of soft dollars, as shown in Figure 20-3. Table 20-1 shows the complete breakdown of how the industry was using soft dollars during the period of the study.

SEC Recommendations for Soft Dollar Arrangements. As a result of its study, the SEC’s Office of Compliance, Inspections and Examinations made four recommendations to the full commission. These recommendations, presented in Table 20-2, are designed to clarify acceptable soft dollar practices. This is likely to be an area of particular SEC interest in the next few years.

---

28Ibid.
### CATEGORIZATION OF PRODUCTS PURCHASED WITH SOFT DOLLARS

#### Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reports</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing Services</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Hardware</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio Management</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer—Other</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** 79.7%

#### Mixed Use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio Management</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer—Other</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer—Hardware</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing Services</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** 7.9%

#### Non-Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing Services</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer—Other</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** 2.2%

#### Trade Assistance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pricing Services</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer—Hardware</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer—Other</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** 10.2%

**100.0%**


---

### Nonresearch Items Paid for with Soft Dollars

- Paying the salary of an adviser’s research employee
- Paying for an adviser’s nonresearch information technology purchases
- Paying for travel, airfare, hotels, meals, and other expenses of a research consultant
- Paying for research services provided by a “consultant” operating out of the adviser’s office
- Paying for an adviser’s office rent and equipment, cellular phone service, and personal expenses

Fiduciary Duties and Responsibilities

Investment managers and fiduciaries will need to be much more aware of the presence of soft dollars and should make a special effort to disclose their use to beneficiaries as required by law.

**SUMMARY**

A fiduciary is a person who is responsible for the business affairs of another. Modern fiduciary law began with the prudent man rule in the 1830 court case *Harvard College v. Amory* and has progressed to the prudent expert rule, which requires a fiduciary to make investment decisions the way experts do. The law requires diversification, consideration of total return, and consideration of a potential investment as a portfolio component. For many years, investment managers acting in a fiduciary manner were constrained by a legal list identifying the types of assets in which they could invest.

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act, commonly called *ERISA*, governs the management of pension plans but has become a widely used standard in the management of other portfolios, too. Several standards for
prudent investing are found in The Uniform Prudent Investor Act, which focuses on charitable investment funds.

The two principal fiduciary duties are care and loyalty. There are four elements of the duty of care and two elements of the duty of loyalty. The courts have held that these duties require a fiduciary to vote proxies in the best interest of the beneficiary. As a consequence, money managers should establish a formal voting policy for proxies received.

Soft dollar arrangements involve exchanging security trades for research services. These arrangements are allowable provided the fund receives adequate value for the commission. The use of soft dollars to pay for assets or other services is potentially a violation of fiduciary law and is an issue the Securities and Exchange Commission is reviewing carefully.

QUESTIONS

1. Define the term fiduciary.
2. What is the significance of the court case Harvard College v. Amory?
3. a. What does the prudent man rule say about speculation?
   b. How does the rule define speculation?
5. The Spitzer case can be considered a threat to modern portfolio management or an endorsement of it. Explain how it can be interpreted in these two different ways.
6. Explain the prudent expert standard from ERISA.
7. List three main features of the Uniform Prudent Investor Act.
8. What are the two central fiduciary duties?
9. Distinguish between the documents rule and the indicia of ownership rule contained in ERISA.
10. Under what circumstances can a pension fund manager choose to violate the plan document?
11. Explain the term party in interest.
12. Given the sole interest of the beneficiary rule, how can a trustee justify paying more than the lowest possible brokerage commissions?
13. Explain the term due diligence.
14. How should a trustee deal with a request that the fund not invest in tobacco, alcohol, defense, or nuclear-related stocks?
15. An investment management firm’s policy states that when acting as a trustee, the firm should “vote all proxies received.” You learn that this statement is inadequate regarding proxy voting. How should it be amended?
16. Explain the term CERES Principles.
17. Create an example showing how cumulative voting makes it easier for a group to elect someone to a board of directors.
18. Explain four ways in which someone might vote shares at a corporate annual meeting.
19. Explain the term soft dollars.
20. According to the SEC’s survey of the investment industry, what are the three most common uses of soft dollars?
21. Watch a movie dealing with the stock market, such as Other People’s Money, Wall Street, or Trading Places and identify possible breaches of fiduciary duty that occur in the plot.
22. Obtain a proxy statement that contains a shareholder proposal and comment on the proposal from the perspective of a fiduciary.
INTERNET EXERCISE

Retrieve a proxy statement for any company from the Web using a search engine and the keywords “proxy statement.”
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As near as I can learn, and from the best information I have been able to obtain on the Chicago Board of Trade, at least 95% of the sales of that Board are of this fictitious character, where no property is actually owned, no property sold or delivered, or expected to be delivered but simply wagers or bets as to what that property may be worth at a designated time in the future... Wheat and cotton have become as much gambling tools as chips on the faro bank table. The property of the wheat grower and the cotton grower is treated as though it were a “stake” put on the gambling table at Monte Carlo. The producer of wheat is compelled to see the stocks in his barn dealt with like the peas of a thimble rigger, or the cards of a three-card-monte man. Between the grain-producer and loaf eater, there has stepped in a “parasite” between them robbing them both.
—Senator William D. Washburn (D–Minn.), before Congress, July 11, 1892

Principles of the Futures Market
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Introduction

The futures market is a very useful, but often misunderstood, part of our economic system. This and the next two chapters show how the futures market enables various businesses, financial institutions, and farmers to lessen price risk, which is the risk of loss because of an uncertain future price for a commodity or a financial asset.

As with options, the two major groups of futures market participants are hedgers and speculators, with the former transferring some or all of the price risk they bear to the latter. Futures contracts trade on a wide variety of assets. This chapter gives examples using both agricultural commodities and foreign currencies. Other financial futures, like those traded on Treasury bonds and stock indexes, have been an extremely popular and fast-growing segment of the futures market. Chapters 22 and 23 discuss them.

First we look at the economic role of futures markets. These markets developed to meet the needs of agriculture, and understanding these original applications is helpful in learning what the market can and cannot do. Then we will see how the trading system actually functions and review some basic principles of futures contract pricing.
Futures Contracts

What Futures Contracts Are

Futures contracts are promises; the person who initially sells the contract promises to deliver a quantity of a standardized commodity to a designated delivery point during a certain month, called the delivery month. The other party to the trade promises to pay a predetermined price for the goods upon delivery. The person who promises to buy is said to be long; the person who promises to deliver is short.¹

There are some analogies between a futures contract and an option contract. Both involve a predetermined price and contract duration. An option, however, is precisely that: an option. The person holding an option has the right but not the obligation to exercise the put or the call. If an option has no value at its expiration, the option holder will allow it to expire unexercised. But with futures contracts, a trade must occur if someone holds the contract until its delivery deadline. Futures contracts do not expire unexercised. One party has promised to deliver a commodity that another party has promised to buy.²

For instance, a trader may purchase a July soybean contract at the Chicago Board of Trade. The purchase price might be $6.22 per bushel. This contract calls for the delivery of 5,000 bushels of No. 2 yellow soybeans to a specially designated regular warehouse at an approved delivery point by the last business day in July. Upon delivery, the purchaser of the contract must pay $6.22 for each of the 5,000 bushels, or a total of $31,100. If the current price (spot price, or cash price) for soybeans is higher than $6.22, the purchaser of the contract will make a profit. A spot price of $6.33 would result in a profit of $0.11 on each of 5,000 bushels, or $550. In contrast, if the spot price were only $6.15, the buyer would lose $0.07 per bushel, or $350.

An important concept to keep in mind with futures is that the purpose of the contracts is not to provide a means for the transfer of goods. Stated another way, people cannot transfer property rights to real or financial assets with futures contracts. Futures contracts do, however, enable people to reduce some of the risks they assume in their business.

Most futures contracts are eliminated before the delivery month. Similarly, people who buy puts or calls do not usually intend to exercise them; valuable options are sold before expiration day. An individual speculator who is long a corn futures contract does not want to take delivery of 5,000 bushels of the commodity. A farmer who has promised to deliver wheat through the futures market may prefer to sell the crop locally rather than deliver it to an approved delivery point. In either case, the contract obligation can be satisfied by making an offsetting trade, or trading out of the contract. The speculator with a long position would sell a contract, which would cancel the long position. The farmer with a short position would buy. Both individuals would be out of the market after these trades.

¹As with options, long and short in this context have nothing to do with time.
²It is also possible for one or both parties to the trade to transfer their half of the promise to someone else via an offsetting trade.
Why We Have Futures Contracts

Perhaps no other part of the financial marketplace has received as much scrutiny as the futures market. Unlike other markets, where tangible items change hands (stock certificates, diamonds, real estate, and so on), the participants in the futures market deal in promises. A trader can buy or sell thousands of bushels of wheat or tons of soybean meal and have absolutely no intention of ever growing the commodity or taking delivery of it. In fact, fewer than 2 percent of the commodities underlying all futures contracts are ever actually delivered. It is possible for the quantity of a commodity as represented by the total number of futures contracts actually to exceed the available supply worldwide. These odd facts help explain why the commodity markets are frequently attacked by would-be reformers.

Let us look at an example of how the futures market benefits college students. Many graduating seniors buy themselves class rings made of gold. These usually have to be ordered months prior to the actual graduation date. When seniors order the rings, they want a firm price quotation from the ring manufacturer; they do not want to hear that it “depends on the price of gold when we make your ring.” A company like Jostens or Balfour can lock in the price it has to pay for gold by appropriate trades in the futures market. Because the firm wants the gold, it buys gold futures, promising to pay a set price for the gold when it is delivered. A gold-mining company, in contrast, would sell contracts, promising to deliver the gold. Perhaps the trade occurs at a price of $975.50 per ounce, with delivery set for December.

There are 100 troy ounces of gold in one futures contract. This means that the mining company will deliver 100 ounces and receive $97,550 for it regardless of the price of gold at delivery time. The suppliers of gold know their ultimate selling price, and the manufacturers of the rings know their major materials cost. If these two companies were not able to lock in the future price of gold, the price to the consumer would be significantly higher in order to account for the added price risk faced by both the miner and the manufacturer.

Unfortunately, some influential people still share Senator Washburn’s views of the futures market. Fortunately, they are in the minority. The commodity exchanges are continually adding new products, and the number of people and organizations who find useful opportunities with futures is increasing. The basic function of the commodity futures market is to transfer risk from some businessperson (the hedger) to someone who is willing to bear it (the speculator). The speculator assumes this risk because of the opportunity for profit. We will discuss these people in greater detail later.

How to Fulfill the Futures Contract Promise

You might ask, “What happens if someone decides not to pay for the commodity as promised or if a particular farmer is unable to deliver the wheat?” This is a good question. If it were possible for people to back out of the trade without fulfilling their parts of the promises, the futures system would not work. People would lose confidence in the system, and it would not be attractive to either hedgers or speculators. Eliminating this uncertainty is the role of the clearing corporation.
Each exchange has a clearing corporation performing a critical duty: ensuring the integrity of the futures contract. Although trades originate between two specific individuals or institutions, the trades actually become sales to or by the clearing corporation. By interposing itself between buyer and seller, the clearing corporation becomes a party to every trade.

Futures contracts are promises, and promises must be kept. On active trading days, some individual accounts may fluctuate in value by more than a million dollars. Misfortune or incompetence sometimes forces an exchange member into bankruptcy, yet that member’s positions still constitute promises with other exchange members. It is the clearing corporation that assumes the responsibility for those positions when a member is in financial distress. If this were not the case, the integrity of the trading system would break down, and members would tend to trade only with the other members who were financially strongest. In such a situation, market prices probably would become less competitive.

It is difficult to overstate the value of a sound clearing system at a commodities exchange. The Chicago Mercantile Exchange publishes a short document entitled The Financial Safeguard System of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. One section of this paper deals with the financial integrity of the marketplace:

The accounts of individual members and non-member customers doing business through the facilities of the CME must be carried and guaranteed by a clearing member. In every matched transaction executed through the Exchange’s facilities, the Clearing House is substituted as the buyer for the seller and the seller for the buyer. The Clearing House is an operating division of the Exchange and all rights, obligations and/or liabilities of the Clearing House are rights, obligations, and/or liabilities of the CME. Clearing members assume full financial and performance responsibility for all transactions executed through them and all positions they carry. The Clearing House, dealing exclusively with clearing members, holds each clearing member accountable for every position it carries regardless of whether the position is being carried for the account of an individual member, for the account of a non-member customer or for the clearing member’s own account. Conversely, as the contraside to every position, the Clearing House is held accountable to the clearing members for performance on all open positions.3

Because of the possibility that the collective members of the clearing corporation might have to absorb large losses due to the default of one or more members, stringent financial conditions are a condition of membership. The clearing corporation strictly enforces these requirements. Good faith deposits (or performance bonds) are required from each member on each contract to help ensure the member’s financial capacity to meet the obligations in bad times.4 The good faith deposit is the initial equity requirement that must be deposited with an opening transaction in a futures contract.

---

4In practice, the good faith deposit is usually called a margin deposit or margin requirement. As with the margin requirement of certain option overwriting strategies, this use of the term margin does not imply that money is borrowed or that interest is paid.
Futures Regulation

Legally, futures contracts are not securities, so they are not under the jurisdiction of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The regulatory agency for futures is the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). Congress created the CFTC in 1974 as an independent agency to regulate commodity futures and option markets in the United States. According to the Commission’s mission statement, “The agency protects market participants against manipulation, abusive trade practices and fraud. Through effective oversight and regulation, the CFTC enables the markets to serve better their important functions in the nation’s economy—providing a mechanism for price discovery and a means of offsetting price risk.”

Companies and individuals that offer advice about futures or who handle futures trades must also register with a CFTC-approved self-regulatory organization, the National Futures Association (NFA). The CFTC website states, “The CFTC also seeks to protect customers by requiring registrants to disclose market risks and past performance information to prospective customers, by requiring that customer funds be kept in accounts separate from those maintained by the firm for its own use, and by requiring customer accounts to be adjusted to reflect the current market value at the close of trading each day. In addition, the CFTC monitors registrant supervision systems, internal controls, and sales practice compliance programs. Further, all registrants are required to complete ethics training.”

In December 2000 Congress passed the Commodity Futures Modernization Act authorizing the CFTC for an additional five years. It also resolved some regulatory turf battles between the SEC and the CFTC with regard to the trading of futures contracts on single stocks. In early 2008, as a consequence of the subprime mortgage crisis, there were proposals in Congress to overhaul the regulatory system, with one bill calling for a merger of the SEC and the CFTC. It remains to be seen how this will develop.

**Ibid.

Market Mechanics

Let us turn now to a discussion of how a futures contract is actually established on the exchanges.

The Marketplace

The visitor to a commodity exchange is often struck by the apparent confusion in the exchange. Trades are made by open outcry of the floor traders, meaning that traders shout out their offers to buy and sell. To the uninitiated, the cacophony of normal business seems like a furious argument. Traders do not stand in line or use computerized order entry; they stand in a sunken area called the pit and bark their offers to buy or sell to others within the trading circle. In addition to
spoken offers, traders use a series of hand signals to indicate their willingness to buy or sell, as well as the quantity and price at which they want to trade.

Only members of the exchange are allowed in the trading pit itself. The Chicago Board of Trade has more than 3,600 members, including 1,400 full members with the right to trade in any of the commodities at the exchange. Associate members have more limited trading privileges. An associate membership allows an individual to trade the financial instrument futures and certain other designated markets. “IDEMs” may trade all futures contracts in the index, debt, and energy markets category. “COMs” may trade all options contracts listed in the commodity options market category. The price of a membership is determined by the market and can vary daily. As an example, a full membership at the Chicago Board of Trade sold for $530,000 on October 6, 1987. The first sale of a seat after the market crashed on October 19 was on October 29, at a price of $321,000. On February 2, 1999, a full membership sold for $540,000, with an IDEM membership selling for $30,000 the following day. Three years later on March 28, 2002, a full membership sold for $310,000. In July 2007 the CBOT and CME merged to form the CME Group, a publicly traded company listed on the New York Stock Exchange. In April 2008, the bid price for full membership was $950,000. Many newcomers to the exchange choose to lease a membership from someone while trying to develop the expertise and capital to warrant acquiring their own memberships. In early 2008, the monthly lease rate was about $3,000 at the CME.

Next to each trading pit is a raised structure called a pulpit, where representatives of the exchange’s market report department enter all price changes into the price-reporting system. The walls surrounding the trading area are covered with a massive electronic display wallboard reflecting price information about the commodities being traded. The current prices, as well as the two previous prices, are shown, along with the high and low prices at which a particular contract has traded during its life. This price-reporting system also feeds into a global network of price information to which investors and brokerage firms worldwide subscribe.

Hundreds of order desks line the perimeter of the exchange trading floor; here personnel from member firms receive orders from clients and relay order confirmations. Most telephone clerks tape their conversations to protect themselves against alleged order errors. The Chicago Mercantile Exchange has approximately 1,200 workstations and 153,600 telephone lines.

At one time the Chicago Board of Trade building housed more computer screens than any other building in the world except the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) headquarters. Because of the amount of activity within the building, in the history of the exchange, it has seldom been necessary to turn on the heat!

Visitors to any of the exchanges note the colorful display of trading jackets worn by people on the trading floor. Exchange policy requires every employee to wear either a business suit or a trading jacket. The Chicago Mercantile Exchange provides red jackets to any member who desires one and, for a nominal fee, will provide a freshly laundered one every Wednesday. At all exchanges, brokers from a particular firm have the option of wearing a distinctive jacket color to make it easier for their messengers and clerical people to locate them. At the Chicago Board of Trade, messengers wear yellow jackets; royal blue signifies telephone/teletype people; tan jackets are worn by price-reporting supervisors; and dark brown jackets are worn by price reporters.
Certain commodities have designated areas within the pit for the trading of a particular delivery month. The pit itself is either octagonal or polygonal, with steps descending into the center. The edge of the pit appears approximately waist high to an observer outside. Each trader in the pit wears a large badge containing a two- or three-letter (up to four letters at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange) personal identification code and an indication of which firm he or she works for (or clears trades through; more on this later).

As in most professions, there is a pit lingo, with which people on the trading floor quickly become familiar. On days when there is little trading activity, people say they can “see through the pit.” An unusually large trade by someone who normally trades just a few contracts at a time is called an Acapulco trade, presumably because if the trader is successful with the trade it will finance a trip to exotic places. When traders incorrectly assess the market and lose all their trading capital, they have “busted out” or “gone to Tapioca City.” A sudden rush of pit activity for no apparent reason is called a “fire drill.” A big price move is a “lights-out” move. Traders who are riding a winning streak joke about establishing an “O’Hare spread,” referring to O’Hare Airport. The O’Hare spread is “Sell Chicago, Buy Mexico.”

The trading floor occasionally observes a minute of silence from 11:00 to 11:01 A.M. This acknowledges events such as the death of a longtime member of the exchange or a national or world disaster (such as the Challenger space shuttle accident or the Chernobyl nuclear power plant explosion or remembrance of the 9/11 world trade center attack).

Creation of a Contract

Suppose trader ZZZ sells five contracts of September Treasury bonds to trader Dan Hennebry at 77 31/32. The price of 77 31/32 means 77 31/32 percent of par, or $77,968.75. A price change of 1/32 would be the equivalent of $31.25. The two traders confirm the trade verbally and with the hand signals appropriate to the U.S. Treasury bond pit. Each of them then fills out a card recording this information. See Figure 21-1 for an example. One side of the card is blue, which is for buy trades. The other side is red for sales. Each commodity has a symbol, and each delivery month has a letter code. Table 21-1 lists these symbols for commodities traded at the Chicago Board of Trade. Hennebry’s card notes that he bought five contracts of September U.S. Treasury bonds at a price of 77 31/32 from trader ZZZ at Firm 000.

The letter A is circled and written in at the far right of the card. This is the time block at which the trade occurred. The first thirty minutes of trading constitutes block A; the second thirty minutes, block B; and so on until the close of trading. Normally, a trader either circles the letter or writes it in, but not both. The time block helps to ensure that orders are correctly matched during the clearing process. This card also shows a second, independent trade with TTT for two contracts of September T-bonds at a price of 78 6/32.

At the conclusion of trading, each trader submits his cards (called the deck) to the clearinghouse, where all the cards are matched and errors identified. The role of the clearing operation is crucial to a well-functioning exchange and is discussed shortly. First, let us look at the principal players in the futures market.

---

5The trading unit for Treasury bonds is $100,000 par value of U.S. Treasury bonds that have a remaining maturity of at least fifteen years.
Market Participants
Two types of participants are needed in a successful futures market: hedgers and speculators. Without hedgers, the market would not exist, and speculators would perform no economic function.

Hedgers. In the context of the futures market, a hedger is defined as someone engaged in some type of business activity with an unacceptable level of price risk. For instance, a farmer must decide each winter what crops to put in the ground in the spring. The farmer knows about such things as crop rotation but still may face a decision between soybeans and wheat, for instance. To a large extent, the welfare of the farmer’s family or business depends on the price of the chosen commodity at harvest. If the price is high, the farmer will earn a nice profit on the crop. Overabundance or reduced demand, however, may cause prices to fall so much that the farmer cannot even recover operating costs.
To reduce this risk, the farmer may choose to hedge in the futures market. In essence, the farmer transfers the risk he or she is unwilling to bear to the speculator, who is willing to bear it.

In March, for instance, September soybeans may be selling for $5.80. The farmer may find this price attractive because it would provide a reasonable profit level and eliminate the price risk associated with the commodity. The farmer can hedge the price risk by promising to sell all or part of the crop through the futures market to someone who is willing to pay $5.80 per bushel for it. As long as the farmer is able to grow the crop and deliver it, she will receive the agreed-upon $5.80 per bushel.

It is important to recognize that the farmer cannot eliminate the risk of a poor crop through the futures market; only price risk can be eliminated. Crop insurance may help protect against such an eventuality, but the futures market cannot.

With agricultural futures, the hedger normally goes short in the futures market because the farmer wants to deliver something. This is a short hedge. The farmer promises to deliver, whereas the speculator goes long (promising to pay). It is also possible for a hedger to go long to protect some economic interest. This is a long hedge. Consider the manufacturer of college class rings mentioned earlier. Should the price of gold rise dramatically after the price quotation on the rings, the manufacturer could see the entire profit eroded. This risk could be hedged by the manufacturer’s going long on sufficient gold contracts to guarantee a supply of gold at reasonable prices.

Speculators. For the hedger to eliminate unacceptable price risk, someone must be found who is willing to assume that risk in the hedger’s place. This

The futures market cannot provide protection against crop failure.

In some respects, speculators sell insurance.
The person is the speculator. The speculator has no economic activity requiring the use of futures contracts but finds attractive investment opportunities there and takes positions in futures in hopes of making a profit rather than protecting one. In certain respects, the speculator performs the same role that insurance companies perform when they prepare policies. The person who buys insurance is unwilling to bear the full risk of economic loss should an accident occur and consequently chooses to transfer that risk to the insurance company. The insurance company is willing to bear the risk because it believes there is a profit to be made by providing this coverage in exchange for the insurance premium. One pricing theory holds that the hedger does, in fact, pay a premium for “insurance”; this will be examined later in the section on pricing principles.

As already indicated, the speculator normally goes long. As with other types of securities, it is conceptually easier for most investors to envision price rises than price declines, but speculators may also go short if they believe that the current level of prices is too high. A speculator might promise to deliver 5,000 bushels of wheat at $4 for September delivery if he feels that wheat will not sell for that much at delivery time. The speculator cannot conveniently deliver wheat, because he is not in the business of growing it; this does not matter, however, because the speculator can easily exit the market by buying a September wheat contract to cancel out the previous position. The difference in price on the two trades will be the speculator’s profit or loss.

Speculators are either position traders or day traders. A position trader routinely maintains futures positions overnight and sometimes keeps a contract open for weeks. Day traders close out all of their positions before trading closes for the day, taking whatever profits or losses they have incurred.

Scalpers. Scalpers are really speculators, too, but they are important enough to warrant their own classification. These people trade for their own accounts, making a living by buying and selling contracts in the pit. Studies have shown that the most successful trades the scalper makes are those that have less than thirty seconds between the purchase and sale of the contract. Scalpers may buy and sell the same contract many times during a single trading day. The value of their accounts can change drastically on days with wide price swings.

In Figure 21-1 we saw that Hennebry bought five contracts of September Treasury bonds from ZZZ. ZZZ is also a scalper, and what she wants to do after this trade is buy five contracts at a lower price as quickly as she can. Suppose a customer telephones his broker and places a market order to sell five September Treasury bond contracts. When this order reaches the pit, the scalpers will all attempt to provide the other side of the trade at a favorable price. Suppose ZZZ is able to get this trade, and she buys the five contracts at 77 29/32. Having sold five contracts earlier at 77 31/32, this is a gain of 2/32 on each of five contracts, so the total profit she just made is

$$\frac{2}{32} \times \frac{$100,000}{\text{Contract}} \times 5 \text{ contracts} = $312.50$$

Three hundred dollars for a minute’s work is not bad!

---

4It could also be another hedger. Depending on needs, hedges can be either short or long.
Scalpers are also called **locals**, meaning that they are “part of the neighborhood,” people with whom it is desirable to maintain good relations. It is important to recognize that the scalpers play a crucial role in the economic functioning of the futures markets. Their active trading with one another helps keep prices continuous and accurate, which is the hallmark of the U.S. financial system. The futures market would be much less liquid without the scalpers.

**The Clearing Process**

Integrity, honesty, and accuracy are crucial features of a viable trading system. Each day at the Chicago Board of Trade, more than 600,000 futures contracts change hands, with a total dollar value in the billions. Large sums of money are made and lost each minute in the trading pits; it is imperative that a mechanism be in place to ensure that the promises made are, in fact, kept, even when large transfers of money occur. Making sure promises are kept is one role of the clearing process.

All traders in the pit prepare trading cards on their transactions. The clearing process begins when attempts are made to match up the cards describing a particular trade. In Figure 21-1, we saw Hennebry’s trade of five September U.S. Treasury bond contracts at 77 31/32 with seller ZZZ of Firm 000. Somewhere in the system there should also be a card from ZZZ showing a sale to Hennebry with similar terms. When these two cards are matched, a futures contract exists.

In addition to matching trades, the clearing process performs other functions: supervising the accounting for performance bonds, handling intramarket settlements, establishing settlement prices, and providing for delivery. The following sections will examine each of these functions in greater detail.

**Matching Trades**

All traders on the floor are responsible for ensuring that their decks are promptly entered into the clearing process. Every trade must be cleared through a member firm of the Board of Trade Clearing Corporation. Scalpers make arrangements with a member firm to process their decks after trading each day. A scalper normally uses only one clearinghouse, and the name of this organization is displayed on her trading jacket. This name is the firm name that is entered on trading cards filled out by parties to the scalper’s trades.

*Brokers* are people in the pits who are members of the exchange. They trade for their own accounts and whatever public accounts they choose to accept. They can also be hired by brokerage houses such as Merrill Lynch to handle the firm’s transactions on the exchange floor. These people also fill out trading cards, but they often submit them periodically during the course of trading rather than turning in their decks at the end of the day. Most traders now use a hand-held electronic order entry device rather than the traditional cards.

While the clearing corporation is associated with the Board of Trade, it is an independent organization with its own officers and rules. Some members of the Board of Trade are also members of the clearing corporation. These people can clear their own trades and, for a fee, sometimes clear trades for nonmembers. Scalpers might pay $1.50 per trade to a member firm for clearing their trades. All trades must go through the clearing process.

After a clearing corporation receives a member’s trading cards, the information on them is edited and checked by computer. Cards with missing information are returned to the clearing member for correction. Once all cards have
been edited, the computer attempts to match cards for all trades that occurred on the exchange that day.

Sometimes it is not possible to match all trades exactly. These mismatches are called outtrades and result in an Unmatched Trade Notice being sent to each of the clearing corporation members. It is the responsibility of the traders themselves to sort out their outtrades and arrive at a solution to the mismatches. A price out—where the two traders wrote down different prices for a given trade—sometimes occurs when one person writes down a price that is away from the market or far from the current trading range. For instance, soybeans might be trading between $5.97 and $6.01 during time block C on a given day. Writing a price of $5.01 rather than $6.01 would result in an outtrade that is easily reconciled by the two participants to the trade. Where the error is not obvious, such as a price of $5.97 1/4 and a potential match with a price of $5.97 1/2, the two traders often compromise by splitting the difference. It is possible that neither of them can remember the precise instant when that particular trade occurred.

Another mismatch is the house out, where the trading card lists an incorrect member firm. This is normally easy to rectify, since there will likely be two trades that do match except for the clearing firm identification. A quantity out occurs when the number of contracts in a particular trade is in dispute. A trader may think he bought eight contracts, whereas the seller sold eighteen. Strike outs and time outs occur primarily with futures options, when errors occur with either the striking price or the delivery month. The worst of all outtrades is the sides out, when both cards indicate the same side of the market (that is, both indicate buy or both indicate sell). These are difficult to reconcile and do not happen very often.

Regardless of the reason for the Unmatched Trade Notice, it is the trader’s individual responsibility to resolve the error. On the rare occasions when this cannot be done, the dispute may be taken to arbitration with the clearing corporation.

At the Chicago Board of Trade, outtrades account for 1 or 2 percent of daily volume. Although this number is small, the impact of outtrades can be substantial. It is estimated that floor brokers lose between 10 and 17 percent of gross billings to outtrades.

A preliminary computer run is completed by 5 P.M. each trading day. The clearinghouse distributes a listing of unmatched trades to each firm, with apparent outtrades, from this preliminary run. Many entries on the listing are simply clerical errors. Firms have until 8 P.M. to make corrections. Large firms, which clear for many scalpers, sometimes have preliminary run listings several inches thick. Trade checkers attempt to resolve mismatches by checking order cards and calling clearing clerks in other firms. Any mistakes discovered are submitted to the clearinghouse, and another computer run then occurs. According to the market report department at the Chicago Board of Trade, about 90 percent of all outtrades are cleared by the second computer run. The remainder must be cleared the following morning by the individual traders involved before they begin trading for the day. Price disputes are frequently settled by simply splitting the difference.

The exchanges employ outtrade clerks to assist in the process of reconciling trades. This is a stressful job, since outtrades are no fun, and the parties involved are not always in the best of moods. These people wear green jackets at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and are well paid.

Once all outtrades have been resolved, the computer prints a daily trade register showing a complete record of each clearing member’s trades for the
day. Within this register are subsidiary accounts for each customer clearing through the firm. These accounts show all positions in each commodity and delivery month, much like other types of brokerage statements.

**Accounting Supervision**

The performance bonds deposited by the member firms remain with the clearing corporation until the member closes out her positions, either by making an offsetting trade or by delivery of the commodity. When successful delivery occurs, good faith deposits are returned to both parties, payment for the commodity is received from the buyer and remitted to the seller, and the warehouse receipt for the goods is delivered to the buyer.

On a daily basis, the accounting problem is formidable even when no deliveries occur. Unlike most other types of investment accounts, futures contracts are marked to market every day, meaning that funds are transferred from one account to another on the basis of unrealized (or paper) gains and losses. For instance, if the initial deposit in a member’s account is $2,000 on a purchase of a soybean contract at $6.00 per bushel, a decline in the price of the soybeans to $5.99 would result in a $50 paper loss, and the member’s account would show only $1,950 remaining from the $2,000 deposit. At the end of each trading day, the clearing corporation makes these transfers and prepares a summary of positions and cash in the account for each member.

**Open interest** is a measure of how many futures contracts in a given commodity exist at a particular time. There is no set number of option or futures contracts. Someone who writes an option creates a new contract. Similarly, someone who decides to go short a futures contract has created a new contract. The number of futures promises can increase or decrease every day, depending on the relative proportion of opening and closing transactions.

Open interest increases by one every time two opening transactions are matched, and it decreases by one every time two closing transactions are matched. If a trade involves a closing transaction by one participant and an opening transaction by the other, open interest will not change: The number of promises remains unchanged, although the players may change. This is a consequence of the fungibility of futures contracts. If trader A owes $10 to trader B, and trader B owes $10 to trader C, then trader B does not need to be in the picture; the clearing corporation can close out trader B and instruct trader A to pay trader C.

The clearinghouse maintains information about open interest and publishes it in the financial pages on a daily basis. Large open interest figures are desirable to ensure a competitive market.

Open interest is not the same as trading volume. A single futures contract might be traded many times during its life. A bank that hedges interest rate risk by buying Treasury bond futures might keep this position for several months. The speculators who take the other side of this trade, however, might exchange their half of the promise a hundred times before the delivery date.

**Intramarket Settlement**

On rare occasions, commodity prices move so much in a single day that good faith deposits for many members are seriously eroded even before the day ends.

---

7This same concept exists with put and call options.
When deemed necessary, the president of the clearing corporation may call on a member to deposit more funds into his account during the day. This is a market variation call, and these funds must be deposited within one hour from the time the call is issued. This procedure also helps ensure the integrity of commodity futures contracts.

**Settlement Prices**

When the bell rings, signaling the end of the trading day in the commodity pits, it is difficult to tell precisely what the last trade was. Because all commodity accounts are marked to market at the close of each day, it is essential that a price be established so that funds can be transferred among accounts. The settlement price is analogous to the closing price on the stock exchanges, and this is the figure that will appear in the next morning’s financial pages. Procedures vary slightly from commodity to commodity, but the settlement price is normally an average of the high and low prices during the last minute or so of trading. Establishment of the official settlement price is another of the clearing corporation’s functions.

Unlike the prices established on most exchanges, many commodity futures prices are constrained by a daily price limit. This means that the price of a contract is not allowed to move by more than a predetermined amount each trading day. For instance, if the daily price limit for soybeans is 30 cents, today’s settlement price cannot be more than 30 cents higher or 30 cents lower than yesterday’s settlement price. Commodities are said to be up the limit or down the limit when a big move like this occurs. Trading will simply stop for the day once a limit move has occurred. It may take several days for prices to work their way to a new equilibrium price.

**Delivery**

Although the clearing corporation interposes itself between every buyer and seller, it never actually takes or makes delivery of any commodity. However, it does provide the framework that ensures accurate delivery. Let us look at the delivery procedure for a grain contract at the Chicago Board of Trade.

A seller who decides to deliver the commodity promised fills out a Notice of Intention to Deliver with the clearing corporation. This indicates the intention of delivering the commodity on the next business day. Delivery can occur any time during the delivery month, and the first business day prior to the first day of the delivery month is called first notice day.

On the day prior to first notice day, all members with long positions in their accounts must submit a Long Position Report to the Clearing Corporation. This document indicates all members’ long positions and their dates of purchase. This document must also be updated each day during the delivery month. The date when this report is required is known as position day. On the next day, intention day, the clearing corporation may assign delivery to the member with the oldest long position in the particular commodity. The price of the delivered commodity is adjusted for quality differentials and any other associated costs, such as temporary storage or transportation.

As a rule, speculators and their brokers do not like to handle deliveries. Delivery can occur any time in the delivery month, and consequently speculators tend to move out of the market a few days prior to first notice day. Delivery
procedures vary somewhat among the exchanges and are quite different with financial futures.¹

**Principles of Futures Contract Pricing**

In considering what makes a futures contract valuable and what makes the price of the contract fluctuate from day to day, it is important to remember that a futures contract is a promise to exchange certain goods at a future date. You must keep your part of the promise unless you get someone to take the promise off your hands (that is, you make a closing transaction). The promised goods are valuable now, and their value in the future may be more or less than their current worth. Prices of commodities change for many reasons, such as new weather forecasts, the availability of substitute commodities, psychological factors, and changes in storage or insurance costs. These factors all involve shifts in demand for a commodity, changes in the supply of the commodity, or both.

General principles of futures pricing are included in this chapter. Chapters 22 and 23 give specific examples of pricing with stock index and interest rate futures.

Three main theories of futures pricing exist: (1) the expectations hypothesis, (2) normal backwardation, and (3) a full carrying charge market. These are discussed in the following sections.

**Expectations Hypothesis**

Remember Senator Washburn’s comments about “fictitious” contracts? The contracts are, in fact, very real, with brokerage houses and the clearinghouse to enforce compliance with their terms. Because a futures contract calls for delivery of a specified good in the future, it seems likely that one of the major determinants of the futures contract’s value is the current value of the commodity in the cash market. This is exactly what we find.

One of the most simple generalizations we can make about this relationship is the **expectations hypothesis**. This states that the futures price for a commodity is what the marketplace expects the cash price to be when the delivery month arrives. If September soybeans are selling in the futures market for $5 per bushel, this means that $5 is what the marketplace expects soybeans to sell for in September. There is evidence that the expectations hypothesis is a reasonably accurate description of the way things happen. This is a very important fact for the user of the futures market, because it provides an important source of information about what the future is likely to bring. If I want to know what people expect the price of heating oil to be this fall, I can look in the *Wall Street Journal* for the price of a heating oil futures contract and know that this figure is a reliable estimate based on current information. (Of course, the price for the retail customer would be somewhat higher than the price that a wholesale distributor would pay.)

The information provided through futures prices is so important that one of the major functions of the futures market is normally listed as **price discovery**. Price discovery is a function of the futures market that indicates the

¹At the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, for instance, both buyers and sellers of its Treasury bill contract may initiate delivery, and delivery must occur on a single, predetermined day of the delivery month.
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market’s consensus about likely future prices for a commodity. Nowhere in finance do people like uncertainty; wherever possible, people seek to resolve the unknown. The futures market serves a useful role when people ponder the price of important commodities at a future date. You may be interested in knowing what the market thinks the price of gold or Euros will be a year from now. According to the expectations hypothesis, the best place to look for an estimate is in the financial pages. Simply look at what a futures contract with a delivery month one year hence settled at yesterday.

Normal Backwardation

Remember that investors do not like risk, and that they will take a risk only if they think they will be properly rewarded for bearing the risk. If the futures price is what people think the cash price will be at delivery time, why would

Managed Futures*

The term managed futures refers to investment management in which futures contracts are used as an asset class, especially for their profit potential rather than for their risk-reduction benefits. Money managers who deal in futures are formally called commodities trading advisors, or CTAs.

There is some evidence that futures as a group have low or even negative return correlation with stock and bond markets. If this is the case, it makes them excellent portfolio components. The managed futures industry got a significant shot in the arm in 1983 when a Harvard professor, John Lintner, reported on his research showing that futures have an important role to play in investment management. At the 1983 Annual Conference of the Financial Analysts Federation in Toronto, Canada, Professor Lintner presented a paper entitled “The Potential Role of Managed Commodity-Financial Futures Accounts (and/or Funds) in Portfolios of Stocks and Bonds.”

The paper reported that “the improvements from holding an efficiently-selected portfolio of managed accounts or funds are so large—and the correlation between returns on the futures portfolios and those on the stock and bond portfolio are so surprisingly low (sometimes even negative)—that the return/risk tradeoffs provided by augmented portfolios . . . clearly dominate the tradeoffs available from portfolios of stocks alone or from portfolios of stocks and bonds.”

At the end of 2007 about $205 billion was invested in managed futures accounts. As with investment managers in any asset class, the performance of the CTAs varies. Some have lost most of their capital, while others have made their clients very happy. For many large institutional investors, especially endowments and foundations, managed futures have become an important part of the portfolio.
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anyone be interested in speculating? It seems that the hedger can get rid of the price risk without any cost and that the speculator agrees to take the risk off the hedger’s back for nothing. This seems improbable in real life.

The concept of **normal backwardation** is attributed to economist John Maynard Keynes. Like much of good economics, the idea is simple and very logical. A hedger who uses the futures market is essentially buying insurance. Price risk is eliminated by locking in a future price that is acceptable. When people obtain insurance, they pay for it because the insurance company could not remain in business if it offered this protection at no cost. Keynes argues that this means the futures price must be a downward-biased estimate of the future cash price. In other words, the cash price prevailing at delivery time will actually be somewhat higher than the price predicted by the futures market. This is so because the speculator must be rewarded for taking the risk that the hedger was unwilling to bear. The hedger might really believe that the cash price of soybeans in September will be about $5.04 but also might be perfectly willing to take $5.00 per bushel for certain. Even though the hedger is taking a bit less than she thinks the beans will sell for, the hedger is uncomfortable taking the risk that the soybean market might collapse to $4.75 or less. The hedger can live with the peace of mind that $5.00 per bushel brings.

The speculator, in contrast, has access to the same information as the hedger and might agree that $5.04 is a good estimate for the cash price of beans in September. Remember that one contract of soybeans is 5,000 bushels, so if the speculator can promise to pay $5.00 per bushel and turn around and sell them for $5.04, this is a $200 gain. The high leverage associated with futures contracts can make this an impressive rate of return when annualized. However, prices could take a dive and result in big losses for the speculator (but not for the farmer, because his risk was transferred away).

The concept of normal backwardation does not really mean that the expectations hypothesis is wrong. Keynes agrees that the futures market provides useful information about the future. With the logic of normal backwardation, though, we may be able to fine-tune our estimate of future cash market prices.

**Full Carrying Charge Market**

A **full carrying charge market** is one where the prices for successive delivery months reflect the cost of holding the commodity or financial instrument. Commodities can be bought in the cash market and stored for later consumption. As we have seen, the person who performs the storage function gets a fee for this service. It is necessary to keep grains dry, to protect them against fire, to keep the rat population to a minimum, and to provide insurance on the stored commodities. Insurance is necessary to protect against loss of the goods because of tornado damage, floods, fire, and even explosions. Every few years we read of spectacular blowups of a grain elevator. The dust and fine seed particles that can get suspended in the air will ignite with a vengeance under certain circumstances.

We can say that in a world of certainty, the futures price ($FP$) is equal to the current cash price ($CP$) plus the carrying charges ($c$) until the delivery month: $FP = CP + c$. All participants in the futures market are very concerned with the concept of **basis**. **Basis** is the difference between the futures price of a commodity and the current cash price. Normally, the futures price exceeds the cash price; this is a **contango market**. If the futures price is less than the cash price, we have an **inverted market**. As the gap between the futures price
and the cash price narrows, we say that the basis has strengthened; the basis weakens if the gap gets wider.

Although we do not live in a world of certainty, the difference between a futures price and the cash price is very often quite close to the carrying costs between the two points in time. Such a market has important implications for the speculator. Suppose that in early September it costs 2 1/2 cents per bushel per month to store soybeans, and current prices are as follows: cash price for soybeans = $4.85; futures price in November = $4.90, in January = $4.95, and in March = $5.00. A speculator might be trying to decide between the January and March delivery months. Speculators who want to go long (thinking that soybean prices will increase) should buy the near delivery month (January). Those who want to go short (anticipating a downturn in prices) should sell the far delivery month (March). The reason for this can be readily seen.

Arbitrage exists if someone can buy a commodity, store it at a known rate, and get someone to promise to buy it later at a price that exceeds the cost of storage. In a full carrying charge market like the one in this example, the basis must either stay the same or strengthen; it cannot weaken because that would produce an arbitrage situation. In other words, the difference between a January and a March contract could become less than 5 cents, but it should never be more.\footnote{This assumes that monthly storage costs remain constant.} If it were more, you could buy January, sell March, take delivery in January, pay a nickel storage for two months, deliver the beans in March, and be ahead without having taken any risk.\footnote{This example also assumes that the arbitrageur can deliver the soybeans in the grade required.}

Although there is never certainty in any investment, speculators who buy the near contract can be very confident of one of two things. If they are right and the price of soybeans does go up, then January soybeans should rise by at least as much as March soybeans. If they are wrong and soybean prices fall, then January soybeans should fall no more than March soybeans. In either case, speculators are better off buying the near delivery month.

The logic holds in reverse for speculators who are bearish. They want to go short the far contract because it will either fall in value more or rise in value less than the near delivery month.\footnote{This relationship is less obvious with financial futures. The interest rate yield curve is seldom flat, and this means that the average cost of carry varies according to the time span covered. The shape of the yield curve can change in such a fashion that the strategy just described was, in fact, not the best when viewed after the fact.}

**Reconciling the Three Theories**
The three theories of futures pricing are actually quite compatible. The differences in them are somewhat like the fable of the chicken and the egg: It may not be easy to decide which comes first. The expectations hypothesis says that a futures price is simply the expected cash price at the delivery date of the futures contract. People know about storage costs and other costs of carry (insurance, interest, and so on), and we would not expect these costs to surprise the market when they are incurred. It therefore seems logical that people would expect these costs to determine the futures price in part.

The essence of normal backwardation is that the hedger is willing to take a bit less than the actual expected future cash price for the peace of mind that comes with insurance. Given that the hedger is obtaining price insurance with
futures, it is logical that there be some cost to the insurance. The hedger perhaps expects a higher price but is willing to accept a lower price to reduce risk.

**Foreign Currency Futures**

If you understand the basic principles of hedging and speculating, you will have no trouble applying those concepts to futures contracts on foreign currencies.

**Hedging and Speculating with Foreign Currency Futures**

We have seen that with the appropriate hedging strategy, farmers can reduce price risk. In the world of international business, another significant risk is foreign exchange risk, or the risk of loss due to shifting relative values in national currencies. The next two chapters will discuss how the futures market enables a portfolio manager to minimize market risk and how bankers can reduce the interest rate risk they face. The major players in the foreign exchange market are people representing commercial interests, such as major retailing firms, international banks, and multinational businesses. Locals have a smaller role in the foreign currency markets.

When business transactions occur between two countries, the goods or services traded must be valued in some currency. A U.S. importing firm, for instance, might agree to buy a large shipment of wood carvings, clocks, and candles from a German manufacturer. Suppose the total cost of the items is €20 million, handshakes occur on June 1, and the German firm promises to deliver the goods in early September. Payment is to be made upon delivery.

Before the U.S. importer accepted the €20 million price, it checked the relative value of the U.S. dollar and the Euro to make sure the Euro price translated into an acceptable U.S. dollar price. Presumably it did, or the transaction would not have occurred.

Although the cost of the goods is fixed in Euros, the price that counts is the U.S. dollar price, and this will almost certainly change before payment occurs. The world political situation, changes in international interest rates, and inflationary fears all contribute to daily fluctuation in relative exchange rates worldwide. From the U.S. importer’s perspective, two transactions must occur to complete this sale. First, it is necessary to buy the Euros; second, it is necessary to pay for the imported goods. The price of the second transaction is fixed in the sales agreement; the price of the Euros will change over time.

Fortunately, this foreign exchange risk can be hedged away in the futures market. Table 21-2 shows a set of sample Euro futures prices. The U.S. importer needs to acquire Euros, so it is necessary to buy futures contracts. Payment will be made in September, so the September futures contract is the one to use. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Settle</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Open Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>1.3419</td>
<td>1.3480</td>
<td>1.3455</td>
<td>+29</td>
<td>79304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>1.3449</td>
<td>1.3510</td>
<td>1.3484</td>
<td>+29</td>
<td>104583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>1.3501</td>
<td>1.3553</td>
<td>1.3492</td>
<td>+29</td>
<td>1596</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

€125,000 per contract; priced in $ per Euro.
newspaper indicates that yesterday’s price of Euros for September delivery was about $1.35 cents per Euro. There are €125,000 in one contract. Because the importer needs to hedge €20 million, it needs exactly 160 contracts. The importer would go long 160 contracts.

Once September arrives, the hedger (the importer) can do one of two things. It needs the Euros, so one approach would be simply to sit back and wait for delivery to occur. When it received the Euros, it could then transfer them to the German manufacturer. Or the importer could trade out of the contracts by selling them before receiving a delivery notice.

If the Euros appreciated from June to September (that is, their cost increased), the hedger would have a gain in the futures market that offsets the higher cost of the Euros in the cash market. In contrast, if the Euros depreciated, the lower cost in the cash market would be offset by a loss in the futures market. As in any hedging application, the hedge serves as insurance against some specific type of risk. The fact that the importer did not need the insurance (the Euros fell in value) should not be interpreted to mean that hedging was a bad investment.

**Pricing of Foreign Exchange Futures Contracts**

Futures prices are a function of the cash price plus a cost of carrying the particular asset or financial instrument. With foreign currency, the cost of holding one currency rather than another is really an opportunity cost measured by differences in the interest rates prevailing in the two countries. Figure 21-2 presents a basic pricing model for foreign currency futures contracts.

The local currency rate is the risk-free interest rate prevailing in the country of concern. Suppose that in the land of Leptonia, interest rates are 10.00 percent, and the current dollar price of a lepton is $0.4817. Also suppose that the current Eurodollar deposit rate is 7.50 percent. For how much should a 90-day futures contract sell? Using the formula in Figure 21-2, we find that the equilibrium price is

$$0.4817 \times \left[ 1 + (0.075 - 0.100) \times \frac{90}{365} \right] = 0.4787$$

This means that the futures price for leptons should be less than their cost in the spot market.
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**Foreign Exchange Futures Pricing**

\[ P_f = \text{spot rate} \times \left[ 1 + (I_d - I_r) \times \frac{\text{days to delivery}}{365} \right] \]

where

- \( P_f \) = futures price
- \( I_d \) = Eurodollar rate
- \( I_r \) = local currency rate

Note: A 360-day year is used to calculate Euro, Japanese yen, and Swiss franc rates. A Eurodollar is a U.S. dollar on deposit outside the United States. These are not subject to Federal Reserve Board reserve requirements, are more valuable to lenders, and consequently carry slightly higher interest rates than domestic time deposits.
The market prices foreign exchange futures this way because of the theory of interest rate parity. This states that securities with similar risk and maturity should differ in price by an amount equal to (but opposite in sign from) the difference between national interest rates in the two countries. In this example, Leptonia’s interest rate is 2.5 percent (on an annual basis) higher than the U.S. rate. For ninety days, or one-fourth of a year, Leptonia’s rates are 0.625 percent higher. Therefore, leptons for delivery in ninety days should sell at a 0.625 percent discount from their spot value, and this is exactly what we find.

Foreign exchange futures contracts all call for delivery of the foreign currency in the country of issuance to a bank of the clearinghouse’s choosing. Let us look at one more example. Suppose that I sell a Country X foreign currency futures contract to someone residing in Country X. By selling a contract as an opening transaction, I have promised to deliver a certain quantity of foreign currency. Assume that the contract calls for delivery in six months, and that the interest rates in my country are higher than the interest rates in Country X. I can invest the currency until I must deliver it. Similarly, the buyer of the futures contract can invest the funds that will be used to pay for the foreign exchange. Because my interest rates are relatively higher than those of the Country X resident, I have an advantage: I will earn more interest. This differential is reflected in compensation to the Country X futures contract buyer via a discounted futures contract price. Any futures price is a function of the cash price and the carrying costs associated with holding the commodity or financial instrument.

**SUMMARY**

Futures contracts are promises to buy or deliver a certain quantity of a carefully defined commodity by a certain date. Futures contracts enable farmers, bankers, or anyone else with economic interests in a particular commodity to hedge price risk. The futures market, however, cannot provide protection against crop failure or against making bad investments. To ensure the integrity of the contract, all trades are actually sales to or purchases from the clearing corporation. Both hedgers and speculators post good faith deposits to show their capacity to sustain any losses that might accrue to them.

Three main theories of futures pricing exist: the expectations hypothesis, the concept of normal backwardation, and the concept of a full carrying charge market. Rather than being competing philosophies, these three theories are different perspectives on the fundamental result that futures prices are primarily determined by today’s cash price, by expectations about how the cash price is likely to change in the future, and by the cost of storing and transporting commodities.

Foreign exchange futures are used to reduce foreign exchange risk or the risk of loss due to shifting relative values in national currencies. These contracts are priced according to the theory of interest rate parity, which is really just another version of the cost-of-carry pricing model shown in Figure 21-2.

**QUESTIONS**

1. How is it possible for the trading volume in a particular futures contract to exceed the open interest in that commodity?
2. Why is a delivery mechanism essential to a well-functioning futures market?
3. Do you think that daily price limits make sense?
4. Under current rules, hedgers must post a smaller good faith deposit than speculators. Do you feel this is a reasonable rule?
5. Explain how it is possible for a hedger to benefit from a narrowing basis in a particular commodity.
6. Explain how yesterday’s volume for a futures contract could have been 20,000 contracts, yet open interest rose by only 1,484 contracts.
7. Closing all futures exchanges would probably be inflationary because of the added risk the producers would have to bear. Do you agree?
8. Suppose you were on a commission that was evaluating several proposals for new futures contracts. What would you want to know before you could make a decision on whether or not the proposals should be approved?
9. Do you think it would be possible for futures contracts to trade via the specialist system rather than the market maker system? Why or why not?
10. Commodities whose prices are particularly volatile lend themselves to futures trading. Lettuce is usually considered to be the grocery store commodity whose price is most uncertain. One day it is 47 cents a head, and the next day it is 99 cents. Some people argue that futures contracts would never work for perishable commodities like lettuce. Do you agree?
11. A farmer anticipates having 50,000 bushels of wheat ready for harvest in September. What would be the implications of hedging by doing the following?
   a. Selling eight contracts of September wheat.
   b. Selling ten contracts of September wheat.
   c. Selling twelve contracts of September wheat.
12. Give examples of someone who might profitably use a long hedge in the following:
   a. Corn
   b. Gold
   c. Soybeans
13. Briefly explain why prices for futures contracts on grains are generally higher for more distant delivery months.
14. How might someone use foreign exchange futures in a short hedge?
15. Suppose you are a speculator in yen futures, and you are currently long three contracts. You hear a rumor about interest rates rising in Japan. Is this good news for you?

PROBLEMS

1. Suppose two weeks ago a speculator purchased four contracts of September soybeans at $6.30 1/2. The price today is $6.32 per bushel. What is the person’s gain or loss?
2. A farmer anticipates harvesting 50,000 bushels of wheat in September. How much money would the farmer receive from hedging by selling eight contracts of September wheat at a settlement price of $6.32 per bushel (a) today and (b) at delivery?
3. Refer to a current issue of the Wall Street Journal. According to the expectations hypothesis, what is the best estimate for the wholesale price of heating oil next December?
4. A U.S. importer anticipates a need for €8 million in several months. How many futures contracts would this person need to buy or sell to hedge this requirement completely?

5. Refer to the example on the land of Leptonia interest rates in the chapter. Suppose Leptonia’s interest rates rise to a 3.0 percent premium over the U.S. rate. What should the new exchange rate be?

6. Refer to Table 21-2. A speculator previously bought three March Euro contracts at 0.5600. If these were sold at the settlement price shown in the table, what would be the profit or loss?

7. A hedger goes short eight Euro futures contracts at a price of 0.5622; at the same time, the spot $/€ rate is 0.5599. A month later the futures contracts are satisfied by delivery of the Euros, and the spot rate is 0.5610. Show this person’s gain or loss (including opportunity loss) in both the futures and spot markets, along with the net gain or loss in the two positions combined.

INTERNET EXERCISE

Retrieve the latest Australian dollar futures prices. Do the prices across maturities exhibit backwardation or contango?

FURTHER READING
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Introduction

Portfolio protection is a relatively new concept in portfolio management and is getting more press and more converts in the marketplace. The basic idea involves adding components to a portfolio in order to establish a floor value for the portfolio, below which it should not fall. Three popular techniques for doing this are using equity or stock index put options, futures contracts, and dynamic hedging.

Using Options

Options enable the portfolio manager to adjust the characteristics of a portfolio without disrupting it. This can be done with brute force—by using options in a 1-to-1 ratio with stock holdings—but there is a better method. This, however, requires an understanding of the basics of option pricing. Portfolio protection aside, knowledge in this specialized area substantially improves the portfolio manager’s professional competence. In some firms, fluency in the fundamentals of option pricing is essential for anyone anticipating a career in portfolio management. The first part of this chapter reviews key aspects of this topic.

Equity Options with a Single Security

Importance of Delta. A group of sophisticated users of stock options would find communication substantially impaired if they could not refer to delta. The importance of this concept in the sophisticated use of options is hard to overstate.
Delta is a measure of the sensitivity of the price of an option to changes in the price of the underlying asset. Mathematically, delta is the partial derivative of the option premium with respect to the stock price:

$$\text{Delta} = \Delta = \frac{\partial P}{\partial S}$$

where $P$ = option premium and $S$ = stock price. For the person using options to hedge a portfolio, delta is useful in allowing us to determine how many options are needed to mimic the returns of the underlying security.

Delta equals $N(d_1)$ in the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model. Suppose an option has a delta of 0.836. This means that a $1.00 movement in the stock price will result in an $0.84 approximate change in the option premium. The absolute value of delta is always between 0 and 1; call deltas are positive, put deltas are negative.¹

**Protective Puts.** Someone who owns shares of stock has a long position in the security. In the investment business, the term *long* simply means that a person owns something; it has nothing to do with a time span.

Situations occasionally arise in which investors anticipate a decline in the value of some of their investments but do not want to sell them because of tax considerations or other reasons. These investors might consider using protective puts.² A protective put is not a special kind of put option; it is a descriptive term given to a long stock position combined with a long put position. If someone owns shares of a particular stock and buys a put on that same stock (regardless of striking price or expiration), the put is a protective put.

**Protective Put Profit and Loss Diagram.** The option premiums from Table 22-1 are used in the examples that follow. Suppose, for instance, that a person buys one share of stock in the ZZX Corporation for $50. This is a simple situation. The most that can be lost is $50, and this occurs if the stock price falls to 0. The most that can be made is unlimited because theoretically the stock price can rise infinitely. Figure 22-1 shows these results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Striking Price</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Puts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>Jul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>6.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Current ZZX stock price = $50

¹For options that are substantially in or out of the money, delta is also approximately equal to the probability that an option will be in the money at expiration. For some research on this question, see the Strong and Dickinson article from the *Financial Analysts Journal* in the Further Reading section of this chapter.

Figure 22-2 is a profit and loss diagram for the purchase of a ZZX put with a premium of $1 and a striking price of $45. The largest possible profit from holding this position is $44. This occurs when the stock declines to 0 because the owner of the put could sell worthless stock for $45. The $1 paid for the option is a sunk cost, however, so the net gain is $44. The most the put buyer can lose is the amount paid for the put, or $1.

Figure 22-3 is the combination of Figures 22-1 and 22-2; it shows the protective put with its $6 maximum possible loss and a potentially unlimited maximum gain. The $6 maximum loss comes from the fact that the stock price can decline by $5 before the “insurance policy” becomes effective (the deductible is $5 and the investor had to pay $1 to get the insurance).

Continuing with this analogy, a protective put is like the collision insurance policy on an automobile. The car is valuable, and the owner would suffer if it were damaged in an accident. To protect against this potential for loss, the owner can buy insurance, fully expecting to “lose” all the money he paid for it. He should not feel discouraged if the year goes by and he does not have an accident and gets no chances to use the insurance. The insurance also carries a deductible amount; he must personally assume the risk of loss up to the deductible amount, perhaps $250.

When you as an investor select the striking price for a protective put, you are selecting the deductible you want for your stock insurance. The more protection you want, the higher the premium you are going to pay. This is exactly the same as with the automobile insurance. Coverage for the first dollar of body damage has a very high premium. In contrast, an owner who is willing to assume the risk of the first $500 and only buys insurance against major damage...
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Stock bought at $50; 45 put bought at $1.
pays a much lower insurance premium. Larger deductibles mean a lower premium, which is also true in the options market.

Returning to Table 22-1, you might decide to buy a ZZX JUN 50 put to protect your long stock position. You pay the option premium of $150 to the person who wrote the put and hope that your stock continues to rise. In other words, you fully expect to lose all the money you paid for the protective put. It may seem odd that you would ever buy a security while expecting to lose money on the investment, but remember the motivation for buying fire insurance on a home or collision insurance on a car. The situations are quite similar. Table 22-2 shows analogies between a protective put and an insurance policy.

**Writing Covered Calls.** Sometimes an investor is long shares of stock and suspects that the market will turn down in the next few weeks but really does not want to sell the shares at the moment. As an alternative to buying puts, she might consider using covered calls to provide some cushion against losses from a falling market. Writing covered calls is an imperfect form of portfolio protection because it provides only limited coverage. Still, it is useful to understand the risk reduction nature of covered call writing.

Return to the prices for ZZX in Table 22-1. Someone might decide to hedge against the risk of a declining market by writing a JUL 50 call for $2.75. The premium received means that no actual cash loss occurs until ZZX falls below the current price ($50) minus the premium received ($2.75), or $47.25. Of course, if the investor’s feeling about the market is wrong and ZZX advances above $50, he faces the risk of the stock’s being called until he makes a closing transaction to get rid of the option position.

This strategy provides some downside protection, but it is not a particularly effective hedge. In general, an individual who needs protection against falling stock prices and wants to use options is better off buying put options.

**Index Options**

Table 22-3 shows sample OEX prices with the current level of the index at 327.19. As with equity options, the OEX contract is based on 100 times the option premium listed in the newspaper.

Consider the OEX OCT 315 put, listed at 3.25. One of these contracts costs 100 × $3.25, or $325.00. This is the maximum money at risk unless the option is exercised. Investors would buy index puts for the same reasons they

---

### Table 22-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insurance Policy</th>
<th>Put Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Premium</td>
<td>Time value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of insured property</td>
<td>Stock price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy face value</td>
<td>Option striking price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deductible</td>
<td>Stock price minus striking price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Time until option expiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood of loss</td>
<td>Stock volatility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Nicholas Hansen, “Portfolio Insurance,” *Institutional Options Update*, July/August 1986.
would buy any other puts: either the investors expect the overall level of the market to decline, or they want to protect a long position in the stock.

Suppose that your motivation for buying a put is the latter: you want to protect a diversified portfolio of common stock against an anticipated market downturn. If market prices do decline, you hope to have a gain on your puts that will largely offset the losses on your stock portfolio.

Two questions quickly arise: (1) How many puts do you need to buy? (2) How do you decide which striking price to pick? In principle, you could use any of the puts, although the relative costs of using them would differ markedly. The key to determining the appropriate number of puts to buy comes from delta. Delta measures how an option price changes for a given small change in the underlying stock (or index) value, so it can be used to determine how many puts are necessary to cancel exactly any price movements in the stock.

To calculate delta, you need to know all the inputs to the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model and solve for the $N(d_1)$ function (see Table 17-2). Deltas for puts are negative because puts increase in value as stock prices go down. Suppose that the delta for the OCT 315 put is $-0.235^3$. This means that for each point (or dollar) decline in the S&P 100 index, the value of this put increases by $0.235$ (or $0.235$). For strict accuracy, delta must be recalculated every time the index changes.

With this information, you calculate a hedge ratio (HR). The hedge ratio is a calculated value indicating the amount of an asset necessary to eliminate a certain type of risk with an investment position. The formula is as follows:

$$HR = \frac{\text{Portfolio value}}{\text{Contract "value"} \times \text{Portfolio beta}} \times \frac{1}{|\text{Delta}|}$$

(Contract value = Strike price $\times$ 100)

Suppose the portfolio to be hedged has a market value of $125,000$ and a beta of 1.10. The number of puts needed to hedge is then

$$\frac{125,000}{31,500} \times 1.10 \times \frac{1}{0.235} = 18.57$$

---

3In the absence of previous values for the OEX index, solving for delta in this example first requires determination of the option’s implied volatility. This is the volatility estimate that causes the Black-Scholes model to predict the current price. When this estimate of the standard deviation is included in the pricing model, $N(d_1)$ will be the option delta. The Sigma file on the text website will solve for the implied volatility of a call option.
You would buy nineteen OEX OCT 315 puts to hedge this portfolio. This number should cause any decline in the value of the stock portfolio to be offset by an increase in the value of the put options.

Suppose that immediately after you buy nineteen of these puts, the market falls by 0.25 percent. This means that the OEX index drops to 326.37. The portfolio, with a beta of 1.10, should fall by 

\[
\frac{0.25 \text{ percent} \times 1.10}{1} = 0.275 \text{ percent}
\]

to a value of $124,656. This is a portfolio loss of $344.

Declining market prices increase the value of the puts. The new Black-Scholes price for the puts is $3.44. You purchased nineteen of these at $3.25 each, so you have a gain of 

\[
19 \times 100 \times (3.44 - 3.25) = 361.
\]

The gain on the puts cancels the loss on the stock.

Note that the gain on the puts is actually a bit more than enough to cover the loss on the stock. One reason is that more puts were purchased than technically necessary because of the round-lot limitation on option contracts. In addition, delta changes as the stock price changes and as time passes; as a consequence, the hedge ratio changes, too. To maintain the portfolio protection precisely, it is necessary to monitor the hedge ratio and adjust the option position by buying or selling puts as needed (or by including other options in the portfolio).

In this example, assume that the OEX index remains at 326.37 at the end of the day. The OEX OCT 315 put delta is now 

\[
0.240,
\]

and the hedge ratio changes to 

\[
\frac{$124,656}{\$31,500} \times 1.10 \times \frac{1}{0.240} = 18.1
\]

To maintain the hedge, you should sell one of the nineteen puts.

When options are used for hedging applications in multimillion-dollar portfolios, the hedge ratio should be constantly monitored; many firms adjust their option holdings daily.

Using Futures Contracts

Importance of Financial Futures

The number of underlying assets on which futures contracts are available seems to grow every year. The exchanges virtually always have a proposal for a new futures contract pending regulatory approval.

Financial futures are the fastest-growing segment of the futures market. In 1972, physical commodities such as agricultural products, lumber, and metals made up more than 95 percent of all the futures volume. Today, these combined contracts amount to only about 9 percent of the total futures volume. Financial futures contracts are extremely important in the United States and globally.

Stock Index Futures Contracts

Stock index futures contracts are similar to the traditional agricultural contracts except for the matter of delivery. The first thing to understand about an index futures contract is the nature of the underlying asset. What is it that people are promising to deliver or buy? Someone can hold a handful of soybeans or corn, but what about the Standard & Poor’s 500 index? How can someone buy or sell a stock index? These are reasonable questions asked somewhere in the United States every day by banks, retirement funds, and individual investors who are learning the potential role these contracts have in their own portfolios.
S&P 500 Stock Index Futures Contracts

Standard and Poor’s Corporation began publishing the S&P 500 index in 1917; it was originally intended as a standard against which portfolio managers and investment advisers might be judged. Initially, the index comprised only 200 stocks, with expansion to 500 in 1957. Of the 500 companies, 400 are industrial firms, 40 are public utilities, 40 are financial companies, and 20 are transportation firms. The stock of these 500 companies adds up to about 80 percent of the total value of securities traded on the New York Stock Exchange. The S&P 500 index is currently one of the Commerce Department’s leading indicators.

S&P weights the index to give greater importance to larger companies. In calculating the index, each of the 500 share prices is multiplied by the number of outstanding shares in that particular firm. These figures are then added together and compared with an arbitrary starting value of 100.00 established during a 1941–1943 base period.

Like other futures contracts, a stock index future is a promise to buy or sell the standardized units of a specific index at a fixed price by a predetermined future date. Figure 22-4 lists the characteristics of the S&P 500 stock index futures contract.

Unlike most other commodity contracts, there is no actual delivery mechanism at expiration of the stock index futures contract. All settlements are in cash. It is not practical to have speculators or hedgers deliver 500 different stock certificates in the appropriate quantities to satisfy the requirements of the contract. We know the value of the index at delivery time, and it is much more convenient to credit or debit accounts with accrued gains or losses.

Globally, there are many indexes on which stock index futures trade. Table 22-4 shows the most active by trading volume for calendar year 2007. While the multiplier for the contract size varies across contracts, the basic features such as cash settlement and good faith deposit are very similar in every market.

Hedging with Stock Index Futures

We have looked at the principles of hedging. These same rules hold true for hedging with financial futures. A hedger seeks to reduce or eliminate price

---

**FIGURE 22-4**

Characteristics of S&P 500 Stock Index Futures

- Contract size = $250 × index value.
- Minimum price change is 0.10 ($25).
- Initial good faith deposit for a speculator was $22,500 in April 2008 (subject to change).
- Contracts are marked to market daily.
- Delivery of stocks does not occur; contracts are settled in cash.
- The contracts do not earn dividends.
- Trading hours: 9:30 A.M. to 4:15 P.M. EST.
- Settlement months and ticker symbols:
  - Futures: SP, Cash index: SPX
  - MAR (H), JUN (M), SEP (U), DEC (Z)
- Expiration: Third Friday of contract month at 4:15 P.M. EST.
- These contracts are nicknamed SPOOZ in the trading pit.
risk; using the S&P 500 futures contract, a portfolio manager can attenuate the impact of a decline in the value of the portfolio components.

For a hedge to be effective, the hedging device chosen should be as similar as possible to the commodity at risk. Farmers do not hedge their wheat crop by using corn futures, nor should an equity manager hedge stock holdings with a bond index. The S&P 500 index is a good representative of a well-diversified portfolio and is effective in hedging the investment portfolio of an endowment fund, mutual fund, or other broad-based portfolio. Futures on the Dow Jones Industrial Average might be used to hedge a blue-chip portfolio, while futures on the Nasdaq index would be better suited to hedging a technology portfolio.

Suppose you are the portfolio manager for a $75 million fund. You anticipate a downturn in the market in the near future but remain bullish for the long term. You are concerned that a declining portfolio value will look bad in the end-of-year report your fund will provide to its interested parties. What can you do?

One obvious alternative is to sell everything before prices fall. This solution would protect your gains, but the trading costs would be expensive. Also, you do not want to suffer the embarrassment of managing a fund containing only cash equivalents. Anyone can manage a fund like that, and it is unlikely that the fund beneficiaries will feel that you are earning your fee.

Another approach is to hedge the stock portfolio using the futures market. Futures hedging involves taking a position in the futures market that offsets a position you hold in the cash market. If you are long stock, logically you should be short futures. Just as the farmer needs to determine how many contracts to sell, the portfolio manager must calculate the number of contracts necessary to counteract likely changes in the portfolio value.

Three pieces of information are needed to make this calculation:

1. The value of the appropriate futures contract
2. The dollar value of the portfolio to be hedged
3. The beta of your portfolio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Exchange</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2007 Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-mini S&amp;P 500</td>
<td>Chicago Mercantile Exchange</td>
<td>$50 times the S&amp;P 500 index</td>
<td>415,348,228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dow Jones Euro Stoxx 50</td>
<td>Eurex</td>
<td>50 stocks from 12 Eurozone countries</td>
<td>327,034,149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P CNX Nifty</td>
<td>National Stock Exchange of India</td>
<td>50 large companies traded on the National Stock Exchange of India</td>
<td>138,794,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mini Nasdaq 100</td>
<td>CME</td>
<td>$20 times the Nasdaq 100 index</td>
<td>95,309,053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mini Russell 2000</td>
<td>CME</td>
<td>$100 times the Russell 2000 index</td>
<td>60,731,902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAX</td>
<td>Eurex</td>
<td>30 blue-chip German stocks</td>
<td>50,413,122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikkei 225 Mini</td>
<td>Osaka Securities Exchange</td>
<td>¥100 times the Nikkei 225 index</td>
<td>49,107,059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kospi 200</td>
<td>Korea Exchange</td>
<td>200 stocks on the Korean Stock Exchange</td>
<td>47,758,294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAC 40</td>
<td>London International Financial Futures Exchange</td>
<td>40 large-cap French stocks</td>
<td>44,668,975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-sized S$ DJIA</td>
<td>CME</td>
<td>$5 times the Dow Jones Industrial Average</td>
<td>40,098,882</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Futures Industry Association
The first of these is easy to determine. The Chicago Mercantile Exchange sets the size of an S&P 500 futures contract at $250 times the value of the S&P 500 index. Table 22-5 is a set of sample S&P 500 stock index futures contract prices. It indicates that the prior day’s closing value for the S&P 500 index was 348.76 and that the DEC S&P 500 futures contract settled at 353.00. The value of the futures contract is therefore $250 \times 353.00$, or $88,250$. The difference between a particular futures price and the current index itself is referred to as the basis. For the December S&P 500 futures contract, the basis is 353.00 − 348.76, or 4.24 points.

Second, we already know the portfolio value, $75 million in this example. Finally, we need the portfolio beta. Many portfolio management software packages provide this statistic, along with other market information on the portfolio components.

As we have seen, properly diversifying a portfolio can eliminate the unsystematic risk. In fact, one of the principal results of capital market theory is the fact that investors are not rewarded for bearing unsystematic risk. The market assumes that investors have been smart enough to reduce risk through diversification as much as possible for a given level of anticipated return.

Systematic risk is measured by beta. In our example, we can assume that our large $75 million portfolio contains securities from many industries and that unsystematic risk is essentially zero. Beta is also a measure of the relative risk of a portfolio compared with a benchmark portfolio such as the S&P 500 index. By definition, the benchmark has a beta of 1.0. Portfolios that are riskier than the benchmark have a beta greater than 1.0, whereas more conservative portfolios have a beta less than 1.0. Suppose your portfolio has a beta of 0.92. This means that for every 1 percent change in the value of the S&P 500 index, your portfolio should change in value by 0.92 percent.

### Calculating a Hedge Ratio

As with options, a futures hedge ratio indicates the number of contracts needed to mimic the behavior of the portfolio. The hedge ratio has two components. First is a scale factor, which deals with the dollar value of the portfolio relative to the dollar value of the futures contract. The larger the portfolio, the more futures contracts will be necessary.

The second component of the hedge ratio comes from the level of systematic risk of the stock portfolio. Futures contracts have a beta of 1.0, whereas the stock portfolio can have a beta much higher or lower than this. If the stock portfolio has a beta greater than 1.0, it changes in value faster than the futures contract, and more contracts are necessary to offset these changes. A beta less than 1.0 means the hedge requires fewer contracts.
The hedge ratio for our example is

\[
HR = \frac{\text{Dollar value of portfolio}}{\text{Dollar value of S&P contract}} \times \beta
\]

\[
= \frac{\$75 \text{ million}}{\$250 \times \$353} \times 0.92 = 782 \text{ contracts}
\]

The stock portfolio manager who chooses to hedge wants to establish positions that will offset one another, ideally eliminating market risk for a period of time. To do this, it is necessary to have equivalent dollar investments in the stock market and in the futures market.

The hedge ratio incorporates the relative value of the stocks and futures and accounts for the relative riskiness of the two “portfolios.” One portfolio (the S&P 500 index) has a beta of 1.0 by definition, and the second portfolio (the stocks) may be more or less risky than this. If it is less risky, fewer futures contracts are necessary to hedge. If the stock portfolio has a beta greater than 1.0, more futures contracts are necessary.

To hedge a long position, the manager needs to go short on the futures contracts. Because these are not available in fractional amounts, the portfolio manager must round to a whole number. Some managers have a policy of rounding down to avoid overhedging, which might be considered speculating by some regulators.

Let’s see what would happen to the aggregate value of the portfolio under several different market scenarios when the futures contracts expire. Assume that portfolio has a dividend yield of 1 percent and you expect $187,500 in dividends over the life of the chosen futures contract.

**The Market Falls.** Perhaps the market falls as expected. This creates a loss in the stock portfolio and a gain in the futures market. Suppose the S&P 500 index falls from 348.76 to 325.00, for a decline of 6.81 percent. This means the portfolio should have fallen by \(0.92\), or $4,698,900. This is a loss. You expect dividend income of $187,500.

In the futures market, the manager has a gain. She sold 782 contracts short at 353.00. At the expiration of the futures contract, she can close out her 782 short contracts by buying 782 contracts at 325.00. (At expiration, the price of the futures contract should exactly equal the index itself.) This gives her a gain of 28.00 points \(\times 782 \text{ contracts} \times \$250 = \$5,474,000\). Adding the dividend income, the combined positions (cash and futures market) leave a gain of $962,600 (see Figure 22-5).

**The Market Rises.** Suppose the index rises from 348.76 to 365.00. In this scenario the market moved in the opposite direction from what was expected. A market rise of 4.66 percent means the portfolio should rise by 4.29 percent, or $3,215,400.

The manager will lose money on the futures position because she sold the futures short, and they rose to 365.00 at expiration. The loss is (365.00 \(- 353.00\) \(\times 782 \times \$250 = \$2,346,000\). The combined positions yield a gain of $1,056,900 (see Figure 22-6).

**The Market Is Unchanged.** If the market is unchanged, the manager has no gain on the stock portfolio other than the dividends, but does have a gain in the futures. The basis will deteriorate to 0 at expiration, so she will have a gain of (353.00 \(- 348.76\) \(\times 782 \times \$250 = \$1,016,420\) (see Figure 22-7).
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FIGURE 22-5
S&P 500 Index Falls from 348.76 to 325.00

**Portfolio:**
\[-6.81\% \times 0.92 \times \$75 \text{ million} = \$4,698,900 \text{ loss}\]

**Dividends:**
$187,500 \text{ gain}

**Futures:**
\[(353 - 325) \times 782 \times \$250 = \$5,474,000 \text{ gain}\]

**Net Effect:**
$962,600 \text{ gain}

FIGURE 22-6
S&P 500 Index Rises from 348.76 to 365.00

**Portfolio:**
\[4.66\% \times 0.92 \times \$75 \text{ million} = \$3,215,400 \text{ gain}\]

**Dividends:**
$187,500 \text{ gain}

**Futures:**
\[(365 - 353) \times 782 \times \$250 = \$2,346,000 \text{ loss}\]

**Net Effect:**
$1,056,900 \text{ gain}

FIGURE 22-7
S&P 500 Index Unchanged at 348.76

**Portfolio:**
\[0\% \times 0.92 \times \$75 \text{ million} = \$0\]

**Dividends:**
$187,500 \text{ gain}

**Futures:**
\[(353.00 - 348.76) \times 782 \times \$250 = \$828,920 \text{ gain}\]

**Net Effect:**
$1,016,420 \text{ gain}
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Hedging in Retrospect
In practice, a hedge of this type is never perfect: Usually some relatively small profit or loss occurs when the manager lifts the hedge. There are two reasons for this. First, it is usually not possible to hedge exactly because the futures contracts are available in integer quantities only, so the portfolio manager must round to the nearest whole number. Second, stock portfolios seldom behave exactly as their betas say they should. In the previous example, the portfolio should change by 92 percent as much as the overall market. In practice, it may change by more or less than this amount. Any deviation from the expected figure yields a less-than-perfect hedge after the fact.

If you examine the results in each of these scenarios carefully, you will note that the basis works to the advantage of the short hedger. Even if the market remains unchanged, the value of the futures contracts will decline as the delivery month approaches. On the last day of a futures contract’s life, its market price should equal the spot price. This means that the basis becomes zero. This phenomenon is called basis convergence.

The gains earned from the deteriorating basis are large in dollar amounts but modest in percentage terms. In the scenario where the market is unchanged, there was a combined gain of $1,016,420. On a $75 million portfolio, this represents a percentage return of only 1.36 percent over about fifteen weeks, or 4.71 percent per year. This hedging is also not a free lunch; in the scenario where the market advances, the manager would have earned more money had the hedge not been used.

It is by no means necessary for a portfolio manager to hedge the entire portfolio. Instead of using 782 contracts, as in the examples, the manager might decide to hedge only 80 percent of the portfolio, using 626 contracts. This allows greater upside appreciation if the portfolio manager was wrong about a forthcoming downturn but would still provide substantial protection against a declining market.

What Is Speculation?
The late Professor Merton Miller (Nobel laureate from the University of Chicago) told a story of a conversation he had with the treasurer of a Chicago oil company. In the aftermath of the first Persian Gulf war, the price of oil dropped sharply and the value of the firm’s oil inventory declined substantially. Merton told the man that it “. . . served him right for speculating on oil prices.”

“But we didn’t speculate,” the man said. “We didn’t use the futures markets at all.”
Merton replied, “That’s the point; by not hedging your inventory, you gambled that the price of oil would not drop. You guessed wrong, and you lost.”

If you do not hedge, you are a de facto speculator.

Source: Conversation between the author and Merton Miller, February 7, 1992, North Miami Beach, Florida.

Convergence of the futures contract with the cash index works to the advantage of the short hedger.
Single Stock Futures

The portfolio manager has another tool that can be very helpful in hedging a portion of a stock portfolio: single stock futures. These have only been legal since 2001, when a new exchange, named One Chicago, was created as a joint venture of the Chicago Board Options Exchange and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. There were numerous regulatory hurdles to overcome before this innovative product got the green light.

As the name suggests, a single stock futures (SSF) contract is a promise to buy or to deliver shares of a single company, with 100 shares in a contract. Unlike stock index futures that are cash settled, single stock futures call for the physical delivery of the stock. In April 2008 single stock futures traded on over 550 different stocks. Table 22-6 shows the most active single stock futures trading from April 15, 2008.

Hedging with SSF

Stock index futures are great for hedging an entire portfolio. Sometimes, though, it makes sense to hedge the price of just part of the portfolio, and sometimes you will want to hedge a single stock. Consider the case of a former corporate bank executive who recently retired and has 100,000 shares of stock in her former company. The shares were acquired through the exercise of employee stock options. For legal reasons suppose these shares are considered “restricted” and she is not able to sell them for another six months. Perhaps the stock sells for $20 per share in the spring of 2008 and this $2 million holding constitutes the bulk of her net worth.4

Given the recent turmoil in the financial industry because of the subprime debacle, the Bear Stearns collapse, and the implosion of the housing market, having the bulk of her money in a single bank stock is asking for trouble. Single stock futures are tailor-made for a situation like this. She can simply promise to sell her shares in the future at a price determined today. Because each SSF covers 100 shares of stock, she needs to sell 1,000 contracts with a delivery date at least

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Delivery</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Open Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whirlpool</td>
<td>May 2008</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>April 2008</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>1,143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amgen</td>
<td>April 2008</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>1,624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National City Corp</td>
<td>April 2008</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National City Corp</td>
<td>Sept. 2008</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freeport-McMoran</td>
<td>April 2008</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medtronic</td>
<td>April 2008</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing</td>
<td>May 2008</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>May 2008</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biogen Idec</td>
<td>April 2008</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>914</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4In other words, she has not built a diversified portfolio and is taking way too much risk by being concentrated in a single investment. This is a surprisingly common situation with many executives.
six months out. If she does so, regardless of what the stock price does between now and delivery time she will be assured of getting today’s price for her stock. The risk of a dramatic price decline disappears.

**Speculating with SSF.** The speculator can also find SSF contracts attractive. Suppose you have identified a $100 stock you are confident is going to rise in price soon. There are several ways you could make this trade. You could buy 100 shares of the stock, but that would require a $10,000 cash outlay. You could buy a call option, but this also would require a cash outlay and you would experience time value decay if the stock did not move quickly enough. Another possibility is to purchase the SSF. This requires the payment of a good faith deposit, but on SSF contracts this is only 20 percent of the cash value of the contract. In this example, it would be $2,000 and this is still your money. It is not like an option premium that goes to the option seller regardless of what happens. If the stock rises as you expect, you can either take delivery of the stock or you can sell your valuable SSF contract.

If someone believes the price of a stock is going down they can sell shares short, but there are roadblocks to this for many individual investors. Doing this requires you to have special authorization from your brokerage firm, and many investors do not qualify for such authorization. However, an increasing number of firms allow the trading of SSF contracts in a regular brokerage account. You could sell a SSF (promising to deliver the stock) if you felt it was going to decline. You would profit in exactly the same way as if you sold short.

Single stock futures have traded for less than a decade. While their use is increasing, the growth has not been as dramatic as the exchanges expected. It remains to be seen how important these contracts will be in the future. They clearly have value to a portfolio manager, and it is likely that once people understand them better these contracts will see wider use.

### Dynamic Hedging

**Dynamic hedging** strategies attempt to replicate a put option by combining a short position with a long position to achieve a position delta equal to that which would be obtained via protective puts. This sounds cryptic but is really not complicated.

Part of the logic of the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model stems from the fact that at a particular point in time, an investor can replicate a stock option by some combination of the underlying asset and Treasury bills. The relative proportion of each of these assets will constantly change as time passes or the price of the underlying asset changes.

A short position in the underlying asset is necessary to replicate a put because both puts and short positions become more valuable as the stock price declines. A short position in the proper proportion to the rest of the portfolio, at a specific moment in time, exactly replicates a certain put option. This means their deltas will be equal at that moment.

#### Dynamic Hedging Example

Refer to the price information in Table 22-1. Assume that you own 1,000 shares of ZZX and are interested in buying a JUL 50 put for downside protection. Assume also that this option expires in sixty days, that T-bills yield 8 percent, that ZZX pays no dividends, and that you estimate the stock’s volatility at
Synthetic T-Bills and Synthetic Index Portfolios

Investors may receive dividends on their stock portfolios. A speculator in a stock index futures contract earns interest on the good faith deposit but receives no dividends. The essence of stock index futures pricing is capturing the relative difference between the interest and dividend payments. In equilibrium, the futures price equals the dollar value of the index plus the short-term interest rate minus the dividend yield received. The formula for pricing stock index futures is

\[ F = S e^{(R-D)t} \]

where
- \( F \) = futures price
- \( S \) = level of the index
- \( e \) = base of natural logarithms
- \( R \) = T-bill rate
- \( D \) = dividend yield of index
- \( t \) = time until futures delivery date

The portfolio manager views this formula as a simple three-security relationship:

| Long T-bills | + | Long stock index futures | = | Long index portfolio |

This relationship is important to large institutional investors because they can replicate a well-diversified stock portfolio by holding a long position in stock index futures and using Treasury bills to satisfy the good faith deposit requirement. A manager who does this creates a synthetic index portfolio.

Conversely, a manager holding a stock portfolio can turn it into a synthetic Treasury bill by selling stock index futures. We simply move the futures position to the other side of the equals sign. (Subtracting stock index futures means selling them.)

| Long T-bills | = | Long Index portfolio | - | Stock index futures |

This makes it very easy to alter the portfolio allocation between T-bills and stock. Rather than wholesale purchases or sales of individual securities, the portfolio manager can make a single futures trade, thereby saving trading fees and managerial time.

30 percent. Using this information, the put delta is \(-0.435\). If you hold your 1,000 shares of ZZX and also buy ten puts (remember that one put option contract covers 100 shares), you have a position delta of \((1,000 \times 1.0) + (1,000 \times (-0.435)) = 565\). A position delta is the sum of all the deltas in a portfolio.
Stock has a delta of exactly 1.0 because it “behaves exactly like itself.” A stock and options portfolio with a position delta of 565 behaves like a stock-only portfolio composed of 565 shares of the underlying stock. In this example, the original position delta was 1,000 (1.0 for each of the 1,000 shares of stock). After including the puts, the position delta is 565. With the puts, the portfolio is 56.5 percent as bullish as it was without them.

There is another way to achieve a position delta of 565. You could sell 435 shares short. To check this, observe that \((1,000 / 1.0) \times (435 / -1.0) = 565\). (A short position in a stock has a delta of exactly -1.0 because it is the mirror image of a long position.) By selling short the proper number of shares, you achieve precisely the same result as if you had purchased the JUL 50 put.

The Dynamic Part of the Hedge

As time passes and the price of ZZX stock changes, the delta of your chosen put also changes. Suppose that after one week, the price of the stock is down to $49 per share from the original price of $50. The JUL 50 put now has a delta of -0.509, and the position delta has changed to \((1,000 \times 1.0) + (1,000 \times -0.509) = 491\).

To continue to replicate the characteristics of the put via dynamic hedging, it is necessary to sell short another 74 shares, making a total of 509 sold short. The position delta is then \((1,000 \times 1.0) + (509 \times -1.0) = 491\). This is the same value determined using the put option.

In contrast, if the stock price had risen to $51, the put delta would have changed to -0.371, and the position delta would be \((1,000 \times 1.0) + (1,000 \times -0.371) = 629\). This means that you would need to cover 64 of the 435 shares you initially sold short. Subsequent to this, your dynamically hedged position delta would be \((1,000 \times 1.0) + (371 \times -1.0) = 629\).

Dynamic Hedging with Futures Contracts

If a portfolio is large enough, it becomes appropriate to hedge via stock index futures contracts rather than individual stock options or short sales. Stock index futures move in tandem with a well-diversified portfolio of stock, so they have a delta of +1.0.

Assume that an equity portfolio with a beta of 1.0 has $52.5 million in market value and that a particular futures contract sells for 700. The futures contract has a dollar value of $250 \times 700.00 = $175,000. Three hundred futures contracts, then, have a dollar value equal to that of the portfolio.

We might wish to replicate a particular put option with a delta of -0.400, thereby creating a protective put when coupled with our stock portfolio. This would leave us with a position delta of \(1.0 - 0.400 = 0.600\). To do this, we simply sell enough futures contracts to pull our position delta down to the desired level.

Earlier we saw how to calculate a hedge ratio to eliminate market risk:

\[
HR = \frac{\text{Dollar value of portfolio}}{\text{Dollar value of futures contract}} \times \text{Beta}
\]

With our $52.5 million portfolio, the hedge ratio is

\[
\frac{\$52.5 \text{ million}}{\$250 \times 700} \times 1.0 = 300.0 \text{ contracts}
\]
Position Delta

A position delta is the sum of the component deltas in a portfolio. A portfolio might contain 10,000 shares of a particular common stock. Shares have a delta of +1.0, so this position contributes 10,000 delta points to the portfolio.

The manager might decide to reduce the size of this position by 25 percent. This could be done by selling 2,500 shares or by using options. Assuming a risk-free interest rate of 8 percent, market volatility of 20 percent, and a current stock price of $45, the Black-Scholes OPM gives the following values:

- 3-month $50 call: delta = 0.209; premium = $0.51
- 3-month $40 put: delta = −0.078; premium = $0.16

Writing an option causes its delta to change sign because the delta essentially is being subtracted rather than added.

Figure 22-8 shows that if the manager writes 100 of these call contracts against the shares and buys 53 put contracts, the position delta is equivalent to a long position of 7,497 shares, approximately 75 percent of the original number. The premium received from writing the calls is more than enough to pay for the puts; in fact, $4,252 in net income is generated by the transactions (ignoring commission costs).

Options are widely used in risk management applications of this sort. The position delta concept is extremely important to the sophisticated risk manager.
If we sell 300 S&P 500 contracts short, the position delta will be 0. In this example, however, the target is a position delta of 0.600, so we do not need 300 contracts. Logically, in order to keep 60 percent of the market exposure, we eliminate 40 percent of it. This means we use 40 percent of the hedge ratio, or 120 contracts.

As time passes, the value of both the futures contract and the portfolio will change, causing the hedge ratio to change as well. For instance, if the value of our portfolio falls to $47.5 million and the futures contract falls to 624.00, the new hedge ratio is

\[
\frac{\text{Value of Portfolio}}{\text{Value of Futures Contract}} \times 1.0 = 304.5 \text{ contracts}
\]

Forty percent of this is 121.8, or approximately 122 contracts. To maintain the position delta, we must sell two more contracts.

**SUMMARY**

Portfolio protection involves adding components to a portfolio with the intent of ensuring that the value of the portfolio will not fall below a predetermined floor value. Options, futures contracts, and dynamic hedging can be used to do this.

Sophisticated hedging with options requires some familiarity with principles of option pricing. The Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model is very useful in this regard. The first derivative of this model with respect to the stock price is called *delta*; this statistic measures how an option premium changes as the stock price changes.

A protective put is a long put position held in conjunction with a long position in the underlying stock. This is like an insurance policy on stock. The owner selects the deductible and the policy term and pays a premium for the insurance.

Stock index futures can be used to reduce the systematic risk associated with a well-diversified stock portfolio. When hedging this way, it is necessary to know the value of the chosen futures contract, the portfolio value, and its beta. Single stock futures permit hedging an investment in a single company rather than in an entire portfolio.

Dynamic hedging strategies attempt to replicate a put option by combining a short position with a long position to achieve a position delta equal to that which would be obtained via protective puts.

**QUESTIONS**

1. What is the purpose of portfolio protection?
2. What does it mean to say that options enable you to technically adjust the characteristics of a portfolio?
3. Why is delta important in portfolio hedging applications?
4. Give an example of a situation in which someone might buy an option and fully expect to lose all his money in the option position.
5. Explain how it is possible to have options on an intangible item such as a stock market index.
6. Someone wants to hedge a stock portfolio against a market decline. Are there any relative advantages to hedging using covered call writing as opposed to buying protective puts?

7. Explain how futures contracts can be used to alter the position delta of a stock portfolio.

8. Could an S&P 500 stock index futures contract be used to hedge a portfolio of only five stocks?

9. What role does beta play in the construction of a hedge ratio for a stock portfolio?

10. What does it mean to say that convergence of the futures contract with the cash index works to the advantage of the short hedger?

11. Explain how it is possible to replicate a put option by selling shares of stock short.

12. Briefly explain the concept of dynamic hedging.

13. At one time dynamic hedging was called portfolio insurance. Why do you think portfolio insurance is now normally called portfolio protection?

14. In hedging a portfolio, is there anything philosophically wrong with hedging only part of it?

15. Why might overhedging be considered speculation?

16. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using single stock futures to hedge rather than a protective put?

PROBLEMS

Consider the following information for Problems 1 through 3:

- Stock price = $33.50
- Striking price = $30
- Risk-free rate = 8.00%
- Time until expiration in June = 77 days
- Dividends = $0
- Volatility = 33%
- Put premium = $0.50
- Call premium = $4.50
- Put delta = -0.181
- Call delta = 0.819

1. Suppose you own 10,000 shares of this stock, and you buy 50 of these JUN 30 puts (puts on 5,000 shares). What is your position delta?

2. If you have a position delta of zero, you are delta neutral. How many puts do you have to buy to become delta neutral? What would this cost?

3. Suppose you write 100 JUN 30 covered calls against your stock.
   a. What is your position delta?
   b. How many JUN 30 puts must you buy to become delta neutral?

4. You want to hedge your stock portfolio using OEX index puts. Your portfolio is worth $2.5 million and has a beta of 1.12; the current level of the OEX index is 315.55. The 325 OEX puts you have selected have a delta of -0.223. How many of these OEX puts do you need to buy?

5. In Problem 4, suppose that after a few weeks, the value of your stock portfolio is $2.45 million, the OEX index is 313.56, and the put delta is -0.245. What do you need to do to get your portfolio back to a delta neutral position?

6. Refer to the data in Problem 4. Suppose you want to hedge the portfolio using the MAR S&P 500 stock index futures contracts shown in Table 22-4. How many of these contracts do you need to buy or sell?
7. Create an example related to Problem 6 showing why dynamic hedging requires you to sell futures when the market is falling or to buy them when the market is rising.

The software on the website is helpful for solving Problems 8, 9, 10, and 11. You can also use the options calculator at http://www.cboe.com.

8. Refer to a current edition of the Wall Street Journal. Calculate the number of puts (near the money with about three months until expiration) needed to hedge 1,000 shares of IBM common stock. Assume a volatility of 0.15. List any other assumptions you need to make.

9. Redo Problem 8 using implied volatility for IBM rather than the assumed figure.

10. Prepare a plot showing the behavior of the following statistics as time passes. Assume the price of the underlying asset does not change.
   a. In-the-money call.
   b. Out-of-the-money call.
   c. In-the-money put.
   d. Out-of-the-money put.

11. What is the relationship between the delta of a call option and the delta of a put when both options have a common expiration and striking price?

INTERNET EXERCISE

Use the options calculator at the CBOE website to verify the price, delta, and other “greeks” for the call option in Problem 1.

FURTHER READING

Removing Interest-Rate Risk
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Introduction

Chapter 22 showed how an investor can remove much of the worry about adverse stock market fluctuations by hedging that risk away using stock index futures. Many portfolios, however, especially those with income as a primary objective, contain a large percentage of securities that have high interest-rate sensitivity. That is, their value can be adversely affected if market interest rates rise. Corporate and government bonds, for instance, are interest-rate sensitive. Chapter 12 (“Bond Pricing and Selection”) showed that bond prices move inversely with interest rates. This means that the value of a bond portfolio will decline if market interest rates increase. A passbook savings account, in contrast, is not interest-rate sensitive. The principal value of such an account cannot decline regardless of what happens to interest rates. The rate of interest paid on the account can change, but the value of the account will never decline unless money is taken out of it.

This chapter considers several methods of reducing the level of interest-rate risk associated with a portfolio of rate-sensitive assets. The most efficient method requires the use of interest-rate futures, so we begin with a discussion of the characteristics of these financial futures contracts.

Interest-Rate Futures Contracts

Interest-rate futures contracts\(^1\) have enjoyed the same success as stock index futures. These contracts are the most successful futures contracts in the world if success is measured by trading volume. Daily volume on T-notes and

\(^1\text{Avoid referring to futures contracts as securities. They are contracts and are regulated by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission rather than the Securities and Exchange Commission.}\)
T-bonds combined is usually more than 2 million contracts, of which between 4 and 5 percent will ultimately be settled by delivery. Many financial institutions routinely hedge interest-rate risk or lock in yields using these products.

Categories of Interest-Rate Futures Contracts
We group interest-rate futures contracts into short-term, intermediate-term, and long-term categories.

Short-Term Contracts. The two principal short-term contracts are Eurodollars and U.S. Treasury bills. Eurodollars (EDs) are simply U.S. dollars on deposit in a bank outside the United States. At least one trillion such dollars exist; they are the most popular form of the short-term futures contract. Eurodollars came about in the 1950s during the cold war between the United States, the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, and China. The communist countries feared the evolution of circumstances that might cause the U.S. government to freeze or confiscate their deposits in New York’s money center banks. (This was indeed done with Iranian assets following the hostage crisis in 1979.) To avoid this possibility, these communist countries transferred their dollar balances to banks in Europe.

Today, the term Eurodollars applies to any U.S. dollar deposit outside the jurisdiction of the U.S. Federal Reserve Board. Financial institutions often prefer Eurodollar deposits to domestic deposits because EDs are not subject to reserve requirement restrictions. This means that every ED received by a bank can be reinvested somewhere else. This bank preference for EDs translates into a slightly higher interest rate on ED deposits.

Although EDs have this important advantage, they also carry more risk than a domestic deposit. They could be confiscated or frozen by the government of a foreign country, and there may not be any deposit insurance where the deposits are located.

The Treasury bill futures contract is not nearly as important as it once was. Trading volume in Eurodollar futures overwhelms that of T-bill futures. This is primarily because of the widespread use of Eurodollar futures by large banks that need to hedge interest-rate swaps they have engaged in for a client. Treasury bills (the actual U.S. government obligation) remain important, however, and it is important to understand them.

Intermediate- and Long-Term Contracts. The contract on U.S. Treasury notes is the only member of the intermediate-term category of interest-rate futures contracts. The contract on Treasury bonds is the principal player in the long-term category. Contracts are also available on municipal bonds and on a U.S. dollar index, but these are special-purpose contracts and have a limited following. The mechanics of using the long- and intermediate-term contracts for hedging or speculating are similar.

U.S. Treasury Bills and Their Futures Contracts
Characteristics of U.S. Treasury Bills. Unlike most other fixed-income instruments, U.S. Treasury bills are sold at a discount from their par, or face, value. The government sells 91-day (13-week) and 182-day (26-week) T-bills at a weekly auction. The more an investor pays for a Treasury bill, the lower its yield to her, and the lower interest the government must pay.

An investor might pay $9,852 for a $10,000 T-bill that matures in thirteen weeks, or ninety-one days. At maturity, the investor receives $10,000, meaning the investor earned $148 in interest. Treasury bills do not carry a stated
interest rate. Their rate of return is a function of the time until maturity and the price paid for the bills.

Although T-bills are simple discount securities, years of tradition have resulted in several alternative ways of measuring their yield or calculating their price. Using traditional present value/future value notions, the pricing relationship for these simple discount securities seems to be straightforward:

$$\text{Price} = \frac{\text{Par value}}{(1 + R)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (23-1)

where $R = \text{yield to maturity}$. For the Treasury bill described previously, we can quickly solve for the yield to maturity:

$$9,852 = \frac{10,000}{(1 + R)}$$

Rearranging terms,

$$R = \frac{10,000}{9,852} - 1 = 0.01502 = 1.502\%$$

This rate is for one-fourth of a year. To annualize the rate and make it more easily interpreted, it is necessary to multiply by 4, giving a yield to maturity of 6.01 percent.

Industry practice is slightly different. The following is the standard convention:

$$\text{T-bill price} = \frac{\text{Face value} - \text{Discount amount}}{(\text{Days to maturity}/360) \times \text{Ask discount}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (23-2)

Discount amount = \text{Face value} \times (\text{Days to maturity}/360) \times \text{Ask discount}

With an ask discount of 6.01 percent, we find a discount amount of $10,000 \times \frac{91}{360} \times 6.01\% = $152.\text{\footnote{Like other securities, T-bills have a bid price and an ask price. The price is quoted on either a discount basis or as a percentage of par.}}$ The T-bill price is then $10,000 - $152 = $9,848. This differs slightly from the previous value of $9,852, because in the first example we multiplied by 4 rather than by 360/91.

The financial press also calculates T-bill yields on a bond equivalent basis, as follows:

$$\text{Bond equivalent yield} = \frac{\text{Discount amount}}{\text{Discount price}} \times \frac{365}{\text{Days to maturity}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (23-3)

If the T-bill sells for $9,852, the bond equivalent yield is

$$\frac{148}{9,852} \times \frac{365}{91} = 6.025\%$$

The bond equivalent yield adjusts for two things: (1) the fact that there are 365 (not 360) days in a year and (2) the fact that the discount price is the required investment, not the face value. This measure enables an investor to compare more directly the yield on T-bills with competing investment alternatives.
Alternatively, we could use \((1 + R)^{0.25}\) in the denominator of Equation 23-1, changing the answer to 6.15 percent. This method assumes that the interest can be compounded into subsequent T-bills, thereby earning a higher effective rate.

**Treasury Bill Futures Contracts.** Treasury bill futures contracts call for the delivery of $1 million par value of 90-day T-bills on the delivery date of the futures contract. This means that on the day someone delivers the Treasury bills, they mature in ninety days.

Table 23-1 is an extract of prices from the financial pages. Note that the paper presents contract prices both as a percentage of par and as a discount from par. The settlement price of 93.64 represents 93.64 percent of 100, or a discount of \(100\% - 93.64\% = 6.36\%\) from par. This figure of 6.36 percent is the market’s best estimate of what 90-day T-bills will yield near the end of December.

Remember that 6.36 percent for ninety days is not the same as 6.36 percent for one year. The rate published in the *Wall Street Journal* is an annual rate; it is necessary to convert the price in the paper to the bill’s actual cost.

Suppose someone buys a DEC T-bill futures contract at a price of 93.64. What specifically does this mean in dollars and cents? To find out, we must convert the annual yield into the true yield for the life of the T-bill (in this case, ninety days). By custom we use 360-day years in this computation. So 6.36 percent per year becomes \(90/360 \times 6.36\% = 1.5900\%\) for ninety days. When someone buys a T-bill futures contract at 93.64, he is promising to buy $1 million in T-bills, and the price he is promising to pay is

\[
\frac{\$1 \text{ million}}{1.015900} = \$984,348.85
\]

Suppose that by December, interest rates have risen to 7.00 percent. In this case, the *Wall Street Journal* price will be 93.00. The new price of the futures contract is

\[
\frac{\$1 \text{ million}}{1.0175} = \$982,800.98
\]

This means that a speculator who bought a T-bill at 93.64 lost money:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Received} & \quad \text{Paid} \\
\$982,800.98 & \quad -984,348.85 \\
\text{Loss} & \quad 1,547.87
\end{align*}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 23-1 DECEMBER T-BILL FUTURES INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discount</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\text{The futures contract holder, in all likelihood, will not pay or receive nearly this much. Instead the holder will trade out of the contract before the delivery month. The account will then be credited or debited with the gain or loss on the futures market transaction.}\)
The price of a fixed-income security moves inversely with market interest rates. In this example, the speculator was long a T-bill contract, and interest rates rose. Consequently, the speculator lost money.

Small movements in the relative level of interest rates translate into significant amounts of money. A change of one basis point (0.01 percent) in the price of a T-bill futures contract results in a $25 change in the value of the contract.

Now consider another example, this time from a hedger’s perspective. Suppose you learn that an educational foundation whose assets you manage will receive $10 million from an estate in three months. As the portfolio manager, you would like to be able to invest the money now because you believe that interest rates are trending downward. With sums of money this large, even a few basis points translate into a lot of dollars.

Using the futures market, you can lock in the current interest rate. To do this, it is necessary to buy T-bill futures because you want the T-bills. If you had the money, you would buy them now; but you will not receive the money for another three months. The previous example showed that you are promising to pay $984,348.85 for $1 million in T-bills if you buy a futures contract at 93.64. You will receive $10 million from the estate, so perhaps you decide to buy 10 DEC T-bill futures contracts. (Ten of these contracts have a market value of slightly less than $10 million.)

Three months later you receive the money as expected. Now you can remove your hedge by selling the futures contracts. Suppose that interest rates did fall and that 90-day T-bills now yield 5.5 percent. $1 million in T-bills would cost

\[
\frac{90}{360} \times 0.055 = 0.01375
\]

\[
\frac{1 \text{ million}}{1.01375} = 986,436.50
\]

This is $2,087.65 more than the price at the time you established the hedge. You are buying $10 million face value in T-bills, so the total added cost to your fund is $20,876.50.

In the futures market, however, you have a gain that will offset the higher purchase price. A yield of 5.5 percent means the futures contracts will be quoted in the paper as 94.50. When you close out these futures positions, you will sell your contracts for more than you paid for them. In fact, your gain in the futures market will be $20,876.50—exactly equal to your opportunity cost from the decline in interest rates.

**Treasury Bonds and Their Futures Contracts**

**Characteristics of U.S. Treasury Bonds.** U.S. Treasury bonds are similar to corporate bonds in virtually every respect. They pay semiannual interest, have a maturity date of up to thirty years from time of issuance, and trade readily in the capital markets. The two differences between a Treasury bond and a Treasury note are that (1) T-notes, by definition, have a life of less than ten years at the time they are initially offered and (2) T-bonds are callable fifteen years after they are issued, whereas T-notes are not.

The Treasury Department issues new bonds and notes in book entry form only, with the owner’s name recorded in Washington. There are no longer any

---

4The Treasury Department temporarily stopped issuing 30-year T-bonds from November 2001 until January 2006.
actual bond certificates. Despite the fact that registered bonds do not require the bondholder to clip a coupon, we still refer to a bond’s coupon rate. This is the stated interest rate that determines the dollar amount of interest the bond pays. If a $1,000 par bond has a coupon rate of $8\frac{1}{2}$ percent, the bond will pay $8\frac{1}{2}$ percent of par value per year, or $85. In actual practice, this would be paid in two $42.50 installments six months apart.

As we have seen, bonds are identified by the issuer, the coupon, and the year of maturity. We might refer, for instance, to the U.S. Government “6 and one quarters of 23.” This means the Treasury bonds with a 6.25 percent coupon rate come due in 2023.

**Treasury Bond Futures Contracts.** The Treasury bond futures contract calls for the delivery of $100,000 face value of U.S. Treasury bonds that have a minimum of fifteen years until maturity (and, if callable, have a minimum of fifteen years of call protection). Bonds that meet these criteria are said to be deliverable bonds.

Defining the underlying commodity for the T-bond futures contract, however, is more involved than with other commodities. An important feature of all commodity contracts is fungibility. Hedgers and speculators both want to be able to trade out of their contracts without having to go through the delivery process.

Some commodity traders consider the T-bond pit to be the most sophisticated arena at the exchange. It is one of the largest and most difficult for an observer to follow; sometimes more than 700 people are in the pit at the opening bell.

As with the T-bill contract, speculators buy T-bond contracts when they expect interest rates to fall and go short when they expect them to rise.\textsuperscript{5}

Whereas an exchange-inspected bushel of wheat is the same as any other such bushel, a Treasury bond with a 9 percent coupon and twelve years until maturity is not the same as another bond with a 4 percent coupon and twenty-three years to maturity. Unlike stock index futures, delivery does actually occur with Treasury bill, bond, and note futures, although most contracts are closed via an offsetting trade. Only about 4 percent of Treasury bond contracts, for instance, are settled by delivery.

To “standardize” the $100,000 face value T-bond contract traded on the Chicago Board of Trade, an adjustment factor is used to convert all deliverable bonds to bonds yielding 6 percent. These adjustment factors (or conversion factors, as they are also called) are published by the Chicago Board of Trade.\textsuperscript{6} They are a function of the remaining life of a particular bond and its coupon rate. Bonds that have coupons higher than 6 percent are more valuable than bonds with lower yields, so these bonds count extra if delivered. Similarly, bonds with yields less than 6 percent have adjustment factors less than 1. Table 23-2 shows some sample conversion factors.

The exchange standardizes bonds by multiplying the settlement price by the conversion factor and then adding any accrued interest to yield an invoice price. (The buyer pays accrued interest to the seller of the bonds, just as we saw in Chapter 12. This occurs when bond delivery is between interest payment dates.) The invoice price is the amount that the deliverer of the bond receives when a particular bond is delivered against a futures contract. Equation 23-4 shows how to calculate the invoice price.

\textsuperscript{5}They also buy when they expect a smaller drop than the rates implied in the futures contract, and vice versa.

\textsuperscript{6}Adjustment factors can also be calculated using the CONVFAC file on the text website. (Prior to the March 2000 contract, the futures benchmark was 8 percent rather than 6 percent.)
Invoice price = (Settlement price on position day × Conversion factor) + Accrued interest

Position day is the day the bondholder notifies the clearinghouse of an intent to deliver bonds against a futures position. This occurs two business days prior to the day the bonds are delivered. Delivery occurs by wire transfer between accounts; funds are transferred the same way.

Suppose, for instance, someone wants to deliver a 7 percent bond with twenty years and eleven months remaining in its life, and the settlement price for the T-bond futures contract on position day is 101-00 (meaning 101 and 0/32 percent of par). The remaining maturity is rounded down to the nearest quarter, giving twenty years and three quarters (twenty years and nine months). The invoice price is then

\[
\frac{1.0100 \times 100,000.0000 \times 1.1162}{588.3300} = 113,324.5300
\]

At any given time, several dozen bonds usually are eligible for delivery on the T-bond futures contract. Normally, only one of these bonds will be cheapest to deliver. As we have seen, the yield on a bond is a function of the bond price, the coupon, and the time until maturity. Bonds with coupons of 6 percent, for instance, may yield more or less than 6 percent, depending on their price. Only if they sell for par will they yield 6 percent exactly. Other bonds, perhaps with a coupon of 7 percent, may also yield 8 percent, but this means they sell for less than their par value. The conversion factors make all bonds equally attractive for delivery only when the bonds under consideration yield 6 percent. If they yield more or less than this, one of the bonds will have the lowest adjusted price and, hence, be cheapest to deliver.

A reasonably quick way to determine the bond cheapest to deliver is to divide the deliverable bonds' market prices by their respective conversion factors. Whichever bond has the lowest ratio is the cheapest to deliver. In the calculation of cheapest to deliver, Chicago Board of Trade policy requires that the remaining life of the bond be rounded down to the nearest quarter of a year.

Consider an example using the information in Table 23-3 to illustrate the meaning of “cheapest to deliver.” If I have to buy bonds to deliver against

The bond cheapest to deliver is normally the eligible bond with the longest duration.

---

7 The bond matures in twenty years and eleven months. This means it is one month into the interest-rate cycle. Accrued interest on one bond is therefore \( \frac{1}{6} \times 35 \), or $5.83. On $100,000 par, the total is $583.33.
a futures contract, I want to acquire these bonds as cheaply as possible. Table 23-3 indicates that if I use the 7.25s 2025, they will cost me $76,910.04. The other bond would cost more: $77,697.74. The 7.25s are cheapest to deliver.

The way the delivery system actually works is slightly different from this example. If I am short ten T-bond futures contracts, I promise to deliver $1 million face value of bonds. I will deliver 100 bonds; I cannot deliver fractional bonds. Consequently, the conversion factor adjustment influences the amount I receive from the person who receives the bonds I deliver. The lower the coupon on the bond I deliver, the less I receive for it. The buyer pays an invoice price calculated via Equation 23-4. In practice, theoretical calculations regarding T-bond futures and their hedge ratios are all based on the characteristics of the cheapest to deliver bond.

### Concept of Immunization

It is seldom possible to eliminate interest-rate risk completely.

**Immunization** means precisely what the term implies. If a bond portfolio is immunized, it is largely protected from damage due to fluctuations in market interest rates. It is seldom possible to eliminate interest-rate risk completely, just as there is always a possibility of developing a disease after being vaccinated against it.

Completely immunizing a fixed-income portfolio is a very technical chore. If it is necessary to be absolutely precise in the process, a number of fine points must be considered, all of which complicate the process considerably. The Further Reading section at the end of this chapter lists published works regarding theoretical immunization issues. Managers involved in fixed-income security management should continue their education by learning about the assumptions of the various immunization techniques.

### Duration Matching

The two general classes of immunization problem are those involving independent portfolios and those involving asset/liability management.
An Independent Portfolio. Bullet immunization is one method of reducing the interest-rate risk associated with an independent portfolio.

Bullet Immunization Example. The technique of bullet immunization seeks to ensure that a set sum of money will be available at a specific point in the future. The effects of interest-rate risk and reinvestment-rate risk should cancel each other out. If market interest rates rise, this benefits the portfolio when the manager reinvests coupon proceeds, but the increase in interest rates reduces the value of the portfolio’s bond holdings. Proper immunization ensures that the dollars-and-cents effects of these two sources of risk net to zero.

As a simple example, suppose that we are required to invest $936 and ensure that it will grow at a 10 percent compound rate over the next six years, at which time the funds will be withdrawn. This means that in six years the fund needs to be worth $1,658.18: $936 \times (1.10)^6 = \$1,658.18$.

Over the six-year period, interest rates will most likely change. If they go up, our reinvested coupons will earn more interest, but the value of any bonds we buy will go down. The account will be liquidated at the end of six years, so we are concerned about the possibility that a capital loss on the bonds may cause our account to end up with a value below our target.

This risk can be reduced by the proper selection of bonds in which to invest. Specifically, we want to invest $936 in some asset or portfolio of assets so that its yield to maturity is 10 percent and its duration is 6.00 years.

One possibility is the single bond used in the example in Table 23-4. This bond has a coupon of 8.8 percent, a maturity in eight years, and a current price such that its duration is 6.00 years. We can immunize using this security. For the sake of simplicity, the example assumes that the bond pays its interest annually and that market interest rates change only once, at the end of the third year. Table 23-4 shows two changes: rates falling from 10 to 9 percent, and rates rising from 10 to 11 percent.

If interest rates remain constant, at the end of year 6 the value of the accumulated (and reinvested) interest proceeds plus the value of the bond equals the amount we targeted (rounding errors ignored). If rates fall to 9 percent, the interest accumulated is $14.54 less than in the constant rate scenario, but the bond price is $17.30 higher. Rising rates increase the interest received by $13.50, but the bond price falls by $16.90.

You will note in the two scenarios in which interest rates change that the resulting portfolio value does not exactly equal the target figure of $1,658.18. Why not? The reason is that the effects of convexity were ignored. Duration is a first-derivative statistic, and it works well for small changes in interest rates. Larger changes result in a divergence between actual price changes and those predicted by duration. Although the dollar difference is not great in this example, the error would be more important if we were investing $936 million rather than the modest sum here.

Expectation of Changing Interest Rates. Duration is a measure of interest-rate risk. The higher the duration, the higher the level of interest-rate risk. Faced with the prospect of rising interest rates, the bond portfolio manager might choose to reduce the duration of the portfolio. Duration declines with shorter maturities and higher coupons. This means the portfolio manager

---

*We must solve for the bond value: given an 8.8 percent coupon, a 10 percent yield to maturity, and two years of remaining life, the bond value is $979.20.*
TABLE 23-4  EFFECTS OF IMMUNIZATION

Requirement: Invest $936 at a guaranteed rate of 10% per year for 6.00 years. No cash withdrawals until year 6, when the entire amount is withdrawn.

Solution: Invest $936 in a security (or portfolio of securities) with a yield to maturity of 10.00% and a duration of 6.00 years. One possibility is an investment in the following single bond:

Bond price = $936
Bond annual coupon = 8.8%
Bond maturity = 8 years
Bond yield to maturity = 10.00%

**Interest Rates Remain Constant at 10%**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>—</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$88.00</td>
<td>$96.80</td>
<td>$106.48</td>
<td>$117.13</td>
<td>$128.84</td>
<td>$141.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>96.80</td>
<td>106.48</td>
<td>117.13</td>
<td>128.84</td>
<td>141.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>96.80</td>
<td>106.48</td>
<td>117.13</td>
<td>128.84</td>
<td>141.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>96.80</td>
<td>106.48</td>
<td>117.13</td>
<td>128.84</td>
<td>141.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>96.80</td>
<td>106.48</td>
<td>117.13</td>
<td>128.84</td>
<td>141.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>96.80</td>
<td>106.48</td>
<td>117.13</td>
<td>128.84</td>
<td>141.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total $88.00 $184.80 $291.28 $408.41 $537.25 $678.97

+ Bond value at end of year 6

Total portfolio value $1,658.17

**Interest Rates Fall to 9% After Three Years**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>9%</th>
<th>9%</th>
<th>9%</th>
<th>—</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$88.00</td>
<td>$96.80</td>
<td>$105.51</td>
<td>$115.01</td>
<td>$125.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>96.80</td>
<td>105.51</td>
<td>115.01</td>
<td>125.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>95.92</td>
<td>104.55</td>
<td>113.96</td>
<td>123.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>95.92</td>
<td>104.55</td>
<td>113.96</td>
<td>123.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>95.92</td>
<td>104.55</td>
<td>113.96</td>
<td>123.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>95.92</td>
<td>104.55</td>
<td>113.96</td>
<td>123.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total $88.00 $184.80 $290.31 $404.44 $528.84 $664.43

+ Bond value at end of year 6

Total portfolio value $1,660.93

**Interest Rates Rise to 11% After Three Years**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>11%</th>
<th>11%</th>
<th>11%</th>
<th>—</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$88.00</td>
<td>$96.80</td>
<td>$106.48</td>
<td>$118.19</td>
<td>$131.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>96.80</td>
<td>107.48</td>
<td>119.27</td>
<td>132.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>97.68</td>
<td>108.42</td>
<td>120.35</td>
<td>132.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>97.68</td>
<td>108.42</td>
<td>120.35</td>
<td>132.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>97.68</td>
<td>108.42</td>
<td>120.35</td>
<td>132.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>97.68</td>
<td>108.42</td>
<td>120.35</td>
<td>132.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total $88.00 $184.80 $291.28 $411.32 $544.56 $692.47

+ Bond value at end of year 6

Total portfolio value $1,654.77

“Total” shows end-of-year value of reinvested coupon proceeds. Coupons are received at the end of the year.
wants to sell long-term bonds and replace them with short-term bonds, and sell bonds with low coupons, replacing them with bonds carrying higher coupons. If the manager knows the bonds’ durations, the task can be accomplished in one step: Sell bonds with high durations and replace them with bonds of lower duration.

Suppose we have a portfolio like the one in Table 23-5. This portfolio has a market value of $273,746; based on this market value, its average duration is 5.55 years. What can we do if interest rates are expected to rise? The obvious answer is to reduce duration. An extreme approach is to sell all these bonds and replace them with the shortest-duration securities we can find. One solution would be 30-day Treasury bills. Others would be bank repurchase agreements or short-term certificates of deposit.

An Asset Portfolio with a Corresponding Liability Portfolio. The previous example showed how an independent bond portfolio can have its interest rate reduced by lowering the average duration of the portfolio. The problem is slightly different if we simultaneously have interest-sensitive liabilities on our balance sheet. This kind of problem is the bank immunization case.

Banks have their own investment officers. In addition to managing portfolios like anyone else, the bank investment officer often is also concerned with certain balance sheet effects associated with changes in the value of the bank’s assets and liabilities. Books on the management of financial institutions go into this topic in much greater detail than we will here.

Assume that the bond portfolio shown in Table 23-5 is part of the bank’s balance sheet shown in Table 23-6. A bank’s funds gap is defined as its rate-sensitive assets (RSA) minus its rate-sensitive liabilities (RSL). If the bank wants to immunize itself from the effect of interest-rate fluctuations, it must reorder its balance sheet so that the following condition holds:

$$A_A \times D_A = L_L \times D_L$$

### Table 23-5

**BOND PORTFOLIO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Par</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Coupon</th>
<th>Maturity</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td>XYZ</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>$50,860</td>
<td>9.80%</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>DEF</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>63,728</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>7.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>ALQ</td>
<td>9½</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>40,376</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>5.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>LLG</td>
<td>7½</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>48,810</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>8.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>69,972</td>
<td>7.01</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$295,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$273,746</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 23-6

**SIMPLE NATIONAL BANK BALANCE SHEET, JANUARY 1, 2008**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Rate-sensitive assets</th>
<th>Nonrate-sensitive liabilities</th>
<th>Nonrate-sensitive assets</th>
<th>Rate-sensitive liabilities</th>
<th>Net worth</th>
<th>Total assets</th>
<th>Total liabilities and net worth (L&amp;NW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate-sensitive assets</td>
<td>$273,746</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$26,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonrate-sensitive assets</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net worth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>347,746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total assets</td>
<td>$773,746</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$773,746</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where $A_{A,L}$ = dollar value of rate-sensitive assets and liabilities, and $D_{A,L}$ = dollar-weighted average duration of assets and liabilities.

Assume that our bank’s interest-sensitive assets are limited to the bonds we looked at previously; the duration of this bond portfolio is 5.55 years (as determined in Table 23-5). Assume also that the interest-sensitive liabilities have a duration of 1.00 years.9

We see from these numbers that at the moment, the bank is not immunized from interest-rate risk:

\[
273,746 \times 5.55 \text{ years} = 1,519,290.30 \text{ $-years} \\
400,000 \times 1.00 \text{ years} = 400,000 \text{ $-years} \\
1,519,290.30 \neq 400,000
\]

This has important implications. The dollar-duration value of the asset side of the portfolio exceeds that of the liability side. If market interest rates rise, the value of the rate-sensitive assets (RSA) and rate-sensitive liabilities (RSL) will both fall. However, the decline in RSA will exceed the decline of the RSL. The balance sheet must balance, which means that net worth must also decline. Net worth is what determines the value of shares of stock, and management clearly wants to take action to keep the share price from falling if possible. From a pure banking point of view, declining net worth will also cause problems with capital adequacy ratios of the type that bank examiners watch.

To immunize, this bank needs to do one or more of the following:

1. Get rid of some RSA.
2. Reduce the duration of the RSA.
3. Issue more RSL.
4. Raise the duration of the RSL.

Practical considerations make some of these alternatives more attractive than others. Issuing more debt, for instance, is not something that a bank can do quickly, nor can it sell new bonds without significant selling costs. Selling new bonds is also not something that a bank can do very often without causing concern in the capital market. Alternative 3 is probably not a feasible alternative most of the time. Similarly, it is generally not possible to alter the duration of the existing liabilities. This eliminates Alternative 4.

This leaves us with the left side of the balance sheet. We could sell some of the investment bonds we hold from the list in Table 23-5 and put the proceeds into non-RSA. The other alternative is to put the proceeds from the sale of high-duration bonds into lower-duration bonds.

This leaves us with one equation and two unknowns (the dollar amount of RSA and their duration). Consequently, the problem theoretically has an infinite number of solutions. In practice, the fact that bonds are sold in increments of $1,000 par value limits the number of possibilities.

If we look carefully at the existing bond portfolio (Table 23-5), we see that our ultimate solution will require us to reduce our RSA. The lowest-duration bond we have is the FFQ 7s07, with a duration of 2.08 years. If we sold all the other bonds and invested the proceeds in more FFQ bonds, the $-years value would be $273,746 \times 2.08 \text{ years} = 569,392 \text{ $-years}$, which is still more than

---

9These might be the bank’s own bonds that the bank had previously issued in the capital market.
the target value of 400,000 $-years. This means that we have to reduce the size of our RSA.

Note that reducing our RSA does not mean that we are throwing anything away. We have plenty of other assets (such as cash, overnight federal funds, and non-negotiable certificates of deposit) that are not rate sensitive. We will shift RSA money into these as needed.

A good computer programmer could prepare an algorithm that would search the possible ways to rearrange our portfolio and give us a list of the most desirable options. In the absence of such a program, we can still solve the problem without spending too much time on it.

One reasonable solution to the problem is to sell all the bonds except those of XYZ and FFQ, the bonds with the lowest duration. This changes the portfolio, as shown in Table 23-7. This portfolio consists of $120,832 of RSA with an average duration of 3.42, for a total of $120,832 \times 3.42 \text{ years} = 413,245$ $-years. This is relatively close to the target figure of 400,000 $-years.

**Immunizing with Interest-Rate Futures**

Some of the largest users of the T-bond futures contract are financial institutions that use them to hedge interest-rate risk on their longer-term securities. A commercial bank like the one in the previous example usually maintains a substantial portion of its assets in government securities such as Treasury bonds. If interest rates were to rise, the market value of these bonds would fall, resulting in a reduction in equity on the right side of the balance sheet. Faced with such a prospect, the institution could go short on T-bond contracts to hedge this risk.

To effectively implement such a hedge, the manager requires a hedge ratio, much as is necessary with stock index futures. But instead of using beta as a measure of market sensitivity, it is necessary to know the portfolio duration (a measure of interest-rate sensitivity).\(^\text{10}\)

Suppose a bank portfolio manager holds $10 million face value in government bonds that have a current market price of $9.7 million. Assume also that the weighted average duration of this portfolio is 9.0 years and that the 7.25s25 T-bonds (from Table 23-3), with a duration of 11.14 years, are the cheapest to deliver. The manager can hedge the risk of rising rates via a futures-based immunization strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>TABLE 23-7</strong></th>
<th>MODIFIED BOND PORTFOLIO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Par</strong></td>
<td><strong>Company</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td>XYZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>FFQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total RSA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash equivalents (non-RSA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{10}\text{Many different strategies exist for hedging interest-rate risk. This duration-based example is just one of them.}\)
The hedge ratio is

\[ HR = \frac{CF_{ctd}}{P_b} \times \frac{P_f}{D_f} \times D_b \]  

(23-5)

where \( P_b \) = price of bond portfolio as a percentage of par; \( D_b \) = duration of bond portfolio; \( P_f \) = price of futures contract as a percentage of 100%; \( D_f \) = duration of cheapest-to-deliver bond eligible for delivery against the futures contract; and \( CF_{ctd} \) = conversion factor for the cheapest-to-deliver bond.

The hedger wants to select a quantity of futures contracts with characteristics such that

\[ P_{ct} - P_{ft} + HR(P_{f2} - P_{f1}) = 0 \]  

(23-6)

where \( P_{ct} \) = price of cash portfolio at time \( t \), and \( P_{ft} \) = price of futures contracts at time \( t \). The whole purpose behind immunization is getting the change in value of one set of assets to offset the change in value of another set.

The cheapest-to-deliver bonds have a duration of 11.14. Suppose the portfolio manager chooses to hedge using a futures contract with a recent settlement price of 90\%\% of par, or 0.906875. The hedge ratio is then

\[ HR = 1.1637 \times \frac{0.97 \times 9.0}{0.906875 \times 11.14} = 1.0056 \]

Because the portfolio manager is concerned about rising interest rates, and rising rates cause bond prices to fall, the manager needs to go short on futures contracts. The number sold depends on the portfolio size and the hedge ratio, as follows:

\[ \text{Number of contracts} = \frac{\text{Portfolio value}}{\$100,000} \times HR \]

\[ = \frac{\$9.7 \text{ million}}{\$100,000} \times 1.0056 \]

(23-7)

\[ = 97.54 \text{ contracts} \rightarrow 98 \text{ contracts} \]

This procedure is analogous to the computations used with stock index futures.

A word of caution is in order here. Financial futures are sophisticated financial instruments. Their pricing has many nuances that have not been covered here, including assumptions about yield curve behavior, delivery procedures, and so on. For instance, at least five other ways of calculating the appropriate hedge ratio with financial futures exist. If you want to learn more about these contracts in terms of strategy and application, review some of the books on financial futures in this chapter’s Further Reading section.

**Immunizing with Interest-Rate Swaps**

An interest-rate swap is a popular tool with bankers, corporate treasurers, and portfolio managers who need to manage interest-rate risk. As with futures, a swap enables the manager to alter the level of risk without disrupting the underlying portfolio.

Some interest-bearing assets carry a fixed rate; that is, the level of income they produce does not vary with changes in the general level of interest rates.
Other assets have a variable (floating) rate. Typically, the floating rate is linked to a market rate such as the London Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR) or the U.S. prime interest rate.

Of the two participants in the swap, one is currently paying a fixed rate and the other is paying a floating rate. Suppose The Fifth National Bank currently has variable rate loans totaling $100 million as assets on its balance sheet; the bank is currently receiving a variable rate. At the same time, Sojourners Insurance Company holds $100 million in corporate bonds, with an average fixed-rate coupon of 7.00 percent; it is receiving a fixed rate. The investment manager at Sojourners is pretty sure that interest rates are going to rise, which will cause the value of its bond investments to fall. To deal with this, the manager wants to reduce the duration of the interest-sensitive assets. (For the sake of this example, assume the bank has no interest-sensitive liabilities.)

The people at Fifth National do not share the interest-rate outlook of the folks at Sojourners: in fact, they believe rates are going down. These two institutions are good candidates for an interest-rate swap.

The essence of the arrangement is simple: Sojourners agrees to pay a fixed rate on $100 million to Fifth National in exchange for receiving a variable rate on $100 million. Figure 23-1 shows the net effect of the cash flows from the perspectives of the two institutions. Initially, Sojourners receives a fixed rate and is subject to interest-rate risk. After the swap, Sojourners passes the fixed rate it receives from its bonds on to Fifth National. Sojourners is left receiving a variable rate and has essentially eliminated the risk.

The price of a swap is the fixed rate to which the two parties agree. Suppose in this example that the agreed-upon fixed rate is 8.50 percent. The variable rate is set as LIBOR plus 100 basis points. Figure 23-2 shows the cash flows the two parties exchange based on hypothetical changes in interest rates. In an interest-rate swap such as this, only the net cash flow changes hands; there is no need for both parties to deliver cash. The party owing the larger amount pays the excess over what it is owed.

Using a swap introduces a new type of risk, counterparty risk. Because no clearinghouse is guaranteeing the trade, the possibility exists that one party to the swap will not honor its part of the agreement. The consequences of this are not as severe as they might initially seem. If Fifth National fails to pay Sojourners, it is not likely that Sojourners will go ahead and pay Fifth National. The amount at risk is just the net amount owed plus the opportunity cost of not completing the swap arrangement. (Presumably the party receiving the net cash flow will not default on the agreement, but the payer might do so.) We see in Figure 23-2 that the actual cash flows are much less than $100 million. It would not be reasonable to interpret this swap as putting $100 million at risk. This is the reason the size of the swap is referred to as the notional amount; it is just the reference point for determining how much interest is to be paid. The principal amount never changes hands.

---

11The chosen fixed rate will be the interest-rate that causes the swap to have a net present value of zero from the perspective of both parties. It is easy to solve for this rate from the spot rate curve, and both parties will determine the same fixed-rate value. Because the swap initially has no value to either party, it is not an asset and does not appear on either firm’s balance sheet except as a footnote.

12There are standardized agreements for swaps that spell out exactly how interest is calculated and paid.

13Foreign currency swaps are different; the principal amount does change hands in such a swap.
FIGURE 23-1  Interest-Rate Swap
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By engaging in the swap, Sojourners goes from receiving a fixed rate to receiving a variable rate.
Fifth National Bank and Sojourners Insurance agree to swap interest payments on $100 million notional value based on a fixed rate of 8.5 percent and a floating rate of LIBOR plus 100 bp.

### 6 months later:
**LIBOR = 7.00%**
- Sojourners (pays fixed)
  - Owes $100 million \times 8.5\% \times 0.5 = $4.25 million
- Fifth National (pays variable)
  - Owes $100 million \times 8.0\% \times 0.5 = $4.00 million

**NET: Sojourners pays Fifth National $250,000**

### 12 months later:
**LIBOR = 6.75%**
- Sojourners
  - Owes $100 million \times 8.50\% \times 0.5 = $4.25 million
- Fifth National
  - Owes $100 million \times 7.75\% \times 0.5 = $3.875 million

**NET: Sojourners pays Fifth National $375,000**

### 18 months later:
**LIBOR = 7.50%**
- Sojourners
  - Owes $100 million \times 8.50\% \times 0.5 = $4.25 million
- Fifth National
  - Owes $100 million \times 8.50\% \times 0.5 = $4.25 million

**NET: No cash changes hands**

### 24 months later:
**LIBOR = 7.75%**
- Sojourners
  - Owes $100 million \times 8.75\% \times 0.5 = $4.375 million
- Fifth National
  - Owes $100 million \times 8.50\% \times 0.5 = $4.25 million

**NET: Fifth National pays Sojourners $125,000**
Disadvantages of Immunizing
If immunization is a good idea, why doesn’t everyone do it? Ignorance is a prime reason. Also, immunization has some potential disadvantages. It is probably not a good idea to immunize continuously for the following reasons.

Opportunity Cost of Being Wrong. Immunization strategies are based on certain assumptions about the future direction of interest rates, or they may simply be based on the assumption that future rates will be volatile. If the market is efficient, forecasting changes in interest rates is very difficult. With an incorrect forecast, immunized portfolios can suffer an opportunity loss.

Consider the sample bank balance sheet in Table 23-6. This bank has more $-years in RSA than in RSL. We went through an exercise to get these two figures approximately equal because if interest rates had risen, the bank would have suffered a decline in its net worth.

Suppose, however, that contrary to our expectations, interest rates declined. Then, if we had left the balance sheet alone, the value of the RSA would have risen more than the value of the RSL did. This would have resulted in an increase in the bank’s net worth.

Lower Yield. Immunization usually results in a lower level of income generated by the funds under management. The typical yield curve is upward sloping. This means that everything else being equal, the longer the term of a fixed-income security, the higher its yield.

By reducing the duration (either via asset shifting or interest-rate futures), the fund characteristics will shift to the left on the yield curve, normally resulting in a lower level of income for the fund beneficiary. It is a fundamental of finance that lower risk means a lower expected return. This principle holds for immunization strategies as with other investment activities.

Transaction Costs. Immunization is also not a costless activity. Selling certain bonds and buying others requires the payment of brokerage commissions. For some investors, these sales may also result in tax liabilities.

Commissions are also associated with the futures market, but they are much lower than those resulting from the wholesale replacement of bonds. In fact, this is one of the primary reasons that the futures market is the method of choice for immunization strategies among many portfolio managers.

Immunization Is Instantaneous Only. A portfolio theoretically is immunized only for an instant. With each day that passes, durations change, yields to maturity change, and market interest rates change. The effects of convexity manifest themselves as an increasing level of error between what we expect to happen and what actually occurs unless we periodically readjust the portfolio. This means that the hedge ratio (for futures) or the $-years value (for asset shifting) also changes.

It is not practical for any but the largest portfolios to make daily adjustments to account for changing immunization needs. Smaller portfolios may be initially immunized and revised only after weeks have passed or when conditions have changed enough to make revision cost effective.
SUMMARY

We group interest-rate futures contracts into short-term, intermediate-term, and long-term contracts. Eurodollars are the most popular short-term futures contract. Treasury notes and Treasury bonds are the most popular in the latter two categories, respectively. These contracts can be used to hedge interest-rate risk such as that faced by financial institutions.

Conversion factors are used to turn eligible T-bonds into equivalents for futures delivery. Bonds with coupons above 6 percent count extra; bonds with lower coupons do not count as much.

Treasury bonds are priced on the basis of a bond that is the cheapest to deliver. When long-term market interest rates are above 6 percent, the bond with the highest duration is normally the cheapest to deliver.

Immunization is a technique designed to eliminate much of the interest-rate risk inherent in a bond portfolio or the net interest-rate risk on a balance sheet. The essence of immunization is turning long-term securities into short-term securities or security equivalents.

Hedging with financial futures requires a hedge ratio. With stock index futures, beta is a necessary component of this ratio. With interest-rate futures, duration is the key component. A portfolio manager can also use an interest-rate swap to alter the level of interest-rate risk within the portfolio.

Immunization is not a costless activity. It usually results in an opportunity loss if the direction of interest rates is not correctly forecasted; it lowers the expected return of a portfolio, and it results in higher transaction costs. Immunization also is an instantaneous strategy that requires frequent revision.

QUESTIONS

1. Briefly explain why it is necessary to translate all bonds into 6 percent equivalents in the delivery process for Treasury bond futures.
2. What is the purpose of calculating the bond equivalent yield with Treasury bills?
3. Suppose you are the manager of a money market mutual fund. Would it matter if you hedged interest-rate risk using Treasury bond futures instead of T-bill futures?
4. Why is it necessary to include the provision about call protection in the definition of bonds eligible for delivery against the T-bond futures contract?
5. Who might logically use T-bills or Eurodollars in a hedge designed to reduce interest-rate risk?
6. Why is immunization not a costless activity?
7. Do you think that the need to hedge short-term interest rates is as important as the need to hedge long-term rates?
8. Could a bank portfolio manager hedge the risk of a bond portfolio by using T-bill futures? If so, how?
9. Explain why the cheapest-to-deliver bond has the lowest ratio of market price to conversion factor.
10. For a bank to be immunized, the duration of the left side of its balance sheet must equal the duration of the right side. True or false, and why?
11. Look at a current issue of the Wall Street Journal. Compare the settlement prices of the different Treasury bill futures contracts. Why do you think they are different?
PROBLEMS

1. The newspaper price for a T-bill futures contract is 93.33. What is the value of the T-bills promised at delivery based on this price?

2. A speculator goes long four T-bill contracts at 93.34 and closes them out three weeks later at 93.40. Calculate this person’s gain or loss in dollar terms.

3. Zero-coupon bonds are securities that pay no periodic interest. They have one cash flow: the return of principal at maturity. What is the duration of a zero-coupon bond?

4. A $10,000 T-bill comes due in eighty-eight days and sells for $9,800. Calculate the following:
   a. The ask discount.
   b. The bond equivalent yield.

Problems 5 through 10 use the Convfact file on the text website.

5. You deliver 16-year T-bonds with a 7 percent coupon on an interest payment date against a futures contract position. If the T-bond settlement price on position day is 92, what is the invoice price?

6. Make up a bullet immunization example using two of the bonds in Table 23-5. Prepare a summary like the one in Table 23-4. Assume the bonds pay interest annually.

7. A Treasury bond matures in twenty-one years and has a coupon of $7\%$ percent. What is its conversion factor?

8. A Treasury bond matures in twenty-one years and has a coupon of 9 percent. What is its conversion factor?

9. On position day, a T-bond futures contract settles at 92. The hedger chooses to deliver bonds with a $6\frac{1}{2}$ percent coupon that mature in twenty-four years, five months. If delivery occurs exactly halfway through an interest payment cycle, what is the invoice price?

10. Refer to Problem 9. Suppose, instead, the bond chosen for delivery is a 9 percent, 20-year bond. The other conditions remain the same. What is the invoice price?

11. Refer to Table 23-5. Instead of a par value of $295,000, suppose this portfolio was scaled up in size by a factor of 10. Suppose also that the cheapest-to-deliver bond sells for 92 and has a duration of 10.5, and that the relevant futures settlement price is 90\%. How many Treasury bond futures contracts are necessary to immunize the portfolio?

12. A 10 percent bond sells for 110 percent of par and matures in exactly sixteen years. Calculate its conversion factor.

13. You expect to receive $4.5$ million to invest in Treasury bills in one month. Using current price information from the Wall Street Journal, show specifically how to lock in a current interest rate using Treasury bill futures.


INTERNET EXERCISE

Go online and research the “Tut Spread.” give an example of how an active bond manager might use this product.
FURTHER READING


Integrating Derivative Assets and Portfolio Management
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Introduction

This chapter is an extended example focusing on risk management and income generation. It pays special attention to the integration of futures and options into the portfolio management process.

Setting the Stage

Regardless of whether a portfolio manager uses derivative assets, portfolio objectives must be set. The fund manager can use futures and options to adjust the characteristics of the fixed-income portfolio, the equity portfolio, or both to keep the portfolio in line with those objectives.

Portfolio Objectives

Assume that you have been given responsibility for the management of a corporation’s in-house scholarship fund. The fund previously had no specific objectives stated; there was no statement of investment policy. The fund is composed entirely of corporate and government bonds and several large bank certificates of deposit. It seems the fund has income as its objective by default.

The CDs have recently matured, and the corporation has decided to get the account under professional supervision. After discussion with a subcommittee of the board of directors (which has fiduciary responsibility for the fund), the board determined that growth of income was the fund’s primary...
objective, with capital appreciation as its secondary objective. A one-time need also requires that the portfolio generate at least $75,000 in income during the next year. There will be future draws on the portfolio for subsequent scholarships, but the board set no specific dollar amount. That has been left to your professional judgment.

The account will be opened with a deposit of cash and the existing fixed-income securities, for a total value of about $1.5 million. The foundation has a small, separate trust fund (not under management by your firm), and you have been told that trading fees will be paid from this source. This means that you do not need to consider these charges as you construct the portfolio.

Portfolio Construction

Fixed-Income Securities. The fund currently holds ten separate fixed-income securities. You are pleasantly surprised to find that there is some rhyme and reason to this portfolio. Table 24-1 shows current statistics for these issues.

Stocks. The decision has been made to include twenty common stocks in the portfolio so that the portfolio beta is between 1.05 and 1.15. You do not want to invest a substantial amount of the funds available for equity purchase into any single security, so you decide to try to constrain the investment in each stock to between 4 and 7 percent of the total.

Such a problem lends itself to a solution by linear programming. The linear programming model in Figure 24-1 is one way that you as a manager might approach the problem. Linear programming is most often a tool to find the optimum solution to a problem. Here it is used to find a feasible solution to an otherwise cumbersome problem. You could adjust the proportions of the individual stocks using a trial-and-error approach, but a linear program will make short work of the task.

Some objective function must be specified in a linear program, but this application has no obvious variable to maximize or minimize. The program in Figure 24-1 seeks to maximize the portfolio beta but also constrains the portfolio beta to be within 1.05 and 1.15. This linear program was solved using

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Par</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Price(%)</th>
<th>YTM(%)</th>
<th>Market Value</th>
<th>Annual Income</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td>US6s18</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
<td>5.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>US7s19</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>52,500</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>5.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>US7s20</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>52,500</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>6.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>US7s21</td>
<td>104%</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>52,375</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>US5.5s22</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>45,313</td>
<td>2,750</td>
<td>7.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>AB6.3s23</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>47,313</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>8.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>CD7.1s24</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>3,550</td>
<td>8.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>EF7.3s25</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>50,438</td>
<td>3,650</td>
<td>8.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>GH7.1s26</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>49,750</td>
<td>3,625</td>
<td>9.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>IJ6.1s27</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>44,813</td>
<td>3,125</td>
<td>9.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$495,002</td>
<td>$33,350</td>
<td>7.48*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Value-weighted average.
the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) LP procedure; the complete program is listed in Figure 24-2. Table 24-2 shows the results of the initial run (for a $1 million portfolio).

You wish to avoid the wholesale use of the odd lots suggested by the linear program, so you round the share purchases to the nearest hundred, making one or two other small adjustments to stay within the capital constraints. Table 24-3 shows the final stock portfolio, annotated with other details. The complete listing of the portfolio (stocks and fixed-income securities) appears in Table 24-4.
### Table 24-2: Initial Portfolio Solution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEC1</td>
<td>$11</td>
<td>5,454</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1,818</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC3</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>4,242</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC5</td>
<td>23.13</td>
<td>2,162</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2,353</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1,905</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC9</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC11</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>5,161</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4,444</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2,857</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1,905</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC16</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>3,590</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC17</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>851</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC18</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC19</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1,176</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC20</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 24-3: Final Stock Portfolio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Dividends</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEC1</td>
<td>$11</td>
<td>5,500</td>
<td>$60,500</td>
<td>$1,210</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>39,600</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC3</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>69,300</td>
<td>1,455</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC5</td>
<td>23.13</td>
<td>2,200</td>
<td>50,886</td>
<td>3,307</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>1,190</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2,400</td>
<td>40,800</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>39,900</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC9</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>41,400</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC11</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>5,200</td>
<td>40,300</td>
<td>1,733</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4,400</td>
<td>39,600</td>
<td>2,020</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2,900</td>
<td>40,600</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>39,900</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,880</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC16</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>3,600</td>
<td>70,200</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC17</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>37,600</td>
<td>1,918</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC18</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>39,600</td>
<td>1,069</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC19</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>40,800</td>
<td>1,306</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC20</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>56,000</td>
<td>2,240</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Uninvested cash: $3,014  
Total value: $1,000,000

*Value-weighted average.
### TABLE 24-4  FINAL PORTFOLIO

#### Fixed-Income Securities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Par</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>YTM</th>
<th>Market Value</th>
<th>Annual Income</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ 50,000</td>
<td>US6s18</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>$ 50,000</td>
<td>$ 3,000</td>
<td>5.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>US7s19</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>52,500</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>5.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>US7s20</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>52,375</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>US5.5s22</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>45,313</td>
<td>2,750</td>
<td>7.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>CD7.1s24</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>49,750</td>
<td>3,625</td>
<td>9.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>IJ6/4s27</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>44,813</td>
<td>3,125</td>
<td>9.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$495,002</td>
<td>$33,350</td>
<td>7.48*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Stock Portfolio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Annual Dividends</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEC1</td>
<td>$11</td>
<td>5,500</td>
<td>$ 60,500</td>
<td>$ 1,210</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>39,600</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC3</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>69,300</td>
<td>1,455</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC5</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2,200</td>
<td>50,886</td>
<td>3,307</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>1,190</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2,400</td>
<td>40,800</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>39,900</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC9</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>41,400</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC11</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>5,200</td>
<td>40,300</td>
<td>1,733</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4,400</td>
<td>39,600</td>
<td>2,020</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2,900</td>
<td>40,600</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>39,900</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>1,880</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC16</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>3,600</td>
<td>70,200</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC17</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>37,600</td>
<td>1,918</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC18</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>39,600</td>
<td>1,069</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC19</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>40,800</td>
<td>1,306</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC20</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>56,000</td>
<td>2,240</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total portfolio value: Fixed income $ 495,002
Cash 3,014
Stock 996,986
$1,495,002

*Value-weighted average.
Meeting an Income Constraint

Derivative assets can increase the income generated by a portfolio and reduce the levels of market or interest-rate risk the portfolio faces. Index options are especially well suited to increasing portfolio income.

Determining Unmet Income Needs

The portfolio shown in Table 24-4 contains about 67 percent stock and 33 percent bonds. (The percentage held in cash is essentially zero.) These proportions are consistent with the primary and secondary objectives of growth of income and capital appreciation, respectively.

A contractual commitment the corporation previously made necessitates the generation of at least $75,000 in income for the forthcoming calendar year. The portfolio as it stands should yield $33,350 from the bonds and at least $25,026 in dividends, for an annual total of $58,376. This is a total portfolio yield of 3.9 percent and a shortfall of $16,624 relative to the $75,000 goal.

Writing Index Calls

Suppose the manager decides to write stock index call options to make up the difference. Although the exercise of index calls does not result in the actual delivery of stock certificates because index options are cash settled, exercise is still an inconvenience to be avoided. The index call writer can reduce the likelihood of exercise by writing short-term out-of-the-money options but sacrifices option premium by doing so.

As shown in Chapter 17, for options that are substantially in or out of the money, the option delta is approximately equal to the likelihood that the option will expire in the money. Calculating delta requires knowledge of the anticipated option volatility over the life of the option, and you can extract this from the current option prices by determining the volatility implied in Black-Scholes prices.

It is best to estimate implied volatility using a near-the-money option with a remaining life equal to the desired time horizon. Suppose that after consideration of the risk and return characteristics of the various choices, you narrow the choices down to the index options shown in Table 24-5, all of which have an August expiration. The table indicates the current level of the index is 298.96, so the appropriate option to use in the calculation of implied volatility is the AUG 300 call with a premium of 7.50. Assume there are 59 days

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Striking Price</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Delta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Current level of the index = 298.96

1This is consistent with the fundamental trade-off of risk and return.
2See the article by Baz and Strong in the Further Reading section of this chapter to learn more about this heuristic.
until expiration for the sake of this example. Using the assumed T-bill rate of 6.0 percent gives an implied volatility of 13.77 percent.\(^3\)

Now you must decide which option(s) in the August series to write. To make an informed decision, you must consider both the likelihood of option exercise and the level of income generated. Once you have determined implied volatility, you can calculate the option deltas. Table 24-5 shows the out-of-the-money August call deltas.

As shown in Chapter 18, the number of index option contracts that the manager can write depends on the nature of the equity provided for the short calls. In this situation, the equity comes from the existing stocks and bonds. Table 24-6 shows that the first step in the determination is the calculation of

\[\text{Striking Price} = 305\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Striking Price</th>
<th>(15% \text{ of index}: 0.15 \times $298.96 \times 100 \times N)</th>
<th>(\text{Plus market value: } N \times $4.875 \times 100)</th>
<th>(\text{Minus out-of-the-money amount: } ($305 - $298.96) \times 100 \times N)</th>
<th>(N = 342 \text{ contracts})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(305)</td>
<td>(= $4,484.40)</td>
<td>(= 487.50N)</td>
<td>(= (604.00N))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($1,495,002 = $4,367.90N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N = 342 \text{ contracts})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{Striking Price} = 310\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Striking Price</th>
<th>(15% \text{ of index}: 0.15 \times $298.96 \times 100 \times N)</th>
<th>(\text{Plus market value: } N \times $3.00 \times 100)</th>
<th>(\text{Minus out-of-the-money amount: } ($310 - $298.96) \times 100 \times N)</th>
<th>(N = 406 \text{ contracts})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(310)</td>
<td>(= $4,484.40)</td>
<td>(= 300.00N)</td>
<td>(= (1,104.00N))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($1,495,002 = $3,680.40N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N = 406 \text{ contracts})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{Striking Price} = 315\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Striking Price</th>
<th>(15% \text{ of index}: 0.15 \times $298.96 \times 100 \times N)</th>
<th>(\text{Plus market value: } N \times $1.75 \times 100)</th>
<th>(\text{Minus out-of-the-money amount: } ($315 - $298.96) \times 100 \times N)</th>
<th>(N = 489 \text{ contracts})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(315)</td>
<td>(= $4,484.40)</td>
<td>(= 175.00N)</td>
<td>(= (1,604.00N))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($1,495,002 = $3,055.40N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N = 489 \text{ contracts})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{Striking Price} = 320\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Striking Price</th>
<th>(15% \text{ of index}: 0.15 \times $298.96 \times 100 \times N)</th>
<th>(\text{Plus market value: } N \times $1.00 \times 100)</th>
<th>(\text{Minus out-of-the-money amount: } ($320 - $298.96) \times 100 \times N)</th>
<th>(N = 603 \text{ contracts})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(320)</td>
<td>(= $4,484.40)</td>
<td>(= 100.00N)</td>
<td>(= (2,104.00N))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($1,495,002 = $2,480.40N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N = 603 \text{ contracts})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\)The value would be slightly different if the dividends on the index were included. The index itself pays no dividends, but the underlying securities do, and this information can be used to adjust Black-Scholes estimates. (Recall that the Black-Scholes model assumes no dividends.)
the number of contracts that can be written using cash as collateral. Table 24-6 calculates this value for striking prices from 305 to 320. Table 24-7 presents the option delta with the maximum number of contracts that can be written using stock as collateral. The number of contracts that can be written using stock is only half the number permissible using cash, and it constitutes the most restrictive condition (see Table 18-5). The portfolio at hand contains some government and corporate bonds that carry more generous margin rules. As Table 24-7 shows, however, the number of contracts that can be written using the most restrictive requirements (those for stock) are more than enough to satisfy the additional income need of $16,624.

After reviewing the choices, you decide to write fifty-six contracts of the AUG 310 index calls. The use of these options rather than a more out-of-the-money option is advantageous principally in that it requires writing fewer contracts. The AUG 310 calls, if sold for $3 each, generate additional portfolio income of $16,800, which will be received immediately and can be transferred to the fund beneficiary. With a delta of 0.324, it is likely that these options will expire worthless and require no further activity by the fund manager.

**Risk Management**

The risk management function requires that the portfolio manager deal with the stock portfolio and the fixed-income portfolio separately.

**Stock Portfolio**

Table 24-4 indicates that the beta of the stock portfolio alone is about 1.08. Writing call options against a portfolio always reduces the portfolio beta because short calls carry negative deltas. Even when the task at hand does not directly involve adjusting the risk level of the portfolio, it is important to know the risk level.

It is possible, for instance, to write index call options in a quantity so that the overall portfolio has a negative position delta, is therefore bearish, and will benefit more from declining market prices than from a rise. If your position delta is negative, it is certainly important to be aware of the fact.

You chose to write fifty-six of the AUG 310 calls, and this will reduce the portfolio beta. The options contribute $56 \times 100 \times -0.324 = -1,814$ to the portfolio position delta. But how is this figure combined with the knowledge that the portfolio beta is 1.08?

*Writing calls also always reduces the position delta.
The answer lies in turning the portfolio into index equivalents, much as was done when hedge ratios were calculated for stock index futures contracts in Chapter 22. There the hedge ratio was determined as follows:

\[ HR = \frac{\text{Portfolio value} \times \text{Beta}}{\text{Contract value}} \]

In the current example, you know the stock portfolio value, the portfolio beta, and the value of the index. This gives a hedge ratio of

\[ HR = \frac{\$996,975}{\$298.96 \times 100} \times 1.08 = 36.02 \]

The stock portfolio shown in Table 24-4 is theoretically equivalent to 36.02 at-the-money contracts of the index. Although no index contract has a striking price of 298.96, you can still calculate the delta of such a hypothetical contract. This merely requires substituting 298.96 for the striking price in the Black-Scholes model. Doing so, you find a delta of 0.578.

You can now estimate the stock portfolio position delta as shown in Table 24-8. The stock portfolio has a beta of 1.08 and is equivalent to 36.02 at-the-money index contracts, which have a delta contribution of 2,081.96. After writing the calls, the position delta is only 267.56. You can then approximate the resulting portfolio beta by a simple proportional relationship, as shown here:

\[ \frac{\text{Initial portfolio delta}}{\text{Initial portfolio beta}} = \frac{\text{Final portfolio delta}}{\text{Final portfolio beta}} \]

\[ \frac{2,081.96}{1.08} = \frac{267.56}{\text{Beta}} \]

\[ \text{Beta} = 0.14 \]

These results indicate that the stock portfolio, combined with the short index calls, has a positive position delta and a slightly positive beta, meaning that the complete package is slightly bullish. In other words, the portfolio will benefit from rising market prices and will suffer from falling prices. An

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 24-8</th>
<th>CALCULATION OF POSITION DELTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stock Portfolio</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDEX Equivalent</strong></td>
<td>Delta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.02</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUG 310 Calls</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contracts</strong></td>
<td>Delta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position delta</td>
<td>267.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a first derivative, delta is most accurate for small changes in the price of the underlying asset. With a large change in market prices, this proportional estimate of beta will be inaccurate.
example will illustrate this, but first a word needs to be said about trusting prices from the financial press and from theoretical pricing models.

**Caveats about Prices from the Popular Press.** The *Wall Street Journal*, financial websites, and other daily financial publications are widely thought to include the closing prices for securities traded on the exchanges. In fact, these sources show the last price at which a security traded during the day. For an actively traded issue, the last trade is likely to have occurred very near the closing bell. For less actively traded issues, however, including deep in-the-money or deep out-of-the-money options, this price may have been determined hours before the close. The phenomenon whereby comparative prices come from different points in time is called **nonsynchronous trading**. Consequently, when you consider strategies that involve the use of options that are **away from the money** (that is, they are not near the money), you should avoid taking the calculations too far without verifying the actual bid/ask prices for a security using a Quotron screen or other electronic source.

In the example at hand, the price for the AUG 310 call is shown as $3.00; using an implied volatility of 13.77 percent, the Black-Scholes price is $3.40. This is a substantial difference in premium, and the differential adds up quickly when options are written in quantity. It is likely, in fact, that at the close of the market, when the information in Table 24-5 was compiled, the $3.00 price reported in the financial press was not current. The true price was probably closer to the theoretical value.

**Caveats about Black-Scholes Prices for Away-from-the-Money Options.** Another issue compounds the problem at hand. The Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model works very well for options that are near the money. The model works less accurately for options that are substantially in the money or out of the money, however.\(^6\) Investigating the reasons for the lack of fit is an ongoing area of options research. The implied volatility we found using a near-the-money option was 13.77 percent. This value, coupled with the other parameters, yields a theoretical value for the AUG 320 call of $1.27 rather than $1.00, as shown in the newspaper.\(^7\)

Given our current understanding of options pricing, implied volatility is really a catchall statistic. Unknown factors that influence the option premium are all captured in the volatility estimate, which is the one Black-Scholes variable that cannot be directly observed.

When it is necessary to calculate parameters such as delta for away-from-the-money options, it is sometimes preferable to abandon the near-the-money estimate of implied volatility and instead use the “catchall” implied volatility from the option you are investigating. If, for instance, you assume that the $1 premium is correct, it yields an implied volatility of 12.78 percent. Although this may not seem to be significantly different from the best value of 13.77 percent, it makes a 27 percent difference in the calculated option premium.

The estimation of likely future values of inexpensive out-of-the-money options, especially those that are nearing expiration, is an imprecise business.

---

\(^6\)The Black-Scholes model tends to underprice out-of-the-money options and to overprice deep in-the-money options.

\(^7\)It is dangerous to rely too heavily on option prices as shown in the financial press. Nonsynchronous pricing between the option and the underlying assets may indicate pricing relationships suggesting arbitrage or other inconsistencies.
Nonetheless, suppose that we use the 12.78 percent implied volatility as a proxy for all of this uncertainty and use this value to estimate delta and future option premiums. The revised calculation gives a delta of 0.133.

**Evidence That a Positive Position Delta Is Bullish.** Assume that the actual price for the AUG 310 index call is exactly its Black-Scholes value, $3.40. Then consider two different scenarios in which the market (1) instantaneously rises by 0.5 percent and (2) instantaneously falls by 0.5 percent. Because you know the portfolio beta, you can easily forecast what the new stock portfolio value is likely to be. It is also possible to calculate a new Black-Scholes call value based on the new level of the index. Table 24-9 shows the results. The portfolio appreciates if stock market prices rise and declines if the market falls.

**Hedging Company Risk**

In the previous example, index options generated income for the portfolio; this action also lowered the portfolio beta. Suppose that one of the companies in the portfolio (Security 9) is in the midst of an ugly lawsuit that could involve a substantial legal judgment if the firm loses. Such a risk is company specific; it is in addition to overall market risk. You can hedge this risk using equity options.

**Buying Puts.** Suppose you expect a verdict in the litigation within two weeks. As shown in Table 24-3, the 900 shares of Security 9 currently sell for $46 each. The theoretical Black-Scholes value for a thirty-day put option with a $45 striking price is $0.32, with a delta of −0.26. (This uses a riskless interest rate of 6.0 percent and a volatility estimate of 15 percent.)

You may choose to hedge your 900-share position against a share price decline, but first you need to make a decision about the precise risk you want to hedge against. If you are worried about the possibility of a steep price decline, say 20 or 25 percent, then you could buy nine protective put contracts in the manner described in Chapter 22. Owning nine puts would give you the right to sell your 900 shares at the striking price regardless of how low the stock price went.

Alternatively, you might also be interested in hedging against a smaller price decline. This is best understood via an example. As Table 24-3 shows, Security 9 sells for $46 per share. Suppose we consider a thirty-day put with a $45 striking price. With a riskless rate of 6 percent and a volatility of 15 percent, such an option has a theoretical value of $0.33 and a delta of −0.27.

Now let the stock fall by 1 percent, to $45.54. On 900 shares, this is a decline of $414. The decline in the stock price will increase the put premium.

### Table 24-9

**NEW PORTFOLIO VALUES FROM A 0.5 PERCENT MARKET RISE OR FALL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Market Rises by 0.5%</th>
<th>Market Falls by 0.5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stock:</strong></td>
<td>$996,975 \times .005 \times 1.08 = $5,384 gain</td>
<td>$996,975 \times (-.005) \times 1.08 = $5,384 loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calls:</strong></td>
<td>56 \times 100 \times ($3.40 - 3.90*) = 2,800 loss</td>
<td>56 \times 100 \times ($3.40 - 2.53*) = 4,872 gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net effect</strong></td>
<td>= $2,584 gain</td>
<td>= $512 loss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*New Black-Scholes value.
Assuming the option still has 30 days until expiration, the new Black-Scholes premium is $0.47. On the nine put contracts, this is a gain of $0.47 × 100 \times (0.47 - 0.33) = $126. The loss on the stock is more than three times this, so while the nine puts mitigated the loss they did not eliminate it.

To hedge against a small price change we have to do things differently. First, we determine how many option contracts are necessary to bring the position delta to zero. Position delta is the total of the deltas in Security 9 and its options. A share of stock has a delta of 1.0 by definition; the put in this example has a delta of 0.27. The required number of put contracts is a simple ratio:

\[
\# \text{ contracts} = \frac{\text{shares} \times 1.0}{|\text{put delta}| \times 100}
\]

(The absolute value is necessary because of the negative sign on a put delta.) In this example, the number of contracts we need is

\[
\frac{900 \times 1.0}{|-0.26| \times 100} = 34.6 \approx 35
\]

Buying thirty-five put contracts, we have a position delta of \((900 \times 1.0) + [35 \times 100 \times (-0.27)] = -45\). Because options are only available in lots of 100 we cannot get to zero exactly.

If we had purchased thirty-five put contracts at $0.33 and seen them rise to $0.47 after the stock fall, we would have had a gain on them of $0.47 - 0.33) = $490. This would more than offset the loss in the stock price.

A thorough discussion of “delta hedging” techniques is beyond the scope of this book. The option delta is a first derivative, which only gives accurate predictions for relatively small changes in variables. The point for the discussion here is that a portfolio manager who uses options to reduce risk may very well use options covering more shares than are in the portfolio.

**Buying Puts and Writing Calls.** Hedging a long stock position involves adding negative deltas to the positive deltas from the shares. Long puts have negative deltas, and so do short calls.

Suppose you choose to combine covered calls on Security 9 with long puts to reduce the cash outlay required to obtain the needed protection. A thirty-five day, $45 call on Security 9 has a theoretical Black-Scholes value of $1.53 and a delta of 0.740. If you write these calls, the portfolio has a cash inflow, which can help pay for the long puts. One effective combination of long puts and short calls comes from the solution to the pair of simultaneous equations shown in Table 24-10.

As with other option applications, major market movements up or down can result in significantly different ending portfolio values for the puts-only scenario compared with the puts-and-calls alternative. Risk management is a dynamic process; it is not good practice to include options in a portfolio and then ignore them. If market conditions change significantly, the derivative assets business virtually always has a course of action preferable to doing nothing.

**Fixed-Income Portfolio**

As shown in Table 24-1, the fixed-income portfolio has a market value of $495,002 (99 percent of par) and a value-weighted duration of 7.48 years. The current yield of the portfolio is 6.7 percent, found by dividing the annual income ($33,350) by the market value ($495,002).
Hedging the Bond Portfolio Value with T-Bond Futures. If market interest rates rise, the value of a fixed-income portfolio declines. The extent of the decline in the portfolio value can be calculated from the bond-pricing equations reviewed in Chapter 12, or it can be estimated via the duration statistic.\(^8\)

Table 24-11 shows net portfolio values for the various bonds if rates rise by 1 percent. Note that duration also changes as the yields to maturity and

\(^8\)The change can be estimated more precisely if the convexity statistics are also known. See the optional discussion on convexity in Chapter 16.
market prices change. Duration is the first derivative of the bond-pricing equation with respect to the yield to maturity. This means that the duration statistic measures how a bond price changes as the interest rate changes. If rates rise by 1 percentage point, a portfolio with a duration of 7.48 is expected to fall by about 7.48 percent.

The fixed-income portfolio fell in market value from $495,002 to $460,995. This is a decline of $34,007, representing a 6.87 percent reduction in the value of the portfolio, which is approximately that predicted by the duration statistic.

Chapter 23 showed how to use Treasury bond futures to reduce interest-rate risk by reducing portfolio duration. Predicting future interest rates is risky business, but a portfolio manager who anticipated the increase in rates could have hedged the portfolio by using Treasury bond futures.

Suppose the cheapest-to-deliver T-bond sells for 94 percent of par, matures in sixteen years, and has a 7.5 percent coupon. Such a bond has a yield to maturity of 8.18 percent, a duration of 9.36 years, and a Chicago Board of Trade conversion factor of 1.1529. If you choose to use a futures contract selling for 92, the hedge ratio (as shown in Equation 23-5) is then 0.9914:

$$HR = \frac{P_b \times D_b}{P_f \times D_f} = \frac{1.1529 \times 0.9900 \times 7.48}{0.9200 \times 9.36} = 0.9914$$

where $P_b = $ price of bond portfolio as a percentage of par; $D_b = $ duration of bond portfolio; $P_f = $ price of futures contract as a percentage of 100%; $D_f = $ duration of cheapest-to-deliver bond eligible for delivery against the futures contract; and $CF_{ctd} = $ conversion factor for the cheapest-to-deliver bond.

The fixed-income portion of the portfolio has a market value of $495,002. The number of T-bond contracts that need to be sold to hedge completely is then five contracts, as shown in Equation 23-7:

$$\text{Number of contracts} = \frac{\text{Portfolio value}}{100,000} \times HR$$

$$= \frac{495,002}{100,000} \times 0.9914$$

$$= 4.91 \text{ contracts} \rightarrow 5 \text{ contracts}$$

Hedging the Bond Portfolio with Futures Options. It is also possible to hedge the bond portfolio using futures options. A futures option is an option giving its owner the right to buy or “sell” a futures contract. A futures call gives its owner the right to go long a futures contract; a futures put carries the right to go short.

Futures options received a less-than-overwhelming initial reception when they first began trading. To the uninitiated, futures and options are complicated.

---

9It is not common to speak of a portfolio yield to maturity because portfolio components seldom all have the same maturity. It is possible to calculate a value-weighted yield to maturity, which may be useful in some situations, but the resulting statistic must be used carefully.
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enough in themselves. Given this, the concept of an option on a futures contract can be truly befuddling. As futures options developed some history, however, hedgers learned how useful they can be. As with equity or index options, the buyer of a futures option has a known and limited maximum loss, whereas the buyer of the futures contract itself can realize large losses from an adverse price movement in the underlying asset. Nor do futures options require the good faith deposit associated with a futures contract. A futures option has time value, intrinsic value, a premium, and a delta value, just like other options. Once a potential user understands this, futures options become less intimidating.

Rather than going short T-bond futures to hedge the bond portfolio, T-bond futures options can be used instead. If you buy T-bond futures puts, you acquire the right to go short, which you can exercise if you need to. Alternatively, as with other option applications, you can sell the options and recover the wealth contained therein.

Table 24-12 shows sample information on U.S. Treasury bond futures options. As seen previously, the T-bond futures contract is based on the delivery of $100,000 par value of T-bonds, and the contract is priced as a percentage of par. The option premium is quoted in the financial press as a percentage (in points and sixty-fourths of a point) of $100,000 par. The premium for a MAR 100 call, for instance, is shown in Table 24-12 as 1 44/64. This means 1 44/64 percent of $100,000, or $1,687.50. A person buying the call pays this amount; the option writer receives the premium, keeping it no matter what happens to interest rates in the future.\(^1\)

Hedging with futures options shares many of the same principles as hedging with equity or stock index options. Best results are achieved by using a delta-based hedge ratio that considers the number of option contracts needed to replicate the underlying asset. Doing so requires modeling the bond portfolio as if it were one bond instead of a package of many.

The fixed-income portfolio shown in Table 24-1 has a coupon yield of 6.67 percent, a duration of 7.48 years, and a market price equal to 99 percent of par. If these statistics were associated with a single security, that security would have a yield to maturity of 6.8 percent and a maturity date ten years in the future. The associated Chicago Board of Trade (CBT) conversion factor for T-bond delivery is approximately 1.0521.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strike</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Puts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>Dec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>3–58</td>
<td>3–63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>2–02</td>
<td>2–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0–42</td>
<td>1–06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>0–08</td>
<td>0–26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contract size $100,000 par value; priced in points and 64ths of par.

\(^1\)Futures options expire in the month prior to the delivery month of the underlying asset. A March T-bond option, for instance, expires in February. Unlike equity or index options, there is no consistent “third Friday of the month” rule. Expirations differ by commodity. T-bond options expire at noon on the last Friday of the month, preceding by at least five trading days the first notice day for the corresponding T-bond futures contract.
Assume you decide to use the MAR 98 T-bond call option to hedge against the risk of rising interest rates. Fischer Black developed a variant of the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model, known as the Black Option Pricing Model, which is useful for pricing futures options. The Black model is given in Figure 24-3. A put pricing model (based on put/call parity) is shown in Figure 24-4.

Using the Black model and assuming the option has 150 days until expiration, a volatility of 8.6 percent, and a riskless rate of interest of 6 percent, the delta of the MAR 98 T-bond call is 0.583.\(^\text{11}\) The appropriate hedge ratio is

\[
HR = CF \times \frac{\text{Portfolio value}}{\$100,000} \times \frac{1}{\text{Delta}}
\]

Substituting the appropriate values,

\[
HR = 0.91 \times \frac{\$495,002}{\$100,000} \times \frac{1}{0.583} = 7.7264
\]

---

**FIGURE 24-3**

Black Option Pricing Model

\[
C = e^{-rT} \left[ FN(a) - K N(b) \right]
\]

where \(a = \frac{\ln(F/K) + \sigma^2 T}{2 \sigma \sqrt{T}}\)

\(b = a - \sigma \sqrt{T}\)

- \(C\) = futures call option premium
- \(e\) = base of natural logarithms
- \(r\) = risk-free interest rate
- \(T\) = time until option expiration
- \(K\) = option striking price
- \(F\) = futures price
- \(\sigma\) = annual volatility of the futures price
- \(\ln\) = natural logarithm

---

**FIGURE 24-4**

Put Pricing Model Based on Put/Call Parity

\[
P = C - e^{-rT}(F - K)
\]

where \(P\) = put premium.

---

\(^{11}\) If you are familiar with calculus, you can see from Table 24-13 and Figure 24-3 that delta for futures options is slightly different from delta for equity or index options. The derivative of the option price with respect to the futures price is \(e^{\sigma T} N(a)\) for calls and \(e^{\sigma T} N(-b)\) for puts.
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As with other options, fractional contracts are not allowed with futures options, so perhaps you decide to write nine MAR 98 T-bond calls. Table 24-12 shows these listed with a premium of $2–44, which means $2,44/64 percent of $100,000, or $2,687.50. Writing nine of these generates income of $24,187.50.

Table 24-13 shows the results of the hedge if interest rates move up by one full percentage point. The table points out something important: Option hedges are not perfect. Delta measures how the option premium changes for small changes in the underlying asset. Large moves in the underlying asset, however, require adjustment of the hedge. If the hedge is not adjusted, it will be less than completely effective.

Despite the fact that the hedge in this instance is not perfect, overall losses were attenuated significantly. In actual practice, they could have been reduced much further by manager intervention over the period of the hedge. The most likely adjustment would have been the writing of additional T-bond futures call option contracts.

Managing Cash Drag*

Money managers know that their performance is periodically judged relative to some market index. They also know that if they appear to underperform, they will lose clients and find it difficult to get new ones. A portfolio suffers cash drag when it is not fully invested. Cash drag can detract from portfolio performance.

Consider the case of an all-equity mutual fund manager whose benchmark is the S&P 500 index. Suppose the fund’s assets total $500 million, with 5 percent routinely held in cash equivalents. A mutual fund needs to keep a certain amount of cash on hand to accommodate investor share redemption requests, something that occurs daily. The fund receives additional deposits from existing customers and checks from new accounts on a daily basis as well. Over long periods of time, the evidence is clear that equity securities earn a higher return than cash. It is difficult enough for a money manager to “beat the market” without having a downward bias in relative fund performance because part of the portfolio is being invested in an asset likely to earn a below-market rate.

Suppose the equity portion of the portfolio has a beta of 1.0 and that over a six-month period, the broad market rises by 11.50 percent, with cash earning 2.50 percent. The return on this portfolio is then \((0.95 \times 1.150) + (0.05 \times 0.0250) = 11.05\) percent. Relative to the S&P benchmark, the manager

---

*This section on cash drag comes from the author’s textbook *Derivatives: An Introduction*, SouthWestern, 2005.
underperformed by forty-five basis points. This may not seem like much of a shortfall, but no manager wants to face comments of the type “didn’t even match the market average.”

Many fund managers deal with this situation by holding a long position in stock index futures that will offset the cash position. Suppose a distant SPX futures contract settled at 1200.00. The fund manager wants to buy enough of these to bring up the market exposure of the fund assets from 95 percent to 100 percent. We have previously seen the hedge ratio,

$$HR = \frac{\text{Portfolio size}}{\text{Futures size}} \times \beta$$

The “portfolio size” we want to add is 5 percent of $500 million:

$$HR = \frac{0.05 \times \$500 \text{ million}}{1200.00 \times \$250} \times 1.0 = 83.33$$

If the portfolio manager buys 83 SPX futures and mixes them with the existing stock/cash portfolio, it should behave very much like a 100 percent equity index fund. See Figure 24-5. The same procedure works with a bond fund. The manager can offset the “cash drag” on fund performance by holding a long position in interest-rate futures.

### SUMMARY

This chapter showed how a portfolio manager can logically incorporate the use of derivative assets in the portfolio management process. After setting portfolio objectives, she selects fixed income and equity securities that are consistent with those objectives. A mathematical aid such as linear programming can simplify this process enormously.

Regardless of whether the manager uses derivative assets, portfolio objectives must be set. The fund manager can use futures and options to adjust the characteristics of the fixed-income portfolio, the equity portfolio, or both.

If income needs remain unmet, writing index call options is a popular means of generating the required funds. The fund manager wants to be sure to stay within the fiduciary rules for writing covered calls and to monitor the likelihood of option exercise. Knowledge of the option delta is useful for the latter point. Company-specific risk should be hedged using equity options rather than index options. Doing this properly also requires determination of the option delta. In the chapter example, we wrote calls in such a quantity as to offset the cost of the puts we bought, also ensuring that the resulting position delta was what we wanted.

Derivative assets can increase the income generated by a portfolio and reduce the levels of market or interest-rate risk the portfolio faces. Index
options are especially well-suited to increasing portfolio income. Stock index or Treasury bond futures are especially useful for lowering portfolio risk.

Futures options can also be used to generate income or to adjust risk. Employing them requires knowledge of the relevant statistics such as option deltas, T-bond conversion factors, and the duration of the cheapest-to-deliver bond. Hedges constructed using options lose their effectiveness over time unless they are periodically adjusted.

The final hedged portfolio should still be consistent with the portfolio objectives, meet the specified income need, and be properly protected against risk.

**QUESTIONS**

1. Does writing index calls limit the maximum price appreciation of a stock portfolio?

2. List the advantages and disadvantages of the various index call option striking prices from the perspective of a call writer.

3. In the example in the chapter, how else could additional portfolio income have been generated? Assume there are no legal restrictions constraining your choices.

4. Why might a speculator choose to use an individual equity option rather than an S&P 100 (OEX) option?

5. Do you think that the margin requirements for writing index options should be different from those for equity options? Why or why not?

6. Suppose the holder of a diversified portfolio decided to hedge against a market downturn by buying OEX puts instead of writing OEX calls. Explain the steps the person would take to do this.

7. Remembering that the purchase of a futures contract requires only a good faith deposit (which can be satisfied by the deposit of interest-bearing Treasury bills), and using the formula for put/call parity from Chapter 17, what relationship would you expect between the prices of at-the-money futures puts and calls on the same underlying commodity?

8. Explain why writing calls reduces a portfolio’s beta.

9. In Table 24-9, why are the gain/loss components not of equal size?

**PROBLEMS**

1. Use an SAS linear program similar to that in Figure 24-2 to construct a ten-security stock portfolio with a beta greater than 1.00 and less than 1.50. Also, ensure that some investment is made into each of the ten securities and that no more than 20 percent of the fund is in any single security. Finally, select the potential stocks from the list of those that Value Line currently ranks 1 for timeliness. (Security betas are shown in the Value Line report.)

2. Refer to the information in Table 24-7. Suppose the fund manager used AUG 315 index calls to make up the income shortfall. How many would be required?

3. Given your answer to Problem 2, what is the maximum possible portfolio value?
4. Consider the information in Table 24-9. If the overall market (a) advances by 10 percent or (b) falls by 10 percent in the next thirty days, what is a likely aggregate portfolio value in each instance just before option expiration?

5. Using the BSOPM file and current prices from the Internet, estimate the delta of a near-the-money OEX call option with about two months until expiration.

6. With the Black and Sigma files, and using current prices from the Internet, estimate the delta of a near-the-money S&P 500 futures put option.

7. The BSOPM, Sigma, and Black software on the website are helpful in solving this problem. Alternatively, use the options calculator at the CBOE website. Suppose you have a $10 million stock portfolio with a beta of 1.10. Using current data from the Internet, determine the number of contracts necessary to hedge this position completely, using the following:
   b. OEX call options.
   c. OEX put options.
   d. S&P 500 futures calls.
   e. S&P 500 futures puts.

   In each instance, indicate which specific option or contract you selected.

8. This problem uses the Black file. Assume that the cheapest-to-deliver Treasury bond sells for par. Also assume that the riskless rate of interest is 5 percent and that the options in Table 24-12 expire in 30, 60, and 150 days for the NOV, DEC, and MAR expirations, respectively. Assuming volatility to be 9 percent, prepare a delta table for the options shown in Table 24-12.

9. An at-the-money futures call sells for $2 and expires in one month. What should a futures put sell for? (You can determine this without any calculations.)

10. In Problem 9, suppose the option striking price is 99 and the underlying asset sells for 100; the riskless interest rate is 5 percent. What is the theoretical put value?

11. You manage a $223 million S&P 500 index portfolio that currently is 3.5 percent in cash. Show how you could eliminate the cash drag using an SPX futures contract that settled at 1300.00.

**INTERNET EXERCISE**

Go to the Chicago Board of Trade website at [http://www.cbot.com](http://www.cbot.com). Find the page dealing with products on the Dow Jones Industrial Average. Investigate the mini-sized Dow futures contract. Using current price data from this site, show how someone could completely hedge a $300,000 stock portfolio (beta = 0.90) using this product.

**FURTHER READING**


Introduction

This chapter covers a number of topics that are getting attention in the marketplace. Some are long-standing topics of discussion (like stock lending and proxy voting) while others are newer (like exchange-traded funds and structured products). The important thing is to understand something about these subjects and why they are receiving all the attention.

Exchange-Traded Funds

Exchange-traded funds, popularly known as ETFs, have become a very important investment alternative. This investment holds stocks, bonds, futures contracts, or other assets and trades on a stock exchange just like a share of stock. Unlike a mutual fund (which is also a portfolio of assets), an ETF has bid and ask prices that are determined by market forces and change throughout the day. In contrast, mutual fund purchases and sales occur based on the fund’s end-of-day net asset value. An ETF is similar to a closed-end investment company, but they are not the same. According to the Investment Company Institute, there were 644 ETFs with total assets of $571 billion in the United States at the end of March 2008.

If you buy shares of an ETF, you have an ownership claim to the underlying basket of securities. There are substantial regulatory hurdles involved in the ETF structure. Because of this, the organizers of an ETF tend to be large institutional players, with Barclays Global Investors, State Street Global, and

---

There are clearly some real bad people out there who have done bad things, but there are also 15,000 companies out there, the great majority of which are run by honest people. Having said that, there has been a general erosion of professional standards (fueled by) an attitude that “everybody else is doing it” and a perceived need to meet quarterly earnings numbers. We’ve got to get back to an honest approach and a broad-gauged concept of what we really mean by management performance.

—William Donaldson, Chairman, Securities & Exchange Commission

---
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Exchange-traded funds, popularly known as ETFs, have become a very important investment alternative. This investment holds stocks, bonds, futures contracts, or other assets and trades on a stock exchange just like a share of stock. Unlike a mutual fund (which is also a portfolio of assets), an ETF has bid and ask prices that are determined by market forces and change throughout the day. In contrast, mutual fund purchases and sales occur based on the fund’s end-of-day net asset value. An ETF is similar to a closed-end investment company, but they are not the same. According to the Investment Company Institute, there were 644 ETFs with total assets of $571 billion in the United States at the end of March 2008.

If you buy shares of an ETF, you have an ownership claim to the underlying basket of securities. There are substantial regulatory hurdles involved in the ETF structure. Because of this, the organizers of an ETF tend to be large institutional players, with Barclays Global Investors, State Street Global, and
Vanguard being the heavyweights. The formation begins with a firm functioning essentially as a market maker: gathering shares of stock, depositing them with a custodian, and issuing the ETF shares to the “authorized participant” as identified by the Securities and Exchange Commission. The authorized participant then can sell these shares in the open market. This is what individual investors, endowment funds, and bank trust departments buy.

Some of the shares deposited with the custodian arise because of stock lending transactions, a topic discussed later in this chapter. At Yahoo! Finance’s Exchange-Traded Funds Center, regarding the ETF structure we read, “The process might seem cumbersome but it does allow for transparency and liquidity at modest cost. Everyone can see what goes into an ETF, investor fees are clearly laid out, investors can be confident that they can exit at any time, and even the authorized participant’s fees are guaranteed to be modest.” This is an innovative investment vehicle that is likely to grow in popularity.

Table 25-1 lists the top ten ETFs by market capitalization in April 2008.

Security Analyst Objectivity*

In theory there has always been a “firewall” between the investment banking function of an investment house and its research department. This is because of the potential for a conflict of interest that might arise if an investment bank is courting a firm for some underwriting business at the same time that its analysts are developing an investment opinion on the potential customer’s stock. A “sell” or “hold” rating could cause the client to take their business elsewhere. In the late 1990s, of the entire population of security analyst opinions on stocks, less than 2 percent were “sell.”¹ The vast majority implied some degree of bullishness.

*Some of the material in this section comes from the author’s textbook Practical Investment Management, 3rd edition, page 536.

In 2001 and early 2002 the security analyst community received some very bad publicity stemming from a few highly visible breaches of this firewall, in which brokers were publicly singing the praises of shares while internal memos indicated that the firm’s research department thought they were dogs.

In March of 2002 the National Association of Securities Dealers filed rules with the SEC that address this lack of objectivity. Among other things, the rules

- Improve the investment banking/research firewall.
- Separate analyst compensation from investment banking deals.
- Improve disclosure of investment banking relationships.
- Require a firm to prepare a performance graph showing how its investment recommendations have done over the past three years.
- Reduce the ability of analysts to engage in “front running,” or making trades in advance of those anticipated by the investing public.2

The President of the Association for Investment Management and Research (now the CFA Institute) testified before Congress on this issue. He educated the committee members on the CFA Institute Code of Ethics, and the fact that not all security analysts are Institute members and subject to the code. The CFA Institute subsequently issued a document on Research Objectivity Standards for public comment, anticipating that, when finalized, these standards would complement the existing Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice, reinforcing the need to keep investment advice objective.

The SEC adopted Regulation Analyst Certification (“Reg AC”) in April 2003. This rule requires analysts to certify that their reports reflect their opinions and not someone else’s, as well as disclosing any compensation they receive related to their recommendations. One related requirement is that firms must establish a compensation committee that reviews and approves each analyst’s compensation based solely on the quality of the analyst’s research, track record, and productivity.

Stock Lending

Stock lending is a little-known but lucrative part of the securities business. It is the practice by which one institution loans stock to another institution, often so that a customer of the second institution can sell them short. A firm can earn substantial income with very little risk via a stock-lending program.

The practice of stock lending is similar to a repurchase agreement. In a repurchase agreement, an investor approaches a bank and indicates a desire to invest a sum of money for a relatively short period of time, often just a single day. The bank produces securities that the investor buys and promises to buy these securities back at a price agreed upon at the time the agreement is entered into. There is no price risk from the investor’s perspective; she knows the current and future prices exactly. The securities that the investor buys can be equities or fixed-income securities, and the bank may use its own investments or borrow them from another institution.

With a stock loan, the institution wanting to borrow the stock puts up collateral, usually cash, and agrees to return the securities at a later date. The lender can earn interest on the cash collateral. Normally, the required collateral is about 102 percent of the value of the securities lent.

At any given time at least $300 billion worth of securities are probably on loan. While anyone can loan securities, the predominant players are large “trust” banks (such as Bank of New York, Bankers Trust, Mellon, and State Street), pension funds, mutual funds, insurance companies, and, to a lesser extent, corporate treasurers.

Selling short is central to understanding stock lending, so we will first review the mechanics of the short sale.

**Mechanics of a Short Sale**

The notion that a person can profitably and legitimately sell something he does not own has troubled participants in the security markets since the early 1600s, when Dutch authorities attempted to outlaw short selling. In a nutshell, the short sale involves borrowing securities from someone, selling them to another market participant, eventually purchasing shares in the same company from another market participant, and returning these substitute shares to the original lender. Although this procedure may be conceptually awkward, it need not be viewed as an egregious, unAmerican act (which is how some people view the practice).

The short sale is normally motivated by a bearish sentiment toward a particular stock. If the short seller is able to borrow shares and sell them at $25, the repurchase of these shares a few months later at $19 yields a $6 profit to the investor. Instead of buying at a low price and then selling at a higher price, the short seller has simply reversed the order of the two transactions.

The actual lender of the shares is normally an unknowing participant in the entire matter. For instance, investors with margin accounts at their brokerage houses may be involved in the process. When an investor opens a margin account she signs a hypothecation agreement giving the broker the right to lend the shares to someone else. This is of no real concern to the investor, because she can still trade the shares and continues to earn dividends. The brokerage firm itself also may lend shares from its own corporate account to another brokerage firm. In such a case, the borrower pays interest to the lender at approximately the broker’s call money rate.

Over the years many discussions on the merits of short selling have taken place; these conversations have occurred on the floor of Congress and in the smallest boardroom. Those in favor of short selling point out that margin trading encompasses two activities: buying on margin and selling short. People have little trouble with the leveraged purchase of shares; why find fault with a related procedure on the other side of the market?

Short selling’s samurai quickly remind us that it was margin buyers who were largely responsible for the events leading to the Great Crash of 1929 and that because speculative buying forces prices up, margin buying is inflationary. Short selling helps offset this influence.

The opposition is quick to point out that short selling has a checkered heritage and has, on occasion, been destabilizing to the market. Traders have

---

a long memory for manipulation, corners, and “short squeezes,” such as the 1862 Harlem Railroad incident starring Cornelius Vanderbilt and Boss Tweed, or the Piggly Wiggly market corner in 1923. Also, people traditionally want the market to advance; few actively root for a price decline. And, so the logic goes, because the downward pressure induced by short sellers runs contrary to the public interest, short selling must be evil.

Regardless of where your opinion lies in this respect, short selling is a fact of life and worth understanding. Figure 25-1 outlines the steps of a simple short sale with common stock. Short sellers recognize that because they are selling on margin, they must meet a margin requirement. Selling 100 shares of a stock short at $60 requires the deposit of 50 percent of this amount, or $3,000, into a special account with the short seller’s brokerage firm. An old Wall Street saying is that “bulls pay interest; the bears don’t.” When a person buys on margin he pays interest; when he sells short, he does not because he has not borrowed any money. In fact, he must deposit funds.

Suppose that a Merrill Lynch customer buys 100 shares of XYZ in a margin account and that Merrill subsequently lends these shares to another of its clients, who wants to sell them short. The short seller then might sell these shares to an account at UBS. An important point here is that the Merrill Lynch customer does not care who bought the shares nor is the customer informed. The short seller simply has an obligation to return what was borrowed sometime in the future (hence another Wall Street jingle, “He who sells what isn’t his’n must buy it back or go to prison”).

At this point, two investors believe that they own shares in XYZ: the lender (who bought the shares in a margin account) and the person who bought the shares from the short seller. Dividends are not a problem because the short seller, by industry practice, must pay them to the lender. The short seller does not mind this, though, because the stock price will be pressured downward on the ex-dividend day by about the amount of the dividend, and this is beneficial from the short seller’s perspective.

At some point in the future, the short seller covers the short by repurchasing shares (it does not matter from whom) to replace the shares borrowed earlier. If she buys these shares at a price lower than that at which they were sold, she makes a profit. Of course, if she buys these shares at a higher price, she suffers a loss.

It is important to note that although selling short is a legitimate investment activity, it is not always the best way to accomplish a purpose. On a single security, for instance, the purchase of a put option is often preferable to selling short. A short sale involves losses that are potentially unlimited, whereas the purchase of a put option involves a loss no greater than the premium paid for the put. The potential profit from a put is nearly identical to that from the short sale, and buying an option has no margin requirement.

**How a Stock Lending Transaction Works**

Suppose that a customer of Hot Tip Brokerage decides that XYZ stock is overvalued at $25 per share. He places an order to sell short 10,000 shares. To process the customer’s order, Hot Tip must locate 10,000 shares to sell. The firm first checks its own accounts to see if any of its other customers have XYZ shares on deposit in their margin accounts. If so, the firm borrows and sells these shares on the short seller’s behalf.

Sometimes, though, sufficient shares are not on hand, and the brokerage firm must seek to borrow them from someone else. This may be done directly with another brokerage firm or may be done using the services of a stock loan finder. The stock loan finder, for a fee, uses its own contacts in the securities industry to track down someone who has and is willing to lend the needed shares. We assume in this example that Hot Tip employs the stock lending firm of Normal Equities to facilitate the short sale and that Normal Equities arranges for Custom Portfolios to lend the shares to Hot Tip.

Once Hot Tip receives the needed shares, the Hot Tip customer is able to sell them short. We will assume that the short sale occurs at the market price of $25. Hot Tip Brokerage must now deposit collateral worth the value of the shares with the stock lender (Custom Portfolios). The collateral may be provided by Treasury bills or cash. In this example, the requirement is $250,000. Hot Tip receives this amount from the short sale, and these funds finance the T-bills or cash equivalents that Hot Tip must deliver to Custom Portfolios. As long as the loan is outstanding, Custom Portfolios earns interest on the collateral provided. Typically, part of the interest earned is shared with Normal Equities as a finder’s fee.

Eventually, the customer must cover the short position by buying shares to replace those that were sold short earlier. When the short is covered, Hot

---

4 In late 2000 the California Public Employees Retirement System and Old Mutual PLC established a Web-based securities lending company (eSecLending LLC) to provide the marketplace with a more efficient system for security lending programs. See [http://www.eSecLending.com/](http://www.eSecLending.com/).
Tip forwards the purchased shares to Custom Portfolios. The collateral is returned, and the stock loan is satisfied.

All the institutional participants benefit in this situation. Hot Tip was able to satisfy the customer who wanted to sell short. Normal Equities earned a finder’s fee, and Custom Portfolios earned a “free” return on idle stock certificates. The short selling customer would have benefited if the short position were covered at a price lower than that at which the shares were sold, but that is outside the stock lending issue.

There is also an increasing amount of international fixed-income securities lending. Fixed-income securities are widely used as collateral in bond futures transactions. According to an article in *Pensions and Investments*, foreign bond lending can add between 40 and 200 basis points to a fixed-income portfolio. The California Public Employees’ Retirement Fund has billions of dollars in international equities and foreign bonds, and it has a lending program with both types of securities. The article also reports that several custodian banks reported that “the use of international bond lending is a natural progression for investors sophisticated enough to be investing in international securities or to be doing any sort of securities lending.”

### Stock Lending’s Lucrative Nature

**Advantages of Stock Lending.** Stock lending is a very lucrative business for financial institutions. In 1994, the California Public Employees Retirement fund made $21 million from lending securities; the Illinois Teachers’ Retirement System made $3 million. The six largest master trust banks made more than $600 million in income on a lending pool of $155 billion in 1994. It is unlikely that anyone knows exactly what the grand total is today, but in 1999 the total income to stock lenders probably approached $1 billion. In 2005 the total U.S. securities lending market in bonds alone was $2.4 billion.

Stock lending is particularly popular when our markets see increased merger and acquisition activity, such as occurred during the 1980s. During such periods merger arbitrage is a popular activity. Typically this involves buying shares of likely takeover candidates and selling short those of the anticipated acquirers. Wholesale short selling increases the demand for the services of the stock lender.

Stock lending is also advantageous to the brokerage firm as a way of financing the margin purchases of its customers. Under current rules, a customer need put up only 50 percent of the value of the securities purchased. The remainder can be borrowed from the broker, and the customer pays interest on these borrowed funds. The customer’s brokerage firm can either obtain a bank loan to finance the other 50 percent of the purchase, or the shares the customer bought can be lent. In the latter case, the stock borrower deposits sufficient funds as collateral to finance the margin purchase internally. This is certainly cheaper than borrowing from the bank.

---

Disadvantages of Stock Lending. The stock lender really gives up very little. The customer whose shares were borrowed still receives dividends as they are earned. (The short seller is responsible for their payment.) Stock dividends, subscription rights, or other recapitalizations also continue to belong to the lender. The customer can also sell the shares whenever desired. The fact that a particular customer’s shares are on loan is merely an inconvenience for the customer’s brokerage firm; it does not prevent the customer from selling. The firm makes an accounting entry, essentially transferring shares from another customer’s account to the account of the customer who wants to sell.

The one thing the customer does potentially give up is the right to vote on shareholder matters. After shares are sold short, there are two apparent shareholders, the person whose shares were borrowed and the person who bought the shares when they were sold. The short seller is, practically speaking, a negative owner, but people cannot cast negative votes. By tradition, the person holding the certificate is the one who gets to vote. To most shareholders, this is a modest concession. The typical shareholder seldom is interested in which firm audits the books, who the directors are, and what the minor bylaw changes are.

Some people believe that significant risk is associated with the possibility that the stock borrower might not return the securities. This is not much of a risk. Stock loans are “marked to market” in the same way that futures contracts are. Should the stock rise in value, the borrower must deposit additional collateral with the lender. In the event of default, the lender’s liability is the extent to which the stock’s market value exceeds the value of the collateral.

Regulatory Concerns

The increased stock lending activity has not gone unnoticed by the various regulatory agencies that keep an eye on Wall Street. According to an article in Business Week, the chief financial officer of a major securities firm says stock lending is “the dirtiest business in the entire brokerage business. . . . It’s the business nobody wants to talk about.”

Technically, stock-lending activities are not subject to the jurisdiction of the Securities and Exchange Commission because a stock loan does not involve the purchase or sale of a security. Still, many market observers believe that there is some abuse in the practice of stock lending. One possible area of abuse lies in the lending of shares held in a cash account. People who open margin accounts sign hypothecation agreements that explicitly give their brokers the authority to loan their shares. Shares held in a cash account, however, may not be loaned without the customer’s specific approval.

In late 1989 the federal government announced an intent to probe the stock-lending programs of major brokerage firms. Federal prosecutors began investigating potential theft, money laundering, and kickbacks in the stock-lending departments of a number of brokerage firms.

---

8Companies do not normally issue actual stock certificates anymore. They are expensive to produce and are not necessary in a world of electronic commerce. The corporate transfer agent maintains ownership records in book entry form.


Social Security and 401(k) Plans

Social Security reform was a front-burner topic at the start of President George W. Bush’s second term. The public got a crash course on asset classes and their relative risks from the talk shows and the news magazines. Just a few years earlier people read of the thousands of employees whose retirement savings were depleted when their company’s stock (perhaps Enron) declined sharply and most of their 401(k) consisted of these shares. The Wall Street Journal reported, “In the 23 years since 401(k) plans were first created, many people have made obvious mistakes in investing their own money, such as putting too much money into low-yield savings accounts or betting the house on their own company’s stock.”* A study by the Employee Benefit Research Institute found that 53 percent of 401(k) accounts had more than 10 percent of their assets in company stock. More than 10 percent of the accounts had over 90 percent of their assets in their company stock.**

Just because it is your own company’s stock it does not mean that the rules of diversification don’t apply. You still need to spread the money around, and a large concentration of funds in any single security is always dangerous. The public’s mishandling of its 401(k) accounts was ammunition for those who opposed President Bush’s plan for personal retirement accounts in which citizens may direct part of their Social Security payments into the stock market. It is also why even the proponents indicated that an equity investment would have to be in a diversified mutual fund rather than individual equity positions.

**Ibid.

Certificateless Trading

Global efforts are underway to speed up the settlement process for security transactions. International investment is widespread, and the difference in settlement procedures across countries can cause significant problems. In the United States, trades typically settle three business days after the trade date. In Hong Kong, it is one day after the trade date; in Australia, there is no set period, but it usually takes between five and ten business days. In contrast, in Italy it can be as long as five weeks, and in France up to six weeks.

Computer automation makes it possible to process some types of financial activity (such as electronic funds transfers) almost immediately. Newly issued U.S. government bonds and notes are registered in book entry form only and can be transferred from buyer to seller with a few strokes at the keyboard.
Paper stock certificates, however, are a hindrance to automated stock trades, and there are increasing efforts to discontinue them.

Proxy Voting

There are two corporate governance questions getting particular attention at annual meetings: the adoption of a majority voting provision and the separation of the CEO’s and chairman’s duties.

Majority Voting

The chapter on fiduciary duties discussed the process of proxy voting. Historically, individual investors have been generally uninterested in corporate elections, but that seems to be changing. A representative of Automatic Data Processing, a firm that delivers a sizeable percentage of the country’s proxy materials, estimates that today about 45 percent of individual investors vote their shares, and nearly all institutional investors do.¹²

One of today’s hot issues with shareholder activists is getting majority voting in the company’s bylaws. Traditionally, when voting for the board of directors, shareholders either vote “for” a candidate or they “withhold” their vote. In theory, someone could be elected to the board with a single vote if everyone else withheld their vote. The majority voting provision requires that for someone to be elected, the candidate must receive a majority of the votes cast, and includes the “withhold” votes in the total. This makes it considerably more difficult for a board candidate to get the required number of votes.

Over half the companies in the S&P 500 index have adopted a majority voting provision compared to about 16 percent in February 2007. Much of this increase stemmed from shareholder-initiated actions designed to help remove board members from nonperforming firms.

Separation of Chairman and CEO

According to the Corporate Library, in January 2008 about 36 percent of the companies in the S&P 500 had separate individuals serving as chairman of the board and chief executive officer. The percentage was 22 percent in 2002. Corporate governance has become a serious matter, and boards of directors are paying attention to what the experts consider “best practice.” Few people any longer believe that the same person should occupy both roles.¹³ A proposal to separate these two functions, in fact, is the one vote on the proxy statement where some money managers routinely vote against the recommendation of management (when they oppose the separation). The chairman is supposed to look out for the best interests of the shareholders, something that can easily lead to a conflict of interest if she is also the company’s top dog.

¹²Member of the CFA Institute are bound by its code of ethics to vote proxies in the best interest of the client. You do not have the option to “not vote.” Not voting is for your convenience, not for the benefit of the customer.

¹³Most British companies have separated these roles since 1992, with the chairman usually an outside director.
Role of Derivative Assets

Futures and options can be extremely versatile tools for the investment manager. Unfortunately, many institutions are not permitted to use them in the management of their accounts. Sometimes this happens because the fund manager lacks the skill to do so, but more often it happens because these derivative assets are distrusted and misunderstood by people in policy-making roles. The answer to this problem lies in more education for practitioners and policy makers.

Process of Education

Ways in which derivative assets such as options and futures can benefit a portfolio are now well established. These securities and contracts are used successfully in pension funds, in insurance portfolios, at commercial banks, and by government agencies such as the Federal National Mortgage Association. Still, futures and options have an image problem. People hear the words and immediately cry, “Speculative! Risky! Inappropriate!” As a result, many potential users of these products do not use them because of a misunderstanding of their economic purpose.

To help alleviate this problem, the various exchanges offer excellent seminars throughout the country to present information about ways in which derivative assets can be used in conservative portfolios. Especially notable among these are the risk management conferences sponsored by the Chicago Board Options Exchange, the Chicago Board of Trade, and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. In addition, many brokerage firms have their own educational efforts in local seminars on the fundamentals of futures and options.

The exchanges historically have been very good at presenting their information in a generally unbiased fashion. As with any investment, it is important that a discussion about derivative assets include a clear statement of the risks along with the potential rewards. Derivative assets are not for everybody, but they are appropriate for a great many people or institutions that remain ignorant of this investment alternative. The whole point of education is to give people more choices, and that is precisely what derivative asset education is all about.

Even for those who already employ futures and options, opportunities for further education abound. The pricing and optimum application of derivative assets is a very technical subject, and our understanding of this topic continues to improve each year. Popular practices go out of style as managers discover more efficient methods of accomplishing a particular end. This is the very essence of human innovation. The well-informed portfolio manager needs to keep up with developments in the field or risk becoming a dinosaur.

Getting Board Approval

The battle does not end once the portfolio manager is convinced of the potential merits of futures and options, because very often the manager must convince someone else of these advantages. Boards of trustees, supervisors, or fund beneficiaries often share the preconception that these investments are speculative and inappropriate activities.

The fund manager who gets permission to begin a derivative asset program is usually one who can explain the merits of doing so in nontechnical, everyday language. In the words of a Gordon Lightfoot song, “Most of us hate anything we don’t understand.” This is certainly the case in the investment business. Until the decision maker fully comprehends how futures and options
work, there will be latent suspicion of the program. Of course, if you are the person responsible for educating the board or your boss, it is essential that you be technically competent yourself. Technical competence is an extremely valuable leadership (and managerial) skill.

Finally, it is often best to speak about futures and options as risk management tools rather than as a way of enhancing return. It is certainly possible to speculate with futures or options, but that is not their primary role in most portfolios.

**Portfolio Margining**

Certain security transactions require the investor to post margin. This is a sum of money that serves as a performance bond, as a good faith deposit, or just as a risk reducer. If you sell short, write a naked call, or initiate a futures contract, you have to post margin. For years many people have felt that the margin requirements were too stringent in that they did not consider the fact that some portfolios were considerably “safer” than the sum of the individual positions’ risks. For instance, if someone buys an S&P 500 futures contract and also sells a Nasdaq futures contract, there is a margin requirement on both, and traditionally it did not matter that these two positions will largely offset each other.

In 2005 the Securities and Exchange Commission approved a pilot program to investigate proposals for portfolio margining (also called risk-based margining) with regard to index options and exchange-traded funds. This was a success, and in April 2007 the program was expanded to include single stock futures and equity options. The margin requirement is now based on the magnitude of portfolio losses, coupled with reasonable assumptions about the change in aggregate portfolio value.

Suppose you buy 1,000 shares of stock at $50 and simultaneously buy ten protective puts with a striking price of $45 and a premium of $1. Under the old rules you would have to deposit 50 percent of the value of the stock and would have to pay for the puts in their entirety, for a total of $26,000. While the rules are still evolving on this topic, your broker might base the margin requirement on a 15 percent drop in the stock price. If the stock fell 15 percent, to $42.50, the put would protect you against losses below $45, so your maximum loss would be $5,000 on the stock plus the $1,000 cost of the puts, for a total of $6,000. This would be your margin rather than the traditional $26,000. The new method ties up a lot less cash, which seems reasonable when you consider how much safer the protective put is than the stock by itself.

At the moment not everyone is eligible for portfolio margining. There are minimum equity requirements, and individual brokers can set rules more stringent than the SEC standards. For institutional investors, though, the opportunities are wide open.

**Islamic Finance**

Islamic law, or Shariah, does not permit paying or receiving interest, nor does it permit equity investments in firms dealing in alcohol, tobacco, gambling, pornography, or defense. Shariah also requires a Muslim to avoid investing in firms that derive much of their income from interest (like banks). They also must avoid owning a firm that is highly levered (and therefore pays a lot of interest). Islamic finance obviously presents some financial challenges to both a
Muslim and a traditional money manager. How, for instance, can an ordinary person buy a house if he is not allowed to take out a mortgage? This is one reason why the majority of American Muslims are forced to rent their homes rather than buy them.

Some bankers and other finance companies are seeking to tap this market by engaging in homeownering “partnerships” with the Muslim customer. As partners, the bank and the homeowner each put up part of the cost (i.e., two “down payments” adding up to the purchase price) and then agree to split the equity in the venture according to the relative size of the two down payments. The homeowner makes a monthly payment to the partnership, with part of the payment a fee for using the property and the other part going to “buy out” a portion of the other partner’s interest. Eventually, the homeowner completely buys out the other partner and owns the home free and clear. While this might seem like an exercise in semantics, it accomplishes the objective of avoiding “interest” in the traditional sense of the word. Akram Sheikh, the chief financial officer of a Shariah-compliant financial consulting firm, estimates that if one half of one percent of American Muslims were able to buy a home this way it would amount to $1.8 billion in new “loans.”

Islamic finance is equity based, not interest based.

Principles-based versus Rules-based

Financial Oversight

There has been extensive study of the regulation of the financial markets in the aftermath of the accounting scandals (like Enron), hedge fund blowups (like Long Term Capital Management), and subprime disasters (like the Bear Stearns collapse). One difficult question still being debated is whether our system of oversight should be principles based or rules based.

At present it is a bit of both. The industry’s primary self-regulatory organization is the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority of New York and Washington. This organization was created in 2007 from the merger of the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) and the member regulation, enforcement, and arbitration functions of the New York Stock Exchange. The organization espouses “just and equitable principles of trade” and simultaneously spells out in careful detail certain specific things member must do. FINRA hopes to eventually have a single, well-codified set of guidelines.

One commentator hopes for an end to the debate and offers these thoughts:

It is time to finally leave behind the debate about principles- and rules-based regulation, and instead elevate the dialogue between firms’ senior management and regulators to discuss and agree on desired outcomes. Rules modernization, consolidation and harmony, and reasonable and fair regulation that is flexible in implementation are key desired outcomes. Should we achieve these objectives, securities regulation will be a more fruitful, more efficient, less costly system that will benefit both industry participants and investors worldwide.\(^\text{15}\)


Structured Products

There is no universally accepted definition of a structured product, but in general they involve derivatives transactions to alter the risk and return characteristics of some underlying portfolio of assets. The National Association of Securities Dealers defined them this way: “securities derived from or based on a single security, a basket of securities, an index, a commodity, a debt issuance, and/or a foreign currency.” In other words, they are a collection of long positions, options, futures, and swaps designed to achieve a desired risk/return combination. In theoretical economics terms, structured products make the market more “complete” and improve its ability to “span” the range of investor needs.

This is not a new idea. When listed options first appeared in 1973 the exchanges only listed call options. Puts were thought to potentially be destabilizing because they became valuable as the market declined. Investors knew, however, that it was easy to create a put by shorting the stock and buying a call. The exchanges began to experiment with puts in 1975, initially listing them on just twenty-five companies. When this didn’t cause the wheels to come off, the list expanded, and today every firm with options has both puts and calls.

There is a trade group called the Structured Products Association (with 2,300 members). According to the SPA, in 2006 the industry created nearly $64 billion (notional value) in structured products. Perhaps surprising many Americans, these are more common in Europe than in the U.S. According to a writer in Investment Advisor magazine, it is not uncommon for individual investors in Europe and Asia to have 30 percent of their personal wealth in structured products.16

While there has been some very negative press surrounding structured products in the aftermath of the subprime mortgage crisis, the important thing to remember is that structured products are not all painted with the same brush. This is true of all derivatives transactions, and is a lesson that many people have yet to learn. You could refer to a covered call as a structured product, and this is one of the safest market positions someone can take.

The Chartered Financial Analyst Program

The Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) designation is a prestigious credential for those involved in the money management business. Research reports emanating from brokerage houses are primarily the product of people who have completed the CFA program.17 Some firms even make enrollment in the program a condition of employment.

History

The Chartered Financial Analyst program began in 1959 with the formation of the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts (ICFA). The objectives of

---

17The writers of these reports generally are not located locally. The community brokerage office receives the reports from the firm’s research offices, probably in New York. Few retail stockbrokers complete the CFA program.
this organization were to promote investment education and ethical behavior among security analysts, portfolio managers, and others involved in the investment business. The ICFA awarded the first CFA charter in 1963. Another organization, the Financial Analysts Federation (FAF), merged with the ICFA in 1990 to form the Association for Investment Management and Research (AIMR). AIMR changed its name to the CFA Institute in 2004. The organization administers the annual CFA exams and develops the CFA curriculum. In many respects the CFA Institute is the mouthpiece for the intellectual component of the investment business. Figure 25-2 lists various statistics about the CFA program in 2007.

**The CFA Program Exams**

To complete the program and earn the CFA designation, candidates must pass three separate exams taken at least a year apart. Each CFA exam is given only once per year, on the first Saturday in June.

The CFA program consists of three levels, numbered I, II, and III. The examination for each level is a six-hour exam broken into morning and afternoon sections. The Level I exam is multiple choice. Level II is entirely composed of item sets, which involve a vignette followed by six multiple-choice questions. Level III includes essay, valuation, analysis, and item sets. Level I covers basic tools and inputs to the investment valuation process. Much of this material will be familiar to someone with an undergraduate degree in finance, but a great deal will be new. There is, in the author’s opinion, virtually no chance that someone can pass Level I without substantial study. The number of candidates passing Level I, for instance, has been below 50 percent in recent years. The combined pass rate for all three levels has been steadily declining since 1963.

Study is even more essential at Level II. Here the emphasis is on security valuation, including an understanding of the effect that different accounting standards (domestic and international) have on the interpretation of financial statements. Level II also includes specialized topics such as the valuation of closely held companies and the management of emerging market portfolios. Level III covers portfolio management. All three levels contain a heavy dose of professional standards case studies.

Historically, several hundred persons who have earned the CFA designation have assembled in Charlottesville, Virginia, in early summer to grade the essay portions of the exams. A group of senior graders review exams close to the passing mark, making a final determination on pass/fail. In 2007 the pass

---

**FIGURE 25-2**

Facts on the 2007 CFA Program

- CFA candidates enrolled in 2007: 109,470
- Nations of residence of CFA candidates: 172
- Number of CFA charterholders: 79,800
- Exam sites worldwide in 2007: approximately 250
- Average number of hours candidates study for each exam: 250
- Percentage of members from outside North America: 31

Source: [www.cfainstitute.org](http://www.cfainstitute.org)
rates were 39 percent, 40 percent, and 50 percent for levels I, II, and III, respectively. Figure 25-3 shows the growth in the CFA program’s enrollment. Note the exponential growth in the last decade.

**CFA Program Themes**

There are four motivating factors behind the CFA program: increasing the technical competence of those in the investment business, the accurate presentation of investment results, adherence to fiduciary duty, and maintenance of a very high ethical standard of conduct.18

**Competence.** I have made the point elsewhere in this book that the modern investment world is far more complicated than it was a generation ago. Asset allocation, the proliferation of derivatives, and investment globalization all thicken the plot for investors and those who advise them.

Investors have a long-standing fear that they may not be acting in their own best interest. An investor wonders whom to trust, and fears that his or her financial adviser has a conflict of interest stemming from the connection between commissions and the level of trading activity (which is at least partially a function of the broker’s recommendations). People who complete the CFA program are technically very competent and are likely to keep their noses clean during their professional careers. We expect our doctors and lawyers to be well schooled and current, and are rapidly coming to expect the same from our financial advisers.

**Presentation Standards.** The earlier chapter on performance presentation indicated that past results are sometimes described in misleading fashion by those who want to cast themselves in the best light, even if they skirt ethical borders

---

18The material in this section comes from my textbook *Practical Investment Management*, 3rd edition 2004, published by Thomson/South-Western.
The CFA Premium

The CFA Institute periodically conducts a salary survey within the investment profession. In 2007, working in conjunction with Russell Reynolds Associates, the Institute found that globally, people with the CFA designation earn a median income 54 percent higher than those without it ($180,000 versus $116,000). Looking at people with at least ten years of experience, a CFA charterholder earns, on average, 24 percent more than someone with an MBA degree (median salary of $248,000 versus $200,000). This is convincing evidence of the value the marketplace puts on the employee who has earned the Chartered Financial Analyst designation.

From a fiduciary perspective, compliance with CFA Institute reporting requirements is on its way to being mandatory.

Fiduciary Duties. People who are responsible for investing or giving advice regarding someone else’s money have a fiduciary responsibility. This requires conduct that is in the individual client’s best interest as well as being fair to the collective group of all clients. Understanding the priority of transactions, the disclosure of possible conflicts, and the importance of research reports is an important part of fiduciary duties.

Ethics. The Research Foundation of the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts prepared a monograph on ethics in the investment profession. In the introduction, the report cites a Money magazine/ABC poll finding that more than two-thirds of Americans think financial advisers put their own interests ahead of those of their clients. The publication also reports on a survey of members of the Financial Executives Institute, with that group choosing “ethics in the securities markets” as their chief concern from a list of fourteen economic conditions and investment trends.

The promotion of ethical conduct is a major objective of the CFA program. Investment professionals need to recognize that their decisions and recommendations can have very consequential effects on their clients’ lives. The coverage of ethics in the CFA program is very useful and can be put directly to use by the investment professional; there is little “fluff” with the standards of practice.

For instance, it is important for a security analyst to clearly distinguish between fact and opinion. The analyst may believe something about a stock’s future price behavior but not know for certain what it will do. Analysts should

---

not give the investing public the impression that they have it all figured out. Similarly, research reports should be objective, unbiased, and have a reasonable basis supporting the conclusions developed. Managers with multiple clients must consider how to treat them all fairly without giving partial treatment to the biggest accounts.

Many people have studied ethics in school or elsewhere, but it is rare to find a curriculum that can immediately lead to positive change in behavior. The ethics portion of the CFA curriculum is not simple, but it will be fascinating to anyone in the money management business.

### Regulation Fair Disclosure

In August 2000 the Securities and Exchange Commission approved Regulation Fair Disclosure, commonly called Regulation FD. The principal provision of the rule prevents companies from giving material information to security analysts, mutual funds, or institutional investors unless the company simultaneously issues the same information to the general public. Today this remains a controversial topic.

#### The SEC Position

In the published ruling, the SEC states its concerns and the motivation quite plainly:

> We have become increasingly concerned about the selective disclosure of material information by issuers. As reflected in recent publicized reports, many issuers are disclosing important nonpublic information, such as advance warnings of earnings results, to securities analysts or selected institutional investors or both, before making full disclosure of the same information to the general public. Where this has happened, those who were privy to the information beforehand were able to make a profit or avoid a loss at the expense of those kept in the dark.

We believe that the practice of selective disclosure leads to a loss of investor confidence in the integrity of our capital markets. Investors who see a security’s price change dramatically and only later are given access to the information responsible for that move rightly question whether they are on a level playing field with market insiders.

Regulation FD is also designed to address another threat to the integrity of our markets: the potential for corporate management to treat material information as a commodity to be used to gain or maintain favor with particular analysts or investors. As noted in the Proposing Release, in the absence of a prohibition on selective disclosure, analysts may feel pressured to report favorably about a company or otherwise slant their analysis in order to have continued access to selectively disclosed information. We are concerned, in this regard, with reports that analysts who publish negative views of an issuer are sometimes excluded by that issuer from calls and meetings to which other analysts are invited.22

In short, the purpose of the rule is to increase the quantity and quality of the information available to investors and to eliminate what some perceive as an unfair advantage historically enjoyed by Wall Street’s big guns.

---

The Industry Position
While the SEC anticipated that Regulation FD would increase the information available to the public, evidence indicates that precisely the opposite has occurred. Because of a fear of violating the rule, some companies are reluctant to answer a question that has not been publicly answered before. Similarly, companies in general have begun to provide less information between quarterly reports, again wanting to avoid any appearance of selective reporting to particular groups. Historically, for instance, a corporate executive who was a dinner speaker would almost always provide new information to the audience. A security analyst who visited a firm would return to his office with useful information about earnings prospects. After writing a research report, the analyst would often ask the company to review it for accuracy. With Regulation FD in place, these activities are much less likely to happen.

Another change is apparent in a firm’s quarterly conference call with the brokerage industry. Rather than productive question-and-answer sessions, these have become scripted shows with less substance from the analysts’ perspective.

CFA Institute Response
As the foremost industry spokesman, the CFA Institute has also joined the conversation about the merits of Regulation FD. In sum, the Institute is not fond of the rule because it has reduced rather than increased the amount of information available to investors.

When the rule was first announced, the Institute formally studied its likely impact. The study group anticipated that “to avoid any possible SEC enforcement actions, corporations will reduce their communications to ‘sound bites’ and ‘boilerplate’ disclosures, which contain little information to analysts and the public at large.”

It seems that the Institute was right. A year later, an industry survey on the effects of Regulation FD found that “while the overall goal of providing small investors and investment professionals with the same information is being achieved, it has been at the cost of less information in terms of quantity and quality.”

The Future of the Regulation
The decision to adopt the rule was not unanimous. SEC Commissioner Laura Unger voted against it and in December 2001 published a study on the rule with recommendations regarding it. The study made three main points:

1. The Commission should provide more guidance on materiality. The rule states that firms may not selectively disclose “material” information but there is not universal consensus on the definition of material.
2. The Commission should make it easier for issuers to use technology to comply with Regulation FD. Many firms would like to make much more extensive use of the Internet to satisfy the requirements of the rule. The SEC position, however, has been that website publication alone does not satisfy Reg FD’s broad distribution requirement. Unger’s report recommends, “The
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Commission should make clear that options such as adequately noticed website postings, fully accessible webcasts and electronic mail alerts would satisfy Regulation FD.”

3. The Commission should analyze what issuers are saying post-FD. There are widely different opinions on the effects of this regulation. Citing from Unger’s report,

Certain key questions have not yet been answered about whether Regulation FD has chilled corporate communications. On its face, Regulation FD has increased investor access to corporate information, but the regulation’s impact on the amount and quality of information investors receive has not yet been quantified. Some issuers and investor representatives at the Roundtable believed that more information is now available, while sell-side analysts generally believed the opposite. As to the quality of information, some panelists found no change, while others believed that Reg FD has led to a decline in the quality of information. Panelists said that some issuers have used the rule as a shield to limit information flow and that issuers have generally retreated to scripted presentations.

Most parties generally agree with the spirit of the regulation, but the evidence indicates considerable disagreement about whether Regulation FD is a step in the right direction. There will be much more discussion about how best to amend this rule to improve the investment climate in the United States.

SUMMARY

Stock lending is a very lucrative activity on Wall Street. It is not talked about much, nor is it generally well understood by the public. When individuals sell shares short, share certificates must be acquired to complete the short sale. When the certificates are not available in house, they must be borrowed. Stock loan finder firms facilitate this process and receive a fee for their services. Firms that lend the certificates earn interest on the share value at no real cost to themselves. The lent certificates come from the margin accounts of customers at the firm. Stock lending is outside the jurisdiction of the Securities and Exchange Commission because the activity does not involve the purchase or sale of a security.

Other contemporary issues include portfolio margining, which sets margin requirements on a risk basis; proxy voting on separation of the roles of CEO and chairman; the growth of the structured products industry; the growth of exchange-traded funds; and the increasing prevalence of majority voting for corporate directors. Some money managers are finding ways to provide financial services to the Islamic community, providing a way for Muslims to access the capital markets while remaining in compliance with Shariah law.

The economic function of derivative assets such as futures and options is not well understood by a great many people who must make consequential decisions about investment policy. Futures and options have a reputation of being speculative, inappropriate investments for all but the very rich. In fact, these securities have their greatest value as risk management tools, and that is how they should be represented to people unfamiliar with them. Virtually
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all portfolios could occasionally benefit from the fine-tuning that futures and options can provide. The CFA program is rapidly becoming a mandatory credential for new entrants to the money management field. Some firms make enrollment in the program a condition of employment. Major themes in the CFA program are professional competence, the presentation of data, understanding fiduciary duties, and adherence to a code of ethics.

**QUESTIONS**

1. Someone once said, “Finance is the study of arbitrage.” What does this statement mean?
2. Write a paragraph dealing with “structured products” for the “permissible investments” portion of a $1 billion pension fund’s statement of investment policy.
3. Explain why advocates of majority voting believe it makes the board of directors more accountable to the shareholders.
4. Why do you think most brokerage firms have minimum equity requirements before a particular account is allowed to sell short?
5. If a person owns stock but holds it in a street name, does the person care if the stock certificates are lent or not?
6. Why do you think firms are not permitted to lend certificates held in a cash account?
7. What is the function of the stock loan finder?
8. Why is stock lending considered so lucrative?
9. If you were in charge of a Senate panel designated to investigate stock lending, what specific points would you want to address?
10. Explain why exchange-traded funds have become such an attractive form of investment.
11. Explain why portfolio margining has such appeal for an institutional investor.
12. What is a derivative asset? Why do you think so many people have a hard time understanding this concept?
13. Why is default not a major concern in the stock-lending business?
14. Make up a numerical example (including a payment schedule) showing how a Muslim might enter into a partnership with a bank in order to buy a house and remain compliant with the Shariah principles.

**PROBLEMS**

1. Using the Internet or library reference material, show the gap between the dividend yield on the S&P 500 and the yield on AAA corporate bonds today, one year ago, and five years ago.
2. You own 1,000 shares of XYZ and have purchased ten protective put contracts. The puts have a delta of −0.317.
   a. What is your position delta?
   b. Instead of buying puts, how many of your shares should you sell short to achieve the same result?
3. Investigate the 1862 Harlem Railroad short squeeze involving Cornelius Vanderbilt and Boss Tweed. What was the central issue in this case?
INTERNET EXERCISE

Download historical price data for the three large-cap, blend ETFs (tickers SPY, IVV, and VTI) shown in Table 25-1. Calculate the correlation coefficient among between them. Given your results, would it make sense for an investor to invest in more than one of them?

FURTHER READING
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130/30 strategy A strategy in which a manager buys a portfolio of stock. Of the stocks within the pool, the manager will consider some to be overvalued. These will be sold short to raise 30 percent of the portfolio value. There is nothing unique about the 130/30 proportions—some funds use 120/20 or 110/10 instead.

absolute purchasing power parity The fact that, because of the law of one price, equivalent assets in different countries should sell for the same price after adjusting for currency differences.

Acapulco trade An unusually large trade for a particular individual. Presumably, if the trade is profitable, the trader will go to Acapulco on a luxury vacation.

accrued interest Interest that has been earned on a bond but that has not yet been paid.

active management A dynamic investment policy that requires periodic action by the portfolio manager.

alpha A measure of the difference between a portfolio’s actual performance and the performance expected by finance theory.

American depository receipts (ADRs) Securities that are actually receipts representing shares of stock that are held on the ADR holder’s behalf in a bank in the country of origin.

American option An option whose owner has purchased the right to buy or sell a set number of shares of common stock (normally 100 shares) at a set price (the striking, or exercise, price) from a specified person (the option writer) any time prior to the expiration of the option.

annuity A fixed sum of money paid for a fixed period of time.

anticipatory strategy A form of tactical asset allocation in which decisions are made in anticipation of a future economic event.

arbitrage pricing theory (APT) A pricing theory based on the absence of arbitrage and the notion that a security’s expected return comes from a number of economic factors.

arbitrage/relative value strategy A strategy that anticipates two or more prices returning to their “normal” relationship.

arithmetic mean The sum of a series divided by the number of elements in the series.

asked price The lowest price at which anyone has expressed a willingness to sell a particular asset.

assessed value The value of an asset used to determine property taxes.

assessment bond A debt instrument where the income needed to pay the interest is obtained via a billing process, such as income taxes or user fees.

asset allocation The proportion of funds distributed across a set of asset classes.

asset class A large subgroup of the investment universe, such as common stocks, corporate bonds, or cash equivalents.

asset class appraisal The stage in a tactical asset allocation program in which a comparative analysis is made of broad groups of competing investment alternatives such as stocks, bonds, or timberland.

at the money An option where the striking price equals the current market price of the underlying security.

away from the money An option with no intrinsic value whose striking price is distant from the current stock price.

balloon loan Any loan with a large payment due at the end of the life of the loan.

barbell strategy A leading passive bond strategy (along with the laddered strategy). The barbell strategy differs from the laddered strategy in that less investment is made in the middle maturities. See also laddered strategy.

basis The difference between the futures price of a commodity and the current cash price at a specific location.

basis convergence The pricing phenomenon whereby the difference between the price of a stock index futures contract and the level
of the underlying stock index declines as time passes, everything else being equal.

**bearer bond** Another name for a coupon bond. A bearer bond is one which is not registered in the owner's name and therefore is negotiable by whoever legally holds it. Bearer bonds have dated coupons which are clipped for the payment of interest.

**benchmark** A standard against which investment performance might be judged.

**best-of-class investing** The practice of identifying the most socially conscious (or least offensive) company within an industry and investing in that company even though some of its activities may be inconsistent with the manager's views of social responsibility.

**beta** The sensitivity of a security to changes in a broad market index. A beta of 1.0 indicates average sensitivity. A beta greater than 1.0 indicates greater sensitivity, and therefore greater risk.

**bid price** The highest price at which anyone has expressed a willingness to buy a particular asset.

**biological risk** The risk of insect, fire, wind, or disease damage to timberland.

**bivariate** Belonging to a random variable population in which the elements possess two characteristics of interest.

**Black Option Pricing Model** An option pricing model for use on futures options.

**Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model (OPM)** One of the most significant developments in the history of finance. This model provides an analytical framework for the evaluation of securities that provide a claim on other assets.

**black swan event** A highly unlikely scenario that shouldn't happen, but does anyway. Often the event is unforeseeable and nothing could logically have been done to prevent it.

**blue chip** A subjective term for a good stock. Often used to refer to a stock with a long, uninterrupted history of dividend payments.

**bond beta** A little-used measure of the systematic risk of a bond.

**bond equivalent yield** The method of determining the interest rate on a Treasury bill that includes 365 days per year and recognizes the fact that the actual T-bill investment is less than the par value.

**bond swap** A portfolio manager's exchange of an existing bond or set of bonds for a different issue.

**book-entry form** A method of registering securities in which no actual certificates are issued. A record of ownership is maintained by the issuer of the security. Purchases and sales are recorded by changing the names 'on the books' rather than by transferring security certificates.

**borrowing portfolio** In the context of the capital market line, an efficient portfolio that involves purchasing the market portfolio on margin.

**brownfield project** An infrastructure project that relates to a mature asset that is either being sold to raise cash or needs to be rescued by a new manager.

**bullet immunization** A technique appropriate for a client who has an initial sum of money to invest and wants to accumulate a predetermined sum on a specific future date. The technique involves assembling a basket of bonds whose collective holding period returns will match that of a hypothetical zero-coupon bond.

**bullet strategy** A fixed-income portfolio strategy in which most investments are made near a particular maturity or duration.

**bullion** Unworked gold, usually in bar form.

**buy and hold** A passive, naive investment strategy in which someone buys a security and maintains the security position without revision.

**call option** An option whose owner has purchased the right to buy a set number of shares of common stock (normally 100 shares) at a set price (the striking, or exercise, price) from a specified person (the option writer) any time prior to a specified date (the expiration date).

**call premium** (1) The market price of a call option; (2) additional compensation that sometimes must be paid when a bond is redeemed prior to its maturity date.

**call protection** A period of time during which a bond issuer may not call a particular bond issue.

**call risk** The potential for inconvenience or economic loss associated with having a bond issue called.

**cap rate** The required rate of return minus the growth rate, especially in real estate valuation.

**capital appreciation** One of the four principal portfolio objectives, in which the fund manager seeks to increase the principal value of the fund rather than to generate income.
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) A theoretical model measuring the expected return of an asset in terms of its beta and the expected return on a broad market index.

capital market line (CML) A line drawn in expected return/standard deviation space from the risk-free rate to the market portfolio.

cash dividend A payment to shareholders of a portion of a firm’s earnings.

cash drag Phenomenon that results from comparing a fund that is 95 percent in stock with an index that is 100 percent in stock.

cash event Industry talk for the cash generated from selling an investment. This kind of sale often takes the form of an initial public offering in which shares are sold to the general public.

cash flow from operations Money that has been earned by a firm, as opposed to borrowed (cash flow from financing) or raised by selling an asset (cash flow from investing). This is a firm’s lifeblood.

cash matching A form of portfolio dedication or immunization in which a basket of securities is assembled such that the basket generates income that arrives just in time and in just the right amount to pay a bill.

cash price The current price of an asset, particularly an asset on which futures contracts trade; also called the spot price.

cash settlement The settlement procedure used with stock index futures and options. No delivery of the underlying asset occurs with these securities.

CERES principles A set of principles, espoused by The Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies, which requires commitment to various measures designed to benefit the environment.

chaos theory A developing field in physics that seeks to find deterministic patterns in seemingly random events.

Chartered Financial Analyst Program A program administered by the CFA Institute which leads to the Chartered Financial Analyst designation. This is a highly desirable credential within the portfolio management community.

chartist A technical analyst who believes that skillful interpretation of charts can improve investment performance.

cheapest to deliver The specific financial instrument that is most advantageous to use in delivery against a Treasury bond or Treasury note futures contract.

churning An illegal activity in which a broker makes, or advises a client to make, unnecessary trades in an account for the purpose of generating excessive commissions.

clearing corporation A corporation whose role is to eliminate uncertainty about delivery in the futures and options markets. It does this by interposing itself between buyers and sellers. All trades are actually sales to, or purchases from, the clearing corporation.

closing transaction An option trade in which an investor eliminates a previously established option position. For the purchaser of an option, a closing transaction is a sale of the option. For an option writer, a closing transaction is a purchase of the option or the receiving of an exercise notice from the option holder.

collateral trust bond A bond backed by claims on other securities.

commodities trading advisor A broker who is licensed to trade futures contracts.

Commodity Futures Trading Commission A five-member U.S. government agency charged with supervising and regulating the futures exchanges.

Compustat A database covering most U.S. companies and containing a history of virtually all accounting variables.

confidence index The ratio of the yield on high-grade bonds to the yield on low-grade bonds, with the value of this ratio theoretically limited to 1.0.

consol A perpetual bond.

constant beta portfolio An investment portfolio in which the manager seeks to keep the portfolio’s systematic risk (as measured by beta) constant.

constant mix strategy A portfolio rebalancing strategy that seeks to maintain the relative weighting of asset classes within the portfolio as the security prices change.

constant proportion portfolio insurance An investment portfolio in which the manager increases the proportion invested in stock as stock prices rise.

consumption decision The choice an investor makes between spending money today or investing it so as to be able to spend more later.
contango market  The typical relationship with most futures contracts, in which the futures price exceeds the cash price.

continuous  Based on an infinite number of time intervals rather than a discrete number. Continuous compounding of interest makes use of natural logarithms rather than per-period compounding.

continuous pricing function  One of the functions of the securities markets. This function ensures that assets listed on an exchange can always be traded quickly without the need to search for a buyer or seller.

convenience risk  A nonquantifiable aspect of risk that measures the potential for added managerial time requirements because of events such as having to replace a called bond.

conversion price  The price at which the holder of a convertible bond has the right to purchase the asset into which the bond is convertible.

conversion ratio  The quantity of the underlying asset for which a convertible bond may be exchanged.

conversion value  The current value of the assets for which a convertible bond may be exchanged.

convertible bond  A debt instrument that can be exchanged at the holder’s wish for another asset (usually shares of common stock).

convexity  For a given interest rate change, the difference between the actual price change in a bond and that predicted by the duration statistic.

corner portfolio  A portfolio generated by the Markowitz full covariance model, in which a new security enters the portfolio or an existing security leaves as portfolio risk changes.

correlation  A statistical measure of the relationship between two variables.

counterparty risk  The risk that the party with whom you have entered into a swap will be unable or unwilling to fulfill their side of the contract.

country risk  An aspect of the risk assessment of foreign investments, particularly involving a measurement of political risk in a particular country.

covariance  A measure of the relationship between two variables. Covariance is related to correlation by the standard deviations of the two variables.

covariance matrix  A display of the covariances between all possible pairs of a set of variables. This term is usually associated with the Markowitz full covariance model.

cover  The process of eliminating an existing investment position by taking an offsetting trade.

cover a short  Eliminate a short position by buying securities identical to those sold short.

covered call  A call option an investor has written against common stock owned. A call option is also considered covered if it is held in the same portfolio as a call option with the same expiration date but a lower striking price, or in the same portfolio as a call option of the same striking price but a later expiration date.

covered interest arbitrage  A sequence of actions in the currency markets, currency forward markets, and different money markets that results in a riskless profit because of these markets being out of equilibrium.

crawling stop  A stop order used to protect a profit by continually raising the stop price behind a rising stock.

credit risk  See default risk.

crowd  The colloquial term used for the people in a trading pit.

cumulative voting  A corporate voting procedure whereby a shareholder entitled to vote on, say, ten matters has the option of casting all ten votes for or against one single matter (and not voting on the others).

current yield  The annual income generated by a security divided by its current price.

cyclical stock  A stock whose earnings are particularly sensitive to trends in the overall economy.

daily price limit  The restriction at a commodities exchange that prevents the market price of a futures contract from rising or falling more than a set limit each day.

day-of-the-week effect  A market anomaly whereby Wednesdays and Fridays tend to be good days for the stock market, with Mondays being bad.

day trader  A speculator who does not normally maintain an open position in any asset overnight.

debenture  A debt issue secured only by the good name of the company.
deep in the money  A subjective description that applies to any option that has substantial intrinsic value.
default risk  A measure of the likelihood that a borrower will be unable to repay principal and interest as agreed; also called credit risk.
defensive stock  A stock whose earnings are largely independent of swings in the economy.
defined‐benefit plan  A retirement plan that guarantees a specific level of retirement benefits regardless of the performance of the market.
defined‐contribution plan  A retirement plan in which the firm contributes a stated dollar amount on each employee’s behalf on a regular basis, but with no guarantee as to the future value of those dollars.
deliverable bond  A U.S. Treasury bond with at least fifteen years until maturity (or fifteen years of call protection).
delivery date  The date that a commodity is due to be delivered in a futures contract.
delivery month  The month specified in a futures contract by which delivery (or settlement) of the contract must be made unless the position is previously eliminated by an offsetting trade.
delta  The change in option premium expected from a small change in the stock price.
dependent variable  A variable whose value is determined by the value of other independent variables.
developed property  Property that has been improved by the construction of buildings.
diminishing marginal utility of money  The notion that although more wealth is always preferred to less, each additional dollar contributes a smaller amount to the investor’s aggregate level of satisfaction.
directional strategy  An investment strategy that is dependent on deciding whether the market will go up or down.
discount brokerage firm  A firm that offers substantially reduced commission costs, usually at the expense of services such as investment advice or research.
discounted cash flow (DCF) approach  A valuation method that estimates the present value of future cash flows to be received from an investment.
discrete  Based on a set of time intervals. Discrete compounding compounds interest based on a per‐period rate.
distressed financing  A form of private equity that involves rescuing a company that is unable to meet its existing debt obligations and is in need of a cash infusion.
distribution  The frequency with which particular random variables in a population are routinely observed.
diversification rule  The ERISA requirement that pension plans be diversified.
dividend discount model  The mathematical identity for the value of a growing perpetuity. This model is often used to estimate the intrinsic value of a common stock.
dividend reinvestment plan  A program offered by many corporations in which shareholders can choose to have immediate reinvestment of their dividend checks in additional stock of the firm. These programs always provide for the purchase of fractional shares and often give a slight discount on the share price from the prevailing market price.
documents rule  The ERISA requirement that a manager must handle a pension fund in accordance with the plan document unless the document violates ERISA or state law fiduciary rules.
dollar cost averaging  A periodic investment program in which an investor makes regular purchases of the same dollar amount into the same security.
dollar‐weighted rate of return  The internal rate of return from an investment.
dominance  The characteristic an investment alternative has when its risk and return characteristics are preferable to the alternatives.
drawdown  The peak‐to‐trough change in a fund’s value through time, usually on a monthly basis. This represents a fund’s largest steady drop in value.
due diligence  The process of investigating something in a manner consistent with how a prudent person would conduct the investigation.
duration  A measure of interest‐rate risk. Duration is generally a weighted average of the length of time required for cash flows to be received from a fixed‐income security.
duration matching  A form of portfolio dedication or immunization in which a basket of assets is assembled such that its present value and its duration match that of a liability or stream of liabilities.

duty of care  An ERISA requirement that focuses on procedures designed to ensure that the manager makes prudent decisions.

duty of loyalty  An ERISA requirement that seeks to minimize conflicts of interest and to ensure that the manager has the beneficiary’s best interest in mind.

dynamic hedging  A portfolio insurance technique that requires frequent revision of a hedge using stock index futures or options.

EBITDA  This stands for earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization. This measure of earnings excludes non-operational expenses from the earnings figure. Also called operating cash flow.

economic exposure  A type of exposure that measures the risk that the value of a security will decline due to an unexpected change in relative foreign exchange rates.

economic function  The characteristic of the capital markets that facilitates the matching of potential buyers and sellers.

economic risk  The chance of loss due to adverse factors regarding quality, liquidity, demand, price, management, or regulation.

efficient frontier  The collection of dominant portfolios for given levels of risk or return.

efficient market hypothesis (EMH)  The theory that publicly available information is rapidly and accurately reflected in the price of securities, and that over the long run, realized returns will be consistent with their level of undiversifiable risk.

efficient portfolio  A collection of securities whose risk and expected return combination plots on the efficient frontier.

emerging market  An imprecise term referring to a country without a mature stock market or exchange mechanism.

Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)  The Employee Retirement Income Security Act, designed to help ensure the safety of pension funds by establishing a uniform set of standards for fiduciary conduct.

endowment fund  A perpetual, tax-exempt portfolio organized to benefit a nonprofit organization such as a church, library, or educational institution.

equipment trust certificate  A bond backed by claims on equipment.

equity option  An option in which common stock is the underlying security.

equity REIT  A real estate investment trust that owns and operates income-producing property.

equity risk premium  The difference in the average return between stocks and some measure of the risk-free rate, usually either the Treasury bill rate or Treasury bond rate.

Eurobond  A debt agreement that is denominated in a currency other than that of the country in which it is held.

Eurodollar  A U.S. dollar located outside the United States. Eurodollars are the underlying asset for a popular short-term debt futures contract.

European option  An option whose owner has purchased the right to buy or sell a set number of shares of common stock (normally 100 shares) at a set price (the striking price or exercise price) from a specified person (the option writer) only at the specified date (the expiration date).

exchange-traded funds  Portfolios of securities that trade as a single basket on a stock exchange.

exclusive purpose rule  The fiduciary requirement that an investment manager handle the funds for the sole benefit of the beneficiary.

exercise  The act by which an option holder expresses an interest to sell shares to the option writer at the specified price (with puts) or to buy shares from the option writer at the specified price (with calls).

exit strategy  The expected target date and means by which to sell an investment, resulting in a cash event.

expectations hypothesis  The theory that the futures price for a commodity is what the marketplace expects the cash price to be when the delivery month arrives.

expectations theory  The explanation of the yield curve which requires forward rates to reflect the market expectation of future rates.
expected return The investment return predicted by financial theory.

exposure range A specification in a tactical asset allocation program of how much the mix range can deviate from the normal mix.

fair bet A lottery in which the expected payoff is equal to the cost of playing.

fair price function The characteristic of the capital markets in which investors are able to trust the validity of the prevailing prices.

fear of regret The tendency for investment managers to avoid risk because they do not like having to apologize to clients.

fee simple value The value of a property in the absence of any encumbering leases.

fiduciary A person or institution responsible for the management of someone else’s money.

fiduciary put A short put option in which the put writer deposits the striking price of the put into an interest-bearing account; also called a cash-secured put.

financial asset An asset for which a corresponding liability exists somewhere.

flight to quality What occurs when the economic situation of a country is expected to deteriorate and investors become less willing to hold risky bonds. The value of risky bonds falls during a flight to quality as safe bonds are purchased and risky bonds are sold.

floor value A set value below which a portfolio’s value must not fall, especially with a constant proportion portfolio insurance strategy.

foreign bond A debt agreement that is denominated in the local currency but issued by a foreign corporation.

foreign currency option A listed option giving the holder the right to buy or sell a specified quantity of foreign currency. Foreign currency options are distinct from foreign currency futures options.

foreign exchange risk The chance of loss due to adverse fluctuations in exchange rates between national currencies.

forward rate A contractual rate between a commercial bank and a client for the future delivery of a specified quantity of foreign currency; the forward rate is normally quoted on the basis of one, two, three, six, and twelve months.

forward split A stock split in which shareholders receive additional shares and are left with a greater number of shares than before the split.

foundation An organization designed to benefit the arts, education, research, or community welfare in general.

free cash flow A form of cash flow that reflects the funds available to management after an allowance for needed capital expenditures in the near future.

full carrying charge market A futures market for a particular commodity in which the basis for successive delivery months reflects the cost of storing (or holding, in the case of financial futures) the commodity or financial instrument.

full-faith-and-credit issue A debt issue which is backed only by the good reputation and perhaps the taxing power of the issuer.

fundamental analyst A person who studies earnings and relative value in determining the intrinsic value of a security.

funds gap The difference between a bank’s rate-sensitive assets and its rate-sensitive liabilities.

fungibility The ability of participants in the futures and options markets to reverse their positions by making offsetting trades. This occurs because the individual contracts are standardized and interchangeable.

futures contract A legal, transferable, standardized contract that represents a promise to buy or sell a quantity of a standardized commodity by a predetermined delivery date.

futures option A type of option that gives the holder of a call the right to assume a long position in a futures contract and gives the holder of a put the right to go short in a futures contract.

GARP investing GARP stands for Growth at a Reasonable Price. A GARP investor appreciates the potential of a growth stock but is not willing to pay “too much” for it, even if the stock is in vogue.

general obligation issue Bonds that are secured by the taxing power of a government.

geometric mean The $n$th root of the product of $n$ observations.
gold certificate  A document that represents ownership of gold bullion that is kept by someone else on the owner’s behalf.
good faith deposit  The initial equity requirement that must be deposited with an opening transaction in a futures contract. This is often called margin, although no money is borrowed.
greenfield project  A new infrastructure project; one that is being started from scratch. Typically these are more risky than brownfield projects.
greenspan model  A rule of thumb investors use to gauge the general extent to which the broad stock market is over- or undervalued.
growing annuity  A finite series of cash flows which increase by a set percentage each period.
growing perpetuity  An infinite series of cash flows which increase by a set percentage each period.
growth  One of the four principal investment objectives, in which an investor seeks an increase in the principal value of a fund at the expense of current income.
growth investor  An investor who prefers stocks that are in favor and whose prices have been advancing.
growth of income  One of the four principal investment objectives, in which the level of income generated by a portfolio is expected to grow each year.
growth stock  A stock in a company that retains a good portion of its earnings in anticipation of being able to reinvest them profitably in the company.
hedge fund  An investment vehicle restricted to a small number of wealthy investors, with the fund employing some set of sophisticated hedging and arbitrage techniques.
hedge ratio  A calculated value that indicates the quantity of an asset that must be acquired or sold to eliminate completely a certain type of risk with an investment position.
hedger  A person who faces some type of economic risk and chooses to eliminate or reduce it by some type of offsetting transaction.
hedging  The act of transferring unwanted risk to another market participant who is willing to bear it.
holding period return  A comparison of the ending value of an investment with its original cost. The holding period return is insensitive to the length of the period.
hybrid REIT  A real estate investment trust that owns and operates income-producing property and also invests in mortgages.
hypothecation agreement  A legal document that an investor must sign before opening a margin account at a brokerage firm. This document gives the broker permission to lend shares held in a street name.
immunization  The process of removing interest-rate risk by adjusting the duration of assets and liabilities via the futures market or portfolio rebalancing.
implementation shortfall  The difference between the value of an “on-paper,” theoretical portfolio and the actual portfolio purchased to implement the theory.
improving on the market  The practice of writing deep-in-the-money covered calls to sell stock at a slightly above-market price, or writing in-the-money puts to acquire stock at a below-market price.
in the money  An option that has intrinsic value based on the stock price and striking price. Calls are in the money when the striking price is less than the stock price; puts are in the money when the stock price is less than the striking price.
income bond  A bond on which the interest is payable only if it is earned.
income stock  A stock that pays out most of its earnings as dividends.
inconsistent objectives  An impossible combination of primary and secondary portfolio objectives. A person cannot, for instance, couple capital appreciation with stability of principal.
incremental risk-adjusted return (IRAR)  A performance measure used in portfolios that include option positions.
indenture  The legal document describing the terms of a bond issue.
independent variable  A variable that is measured without regard to other variables and is used to help determine the value of some dependent variable.
index option  An option to buy or sell a hypothetical basket of securities whose value is determined by a market index. Index
options are settled in cash; there is no delivery mechanism.

indexing The practice of continually adjusting a portfolio such that its characteristics match as nearly as possible those of some market index.

indicia of ownership rule The ERISA requirement that documents relating to asset ownership must be under the jurisdiction of the U.S. court system.

industry effect The tendency of firms sharing a similar line of business to experience similar movements in their earnings or stock prices.

inflation premium theory The rapidity with which prices are rising; it measures how rapidly the money standard is losing its purchasing power.

informational efficiency The aspect of the market considered by the efficient market hypothesis. Informational efficiency means that the market quickly and accurately reacts to the arrival of new information.

inside information Privately held news that, when released to the public, is likely to have an impact on the price of securities. Trading on the basis of inside information is illegal.

interest-rate parity The theory that in the absence of market imperfections, international foreign currency exchange rates reflect differentials in the relative national interest rates.

interest-rate risk The chance of loss because of adverse movement in the level or term structure of interest rates.

interest-rate sensitivity The characteristic of an asset whose price will necessarily change if the level of interest rates changes.

interest-rate swap A transaction between two institutional investors whereby one party agrees to pay a fixed interest rate on some notional amount in exchange for receiving a floating interest rate from the other party.

intrinsic value A characteristic of an option determined by the degree to which it is in the money.

inverse fund This is either a mutual fund or an exchange-traded fund that uses financial engineering to cause its returns to be exactly opposite to an index tracking the offensive sector.

inverted market A market in which the futures price is less than the cash price.

investment grade A description of bonds rated BBB or higher by Standard & Poor’s.

investment horizon The period of time a particular investment is expected to be held.

investment management The actual practice of selecting securities and placing them in a portfolio.

investment policy A statement outlining the expectations of the portfolio manager and the constraints under which the manager must operate.

investment strategy Short-term activities that are consistent with established investment policy and that will contribute positively toward obtaining the objective of a portfolio.

investment value The value of property to a particular investor; this amount may be more or less than market value.

invoice price The amount that the buyer of an interest-rate futures contract must pay when the securities underlying the futures contract are delivered.

Islamic finance A form of finance that works to obey Islamic law, or Shariah. Some bankers or other finance companies are seeking to tap this market by engaging in home-owning “partnerships” with the Muslim customer, as Shariah forbids paying or receiving interest. This is equity-based, not interest-based.

issuer The organization that created a particular debt or equity security.

J curve A plot of realized rates of return from investment to cash event. As private equity investments frequently lose money in their first four or five years before eventually turning a profit, this plot often forms a shape like a J.

January effect A pricing anomaly in which stock returns (especially those of small firms) do abnormally well in January.

Jensen measure A seldom-used method of performance evaluation. A Jensen measure greater than 0 indicates that a security has shown an upward drift in its price that is unexplainable by its level of systematic risk.

junk bond Historically, any bond rated BB or below by Standard & Poor’s.

karat A measure of the fineness of gold. The origin of the term “karat” comes from the Arabic word qirat, meaning the ratio 1/24. Thus, pure gold is 24 karat.
laddered strategy  One of two especially famous passive bond strategies (along with the barbell strategy). Rather than trying to second-guess interest-rate changes, a popular alternative is to distribute the fixed-income dollars throughout the yield curve.

law of one price  The fundamental finance principle that requires that equivalent assets sell for the same price.

leased fee value  The value of a property given the existing leases on it.

leasehold value  The value of the lease on a property.

legal list  A limited security universe for a particular investor. Only securities on the legal list are eligible investments.

lending portfolio  In the context of the capital market line, an efficient portfolio that is partially invested in the riskless interest rate.

level of interest rates  The vertical placement of the yield curve, as opposed to its slope.

liability funding  Another name for portfolio dedication.

liquidity  The extent to which something can be quickly converted into cash at approximately its market value.

liquidity preference theory  The theory of interest-rate behavior which states that investors, in general, prefer to invest short term rather than long term.

liquidity premium  With the liquidity preference theory of interest rates, the result that forward rates are actually higher than the expected future interest rate.

liquidity risk  The potential for loss because of an inability to convert an asset to cash at a reasonable price.

locals  Market makers at a futures or options exchange who seek to take the other side of incoming orders and quickly trade these positions to brokers representing other incoming orders; also called scalpers.

logreturn  The natural logarithm of an investment return.

London fix  The price of gold determined twice a day in London by a group of bankers who seek to match buy and sell orders until equilibrium is found.

long hedge  A transaction in which an asset is purchased as a hedge.

long position  The most common investment position, in which an asset is owned, as opposed to being borrowed or written.

long/short portfolio  A strategy whereby a firm dedicates funds for the specific purpose of buying shares that are considered undervalued and selling short shares that are considered overvalued.

low-PE effect  The phenomenon whereby stocks with low price/earnings (PE) ratios often seem to outperform stocks with higher PE ratios.

Macaulay duration  The traditional measure of duration. Duration is a measure of interest-rate risk and a weighted average of the time it takes to recover the cost of a security.

macro risk  An element of political risk that describes government action that affects all foreign firms in a particular industry.

majority voting  A provision requiring that for someone to be elected, the candidate must receive a majority of the votes cast, including the “withhold” votes in the total. This makes it considerably more difficult for a candidate to get the required number of votes.

Malkiel's interest-rate theorems  A set of relationships among bond prices, bond terms, and the level of interest rates.

management fee  Compensation paid to an investment fund manager.

management risk  The potential for financial loss because of poor management practice, especially with timberland investments.

margin  The general term for good faith deposits or other cash deposits required to establish or maintain an investment position.

margin call  The requirement to add equity to an investment account because of adverse price movements or new transactions.

marked to market  The practice in the futures markets of transferring funds from one account to another each day on the basis of unrealized (or paper) gains and losses.

market comparables approach  A valuation approach that uses various price ratios to estimate the value of the property of interest.
market impact  Change in market price purely because of executing the trade.

market maker  One of a number of people who compete against one another for the public’s business, thereby helping to ensure that the public receives a market-determined price for options.

market model  A regression model relating the past series of excess returns on an investment to the past series of excess returns on a market index. The market model is often used to estimate beta for the Capital Asset Pricing Model.

market portfolio  A theoretical construct of the Markowitz full covariance model that represents the tangent point of a line from the risk-free rate to the efficient frontier for risky securities.

market price of risk  Measures the cost of expected return in terms of risk.

market value  The likely selling price of a property when neither the buyer nor the seller is under a compulsion to trade and when both parties to the trade have complete information about the property.

market variation call  A margin call received during the day that requires that funds be deposited within one hour.

marketability risk  The potential for loss because of the inability to convert an asset into cash at any price.

Markowitz diversification  Diversification designed to exploit the covariances of the portfolio components.

Markowitz model  The portfolio construction algorithm that requires knowledge of all the pairwise covariances between the potential portfolio components.

mean  The arithmetic average.

median  In a sample or a population, the value above which half the observations lie and below which half the observations lie. The median reduces the effect of outliers (data points which plot away from the pattern shown by most of the others).

Mergent, Inc.  Formerly known as Moody’s Financial Information Services; publishes a widely used set of investment information.

merger arbitrage  An activity that is popular when the markets see increased merger and acquisition activity. Typically this involves buying shares of likely takeover candidates and selling short those of the anticipated acquirers.

mezzanine financing  A form of private equity that is analogous to a second mortgage. The debt is subordinate to that of another lender with a senior claim. Typically, if the company is unable to service or eventually retire the debt, there is some mechanism for it to convert to equity.

micro risk  A term that refers to the direction of politically motivated changes in the business environment of selected fields of business activity, or to foreign enterprises with specific characteristics.

minimum variance portfolio  The combination of assets from a security universe that has lower variance than any other possible combination.

mix range  A measure of how much the relative mix can deviate from the normal mix; also called the exposure range.

mode  The value that appears most frequently in a set of data.

modified duration  The traditional Macaulay duration discounted by one-half the annual yield to maturity.

mortgage  A debt security in which real estate is used as collateral.

mortgage REIT  A real estate investment trust that buys mortgages or lends money to property purchasers.

multi-index model  A theoretical representation of market prices in which price effects (such as industry effects) other than those from systematic risk are included.

multiplier  A measure of aggressiveness in a constant proportion portfolio insurance strategy. A higher multiplier, in general, means a higher percentage of the portfolio will be invested in stock.

multi-stage dividend discount model  A variation of a dividend discount model that allows for more than one anticipated future growth rate in the income stream.

multivariate  A distribution in which the variables have more than one characteristic of interest.

municipal bond  A debt instrument issued by a city or state government.

naive diversification  A method of achieving a reduction of portfolio risk by investing in
several securities without particular regard for the individual security characteristics.

**naive strategy** Any investment strategy that follows a predetermined pattern regardless of future changes in the investment environment.

**naked call** A short call option in which the writer does not own, or have a claim to, the underlying security or asset.

**neglected firm effect** The tendency for lesser-known firms to perform better than they should according to financial theory.

**nondirectional strategy** A strategy that can be followed by a firm that does not depend on deciding whether the market goes up or down.

**nonsynchronous trading** The phenomenon in which prices on related securities may have been determined at different points in time.

**normal backwardation** The theory of futures pricing that predicts that the futures price is downward-biased in order to provide a risk premium to the speculators, who normally have a net long position.

**normal mix** The normal percentage of a portfolio that is invested in the various classes of assets (such as stocks, bonds, and cash) in the portfolio.

**notional amount** In a swap, the dollar amount on which the periodic interest payment is calculated.

**odd lot** A quantity of stock that is not evenly divisible by 100 shares.

**odd lot–generating split** A stock split that is not in a whole-number ratio like 2-for-1 or 4-for-1. For instance, in a 3-for-2 split, the holder of 100 shares would have 150 shares (an odd lot) after the split.

**open interest** A measure of how many futures contracts in a given commodity exist at a particular point in time.

**open outcry** The trading method used at the futures exchanges and at some of the options exchanges. Trades are made verbally among members of a trading crowd rather than through a single specialist.

**opening transaction** The establishment of an investment position. This position may be long or short.

**operational efficiency** A measure of the speed and accuracy with which orders are placed and confirmed at an exchange.

**opportunistic real estate** A subset of traditional real estate. Unlike traditional real estate investments, opportunistic real estate focuses more on capital appreciation than on income production and, although these properties all have the potential to generate income, the primary buyer motivation is resale at a higher price. This form of real estate is at the high end of the risk range for developed property investment.

**opportunity cost** The benefit forgone in order to take advantage of some other opportunity.

**optimum trading range** The unproved notion that there is a best price range for stock.

**Options Clearing Corporation (OCC)** An organization that acts as a guarantor of all option trades between buyers and sellers. The OCC also regulates the trading activities of members of option exchanges.

**order book** A book in which a specialist keeps standing orders from all over the country to ensure that the market in these securities is maintained in a fair and orderly fashion.

**out of the money** A description of an option that has no intrinsic value.

**outtrade** A mismatch in the trading cards of two brokers in a trading pit. The two brokers must resolve the misunderstanding (or error) before they can resume trading.

**overriding** The practice of writing options against an existing portfolio; also called *overwriting*. The person in charge of the option activity is often not the same as the portfolio manager, and in many cases the option writer may not alter the underlying portfolio.

**overwriting** See *overriding*.

**party in interest** An ERISA term referring to a person or organization who has some relationship to a firm’s pension plan.

**passive management** A management strategy in which the investment manager does not take an active role in revising the portfolio components.

**payout rate** A policy used by many firms that provides an annual payout from the investment portfolio equal to some percentage of the average fund value over the past three years or so. The payout rate usually ranges between 4 and 5.5 percent with an average around 5 percent.

**payout ratio** A firm’s dividends per share divided by its earnings per share.
PEG ratio  An acronym for a firm’s price/earnings ratio divided by its expected future earnings growth rate.

penny stock  A colloquial term for any low-priced stock.

pit  The sunken trading arena of a futures or options exchange where members of that exchange engage in trades.

plan sponsor  An employer who provides a retirement plan to employees.

political risk  Risk that arises from the potential for foreign governments to interfere with the operation of a company or with the free flow of investment capital or profits across international boundaries.

population  The complete set of a particular group of random variables.

portfolio dedication  A portfolio strategy in which specific assets are earmarked to satisfy the needs of a known future cash outlay. Dedicated portfolios are normally immunized against interest rate risk.

portfolio investment  Foreign investment via the securities markets; also known as financial investment.

portfolio margining  A transaction that requires the investor to post margin. This is a sum of money that serves as a performance bond, good faith deposit, or as a risk-reducer. This is also known as risk-based margining.

portfolio splitting  The practice of managing a portfolio in accordance with two separate sets of objectives. This involves breaking the portfolio into a subportfolio for each objective.

position day  The date when a hedger notifies the clearinghouse of an intent to deliver bonds. This is two business days before the delivery date.

position delta  The sum of the deltas in a portfolio. The position delta is a relative measure of bullishness or bearishness.

position trader  A speculator who routinely maintains futures positions overnight, and sometimes keeps a contract open for weeks.

premium  With options, the actual amount that is paid for an option; with futures, the situation in which a particular futures price is higher than some other price.

premium over conversion value  The difference between the current market price of a convertible bond and its value if converted into common stock.

present value of growth opportunities (PVGO)  A simple analytical tool that is calculated based on a firm’s current stock price. This comes from partitioning the current stock price into two parts, one reflecting the current earnings (E) and one reflecting expected future growth in those earnings.

price discovery  A function of the futures market that helps indicate the market’s consensus about likely future prices for a commodity.

price risk  The risk of loss because of an uncertain future price for a commodity or financial asset.

primary objective  The principal goal of a portfolio; either capital appreciation, growth of income, income, or stability of principal.

private equity  A mainstream part of the alternative asset world. This subasset class frequently involves providing funds for start-up companies, for business acquisitions, or for taking a publicly held company private. Venture capital is a common form of private equity.

product class shift  With timberland, the phenomenon whereby a stand of trees grows sufficiently large to move from one primary use category (such as sawtimber) to another (such as veneer). Forests become more valuable as they undergo a product class shift.

productivity risk  A risk associated with the future growth of timberland.

property dividend  A proportional distribution to shareholders of some asset other than cash or securities.

prospectus  The legal document that every potential investor in a mutual fund must receive before opening an account. It describes the intent of the fund, its charges, and its management.

protective put  A long position in a put option held simultaneously with a long position in the same common stock. A protective put is a hedge.

proxy statement  A document shareholders receive in advance of the annual meeting of the corporation that permits them to cast an absentee ballot.

prudent expert standard  The modern version of the prudent man rule. This standard originated with ERISA and requires a fiduciary to act the
way an expert would, not just in the fashion of an ordinary person.

**psychic return** Nonquantifiable benefits received from an investment activity.

**public/private partnerships** A form of infrastructure transaction in which a private initiative raises funds for a service that normally would be provided by government, but for some reason has not been completed.

**purchasing power parity (PPP)** The phenomenon in international finance whereby relative exchange rates reflect differences in the relative purchasing power of a currency in the two countries.

**put option** An option whose owner has purchased the right to sell a set number of shares of common stock (normally 100 shares) for a set price (the striking, or exercise, price) to a specified person (the option writer) any time prior to a specified date (the expiration date).

**quadratic programming** An extension of linear programming in which the objective function contains a second-order term.

**qualitative** Not measurable by numerical techniques.

**quantitative** Measurable by numerical techniques.

**R squared** A measure of the goodness of fit around a regression line.

**random walk** A data series in which the next value is totally unpredictable.

**rating agency** An organization that provides an assessment of the default risk of a company or municipality.

**reactive strategy** A strategy for making a tactical asset allocation investment decision as a consequence of something that has already happened.

**real asset** An asset for which there is no corresponding liability.

**real estate investment trust (REIT)** A portfolio of real estate assets that trades like a closed-end investment company.

**real investment** An investment in physical assets rather than securities, especially with international investments.

**real rate** Theoretically, the rate of return investors demand for giving up the current use of funds.

**realized compound yield** The effective rate of interest actually earned on an investment over a period of time, including the reinvestment of intermediate cash flows.

**rebalancing** The practice of adjusting the proportions held in various securities in accordance with a predetermined portfolio policy such as constant beta or equal weighting.

**registered bond** A bond which is imprinted with the owner’s name and which pays interest (if any) via a check rather than clipped coupons.

**Regulation FD** Regulation Fair Disclosure, which prevents companies from giving important corporate information to analysts or institutional investors in advance of making that same information available to the public.

**regulatory risk** The chance of loss due to adverse changes in the regulatory environment. The spotted owl issue is an example of regulatory risk from the perspective of a lumbering operation in the U.S. Northwest.

**reinvestment-rate risk** The possibility of loss due to falling interest rates that would result in a reduction in the amount of income received through the compounding of interest. Reinvestment-rate risk reduces the realized compound yield of an investment.

**relative purchasing power parity** The condition in which changes in exchange rates stem from changes in countries’ inflation rates.

**replacement cost approach** A real estate valuation method that seeks to determine what it would cost to replace an existing building.

**required rate of return** The expected rate of return that must be associated with an investment (given its risk) in order to make it an acceptable investment.

**residual option spread (ROS)** A form of performance evaluation used with portfolios containing options. The residual option spread measures the difference between the realized return on the optioned portfolio and the realized return on the unoptioned portfolio.

**retention ratio** One minus the earnings retention ratio. Also called the **plowback ratio**.

**return** The benefit (financial or psychic) associated with an investment position.
return on assets (ROA) A profitability measure calculated as net income after taxes divided by total assets.

return on equity (ROE) A profitability measure calculated as net income after taxes divided by equity.

return on investment (ROI) An imprecise measure of profitability that usually means the same thing as return on assets. The term ROI should be avoided unless its meaning is clearly understood.

return relative The realized return plus 1. In calculating compound returns, return relatives are used because they eliminate negative signs.

revenue bond Any bond that will be repaid using proceeds from the project that the bond issue financed (such as a toll bridge or turnpike).

reverse split A recapitalization in which the number of shares of common stock is reduced rather than increased. After a reverse split, shareholders are left with fewer shares than before, but the price per share is higher.

risk Chance of loss.

risk aversion The general economic characteristic of investors whereby everything else being equal, investors prefer less risk.

risk premium The component of interest rates that is toughest to measure; the magnitude of the risk premium is a function of the perceived risk of a security.

riskless rate of interest The theoretical concept indicating that a rate of return should be earned on an asset with zero variance of return. U.S. Treasury bills are often used as a proxy for the riskless rate.

round lot A quantity of stock evenly divisible by 100 shares.

runs test A nonparametric statistical test signed to determine the likelihood of a binomial pattern’s occurring by chance.

sales charge A commission paid to buy shares in a mutual fund. No-load funds have no sales charge.

sample A collection of observations from a random variable population.

sample statistic A characteristic such as a mean or standard deviation of a set of sample data.

Sarbanes-Oxley Act An important federal corporate governance law passed in 2002 that seeks to improve financial reporting and the quality of board oversight of accounting records.

scalpers See locals.

screen A logical method of reducing the size of a population so that the remaining members can be examined closely.

secondary objective The traditional investment goal that is second in importance.

security A financial asset.

security market line (SML) A plot of the expected returns of securities against their betas.

semi-efficient market hypothesis (SEMH) The notion that there are various tiers of stocks, some of which are priced more efficiently than others.

semi-variance A method of measuring risk in which only deviations on the adverse side of the mean are considered. For instance, a very large one-day gain in the stock price would not be considered in the calculation of semi-variance for a stock buyer but would be considered by a short seller.

settlement price Normally, an average of the high and low prices during the last minute or so of trading. It is analogous to the closing price on the stock exchanges.

Sharpe measure A method of performance evaluation that calculates the ratio of a security’s excess return to its standard deviation of return. The higher the Sharpe measure, the greater the risk-adjusted return and the better the performance.

short sale A sale in which sellers borrow stock from their brokers, sell it, and hope to buy similar shares in the future at a lower price to replace those borrowed.

signaling A theoretical area of finance that studies the extent to which the market interprets various activities of the firm (such as dividend increases) as management signals of likely future firm performance.

St. Petersburg paradox An illustration of the diminishing marginal utility of money whereby investors will not pay an infinite amount for an investment with an infinite expected return.

S&P 500 stock index A standard against which portfolio managers and investment advisors might be judged. It is currently one of the Commerce Department’s twelve leading indicators.
single-index model  A model of security price behavior in which the preponderance of a security’s price behavior is explained by one measure of overall market activity.

single-stock futures  A form of contract that promises to buy or deliver shares in a single company, with 100 shares in a contract. This has only been legal since 2001.

sinking fund  An escrow type of account that a firm establishes for the eventual retirement of a bond issue. Annual payments are often required to be made into the fund.

skewness  A statistical measure of the lack of symmetry of a distribution.

small-firm effect  The tendency for firms with low levels of capitalization to perform better than finance theory suggests they should.

social investing  The practice of disallowing investment in certain industries or companies because of a desire to avoid their products or their manner of doing business. Recent reasons why firms have been targeted include nuclear power, defense spending, environmental issues, and hiring practices.

socially responsible investing  Integrating personal values and societal concerns with investment decisions.

soft dollars  Arrangements under which products or services other than execution of securities transactions are obtained by an advisor in exchange for directing trades to the provider of the services.

sole interest of the beneficiary rule  The ERISA requirement that the customer’s best interest must come ahead of the best interest of the fiduciary.

specialist  An individual at a stock exchange, such as the New York Stock Exchange, through whom all orders to buy or sell a particular security must pass. The specialist is charged with maintaining a fair and orderly market.

speculative stock  A loose category of common stock that includes growth stocks with high betas or with little price history.

speculator  In the futures market, a person who, for a price, is willing to bear the risk that the hedger does not want.

spin-off  A recapitalization in which a firm reissues shares of a previously acquired subsidiary and ceases to be involved in the management of the subsidiary.

spot price  The current price of a commodity for immediate delivery; also called the cash price.

spot rate  The current exchange rate for two currencies; the rate that is posted on signs at international airports and in banking centers. The spot rate changes daily.

stability of principal  An investment objective in which an investor indicates he or she wants no chance of any deterioration in the original principal value. This is the most conservative of the four traditional investment objectives.

Standard & Poor’s Corporation  A company that publishes a wide variety of reports on the economy, industries, and individual stocks.

standard error  The standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of observations.

static strategy  A form of tactical asset allocation that maintains a constant mix of security classes.

statistic  A characteristic of a sample or of a population of random variables.

stochastic  Having a random nature. A stochastic process is not completely predictable.

stochastic dominance  A theory of dominance based on the likelihood of realizing an outcome below a certain level. Regardless of the level chosen, the less the likelihood of earning less than this amount, the better.

stock dividend  A distribution of more shares of stock to stockholders. Stock dividends generally do not increase or decrease a shareholder’s wealth.

stock lending  The practice of lending shares held in a margin account to another firm where someone wishes to sell them short. The stock lender earns interest on the value of the loaned shares.

stock loan finder  A person or firm that facilitates the borrowing of shares to sell short by locating shares that can be borrowed.

stock split  A recapitalization in which the number of shares in existence is increased by giving shareholders more shares for each share they own. This is also called a forward split or a regular-way stock split.

stop order  An order that becomes a market order when the stop price is touched during trading. Stop orders can be used to minimize losses or to protect profits.

street name  The name of the brokerage firm that is holding securities on behalf of a client.
striking price  Analogous to an exercise price, the term *striking price* is generally used when describing options.

structured products  These generally (but not always) involve derivative transactions to alter the risk and return characteristics of some underlying portfolio of assets. They are a collection of long positions, options, futures, and swaps designed to achieve a desired risk/return combination.

stumpage  Timber that is still on the stump and growing.

subordinated debenture  An unsecured bond issue that is lower in priority than other debt issues.

suitability  The appropriateness of a particular investment asset for a particular investment purpose. Speculation in futures contracts, for instance, would not be suitable for a low-income retiree.

superfluous diversification  Holding more securities than are reasonably required to reduce unsystematic risk to a practical minimum.

surplus  The difference between the assets of a portfolio and the present value of the liabilities associated with that portfolio. This term is especially associated with insurance companies and with defined-benefit retirement plans.

sustainable growth rate  A rate that equals a firm’s earnings retention ratio multiplied by its return on equity. This is one of the methods an analyst can use to estimate the future growth rate of a firm’s earnings and dividends.

swing component  The portion of a portfolio that, under a tactical asset allocation program, may be shifted among asset classes.

systematic risk  The variance of a security’s returns that stems from overall market movements and is measured by beta.

tactical asset allocation (TAA)  A formal method of periodic portfolio revision in which the fund manager seeks to outperform the market by shifting funds into various asset classes as economic conditions change.

target return  A quantitative rate of return objective such as 8 percent per year or a set percentage above the inflation rate.

technical analyst  A security analyst who makes use of charts and technical indicators, believing that changes in price occur because of changes in supply and demand.

tender offer  An offer by one firm to acquire the shares of another.

term structure of interest rates  The shape and location of the yield curve.

thin trading  Securities whose trading volume is low relative to other securities.

time value  The amount by which the market price of an option exceeds its intrinsic value.

time weighted rate of return  A return calculation that accounts for the actual period of time that funds were in the portfolio. It makes adjustments for deposits and withdrawals.

TIMO  Timberland investment management organization.

total return  The gain or loss in a portfolio taking into account both price changes and income received.

total return concept  The practice of considering both the income and the capital appreciation of an investment in determining the level of payout from the investment.

total return strategy  A strategy that can be adopted by a fund. Such a fund is often a blend of directional and nondirectional strategies. The manager of such a fund might have expertise in distressed debt, foreign currencies, or specific events that drive security prices.

total risk  The sum of systematic and unsystematic risk. Variance of return (or standard deviation) is used to measure total risk.

tracking error  The deviation of a portfolio’s price behavior from the behavior of some other portfolio’s behavior that it seeks to mimic.

transaction exposure  The chance of loss associated with the purchase or sale of goods due to changes in the exchange rate between two currencies.

translation exposure  Exposure that stems from the holding of foreign assets and liabilities that are denominated in currencies other than U.S. dollars.

Treasury Direct System  A book-entry account used to record ownership of U.S. Treasury securities.
Treynor measure A performance measure similar to the Sharpe measure except that the excess return is divided by beta rather than by the standard deviation of returns.

troy ounce The standard for gold weight. A troy ounce weighs 9.7 percent more than the standard ounce.

uncertainty The dispersion of possible outcomes of a future event.

underlying security The common stock or other asset that an option allows its holder to buy or sell.

undeveloped (raw) property Real estate on which no buildings exist.

Uniform Management of Institutional Funds Act A 1972 law subject to state-by-state adoption, providing guidelines for the management of charitable investment funds such as public foundations and endowments.

Uniform Prudent Investor Act A 1994 law, subject to state-by-state adoption, outlining prudent investment management. This act allows portfolio managers to handle fiduciary accounts in accordance with financial theory and best investment practices.

univariate A population that contains only one characteristic of interest.

unsystematic risk Diversifiable risk that is unique to a particular company.

utility The economic satisfaction associated with some activity. Utility is a qualitative concept.

Value Line Investment Survey A popular investment advisory service widely known for its timeliness and safety ranking system.

variable-rate bond An interest-bearing security on which the interest rate periodically changes.

venture capital One of the primary forms of private equity, this is an investment in new companies, either of seed money to get started or of operating funds to further explore an idea.

Volume-Weighted Average Price (VWAP) A very popular (and relatively basic) method of evaluating a trader’s skill at getting a good price. VWAP is calculated as the ratio of the dollar transaction volume to the share volume over a particular time period.

wasting asset A property of an option such that, when everything else remains equal (that is, the stock price does not change), the value of the option will decline over time.

window dressing Cosmetic changes that are made to a portfolio, usually just prior to the preparation of periodic reports.

writing an option The act of selling options as an opening transaction.

yield curve The plot of yields to maturity associated with bonds of a particular risk class over the available maturities.

yield curve inversion The unusual (and usually short-lived) phenomenon in which short-term interest rates exceed long-term rates.

yield spread The difference between a taxable yield and a tax-exempt yield.

yield to maturity The true rate of return that will be earned on a debt instrument if the security is held until its maturity and all interest and principal are repaid as agreed. The calculation of yield to maturity assumes that it is possible to reinvest coupon returns at the yield to maturity.

zero-coupon bond A debt security that pays no periodic income and is sold at a discount from its maturity value.
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